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'  SECRET

P R E FACE

The events whioh are to be described in the following pages may be
numbered among the most significant in the whole history of strategic bombing.
Indeed, the key to the period is contained in the title of this Volimie.

The eleven months March, 1942 to January, 1943, were essentially a time of
experiment in which' the bomber force developed by a process of trial and error
from the makeshift period already described to the full matixrity of 1943.

The broad principles of Anglo/American strategy had been determined in
It was there mutually agreed thatWashington at the beginning of 1942.

Germany must be regarded as the prime enemy and that, notwithstanding^ events
in the Pacific, the joint effort should be directed to the assistance of the
Russians, then verging on collapse in the face of the Geman armies, and to
the reduction of the German war effort to the point where an Allied re-entry
into the Continent of Europe would become a practicable proposition,
the early months of 1942, Allied strategy, strongly backed by public and
political opinion on both sides of the Atlantic, was centred on tentative
plans and preparations for a Second Front in 1943 or, given certain
eventualities, in 1942.
was temporarily shelved in favour of a joint campaign in North West Africa in
the autumn of 1942, a campaign which was to have  a profound effect on the
whole course of the var.

During

It was not until the late simmer that this policy

The subsequent decision to exploit the rapid

■

successes gained in that area by striking at what Mr, Churchill termed "the

under-belly of the Axis" made invasion on a large scale in 1943 impracticable.
Accordingly, attention was once again focussed on  a great Anglo/American
bomber offensive from the United Kingdom in 1943 in preparation for a Second
Front in the spring of the following year.
Conference in Januaary, 1943, the course which Allied strategy was to take in
the remaining war years load been finally determined.

Thus by the time of the Casablanca

As far as the bombing offensive in 1942 was concerned, the R.A.F. were
still virtually alone in the field
arrive in the British Isles in the spring but although they flew their first
operational sorties over occupied territory in August, it was not uuitil 1943
that they were in a position to undertake deep daylight penetration into
Germany itself,

growing in weight, tactical knowledge' and experience, continued to strike mth
all its available strength at the major to-vms and cities in the German Reich.

American bomber groups had begun to

In the meantime, the R. A. F, bomber force, v/hich was rapidly

Throughout the vdnter of 1941/42 the strategic offensive had been
severely curtailed by a policy of conservation and by the diversion of a large
proportion of the available effort to the attack of the German battleships in
harbour at Brest. But by February, 1942, the imperative need to come to the

aid of the Russians, together with other factors which will emerge, had led to
an immediate resumption of the strategic offensive against Germany; only
this time, it was an offensive vdth a difference.

Experience in 1941 had sho-wn that night precision bombing was,
generally speaking, beyond the capabilities of the bomber force as it then
existed The main theme of the bombing offensive in 1942, therefore, was

the reduction of German civilian morale and particularly that of the industrial

workers by area attacks on the principle industrial centres in Germany rather
than by direct attack on specific factories and other key points in the
German economic system.

The adoption of eneny civilian morale as a primary objective was a
revolutionary step and one which called for a far greater weight and
concentration of effort than had hitherto been attempted, together with the
evolution of entirely new bombing tactics and technique. In order to

/devastate
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devastate large areas in the main German towns and cities, it was no longer
sufficient to allow scattered groups of aircraft to make their own way to
the target,
the concentration necessary to safeguard it against an efficient enemy
defence.system and to inflict really heavy damage over a wide area.

The success of the horahing offensive in 1942 was therefore dependent not
only on the expansion of the force to a size in keeping with its increasing
commitments hut on the provision of technical equipment to enable it to

overcome the limitations of weather and other tactical problems and on the
development of new bombing methods in order to achieve the weight and
concentration of effort required by its changed function.

The force had to be welded into a coherent #iole, capable of

This volume has accordingly been divided into three parts; the first
dealing with the expansion, re-equipment and re-organisation of the Command;
the second, dealing with the development of the first radar aids to

navigation and bombing together with the evolution*'of new tactics dnd

technique; and the third containing a full account of changes in Allied
Strategy and British Bombing Policy durirg this period together with detailed
descriptions of the operations carried out,.

The part played by the bomber force in the war at sea at this time*

altho-ugh of considerable importance to the war effort as a whole does not
It has therefore been included as an Annexfit easily into this pattern,

together with a brief account of the build-up of the United States Air

Finally, copies of the main DirectivesForces in the British Isles in 1942.

issued to Bomber Command together with charts and statistical infomation

will be found at the end of the Volume.

In view of the wide field covered by this Volume and the considerable
amount of detail included, it has been thought advisable to summarise the

main points of interest at the end of Parts I and II respectively.
Part III each Chapter has been summarised separately while a final Chapter
has been added which reviews the period as a whole and indicates the

conclusions which may be drawn from it.

In

In general, the Narrative has been prepared in the Air Historical
Branch from War Cabinet, Chiefs of Staff, Air Ministry and Command documents.
Reference has been made to German documents vdierever possible but it niust be

emphasised that in the spring of 1949 .when this Volume was written, very
little information was available from German sources regarding the results
of bombing operations prior to 1943.

Finally, for more detailed information regarding the strategic
background to the bombing offensive in 1942, the Reader is advised to

oonsiilt the following A. H. B. Narratives and Monographs;

"The Training of Pilots and
Air Crews".

Vol. 2.

"The North African Campaign".
"The Liberation of North West

Europe, Volume 2".

A. H. B. Monograph

Signals Monograph
Narrative

Narrative

A. H. B,

A, H. B.,

A. H. B.
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CHRONOLOGY OF PRINCIPAL EVERTS

1941

8 Dec.

11 Dec.

22 Dec.

14 Jan.

Great Britain and United States of America declared war on Japan.
Germany and Italy declared war on United States,

Anglo/American Conference between Prime Minister and President
at Washington, (Arcadia).

1942

2 Jan.

l6 Jan,
28 Jan.

31 Jan.

United Nations anti-Axis pact signed in Washington by 26 nations.
Pomation of Combined Chiefs of Staff Committee in V/'ashington.
U.S. Military Headquarters established in Britain under Gen, Chaney.
Gen. Eaker designated commander of USAAP Bomber Porce in U, K.

Pirst operation by RAP Boston bombers.
Air Ministry Strategic Bombing Directive issued to Bomber Command.
Air Marshal Sir Arthur T. Harris appointed C-in-C Bomber Command.
General Eaker arrived in London.

Advanced detachment U. S. VIII Air Porces arrived in U, K.

12 Feb.

14 Peb.
20 Peb.

22 Peb.

3/4 March
8 March

8/9 March
lO/ll March
13 March

27/28 March
28/29 March

8 April

lO/ll Apr.
14 April

Night attack by RAP bombers on Renault Factory.
Daylight attack on Matford V/orks, Poissy, by Bostons of No. 2 Group.
Pirst operational use of Gee - Essen.
Pirst bombing operation by Lancasters
Resumption of Circus operations approved.
Combined operation - St. Nazalre.
Incendiary Raid on Lubeck.

Essen.

Mr. Harry Hopkins and General Marshall, U, S. Chief of Staff,
arrived in London for discussions on Strategy and Supply.

Pirst 8,000 lb bomb dropped by Bomber Command - Essen.
H,M. Government accepted U, S. proposals to make the invasion
of N.W, Europe the major contribution of the Western Allies
to the defeat of Germany.

Establishment of U. S, 8th Air Force Bomber Command H. Q, at
High Wycombe, near H. Q, R, A. P. Bomber Command.

Daylight Raid by Bomber Command Lancasters on M. A. N. Factory at
Augsburg, 12 aircraft despatched, 8 aircraft attacked, 7 missing.
The leader, s/Ldr. Nettleton, was awarded the Victoria Cross.

The "Air Bomber" was introduced as a separate member of Aircrew.
"Observer" renamed "Navigator".
Last Operation by Bomber Command ’,>niitleys, except those in
Operational Training Units.

15 April

17 April

20 April

29/30 Apr.

5 May General Carl Spaatz appointed Commanding General VIII Air Porce,
U. S. Army.

Directive - Attack on the G. A. P.

Pirst Main Contingent of U. S. VIII Air Porce arrived in Great
Britain.

United Nations Air Training Conference opened at Ottawa.
Extension of Night Bombing to other Occupied Countries.

United Nations Air Porces Conference (U. N, A. P,  ) took place in
London. (Bolero).

Pirst R.i'i.P. "Thousand Bomber" Raid. (Cologne). 1,046 aircraft
took part. 44 lost, over 2,000 tons of bombs dropped in

90 minutes. 0. T, Us first employed on a bomb raid.
Mosquito bombers operated for the first time - Cologne.

Second R. A. P. "Thousand Bomber" Raid. (Essen). 1,006 aircraft
took part, 35 lost, over 1,380 tons of bombs dropped in 90 minutes.

5 May
12 May

19 May
25 May
26-31 May

30/31 May

30/31 May

1/2 June
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5 June Extended Empire Air Training Agreement signed in Ottawa by
United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand and Australia.

American 'European Theatre of Operations" Established with

General Chaney as Commander of all U. S. Forces.
Prime Minister visited Washington for conferences with President

Roosevelt, on Operations for 194-2 and 1943.
General Spaatz assumed Command of U. S. VIII Air Force.
Arnold-Towers-Portal Agreement on the allocation of American

Accepted by Combined Chiefs of Staff on 2. 7.42.
Major-General Dwight Eisenhovror appointed Commander of U. S.
Forces in S. T. 0. vice. General J.E. Chaney.

aircraft.

8 June

18-26 June

18 June

21 June

25 Jrnie

U. S. VIII Air Force Crews operated for first time in six Bomber

Command Bostons in daylight raid on Dutch Airfields.
General C. Spaatz appointed Commanding General U.S. A. A. F. in
Europe.

4 July

7 July

6 August "Moonshine" R. C.M. first used operationally,
fully used for confusion on enany early-warning radar as to
number of aircraft.

Major General Mark Clark placed in Command of U. S, Ground

Forces established at Headquarters in England.
Initiation of jamming of Gee.
Mr. Churchill arrived in Moscow for conversations with

Very success-

8 August

9/10 Aug.
12 August

Returned 24th August.Marshal Stalin.

Formation of Pathfinder Force under Command of Group Captain

No, 8 Group subsequently reformed andD. C. T. Bennett,
15 August

became No, 8(PFF) Group on 13.1.43.
U. S. VIII Air Force Aircraft, led by General Ira Ealcer,
operated for the first time,

(12 Fortress Aircraft escorted by R./lF, Spitfires).
Pathfinder Force carried out their first operation - Flensburg.

Combined Operation against Dieppe (jubilee),
used as Support.

Objective Rouen Railway Centre

Bomber Aircraft

17 August

18/19 Aug.
19 August

10/11 Sept.

14/15 Sept.
19 Sept.
25 Sept.

First 4,000 lb Incendiary Bomb dropped by Bomber Command
(Dusseldorf).
Last Operation by Hampdens of Bomber Command.
First Bomber Command Daylight Operation on Berlin.
Four R.A.F. Mosquitos made a Daylight Raid on the Gestapo
Headquarters at Oslo.

16 Oot.

17 Oct.
Inauguration of the Fifty Squadron Plan.
Daylight R.A.F. Attack on Le Creusot (Schneider Armament Works)
by 87 Lancasters, plus 7 against the Transformer Station at

One Aircraft missing from the latter attack.
This was

Montchanin.

Daylight R.A. F. attack by 88 Lancasters on Milan,
the first daylight attack on Italy by home-based aircraft
and involved a flight of approximately 1,400 miles.

Formation of No, 6 Group (R. C. A. F. ) at Allerton Park.
Consolidated Bombardment Instructions issued.

24 Oct.

25 Oct.

29 Oct.

First Operation by Bomber Command Venturas - Hengelo.
Allied forces landed in French North Africa (Torch) under the
Command of Lieutenant-General Eisenhower.

German troops entered "Unoccupied" Prance,

3 Nov.
8 Nov.

11 Nov.

6 Dec,

15 Dec.

20/21 Dec.

Daylight Attack by No, 2 Group on Phillips Works at Eindhoven.

Arnold-Portal Agreement on Air Supplies to Britain in 1943.
Oboe first employed by Bomber Command in attack on Lutterade
Power Station.

/1943
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9 Jan. General Carl Spaatz assumed Command of Allied Air Forces in
North Africa.

Area Bombing of U Boat Bases Approved.
Conferences bet-ween the Prime Minister and the U. S. President
at Casablanca,

Target-Indicator Bombs (250 lb) used for the first time by
Bomber Command in the first R. A. P, attack on Berlin since 7. H.4-1.

Casablanca Directive Issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff

defining the primary objects of the Combined Bomber Offensive.

First Operation by Mitchells of Bomber Command.
First U, S, A. A. F, air raid on Germany - Emden and Wilhelmshaven

attacked by Fortresses and Liberators.
Mosquitos made their first daylight attack on Berlin during
Goebbel's and Goering's addresses to the German Armed Forces

at the tenth anniversary celebrations of Hitler*  s regime.
H2S first used by Bomber Command - Hamburg.

(Symbol).

11 Jan.

14.-24 Jan.

16/17 Jan.

21 Jan.

22 Jan.

27 Jan.

50 Jan.

30/31 Jan.
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PART I

THE EXPTJTDING FORCE

CHi\PTER 1

LONG-TERM EXPilRSIOW MD RE-EQUIPMENT
POLICY

(i) Target Force "E" Abandoned.

"The Navy can lose us the war but only the Airforce can
win it.

overwhelming mastery in the air.
salvation but the bombers alone provide the means of
victory,

an ever increasing volume of explosives to Germany so as

to pulverise the entire industry and scientific structure
on -vdaich the war effort and economic life of the enemy
depends. "

Therefore, our supreme effort must be to gain
The fighters are our

We must, therefore, develop the power to carry

W.P. (40)
352.

This opinion was expressed by the Prime Minister in a
Memorandum to the War Cabinet after the fall of Prance in 1940.
Since that date an ever-increasing bomber offensive and,
ipso facto, the expansion of the Force to meet it had
repeatedly been put forward by the Chiefs of Staff and'

accepted by the War Cabinet as a cardinal factor in the

In this they had the synpathetio
'Maximum impact on the enemy'

programme for victory,
support of /jnerican opinion,
was, in fact, the joint aim which formed the basis of all

subsequent expansion programmes of which the latest, Target
Force "E", was still in force in the spring of 1942 when this
Narrative opens,
were rapidly diminishing.

As will be seen, prospects of achieving it

As far as the Metropolitan Bomber Force was concerned,
Target Force "E" envisaged planned expansion to a front-line
strength of 4,000 heavy and medium bombers by mid-1943.
This figure could not be met from British production alone

and its achievement na.s essentially dependant on  a steady
supply of aircraft from the United States,
had been made during 1941 to stimulate /imerican production
and to ensure the allocation of a substantial proportion of
it to the R, A, F.

Every effort

By the autumn of that year, the likelihood
of the Americans entering the war and a consequent decrease

in those allocations s'uggested that Britain must be prepared
to meet a greater proportion of her needs from her own
resources.

In December, 1941, the Defence Committee authorised
the adoption of a programme the main object of which was the

production of 14,000 heavy and medim bombers by vlugust 1943
and a peak output of 925 aircraft' per month by December 1943-
At the same time the Prime Minister ruled that the Ministry
of Aircraft Production should be given the labomr and machine

tools necessary to enable them to complete that programme
100^
must be borne in mind -vdien considering subsequent planning.

/On

This latter point is of considerable importance and

D.O. (S)
(42) 82.
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- 2 -

On 7 December V)kl the United States entered the war and,
expected, allocations from that soijrce were considerably

reduced under the terms of the Annold/Portal Agreement signed
on 1 January 1942. By the spring, even those reduced
expectations seemed unlikely to be fulfilled. Every indication
was that the British were about to be "edged off the U. S.

platform". These gloomy prognostications were confirmed #ien
the President laid down in principle that every appropriate
American aircraft should be manned by American crews. In

short, American opinion was undergoing a change which seemed
likely to have serious repercussions on Britain*  s own expansion
plans. It is true that there was a reasonable hope that, by
1943, part at least of the loss would be made good by American
Units operating in British theatres of responsibility but, in
the interim, planned expansion would be jeopardised and there

might be a vital weakening of effort in direct contrast to the

accepted policy of intensification.

The culminating blow to hopes of achieving Target Force "E"
came with the signing of the Arnold/Tovrers/Portal Agreement in
Wadiington on 21 June 1942. In this, the Presidential policy
that, with certain exceptions, every appropriate States-bixllt
aircraft should be manned by American crews was re-iterated.
The United States xmdertook to allot sufficient aircraft to

equip and maintain certain existing or projected units of the
R.A.F. and Dominions in theatres of British and Combined strategic

responsibility for viiich American units could not be substituted.
In all other instances, American Units would be. substituted for

previously projected R.A.F. Units flying American aircraft.
At the same time they would:

"continue during 1943 the allocation of aircraft necessaxy
to meet attrition in British squadrons using American
aircraft operational on 1 April 1943, and in their
supporting 0. T. Us. "

(ii) Target Force "G".

As has already been stated, expansion to a front-line
strength of 4000 heavy and medium bombers could not be achieved

vdien rel3ring on British production alone. The new Agreement
had reduced heavy and medium bomber allocations from America to
the merest trickle. Under these circumstances there was

nothing for it but to scrap Target Force "E" and prepare a new

long term programme in keeping with reduced resources.

as

G. A. S.

Folder:

A/t/P Agmt.

Cyph: sig:
JSM/172

C.A. S. Polder

A-/t/P. Agmt.
and AJIB> ■■ II •

i  ̂

V

Target Force "G" - receivedThe new programme

provisional approval from the E.R.P. Committee in July 1942.
It aimed at expansion of the Force to 135 heavy and nine

medium squadrons - a total of some 2,500 aircraft  - by
December 1943.

Bomber Command, the remaining 19 squadrons being distributed
between the Middle East, India and Burma,

Of these, 125 heavy squadrons would be in

E.E.P. 203

A. C. 55(42) This programme was based on a calculated strategic
requirement, taking into accoimt the size of the Airforces
TAhich the United States had undertalcen to provide in British

theatres of responsibility,
that the 2,500 heavy and medium bombers required for Taxget
Force "G", plus the American Units operating in British
theatres of responsibility, plus a small force from the 0. T. Us

nights of peak effort 1,70011, in effect, provide  a combined
bombing force of approximately 4,000 aircraft.

It v/as provisionally estimated

on

and

A. C. Draft
Conclusions '

13(42)

/in
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Ibid. In planning the new programme, the bomber figures had
deliberately been set higher than could be attained by
existing forecasts of British production and allocations
from America under the A. T, P. jlgreement. , It vra.s the view

of the Chief of the Air Staff that the approved strategic
needs of the R. A.P. should not, on principle, be
subordinated to current production plans. He argued that

the additional resources already promised should be given
to the Ministry of Aircraft Production to enable them
completely to fulfill their December 194-1 programme. At

the same time the Defence Committee should approve any
necessary increases in that programme to enable the industry
to change-over to the production of new types
without jeopardising the normal output^
stated needs of the Industry had not been met with the result

that output, so far as the heavy and light bombers were

concerned, was consistently behind schedule.

of bomber

So far the

Planning on these lines had not proceeded very far
before the Air Member for Supply and Organisation was obliged
to advise the Air Council that the aircraft position was

such that, even asstmiing 100^ bf current production
forecasts - which experiencp indicated as unlikely of

realisation - 0.T.U, aircraft requirements would prohibit
all possibility of a front-line ejipansionto the 144 heavy
and medium squadrons visualised in Target Force "G" by the
end of 1943.

Inevitably prove wasteful.
Any attempt to provision on that basis must

S. 6 Polder
No. 118

It may be of interest at this stage to compare figures
prepared by the Air Member’s staff showing expectations of

expansion by squadrons when planning on (a) receipt of 100^
of the production programme, talcing into account the 0. T. U.
requirements and (b) the more realistic expectation of 85??
of the same programme;

Ibid.

19441942 1943

(a) Sept, Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec.

55 69 84 97 112 124 132 13625 41Heavies

17 15 16 18 21 26 31 35Mediums 27 21

52 62 133 150 163 17172 84 100 115

(1=)

49 60 72 84 96 107 114 11825 38Heavies

Medi-ums 30 24 21 25 30 3420 17 17 19

69 77 89 10355 62 117 132 144 152

/An

(1) The need for a heavy bomber of entirely new design to
replace the Wellington and Warwick was beginning to make

itself felt. The performance of British aircraft in

comparison with those of the enemy was giving rise to

considerable misgiving. It seemed likely that by 1944 we
should be labouring Linder acute inferiotity unless immediate
steps v/ere takep to design and produce a };ieavy bomber
capable of meeting the increasing strain imposed by operation
al requirements and the rapidly improving enemy defence systems.

G. I69087/ZGB/I/50/30 SECRET
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An examination of these figures shows that even on the most

optimistic basis, the bomber element of the new programme -

i, e, 144 heavy and medium squadrons - could not be achieved before
the late spring of 1944 and, on a more realistic basis,
probably not before the autumn.

After considerable discussion, the Air Council finally
agreed that, as an interim measure and since any futher delay
might seriously jeopardise the long-term programme, the A.M. S, O's
expansion figures at (b) above should be accepted as a basis
for provisioning and administrative planning until June, 1943,
only. It was assumed that by that time output from British
production would have been increased and the prograjime could

then be stepped up accordingly. Moreover, the Air Council
still clung to the hope that if Anerican production reached the
proportions expected of it, it wuld exceed their capacity to

produce trained crsrre and, by tte middle of 1943, a substantial flow of
heavy bombers might once again become available to the R. A. F.
from that source.

A.C.58 (42)
and A. C. Draft
Cnslsns.

14(42)

A. C, 55(42)

D. C. (s)
(42)82

The above decisions must not obscure the main issue.

Air Council were still of the opinion that if the bomber force

were to expand to a size oommensurate with strategic require
ments, British industrial output should and must be increased.
The Ministiy of Aircraft Production must be given the means not

only to overtake arrears and fulfill, in toto, the programme
approved the previous December, but to develop additional
capacity #iich would provide a "cushion" element enabling output
to be maintained vdiile developing and changing over to production
of the urgently required new bombers,
the Secretary of State for Air presented for the approval of the
Defence Committee (Supply) on 27 September 1942.

(iii) Breakdown of Target Force "G".

The

This was the case -vdiich

Duscussion on Target Force "G" was still in progress when

For some time past thea new cloud appeared on the horizon.
Joint War Production Committee had been examining the manpower
position in the light of the requirements of the Service and

their supporting industries,
invited to furnish a revised estimate following the A/t/P
Agreement.

Organisation's "realistic" programme, showed a requirement for
an increased intake during the first six months - i, e, July to
December, 1942 - of 126,950 men and women over and above the
c-urrent authorised figure of 110,750.
less to the expansion of the force than to the fact that the

number of personnel required to maintain a force of constant

size was, itself, constantly increasing,
enlarging to keep pace with the increasing complexity of the

equipment to be maintained, expanding training facilities, works
services and so on.

In June 1942 the Air Council were

This, based on the Air Member for Supply and

This increase was due

Establishments were

Nevertheless, the Secretary of State for

A. C. 49 (42)

S. 84278/42.

A. C. Draft

Air was forced to wain the Air Council on 19 August 1942, that
in view of the very serious manpower situation 'vdiich had arisen,
it was likely that this new demand would not be met and that

Commands would have to effect cuts in their requirements by
making do with less than their theoretically correct
e stabli shment s.

Conclusions

13(42)

P. M.Min:

^’.377/2
This view was confirmed by the Prime Minister on

17 September \dien he warned all Services that drastic revision
of their estimates was essential. As far as the R.A. F, was

/concerned

G. I69087/ZGB/I/50/30
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concerned this must be achieved to the extent of 50% of

their demands,

the offensive power of the bomber force was in danger of

being seriously limited not only by lack of recruits to the

Service but by lack of labour essential for the manufacture
of aircraft and equipment,
establishments, methods and hours of work v/as ordered in all

Coiramnds with a viev/ to reducing requirements to the

minimum consonant with the maintenance of the operational
effort.

In short, the expansion and, ipso facto,

A rigorous scrutiny of existingS. 84278/4-2

Cut after cut v/as made in the original estimate but on

20 November, Sir John Anderson was forced to admit that,
even with the utmost effort and economy, only half the total

demands of the Services and their supporting industries
could be met.

and women, there were only 1, 6 million on which to draw.

In December, the Prime I/Iinister himself directed that

the further necessary reductions over and above those
already referred to must be effected by policy changes
modifying the respective expansion schemes.
Ministers were instructed to show how this could be done and

what the result of such modifications would be.

For a total requirement of 2, 5 million men

The appropriat

W.P. (42)
539.

74 P. (42)
556.

e

W.P. (42) As far as the bomber expansion programme was concerned,
the position was novr acute,

an overall reduction of 325,000 on the joint manpower
requirements of the R.A. P. and the Ministry of Aircraft
Production,

alone,

very serious limitation on the whole expansion programme of

which the brunt would fall on the heavy bombers,
trend of the aircraft industry during 1943 'was to have been

towards the production of heavy bombers,
months behind in its labour intake, it had been estimated
that even without the new developments, the industry's heavy
bomber output during 1943 would have been some 1,600
aircraft behind schedule,

resources would retard the output of heavy bombers still

further with a consequent vital limitation in the expansion
and effective strength of the Force.

It had been proposed to make

Of this, 100,000 was to be borne by industry
If this proposal were ratified, it would impose a

The main

Already some

The proposed reduction in labour

570.

Urgent representations on these lines by the Secretary
of State for Air failed to stem the tide.

1942, the proposed reductions were ratified by Cabinet
decision and the joint manpower allocation to the R. A. F. and

Ministry of Aircraft Production for the period July 1942
to December 1943 was fixed at 750,000 men and ■women.

On 11 December,W.M. (42)
167.

The Air Council ■were, therefore, forced to accept this
most un-welcome curtailment of their long term expansion

Target Force "G" was no longer a practicalprogramme,
proposition and v/as succeeded by Target Force "H" - planning
and implementation of which properly fall -within the scope of
the next Narrative,
prospects for 1943 -were to prove considerably brighter than
had at first been anticipated,
the United States culminated in the Amold/E-vill Agreement
in December 1942, with its promise of increased allocations

It is vrorth noting, however, that

Renewed negotiations -with

A. C. Draft
Concl. 7(43)
and S. 6
Folder 118(a)^

/in
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in the new year. In addition, the revised programme issued

hy the Ministry of Aircraft Production in January, 1943,
forecast a better rate of production than had been amticipated
at the time of the manpower discussions. There was, indeed,
reason to hope that in 1943, the bomber force would achieve

the expansion in weight and numbers essential if it was to
take its full share of the Oombined Anglo/American Bomber
Offensive already being planned. But, as far as this Volume

is concerned, this was still in the futixre. In 1942 expansion
and re-equipment was limited by a vd.nter of factors, what those
factors were and the extent to which they were overcome will be

demonstrated in the next Chapter.

G>169087/ZGB/1/50/30
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CHAPTER 2.

,  STAGES OF EXPANSION ARP RE-EQUIPMENT.

(i) The Programme in Arrears.

As has been seen, at the heginning of March, 1942,
expansion ms still being pursued in terms of Target
Force "E". With a total of only 44 (14 heavy and
30 medium) squadrons, the Command was still a long
way off the target figure,
actually a little less at this time as six Hampden,
three Whitley and a Wellington squadron were established
at 27 U.E. giving ten additional flights or five
standard-size squadrons,

operational ̂ d the majority up to practically full
strength, (l)

The discrepancy was

All but six squadrons were

During the early months of the period the bulk of
the operational effort continued to fall on the mediimi
bombers but, by September, 1942, the Command medium
strength had shrunk from 30 to 13 squadrons (owing to
a number of causes which will be examined later) and
the heavies v/ere at last coming into their own.
had, in faot, expanded in six months from 14 to 25
squadrons although a number were very deficient in
aircraft.

TheyK9.'Orders

j-nauguration of the accelerated
these figures were to rise

AS a result oi tne i

programme in SeptemberV^)
by the end of January, 1943, to 36 heavy and 15 medium
squadrons (excluding three Ventura and two Mitchell
squadi’ons in No. 2 Group),
a certain amount of re-equipment had changed the character
of the force from medium to heavy, actual expansion
during the whole period March to January ms achieved
to the extent of only seven s quadrons and a hundred -

odd aircraft.

In effect, however, vifhile
Ibid.

Before examining the stages by which this expansion
and re-equipment took place, consideration must be
given to the contributory causes which prohibited ex
pansion of the bomber force on anything like the scale
originally envisaged,

(ii) Pauses of Delay.

Briefly, these were (a) the failure of-the Ministry
of Aircraft Production to realise their forecasts (b)
the crippling drain on the strength or potential
strength of the Command in crews and aircraft to feed

other Commands at home and overseas (c) the revision of
the Arnol(3/Portal Agreement of January, 1942 and (d)
the rapidly deteriorating manpower situation. Wastage

/will

(1) See Table at Appendix 1.
(2) See Chapter 2, Sections (vii) and (viii)

G. I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O SECRET
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In any eventwill be discussed in a later Chapter,
it was not, at this stage, a major factor delaying
expansion.

The overall effect of the shortage of manpower'
and the failure of American supplies has already been
examined in some detail,

of British aircraft production to achieve anything
like the required output and, equally, to the persistent
drain on Bomber Command's resources either actual or

potential that the breakdovm of expansion in the
Command was primarily due.

It v/as due to the inability

As has been stated, indaequate supplies of labour
were the main cause of under-production during this
period, the brunt of which fell on the heavy bombers.
By August, 1942, only 72^ of the December, 1941
heavy bomber programme had been achieved and the deficit,
in detail, amounted to 200 Stirlings, 110 Lancasters

Stirling production had proved

D. C. (S)
(42)82
S.6 Polder

Target Force ’'0" and 65 Halifaxes.
extremely wasteful in manhours, requiring exactly
double the number estimated for the Lancaster. The

serious shortage of these aircraft was, in part,
accounted for by failure to allow for this situation.
The position was, in fact, so critical that by the
autumn consideration was already being given to
switching Stirling prcduction capacity to Lancasters.
It may be worth noting at this point that, on 30
December, 1942, the A. O.C.-in-C. complained to the
Secretary of S'tate for Air that No.3 (Stirling)
G-roup was still only at half strength and the aircraft
suffered from a high degree of unserviceability.
Stirlings had, in fact, "made no worth?/hile contribution
to the bomber effort for some time."

ATH/D.O.

The Halifax position vra,s less serious,
with the tailwheel had temporarily affected deliveries
in the early summer but this had been overcome,
aircraft proved extremely unsatisfactory from the
performance angle, however, and underwent considerable
modifications both on the production line and in
squadrons in an attempt to overcome their aerodynai'oic
and other deficiencies,

hand were vrell behind schedule.

Trouble

The

Lancasters on the other

Difficulties of v/ing-
structure at the beginning of the year had been overcome
and labour and machine tool shortages vrere mainly
responsible for 'the deficit.

The medium bomber output at this time v/as almost
up to schedule vdth the vital e xception of the Wellington
Mlc. Ill, deliveries of v/hich were held up during the

summer months o-'Adng to the shortage of propellers and

constant speed units,
repercussions on the expansion programme as v/ill be
seen from the next Section.

This delay had considerable

Taking all in all, by the autumn of 1942, it had
become only too clear that the Ivlinistry of Aircraft
Production's programme of December, 1941, based on
their unrealised expectations of additional resources,
had been over optimistic. Even their re'vised

/forecast

G.I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O
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forecast of July, 1942, was shomng no signs of achievement.
At the same time, the new manpo^ver survey was to frustrate
all attempts to obtain for them the increased supplies
of labour upon which the fulfillment of their programme
depended.

If the aircraft supply position v/as serious, the
drain on those supplies during the first six months of the
period both from the production line and the Command's
own resources, was equally critical,
aircraft from the strength or potential strength of
Bomber Command betvreen 1 January and 1 September, 1942,
in effect amounted to some 510 aircraft and represented
a loss to the Command of approximately 28 squadrons at
18 U.E.

Diversions of

The majority of these diversions were to

C. Folder
-0

Coastal Command and the Middle East, the brunt falling on
the medium bombers. Not only did they represent a loss
of aircraft but, in many instances, of crews as well and
carried a further commitment to supply replacement crews
and aircraft at regular intervals.

The A. O.C.-in-C, protested frequently against this
tendency to use Bomber Command as a "milch cow" butthe
overall shortage of aircraft was such that, while
sympathising with his attitude the Air Ministry were unable
to take any drastic steps to ease the position until
September when the Prime Minister himself intervened with

the ruling that for the next three months Bomber Command T/as
to receive priority over all other commitments to enable
it to expand to 50 heavy and medium squadrons operational
by 31st December, 1942.

(iii) Mediimi Bomber Expansion and Re-equipment.

Until such time as the output of heavy bombers from
production could be stepped-up to the required peak, expan
sion of the medium bombers remained a sine qua non of the
long term expansion programme if the bomber force ¥/as to
reach by the end of 1943 a size commensurate with the

stated strategic requirements.

Nevertheless, the period March to September, 1942 saw
a sharp decline in the medimi strength of Bomber Command.
This was partly due to the transfer of a number of
squadrons to Coastal Command and the re-equipment of
others to heavy types but, primarily, to the unexpected
delay in the supply of Wellingtons Mark III referred to in

the previous Section.

At the beginning of March, 1942, the Command had J>0
medium squadrons established,
only one new squadron v/as formed,
tvro Wellington, three Whitley (two on
and two Hampden squadrons were transferred to Coastal
Command to offset the growing shortage of general
reconnaissance aircraft and torpedo bombers,
completed their last operation - excepting O.T.U. aircraft 

-

on 29/30 April, 1942 and by September, the remaining
Hampden squadrons in Bomber Command had either re-equipped
or were in the process of re-equipping to other types.

/Hairpdens

During the next six months
On the other hand,
temporary loan only)

Wliitleys

G. I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O SECRET
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Hampdens undertook their last mission in Bomber Oommand on

14/15 September, 1942.

With the deletion of Hampdens and Whitleys from the
front line, Wellingtons became the sole support of the
medium bomber force,

at the end of their useful life as operational aircraft
and were waiting to re-eqidp to heavy bombers or Wellingtons
Iferk III.

of the latter between March and May, 1942, there were
insufficient Mark III aii’oraft available to maintain

existing squadrons let alone re-equip or form others.
In fact, Mark Ic aircraft had to be allocated as replacements
to operational squadrons in their stead,
diverted Mark Ic aircraft from O.T.U's which were seriously
short of medium bombers but affected the development of the

Gee force (l) since they vrere not equipped with the device.

By June, 1942, the position had eased sufficiently to

enable all the existing T/ellington Mark III squadrons to be

brought up to.full strength and maintained,
further improvement enabled three other mediim squadrons to

be re-equipped to Mark III aircraft,
supply however and, with the one exception already mentioned,
no expansion was possible prior to September, 1942.

Marks Ic, II and IV were already

Owing to the unexpected delay in deliveries

This not only

By August, a

These remained in short

Betvreen March and September, 1942, as many as eleven
medium bomber squadrons re-equipped to heavies and, as has

been seen, seven others transferred out of the Command.
Thus, although the heavy bomber force had increased in that

time from 14 to 25 squadrons, the medium force had suffered

a corresponding shrinkage from 30 to I3 squadrons and the
overall strength of the Command had actually decreased to 38
squadrons from the 44 available at the beginning of the Period.

Before examining the steps taken to rectify this serious
situation, consideration must be given to the progress of
the heavy bombers which had troubles of their ovm.

(iv) Heavy Bomber Expansion and Re-equipment.

No expansion of the heavy bombers took place between
March and September 1942, with the exception of Nos. 10 and
76 (Halifax) Squadrons which were increased to an establishment
of 2i(- plus 3 in July during the detachment of two flights from
each squadron on loan to the Middle East,
were subsequently reduced to standard size in September when
the detached fliglits returned to the United Kingdom.

These squadrons

E.R.P. 206

E. R. P. 214

Output of Heavy bombers was a long v/ay behind schedule
during 1942 and those available between March and September
were used to bring existing squadrons up to establishment and
re-equip the mediums,
strength of the Command had risen from 14 to 25 squadrons.
By that time, also, six Manchester squadrons, four of which
had re-equipped from medium bombers as an interim measure,
had either re-equipped or were in process of re-equipping to
Lancasters,

a heavy bomber owing to its low povrer/weight ratio, completed
its last operation on the night of 25/26 June, I94.2 and was
henceforth relegated to a training role.

By September, 1942, the heavy bomber

The Manchester, which had proved a failure as

/Despite

(1) See Part II

G.I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O
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Despite this increase in heavy squadrons, the position
in September, 1942 was by no means as satisfactory as it

appeared on paper,
nearer schedule than any other heavy bomber, had failed to

give the required performance under operational conditions.
The aircraft suffered from a high degree of unmanoeuvr
ability with a tendency to go out of control when evading.
This weakness, coupled with flame-throwing from the exhaust,
undercarriage defects and inadequate speed at height, made

the A.O.C.-in-C. unwilling to risk the lives of his crews

by using the aircraft operationally until the defects had
been remedied,

squadrons and by the Ministry of Aircraft Production in an

attempt to satisfy the aerodynamic and altitude requirements
but it was not until well on into 1943 that the Halifax
became satisfactory as an operational aircraft.

The Halifax, output of which was

Intensive efforts were made both in

ATH/DO.

(1)Stirlings, too, v/ere giving a lot of trouble,
only v/ere they in such short supply that by the end of the
year the Stirling squadrons were at little more than half

strength but their high rate of unserviceability reduced the
operational availability of even those aircraft which reached
the squadrons,
to the Secretary of State for Air that he v/as "lucky" if he
could raise thirty aircraft from No.3 (Stirling) Group for
one night's operations even after a week of inactivity.

( ) The Position in September, 1942.

By September, 1942, the situation had, to all intents
and puip)oses reached a deadlock,

expansion programme (Target Force "G") v/as on the point of
breaking down as a result of the manpower crisis; the
aircraft supply position remained unsatisfactory and, while
further negotiations with the United States were giving rise
to renewed hopes of increased allocations in 1943> these had
yet to materialise,

to the contrary, the drain/on
had, perforce, continued. ^2/

Not

On 30 December, the A.O.C.-in-C. complained

The nev/ long-term

Meanwhile, despite all representations
the resources of Bomber Command

ATH/DO.

As has been seen, far from expanding the bomber force

had actually shrunk during the past six months by as many as

/ six

(l) Serious consideration v/as being given at this time to the
possibility of switching both Halifax and Stirling production
capacity to Lancasters, the only existing type of heavy bomber

approaching the Command's operational requirements,
much discussion, the Defence Committee (Supply) agreed on
14th December 1942, that Austin and Short factories should be

turned over from Stirling to Lancaster production as soon as

possible - i.e. early in the new year,
any possible loss of output during the switch-over would be

more acceptable than continuing to suffer heavy casualties
not only to aircraft but to sorely needed crews.
also agreed to postpone a decision on the Halifax until the

result of the proposed modifications could be assessed.

(2) For details see Appendix 4.

After

It was thought that

It was

DC(S)(42)
6th Meeting
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a situation only partially alleviated by thesix squadrons;
increased number of heavy squadrons resulting from re-equip
ment of the mediums. The official return on 18 September,
shows the following position

No. of VC
Deficient

A/C on
Unit charge

No. of

Sqdns.

Total

I.E. & I.R.
A/C

64 2680 plus 10Stirling
Halifax

Lancaster

5
160 12710 20 53
160 162 1810 20

B.C.

Order of

Battle
26Wellington

(All Marks)
190 191 2513

7638 590 122Total

The effective strength of the Command at this time was

actually considerably less than the 38 squadrons shown on
paper,

squadrons were non-operational.
squadrons were still operating on an establishment of 10 plus
2 giving the equivalent of only two standard-siae squadrons.
The -total available operational strength of the Command was

therefore no more than 30 squadrons; an unsatisfactory state

of affairs further aggravated by the number of squadrons
below establishment and the poor performance of Halifaxes and

Stirlings.

Pour Halifax, one Lancaster and two Wellington
Three Polish medium

(vi) The Prime Minister's Ruling.

P.M.

Personal
Minute

M.378/2

This then was the position when, on 17 September 1942,
the Prime Minister instructed the Secretary of State for Air

to prepare a scheme which would achieve "the prime military
object" of raising the effective strength of Bomber Command

to 50 heavy and medium squadrons, all operational, by the 3I
December. At the same time he guaranteed that once the
plan had been approved, it would become binding and, within

certain unavoidable limits, would receive priority over every
competing claim during the next three months.

(vii) The Fifty-squadron Plan.

S.5714

Encl.l33A alent of 37
As already stated, at this time the Command had the equiv-

heavy and medium squadrons formed or forming,
leaving a balance of I3 to be found before the end of the

The dominant factor in the success of the scheme was

Supplies could be augmented in two
(a) by curtailing the extraneous demands on the actual

year,

the aircraft position.
ways:

or potential strength of the Command and returning squadrons
on loan and (b) by an increased output from production.
If the new squadrons were to become operational by 3I December,
the crucial months so far as production was concerned were

October and November, leaving a further month for squadrons
to 'work up'.

/Following

1) See Appendix 2
2) Actually 38 squadrons on paper but with 3 Polish

squadrons established at 10 plus 2, the number of
standard size squadrons was reduced to 37-

G. I69O87/RGF/I/5O/3O
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S.5714 Following the Prime Minister's Minute, an immediate
Encl.l33A approach to the Minister of Aircraft Production resulted in

a promise of 3OO Halifaxes, 300 Lancasters, I8I Stirlings
and 893 Wellingtons hetween September and November -

altogether an increase of 260 heavy and 275 medium bombers

on deliveries made during the previous quarter.
Minister made it clear that these increases were contingent
on the supply of labour and better deliveries of machine
tools and that the proposed withdrawal of the R. A. P.

personnel lent to Industry during the year would limit
production to a level below that required to make good the
incx-eased allocations.

The

The medium bomber figures actually
involved no increase from production but supplies were to
be augmented by a more rapid flow from A.S.U's.
same time, he made a further contribution by x-educing the

nimiber of aircraft held in pool for experimental and develop
ment purposes.

At the

c.o.s. (42)
317(0)

By 9 October, the Secretary of State was able to
inform the Prime Minister that, assuming these promises
were fulfilled, he expected to be able to find all but five

of the thirteen squadrons required from the production line.

Two more (Nos. 51 and 77) on loan to Coastal Command would
have been returned by the beginning of November for re-equip
ment from Whitleys to Halifaxes.
three squadrons which he proposed to find by

(a) Suspending the flow of medium bombers to the
Airborne Forces for tvro months and(l)

This left a balance of

(b) Halving the flow of heavy bombers to the Middle
East.12)

* Ibid. Asfkr as crews were concerned, the situation, already
difficult, was further aggravated by a commitment to ferry
Halifax and Wellington replacement aircraft to the Middle
East. He proposed to relieve the Command of the whole of
the Halifax and one third of the Wellington commitment.
The remaining small deficiences would be met by various
expedients, including the accelerated return of tour-expired
crews and pilots from the Middle East.

V  ' >}1 H ■;
Equally indispensable to the success of the plan was an'

increased supply of mechanics to Bomber Command,
were to be ready in time, O.T. Us. must be brought up to
strength in ground-staffs immediately and men made available
for the new squadrons as they formed,
hoped that economies to be effected in the pi'ovisions for
the Airborne Forces vrould meet most of this requirement but

If squadrons

The Secretary of State

Ibid.

/any
eo.'5r~;'; ' '
SrAcrS. (42)(1) The Airborne Forces represented a heavy commitment for
317(0) medium bombers direct from the production line. 100 mediimi

bombers were already so employed and further 100 wore required
during the next t¥/o months. Although the aircraft were
Whitleys and obsolescent as operational bombers, they would
relieve the strain imposed on the training organisation by
the accelerated expansion programme.
(2) Then at the rate of 8 per month.

G.I69O87/RGF/I/5O/3O SECRET
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any balance would have to be found by a decision to give the
CoTTimand priority over all other claims during the vital
months. While he expected that the losses thus inflicted
on other Commands would, to a certain extent, be made good
by the economies anticipated from the ne?/ manpower survey,
he emphasised that Bomber Command itself must impose rigid
economies and bear its share of the general acute shortage.
Meanwhile a start was to be made with the return of airmen

In view of the limiting effect this wouldlent to industry,
have on production, however, the flo?/ was to be restricted
to 500 per month.

, P.M.L.M.
A- 2

The above proposals were approved by the Prime Minister
on 16 October 1942 and on 22 October received the formal

agreement of the Chiefs of Staff subject to the proviso that

the required personnel should be found without removing

CAS

folder

J583
22.10.42 technical tradesmen from Coastal Command squadrons,

had already been made towards their fulfillment and it now remains

to examine the progress of the Command to-wards the target of
fifty squadrons" and the extent to which this was achieved.

A start

It

(viii) Progress of the Accelerated Expansion Scheme.

It vdll be remembered that the fulfillment of the 50

squadron plan was contingent on the eleven new squadrons having
formed by the end of November 1942.
as follows :-

Forecasted expansion was

Date of

Formation
L. M.2698
D. of 0.

Sqdn. Aircraft

466 (rcaf) 15/10/42 Wellington III
Wellington II
Wellington III
Wellington III
Wellington III
Wellington III
Wellington III
Tvellington III
Wellington III
Stirling
Lancaster

424

426

7/11/42427

428
429

196 (RAF)
199

(1)431
90

467 (rcaf)

exister.ce.(2)By 1 December, there were actually 51 squadrons in
Ov/ing to production difficulties, however, tlie squadrons were

some 150 aircraft short of establishment and, but for an

unexpected drop in the wastage rate over the previous three

/h.onths

(1) A second Stirling squadron (N0.I66) was to have formed in
November but was cancelled on the decision to re-equip No. 115

(Wellington III) squadron to Stirlings in the same month.. Nov431
squadron was authorised to form on Wellingtons in its place.
(2) This figure includes the three Polish squadrons which,
throughout the 50 squadron plan were counted as two and the

additional squadron provided by the third flights of Nos.7

(Stirling) and 35 (Halifax) squadrons ¥/hich had been temporarily
expanded for training vd.th special Radar equipment.

G. I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O
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months^ the shortage would have been even greater.
It Was now evident that not all the established

squadrons would be operational by the end of the year.
The following table will serve to illustrate the position
on 1 December, 1942:-

A/C short of
Establishment

Sqdns
Established

Sqdns op:
31 Dec.

Ibid . A/C

Lancaster

Halifax

Stirling
Wellington III
Wellington IV

15 1532
1

11-4
?

12 11

637
15 73 11

2

51 154 45

/  Three Polish squadrons.

The deficit on Lancaster and Halifax aircraft in

relation to the number of squadrons was comparatively
small and all squadrons were in fact on a working basis.
The Stirling position on the other hand was disappointing.
Eight squadrons had been planned but it was clear that
no more than six vrould be operational in time,
to the serious shortage of Wellingtons, however, that
the breakdown of the programme was primarily due.
and other causes will be discussed in the next Section.

It was

This

Ibid The official return from Bomber Command on 31
December, 1942,
were operational
in aircraft,

the 44 squadrons included one on loan to Coastal Command
for Bay of Biscay patrols and Nos. 142 and I5O (Wellington)
squadrons mth detacliments of tv/elve aircraft each in
North West Africa.

confirmed expectations. Only 44 squadrons
(2) and the majority were much deficient
The position was actually rather vrorse as

Meanv/hile, re-equipment of the force had continued.
The two Y/hitley squadrons (Nos. 77 and 5l) had returned
from Coastal Command atid commenced to re-equip to
Halifaxes in October and November respectively,
squadron became operational at the beginning of January
but although No. 77 squadron actually received its full

complement of Halifax Vs, the aircraft developed under
carriage troubles and had to be changed for Mark II which

were not operational until February, 1943-

No, 51

By the first week in the new year the heavy force
had been further augmented by the re-equipment of two
Wellington squadrons to Halifaxes and one to Lancasters.
A fourth (N0.I56) had been authorised to re-equip to
Lancasters in December but remained operational on
Wellingtons until February,
squadon also re-equipped to Lancasters,
position remained serious.

Two Halifax and a Stirling
The Stirling

Two medium squadrons were

/to

(1) E.g. Losses in November, 1942 had dropped to 3.9^
from 5*4/ the previous month,
for by the lighter defences of the Italian targets but in

view of long distances flown to these targets and the
bad weather encountered over Germany this was still an
appreciable drop.

(2) This figure increased, to 45 next day (l January 1943)
SECRET

This was partly accounted
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to have re-equipped with them in November but although No.

75 (N.Z. ) squadron was operational by the end of the year,
Stirlings were in such short supply that No. 115 squadron
remained operational on Wellingtons until February, 1942

when it commenced re-equipment to Lancasters instead,

(ix) Causes of the Delay.

m'
J fbc^)

Despite every effort, the 50-squadron plan had broken
In a Minute to the Prime Minister on 7 January 1943?

the Secretary of State for Air attributed this failure to

(a) production disappointments and (b) the diversion of
medi-um bombers to North West Africa for operation Torch.

Subsidiary reasons given by the C.-in-C. in his report
included unfavourable v/eather for squadron training and

shortage ofcertain ground and airborne equipment in Units.

Pcd:der^90 dovm.
t. I

Undoubtedly the major factor was the shortage of
aircraft, particularly Wellingtons and Stirlings,
again, the Ministry of Aircraft Production were unable to

fulfill, in toto, their promises of increased supplies during
the vital months September to November,
the M.A. P. reported the position as follows

Once

On the 27 November,
c.s. 17032
End. 17A

Forecasted

Supply
Anticipated

Deficit by 1 December
Produced by
27 NovemberA/C

26Lancasters

Halifaxes

Stirlings
Wellingtons
Whitleys

300 229
266300 NIL

181 125 43

893 648 193
158177 NIL

Ibid The serious shortage of Stirlings was attributed partly
to a strike at Short Hartlands and partly to difficulties
encountered in the change over from Mark I to Mark III

production.

Once again, however, it was to the Wellingtons that
the breakdovm of the programme was mainly due.
numbers of these aircraft were held in A.S.Us. awaiting
completion as a result of the continued shortage of
constant speed units and propellers,
the position eased but the damage had been done and a long
spell of bad weather prevented those squadrons which
received their aircraft from completing their training
in time to become operational by 1 January 1943,(l)

(x) The Gap Filled.

Large

During December

It has been seen that the deadline for the fifty-
squadron plan was 30 November, 1942, by which time all

squadrons had to be fomed in order to complete their
training and become operational by the end of the year.
On that date Bomber Command already had 51 squadrons
established but only 45 of these v/ere operational by the
1 January, 1943, and a number were greatly deficient in
aircraft.

/Very

1) Only three of the nine new Wellington squadrons
Nos. 199, 466 and 427) were operational by 1 January, 1943-

G.I69O87/RGF/I/5O/3O
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Very little expansion beyond the accelerated pro
gramme was possible in December and January as all
available aircraft were required to bring existing
squadrons up to full strength. One squadron formed on
Lancasters in December,(l) however, and two Halifax
squadrons vrere expanded by a third flight each.(2)
Against this, the two squadrons in North Ai'rica vrere
reduced to a 'number only' basis in January aiid No. 166
squadron was formed from their home echelons.

E.R.P.239

Thus the end of the Period under review in this

Narrative (l March 19L2 to 1 February 194-3) found Bomber
Command with 52 heavy and mediima squadrons of which li-9-2'
were fully operational. Moreover, all squadrons were up
to practically full establishment in aircraft. The
C»“in-C. now had under his command 36 heavy and I6
meditun squadrons - representing a total strength of 944-
aircraft, all but 40 of which
means an insignificant figure

The following Table may be useful for a rapid
comparison of Command States at the beginning and end of
the Period. (4-)

|reye operational. By no

. ^ March 19i|2
Total

I.E. & I.R.

h February 19l3

A/C onAircraft jSqdns.
I Estbd.

A/C on

Unit charge
Sqdns. ;
EstM. I.E. f:. I.R. tjnit charge

Total

32 plus I4 Z12 plus 34Lancaster

Halifax

StIrl ing
Manchesters

2 27 17 315
80 88 2285 II 10 11 200 25II

i

8(i) 136L 64 498 17II 119
48 616

14 224 OO 36 60S 76 662TOTAL II 225 II

160Hampdens
Welling ton;

Vfhitleys

7 120 plus 15
328

72 " 9

41II 15<i® j240 plus 3036/: 282(1)20

90J

15 j24o.520 "• . 65 61430 30 . 282II
Total

GRAND TOT/iL ! 44 74f| plus 93 51 1848 plus 106839 944

From
D7TLT7-23T 1) No. 100 squadron

.2) Nos. 51 and 158 squadrons
(3) Figures given in this para, include

(a) No.4-05 squadron
anti-submarine reconnaissance,

b) Three Polish squadrons counted as two
c) The third flights of Nos. 51 and I58 squadrons.

They do not include the third flights of Nos. 7 and 35
squadrons formed temporarily for training with H, 2.S,

(4) Figures for the Table have, for convenience, been taken
from Bomber Command Orders of Battle dated 6 March 1942 and

4 February I943 respectively. For detailed analyses see
Appendices 1 and 3*

(i) This figure includes No. 115 squadron established on
Stirlings, operational on Wellingtons until mid-1943.
(ii) The three Polish squadrons established at 10  + 2 have
been counted as tvro standard size squadrons (I6  + 2).

on loan to Coastal Command for

(uj-fi
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Prom the above figures it can be seen that, in eleven
months, Bomber Command had expanded by no more than seven

Actually availa-ATH/Despatch squadrons and a hundred odd aircraft,
and A.M.W.R, bility throughout 1942 averaged only 300 aircraft vath
Manual of During the moon periods when leave was restricrews. cted

this was increased to approximately 400 and on nights of

special effort by the use of every possible aircraft in

cluding those from training units, this could even be

raised to the spectacular peak of 1000 bombers.

Bomber Cd.

Operations

Against the comparatively small numerical expansion
achieved must be set the greatly increased bomb-lift of a

force now primarily heavy in character.
Room figures for the whole of 1942 show an increase in

the potential,
tons or 69^0^1^

Before going on to examine the domestic problems of
the Command consequent upon the expansion plans outlined
in the preceding pages, attention must be paid to the
expansion and re-equipment of the light bomber force v/hich,
as will be seen from the next Section, was a very different
story.

Air Ministry 7/ar

bomb-lift of the force of as much as 1112

Ibid

(xi) Expansion and Re-equipment of tlie Light Bombers.

Target Force "E" (Revised) had aimed at 20 light
bomber squadrons of which 15 were to be Mosquitoes. The

new Target Force "G-" (July 1942) proposed 17 squadrons,
four for the Army Air Support Group. As has already been

shovm Target Force "G" "was to break down over the manpower
position and it was not until January 1943 that a nev/
expansion and re-equipment programme for No. 2 Group was

finally prepared.

E.R.P. 140

E.R.P. 203

The beginning of this Period found the light bomber
force in a seriously depleted condition and with its
future prospects still uncertain.
A. 0.0.-in-C. advised the Air Ministry that of the ten

squadrons still officially 'on the books', only five
were effective, viz;-

On 4 March 1942, theS. 67148
Sncl.77A

107 Boston ) Non-operational
1  for

105 Mosquito) re-equipping.

114 Blenheim)
88 Boston ) Operational
226 Boston )

These included Nos. 88 and 226 squadrons on loan from
Northern Ireland - each mth a commitment to return for

three weeks in every quarter for Army Air Supfiort
exercises - and No. IO5 (Mosquito) squadron still with only
five aircraft,

to transfer overseas and the fifth

only' basis.

Of the remaining squadrons four were about
(llo. 139) was on a 'number

Ibid The 0.-in-C. was anxious to maintain as many squadrons
in being as possible - even, if need be, belov/ strength, -

in order to have the squadron organisation available when a

decision as to the. re-equipment of the Group had been made.

He proposed therefore that the Bleniaeims thrown up by Nos, 82
and 110 squadrons which were transferring to India as complete
—  y(a.qua,dr O.ns.
(1) Bomb-lift 31 December 1941 was I609 tons as opposed to
2721 tons on 31 December 1942.

the same period jumped from 588 to 2052 tons.
Heavy bomber figtires for

ftM gHl8-4-
if

Cd.

ons.
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squadrons less aircraft should be used to maintain Nos. 18

and 21 squadrons whose aircrai’t and flying crev/s had been
posted to Malta. T

shortage of aircrews
until the end of May.
Venturas had become available and No.21 Squadron was
authorised to begin re-equipping. No. 18 squadron
remained on Blenheims until September when, with No. 114
(Blenheim) squadron, it re-equipped to Blenheim Vs
prior to the transfer of both squadrons to North West
Africa in November.

ri5 was approved but the prevailing
kept both squadrons non-operational
By that time the first of the new

E.R.P. 193

The Blenheim - for so long the mainstay of the light
bomber force - had, in fact, virtually reached the end
of its operational life in Bomber Command and’was to
complete its last mission on 17/18 August 1942. It

L.M. 496/
D.D.O.P.

was intended that No. 2 Group squadrons should ultimately
be equipped entirely with Mosquitoes but this could not
happen for some considerable time owing to the serious
under-production of those aircraft - in fact, by the autumn

of 1942, only 62% of the December 1941 production
programme had been achieved.

Meanwhile a successor to the Blenheim had to be fouund

and Boston Ills had already been earmarked for the purpose.
By March 1942, three suqadrons had already re-equipped
although one (No. 10?) was still non-operational.

L.M.2045/0.7 prospects were less promising
Future

The allocation of large
numbers of Bostons to Russia at the end of 1941 had greatly
reduced expectations of supplies from America and it was
now likely that very few more would be available before
June 1942.

time being, impossible and it was even anticipated that,
by the end of the year, qx:^sting squadrons might have to
re-equip to other types.(3

Further re-equipment to Bostons ¥/as, for the

Venturas, Mosquitoes and

/Mitchells

(1) During the first three months of this Period, virtuallyD. B. Ops/
Polder No,2 the entire output from both Blenheim O.T.U's (60 crews per

month) was being absoi'bed by a commitment to supply 42 crews
per month for overseas and I6 for the Hudson Ferrying Plight.
On 22 April D.B.Ops warned the D. C.A.S, that, unless
relief could be afforded from this drain on the Group's re
sources, there was little prospect of maintaining the existing
light squadrons let alone expanding them. Action was sub
sequently taken and by the end of June 1942 No.2 Group had
been relieved of its commitments. The tv/o O.T.U's had by
then increased their output to approximately 75 crews per
month and the Group was beginning to show a surplus.
(2) All Blenheim IV's off the production line and the whole of
the Blenheim V output for the first six months of 1942 had al
ready been allocated to the Middle East.

(3) Despite these gloomy prospects, Bostons proved themselves
the mainstay of the light bomber force and between 1st January
and 31 December 1942 actually contributed more than half the
total operational sorties of the Group vis:

Bostons

Blenheims

Mosquitoes
Venturas

Group Ops

some

Ibid

A. MfW. R.

.ani

'S.

1261 sorties
70
73
81

TOTAL 2285
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Mitchells were all in prospect as replacements but through
out 1942, the aircraft position remained so fluid that the

Air Ministry ■were unable to issue a definite programme.

The first of the Mosquito squadrons (No. 105 had com-
At the end ofmenced to form as early as November, 1941-

April 1942, the squadron had seven aircraft and had been
non-operational for six months,
that no more than ten Mosquitoes would become available
in the next three months - i.e. by -the end of July.

Latest figures indicatBC/S.
25746/2

ed

The primary role of the Mosquito, when available in
sufficient numbers, was to be dayligh-b harassing attacks
from high level on built-up areas in Germany.
Spring of 1942, hopes of operating them in force before
the winter weather set in seemed negligible and on 6 May
the C.-in-C. authorised high altitude bombing against
large towns in Western Germany by single aircraft only.
Mosquitoes operated for the first time in Bomber Command
on'31 May, when four aircraft attacked Cologne in daylight
as a follow-up to the thousand-bomber raid the previous
nigl’it.
highly successful low level attacks on precision targets -

notably the attack on the Gestapo Headquarters at Oslo
during the Quisling Anniversary Rally on 25 September 1942.

By the

Later in the year Mosquitoes were to undertake

Ibid

E.R.P. 216 In October the E.R.P. Committee authorised the equip
ment of a second Mosquito squadron,
remained on a 'number only' basis until 6 June ■v^'-hen it had
re-formed on non-operational Blenheim Vs.

No. 139 squadron had

The C.-in-C.E.R.P. 201

had pressed for this arrangement in order to absorb some
of the surplus aircrews in the Group(l) and enable the
squadron to complete a large propiortion of its initial
training while waiting to re-equip,
its first allocation of Mosquito aircraft at the end of•
October but is not shown on the operational strength of the
Command until the end of the year by Y/hich time it had seven
Mosquitoes to its credit.

The squadron receiveds. 67148
Encl,92A

Meanwhile, despite the absence of a definite programme,
the expansion of the light bombers continued. As stated
above. No. 21 Blenheim squadron was authorised to re-equip
to Venturas in May. By the end of the month the squadron
had received three aircraft but subsequent delivei’ies were
held up by the development of tanlc defects and it was not
until the middle of July that Venturas v/ere finally cleared.
The aircraft were not in action, however, until 3 November.
Two further squadrons had commenced to re-equip to these
aircraft in August (Nos. 464 and 467) and by the end of the
year all three were operational. Venturas were slow, steady
unmanoeuvrable aircraft, however, and it was not anticipated
that they would be of much value other than for night
Intruder work and night bombing of area targets. It was
thought that their lack of speed and unmanoeuvrability ’ V-
vrould make them unsuitable foi-- low level attacks, in day
light and the majority of Circus opei-ations.

E.R.P. 200

E. R. P. 207

BC/S.
23746/2

Ibid The first of the Mitchell bombers also made their
appearance in the simmer. These were much more all-round

/aircraft

(1) See Footnote (l) Page 19
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aircraft and it was envisaged that they would xmdertake
similar tasks to the Bostons, namely: Circus operations
as a primary role Yd.th the subsidiary roles of night
Intruder work, daylight low level attacks against Circus
tai-gets and, from time to time, operations against enemy
major Naval Units,

counterbalanced by its improved defensive armament.
The lower speed of the Mitchell was

The equipment of the first two Mitchell squadrons
had been authorised in July.
IV squadrons (Nos. 1B and 114) were obvious first choice
for re-equipment to the new aircraft but the decision in

August to transfer two Blenheim V squadrons to North West
Africa led to a change of plan,
to Blenheim Vs in September and Nos. 98 and 180 squadrons
formed on Mitchells in their place.
22 January 1943 hov/ever that Ivtitchells undertook their
first operation.

The tvro remaining Blenlrieim

Both squadrons re-equipp

It was not until

E.R.P. 207

E.R.P. 214 ed

By the end of 1942, the light bomber force had
expanded to ten squadrons, composed of three Bostons,
three Venturas, tv/o Mitchells and two Mosquitoes. In
accordance with a decision taken at an Extraordinary
General Meeting of the E.R.P Conmittee on 4 January
the establishment of all ten squadrons was reduced, on
10 January 1943 to l6 plus 2. Hitherto established at
16 plus 4, this brought them into line mth the rest of
the Force. The official return for No. 2 Group on 6
February 1943, shows the following strengths; Bostons,
three squadrons, 48 aircraft; Mosquitoes, tvro squadrons,
47 aircraft; Venturas, three squadrons, 59 aircraft; and
Mitchells, two squadrons, 39 aircraft.v)
t.kis satisfactory position was not maintained during the
next three months due to the transfer of a number of

Bostons to North West Africa, the complete failure of the
Bendix turrets in the Mitchells and the general shortage
of aircraft.

Unfortunately,

E.R.P. 259

(1) For detail see Appendix 3.
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CHAPTER 3

RE-ORGAXESATION TO MET EXPAlWSIOM

(i) Need for increased concentration.

Mean-vdile the -whole policy for the organisation of
Bomber Command was under re-yiew in the light of new airfield

commitments. Re-organisation to meet expansion to the
front-line strength of 4000 heavy and medium bombers
visualised in Target Force "E" had begun in J\ine, 1941.
Provision was to be made for the accommodation of one

squadron of 24 I.E. and three I. R. aircraft on each
aerodrome,

facilitate comn-iunications, aerodromes were to be banded

together in ‘Clutches* of three, each clutch consisting of

one 'parent* and t-wo satellites.

At the same time, to save on overheads and

S. 82201

Enc, 6a.

By February, 1942, it had become clear that a much
greater degree of concentration than pre-viously -vis-ualised
must bft accepted in order to meet the many additional
airfield commitments which had arisen,

these were the requirements of advanced fl^d-ng training and

the proposed allocations to the U. S. Army Air Forces,

(ii) Two squadrons per Airfield.

The most urgent of

Ibid.

Bomber Command vrere accordingly invited to attend a

D. B, Ops and representativesConference with D, C. A. S

of the Air Ministry Branches concerned on 10 February 1942
odating t'fto squadrons

After much discussion

D.G. 0• }. }

to discuss the possibility of accoram'
on each airfield in place of one. (1)
it was finally agreed in principle that:-

Squadron establislvnent should reve^rt to l6 plus 2
from 24 plus 3.
Two squadrons - i. e. 36 s.ircraft - should be
accommodated on each aerodrome.

A Station or 'Clutch* should still consist of one
Parent and tvro satellites.

Seven such Stations or 'Clutches

should comprise a Group.

- i. e. 21 aerodrI omes -

The effect of this vrould be to release for other purposes

about one-third of the. previously estimated requirement for

189 airfields.

(iii) Expansion to three-flight squadrons.

Bomber Command representatives had .agreed that on
aerodromes -with the required facilities it should be

possible to operate the increased number of aircraft
proposed -without appreciable reduction in effort,
-would be many months, however, before the expansion of the
Command and the arrival of American forces in large numbers

compelled the general adoption of this degree of
concentration,

opportunity to examine and test the operational and
administrative problems invol-ved.

It

In the interim there would be plenty of

/On

(1) See Volume III, Pages 12 and 13.
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S. 82201

Enc. lA
On 26 June 1942, the G-in-C put forward a strong

recommendation that the expansion to twu squadrons per airfield
be accomplished in three stages, viz;-

Squadrons established at 16 plus 2 to increase
to 24 plus 3 by the addition of a third flight.

Vibien all squadrons had been so increased, the
third flights to break away and form a second
squadron on the same aerodrome.

Stage 1,

Stage 2.

Stage 3. Each of the two squadrons could then increase
to 24 plus 3 as occasion demanded, giving two
squadrons of 24 plus 3 on the same aerodrome.

Ibid.

Enc. 7A
The C-in-C's proposal was discussed and agreed in principle

at a meeting under the Director General of Organisation on
20 July 1942. At the same time the D. G. 0. explained that the
formation of No. 6 (Canadian) Group and the undertaking that it
would be increased by the addition of ten new squadrons before
the end of November 1942,- necessitated some modification in the
C-in-G’s recommendation which envisaged the fonnation of no
new heavy or medium bomber squadrons before Pebruary/lvlarch 1943.
He submitted that the undertaking to the Canadian Goverment had
been given at very high level and there was no option but to
implement it unless convincing proof could be given that it
would interfere seriously with the operational effort.

S. 67148
Enc.

126-127A.

On 29 December 1942, the C-in-C again sought authority to
He pointed out thatproceed with Stage one of his programme,

the existing aerodrome capacity of his Command was fully
occupied by the expansion programme up to 1 January 1943 and
that it was unlikely that more than three of the seven
aerodromes with runways still under construction would be
operationally serviceable before Apidl.
first three months of the new year would, therefore, have to
be mainly by the addition of third flights to existing squadrons -
where technical facilities permitted,
claimed, were still severely limited,
been designed to provide maintenance facilities for only 32
aircraft and the increased

Expansion during the

These facilities, he
'Parent* stations had

(il
chnical accommodation at satellites

had not yet.been provided.

Ibid. As an alternative, he sug,gested that planned expansion
might be postponed for two or three months and the available

aircraft used to consolidate the expansion so far achieved and
to form a small pool to increase the immediate reserve behind
squadrons. This would be at the rate of two aircraft per
squadron plus the appropriate maintenance personnel and would,
in fact, be the equivalent of increasing squadron establish
ment to 16 plus 4 with two of the I. R, aircraft under station
control. ■ He argued that the reserve aircraft would be used

as replacements only and would, help to avoid the delay normally-
occasioned in-wDiting for aircraft from IdU's.

After some discussion betvreen A. C. A. S. (Ops) and the
D. G. 0. it was agreed that Bomber Coimnand should go ahead -with
the addition of third flights to existing squadrons where
possible but the Pool was refused on the grounds that it

transferred to Bomber Command a function properly the concern
of No. 41 Group.

Ibid.

Mins

127 - 129.

/(iv)

(1) See Chapter 3 Section (vi) .. on "Availability of Airfields".
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(iv) Introduotion of the 'Base' Oreanisatioru

Tvro squadrons per airfield remained, however, the
ultimate aim for vdiich organisational planning must allow.

A Conference of Group Commanders was held at Bomher Conflnand

on 19 May 194-2, to consider in detail the implications of

the new policy,
could a Group Commander continue to exercise direct control

over 21 or even 15 aerodromes, each accommodating the
The general

The immediate question at issue ivas:

equivalent of two squadrons or J>6 aircraft,

S. 84-330
End. 2Ai.*

opinion v/as that he could not. After considerahle

discussion, the follovri.ng skeleton organisation for the

Command was prepared and submitted for Air Ministry approval .-

Every aerodrome to become a self-contined station
under a Group Captain and the term ’satellite' to
be di SCO nt i nue d.

One aerodrome in each clutch of three to continue

to be known as the 'parent' or Main station.

■with anThree stations to comprise a 'Base
Air Commodore in conimand.

The Base Headquarters to be located at the main
station vd.th a separate operations room but the
Base Commander to be relieved of the administrative
and operational control of that station.

Five Bases - i. e. 15 stations - to comprise a Group.

The main departures in Bomber Command's proposals were
(i) the raising of satellites to station status (ii) the
reduction of the n'umber of stations in a Group from 21 to 15
and (iii) the introduction of a subordinate command in the
form of a Base Headquarters.

A new Conference under the Director-General of
Organisation was held on 20 July 1942, to discuss the above
proposals which were agreed in principle subject to the
folio-wing recommendations:-

Aerodromes to be self-contained as regards equipment
but the Base Station to be responsible for such
administration and accounting as could conveniently
be centralised.

S. 82201
Eno. 7A.

The Base Headquarters to exercise operational control
only; the Group to remain responsible for
administration. '

liea.-vy Conversion Units to be allotted on the basis
Three stations in each Groupof three per Group,

to be set aside for this purpose.

/The

(1) It had also been recommended that Conversion Plights
should continue to operate from the same aerodrome as a 24
plus 3 heavy bomber squadron but at a subsequent Meeting at
Air Ministry on 7 July? i't was decided that Conversion Plights
should amalgamate with Conversion Units (see Ch.  4 Sec. iv).
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The question of the rank of the Base Commander and the exact

degree of control to he exercised by him had yet to be decided,
A decision to establish 35 new posts of Air rank  - five to

each of seven Groups - could not be taken lightly.

With no experience to go upon, it remained to be seen
whether the introduction of a Base Headquarters - involving as
it did a nev/ link in the chain of' command with all its

attendant problems of establishment and control - vrould in the

event, prove necessary. In the opinion of the A, M.S. 0, and
D. G, 0, , such an organisation at that stage would be prematiire.
Writing to the C-in-C on the 11 AiJgust 1942, Sir Christopher
Courtney (a.M.S. 0. ) urged him to 'have another think
subject. In a further letter on 21 August, he reminded him
that it would be many months before congestion became sufficient
to Vifarrant the setting up of a subordinate command - if at all.

In the meantime, the load would be talcen gradually. In the
first stage, each clutch would accommodate three squadrons at
16 I.E.j in the second, three squadrons at 24 I.E.; and in the
third, six squadrons at l6 I.E. It would be for decision then
TAhether the Commanding Officer of the parent station could, -with
an augmented staff, easily control the three stations or

whether a. Base Commander would become necessary.

on the

Ibid.

Mins 13-14

Enc. 12A

Enc. 15A

S. 84330
Enc. 5A

The C-in-C had, meanwhile, decided to give the proposed
new organisation a trial in order to elucidate the major
problems,

his official request for the introduction of the Base organisation
forthwith - basing his request on experience gained during the
past months,
already agreed in one important respect.
Base Commander should exercise adrainistrative as well as

operational control over the three stations in the Base. '

extent to li^ich he would decentralise -would depend on local

circumstances but the C-in-C emphasized that "the Base
Commander's principal function -will be operational although the
ultimate responsibility for all matters concerning the efficiency
of the Base Tvill rest' with him. "

By the end of December, 1942, he was able to submit

His nev/ recommendations differed from those

He proposed that the

The

3.82201

Enc. 16a

Ibid.

Enel. 21A
The Air Ministry's main objections to this proposal were

that if the Base administrative staff were separate from the

station on which it was located, it would mean a duplication of

records, staffs etc. and another linlc in the chain of

correspondence,

be an integral part of the station, they would be serving two
masters - i, e, the Base Commander and the. local Station Commander.

If, on the other hand, the Base staff were to

After some discussion and a meeting between the Deputy
C-in-C Bomber Command and the ii.M. 3. 0. and D. G. 0. on 9 January
1943, the following compromise was arrived at:-

(i) An Air Commodore as Base Coimaander to controlIbid.

Enc. 23A

& 33A
operationally and administratively three airfields
each accommodating two squadrons or one H. C. U.

(ii) The Base Commander also to command, officially,
the station at which he v/as located.

/(iii)

(l) The rank of Air Commodore was to be granted Tflhen a Base
controlled 72 aircraft or more.

G. 169087/ZGB/1/50/30
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(iii) Deputy Base Commander' toA Group Captain to be
whom the Base Commander might, if he wished,
delegate the local command of the Base station.

(iv) The administrative staff and the staffs of the

Services to serve both the Bcase as a whole and the
Station at which the Base Coimiand and his Deputy
were located.

(v) A Group Captain to command each of the other two
Stations in the Base.

The Secretaiy of State gave his official approval to
the above recoimiendations on lA February 1943, adding that

there should be the greatest possible concentration of

ancillary services at the Base Headquarters.

Ibid.

Min. 30.

(v) Revised Lay-out of Operational Groups.

It will be. remembered that the planned'lay-out of
Bomber Conmand to meet expansion as embodied in Target
Force "E" had been nine operational Groups, each with 21

A n\jmber of factors now combined to necessitateaerodromes,

L. M. 581/OP

a complete revision of the original scheme, viz:-

The much, smaller force to be accommodated; ̂ ^
the need to accommodate large numbers of the
U. S. A. A. F. due to arrive in this country during 1942
and in increasing numbers in 1943 and
the new five Bases (15 aerodromes) per Group policy.

L.M.846/DDOP As regards the U. S. A. A. F, it was estimated that the

allocation of 75 aerodromes would meet their ultimate

needs and leave a safe margin for unforeseen requirements.
At an Anglo/American meeting in May 1942 it had been agreed
that the American Groups should be accommodated initially
in the No. 8 Group area; thereafter in the new B and D

Group areas and eventually extend into No. 3 Group's area.

Alt a meeting under the D. G, 0, on 20 July 1942, it was

estimated that on the basis of tv/o squadrons per aerodrome,
105 aerodromes would more tha-n meet the ultimate

requirements of E. A. F. Bomber expansion as then foreseen
and it was agreed that the viiole of the A, B, 0,  D and No. 8
Group areas should be turned over to the Americans, leaving
eight sites still to be found to bring the number up to the

required
seven^^)

(1)

Of the existing 68 aerodromes onlytotal of 75.

were then occupied by R. A. F. Bomber Command and

L. M. 347/DDOP

3.82201

Enc. 6a & 7A

these were to be handed over as and when required.

L. M. 846/DDOP As far as R. A. F. Bomber Command was concerned, it was

now estimated that on the nev/ basis of five Bases

/(15

(1) At that time Target Force ”G" was still under discussion
and for planning purposes the ultimate expansion of the

Command was provisionally estimated at 120 heavy and 20

light bomber squadrons in 1944.

(2) Bassingboum
Honington

Wattisham

Alt tleb ridge
Steeple Morden
East VAretham

and Horsham St. Faith
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(15 aerodromes) per Group, a maximuiii of six operational Groups
would be required to aocoramodate the ultimate bomber force -with

a further Group of 15 aerodromes to be provided as an insurance.

On this estimate, Bomber Command woiiLd be composed as follows:-

Seven operational Groups each with
Fifteen aerodromes. (Two additional aerodromes in the
case of No. 5 Group to accommodate the two S. D. squadrons
and the newly foimed Bomber Development Unit).

Ten aerodromes in every Group each to accommodate two
squadrons of l6 I.E.

Three aerodromes each to accommodate one H. 0. U. of not

less than 32 aircraft - i, e. equivalent to two squadrons.
Two aerodromes in every Group to be spare for the
accomiTiodation of ancillary units, etc.

It was planned that Nos. 1,2,3,4 and 5 Groups would, with

certain minor re-allocations of stations, occupy their original
areas; Headquarters No. 5 Group would ultimately move to

Moreton Hall near Svdnderby and Headquarters No.  2 Group from
Huntingdon to Bylaugh Hall,
the accommodation vacated by No. 5 Group at Grantham actually
did not form until 1944 idien it took over control of the

H. G. U's from the operational Groups.

The nucleus of the New Canadian Group (No. 6)
to form in the northern-most area on 25 October 1942 with its

Headquarters at Allerton Hall near Knaresborough.
1943, it took over the R, G. A, F. squadrons hitherto accommodated
in No, 4 Group, together with the stations in the North Riding
at vAiich they were located,
airfields between Nos. 1 and 4 Groups subsequently became

necessary.

No, 7 Group v/hich vras to occupy

(1)
commenced

In January

Some compensatory adjustment of

Ibid.

L. M. 1196/DDOP By the end of January 1943, two new factors, viz:-

(i) the curtaihTient of the airfield construction
programme and

(ii) the raising of the Pathfinder Force to Group status

necessitated a further revision. On 22 January 1943, the three

existing stations of the Pathfinder Force split off from No, 3

Group to form No, 8 (PFF) Groupv^) vidth Headquarters temporarily
located at Wyton pending the vacation of the Huntingdon
accommodation by No, 2 Group.
Pathfinder Group would \ILtimately consist of six aerodromes
hacked out of the No, 3 Group area,

number of aerodromes in the latter to nine (excluding the two
set aside for the S. D. squadrons and B. D. U. ).

It v/as intended that the new

This reduced the planned

jcember 1942
., the seven

Meanwhile, as a result of the decision in.pe
to curtail the airfield construction prograiranew)
remaining sites still under consideration to complete the

original requirement for 107 bomber aerodromes were deferred

/indefinitely.

(1) It should be noted that No,s. 6 cS: 7 (O. T.U. ) Groups had
been re-numbered Nos. 91 & 92 (O. T.IJ. ) Groups in May 1942.

(2) See "Formation of the Pathfind Force" - Chapter 9.

(3) See Section (vi).
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indefinitely. There were now 100 aerodromes for division
among eight Groups and at the end of January, the position
was as follows(^/:-

Deferred

Sites
L.M. 846/DDOP

and

L.M. 346/0. P.l
(Appendix 'A')

Actual Wo.

of Aerodromes

Ultimate Planned No.

Location of AerodromesGroup

15 11Bav/try

Bylaugh Hall
Exning
York

Moreton Hall

Allerton Hall

Grantham

8 (pee) Huntingdon

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

1914
13^K

11

1515
1715

4711

213
6 3

775100

Including Tempsford and Gransden Lodge for
S. D. squadrons and B. D. U,

/ Two on loan from U. S.A. A. E.

K

As can he seen, No, 6 Group was the most affected hy the
curtailment of the airfield constn.iction programme. It

not anticipated, however, that the ultimate number ofwas

S. 72228/OPl
5 Jan 1943

R. 0. A. E. squadrons would exceed 15 which could be
accommodated on aerodromes leaving 3y H. C. U's and

No, 2 Group on the other hand had a
planned total of 14 airfields for 15 light bomber squadrons

It was siaggested that

miscellaneous units.

whereas nine ’was considered ample.L. M. 344/OPl
five airfields; -

Lakenheath

Methwold

EeItwe11

(DownhajB Market

should be transferred from No, 2 Group to No, 3 Group (to
whom they formerly belonged) to make up for the transfer of
the six aerodromes to the Pathfinder Group but no decision
on this point was reached at that time,

(■vi) Availability of Airfields^^^
(a) Provision of Airfields to meet R.JuE. Expansion

As has been seen, the number of airfields required to
meet the ultimate operational needs of the Combined Bomber
Eorce in the United Kingdom had been estimated at 132 - 75
for the U. S. A. A. E. and 107 for the R.jLE. Bomber Commnd,
The latter figure had been arrived at on the assumption that
each aerodrome vrould accoimodate the equivalent of two
squadrons at l6 I.E.

Marham

It was now necessary:-

/(a)

(1) Evai details of the ultimate lay-out of operational
Groups planned, at this stage together with a map are at
Appendix 6.

(2) A Narrative on "The Airfield Construction Prograirane" is
in course of preparation by the Works Department (Mr, Poster).
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(a) to upgrade all existing and constiaict all new
aerodromes to the standard requirement of tvro
squadrons of l6 I.E. and

(b) to construct ruromys on at least 14 existing
grass aerodromes.

As regards the latter, it was planned to start on six
immediately (i, e, August, 1942) and the remairiing eight when
labour became available - probably early in 1943.

The availability of aerodromes to meet the
expansion and re-equipment of the R. A. P. Bomber Force
therefore, dependant on three things;
new aerodromes could be completed to the required standard:
(b) the rate at v/hich existing aerodromes could be brought up
to the standard two squadron accommodation and (c) the
availability of labour to construct runv/ays at the selected lU
existing grass aerodromes.

progressive

was,

(a) the speed with which

0. P, 1

Polder 84

18 Ax:igust

Ibid.

Ibid. On 1 September 1942, the aerodrome position YiTas as

follows; -

Existing aerodromes (vdth runways)
"  " (grass)

40
21

Aerodromes under or awraiting
construction

Aerodromes loaned to other Oommands

or in use as 0. T. U's

28

7

96Total

An analysis of aerodrome availability in relation to Bomber
Command's expansion requirements on 1 October 1942, 1 January
and the Spring of 1943 respectively, showed that, in theory
at least, and provided sufficient labour could be made

available, there -would be sufficient aerodrome capacity to
meet Bomber Command* s requirements at all stages up to the
spring of 1943.

Note by
A.M. S. 0.

0. P. 1.

Polder 84,

There was, in fact, a paper surplus of eight aerodromes on
1 October, rising to sixteen by 1 January 1943, but as the
A.M. S. 0, made clear in a note on the subject dated 19 August
1942, this surplus could only occur if accommodation were
upgraded to t-wo-squadron standard in time,

too much reliance could not be placed on the completion of
aerodromes to schedule during the -winter months,
optimistic picture presented by the analysis depended entirely
on the t-win factors of labour and weather.

He -warned that

The

0. P. 1.

Polder 84.
Contracts for existing or partially constructed aerodromes

to be upgraded to two squadrons standard had been let as
follows;-

July, 1942
August, 1942
September, 1942

Total

22 aerodromes

16

24

62

It -was planned to let the contracts for the remaining
aerodromes before the end of the year so that all T/ould be

ready by April, 1942. It was expected that the work would

/take
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take from three to six months at each aerodrome, depending
on the extent of the alterations to be effected.

A further analysis of availability in relation to
requirements at the beginning of December, 1942, however,
shovred that wbile in theoiy,there vra.s still no lack of

airfields, in practice the accelerated expansion scheme
inaugirrated in September, 1942, would require a.11 available

aerodromes, up to 1 January 1943 and until Pebruary/tiarch
1943 there was likely to be fairly acute congestion owing
to an insufficient margin to permit flexibility,
situation was mainly accounted for by:-

This

Note by
A, la, O, 0.

0. P. 1.

Polder 84.

(a) delays in the completion of rumvays at seven
former grass aerodromes.

(t) the fact that it had proved impossible to
develop satellite aerodromes up to full two
squadron standard as quickly as expected.

(o) of ConversionI
the accelerated 'rolling up

Plights into H. C. U's -(^Aiich were more expensive
in aerodromes.

It was now clear that 20 of the aerodromes for which

contracts had been let earlier in the year would not be

ready by 1 April 1943.

(b) Provision of Airfields for U. S.A. A. F.

Provision of airfields for the ionericans, on the other
hand, was well in excess of their requirements owing to a

reduction in the rate at wliich Units were arriving in this

cotintry.

aerodromes allocated to the VIII (U. S. ) Bomber Command and
the dates at vdiich they were expected to become available.
An anlysis of this Table sliows the followiig position;-

Existing aerodromes (with runways)
"  " (grass)

Aerodromes under or awaiting
construction

Sites still under consideration

Total

A list v/as prepared in August, 1942, showing the

20

6-

41
8

75

0. P. 1.

Polder 84.

On the assuimption that one R. A. P. bomber aerodrome vdien

fully developed would accommodate one U. S. Group, irrespective
of type, contracts for the upgrading of 27 of those
aerodromes to full 'two squadron' standard had been let
as follows; -

Ibid

Polder 84.

July, 1942
August, 1942
September, 1942

Total

5 aerodromes
18

4

27

It was planned to let the Contracts for the remaining
airfields in time for their completion by April, 1943, and

that the construction of at least 17 of the 41 listed as

under or awaiting construction would be’ undertaken by the
Americans.

/

Ibid.

By
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Note by
A. M. S. 0.

O.P.l

Polder 84.

By the beginning of Deoembor, 1942, a new factor had
It had been recently agreed that the U. S. Fighteran sen.

Groups should be employed primarily in an offensive role in
support of U, S. Bomber operations and plans were in hand to
divorce the fighter squadrons from R.A.P. Fighter Command and
locate them on U. S. Bomber airfields.

Ibid. A new analysis of aerodrome availability in relation to
U. S. requirements at this time and based on their latest 'flow

chart' showed that, even allowing for this latest development,
sufficient capacity -would be available up to 1 April, 1943, for
both TJ. S. Bomber and Fighter Groups and still leave a
considerable margin for flexibility and the accommodation of

ancillary units. In addition, arrangemen-bs -were being made
for the temporary loan of five airfields^^/ to the R.A.P. -
three to Bomber and two to Plying Training Command - to ease the
current congestion.

(c) Effect of Manpov/er Crisis on Aerodrome Construction
Programme.

Mean-5\hile, the manpower crisis -was in full s-wing. In
Training Narr. December 1942, the Minister of Labour and National Ser-vice

(Mr. Ernest Be-vin), in a bid for economy, had raised the
question of Air Ministry iforks in general and airfield

■  construction in particular. A detailed review of the position
resulted in a War Cabinet embargo on the construction of any
new airfields or landing grounds not absolutely vital to the
operational effort. The construction of the remaining 15
aerodrome sites still under consideration for the completion
of the aerodrome programme - eight for the i\inericans and. seven

.  for Bomber Command - was consequently deferred indefinitely.
The planned total of operational aerodromes to meet the ultimate
needs of the Combined Bomber Forces in the United Kingdom -was
now reduced to:-

Page 136.

R./uP.

U. S. A. A. P.

Total

loo aerodromes

67

167

At the same time, a cut of 26^ had been imposed on R. A. P.-
labour allocations vdth a consequent slov/ing do-wn of airfield
construction.

Trg. Narr.
P.I37

The position was now more serious.

1942 it had been possible - mainly due to the slow rate of
expansion - to meet the operational needs of R.A. P. Bomber

Command at each stage.

Up to the end of

In 1943, the unavoidable slow down
caused by the labour shortage and the indefinite deferment
of 15 aerodrome, sites was to make it increasingly difficult
to meet the demands of the expanding force and the
additional facilities required for the grovdng number of
hea-vy bombers to be accommodated.

(d) Pro-vision of airfields for 0. T. U.

O.P. L

Polder 84.
Finally, a -ivord must be said about the pro-vision of

airfields for the expanding training organisation. It had

/been

(1) )E. Wretham

Ridgewell
Wethersfield

Watton

Bodney
Flying
Training
Command

Bomber

Command
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■been estimated that 25 0. T. U. s each accommodated on a
Parent station with one satellite would meet Bomber Ooramand's
ultimate requirements but that in order to allov/- for
unforeseen expansion, unserviceability of aerodromes etc.
provision should be made for an eventual total of 27
0„T, U, s organised in three Groups of nine each.

The immediate requirement, however, was for 25 0. T. U. s
by June, 1943. In August, 1942, there were 22 0. T.U. s
either formed or forming of '.-Thioh five v/ere to be
transferred to new locations in order to release their
existing airfields for operational and other purposes.
In planning airfield allocations, precedence had to be
given to the five due for transfer and it was not expected
that aerodromes for the three remaining 0.T. U. s required
Yrould be available before Mid-1943. Until then expansion
of 0. T.U. capacity must be achieved by increasing
establishments at existing 0. T. U, s.

Nevertheless, the analysis for August, 1942, showed
that there -would be sufficient capacity available up to
the spring of 1943 to meet training requirements. The
slight deterioration in the position -which appeared in the
analysis prepared Pn December, 1942, was accounted for by
the closing of one 0. T.U. (Pinningley) during the
construction of minways. It v/as proposed to overcome
this small deficiency by increasing the capacity of other
existing 0. T. U. s.

Ibid.

Ibid.
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CHAPTER if

PROVISION OF TRAILED AIRCREWS

(i) The "New Deal".

Side by side -with the foregoing plans for the
expansion and re-organisation of Bomber Command, steps were

also being taken to improve the standard of aircrews posted
to operational squadrons.

(a/m. Peirse) had 'written officially to the Air Ministry
complaining of the lovf standard of training of the aircrev/s

reaching his 0. T. U. s.
Pilots and Observers v/ere getting insufficient night-flying
experience in the pre-0. T. U. stage,
more than stress the already groTd.ng conviction that, with

the crisis created by the Battle of Britain v/ell passed,
the emphasis in the production of aircrews should revert

There was no longer a shortage

In December, 1941, the C-in-C

In particular, it was felt that

This protest did no

from quantity to quality,
of Pilots - in fact, large numbers passing thro\:igh the

shortened overseas courses were piling up behind the bottle

neck represented by the 0. T, U, stage,
the slov/ dovm in expansion due to production shortfalls and

the large-scale re-equipment of.the Bomber Force to heavy
ircraft, created a suitable opportunity to concentrate on

a higher standard of training rather than increased output.

At the same time.

u.

By February, 1942, the revision in the training
organisation proposed by the Air Member for Training and

known as the "New Deal" had been generally accepted by all
concerned. Briefly, this allowed for:-

(a) lengthened courses at all stages.

the introduction of a further stage at Advanced
Flying Units in this country for Pilots
and Observers,

provision of 180 to 230 flying hours for pilots
at the end of the S.F.T.S. stage and a further
6o hours at A. F. Us.

(°)

As far as new intakes were concerned, the effects of
the New Deal on the standard of aircrews could not be felt

for at least a year but this was partly mitigated by the

immediate increase in the lengths of current courses and

by the fact that, as far back as November, 1941, Bomber
Command had increased - unofficially - the length of time

pilots received at the controls from the standard 30 hours

to 45 hours.

Bomber Command's requirements, was having its effect on the

general standard of aircrews reaching squadrons.

This increase, although not meeting all

At the

/same

(l) This Chapter is not intended to be more than  a brief
account of the main chainges in the training organisation
behind the front line in 1942 as they affected Bomber Command.

The subject is treated fully in the A.H.B. Monograph
"Training of Pilots and Aircreuv" from vAiich most of this

Chapter has been taken.
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same time, mainly owing to the difficulty of fitting in the
required amount of night flying, pilots were spending lengthy
periods in 0. T. U. s - often as long as 17 weeks  - and
consequently creating a serious bottleneck in the whole training
organisation.

At this time it was the policy to have tvro pilots to each
heavy and medium bomber,

available at the 0. T. U, stage was being taken up in an attempt
to train both first and second pilot to a reasonable standard.
Clearly any increase in course lengths to meet the new

requirements would create such a bloclcage at the 0, T. U. stage
as to be insupportable,

(ii) Change in Crew Composition.

Thus, the very small capacity

In his "New Deal", the A.M.T. had proposed certain changes
in the composition of heavy and medium bomber crews - in

particular, the elimination of the second pilot so that all
available time and resources of the training organisation could
be concentrated on raising the one pilot to a higher standard
of efficiency.

This proposal had been firmly opposed by the new C-in-C
(a/m Harris) and at the beginning of this Period (March, 1942)
a final decision on the New Deal was held up pending agreement
on the proposed changes in the composition of heavy and medium
bomber crews.

As an interim measure, it had been agreed in Pebnjaxy
1942, that medium bomber pilots should each receive 45 hours
at the controls and pilots destined for heavies should receive
55 hours each at the controls of medium bombers and a further

20 hours at the controls of.a heavy bomber,
short of the C-in-C's requirements and it was now apparent
that any further increase could only be accomplished by the
elimination of the second pilot.

This still fell

After considerable discussion, agreement was finally
reached at a meeting under C, A. S. on 29 March, 1942, at vhich
the A. 0. C. -in-C. Bomber Command was present,
proposals were:-

The main

(a) that all medium and heavy bomber crews should have
one pilot only,

(t) that the functions of the present Observer in medium
and tieavy bombers should be divided between a
navigator and an Air Bomber,

that the number of W. 0./A.Gs. should be reduced from
two to one; the second W. 0. /A. G. being replaced by
a straight Air Gunner in aircraft carrying a dorsal
as well as a tail turret.

(°)

On the one-pilot basis, it was now possible to ensure that

each pilot would reach his squadron fully trained to Captain
standard and able, after a small number of initiating sorties,
to take part in operations,
would have an average of 80 hours at the controls plus a
further 30 hours on a heavy type if destined for  a heavy
bomber squadron.

At the 0. T. U. stage, each pilot

/At
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At the same time, squadrons established at l6 I.E, and
hitherto carrying -4-0 pilots, would now have 20 pilots-plus
six to allow for 'initiating' new Captains, sickness etc.

It wa.s agreed by Bomber Command (9 April) that it would be
necessary to have only five experienced pilots to start each

squadron, lAiiile the number of staff pilots at an 0. T.U. could
be reduced to 45 of vdiom only 30 need have had operational
experience.

It vijas also proposed to provide a 'pilot's mate' - this

duty normally to be undertaken by the Pli[jht Engineer who

would assist with the cockpit controls and, in the event of

the pilot' becoming a casualty, would fly the aircraft home on

'George' until over frienddy territory, -vdien the crev/ would

normally bale out.

The splitting of the f\jnctions of the Observer between a

Navigator and Air .Bomber was the result of experience with the

latest aids to navigation,
had to leave his post in the navigations position sooner than
was desirable if he was to have sufficient time to accustom

his eyes for the difficult task of target location and the

use of the bomb-sight ■under dark conditions,
proposals, the Navigator and Air Bomber would remain in their
respective positions throughout the flight except that the
latter would act as front gunner when needed,

(iii) Provision of 0. T. TJ. Capacity.

Theoretically, the elimination of the second pilot from
bomber crews hal-ved the pilot training requirements but this
sa-ving was more than taken up by the lengthened courses nov-r
to be introduced,

actually necessary to increase the capacity as one pilot
would now get 80 hours flying as opposed to 30 hours for each
of t'wo pilots.

It was estimated that the provision of 25 0. T. U. s - each
with one satellite - v/ould meet the requirements of Bomber
Command's training organisation behind the front line,
provide against unforeseen expansion and the unser-viceability
of aerodromes etc

a total of 27 0. T. 'U. s organised into three Groups of nine
0. T. U. s each.

Nos. 6 and 7 0. T. U. Groups - renumbered Nos. 91 and 92
0. T. U. Groups in May, 1942 - were actually in existence at
this time and No, 93 0. T.U. Group commenced to form with its
Headquarters at Burton-on-Trent in June, 1942.

It was realised that the Observer

Under the new

As far as 0. T. U. s -were concerned, it was

To

it was proposed to pro'vide, ultimately,•)

By the middle of August, 1942, there were already 22
0.T. U. 3 formed and forming - leaving five more to complete
the ultimate planned total,
these -sTOuld be formed before mid-1943 as it was necessary to
move five of the existing 0. T. U. s to new airfields to release
those they were then occupying for operational ;md other

Nevertheless, it was anticipated that, by

It vras not anticipated that

purposes.
increavSing establishment, there would be sufficient capacity
to meet operational requirements.

It is not proposed to exainine here the internal problems

/confronting
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confronting Bomber Command in balancing the availability of

trained aircrews against the requirements of planned expansion
and the drain on output to other theatres,
speaking, the supply was - with a certain amount of internal

juggling - equal to the demand at this time,
was mainly due to the shortfalls in the aircraft production
programmes and the consequent slowing down of expansion during
the first nine months of the year,
the introduction of the accelerated expansion programme in

September 1942, necessiated certain steps being taken to improve
the position but shortage of aircrews was not, during this
Period, a limiting factor in the expansion of Bomber Command,

(iv) Conversion to Heavy Bombers.

Generally

Undoubtedly this

As has alreadjy- been seen,

It will be remembered that, as the first heavy bombers
began to reach the Command, the conversion training of aircrews

to fly them had been undertaken, initially, in small Conversion
Units (l6 I.E. ) established in each operational Group as the
need arose. As the number of heavy bomber squadrons increased,
it had become necessary to provide additional facilities and this
had been met by the establishment of small Conversion Plights
(four aircraft) affiliated to and located alongside squadrons
re-equipping.

With the introduction of the "tw squadron per aerodrome"
policy, it was realised that two squadrons at l6 I.E. plus two
Conversion Plights would constitute a greater congestion of

aircraft than, could be supported by one aerodrome. The problem
had been discussed at a meeting of Bomber Command Group
Commanders on 19 May 1942, iviaen it had been agreed that

Conversion Plights could continue to operate from the same

aerodromes as one squadron at 24 I.E. but Groups were adamant that,
with two squadrons at l6 I.E., the position would be untenable.

As the number of heavy bomber squadrons steadily increased,
it began to be appreciated that the pro'/ision of aircrews was

not only a simple matter of conversion from one type of aircraft

to another but was actually a definite stage in the tnaining
programme and one -vdiich called for skilled instruction of the
first order. The problem vra.s, therefore, tvro-fold:
first place to relieve the congestion on operational airfields

and in the second place, to provide an adequate organisa.tion to

meet the rapidly increasing needs of conversion training.

in the

After much discussion between Bomber Command and the Air

Ministry Departments concerned, it was eventually decided that

Conversion Plights should amalgamate vdth Conversion Units

which would be located on separate aerodromes within the

operational Groups.

Each H. C. U. TOuld be accommodated on one aerodrome with

landing rights at two others in the vicinity.

Each H. C. U. would have a minimun establishment of 32
aircraft and vrould be capable of supporting eight
operational squadrons.

H. C. U. 's vrould be accommodated in Heavy Bomber Groups on
the scale of three per' Group.

It was planned that, ultimately:

Instructions were eventually, issued in September 1942 and

the rolling-up of Conversion Plights into Conversion Units

commenced in October 1942. Initially there vrere to be nine

Heavy Conversion Units, three in each of Nos, 4 and 5 Groups,
two in No. 3 Group and one in No, 1 Group. All but two were
well below strength but it was intended that they should be
raised to full strength only as and when expansion and wastage
requirements demanded.
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CHAPTER 5

SDlJlMARY AND CONCLUSIONS TO PART I

The reduction in the allocations of aircraft from the

United States for British use as a result of America’s

enti^^ into the war was a severe blow to R. A, P. expansion
plans TAiich had to he severely curtailed to meet the new
situation. Certainly there was the likelihood that the
loss would he made good, at least in part, by large numbers

of American-manned aircraft operating in British and combined

theatres of strategic responsibility in 1943, but in the

meantime, it was only too clear that, once again, Britain
had been thrown back on her own resources. The rate at

which the bomber force could be expanded was therefore ,

dependant on the extent to viiich the British aircraft

industry could increase its output while at the same time

turning over to the production of heavy bomber tj^'pes.
This in its .turn was dependant on the adequate provrlsion of

manpower and machine-tools both of -iihich were in short supply.

Par from expanding indeed, between March and September,
1942, the R, A. P. bomber force actually decreased as the

direct result of three separate factors: reduction in the,

supply of aircra.ft from Anerica; the failure of British
aircraft industry, itself involved in the change-over to

heavy bomber types, to realise its forecast output; and the

drain on the strength or potential strength of Bomber Coinmand
to other Commands and other Theatres as a result of the

overall shortage of aircraft.
1942, and then at the direct intervention of the Prime
Minister, that this drain was halted and Bomber Command
relieved of the majority of its external commitments to

enable it to build up to fifty squadi-rns operational by the
end of the year.

Production, still severely hampered by the continued
shortage of labour and tools, failed to raalce good its

promises of increased allocations of aircraft with the

result that the fifty-squadron plan was retarded by one

month and it was not until the beginning of February, 1943
that the Coiimiand had fifty squadrons all operational and at

practically full strength.

It was not mtil September,

Even then, the Ministry of Aircraft

In spite of these set backs, the period was not without
its achievements,

made to increase the production of heavy bombers and to

reduce the drain on the strength of Bomber Commaiid, the end

of the period saw the establishment of a force primarily
heavy in character and with a correspondingly greater
potential bomb-lift.
Marks of Wellington had been or were being swept away and

more and more Lancasters were coming into the Front Line.

Nor was progress confined to the heavy and medium bomber
force,

labouring under considerable difficulties, had expanded in
the same eleven months from five to eleven squadrons -vdiile

the obsolete Blenheim had been withdra-wn from operations

and the Group re-equipped v/ith Bostons, Mosquitoes, Venturas
and Mitchells.

As a result of the strenuous efforts

The Manchester, Hampden and older

The li^t bombers of No, 2 Group, themselves

To meet the administrative and operational control
problems proposed by this growing force, steps were taken

/dioring
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during the year to re-organise the Command on the basis of six
operational Groups each comprising fifteen stations on ’^hich

would be located the equivalent of two operational squadrons or
36 aircraft. Thus each Group Headquarters would ultimately
control the equivalent of 30 squadrons and in order to relieve

,  it of some of this additional strain it was planned to
introduce a new link in the chain of command in the form of a

Base Headquarters one to be allotted to each 'clutch' of three
stations. Finally, the old parent and satellite system was
done away vdth and all satellities raised to full station

status; grass runwaj^s were replaced by concrete and work begun
on new.aerodromes in preparation for planned expansion, revised
training commitments and the arrival of large numbers of

American Bomber Groups in the United Kingdom,

■ Side by side with the expansion and re-organisation of
Bomber Command, drastic changes v/ere also being made in the
training organisation dinrin^g 1942.
all stages and pilots given longer at the controls.

Courses were lengthened at
To reduce

the bottleneck represented by the 0. T.U. stage, the second pilot
in heavy and medium bomber crews was eliminated while other

changes in crew composition included the splitting of the
function of Observer between a-Navigator and Air Bomber thus
ensuring that the former vrould. be free to give his whole

attention to Gee and other radar aids to navigation and bombing
as they came along, particularly dixring the vital stage of the
run-up to the target,
decided to increase the capacity at 0. T. U. s.
Group was formed in J\xne 1942 and it ms planned that, ultimately,

Finally, to meet the
increasing needs of-heavy conversion it was decided to
amalgamate the existing conversion flif^ts and units into Heavy
Conversion Units on the basis of three to .each operational Group.

To meet these new requirements, it was
A third Training

each should control nine 0. T. U, s.

In the case of many of these plans,.the ink was scarcely
dry on the paper at the. end of this period; in others, much
progress had been made. In either everit, the foundations had
been laid not only of a strong and well equipped force but of a
system of operational and administrative control wliich was to

prove wholly adequate.to meet the increasing strain imposed by
strategic comimltments in the later war years. Side by side with
these developments, revolutionary advances were being made in the
tactical and technical field and it is to this aspect of events
in 1942 that attention mil be directed in Part II of this
Volume.
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PART II

THE EXPERIMENTAL FORGE

CHAPTER 6

EARLY STANDiiKDS OP BOMBING ACCURACY

(i) The Evidence of Night Photography.

To obtain a clear picture of the revolutionary changes
in bombing tactics and technique resulting from the
introduction of Gee in March, 1942, it may be helpful to

examine briefly the position in the nine months immediately
prior to that date.

For some time, the Air Ministry had been uncomfortably
conscious that, despite the often exubersuit claims of the

aircrews themselves,’ the success of the night bombing
offensive was by no means commensurate with the effort
expended and the losses incurred, .

It was hoped that the carrying of cameras on night
bombing operations, - inaugurated early in 1941,  - would
enable more accurate assessment of the results of attacks

to be made but it was not until the autumn of that year that
the technique of night photography and its interpretation
had advanced sufficiently to make scientific analysis a

practicable proposition.

The first of these analyses, made by Dr, Butt (a member
of the War Cabinet Staff) in September, 1941, indicated that
of the total number of sor*ties despatched on bombing
missions between 2 June and 25 July 1941, only one in five

actually got to within five miles of the target.

In October, 1941, A. T. (R) attempted a comparison of
Air Staff and Bomber Command Operational Summaries with

results as shown’by night photographs and post-raid
reconnaissance. An analysis was made of 14 representative
raids over the.period 15 June - 29 September 1941. Prom

this it appeared that in practice very little success had

been achieved despite -Hie fact that in almost every
instance it had been claimed that the target was more or

less severely damaged. Twenty-eight per cent of the
photographs taken were all of places other than the target
viiile sixiy-five per cent indicated that places varying
between 4 and 40 miles from the true target had been
bombed. Fifty-seven per cent of the photographs of the

true target showed no damage at all’ despite claims of
successful raid's. It was now evident that -vdiereas it had

previously been thought that something between fifty per cent
and eighty per cent of the bombs were finding their
in practice, only about five per cent were doing so.
The position was the more serious as normally at least
seventy-five per cent of the aircrew claimed, in all good
faith, to have attacked their objective. Clearly, they
were being seriously misled in'their task of target
identification.

0. s. 9607
Enel, 24G.

c.s. 11275'
Enel. lA

/In

(1) D.p.B. Ops, Paper "Night Bombing Tactics and Tactical
Development" - Dec. 1943.
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In September 1941, the Operational Research Section was
established in Bomber Command and immediately turned its
attention to the same problem. In December it produced a
Report analysing the success of 118 raids oooiarring between
26 July and 31 October, 1941 and indicating (on the basis of
current standards) the percentage of successes v^ch could be
expected under varying conditions. It was estimated that, on
moonlight nights under very good weather conditions, fifty per
cent of sorties despatched might be easpected to reach their
target areas in German coastal towns, forty-five per cent in
Prussia and ‘on the Upper. Rhine and only thirty .per cent in the
Ruhr, In moonlight but with haze or 5/lOth cloud, these
percentages would drop considerably and on dark nights, even

,  -under the best conditions, the best results obtainable would be
in the order of thirty per cent on the coast and fifteen per
cent elseishere.

0. R. S/B, C.
S. 22

In considering these early analyses it is as well to
remember that the percentage -of photographic successes recorded
may represent a considerable bias. Only a proportion of the
bombers -were carrying night cameras at that time  - about

seventy-five per cent by the end of 1941 and squadrons
exhibited a veiy natural tendency to allocate these to their

best crews. Nevertheless, from the evidence available, -the
following facts clearly emerged:-

(i) Gi-ven haze, cloud or any other hindrance to visual
navigation and target finding, the percentage of
successes immediately daropped severely,

(ii) The type of target.was having considerable influence
on results -which were much better o-ver coastal
towns than inlands

(iii) Over the Ruhr with its ever-prevalent industrial
'  haze and absence of distinctive landmarks, the

percentage of successes -was almost invariably low.

(iv) Crews were being seriously misled in their task of . .
A considerable number-target identification,

claiming to have attacked their objectives had
actually bombed towns in some cases as much as
40 miles distant..

(ii) The Na-vigational Problem,

In short, the chief factor influencing the success of

ni^t bombing operations prior to March 1942, -was -visibility.
Since only on clear, moonlight nights could visual fixes be

made with any degree of accuracy, it follows that the number
of nights in a month -when the bomber force could be expected-
to operate -with any real success were remarkably few.

The Navigator-oum-bomb aimer of this time was faced -with

With no other aids than map, compass andAppendices
A and B

a two-fold problem,
sextant, occasional air to ground radio fixes within a limited
range and such -visual fixes as could be obtained by the li^t
of moon or stars, he was required to penetrate deep into

Once in the t.-arget areas he -was faced -with
the even more difficult and -vital task of obtaining a visual

fix of the aiming point itself or, of some easily identifiable
point from vhich a D, R, run could be made.

enemy territoiy.

A lengthy period
was frequently spent in searching for the targe-b in this way -

/often
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often in the face of hlinding glarp from the searchlights,
heavy flak and intensive night fighter activity - and called
for considerable skill, courage and endurance.

During 1941, the enemy's night fighter defence system
Following the

Ibid,

App. D had achieved considerable proficiency,
occupation of France and- the Low Countries an early warning
Radar system had been installed, along the coast and a belt
of G. C. I. stations backed by a searchlight belt covering
the Ruhr, extended through Denmark and Holland, down the
western frontier of Germany,

controlled one fighter virithin a 'box' of relatively small
dimensions,

once 'manned' following the receipt of an early warning from

the coastal Radar stations, the fighter could.be directed
onto any single bomber entering the box.
force therefore presented a comparatively easy target.

Each of these G. G, I. stations

All boxes in the belt were contiguous and

A scattered bomber

By the end of 1941, this system already covered a large
area and aircraft had to be very carefully routed if they were

not to pass through a large number of G. 0.1, boxes,
task of the Navi.gator therefore became increasingly difficult.

In order to avoid the enemy night fighters, not only -were

aircraft forced to fly at a considerable height which made

the obtaining of accurate visual fixes almost impossible but
the difficulty of flying a steady course hindered the use of

dead reckoning and astro-navigation.

The

Ibid.

Meanwhile, plans were already in hand for the large
scale expansion of the R.A.F, and with the groi/ving number of

heavy bombers becoming av^l
4,000 and 8,000 lb bombs,
the bomber force was increasing,

appreciated that if losses were to be kept down and the new

weapon employed to the maxinium advantage, urgent measures
must be adopted to overcome the navigational difficulties
facing Bomber Oommand.

able and the introduction of the

the potential striking power of
It was now fully

It had long been realised that insufficient attention
had been paid before the -war to the development of radar

aids to navigation and bombing.

The decision to proceed immediately with the
development of T. R, 1335 ~ subsequently code-named Gee -

had been taken as early as the autumn of 1940,
1941, a small nuraber of these sets were available for
immediate use but for reasons which will be explained later,

it was decided to postpone the introduction of Gee until a

larger proportion of the bomber force could be equipped, and

it was not until March 1942, that it came into operational use.

Gee had originally been designed purely as an aid to
navigation but by the time of its introduction into the

service, the need for a blind-bombing de^dce was so urgent
that consistent attempts were made during the first weeks of

its operational life to use it in this capacity. As will

be seen, the high hopes held of its success in that role

/were

By August

(1) The 8,000 lb (fl. C. ) bomb dropped for the first time
on lO/ll April, 1942 - Target Essen.
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were subsequently proved unfounded and it was not until the

introduction of Oboe and H2S that the problem:was on the way to
even partial solution. -

In November 1941, however, the introduction of Gee was
still several months,distant and, ip. the absence of operational
experience, its value' either as a navigational or a blind

bombing aid remained problematical. Moreover, it was
anticipated that, once introduced into the Service, its useful
operational life vrould not last longer than five or six months

at the maximum by vdiich time.the, enemy -vrould be aware of its

existence, jamming wo.uld be introduced, and its effectiveness
severely curtailed.

With these conditions in mind the Air.Staff tinned their

attention to evolving a bombing technique viiich would not only
enable the new device to be employed to the. maximum adve.ntage
but, in the event of it being rendered unusable by jainming, would
provide some solution to the ever present problem of target
identification.
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CHAPTER 7 •

EARLY EEVELOPMEICTS IN BOMBING TECHKrQUE

(i) The Incendiary Plan.

s. 46368/11
EncL 116b

Simultaneously -with .the analyses of night hombing
photographs a careful comparative study was being made of
photographs of German and English towns recently attacked
by forces approxunately equal in ni.imbers although differing
in the make-up of their bomb loads,
astonishing fact had emerged that, viiereas it was thought
that H. E. bombs dropped by the R. A. E, were definitely
superior to siiidlar ones used by the enemy, in point of

fact, the area of devastion was considerably more widespread
in English than in German towns.

Prom this study the

Prom this, the Air Staff
concluded that the greater damage achieved by the enemy was

directly attributable to the higher proportion of incendiary
bombs carried by his aircraft, (^)

Ibid. As will be seen later, the attack of town areas for
moral effect was already fully appreciated as'a profitable
offensive strategy,
attack was to break the morale of the civilian population,
the effects to be achieved were two-fold: in the first

place the to-vvn must be rendered uninhabitable and in the

second, the people must be made conscious of constant
personal danger.

Since the ultimate aim of such an

Ibid. Prom their comparison of British and German methods, the
Air Staff were convinced, that this two-fold aim could best

be achieved by the use of an Initial Fire-raising Party to
launch an incendiary attack of sufficient weight and
concentration to saturate the enemy's fire-fighting
organisations and cause wide-spread damage,
raising Party would be followed by the Main Force carrying
maximum H. E. loads which they vrould aim into and around the
fires.

The Pire-

S.^91

End. 25B
The principle of a Fire-raising Party in itself was

Groups, individually, had already experimentednothing new.

with similar schemes but these had not been well enough
organised or of sufficient size to achieve the object of
saturation. So far as the Oommcuid as a iidiole was

concerned, there had been no combined tacticcil plan other

than spasmodic experiments in joint routing and bombers were

still operating, in the main, as a collection of individual
aircraft,

enemy defences, it vra.s realised that, if the best value was
to be obtained from the potential striking power of the

bomber force, a combined tactical plan must be formulated
’(diich would weld the collection of individual aircraft

into a single hard-hitting instrument.

In the face of the increasingly well-organised

By October, 1941, a further and more detailed
examination of the problem had confirmed the Air Staff in

/their

(1) It was estimated that whereas our own incendiaiy loads
had averaged 15%, rising occasionally to 30^, those of the
enemy had averaged 30^ and had sometimes reached 6o^.
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S. 46368/11
Enel. 123A

their "belief in the incendiary "bomb as a major weapon of
destruction,

and H. E. attack was now abandoned in favour of a maximum

incendiary load being carried by all aircraft and  a detailed

Plan of Attack was prepared.

The original ..conception of a combined incendiary

The whole essence of the Plan as then conceived was to

ensure the saturation of the fire-fighting organisations in the.

early stages of the attack,
consisted of an Initial Fire-raising Party of 39 heavy bombers who

would drop a minimum of 30,000 incendiaries on the target within
a space of about 20 ininutes mth the object of:-

To this end, the force envisaged

Encl. 123B

Saturating the fire-fighting organisations in the
shortest possible time and providing a clearly
recognisable bombing beacon for the main force.

f : .

The initial fire-raising party would be 'follOT,ved 45 minutes
later, when the fires had developed into a mo.jor conflagration,
by 300 or more aircraft of the Main Force also carrying maximum

incendiary loads.
500 lb. and/or 250 lb. G. P. bombs vhich would encourage the
spread of fires by breaking vdndov/s, severing water mains and

generally adding to the difficulties and dangers of fire-fi|^ting.

It W3.S now imperative to obtain cperational experience of

this new technique if full advanatge was to be derived from the
introduction of Gee within the next two or three months.

Any spare stowage space was to be devoted to

s. 46368/11
Min. 124

On 27 October 1941, the 0. A. S. instructed the C-in-C to

initiate in the next moon period a full-scale operational trial

of the technique - adhering as strictly as possible to the Air

Ministry Plan of Attack,
navigational aids, good weather conditions both en route to and

over the target were emphasised as a prerequisite of success.

For various reasons, the Incendiary Plan was not put into

practice until March, 1942, but in its general conception at

that time, it is of interest for two reasons:-

(a) It constituted the first big step forward to-wards
a co-ordinated tactical plan for the v;hole bomber
force and

In the absence of special

Ibid:

Enel... 123a

(b) in calling for an Initial Fire Raising Party to
lead the Main Force to the .target, it foreshadowed
the formation of the specialised Target or
Pathfinder Force Tshich, despite the vigorous
opposition of the C-in-C, subsequently came into

• existence in August, 1942.

(c) The use of massed incendiaries as a bombing
beacon for the Main Force constituted the first

tectative step towards the concentration of the
bomber effort now recognised as essential.

The obvious^ drawback of the Incendiary Plan as first
conceived lay in the continued emphasis on good weather as

essential to the successful recognition and identification of

the target by the Fire-Raising--Party. -.Even...a.ssui]]lng, . that
the above-average crews chosen to lead the attack were
capable of.accurate navigation to the target area  - a bold

assumption'.in the li^t of previous experience - good

/visibility
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visibility over the target itself remained a pre-requisite
of success. Moreover, any inaccuracies in placing the
initial incendioaries i/vould result in scattered fires #iich,
in the nature of the scheme, would he perpetuated hy the
Main Force thus resulting in the attack being dispersed
over a wide area.

S. 4!f091
End. 23 cSb 25.

The Air Staff now turned their attention to this aspect
of the problem and in November, 1941, A/Cmdre Bufton
(D. D. B. Ops. ) produced a Paper outlining a scheme for
'focussing' the bombing effort by means of flares dropped in

sufficient concentration to illuminate the target areas and

produce the effect of 'daylight bombing',

(ii) Combined Flare and Incendiary Technique.

This scheme called for a small force of aircraft manned

by specially selected or trained screws who would locate
and then illijminate the target with a high concentration of
flare s.

in the region of 100 or more flares maintained throughout
the period of attack would achieve tvro things:-

(a) A homing beacon vbuld be provided which would
draw all aircraft vAiloh had successfully
navigated to mthin 20-30 miles of the target,

(b) Under nomal conditions, the illumination thus
provided would enable the target to be seen
clearly and aircraft to bomb vath an accuracy
approaching that achieved in daylight.

To assist in maintaining the required concentration, bombing
aircraft would continue over the target after their bombing
run and drop as many flares as possible,
relays of special flare-dropping aircraft could be inter
spersed throughout the attack by the Main Force,
as a f^rrther refinement, it was suggested that coloured
flares might be dropped to denote the exact position of the
actual target within the illuminated area.

It was estimated that a concentration of something

If necessary.

Finally,

Ibid.

•  . }

Ibid. IVhile the suggested flare-dropping technique would,
from the target-finding point of view, do away with the
requirement for an Initial Fire-raising Party, it was
realised that the ideal would be a combination of the two

Illunination of the target area by flares wouldschemes,

help to ensure that the incendiaries were dropped fair and
square on the target and the concentration of fires thus

produced would act as bombing beacons to following aircraft,
At the same time, the effect of 'daylight bombing' would
assist the Main Force in distinguishing betvreen gem^ine
fires and those started by scattered bombs or enemy decoys.

This scheme marks a very important step forward in
bombing methods now, being evolved and, as mil be seen,
actually formed the basis of the majority of bombing
techniques used during 1942.
the success of the scheme depended on the ability of the
leading crews to navigate to, identify and illuminate the

Obviously, in the absence of

As with the Incendiary Pla

targets accurately,

n,

satisfactory navigational aids, such a task called for

/above-average
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above-average ability, and very careful co-ordination and timing
of the initial flare dropping force over the target area,

(iii) First proposals for a Target Finding Force.

S. Vf091

End. 25B
It'was at this point that D. D. B. Ops. put forward his

proposals for the formation of a Target Finding Force as a

separate entity, basing them on the assumption that, over a
given period, a'bove-average crews ?rauld find the target -when
ever it was possible to do so.

then the Target Finding Force should be composed of, above-

Going further, if those crews could be welded

If this were true, he argued.

average crews,

together into a specialist force located on one or two stations,
joint briefing, routeing and timing would result in the proper
co-ordination of the flare-dropping force over the target.
Other advantages would accrue from the development of new ideas
through discussion, specialised training and the allocation of

special equipment available only in limited quantity.

Ibid. In short, "specialisation" would result in the production
and trial in practice of new methods and D. D. B. Ops. looked

forward to "a very rapid initial increase in efficiency".

As will be seen, these proposals elicited vigourous
opposition from the new C-in-C (Sir Arthur Hairris) and it was
not until many months later than the Target Finding Force
actually came into existence as such.

In the meantime, the flare-dropping technique underwent a

full-scale operational trial on 3/4 March 1942, when 235
aircraft attacked the Renault Motor and Armament Plant at

Billancourt, Paris,
three stages,

were instructed to drop sufficient flares to enable them to

illuminate and identify the target before bombing,
dropping their bombs, they v/ere to release the remainder of

their flares to windward.'" Followirjg aircraft were to repeat
this procedure with the object of maintaining the illumination.
The Advance Force was to be closely followed by the Main Force
composed of medium bombers flown by selected crews and carrying
1000 lb G.P. bombs

Rear Force coznposed of Manchesters, Halifaxcs £xnd Wellingtons
carrying 4000 lb bombs,
maximum number of flares compatible with their allotted loads.

The operation was planned to take place i

After

These in turn v/ere to bo followed by the

All aircraft were ordered to carry th

n
Stage I aircraft, composed entirely of heavies,

e

Owing to the nature of the target, incendiaries were not

used .in quantity on this operation but it is of interest as an

early experiment in co-ordinated tactics and proved an

unqualified success,
that the flare concentration could be' seen from the French

Coast - i. e, some 125 miles away., ■ ■ z

Weather was excellent and crews reported

Meanwhile, the first aircraft to receive the long-awaited
Gee apparatus had been equipped and -were standing-by.
nights later, on 8/9 March 1942, a force of.211 bombers, led for
the first time by Gee-equipped aircraft, attacked Essen and
the opportunity was taken for a full-scale trial of the COTubined

flare and incendiary marking technique.

Four

' Before going on to- examine the results of this and

subsequent Gee operations, it would be as .well to pause here and
review, very briefly,^ the introduction of; the equipment into the
Service and the pronounced and formative effect it had on

bombing policy at this time.

/chapter 8
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CHAPTEI^ 8.

GEE, THE EIRST RADAR AID

(i) Development of Gee.

the first radar device toExperimental work on Gee
be developed purely as a navigational aid - was begun at

T.R.E. with Air Ministry approval as early as July 1940»

In October of that year representatives of Bomber Conanand
visited T.R. E. to examiine the system in detail and \Tere

sufficiently impressed with its possibilities to recommend
that it be proceeded v/ith on the highest priority,
after, development of Gee continued as a matter of urgency.

There-

R.3-Polder
14 October

1940

fl w i'f/iW
The system in itself was very simple, consisting of

three high i:>owered ground pulse transmitters - one Master and

set as widely apart as possible and a special
aircraft receiver with a cathode ray tube display and cali
brated time base.

:^©epa4eh

Appendix A two "Slaves

Ibid The Master station transmitted, a pulse signal and,
simultaneously, a synchronised signal was emitted from one
of the "slave" stations. The Gee apparatus in the aircraft
measured the time difference in the reception of the two

signals and thxis determined the difference in its distance
from the two stations. Prom this the navigator was able to
place the aircraft somev/here along a line of constant
difference from the tv/o stations. This line was the

hyperbola springing from the tvro stations and was shovm as a

"lattice line" on a specially prepared chart carried in the
aircraft.

Ibid - Another set of transmissions from the same "Ivlaster" and

the second "slave" station, gave a position along  a second

series of hyperbola and the point at which the tvro curves

intersected, showed the actual position of the aircraft.

Ibid This apparatus could be used in tvro vfays.
Navigator could take a periodical fix on which to base his

D. R. navigation or he could fly a track along a "lattice
line" checking his position at any time from the other
lattice lines as they crossed. One of the grea.t advantages
of Gee was that the apparatus itself did not radiate and

could not therefore be plotted or homed on by the enemy.
The main danger lay in the gamming which v/ould inevitably
occur once the enemy had realised its existence.

Either the

C. S. 8337/1 By 9 July 1941) the first three ground stations giving
Gee coverage eastwards over enemy territory had been completed

C.S.8135/43 and 12 Wellington aircraft of No. 115 squadron, Marham^ fitted
with the apparatus in time for service trials on 15 July 1941-

22A.

c. s. 8337/1
49A & 5IA

Results of the trials proved highly satisfactory.
Bomber Command reported that an aircraft could be kept on

track up to a distance of more than 450 miles from the most

distant ground station and tests over an inland bombing range
at 4000 feet gave an accuracy of the order of 200 yards,

/since
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Since the production of Gee receivers in quantity would
taJce some considerable time, it had been agreed by the Air

Staff in November 19^0 that, as an inter;Lm measure, a number

of handmade sets should be producred for use by leading air
craft TJ-ho vrould act as "fire-raisers" to the Main Force.

C.S.7515

c.s. 8337/1 was abruptlyThis policy of fitting "fire-raisers
abandoned in August 1941, when, despite the strictest security
measures, an aircraft equipped vdth the apparatus was lost
over Hanover.

This loss coupled vdth the highly successful service
trials led to an immediate decision in August 1941, to

suspend the use of Gee for some considerable time in an

endeavour to mislead the enemy,

one squadron as a "fire-raiser"
agreed to defer the operational use of the apparatus until
sufficient aircraft could be equipped to operate in force

over enemy territory,
to be fitted with Gee.

The policy of fitting
was cancelled and it was

Ultimately, all bomber aircraft we

Ibid

re

Meanv/hile, the production of Gee aircraft receivers was

C. S.8337/1 ordered on top priority. An order for 3OO hand-made sets
was placed in August 1941 followed by a further order for

200. Mass production was expected to start in May 1942 and

arran.gements were made to modify heavy bombers on the produc
tion line. Despite every effort, by November 1941 if seemed

unlikely that more than 100 aircraft would be fitted in time

for the target date of 1 January 1942 and, for tactical
reasons, it was decided to defer the operational use of the

equipment until more Gee aircraft were available.

So great was the importance attached to the operational
use of Gee that the Prime Ministervvas tvri.ee asked for a

ruling on the target date. Thi^ was first fixed for 1 February
1942 by which time it vra.s anticipated that approximately 235
fully modified aircraft v/ould have been delivered.

Owing to various delays in production of heavy bombers
and the unexpected shortage of Wellington III propellors,
the C.A. S. v/as forced to advise the Prime Minister on

28 January that although there was no shortage of aircraft
sets, the promised 235 bombers would not be ready before
1 March 1942. This in tum had held-up the training of crev/s,
with the result that there vrould only be 58 modified aircraft

available with crews

and 154 by 1 Mai’cli. (1
aircraft was insufficient to provide any chance of tactical

success but it was thought that 94 would be adequate for

successful .fire-raising,
fitted aircraft immobilised (for security reasons) imtil
1 March, it was proposed to fix the new target date for

15 February,

With this view the Prime Minister concurred and on 4

Februai-y 1942, the C.-in-C. was instructed to initiate
attacks as soon as there vra.s reasonable certainty ,of at least

Ibid

Min.38

Ibid

End. 89A

y 1 February, rising to 94 on 15 February
In the vie-w of the Air Staff, 58

Rathei' than keep large numbers of

/a.

,0.R.S/B.C. (1) It is worth recording that the percentage of operational
S.54 sorties equipped v/ith Gee rose from about 30^2 in warly March

to about 60/ in the middle of May, 1942.
G.I69O87/RGP/I/5O/3O
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As from the 25 Februarya short spell of good v/eather.
the folloT/ing Gee-equipped squadrons were standing by but
Gee did not receive its operational baptism until the
attack on Essen on 8/5 March 194-2

BC. ORB.

App.2.
May 194-2

No. 5 GroupNo.4- GroupNo.3 Group No.3 Group

LancasterHalifaxWellington III Stirling

9 Squadron No. 7 Squadron No.35 Squadron No.Zh4 Squadron
No. 57 Squadron No. 2l8 "
No. 75 Squadron
No.101 Squadron
No.115 Squadron

No.

(ii) Method of Operating Gee-equipped Aiz^craft.

I3C/S26382
Enel. 5B

On 17 Jfuiuary 194-2 a Meeting attended by D. B. Ops. was
held at Bomber Command to di.scuss the best use to be made of

the limited number of Gee-equipped aircraft shortly due to
come into service. There appeared to be two alternatives :-

(a) Main Force operations led by Gee aii’craft on
targets v/ithin and beyond Gee cover,

(b) Blind bombing operations by Gee aircraft only.

In view of the small number of Gee aircraft available at that

stage, it v/as considei'ed more practicable to adopt the

first alternative whenever possible, resorting to the
second only when weather conditions made it unlikely that

Main Force airci'aft would find the target even ?/hen aided

by Gee aircraft.
Gee cover should generally only be attacked in good
visibility and when there was a moon ;ind that on all
occasions the need to conserve the equipment should be

borne in mind and operations not ordered when conditions
v/ere likely to lead to unnecessary loss of aircraft.

It was also agreed that targets beyond

As regards the best method of leading Main Force
aircraft to the target, considerable work had already been

done in evolving the flare and incendiary tecliniques
described above

the "bombing beacon" method was used, flares Y/ould also be

required, especially on dark nights, to prevent
incendiaries being put dovm in the v/rong place,

of the desirablity of conserving stocks, it was decided
to instruct Groups that incendiaries should not form part
of the nonnal bomb load unless specifically ordered by
Command Headquarters, but the use of flares for finding
and illuminating a target for the main force was agreed and

it was arranged that the Command should initiate experiments
over this country in order to determine the best technique
of collaboration between flare-dropping Gee aircraft and
the Main Force.

It was pointed out, hov/ever, that when

In view

Ibid

Ibid

The first Exercise (Crackers l) over the Isle of Man
on 13 February was unfortunately spoilt by the partial

/failure
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failure of one of the ground stations and an exceptionally
high wind,
dropping was provided, however, and it was decided to

undertake a further-Exercise (Crackers II) on 19 February
with the Railway Station at Brynhir (North Wales) as
target'.

that the flares provided a good homing beacon visible
from between 20 and JO mile

taken to test the efficacy of Gee as a blind-bombing
device and a study of photographs taken 'blind' on Gee
fixes indicated that the majority of aircraft engaged in
that phase of the trial were v/ithin two and three miles of
the target, (1)

Valuable infornaation on methods of flare-

I

This was very successful. ’ Crews reported

The opportunity was alsoO e

Ibid

End. 14A

BC/ORB
App.B.l920 plan of attacks to be used on Gee-led operations.
April 1942 recommended that the leading aircraft of the Advance

Party should act as flare-droxjpers v/hose task it would be
to find and illuminate the target,
of the Advance Party would carry maximami incendiary loads
with v/hich to mark the target, dropping their bombs by the
light of the flares,
bomb the fires.

Bomber Command were now able to formulate a general
It -was

The remaining aircraft

Aircraft of the Main Force would then

This Plan fomed the basis of the "shaker"

technique used on the majority of Gee-led operations durincf
1942.

(iii) Effect of Gee on Operational Policy.

There is no doubt that the advent of the new radar aid
to navigation had a profound formative effect on operational
policy at the beginning of 1942.(2' The offensive against
Germany had been seriously curtailed since November 1941 by
the policy^of conservation. Moreover, since December 1941,
roughly 40% of the available effort had been diverted to
the attack of the German Warships at Brest,
had been made at the direct request of the Admiralty and had
proved both wasteful and unproductive.

These attacks

The Air Staff were now anxious for a resumption of the
main offensive against Germany and, in particular, the morale
of the German peoj)le. It will be i^emembered tiiat the strate
gic importance of the attack of morale had long been
recognised and, as has been shown, the Air Staff were fully
convinced of the value of incendiary attacks against such
an objective. Hitherto, the degree of concentration
essential to the twin aims of

had rarely been achieved - mainly ovdng to the lack of
ordination in rout eing and timing in the absence of a reliable
navigational aid.

recognised that if the best results were to be obtained from
incendiary attacks they must be carried out in conjunction
wdth Gee operations.

destruction and fear of death"
co-

Such an aid was nov. to hand and it was

/It

(l) It vdll be noted that these results were considerably
less satisfactory than those experienced on the trials in
August 1941, and foreshadowed the virtual failure of Gee as
a blind-bombing device under operational conditions.
(2) It is not intended in this Section to do more than indi
cate, in general terms, the influence of Gee on bombing
policy at this time,
detail in Part III of the Narrative.

The subject v/ill be discussed in

G. l69087A®yi/50/50
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It was confidently expected that not only would the new

aid have a profound influence on night navigation and
tactics hut that it vrould enable an aircraft to bomb a

This piece ofselected area in or through lO/lOths cloud,
v/ishful thinking on the part of the Air Ministry Yiras

A.W.A. report fostered by an Air Warfare Analysis Paper in which it was
estimated that in an attack on Essen - the most

difficult objective in the Riihr - in lO/lOths clouds 47%
of the bombs dropped would fall on the target and that G-ee

should therefore be regarded as a blind.bombing device and

not merely as a navigational aid.
by the February exercises - was to prove this totally VTrong.

N0.3RV3

Experience - foreshadowed

The governing factor in the use of Gee was the comparat
ively short 'life' expected for it.
"of first importance" to exploit the advantages it offered

to the full before its range and - ipso facto - its
effectiveness was limited by enemy countermeasures.

It Yfas estimated as

With these considerations in mind, it- was decided in

February 1942, to release Bomber Command from the shackles
of "conservation" and launch a full-scale offensive against

Germany v/ith morale as the primary objective.

The Air Staff were confirmed in this decision by two
external factors

(a) The Russian counter-offensive in the East was
gaining momentum and it was believed that a resumption
of the main offensive at such a time would not only

hearten our Allies but fiirther depress the morale
of the German people already suffering under the
impact of the Russian successes.

(b) The time of year, Y/ith its severe weather and
sharp frosts, vrauld present the enemy with the most
difficult conditions in -.'iiiich to withstand the effect

of concentrated incendiary attacks.

On these lines, the nev/ Directive v/as drawn up and
In preparingissued to Bomber Command on 14 February 1942.

the lists of targets for attack vidthin this Directive,
account had to be taken of the range-limitations of Gee.

On the Eastern Chain this Y/as accepted as roughly 380
miles, giving cover over North Western Germany and the

Targets were accordingly grouped under fourRuhr,

headings in the folloY/ing priority :-

aj Area targets vdthin Gee range.
_b) Area targets involving penetration beyond Gee range,
(c) Precision targets within Gee range,
(d) Precision targets beyond Gee range.

It was stipialated that fcirgets in the last three categories
should only be attacked when condj.tions Y/ere particularly
favourable and v/hen experience had indicated the accuracy

and poYYers of concentration obtainable with the equipment
and the likelihood of the efficacy of such attacks.

/It
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It is proposed in the next Sections of this Chapter to

examine briefly the results of Gee operations from the point
of viev/ of the effectiveness and limitations of:the equip
ment in its dual role as a navigational aid and a blind
bombing device,

(iv) Accuracy of Gee - Operational Evidence,

During the first two months immediately follovang its
introduction: into the Service, Gee attacks were carried out
mainly on an experimental basis in order to determine its

effectiveness under varying conditions.
March and April, 1942, Gee operations fall naturally into
tliree categories : -

Thus, during

a.) Attacks on targets in the Ruhr and Rhineland.
Attacks on targets beyond Ckse cover.

a) Blind bombing attacks.

b

It is proposed to examine representative operations
in each of the above categories in order to arrive at a
proper estimate of the value of the device.

Attacks on the Ruhr,

Gee was used for the first time operationally on 8/9
March 1942 when;a force of 211 bombers, including 82 Gee-
equipped aircraft, were despatched against Essen using the
combined flare and incendiary teclmique described above.

The detailed plan for this operation is significant in
its emphasis on precise timing, the sequence of attack
allowing only a small margin for error, as follows

Zero to Zero + 15 mins.

BC/ORB.
App.B.
1920

April 1942

Flare-dropping aircraft timed to arrive in groups
at precisely 3 minute intervals, to illuminate the
target.

Zero + 2 to Zero + 15 mins.

Fire-raising aircraft to bomb- visually by the light
of the flares.

Zero + 15 mins.

First wave aircraft of the Main Force to bomb
visually on the resulting fires. Following aircraft
were timed to arrive in waves at approximately 15
minute intervals.

First aircraft over the target vrere instructed to release
their flares 'blind' on Gee fixes to avoid being misled by
enemy decoys. The remaining flare-dropping aircraft were
to do the same unless the target could be clearly identified
in the light of the first flares.

These detailed timing requirements, upon vliich the
success of the attack depended, are remarkable as the most
exacting demands made, to date, on navigational accuracy -

demand only made possible by the accurate timing and
/routeing

a
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routeing anticipated from the use of Gee.

ORS/BC.
S.46

AlthoLigh the operation -vvas carried out in moderate
weather conditions - apart from the ground haze usually
associated with the Ruhr - results were disappointing,,

a considerable proportion ofthe effort being drawn away onto
Post raid cover showed that littleHamborn and Duisburg,

damage had been done t© the target and an examination of

the causes indicated that, while flare-dropping was on

the whole accurate many of the incendiary force arrived
after the flares were out and scattered their bombs over a

v/ide area, thus attracting other aircraft of the Main Force.
ATH/Despatch
Appendix B

ORS/BC/S.46 Seven further major attacks were made on Essen during
March and April but results remaining disappointing,
raid cover shOY/ed little or no damage to the target itself

while an examination of night photographs indicated that,
in the majority of cases, at least a proportion of the

effort was drawn away onto other targets.
122 plotted photographs taken during these ei^t raids
shovred that two were on the target; two Y/ithin one mile;
eight betv/een one and five miles; IO4 betY/een five and

tYventy-five miles; and six betY/een 25 and 100 miles from

the target.
100 miles from the target.

Pos

An analysis of

90;^ of the aircraft bombed points betY/een 5 a

t

c.s.12848/41
End. 18A

nd

The failure to achieve the required concentration YYas
partly attributed to the fact that Essen was at the extreme

range of Gee and the accuracy of the equipment was seriously
diminished by the obtuse cut of the lattice lines in that

In view of the more successful attacks on otherarea,

targets at this time, however, it Y/as concluded that the

main difficulty lay in the nature of the target itself.
While the use of Gee enabled a much larger proportion of

the force tlian hitherto to navigate accurately to YYithin a

reasonable distance of the target, iniiie final stage creY/s

were still dependent on visual methods,
tion Y/as rendered more difficult by the close proximity of
other tov/ns in the Ruhr of similar size to Essen and

Visual identifica-

aggravated by the prevalence of heavy industrial haae and

the peculiar absence of any clearly distinguisliable land-
^ marks. Any failure of' incendiary aircraft to drop their
bombs in the rigiit place resulted in an immediate dispersion
of effort. Moreover, instructions to the Main Force to
bomb visually on fires made the non-equipped aircraft
particularly vulnerable to the enemy decoy system  - as on

the 25/26 March when the whole attack Y/as diverted by the
decoy at Rheinberg. Similarly, on the 9/10 March, a
Stirling hit by Ack Ack jettisoned a heavy incendiary load
on Hamborn.

Essen remained unscathed, considerable damage was done to

the Thyssen Steel Works in mistake for Krupps.

A concentrated attack developed and, while

Attacks on Cologne.Ibid

Attacks on Cologne, on the other hand, were much more
satisfactory,
this target during March and April in varying v/eather and

moon states and photographs showed that considerable damage
had resulted.

Altogether four raids Y/ere carried out on

The raid on I3/14 March may be noted as an

/example
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Although G-ee was still suffering from teethingexample,
troubles and it was a dark night with drifting cloud, 58^ of
the successful photographs showed the target area and post-raid
reconnaissance confirmed that considerable damage had been
inflicted on the industrial areas of the tovm. On only one

previous occasion had anything like this degree of success
been achieved,

since July 1941 v/as only 10^.
The average for all other attacks on Cologne

Attacks on Targets beyond &ee cover.Ibid

The opportunity was also taken to test the value of the

new equipment in the attack of targets beyond Gee cover and

a number of operations were carried out against such targets
as Lubeck, Rostock and Kiel. On these attacks Gee was used,

primarily as an aid to navigation, pi'oviding a means of

accurate track keeping over the greater part of the route

and a reliable "springboard" for the remainder of the
journey. Altogether four major attacks were made on Rostock,
two on Kiel and one on Lubeck. Concentration in all but one

instance was good and it was confidently asserted that the

raid on Lubeck (28/29 March) and the last three raids on
Rostock (24/25, 25/26 and 26/27 April) were the most successful
operations so far carried out by Bomber Command on German

targets.

ORS/BC
S.54

ORS/BC
s. 46

Gee as a Navigational Aid - Preliminary Assessment.

ORS/BC
S.46

It was nov/ possible to attempt a preliminary assessment
of the value of Gee as a navigational aid.
of successful night photographs it was found that, during
March and April 4O/ .of all aircraft desjjatched in all excej^t
poor weather conditions had bombed within five miles of the

target as opposed to 26/ in the pi'qceding three months.
Similarly, the percentage of sorties claiming to have attacked

main targets rose from 60/ during the period December - February
to 73% during March - April,
and Rliineland in the latter period was foimd to be nearly
twice that achieved previously vdiile the attack on Cologne
on 13/14 March v/as more than five times the previous average.

From a comparison

Average success over the Ridir

Attacks on the Rxrhr Vv"ere, on tiie v/hole, disappointing
for the reasons already given but, in considering these results,
it should be remembered that hitherto it had never been

thought vrorth while to attempt operations in that area unless

there was some moon. During March and April 1942, more than

half the operations had been undertaken when there was no moon.

While the similarity and close proximity of targets in the

Ruhr, together with the industrial haze and heavy searchlight
glare common to highly defended areas made the visual identifi

cation of individual targets difficult, considerable damage
was inflicted on other important industrial areas in rahtake

for the true target. A comparison of the percentage of

photographs showing built-ui3 areas in the Ruhr indicated that

during March and April this had risen to 30/ from 20/ in the
previous nine months. A further 12/ showed outskirts of towns
and villages as opposed to 3% previously.

Blind Bombing Attacks.

So far Gee had been used only as an aid to navigation.
It was now necessary to obtain tevidence of the effectiveness

/of
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-  of the device as a blind-bombing aid and on 22/23 April 194-2,
60 Gee-equipped aircraft were despatched against Cologne
with instructions to bomb on Gee fixes dnly, approaching
the target along the B lattice line. Unfortunately theORS/BC

S.47 weather was cloudy and photographs were.limited to five
taken during bombing and four shortly afterv/ards.
this scanty evidence it v/as estimated that the attack had
been scattered over an area five to ten miles around Cologne
and probably only a very small percentage of the force
actually hit the built-up area.

From

In view of the importance placed on blind-bombing
W'ith Gee these results were most disappointing,
clearly impossible on such limited evidence to gain any
authentic estimate of the value of the device in that

capacity,

during attacks on Essen, Dortmund and Cologne by cre?/s who,
unable to locate the target visually, had resorted to
'blind-bombing' on Gee fixes,
group together all such photographs - carefully excluding
any in which aircraft had been assisted by visual
navigation - in order to assess, broadly, the oj)erational
accuracy of this method of bombing.

It was

A fev/ photographs had, however, been obtained

An attempt was now made to

Ibid

Ibid Although the evidence was, admittedly, scanty, it was
generally agreed.that the accuracy achieved by crews blind
bombing, heavily defended targets such as the Ruhr and
Rhineland was more than three times worse than that obtained

by expert crev/s during trials over this country,
indications, about 50/ o.f bombs could be exi^ected to fall
within a five mile radius of targets in the Ruhr and

These estimates

On current

Rhineland and only 10/ mthin two miles,
were, in fact, consistent with the results of the blind
bombing attack on Cologne referred to above.
Essen, it was estimated that no more than 5 - 10/ of bombs
dropped 'blind' v/ould fall on Essen itself and only about
2 - 3/ on the Krupps Works.

As regards

Prom this analysis it was concluded that results
achieved by this means might be superior to visual attacks
in poor weather but inferior to those obtained visually -

using Gee as an aid to target location - in medium and good
weather. In. general, the. accuracy of the device v/as notORS/BC

S.54 of sufficiently high an order to make it worth v/hile for

Bomber Command, to undertake blind-bombing attacks on any
scale relying on Gee alone.

On the other hand, as a.n aid to navigation it showed
Admittedly, Essen - mainly due to itsdefinite promise,

natural characteristics - had remained invulnerable, but
the highly successful raids on Cologne within and Lubeck and
Rostock beyond Gee cover had shovm a remarkable increase in
navigational accuracy both to and from the target.
Y/ere now able to arrive v/ithin a minute or two of an exact
pre-arranged timing and could be routed to avoid as &r as
possible enemy night fighter areas.

Aircraft

/The
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The Policy of concentration.

The immediate result of this increase inaccuracy v/as
the strategic concentration of a large number of bomber
aircraft both along the route as a tactical countemeasure
to the enemy's early y/arning radar system and over the

target in order to saturate the enemy defences and A. R.P.
organisations.

ORS/BG
S.5^-

This policy - long approved but hitherto impossible to
implement - culminated in the famous and. most successful

'thousand-bomber' raid on Cologne on 29/30 May 1942.
flare technique was not used on this operation owing to the
bright moonlight but maximum incendiary loads were carried
by all aircraft,

such a concentration being achieved that the enemy ground
defences seemed completely overwhelmed.

Although the strength of Bombei? Command y/ould not
permit operations on this scale to be attempted very
frequently, the concentration of^the maximum available
effort both en route to and over the target was now adopted
as a standard of bomber operations,

(v) Initiation of Enemy Jamming.

The

The operationvjas an outstanding success,

ORS/BC
S.60

On 9/l0 August 1942, jamming was experienced for the
Crev/s returning from a raid on Osnabruck that

night reported that Gee v/as ineffective east of the Zuider
Zee.

first time.

This initial jamming vra.s not very complex and v;ithin
a matter of days a minor modification to all sets in the
Command had restored the equipment to almost its old range.
Nevertheless, the writing was on the wall and it
realised that it was only a matter of time before Gee was
rendered, ineffective over the majority of German targets.
By a judicious use of multiple frequencies and the expansion
of the system resulting from the opening of additional Chains,
Gee facilities wei'e retained for some considerable time, but
its range progressively decreased as the effectiveness of
the enemy's jamming increased.

vra.s

C. 17185/1 Work on a Southern Chain had begun early in 1942 and,
by the end of May, the Chain was completed and satisfactorily
tested. Unfortunately the existing Mark I aircraft receiver
yyas only capable of operating on one pre-set radio frequency
on any one mission and the Southern and Eastern Chains could

not be used together, A Mark II receiver was designed but,
owing to production difficulties, did not become available
until some months later. Partly for this reason but mainly

C.17211

because, under the existing Directive, first pi’iority
accorded to German targets, the Southern Chain was not used
operationally until October 1942.

was

As a result of the jamming in August, however, it was
decided to attempt to confuse the enemy by confining Gee
operations to the Southern Chain which operated on a different
frequency. The first operation took place on 17 October,
when 94 aircraft were despatched to bomb Le Creusot.
17 October until 11 December 1942, the Southern Chain was
used almost exclusively for all major operations which, at
that time, were directed mainly against targets in Northern
Italy.

Prom

No jamming was experienced and the average

ORS/BC
S.69
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operational range was approximately 387 miles.

By January 1943j the jamming war had increased in
intensity and although various measures were introduced to
overcome the problem, the value of the device over the

Continent was rapidly;declining,
great popularity rv/ith, crews, however, providing accurate

fixes to' the limits of its range (approximately the enemy
coastline) thus reducing the distance to be flown purely
on D/R and at the same time providing a knovrti point of
departure from which to base future calculations,

return journey it was no less valuable, providing  a ready
means of homing to base and, in adverse weather, permitting

It is notable

It continued to enjoy

On the

descent through cloud v/ith comparative ease,
that during April, 1942, the number of Gee aircraft landing
av/ay from base was roughly 12% as opposed to 35% of non-
equipped aircraft.ORS/BC

S.54

(vi) Advantages and Limitations of Gee.

Pollowdng its.introduction in March 1942 Gee
experienced a period of five months complete immunity from
interference prior to the initiation of jamming in August

It may be helpful to pause here arid review, briefly,
the general method of attacks adopted and the advantages and
limitations experienced with Gee during this period in its
ti'iple function as an

1942.

Aid to navigation and homing;
Aid to target location and
A blind bombing ‘device.

an

A Navigational Aid.

IVhile the effect of Gee on the bombing effort wa.s by
no means as spectacular as had been hoped, there is no

doubt that as an aid to navigatio.n and homing it was an
unqualified success,

urged to use it as an adjunct to normal navigation rather
than as a continuous plotting device,
had gained operational height, the 'navigator attempted to

determine the.vdnd by flying a steady course and taking Gee
fixes.

In this capacity, navigators vrere

Once the aircraft

Thereafter he navigated by D/R, using Gee to check

ORS/BC
S.54

his position at intervals.

follOT/ the prescribed route, arriving at the turning point
for the run in to the target at approximately the correct
time. After the first few operations, the direction of
approach to all targets within Gee cover was laid dowm 'by
Bomber Command, a suitable lattice line being chosen to
enable the navigator to use the 'homing technique',
was reckoned that this method would bring the aircraft
within about a mile of the actual target, giving the navigator
a good chance of locating it visually,
approaching the English coast on the return journey,
navigators were enabled to 'home' to base along the
appropriate lattice line.

By this means he was able to

It

Similarly,

Ibid In the attack of targets beyond Gee range, the device
v/as invaluable as a navigational aid over a large part of
the route, thus reducing the distance to be flovm on D/R
alone and providing accurate fixes and wind data on which
to base future calculations.

/The
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The immediate and striking improvement in accurate timing
ATH/Desp. and track-keeping on both , the outv/ard and homeward journey
Appendix at last made possible the co-ordinated timing and routeing

essential to the achievement of the tv/in-policies of
'concentration' and 'saturation'.

A

At the same time, as a
homing aid, Gee did much to minimise the problem of handling
large numbers of bomber aircraft returning to bases in this
country,

accurate routeing of aircraft to avoid as far as possible
tllne growing number of enemy G. C. I, night fighter 'boxes'.

Finally, it was now possible to attempt more

An Aid to Target Location.

Unfortunately, once in the target area, the operational
accuracy of Gee was found to be approximately three times
worse, than that experienced with it in trials over this

country, the ̂ 0% zone being about five miles in radius.
While in poor v/eather ?/hen visual identification was quite
impossible Gee used as a blind-bombing device might be
expected to achieve better results than non-equipped air
craft, it was clear that in all other circumstances, blind
bombing attacks would be less successful than visual methods.

This bitter blow was only softened by the knowledge that
two new radar aids to blind-bombing (Oboe and H2S)
already under development and due to make their appearance
at the end of the year.

As an aid to visual location. Gee v/as rather more
successful, particularly on such attacks as those on
Cologne where the flare and incendiary teclmiques could be
used to the best advantage,
of factors militating against the complete success of the
device in that capacity, particularly in attacks on the Ruhr.

were

There were, hov/ever, a number

Not only vjras Gee less accurate than had been hoped, but
the majority of crews v/ere still inexperienced in its use.
particularly at extreme range and against such heavily defended

It took an experienced and determined crewtargets as Essen,

to press home an attack in the face of heavy flak, search
light glare and night fighter a ctivity.
of teclmical and operational difficulties frequently
resulted in an initial scattering of flares v/hich
further dispersed by. the effect of v/ind drift.

The combination

were

Also, against
background of the heavy industrial haze common to the Ruhr,

ATH/Desp.the unshaded flares then in use produced  a dazzle effect
Appendix v;hich crevra complained \?as more hindrance than help in seeing

the target,

out in this connection but the problem T/as not satisfactorily
solved until the 7 inch hooded flatre came into general
in 1944.

a

B Considerable experimental work was carried

use

On many occasions, the cumulative effect of these
v/eaknesses resulted in an indifferent illumination
a fairly v/ide area,

their target or to locate it accurately on Gee fixes,
tended to drop their:incendiary bombs in the wrong places.
These errors v/ere further increased by non-equipped aircraft
of the Main Force v/hich, \?ith instructions to bomb on fires
only, vj-ere more easily misled by enemy decoys or fires lit
in the vnrong place by the Advance Forces.

over

Fire raising aircraft, unable to see

/Shortage
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Shortage of Air Bombers.

A further and most important factor influencing the
success of the bombing techniques at this time was the

shortage of air-bombers, the majority of whom were still

under training,
to remain at his table througliout the period of attack in

order to keep the aircraft on track and to bomb blindly on

&ee if necessary,
carried trained air-bombers and the navigator was compelled
to leave his instruments a few miles from the target in

order to take up the bomb-aimer’s position,
he to accustom his eyes to dark conditions after the glare
of the cathode-ray tube but there was no one to operate Q-ee

or to give the signal to bomb blind in the event of visual

identification of the target proving impossible.

In theory, the navigator was instructed

In pi’actice, very few crews as yet

Not only had

A Definite Improvement.

Nevertheless, despite the many difficulties, an
ajjpreciable improvement occurred in the bombing effort under
certain conditions of attack. Thus, in raids on the Ruhr,

and Rhineland in moderate weather, the i^ercentage of

successful photographs showing the target area increased from

11% in the period June 1941 - February 1942, to 18% in
March and April 1942.
percentage of sorties claiming attack on primary targets
during the latter period,
evidence that Gee had had any significant effect on
operations in poor weather oi- in optimum conditions of

bright moonlight and good visibility,
weather some little improvement might be expected from the

use of Gee for blind-bombing, the accuracy of the device was

not of sufficiently high order to make such attacks worth
v^fhile.

There was also a marked rise in the

On the other hand there was no

Although in poor

In general, the effect of Gee was most marked

against shorter range targets when conditions were less
favourable for visual identification,

however, that it was nov/ possible to attempt attacks on
targets within cover without regard to the state of the moon.

It must be remembered.

ORS/BC
S.51

Wastage.

The effect of Gee on wastage was rather less marked
than had been expected,
ing March and April, 1942 showed that there was no appreciable
difference in the overall missing and crash rates of Gee-

equipped and other aircraft although the number of aircraft

landing away from base was noticeably lower inthe case of
Gee aircraft.

A preliminary investigation cover-

A further analysis covering the months
March to October 1942, indicated that, over the whole period,
the missing rates of equipped and non-equipped aircraft were

identical (4.4^), but that action and other damage rates
were slightly less for aircraft fitted with Gee.

as compared with 2.2% and 1.4^ respectively.)
detailed comparative aria.lysis of raids on targets within and

beyond Gee cover, hovrever, suggested strongly that the

fitting of Gee tended to reduce the missing and damage rates

probably because those aircraft kejDt more accurately to the
main bomber stream.

(1.9% and
A more

The effect of the policy of concentrati

ORS/BC
Report
No. 74

on

/on
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on the overall wastage of the "bomber force will be discussed

in Chapter 6.

Range.

One of the advantages of the Gee aircraft receivers
was that the equipment itself did not radiate and could not

therefore be homed on by enemy night fighters.
other hand the system v/as very liable to jamming which
severely limited the effective range at which ground trans
missions could be received.

On the

The limited range of the
equipment was, indeed, one of the major disadvantages of

the Gtee system,
jamming period, this was estimated as about 385 miles from
the Master Station at Daventry, varying by plus or minus

25 miles from night to night.
Mannheim, the range was slightly better being in the region
of 400 - 420 miles fran Daventry with variations of plus
or minus 30 miles on occasions,

may be mentioned here.
Stuttgart (beyond normal Gee cover), reported obtaining
satisfactory fixes at a range of 450 miles,
extreme, in a daylight attack on Essen on 31 March 1942, pulses
faded out over Holland at a distance of about 250 miles.

Over the Eastern Chain diuring the pre-

In the direction of

Two notable exceptions
On 4/5 May, crews attacking

At the other

ORS/BC
S.54

ORS/BC
S.52

Both these and other exceptions were attributed in the main

to the peculiar meteorogical conditions pertaining on each
occasion.

ORS/BC
S.69

The initiation of jamming in August reduced, the average
operational range to 304 miles during the period 9/l0 -

18/19 August v/hen modifications were completed to aircraft
sets and it rose again to 350 miles during the period 24/25
August - 8/9 September,
ently.
Chain which gave an average operational range of 38? miles -

i.e, approximately the same as that experienced on the

unjammed Eastern Chain - alt'hough the average range in an
attack on Turin on

fixes were obtained over the target at 6IO miles,
ranges were the greatest ever obtained with Gee but were

thought to be the result of freak conditions,

(vii) Summary.

Thereafter the range fell consist-
In October operations were switched to the Southern

December 1942 was 488 miles and some
These

Prom what has already been said, it ?d.ll be clear that,
as a navigational and homing aid - for which purpose it was

originally designed - Gee was extremely successful, subject
to the limitations of range already mentioned. Over the

target, its effect on opei-ations was disappointing and it was

early realised that until the nev/ radar aids to blind-bombing
then being produced v/ere ready for service, much of the

success of bombing operations must depend on the ability of

the leading crev/s to find and mark the target visually,
logical ouitcome of this conclusion was the formation of the
Patiifinder Porce which will be discussed in the next Chapter.

The
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CHAPTER 9

FORIVIATION OP A PATHPINDER FORCE

(i) The Argijment.

It was the failure of Gee to come up to expectations as

a hlind-hombing device that gave the final twist to the

tail of the argument already in progress between the
Air Ministry and the C-in~C Bomber Command on the formation
of a Target Finding Force.

?/hile Gee had largely overcome the initial difficulty
of navigation to a selected area, the problem of finding
the actual target in the face of searchlight glare, heavy

flak and night fighter activity, remained msolved,
last and most important stage, crews vrere still dependent
on visual methods.

In th

Any failure, of- the first arrivals to

e

drop flares and incendiaries in the. right place resulted in

later arrivals being misled by widely scattered flares,
fires and enemy decoys,
target, in the Ruhr had remained invulnerable to current
bombing methods,

geographical nature of the target prevented visual
identification.except by low attack when casualties might
be expected to be heavy.

Moreover, Essen,- the most importan

The prevalent industrial haze and the

t

The Air Staff were now firmly convinced that the success
of a large scale operation depended primarily on the ability
of the initial force to find and mark a selected aiming
point visually - a taslc which recent evidence had shown

could only be carried out accurately by specialist crews of

great experience and determination.

It vill be remembered that the advantages to be
obtained from the formation' of a Target Finding Force
composed entirely of picked crews located in one area and

under one control had been put' forward by D. D. B. Ops. as
early as November, 1941.
complement to the flare and incendiary technique then
being evolved.

It was, in fact, an essential
S. 44091

Enel. 25B.

On 17 March 1942, he again put forward his suggestions
this time to the new C-in-C, Sir Arthur Harris,
argument for an immediate decision once again lay in the

time element governing the use of Gee.
device to be fully exploited in the limited period it was

expected to remain effective, it must be coupled with the

highest operational skill,
the existence of such a force would provide an effective
spearhead-to the Bomber e'ffort if and Ween the use of Gee
was denied.

The potent

To enable the

Moreover, it was argued that

D.B. Ops
Folder 2073
17 March

D. D. B. Ops/D. 0.
11 April 1942

Prom a Conference held at Bomber Gomnand shortly

afterwards, it was evident that both the C-in-C and his Group
Comman.ders were firmly opposed to such a step - mainly on

the. grounds of administration and morale,
feeling that the ' orepuning- off' of ■ experienced crews from

operational squadrons to form a corp d.'elite would have a

very adverse effect on the. morale of the remtiining sejuadrons
in the Goraraand.- - Moreover,- the expert crews chosen would

/normally

There was strong
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normally be first in line for promotion which -wDuld be seriously
affected by their transfer to a small specialised unit.
Finally, the administrative difficulties entailed in forming
and maintaining such a force out of the Command’s then limited

resources -would be insupportable -until the strength of the

Command as a -wiiole was considerably greater.

Undeterred by this opposition D. D, B. Ops continued to

solicit support for his scheme,
another Paper on the subject in -vhich he proposed that, initially,
the Target Finding Force should consist of six squadrons - t-'flo

heavy and four medium - located in one area and under one

control,

the scientists and a Bomber Development Unit so that new ideas

could be discussed and tried out -with the least possible delay.

In April he produced yet

These squadrons -would -work in close co-operation -with

D.B, Ops.
Folder 2073

As regards the objection that the formation of such a

force would involve the 'creaming off of best crews he

.  , explained that this would not be the case as, in the first

instance, only one crew would be talcen from each operational
sq-uadron.

adoption of this proposal -v?ould result in a toorp d'elite',
D. D.B. Ops. argued that the difficulties of target finding and
identification were now realised to be so great that such a

step vrould be fully justified.

Vftiile not disputing the C-in-Cs contention that th

Ibid.

e

Ibid This Paper was then circulated to a number of Station
and Squadron Goran-ianders with operational experience in the

Comments were, without exception, both favourable
The general feeling was that Captains would

be only too pleased to have the target found for them and would

themselves aspire to the Target - Finding Force as a reward for

proficiency.

cinrrent war.

and enthusiastic.

ATH/DO/16 D. D.B. Ops, now forwarded the Paper and the comments to the

C-in-C viho replied that, Y\hile he still retained "a fairly open
mind on the subject", neither he norUiis Group Commanders - -v^om

he had again consulted - were convinced by the arguments put
forward.

vitio did the job', in his opimon their viev/- was necessarily
circumscribed,

individuals or Units to lead an attack was not disputed and the

C-in-C stated his intention of carrying out this selection on a

competitive basis in future,
towards univeral photography of bomb-aiming points at night.
In each Group the accuracy of this photography by different
Units would be assessed at the end of each month and the

squadron or squadrons with the best results would be_designated
Target Finder' for the folio-wing month.

Much as he appreciated and paid attention to the 'men

On the other hand, the need to select certain

There was already a great drive

t

Ibid

D. D. B. Ops/DO.
8 May 19t-2.

This was admittedly a step in the right direction but,
from the Air Miriistry point of -viev/, had a number of

disadvantages,
establishment of a Bomber Development Unit alongside and

working in close conjuncl^ion mth the Target Finding Force.
This had formed an essential part of the Air Ministry Plan.

Altho-ugh under the C-in-Cs

In the first place it entirely eliminated th

There were other disadvantages,

e

plan the squadrons selected each month as Ra.id Leaders might
have a few expert crews, their effort Yvould be vitiated by less
efficient crews an the same squadron marking incorrectly and

causing dispersion of effort. ’ Even if, on occasions, marking
was accurate, following crews ytouM be so assisted in their

bombing that their improved results might lead to an othervri.se

•' /inferior
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inferior squadron being placed in the lead the following month.
Moreover, the development of tactical methods and technique
would he severely hampered by the lack of cohesion resLilting
from the geographical separation of squadrons and their
frequest changes of role.

C. S. 1284S/41
Min. 20.

.  1

Matters had now reached a deadlock and in the opinion
of the Air Staff there v/as little to be gained by prolonging
correspondence on the subject any further. On 4 June, 1942,
the 0. A. S. invited the C-in-G to attend a conference at the

Air Ministry in the immediate future, bringing with him one
or two of his best Squadron Commanders.
Memorandum was prepared as a basis for discussion and
circulated at the highest level.

An Air Staff

This set out in full the

Min. 21,

Enel, 18a.

main Air Staff arguments in favour of a Target Finding Force:
viz:

(a) Joint routeing, briefing and timing would ensure
the necessary co-ordination and concentration of
the flare and incendiary dropping force over the
target,

(b) .By concentrating on their special role, a technique
could be developed which would not only confer an
immediate and striking improvement in our ability
to concentrate a decisive effort on the target but

would be open to systeraa.tic improvement as a
result of discussion, enthusiasm aiid experience,

(c) In the .event of the use of Gee being denied, vje
would still have a highly specialised force
available to provide a spearhead to the raain effort,

(d) By equipping a limited nun'iber of aircraft in the
Target Finding Force vri.th the first samples of new
devices, the full advantage of these would be
obtained by the bomber force as a whole long before
production would permit of general distribution,

(e). There vrould at all times be available a highly
skilled and co-ordinated force ready to undertake
tasks of vital importance or of special difficulty.

The G-in-C, unfortunately, remained unimpressed.
12 June 1942, he informed the C. A. S. th,at he had just held
his third conference vdth his Group Commanders, each of whom

had brought vd.th him his best Target Finding Squadron Commander.

All were "utterly.opposed" to the formation of a Target
Finding-Force on the lines proposed by the Air Ministry.
It was argued that the Comi'aand already had such  a force by a
process of selecting the best squadrons and best crews to

lead attacks.

On

In fact, the existing Raid Leader scheme

ATH/DO/6
12 June 1942.

fulfilled all the requirements of the "target finding fanatic

bar living together,
was little to be gained by the final step vdicreas the

arguments against it v/ere overwhelming.

It was the general opinion that there

Discussing the Air Staff contention that the success of

the R. A. F. bombing offensive depended on the e.xistence of a

Target Finding Force, the G-in-C stated that the general

/viev/

Ibid.
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view of the Cornmand was that the diffici;lty lay not in finding

hvit in seeing the target on the average dark night through haze
and in the face of the vast searchli.ght glare common to all

highly defended areas,

chance of ‘seeing' under those conditions than anyone else.
The Target Finding Esjpert had no greater

Ibid. While maintaining his -vehement stand against the Air
Ministry proposals, the C-in-C, virtually in the same breath,
now proposed that selected Raid Leaders should be entitled to

■wear a special badge -which TOuld add a 'cachet' and make for
It must be remembered that this singling outesprit de corp.

of crews was the very thing he had pre-viously decried so strongly
on the grounds that it implied a corp d'elite.
C-in-C was having to modify his -views.

Clearly the

C.S. 12848/41
Enel. 30A

This indeed -was the opinion of the C. A. S. -who pointed out
that, during the past three months, the C-in-C had progressed ’
from complete rejection of the scheme, through a Target Finding
Squadron phase to his latest Raid Leader proposals,
view of C. A. S

In the
no argument had been produced -which constituted a

serious obstacle to the final and logical step necessary to weld
those expert crews into a closely knit whole,
association involved in bringing selected crews into one Unit
and locating them on one aerodrome -was the essence of the

Without this there could be no. day to day improvement

• >

The close

problem,
of method, no insurance that plans and briefing for each
operation -would be similarly and clearly interpreted and acted
upon by the force as a whole,
proposals seemed to imply an admission of the need for just such
a force.

On the contrary, the C-in-Cs

Ibid. The C. A. S. warned the C-in-C that recent Reports had
clearly shown the need for a great increase in the percentage of
bombs dropped, on -tlie target and there seemed little doubt that
the R. A. F. night bombing was, to date, far from satisfactory.
He himself was convinced that what was needed vvas an effective •

f
degree of illumination and incendiarism in the right place and
only in the right place,
done by a force which concentrated on it as a specialist role
and -which excluded those crews vjhose less discriminating use of
flares and incendiaries in the -vicinity of the target had
recently led so m£iny attacks astray,
one -unit -with experts at the expens.e of other units v/ho had to
do the same job.

This difficult task could only be

This did not mean packin

On the contrary, the Target Finding Force

g

would have an entirely different and far more difficult task.

Ibid. Although the C. A. S. took a very serious view of the vihole
position and was well aware that any failure on the part of
Bomber Command to effect a radical improvement might well
endanger the -iviiole bombing- policy, he was reluctant to impose
the Air Staff Plan in the face of the C-in-Gs strong objections.
A decision was therefore postponed until 15 J-une, 1942, vihen
during an informal discussion, the C. A. S. was able to persuade,
if not entirely convince, the C-in-0 of the necessity of the
proposed step. ■

Ibid

Min. 32. '

(ii) Establishi-gent of a Pathfinder Force.

Arrangements for the establishment of the Target Finding
:  - now designated Pathfinder Force(^) were officisilly

/confimed.

Force

Ibid

Enol. 36a.

(l) See ATH/DO to Group Commsmders dated 20 June 1942.
Enel. 4A. Be/a. - 27764.
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The necessary'machinery hadconfirmed on 11 Angust, 1942.
already heen put in 3notion and the Pathfinder Force ultimately
came into existence on 15 August, 1942 under the Command of

Group Captain D. C. T. Bennett, D. S. 0,
Ibid

Enel. 37A The new Pathfinder Force was composed, initially, of

three heavy and one medium bomber squadron located^for
administration on adjacent stations in No. 5 Group^ '  viz:-

AircraftAffiliated to:Station Squadron

83 Wo, 5 Group
(Wo. 2 Group
(No. 3 Group
No, 1 Group

No. 4 Group
No. 3 Group

Lancasters

. Mosquitoes )
Wellingtons)
Wellington III
Halifaxes

Stirlings

Wyton
(109)(2)

156Vfarboys
Graveley
Oakington

35

7

Flying Control, administration and discipline remained'
the responsibility of the respective Station Commanders.
Group Captain Bennett was designated Operational Commander,
under the direct orders of the C-in-C, Bomber Command,
varied responsibilities included:-

His

Ibid.

(a) Operations of P. F, F. squadrons.

(t) Planning of target marking.

(c) Training of personriel in the P. F. F,

Development of navigational and bombing aids to
be used in the P. F. F.

(a)

(e) Development of suitable means of target marking.

As regards provision of aircrews, it ■'j'vas agreed that
approximately one third should be chosen from volunteers
among the best pupils graduating from 0. T. Us and approximately
two thirds from volunteers from ope.rational squadrons,
the pvirpose of selecting; the latter, each P. F. F. squadron

affiliated (as shovm above) to one operational Group
which would be responsible for providing crews and for
keeping in close touch in order to obtain help and advice
from its. affiliated squadron.

Permission had already been obtained from their
respective governments for Dominion personnel to volunteer.
As regards Canadians, the provision was added that a

/Canadian

For

was

Ibid.

Ibid.

(1) A Bomber Development Unit was formed at Gransden Lodge
w. e, f, 20 July, 1942, from the existing No, 14I8 Flight which
was disbanded on the same date,
control of Wo. 3 Group for adiTiinistfation and H, Q. Bomber
Command for operational matters,

f

(2) No. 109 squadron in the process'of equipping with OBOE
was at that time only affiliated to the Pathfinder Force
altho-ugh under the operational control of the Commanding

It became a full P. F. F. .squadron in October, 1942.

SECRET

It was placed under the

Officer.

B. C.
Admin, ORB.
App. b/3
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Canadian Flight should he formed with others to follow as soon

as possible and that where crews had been taken from existing

Canadian squadrons, they should be replaced by all-Canadian
crews,

personnel should be kept together as far as possible.

The Australian Government also asked that R. A. A.F.

Ibid. A special establishiment was approved, for the Pathfinder 
’

Force which entitled, qualified members to accelerated promotion
to acting ranks once they had completed the required number of

sorties, viz;-

Acting F/Lt.
Acting S/Ldr,
Acting 7f/Cdr.

or Acting P/Sgt.
or Acting Vif/O.

15 sorties
20 sorties

25 sorties

It was laid down, however, that members of aircrews should not

fail to get their promotion as quickly as they would have done in

normal squadrons and, \diere necessary, this principle was to be

applied even at the expense of temporarily over-bearing the
Pathfinder establishment.

Ibid. Candidates for the Pathfinder Force were required to
volunteer to do 6o operational 'sorties of -vdiich at least 12 were
completed in normal squadrons. This figure was reduced, in

September, 1942, to 45 sorties -which were counted, as equivalent
to two normal tours of 30 sorties each. The obligation on

operational Groups to supply a given nunber of aircrew personnel

yto support their affiliated squadrons, subsequently madenecessary a further innovation. ’.'/here there were insuf

Enel. 38A

tit
suitable volunteers, selected personnel vwere posted to the

e/O. 277^4 Pathfinder Force for a noimal tour of 30'sorties (including those
done before joining P. F, F. ). After completing sufficient

TTH
A  B

Enel. /lA

14 Jan. 1943 successful sorties they were then invited to volunteer for the

full Pathfinder tour of 45 sorties and on doing so became eligible
to fill a P. F. F. vacancy and to receive the appropriate

Any vwho failed to volunteer,privileges of rank and badge,
merely completed their normal tour but were debarred from

Pathfinder privileges.

C.^S. 12848/41
Enel. 37A' ' ■ procedure was adopted,

training were posted to Conversion Units to train on the type of
Their names were

As regards 0. T. U. volunteers, a slight variation in

Aircrews who had completed their

aircraft it was intended they should operate.'
passed to the G. 0. Pathfinder Force who then drew on those

volunteers as required direct from the Conversion Units,
reaching the Pathfinder' Force they were required to complete the
requisite number of sorties before qualifying for full membersliip.

On

In all cases, apart from the necessary high standard of

technical and operational efficiency, outstanding characteristics
of grit, determination and reliability in pressing home an

j attack were ob-vlous qualities sought after in the final selection
of candidates.

The Pathfinder Force remained on this basis until

End. 70A and. 25 January, 1943,. when, at the request of the C-in-0, it v/as
C. S. 12848/41 . divorced from No. 3 Group and re-organised on an independent

basis as No. 8 (P. F. F. .) Group, -with its Headquarters tanporarily
at i’/'yton, Wyton, Warboys and Graveley v/ere immediately

transferred outright from No. 3 Group. _ Oakington remained
livl. 66/d. of 0., -in No. 3 G-noup, accommodating No. 7 (P. F. F. ) . squadron as a

lodger unit.. .The nevf Pathfinder Group now comprised:-

e,

Enel. 43A.

/station
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Station Affiliated to: AircraftSquadron

83Wyton

(temporary
Headquarters)
WarHoys
Graveley

No.5 Group
No. 2 Group

Lancasters

Mosquitoes109

156 Wellington III
Halifaxes

Stirlings

No. 1 Group

Wo. 4 Group
Wo. 3 Group

It was the intention that No. 8 (P, P. P. ) Group should,
in future, expand 'pari passu' with the rest of the Command.

In any event, operational experience had by now indicated that

the existing force was not large enough to fulfill its

functions properly.

35

7

13/^86' (^)
^BG/s'A776k .
End. 84A

On 6 January, 1943, the C-in-C stated his intention of
increasing it from four to six squadrons as soon as the

"fifty-squadron" target had been achieved.
1943, the Air Ministry agreed in pianciple to the
establishment of the two additional squadrons, one on
Lancasters and one on Halifaxes.

March, 1943, in anticipation of aircraft becoming available
in April,

of Nos. 5 and 6 Groups respectively.

On 28 January,

These were to form in

Aircrews were to be provided from the resources

C. S. 12848/41 /
Enel. 48 a

' D. d/o. 27724
End. lOOA

(iii) Early pathfinder Methods.

The Pathfinder Force operated for the first time on
I8/19 August, 1942, against Plensburg and by the end of 1942,
major bombing operations had settled dov/n to a more or less

characteristic pattern,
carried out in three phases: nnmely the finding, illuminating
and marking of the target by the Pathfinders; the build-up
of the attack around the a.iming point by the fire-raising
force; and, finally,, the attack by the Main Force.

Generally speaking, attacks -were

11/70/253

Ibid. The basis of all target marlcing techniques evolved
during this period vnis visual marld.ng of the target in the

Broadly spefiking, this was undertaken inlight of flares,
three stages:-

(i) "Finder aircraft (used for the first time over
Essen on I6/I7 September) laid bundles of flares
in sticks six to eight miles in length over the

Flares, normally dropped on E. T. A. ,target area,
were laid along four or five parallel lines about
t-wo miles apart and the task called for very
accurate navigation and timing.

(ii) Finder aircraft were followed by Illuminators who
laid a close pattern.of flares visually around
the correct target,

(iii) Immediately the target had been illuminated,
'Marker' aircraft attempted to identify it
visually and, having done so, to drop markers
accurately about the aiming point.

The Pathfinders were followed by the Fire-raising Force v/ho

were timed to attack immediately the markers had gone dovm.

In theory there was then to be a gap of half-an-hour to an

/hour
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hour before the arrival of the Main Force to enable an

unmistakeable conflagration to develop,
possible in practice owing to the short hours of darkness in

summer months, changing weather and other tactical problems.
The method was used very satisfactorily in the attack on Lubeck
on 28/29 March but was not used again until an attack on Bremen
on 13/14 September.

This was not always

Reports of this operation varied but, in(3*6/id/12/30
17 Sept. 1942 general, it appeared that this method did, in fact, allow a

conflagration to develop which was of assistance to the Main
Force as a 'bombing beacon'.

Nevertheless, Pathfinding methods during the months immediately
following the forpiation of the Force were, of necessity, very
fluid. The early operations can be regarded in the light of a

"trial run" and minor changes in tactics and technique were
constantly being introduced in an attempt to determine the best
method of collaboration with the Main Force. The introduction

of two new radar aids and the arrival of the Target Indicator

bomb in the new year necessitated still further changes in
method and it was not until well on into 1943 that the Pathfinder
Force was able to settle dom to a more or less constant form.

This, however, is properly the subject of the next Narrative.

The first operational use of Oboe on 31 December/l January
marked the beginning of a new phase in P.F. F. operations,
the next section an attempt will be made to estimate the success

of Pathfinding methods and their effect on the bombing effort of

the Main Force during the period August - December, 1942.

(iv) Results of early P. F. F. operations.

In.

In considering the early results of the Pathfinder
technique, account must be taken of a number of handicaps
unavoidably imposed on the P.F. F. during the first few months
of its existence. Not only were target marking methods still
in their infancy, but the Pathfinder squadrons had been transferred

complete with their existing crews and the process of "weeding
out" or training less efficient crews v/as still in progress.
Moreover, the, formation of the Force was coincidental vdth tjfie
jamming of Gee and consequently, during the Period about to be

reviewed, Pathfinder bquadrons were vd.thout the instrumental aids

to navigation and target finding -which were a priimiry essential

to the satisfactory accomplishment of their task,
will be seen from the next Section, they, were also mthout any
really efficient flares or ground marki-;rs and had to rely on
existing flares for illuminating and marking the target in the

air and various types of incendiaries for marking it on the

ground.

Finally, as

ATH/Despatch
APP. B.

Despite these handicaps, a preliminary survey indicated that

by the end of November, 1942, the P, F.F. had been completely
successful in carrying out their planned technique on one-third

of their attacks on Germany and partially successful in another
third. Against Italian targets -where visibility was usually

/better

(1) Except -where othervasc indicated, all figures quoted in
this section and in the Tables at Appendix 7 have been taken

from an 0, R, S. (B. C. ) Memorandun No, M. 117 prepared by a section
of that Branch but not necessarily representing the -viows of the
Branch as a whole,

obtainable for the period under re-view in this section of the
Narrative,

They have been quoted as the best figures
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"better and Gee available, results were rather more satisfactory,
the target marking technique having failed to go aocording to

plan on only two out of nine occasions.

Between August and December, 1942, the Pathfinder Force
carried out a total of 26 operations against German targets.
In attempting to analyse the success of those operations, it

is necessary to assess them from three separate angles.
Account must be talcen in the first place of the effect of

weather on target finding; in the second, of the success of

the Pathfinding technique; and, in the third, of the effect
of that technique on the "isombing effort of the Main Force.

Thus, from Table I of the analysis at Appendix 7 it will

be seen that ■’whereas on the six operations undertaken in bad
weather, (23^) the P, F, F. were -viiolly unsuccessful in finding
their target, on the nine operations carried, out in good

they failed to find it on only one occasion.
Under moderate conditions, honours were fairly evenly
di-vided, the target ha-ving been found on six and not found
on five occasions, Eliminatii-^g operations undertaken in bad
vreather, Table II shows that the P, F. F. found and -were at
,least partially successful in marking the target on no less
than "]0% of the operations undertaken in moderate or good

. weather, of -which were -wholly successful. Of the
remaining 30^ failures the majority were due to mistaken
identification. The total results achieved during this time
may be summed up as follows:-

Bad weather (failures)

Moderate or good weather:
Target found - Marking successful 8 (31^) )

pai-tially ;
successful 6 (23^) )

■vweather

.6 (23^)

)

'  '

... 6 {2%)Target not found

From these figures it can be seen that the P. F. F. found and
marked the target, at least partially successful, on 54?? of
all operations against Germany,

In considering the effect of the target finding
technique on the Main Force effort at that time, it is
ob-viously unnecessary to consider the occasions on -vhich the
P. F. F. failed, completely, to find the target,
and I"V, therefore, deal only -with the 14 raids on which the
target -was found and marking was at least partially
successful.

14 occasions (64^) was noted in the Main Force bombii:ig
.  concentration, or on about 35/^ of all raids on German

In other -words, the percentage of night

Tables III

It will be seen that an improvement on 9 out o

targets,

f

photographs plotted -within three miles of the aiming point
was 41^ as opposed to an expectation of 25^ based on the
previous histories of the targets under attack,
position can be s-ummed by as follows:-

The

. /No. of Ops.
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No. of Ops, (% of total) of operations on which

P. P. F. marked the target)

Bad weather - no effect 6 (23^)
Results improved 9 (35^)
Target marked hut no

improvement .
Target not found

5 v°.

6

6l,fc

3^/o■ 1.

26 100^Total

It will he evident from the fore-going that the Pathfinder
Force did, in fact, have a m_arked effect on the success of night
bombing operations against German targets uiider moderate and good
conditions,

spectacular may undoubtedly be attributed, in the main, to the
lack of radar aids, the absence of satisfactory marking devices
and the inexperience of the crews in the type of work they were
now required to undertake,

observed that a new and entirely unforeseen source of error had
crept in

That results at that time were not more

On the other hand, it was very soon

ATH/Cespatch
App. B.

An examination of night photographs taken over the first

seven months of Pathfinder operations indicated that, vdaile there
was undoubtedly a remarkable improvement in the concentration of

the bombing effort around the centre or mean point of impact
(M.P. I. ) of the bomb pattern, the centre of concentration itself
was becoming seriously displaced from the true aiming point.
Thus, the percentage of bombs falling within three miles of the

actual aiming point was by no means as high as vvould at first

appear from the percentage falling within three miles of the

Mean Point of Impact,
this statement:-

The follomng figures will illustrate

March, 1942 August, 1942
to to

August, 1942
(pre-P, F. F„ )

March, 1943
(P. F. F. )

Overall percentage of photos plotted
within 3 miles of centre of

concentration. (M. P. 1.) .  35^ 50^

Overall percentages of photos plotted
within 3 miles of aiming point. 32fo 31%

This displacement'of the centre of .the bomb pattern from the

true aiming point is kno\-m as the "Systema.tic Error" and a
comparison of displacement figures for the seven months
preceeding and seven months following the formation of the

P. F, F. showed an alarming increase from to 67^
in the main attributable to the fact that, whereas in the past
the Main Force had been instructed to bomb on the aiming point
itself, they were now required to aim at the markers dropped
by the Pathfinders,

resulting bomb pattern no longer coincided with the aiming
point but was largely determined by the position of the,markers.

Any initial errors in placing the markers normally tended to

be perpetuated by the Main Force, causing the centre of

concentration to be displaced from the aimng point as
illustrated above.

This was

Consequently, the M. P.I. of the

/This
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This "Systematic Error" now became one of the major
problems facing Bomber Command and although improvements in

■  techn-ique and the arrival of new radar aids and the Target
Indicator bomb effected a great improvement in marking
accuracy, the problem was never completely resolved,

(v) Provision of Special Weapons for the P. F. E.

11/70/253
18.8.42

Prom the very first, strenuous efforts were made to
provide the Pathfinder Force -with suitable weapons to enable

it to fulfill its task,

re qiairement s wer e; -

|a) A hooded flare -with pre-set barometric fusing,
b) A really efficient target indicator bomb.

Of these, the tvro most immediate

One of the basic principles of the current technique
was the ma^ximijm illumination of the target and it was soon

found that the existing standard flare was unsuitable for

this purpose,
concentrations owing to the pronounced upward glare which

not only dazzled the air-bomber but provided a background
against which the aircraft were clearly silhouetted,
was thought that the fitting of hoods vrauld. increase the

downward illimiination by reflection, at the same tiine
eliminating the glare so that a much greater flare
concentration v/ould be possible £ind the aiiri of 'daylight
bombing' at ni^t would be within reach.
American-type hooded flare in August, 1942, proved
disappointing and some considerable time was spent in

designing a model suited to P. P. F, requirements,

these v/ere ordered on 3 May, 1943, followed by a total order

for 38,000 by July but production difficulties followed and
the 7 inch hooded flare was not available in sufficient

quantity to be of any real use until the beginning of 19'^4.

It could not be dropped in large

It

Trials vd.th an

500 of

Ibid. ■ ■

MIid/iz/^o
‘ 29 Sept. 43.

\/

11/70/253
' 18.8.42

Fusing of the flares provided another complication.
Their efficiency in illuminating the target was mainly
dependent on the height'of- their burning and it was found

that the existing No. 848 fuse was variable in its delay
action, 'Apart from this the height at •vTt'iich the flare

opened depended on 'the dropping aircraft releasing at a

predetermined height. This imposed serious tactical '
limitations, in practice difficult to meet, and frequent
complaints were received from crews of flares opening too

high,
the pre-set barometric fuse vAiich was especially designed
to give operational freedom in height to the P. F. F.

September, 1942, suf-ficient of these had been provisioned to

meet P, F. F. requirements for all flares and target markers

■until the spring of 1943.
time in conjunction -with the Target Indicator bomb in

The problem v/as eventually overcome by the use of

By

The fuse v/as used for the first

I^D^/l2/30
' 6. 9.42

c.s. 16502
End. 75A

January, 1943.

The need for a Target Indicator bomb Vihich vrould be
clearly discernable on the ground and difficult to simulate
had long been recognised and had been put forv^ard as an
urgent requirement by the G-in-G in March 1942.
1942, production had started on a 250 ,1b T. I. dth excellent
ballistics.

By July,

By means of a. pre-set barometric fuse,

111/70/253
•  23.7.42 ,

/this
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U.S. this bomh ejected red, green and yellow(^) candles
Publication height viiich fell in brilliant casades to the ground where they
"British Bombs formed, a pattern and continued to burn until expended.

Functioning up to 9000 feet or more, these cascades were
clearly visible from great distances,
was their short burning time (red and green candles, three
minutes; yellow, five minutes), and work was started on a Mark II
T.I, bomb on the same lines but with six minute candles.

Unfortunately, the inevitable delays occurred and the Target
Indicator bomb (Mk.l) was not used operationally until the attack
on Berlin on I6/17 Januaiy, 1943.
success and together with Oboe and H2S, marked a new era in night
bombing operations,

the colour combinations of the sticks, made the bomb practically
impossible to simulate.

at a given

and Puses

Their main disadvantages

It was to prove a great

It was found that a judicious variation in

In the meantime, between August, and December 1942 the

Pathfinder Force attempted ground marking using, in the first
place, the 4 lb, I,B, , and later, the 30 lb. and 250 lb. I. Bs,
These suffered from the great disadvantage that they were very
easy to.simulate. Also, they, were not sufficiently distinctive
and soon became lost in the great mass of flares and incendiaries

as an attack developed, 4000 lb. I, Bs (Pink Pansy) were also
used on a few occasions with no greater success. Although very
distinctive -iAhile burning, they failed to leave any permanent
mark. Experiments in sky marking with coloured flares vialoh

ejected casca.des of red, green, yellow and white stars were more

successful but these, too, were relatively easy to copy and also
,  suffered from the effects of wind drift.

9«^:lI/70/253
'23.7. 42 and
30.11. 42

G. S. 16502
End, 38A

y
]^!,D^/12/30 ' Despite all these handicaps, there was little doubt that

Pathfinding methods had effected a considerable improvement in

bombing concentrations as has already been seen, and at the end

of this Period, the future looked very promising,
features in the original organisation of the P. F, E. were being
modified as experience dictated,
indication that Pathfinders were suffering undue T^rastage through
operating in the van of the bomber force. . On the contrary,
Pathfinder Casualties were only a fraction over 3% September,
falling to 2% in October, 2, 5^ in November and December and
reaching a record of 1,1^ in January, 1943.

Unsatisfacto

Moreover, there was no

By that time, the

iy

T. I. bomb and the barometric fuse had been introduced and Oboe

and H2S had made their first appearance.
A. C. A. S. (Ops) Tjas able to inform the C. A. S. that he looked
forward confidently to "a considerable improvement in the

effectiveness of our attacks (in 1943).as compared with the
previous year".

Taking all in all, the

/Lv12/30'
' 31.12.43

/chapter 10

(1) At the request of the Command, the yellow candles ’wereG.S. 16502
Encls.4l/45A subsequently eliminated on the grounds- that they were not

sufficiently distinctive and were easy to simulate.
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CHAPTER 10

TWO NEVf RADAR AIDS

(i) Development of ODoe.

Despite the advances made in bombing tactics and
techniques, throughout 194-2, weather remained the most

important single factor affecting the success of night
bombing operations,
navigational aid, had proved of little value as a blind
device and, in the last resort, Pathfinder crews were still
dependant on visua.! methods,

■would (a) improve the accuracy of bomb-aiming and markiitig
and (b) enable crews to na-vigate to and locate a target
irrespective of range and weather conditions, remained of
paramount importance.
Pathfinder Force was without any such aids to target finding
or any-suitable means of marking the target when fo-und,
January, 1945, both these handicaps had been removed and, vd.th
the advent of Oboe, H2S and the first Target Indicator bombs,
a new era in the technique of night bombing was initiated,

Througliout 1942, development vrork had proceeded on three
radar aids to blind-bombing - ncaaely, Oboe-, H2S and GH.
these, Oboe was the first to be used operationally, closely
followed by H2S.
the equipment, Qi 'vra.s not introduced-until October, 1943,
and -was used operationally for the first time on 3/4 November,
1943.

Gee, while extremely successful as a

The need for a device -wi-iich

As has been seen, until 1943 the

By

Of

Oi/ving to’various delays in the supply of

ATH/Oespatch
App. A

Oboe, the first of the new aids, had been developed as
a result of the experience of No, 109 squadron earlier in the
war in their campaign against G-erman navigational beams used
for the guidance of enemy night bombers,
possible for an aircraft to fly along a beam and for its
position on that beam to be calculated by meas-uring its
distance from a second point,
elaborated in the "Trinity" operations against the battlesi'iips
Schariihorst and
1942, but it had a number of disadvantages and the method was
not considered sufficiently reliable for general adoption.

It had been found

This principle had been

at Brest during late 1941 and early

S.B. 19940/1 Meanwhile, on 18 June, 1941, a newly formed Oboe Group
at T. R. E. had put foivmrd a proposal 'for a method of blind
bombing using t’«D gro-und stations ("cat" and "mouse") and a
pulse receiver in an aircra.ft. In its simplest form (oboe

l) the system can be described as follows:Mk,

By a system of dots and daslies indicating errors to
port or starboard, the "cat" station controls the
aircraft at a constant range along a track viiich -will
talce it directly, throufii the centre of the target.
Meamiiile, from 'the signals repeated back by the
aircraft equipment, the "mouse" station is able to
make periodic measurements of its position and speed,
hence calculating the exact point of bomb-release
which is then signalled back to the aircraft.

Oboe Mark I, described above, had four main disadvantages,
namely:-

/(

ATH/Dc spatoh
and

ois/bc/s, 53

a)
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(a) Each pair of ground stations oould only handle one
This automaticallyaircraft every 10/l2 minutes,

imposed serious tactical limitations on the use of

the device for blind-bomhing attacks.

(t) The nature of the system required the aircraft to fly
straight and level on the last ten minutes of approach
to the target,
it -was thus, laid open to enemy interception.

Being unable to take evasive action

(o) The range of Oboe v/as to a large extent deteimined by
the height of the aircraft, thus automatically
limiting the bomb load.

(d) Unlike Gee, the aircraft equipment itself radiated
and could be homed on by enemy aircraft.

c. s. 10169 As mil be seen, the first three problems were to be overcome

by a change in the tactical application of Oboe,
in August, 1941, development was ordex'ed on top priority and
sets were fitted into Wellingtons of No. 109 squadron for
trials.

Meanviiile,

Development suffered a temporary hiatus between October,
1941, and January, 1942 wirien exi.:>eriments were in progress in
connection with the "Trinity" operations, but in February, 1942,
all available effort was once again concentrated on Oboe.

Bomb dropping trials, using Vfellington aircraft, were carried
out during March and April and proved that the system vra.s not
only practicable but highly accurate,
dropped fell within a rectangle i+OO yds. long and 200 yds. wide.

Fifty per cent, of bombs

RC3V102 17A

ors/bo/s. 53

Ibid On 18 June, 1942, the 0. R. S. at Bomber Command put forward
a recommendation that until fitting of Oboe could be undertaken .

on a scale large enough to make blind-bombing, operations worth
vdiile, a very few Oboe-fitted aircraft could be used with effect

for purposes of target location,
aircraft loaded with Marker bombs and interspersed at ten

minute intervals during an attack vrould be very effective in

indicating the true aiming point and correcting any tendency to
error on the part of the Gee-equipped Pathfinders.

It I'vas suggested that Oboe

Not only
would thiS; overcome the tactical limitations imposed by the low-
handling capacity of the ground stations but it -would be a means
of gaining useful experience prior to the initiation of blind

bombing operations.

C. S10169
Enel. 77A

As a result of this recommendation, it wus decided to use
Oboe-fitted Wellingtons for tilals of the new Target Indicator

bombs on 2/3 July,. 1942,
it was found that a much smaller bomb load than had been . ,

anticipated -wo-uld satisfy Bomber Gomimand's immediate needs.

This, together -with various tactical disadvantages associated

-with the ?/ellingtons, led to. the Gonomand,. putting forward an

immediate requirement -for trial installations of Oboe in '
Mosquitoes Mk. IV.
much greater speed and height -would militate against the risk

Results -iwere. very satisfactory and

It -was thought that the Mosquito, -with it

GMS/109
End. 33A

s

/of

BG/S. 27462
Enel. IIA

(1) In their recommendations to Air Ministry, Bomber Gommand
stated that the trials had indicated'that.a stick of four

Marker Bombs would be sufficient to mark the target for the

leading incendiary-carrying aircraft.
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of enemy interception on the straight run to the target, at
the same time obtaining greater range,
to the request and it vra-s decided that ultimately,
Wellingtons should he.used for training only and Mosquitoes
for operations.

Air Ministry agreeEnel. 45A d

BC/ORB/Admin.
App. B/3
7. 7.4-2

App. B/5
7.8.42
16.8.42

App. B/3

BC/ORB/Admin,
20. 12,42 and
APp/b23
ACAS(Ops)Conf.
Serial 2/43

Meanwhile, No, 109 squadron -was being reorganised.
On 7 July, 1942, the ROM and Monitoring Plights were removed
and arrangements put in hand to expand the Oboe Plight to a
complete squadron on a two-flight basis,
squadron moved from Stradishall to Wyton where, on I6 August,
it was affiliated to the Pathfinder Force.

On 7 August the

The decision to form an additional Pliglit of Mosq'uitoes
had been taken on 27 JxELy, ,1942 and by 20 December, No, 109
squadron had six Oboe Mosquitoes operational,
now had one Plight on Mosquitoes, one on Wellingtons and a
training fliglit composed of four Wellingtons,
to re-equiip the second ViTellington Plight with Oboe Mosquitoes
was talcen at an A.C, A. S. (Ops) Meeting on 2 January, 1943.

In the meantime, two new ground stations had been erected
on the East coast, giving cover over the Ruhr, with Essen as
the focal point.

September, 1942, but the nujnerous set-backs experienced
during Oboe trials in the summer delayed the operational
use of the equipment uintil the end of the year,

(ii) Operational Use of Oboe.

The squadron

A decision

These were operationally fit by

CMS. 109

ORS/BC, S.78 Oboe was used operationally for the first time on
20/21 December, 1942, when the six Oboe Mosquitoes of No, 109

Thissuqadron attacked the Pov^er Station at Lutterade.
was, primarily a calibration raid and was followed by a
second on 31 December/l January against Plorennes.
December and January a nimiber of similar small scale
blind-bombing attacks were inade by Oboe-controlled aircraft
mostly against steel works in the Ruhr, with the pi-imary
object of completing crew-training and gaining the necessary-
operational experience,
estimated that, on an optimistic basis, the accuracy achieved
■was of the order of 65O yards although on a few occasions
errors up to l|- miles vrere observed.

During

Prom these attacks it was

Ibid Oboe was first used as a Pathfinder de-vice on
31 December/1 January against Dusseldorf.
prevailing bad -weather at this time, it was not possible to
employ ground marking technique and the Oboe aircraft tried
out a method of sky-marking using bundles of three flares,
coloured red vri.th green stars,
bomb release point and the Main Force were instructed to
bomb the flares -wiiile flying on a pre-deteimined height and
heading,
eight further sky-marking operations -were carried out against
Essen and Duisb-urg.
s\rfficient niglit photographic e-vidence -was obtained -was -the

An analysis of this

0-wing to the

These -were used to mark -the

During the first fortnight in January, 1943,

Unfort-unately the only occasion Wien

■  attack on Essen on 9/l0 January, 1943.
raid slio-wed that, -vdiile the main weight of attack had fallen
about t-wD miles S.W, of the aiming point, the percentage of
aircraft bombing -within three miles of the aiming point -was

/three
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three times greater than the best percentage ever before
achieved on that target i, e, 6o^ as aginst 20^
small number of Oboe aircraft available at that time, the Main
Force was limited to between 30 and 70 aircraft,

it was estimated that the accuracy of the equipment was

sufficient for ground-marking purposes but although a small

ground-marking operation was carried out for the first tijne on

27/28 January, 1943> against Dusseldorf, this was marred by bad
weather and a full scale triad of the technique did not take
place,until March, 1943.

Owing to the

In general,

Although it was still too soon to form an accurate estimate

of the value of Oboe as a marking device, the results of the
Never-early attacks held out great promise for the future,

theless the device suffered from the limitation common to Gee and,
indeed, to all aids dependant on air to ground communication^

If the Pathfinder Poi-oe were to be assisted innamely, range,
their task of accixrate marking of deep penetration targets

beyond the Eutir, an urgent requirement existed for a target
finding device entirely independent of ground control. ‘  _
need was to be met in 1943 "by the introduction of H2S.

This

(iii) Development of H2'S.

H2S was.originally conceived as the result of the discovery
that various gromd features returned dJ.stinctive "echoes" to
radio transmissions from aircraft. The discovery ms already

being exploited in ASV in 1941 in connection vdth the anti-U boat

At that time, T.E.E. were experimenting with a newcampaign,

centimetre ASV for the detection of submarines surfacing at sea.

In November, 1941 they undertook test flights with an entirely
new model incorporating a scanner and it was found that man-made

objects (i. e, biult-up areas etc, ) prod'uced distinctive echoes
•v\hich could be distinguished from those returned by natural
features,

view of the bomber offensive was obvious and experiments
continued as a matter of urgency,
aircraft were already undergoing trial installations of H2S

prior to .being passed to No, 1418 Pliglit (afterwards B. D, U. )
for operational trials.

The importance of this discovery from the point of

By May, 1942, two Halifax

Be/aU^iSD
Enel, 64

In the form in which it was first used operationally, H2S
consisted of an R.D.P. transmitter and receiver carried in an

aircraft and working on a 10 centimetre mve-band,
transmission was in the form of a narrow beam winich swept
continuously through a full circle thus giving an all-round
"picture
transmissions was presented to the operator in a Cathode Ray
Tube P,P. I, (plan position indicator), on which  a town showed
as a blob of light of indefinite shape,
the picture thus presented was blurred and could not be

Its identity could only be

The

The "picture" formed by echoes returned to the

In the early stages,

recognised as a particular town,
established by its, geographical situation and its position in
relation, to other towns in view at the same time,

presentation vra.s subsequently improved and towns and distinctive
features showed more clearly as a recognisable "shape".

Its

On the 19 May, 1942, ACAS (Ops) held a meetixig at \Thich it
was decided that the primary function of H2S under the policy
agreed for its initial development, was the blind detection of

built-rup areas. More detailed Air Staff requirements were:

GAS^Poider

21. 5.42

/(a)
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(a) that the system should he sufficiently accurate
to guarantee homhs would fall within an

industrial or other area selected as a target and

(t) that the Air Staff would he satisfied, in the first
instance, if the reunge enabled an aircraft to home
on a huilt-up area from 15 miles at 15,000 feet.

At the same time it was agreed that, subject to there being,
no delay in the development and introduction of the device

in a form to enable it to fulfil the primary object,
details of design to enable it.to be used as a navigational
aid and to determine a specific area or target could be

MeanvAiile,incorporated in later stages of development,
every effort was being made to arrive at finality in
design of the equipment mthin the next two months.

As already stated, the development of centimetre ASV
for the detection of shipping at sea was proceeding
simultaneously with that of H2S.
secret feature of the equipment was the magnetron valve
and high hopes were held of its ultimate success in the

anti-U boat cairpaign.
been placed on the use over eneigy territory of any equipment
incorporating the new valve.

A primary and highly

For this reason, an embargo had

mi

The magnetron valve was also featured in H2S but in

view of the security ban on its operational use, attempts
were made during the first half of 19'4-2 to develop the

Klystron valve as an alternative,
that the ICLysticn was unlikely to produce the required
results, partly owing to its limited range (a maximum of
15 miles) and'partly due to its inaccuracy -when evasive
action became necessary.

There was some evidence

Ibid

15. 7. 42.
On 15 July, 1942, the Secretary of State called a

meeting to reach a final decision on the matter and after

some discussion it was agreed that the Klystron should be

abandoned forthwith for the above reasons and development
of the magnetron valve proceeded -ivith on higli priority.
It v/as pointed out that there would be insufficient of that

type to equip more than two squadx'ons by the end of the

year but the C-in-C.emphasised the value to the bomber
offensive of two Pathfinder squadrons equipped with H2S

at an early date for target finding and marking,
been agreed that, ultimately, Halifax, Stirling, Lancasters
and Wellington aircra.ft should be fitted in that order of

priority.

It had

In view of the ban on the use of magnetron valves, a

decision on the operational use of H2S was' deferred \mtil

such time as the tTO squadrons were equipped -when the

position would be re-vlewed in the liglit of the current
strategical situation.

Ibid

6. 12.42

The above decisions -were subsequently confirmed at a

meeting ■'.vith the Prime Minister v,ho ruled that the planned
development and production of H2S should be to-wards the
equipment of two Pathfinder squadrons by the end of -bhe
year.

/Meanwhile
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Meanwhilej a spirited bid for increase allocations of

ASV had been made by Coastal Command with the result that

the bomber programme suffered a delay. By the beginning
of December, the supply position was as follows

GAS Foldar

935

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

5 aircraft3 21 4-No. 7 (Stirling) Sqdn.
No. 35 (Halifax) Sqdn.
No. 83 (Lancaster) Sqdn.

6  512

6

A,u. (42) 4th
25.11.42

A suggestion that the development of H2S had retarded that
of ASV Y/as overruled by Sir Robert Renwick v/ho stated that far
from retarding development of ASV, H2S had actually accelerated

Apart from the H2S scanner, the tv/o sets coiHd be
regarded as identical and were suitable for either puirpose.

it.

BC/S.261 80
End. 47A

In the meantime operational trials vrere progressing,
and The first H2S Halifax reached B.D.U. at the end of September,

followed shortly afterwards by the first Stirling.
2 December, Bomber Command Yvere able to report that H2S, when
competently operated, Y/odd fulfil the original Air Staff
requirements for homing onto a built-up area of not less than
one mile in diameter at a range of 15 miles at I5OOO feet.
A fully trained H2S navigator vrould be able to navigate through
out a flight under 'blind' conditions to aiiy selected area and
bomb it.

By

It was estimated, that the accuracy of such attacks

B

under blind conditions would be coup arable'to the best results

obtained by creT/s mder conditions of perfect visibility.
In other words, on a town the size of Birmingham, practically
all bombs vrould fall on the built-up area, the majority within
two miles of the centre despite the congested industrial
in Yvhich Birmingharri vros situated,

such as Peterboroi^gh, the majority of bombs might be expected
to fall within the built-up area,
found that evasive action produced no appreciable effect on
the accuracy of blind bombing with magnetron valve H2S.

area

On a small isolated tovm

Finally, it had been

Bearing in mind the difficulties hitherto experienced in
attacking towns in the congested Ruhr area in anything but
the best visibility, these results were extremely significant
and Bomber Command pressed for permission to operate H2S
soon as Nos. 7 and 35 squadrons were equipped and the
trained.

as

crews

Moreover, the C-in-C vms convinced that the use of

Ibid 48B
13,12.42

H2S, even in small numbers, by Pathfinder squadrons at an
early date would immediately increase the ability of the
bomber force to attack effectively ii;portant long range targets
while the night hours v/ere long enough to enable them to reach
more distant objectives.

In the light of the foregoing factors there
number of important decisions pending. The British Joint
Communications Board in London had recently recommended to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff in ¥ashington that, until 1 March, 1 943
or such prior date as unrestricted use was announced by the
C.C.O.S., equipment featuring the magnetron valve should not
be used over eneiry territory or in circumstances involving the
risk of enemy capture. If H2S were to be operated at an
early date as requested by Bomber Comraand, perirdssion vrould
now have to be sought from the Combined Chiefs of Staff. It
was for decision, therefore, whether.the prospects of equipping,
maintaining and training Nos. 7 and 35 squadrons were sufficient
to warrant such a recommendation.

were now aIbid

/On
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Ibid %A On 8 December, 1 942, the Secretary of State called yet
another meeting to discuss these points. A review of the
equipment position indicated that y/hile. 12 Halifaxfes would
be fitted with H2S by the end of the year and 21 Stirlings
in January, 1 943, there would be no backing for the
Halifaxes in January. After some discussion on ways and
means, it was agreed, that six H2S sets shoiild be handed

over and arrangements made for the equipping of a further
six Halifaxes '.vithin the Command, It was also confirmed

that a decision regarding the ultimate equipment of the
rest of the bomber force should be deferred for re

consideration after one month's operational experience.
In the meantime, H2S v/as to be fitted initially into
aircraft of the Pathfinder Force only.

In vie\T of the foregoing decisions it was agreed that
it would be reasonable to anticipate the operational use
of H2S in January, 1943 and that authority should be
obtained for a starting date of 1 January, 1943.

The above decision led to considerable controversy
during the ensuing weeks v/hen it quickly became obvious
that the interests of the Air Ivlinistry and the Admiralty
were diametrically opposed. On the one h-ond, the
Air Ministry .were convinced that the use of H2S in
conjunction v/ith the new marker bombs vroiHd have an

Enmediate effect on the success of the bomber offensive and

were anxious for its introduction as quickly as possible,
particularly while the long winter nights permitted the

attack of more distant targets. Moreover, a decision to
postpone the use of H2S until 1 March would mean either

that, for security reasons, a number of urgently needed
bombers would be imioobilised for many weeks or that they '
must be stripped of the equipment which could not then be

refitted before April, 1 943.

Ibid

COS(42)204th
Mtg.(0)
22.12.42

Ibid The Admiralty, on the other hand, had put great faith
in the new centimetre ASV for use in the anti-U boat

campaign,

were being obtained vj-ith the old 1-^ metre ASV as the enemy
appeared to have adopted a listening device with which he

could detect the approach of ASV aircraft.
ASV, on the other haiad, was unknovm to the enemy and the

Adruralty viewed with alarm the prospect of the compromdse
of the equipment with which they hoped to achieve  a greatly
increased nuraber of "kills", and were strongly opposed to

the use of H2S at such an early date.

It T/as pointed out that practically no contacts

Centimetre

17.12.42

COS(42) ■
204th Mtg.(0)
22.1 2.42

After a series of discussions it became evident that

a deadlock had been reached and on I 7 December,  1 942,
the Chiefs of Staff decided to lay the facts of the case
before the Prime Minister for a final decision,

meeting was called on 22 December at which the Prime Minister,
after hearing a full exposition of both sides of the case

expressed the opinion that the early release of H2S to

Bomber Command was lilcoly to be'of greater benefit to the

'vvar effort than the problematical advantages of 10
centimetre ASV to -the anti-U boat campaign,
agreed on a majority vote that K2S should be released for

use by the Pathfinder Force in January, 1943,
was accordingly sought and received from the Combined
Chiefs of Staff on 8 January, 1943.

A

It was finally

Authority

Cypher Signal
JSM. 675

/Unfortunately,SECRET
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Unforntunately, as a result of serious delays in the
production of equipments, considerable revision of the aircraft

, prograjime became necessary and the figures quoted at
of S. meeting on 8 December, 1 9^2, were retarded.

By 23 January, 19^3, Bomber Command had only eleven H2S
fitted Halifaxes and fifteen Stirlings,
gramme provided for the reinforcement of the Halifaxes by only
four more in the ■week ending 23 February, tv/o more in the
following week and three in each of the three succeeding
weeks.

o.

The revised pro-

No more Stirlings vrould be available until March, 1 94-3

2e4-ee-
Enc.

8V85

.
Meanwhile, the Air Ministry agreed in principle to the re
equipping of No. "156 (FFF) squadron with H2S Lancasters
soon as possible and the fitting of H2S into the t/ro new P.P.F.
squadrons due to form in March, 1 Sk-3, as soon as equipping of
the original foiu’ squadrons was coripleted.

as

End.
Ik/86

(iv) Target Marking with H2S.A.T.H.
Despatch
Appendix H2S was used operationally for the first time on 30/3I

January, "I 94-3> Vv'hen I3 equipped aircraft took'part in an attack
on Hambirrg. Owing to conditions of 6-8/1 Oths cloud, night
photographs were not obtained but five aircraft claimed to
have identified the target by H2S and all crev/s reported that
landmarks en route were easily recognisable. In particular,
Stirlings whose Gee sets had been incorrectly tuned, navigated
thro'ughout by H2S.

A.

The decisions to use H2S initially as a target marking
It was found that.

Ibid

A'opendix device, introduced a new tactical problem
while H2S was invaluable a navigational aid under most
weather conditions, the 'picture' returned from the ground
immediately belo*»T the aircraft was normally too confused for
it to be used for the final selection of an aiming point,
as a target marking device, therefore, a certain aniount of
scatter of markers could be expected,
difficulty, an entirely new type of marker aircraft was
introduced, known as a 'backer up',
up was to estimate the M.P.I. of the primary T.Is dropped by
a small number of H2S aircraft and then to mark it with secondary
T.Is.of a distinctive colour.

B
and

ors/bc
S.99 Used

To overcome this

The fmiction of the backers

Main force aircraft were then
instructed to bomb on the secondary T.Is.

Ibid The method adopted on the first few operations was as follows
A sEiall number of H2S aircraft vrere detailed to drop primary
T.Is blindly over the target at Zero hour and the remainder
vrere dispersed at intervals 'throughout the attack. Backers
up then marked the M.P.I. of the primary T.Is with secondary
T.Is or, when conditions were good enough for illumination,
marked the target' visually in the light of flares.

Ibid For various reasons, this form of attack was not very
successful and, by April, 1 9^t-3, more satisfactory results
were being obtained by using all available H2S aircraft to
open the attack with flares in addition to primary T.Is. This
enabled a small number of selected backers up to identify the
target visually in the light of the flares (using primary T.Is
as a guide) befoi’e marking it accurately y/ith secondary T.Is.
The remainder of the backers up were dispersed at intervals
throughout the attack by the Main Force to act as 'cori'ectives'
and keep the aiming point marked. By this means it was found
possible -with the small n-umber of H2S aircraft then available
to identify and mark the target so that 30-50^^ of the Main
Force were able to bomb it accurately. With various minor
modifications, the above method (known as the Newhaven
technique) remained the standard H2S marking technique until
the end of the war.

/Serviceability
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Serviceability of the equipment was poor dirring the
first few weeks of its operational use but gradually
inproved. Difficulties also arose from poor definition
and other technical defects and improvements, to be put in hand.
In general it v/as found that the effectiveness of H2S v/as

considerably reduced by faid-ty navigation, errors in

recording, misidentification and other operational
weaknesses mainly res^iLting from inexperience in its use.

10 fo?

Enel. 102A
Nevertheless, despite initial teething troubles, by

21 February, 1 9h-3, sufficient operational experience had
been obtained to establish that:

(a) the equipment enabled specific towns to be
located identified and bombed accurately,
irrespective of cloud and visibility
conditions in the target area.

Islands, coast lines, estuaries and built-up
areas in particular isolated towns could be
readily identified v/ith the aid of H2S both
by shape and relative position,
problem of accurate navigation under almost any
weather conditions was solved.

Thus the

The C-in-C accordingly put forward an urgent requirement
for the introduction of H2S as a standard item of equip
ment in all heavy bomber aircraft in the Command, with
the exception of Lancasters fitted v/ith 8000 lb bomb
doors,

of the equipment into the Main Force would greatly
increase the destructive pov/er of the force as a whole while

considerably reducing the restrictions hitherto inposed
on operations by adverse weather.

(V) Operational Mvantages of H2S

He was already convinced that the introduction

It T/-as now obvious, and future experience was to
confirm, that Bomber Command had at last got the aid for

which it had been waiting.

Since, unlike Oboe and Gee, H2S Y/as entirely
independent of ground control, it could be operated at

any range and by any number of aircraft simultaneously.
From the navigational vieYvpoint alone, this Y^-as a great
asset, providing a means whereby bombers could, for the

first time, penetrate deep into eneny territory regardless
of weather,

it provided the maximum amount of tactical freedom under

.  operational conditions.

Moreover, being an entirely independent unit

An analysis of the first four H2S operations (viz:
Hamburg 30/3'' January, Cologne 2/3 February: Hamburg
3/4 February: 'Turin V5 February) all but the last of
Y/hich were -undertalcen in poor Y/eather conditions, shoY/ed

that navigators were able to identify a large number of
landmarks Y^ithout difficulty and to obtain ranges and

beacringz from Y/hich to fix their position,
providing tactical freedom, H2S ensured accurate timing
and track keeping and navigators reported that the shape
of both natural features and built-up areas closely
resembled expectations,
and once seen could be kept in view and attacked from any
angle desired,
were identified was of the order of 23 miles,

greatest ranges obtained were: 35 miles (Cologne),
37 miles (Bremen), 46 miles (Paris), and 55 miles (Hamburg),

/when

While

Targets Y/ere easily identified

The average maximum range at Y^'hich towns
The

SECRET

BC/S.261 80/
16/rdf.
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End. 102A
When combined with the target marking techniques developed

by the Pathfinder Force, the prospective advantages to be
gained from equipping the Main Force v/ith H2S vrere innumerable.
Wot only vrould it reduce the risk of the Main Force being led
astray by pyrotechnics fired by the enemy but it vrould render
decoys and. false mau'kers ineffective and inaccuracies caused

by the use of visual bomb sighting in the face of intense search
light . glare .vrould be.elininated. Used as a navigational aid,
heavily defended areas could be avoided and the Main Foi’ce

would be enabled to reach the target at the correct time so
as to benefit fully from P.F.F. markers. At the same time,
concentration both en.route to and over the target would be

improved. Finally, H2S promised a means of blind bombing
Yfith considerable accuracy v/hen cloud conditions prohibited
the use of sky or ground marking.

Although the advantages to be gained from equipping the

Main Force Y/ith H2S had still to be proved by experience, there
seemed little doubt that the bomber force was at last on the

threshold of a new era in wrhich it vfas to be freed from many
of the tactical limitations - not the least of whiohwas weather-

with vThich it had hitherto been faced.
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CHAPTER 11.

RADIO COUNTERIIEASURES IN BOMBER COM-IAND.

(i) Significance of the Rising Loss Rate.

Side by side with the development of the radar aids to
navigation and target finding already described, considerable
effort was being devoted to the production of scientific
devices having as their primary aim the reduction of the
small but steady rise in the bomber loss rate which was

making itself felt from March, 1942 onwards,
on to discuss the introduction of the first Radio

Countermeasures in December, 1942, it is proposed to examine,
in this section, the nature and causes of the increasing
losses incurred on night operations against German targets
during o-ur period, (l)

Scientific analysis of monthly losses sustained on
main German, French and Italian targets (2) and minelaying
operations showed tlaat the increase in casualties after

March 1942, had resulted almost entirely from the improved
defences of targets inside Germany,
was noticeable that, while losses over Germany showed an
overall increase, they varied in extent according to the
area attacked,

against Western Germany, by against Northern Germany, and
by about 3^ of sorties against Southern Germany,
noticeable increase on Southern German-targets, despite the
comparatively light flak defences, was attributed to the
considerable increase in night fighter activity in tlaat area
following the extension, early in 1942, of the controlled
night fighter belt through the Charleroi district tcw/ard
Paris.

Before going

At the same time it

Thus losses rose by roughly l^b of sorties

The

ORS/BC
S.66

GRS/BC
S.91

ORS/BC
S. 66

ORS/BC
S.91

Estimates derived from a variety of sources indicated
that, while losses on German targets due to flak remained
throughout the year at about 1-^ - l|/ of sorties, losses
due to enemy fighters increased from roughly 1/ at the
begiming of 1942, to 3-^ in the summer, declining again
to 2g% at the end of the year. In the Northern and
Western arears the majority of casualties due to flak
resulted from hits over the target,-
only about 40/ of the flak: c asualties occurred over the
target, 30/ falling victim to the coastal defences.

in the Southern area

/Early

(1) For details of "F.B." wastage on all operations by day
and by night see Appendix 20.
(2) In November, 1942, when the major part of the bombing
effort was directed against North Italian targets with their

lighter flak defences and omparative absence of controlled
night fighters, the overall loss rate fell to only 3*9/
(2.6/ missing), despite the long and arduous flight over
the Alps.
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Early in 1942, the main Searchlight Belt and other strong
concentrations of searchlights hitherto used mainly to aid
fighter interception were dispersed and the lights transferred
to the gun defended areas,
defences benefitted from this move was uncertain but it was
strongly suspected that the majority of searchlights were radar
controlled and there was also considerable evidence that the
enemy was using 53 cm. G, L. to direct unseen A. A. fire,
the whole, visual fire was estimated.to be about twice as

This dispersal of searchlights
appeared to coincide with the extension of the enemy's RDF
control of his night fighters, the majority of which now
seemed to be operating without visible aids.

The extent to which the flak

On

effective as hidden fire.

ORS/BC
S.66

An analysis of the effect of mooiilight on the loss rate
during 1942, showed that, in most areas (particularly when
considerable cloud v/as present) casualties were higher in
moonlight than on dark nights. A notable exception was prov
ided by the heavily gun-defended areas of the Ruhr and Lower
Rhine where bombers suffered higher losses, on clear, dark nights.
Prom this it was concluded that searchlights and visual A. A. °
fire were most effectice under those conditions. Nevertheless,
the increasing number of interceptions and attacks reported on
moonlight nights and the successes achieved by enemy "cats-eye"
f'^Shters in the target areas. under those conditions, led the
Command to abandon the policy in force during the summer
^nths of allowing aircrew leave during dark periods only.

Enc.2BA, This policy had led to considerable administrative
33A, and and by September, 1942, it was obvious that, not only was it
34A. playing into the hands of the night fighters but, with the

formation of the Pathfinder Force, the development of new
marking techniques and the decision to release 0„T.Us. from
operational bombing, there was less need than hitherto for
moonlight to enable all crews to find their targets. Talking
everything into account the C-in-C decided that there was
little profit and some possible loss to be obtained in putting
forward the maximum effort only on briglit moonlight nights.
On 18 September, 1942, he instructed his Group Commanders that,
in future, aircrew leave should be spread evenly throughout
the month.

difficulties

Enel. 34A

ORS/BC
S. 66 ^  The commencement of the noticeable increase in enemy

night fighter activity corresponded roughly with.the replace
ment of the older bomber types by those in use during this
period. Excluding the Manchester, Whitley' and Hampden which
were virtually obsolete, the invulnerability of current
bomber^types to attack and destruction may be placed in the
following approximate order; Lancaster: Wellington IV:
Wellii^ton III: Stirling: Halifax. The comparative
immunity enjoyed by the Lancaster -van undoubtedly due to its
superior performance, greater naneouvrability and improved
amament. ̂ At the other end of the scale the Halifax, with
Its inferior performance and lack of manoeuvrability suffered
heavy casualties in attacks an strongly defended areas,
the other hand, in attacks against Italian targets, despite
the long and arduous flight over the Alps, its loss rate was
comparatively low which argued that the majority af Halifax
casualties over Germany were the result of enemy action and
not technical failure.

On

/To
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To sum up, overall bomber losses v/hich had declined

during the winter of 194^1 - 1942, increased slowly but

steadily from Iferch, 1942, onwards reaching a peak Y/ith 6.7%
(5.8% missing) in August, 1942.
the Period consisted mainly of A.A. fire, with and vdthout

searchlight co-operation, G.C.I. night fighters and ”cats-eye
fighters Yvhich took a heavy toll of aircraft over the target
areas on moonlight nights,
due to various causes and the proportion lost en route and

over the target areas varied according to the target attacked,
weather and tactical features, the rising loss rate was

definitely accompanied by a corresponding increase in enemy
night fighter activity as reflected in the number of
interceptions and attacks reported by returning creifs.
This Yifas particularly noticeable in the vdnter months v/hen,
from previous exjserience, a seasonal fall might have been

expected,

decrease occurred in the overall loss rate, this Yvas nainly
the result of a variation in the targets attacked and the

higher proportion of the effort devoted to minelaying,
far as Germn targets were concerned, controlled night
fighters appeared to be almost as active in December, 1942,
as in the light nights of the summer months.

Enemy defences throughout

iThile the proportion of losses

But this Y/as not the case. Although a slight

As

There was little doubt that the increased efficiency
of the enemy's early yearning system and RDF control of his

night fighters were a primary cause of the higher losses
in 1942.

bomber offensive and led directly to the development of the
first of the Radio Countermeasures which will be discussed

in the next Section,

(ii ) Introduction of Radio-Countermeasures. )

It constituted a very serious menace to the night

The possibility of initiating countermeasures to the
enemy early Y/aming and RDF control system had been under

review since early 1941.
draYvn attention to the small but steady increase in losses

sustained on night operations which, he suggested, were due

to the increasing efficiency of the enemy's night defence
system and particularly his method of RDF control,
urged that all countermeasures Yvhich suggested themselves
should be tried and developed on the highest priority. 

-

After considerable discussion, the Air Mnistry decided that

jamming experiments should be postponed in favour of further

intensified investigations by special observers,
accordingly advised the C-in-C that countermeasures would be

provided at the earliest moment, but that the initiation of

jamming experiments at that stage Yvould unnecessarily compromise
such countermeasures by premature disclosure.

In October, 1941, the C-in-C had

He

D. of 3.

BC/S. 25782/
C-in-C

22.10.41.

C.3.11472/
D. of 3.

Enel. 18A

/At

Note: For monthly detail of losses and interceptions of

bomber aircraft on night operations see ORS/BC.
Reports "S" Series.

(1) The full story of Radio-Countermeasures in Bomber Command
is given in AHB Signals ifonograph "Radio Warfare" from

which most of this Section lias been prepared.

SECRET
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At that time one very elementary form of countermeasure
T/as already in use 8y Bomber Coimmand. In October, 1940, a
bomber pilot had reported that,, when his I.P.P. set was switched
on, searchlights which had been playing on him 7/ere immediately
doused. All Groups v/ere at once ordered to experiment vdth
their I.P.P. sets in. this v/ay and at the end of  a v/eek analysis
disclosed that in the moority of cases enemy searchlights had
in fact been doused v/hen I.P.P. was used. .
that in cases where this had occurred the searchlights
radar controlled, and that jamming had been caused by the
oscillations or "squittering" of the I.P.P.
switched on.

It was believed

were

sets when first

In tlarch, 1 941 ̂ all units v/ere instructed that

S.7084
End. 52B

End. 1A

switching on and off at five minute intervals ■

than leaving sets on continuously and this was adopted
regular practice,

approved a sinple modification.proposed by Bomber Command knoTm
as the "J" s'vvitch. v/hen this v/as closed, the set remained in a
continuous state of oscillation but only radiated for about half

second every twelve seconds.

was more effective

as a

Finally, in June, 1942, the R.D.P. Board

a

S.7O84 Part
II

End, 7A

ORS/BC The whole question of Radio Countermeasure-- in Bomber

Command wras re-opened in August, 1942, Y/hen the O.R.S. produced
an analysis of bomber losses and the advantages to be obtained
by the use of countermeasures against the enemy's radio defences.
The conclusion was reached that if complete countermeasures could
be introduced the total wastage could be reduced by about 6Cfb
or 3C% depending on whether or not searchlights were radio
controlled; moreover, if the effectiveness of flak over the
target could be minimised, a considerable increase in the
accuracy of attacks Y/ould be obtained. Since the number of
sorties^that could be flovm a month depended on the ratio of
production to the loss rate, it followed tliat if all losses due
o enemy action could be eliminated, Y/astage vrould be more than
halved and the operational effort doubled. mile it ycls
realised that complete immunity v/as unlikely of achievement,

estimated that even a 5C% reduction in losses v/ould increase
the offensive effort by more tlian a third. It was therefore
recommended that the highest priority should be given to
developing all possible countermeasures against the enemy radar-
countermeasures over the target being of first importance and
against G.C.I. en route second.

it

S.59

cs.11472

End, 24A
The C-in-C agreed that the time had now come Y/hen technical

as well as tactical countermeasures should be adopted against
the enemy defences and on 26 August, 1942,: he urged the
Air whnistry to provide suitable countermeasures
priority.

on the first

ATH/Despatch
App. E.

By this time a considerable amount of technical data
regarding the eneny's use of radar had been built up and it was
ound tdt the organisation of the German night defence system

then existing offered four possible targets for attack by radio
countermeasures:-

The early warning system, the radar components of v/hich
mostly Preyas situated along the coastline of

Germany and occupied Europe and supplemented by
further Preyas inland.

Wurzburgs operating on the 53 cm. band for G.C.I.
close control of the fighters, for gun laying and
possibly for searchlight control.

(a)
were

(t)

/(c)

G. 1 69087/Vy/i 1 /5O/30
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(c) The H.F. R/T channel "between ground controllers
'and night fighters,

(d) Bnemy A.I.

Ground and airborne J/Iandrel had already been developed for
jamming and confusing the eneray early warning system, but
although research had begun on the possible effectiveness of
■WindoT/ against enemy flak control and G.C.I. , for various
reasons this counteraieasure was not introduced until
July, 1943.- Meanwhile it was believed that I.E.P, sets,
if suitably modified, would cause some useful interference.

On 6 October, 1942, a Meeting presided over by S.A.S.O
Bomber Comn:B.nd and attended by Sir Henry Tizard, D.B.Ops
the Director of Signals, and the C.S.O. , Bomber Command, was
held at Headquarters, Bomber Command and the following
recommendations made:-

•

•  >

CS.11472
Enel. 27A

y

(i) tliat increased advantage should be taken of the
interference caused by I.E.P. by the irmnediate
use of sets which liad been modified to "squitter
on the in ter-mediate frequenej'’ of the enemy's

(Countermeasure, Shiver),

That airborne ikndrel should be installed in
bomber aircraft for jairming the Preyas believed
to be used in the G.C.I. operation for directing
narrow beam YVurzburgs on to the aircraft in the
early stages of interception.

53 cm. radar.

■(ii)

(iii) That ground Mandrel stations of 80 Wing and
airborne landrel of Fighter Co,mmand should be
used to reduce the range of the enemy's early
v/aming system.

These recommendations were approved by the Air IVHnistry on
19 October, 1942.

Countermeasure Shiver v;as put into operation straight
away but, although popular v/ith aircrews, there was little
evidence forthco.rning that it was having any appreciable
effect on enemy
interference to our own radar stations, it was decided to
discontinue its use as from 19 February, 1943.

n c.i. As it was causing considerable

A'Ei/Dc spate h
App. E and
EC/S.28388
End. 70A.

RCMAarr. Meanwhile fitting of Iviandrel had commenced in November,
Part II 1942, and by 1st December, four aircraft in each of 3d Bomber
Ch.4, para.23/24 squadrons had been equipped.

ATH/Despatch
App, E

Simultaneously, steps liad been taken to destroy the
vital R/T link between eneric’' fighters and their ground
stations by modulating the T.H54 transmitter (normally
carried by our own aircraft for communication purposes) to
produce "noise" through a .microphone situated in the
aircraft. (Countermeasure Tinsel). Wireless operators
were instructed to search over an allotted portion of the
enemy wave-band and to transmit on the frequency of any
German or hostile sounding R/T.

/As

SECRET
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As Ivkndrel and Tinsel were introduced together it was

difficult to assess individual results, nor was it possible to
deterirdne how far the fall in the loss rate at that time was

seasonable or the result of their introduction. There was,

ATH/Despatch
App. E and
A.M. Pile

ROM 112

End. 3OA.

however, a mass of evidence tliat Tinsel v/as causing enemy
Frequent requestsfighters some considerable inconvenience,

were heard for repetition of orders and complaints tliat orders

T/ere not being received,
difficult to estimate.

The effect of Lfendrel was more

On the other hand, delays in firstRCivi/Marr.
Part II

Ch.4, para:
27-29.

interceptions and attacks on our bombers caused by lack of

early warning; attempts by enemy radar stations to avoid

jamming by changing frequency; and "I" service reports of
interference from intercepted R/t traffic all confirmed that
ijandrel jamming was teclmically effective at least.

ATH/Despatch
App. E

No countermeasure to eneiny A. I. had so far been produced
but late in 1942, a device Icnown as Boozer v^s developed and
fitted into a few aircraft of No. 7 squadron,
speaking, Boozer was not a radio countermeasure since it did

not attack any of the signals or radio aids to the enemy
defences.

Strictly

it was simply a receiver which provided a visual
indication that a bomber was being plotted by grouiid or
airborne radar. The action to be taken on receipt of the

Ivfore extensive fitting tookwarning was purely tactical,

place in 1943, and a triple-channel Boozer was developed which
gave different types of T/aming for G.L
Although it was intended to make the device a universal fitting
in Bomber aircraft, the practical obstacles proved too great
and in September, 1944, it was finally discontinued.

G.C.I. and A.I. beams• , .

\vhile it was still too early to estimate the real
effectiveness of Radio Countermeasures during this Period,
there was already some evidence of success,
possible to produce a quantitive estimte of the exact effect
of countermeasures on Bomber losses but it y/as significant
that, as each one was introduced, it was accompanied by a
sharp fall in the loss rate which gradually rose again as the
enemy recovered and develo-ped an antidote,
beginnings in 1942,

It T/as never

The snail

were, in fact, to develop into a jamming
"y/ar" which was to reach considerable proportions before the
eventual cessation of hostilities.

G,169087Ai/1 1/50/30
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CHiPTER 12

ATTEMPTS TO INCREASE THE OPERATIONAL EFFORT

Coi^csyitration, its Offensive and Defensive Importance

The importance of concentrating the horaber force both
en route to and over the target has already been considered
in previous Chapters. It has been seen that its tactical

value both as a defensive measure against"the rapidly
inproving enemy defence system which found a scattered force

a comparatively easy target and as an offensive measure to

saturate the A.R.P. organisations and effect the maximum
damage was fully appreciated by the Air Ministry by the
autumn of 1 941.

with the Incendiary Plan discussed in Chapter 2, of which the
salient feature was the maximum concentration of incendiaries

It assumed an added importance in connection

on the target in the shortest possible time.

One of the major difficulties facing Bomber Command in

1941, ■was the lack of a really reliable navigational aid
without which it was practically impossible to achieve the
accuracy in timing and routeing necessary to the concentration

The problemof large .numbers of aircra.ft in time and space,
was further complicated by the numbers of inexperienced crev/s
taking part in operations.
Air Ministry, an effort wras nnde in November, 1941, to step
up concentration in time over the target from 100 aircraft
per hour to 100 per half-hour but, prior to 1942, there seems
to have been no serious attenpt to establish at Command
Headquarters the close co-ordination of timing and routeing
essential to the concentration of large numbers of bombers .
en route.

Under pressure from the

Such tactical planning as v/as done occurred mainly

CS. 11484
Enel. 12A '

at Gpoup, Station, and even squadron level and for the most
part'the force continued to operate as a collection of
individual aircraft.

Yi/ith the introduction of Gee in Iviarch, 1942, the position
was materially improved. It was nov/ possible to route
aircraft ¥/ith considerable accuracy to arrive over the target
area wittiin a minute or tv/o of a pre-arranged timing. On
19 March, 1942, the Air Ministry urged Bomber Comimnd to re
examine the possibility of tactical concentration over defended
areas en route in the light of the increased navigational
facilities afforded by Gee. The P/C-in-C replied that in
recent Gee operations concentrations over the target of the
order of 150-200 aircraft per hour had been planned and there
was evidence that a much greater degree of concentration had
actually been achieved than was the case prior to the
introduction of Gee, He added that the O.R.S. at Bomber
Coranand were investigating the effect of concentration
en route with a view to assessing the desirability of adopting
a system of co-ordinated routeing.

Ibid.
End. 18A

CS. 11484
Enel. 19A

Ibid.
Enel. 20A

It was obvious that, once again, the question had been
temporarily shelved but although the Air Ministry remained
convinced of the desirability of adopting such a scheme it
v/as decided not to press the matter at that stage.
Gee was rapidly establishing itself as a valuable aid to
navigation,
in navigational accuracy and timing bad been obtained from its
use that the Command v/as able to launch the first of the

Meanwhile

By the end of May, 1942, so great an increase

/notable
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notable "thousand" raids which vdll be discussed in the next
Section,

tactical co-ordination at a high level and thereafter^ joint
routeing became a normal feature of bomber operations,

(ii) The "Thousand" Plan

Operations on such a scale involved the closest

am I

End. 2A
On 18 tfey, 1942, the G-in-C discussed with the G.A.S. his

plan for despatching a force of no less than 'one thousand
bombers against an important industrial target in the Ruhr with
the object of wiping it out coinpletely in one or at the most
tv/o nights. In. considering this proposal it must be remembered
that, at that t:^e, Bomber Command had a front line strength of
not more tlian ^00 heavy and medium aircraft of which a
considerable number were frequently non-operational for
teclmical or re-equipment pinqDOses. During llay, 1942,
availability of medium and heavy bombers "with crews averaged
only 346 aircraft. On the face of it, the gap between the 3OO

/  odd available front line aircraft and the proposed force of
V  1,000 bombers seemed quite insurmountable but the C-in-C

proposed to close it by rxibilising every available and suitable
aircraft in the Coraimnd including those in O.T.Us, and

This in itself was a revolutionary step
but he maintained that, apart from the blov/ to the German
industrial economy, an operation on such an unprecedented scale
vrould both hearten our allies the Russians and further depr
the morale of the German people.

Conversion Plights.

ess

At the same time, it v/ould

End. 3A

provide valuable data of the effect of large concentrations of
aircraft on the enemy night fighter defences and A.R.P.
organisations.

i/iD/12/56
28.2,42.

This plan was initiated at a critical period in the night
bomber offensive. A good deal of criticism of the bombing
effort was being voiced not only in Array and Navy circles but
in Parliament, and, more generally, among the public,
criticism was arousing growing concern among the members of the
Air Staff who realised that it could not be fully met by
promises of what would-be achieved in the future, nor yet from
evidence of any decisive result's achieved in the past,
bomber effort liad been curtailed in 'v/inter nnnths by the
closing in of the weather, the policy of conservation imposed
by the Prime Minister and the diversion of roughly 40^ of the
effort against the German warships at Brest.

This

The

By February,
1942, the strategic situation "was becoming'^critical and.it
was felt that unless some really decisive danage could be
inflicted on the German war economy in the immediate future,
the favourable opportunity for heavy incendiary attacks
afforded by the severe nveather conditions v/ould have passed
without any real hindrance to the eneny's preparations for a
spring offensive.

The seriousness of the situation was put to the C-in-G whio,
in his turn, contended that the bo,raber force at his disposal
still too small to effect the decisive results called for by the
Air I/hnistry, It seems likely that, in conceiving the
"thousand" plan, the G-in-C hoped to provide an ansv/er to the
critics and, at the same time, give added >veight to his argument
for an immediate expansion of the front line strength of Bomber
Command to a sise more fitted to the tasks required of it.

Y/as

BC/Sr-g?g4€- Despite its revolutionary nature and the fact that it

involved the operational use of large numbers of training,
aircraft, the scheme received the warm approval of the Prime
Minister and on 19 Iviay, 1942, the C-in-C Yvas authorised.to go
ahead y/ith his arrangements.

Enel. 2A
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rbid,

Enel. 3A
On a preliminary estimate, the C-in-C hoped to raise

approximately 700 aircraft from within Boraiber Command,
deficit he proposed to make good hy "canvassing" suitable
aircraft from other Commands. On 20 lay, 1942, he wrote to

all Bomber Command A.Os.C. and the A.Os.C-in-C. Coastal,
Flying Training and Army Co-operation Command outlining the

plan and enlisting their support. The response from all

quarters was immediate and enthusiastic but, as will be seen,
of the 1,046 aircraft ultimately despatched against Cologne

the night of the 30/31 lay, 1942, all but four (Plying
Training Command) were provided from Vvithin Bomber Coimand's
own resources.

The

on

/
V

In view of the large number of training aircraft taking
o:ood weather and full moon v/ere essential to the successpart

of the operation v/hich v/as scheduled for the most suitable

night between 27/28 lay, and 31 lay/l June, 1942.
plans T/ere laid for the attack of either Hamburg or Cologne
in the event of Y/eather proving unfavourable in either the
first or second area.

Alterna
Enel. 33A y

tive

o:rs/bc
Final Night
Raid Reports.
No.

'  The entire force Yifas prepared and standing by from
26 iviay and on the night of 30/31 liay, 1942, 1,046(0 aircraft
took off for Cologne. Thirty-four aircraft of No.  2 G-roup

assisted by 1 6 aircraft of Army Co-operation Command also set

out to bomb enemy aerodromes in the target area and Fighter
Command co-operated v/ith intruder operations over the route.

Altogether, Bomber Command operated no fevrer than 1 ,076("')
sorties on that night for a total loss of 40 (3.8%)aircraft.
Ttill details of the attack vdll be found in their appropriate

place in Part III of this Narrative,
effort and wastage involved are at Appendix 8.
latter it will be noted that Bomber O.T.Us. operated a total

of 367 aircraft. (33-2/ of the total Command sorties.)
This fact is significant and will be discussed later.

Subsequent analysis shov/od that the attack was extremely
successful, the amount of useful damage done far exceeding
that achieved on any previous raid by Bomber Comiiand.
reports stated that the local authorities Y/ere quite unable

to cope vdth the situation and emergency measures broke down

completely.

The effect of the large concentration of aircraft on the

enemy defences was rather less marked than tiad been expected.
Statistics shov/ed that the percentage missing rate was

slightly higher than the average on that target(2).
other Imnd the average missing rate for attacks on Western

G-ermany (under similar conditions of moon and no cloud) for
the period June, 1941 - Ivlarch, 1942, Y/as 4.8^ so that the
current losses were beloYV normal for that area.

Statistics of the
From the

Secre

On the

Ibid.

t

Ibid.

/while

0)The following comparison is of interest :-
Heaviest attack on Cologne to date 1 st liferch, 1 941

(131 a/c)
7th April, 1941
(22S a/c on Kiel)
8th Ifey, 1941
(340 a/c)

3.8"/ (total sorties, 1,046)
3.5/ (total sorties, 1,364)

Heaviest attack on any single target

Largest force despatched in any one
night

(2) 30/31st May, 1942
August, 1941 to April, 1942

SECRET
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Ibid. While there Y/as no indication that flak defences outside

the target area were below norml at any time, returning aircraft
reported that over the target the A.A. guns, working in close
conjunction with cones of searchlights and night fighters,
seemed to become extremely weak and confused after the first
three quarters of an hour. There was no evidence that the large
numbers of aircraft involved prevented the enemy's location
devices from selecting and folloT/lng single targets throughout
the attack. On the other hand, the majority of aircraft

.  shot down or heavily engaged by flak Y/ere held in searchlight
cones and it Y/as thought possible that some of them had been

picked out quite fortuitously and followed visually,
sustained by the first tvo waves of "attacking aircraft averaged
4«9^ but on the third YTave Yyhich consisted entirely of heavy
bombers and in vyhich the concentration vias highest, they dropped
to 1.9^. This suggested, (a) that the defences v/ere becoming
saturated and (b) that four-engine bombers were less vulnerable
to attacks by enemy fighters.

seen

Losses

Taking into account the fact

that,^ despite our Intruder operations, enemy night fighter
activity was considerably above normal and that conditions
favoured attack by "cats-eye" fighters, a very much higher loss
rate than v/as actually experienced might have been expected.

There y/as no doubt that the operation y/as extremely success
ful and the follovying conclusions my be drawn from the results :-

Provided sufficient resources v/ere .available, the
widespread destruction of Gterman industrial cities
was a realisable aim.

(i)

(ii) Heavy concentration of aircraft tended to minimise
losses since the enemy location devices tracking
single targets could only account for a small
proportion of the force involved. As against this,
the operat'ion of heavy concentrations of aircraft in
conditions of bright moonlight was IcnoYvn to be
particularly favourable to .interception by enen\y
cats-eye fighters.

(iii) Pour-engine bombers (to y/hich the Command was then
re-equipping) v/ere less vulnerable to attack by
night fighters than their predecessors the old medium
bombers.

(iv) A heavy Yveight of attack could and did conq)letely
disrupt local administrative organisations as they
then existed.

While the success of the raid on Cologne had proved the
C-in-C's point that, given the aircraft, Bomber Command could do
the job, attacks on the "tliousand" scale although tv/ice
repeated - Essen on l/2, and Bremen on 25/26 June  - clearly
could not be imintained or even approached vath the existing
front line strength of the Command,
could only be found from Yvithin the training organization and
the O.T.Us. continued from time to time to augment the iviain
Porce attacks on German industrial targets until the end of
Sept ember, 1 942.
procedure vfill be discussed in the next Section

The additional effort

The extremeljr controversial nata

(0.
ure of this

/(iii)

0)
Por full details of its effect on the training organisation
reference should be made to the Air Historical Branch
Narrative on "Training",

G. 1 69087/Vy/I 1 /5O/3O
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(iii) Use of O.T.Us. on Bombing Operations

The ’jnprecedented use of O.T.Us. on hombing operations
between i5ay and September, 1942, was regarded by the Air
Staff not as an isolated question but as part of a
coirprehensive plan for the conduct of the bomber offensive;
the aim being to achieve the maximum concentration against
major Gerimn industrial targets v^henever weather conditions
permitted,

confirmed the Air Ivlinistry's suspicions that the greatest
effort hitherto achieved by Bomber Command against any single
important industrial target (i.e. 200-odd aircraft) Imd been
too small either to saturate the enemy defences or to inflict
any appreciable damage,

now estimated as the minimum required for saturation purposes
could not be found from the existing front line strength of
the Command. "JViaximum concentration" on the scale envisaged
(600-1,000 aircraft) could only be achieved by the use of
large numbers of O.T.U. aircraft and the acceptance of a
possible dislocation of the training organisation.

It was strongly felt in some quarters that while the
participation of O.T.Us. in the Cologne raid had been justified
on the grounds that it showed what could be done vdth adequate
means, their continued use must inevitably affect the training
output at the same time retarding the expansion of operational
squadrons.
Director General of Organisation argued that O.T.U. capacity
Y/as designed to nake good Yirastage in operational squadrons and
to build up new squadrons,
operational wastage in the O.T.Us. themselves, nor did the
approved expansion programe take into account the replacement
of operational casualties in crews and aircraft at O.T.Us.
He claimed that the output of trained aircrews Yvould be

seriously affected by O.T.Us. becoining largely non-productive
during the period of preparation for and recovery from an
operation and by the sudden decrease in Instructors arising
from operational losses,
inevitably retard the expansion of the operational squadrons.

The success of the Cologne raid had finally

On the other hand, the 600 aircraft

In a kHnute to the A.M.S.O. on 2? June, 1942, the

It Yvas not designed to replace

All this, he argued, vrould

CAS ]jb-ld-er

29.7.42

D.G.O. Folder
IE

27.6.42

Ibid

20.6.42
and

30.6.42

The C-in-C, on the other hand, supported by his Training
Commanders, Y/as convinced that any possible disadvantages
resulting from the use of O.T.Us. on operations vrauld be more
than outweighed by the increased destructive power of the

forcb as a v/hole and the added stimulus given to pupils by
their participation in major attacks of that nature,
letter to C.A.S. on 20th Jtine, he had pointed out that, no
doubt as a result of their increased enthusiasm. No. 91 (O.T.U.)
Group had already nade up the ground lost by participation in
the "thousand" plan,
difficult position owing to their O.T.Us. being younger, had in

fact made up all-the'training lost except night flying in

Yvhich they had been handicapped by the short nights and bad

weather prevailing since the thousand plan.
C-in-C agreed that the main disadvantage lay in the increased
wastage in O.T.U. aircraft, he argued that even this T/as

compensated for by the added keenness and efficiency of the

imintenance personnel Yvhich resulted in a higher serviceability
rate.

In a

No. 92 Group, also, although in a more

Although the

All things considered, he ve.s convinced that;-

"The intangible advantages of using O.T.Us. in operations
far outweighed the tangible losses."

/V'ith
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With this view the C.A.S. and the majority of the Air Staff

concurred and, at a meeting held to discuss the matter on

30 June, 1942, it T/as generally agreed that the policy of making
limited use of O.T.Us. to augment the main hombing effort should

continue for' a time until its effects on expansion could be
assessed. During the discussion, the C-in-C stated

Ibid.

30.6.42

,t'hat while
he agreed that too many Instructors had been list in the first

"thousand" raid, he hoped, in future, to use very few, drawing
mainly on pupils nearing the end of their training,
hoped to reduce the time lost in preparing for an operation by
a neyf arrangement whereby a force of 7OO-8OO aircraft could be
assembled at 12 hours notice^"' /.

to consider a suggestion by C.A.S. that he should allot himself

a definite monthly ration of O.T.U. crews and wastage,
if the v/astage all occurred on the first raid in  a month no

more O.T.U, crews would be used on operations in that month and
the O.T.U, losses would thus be strictly limited.

He also

Finally, the G-in-C agreed

Thus

7///3(A)
Altogether, between Itiy and September, 1942, the O.T.Us.

Final Night participated in seven major operations against German targets,
Eaid Reports involving a total of 1 ,668 sorties for a loss (missing only) of

•  i- , . 107 (6.4f0 aircraft(2). A further 390 sorties were flowm by
\JkiM. " Conversion Plights and Units for the loss of 26 aircraft and,

in all, 1,77/4 5 tons of bombs T/ere dropped by training aircraft
during that period for a total of 2,058 sorties.

0

Vol.

AlahuajK of>H.C.
0pprat>c5hs
1942.

An analysis of the operations ) shovred that the O.T.Us.
had added materially to the success of the attacks carried out
in good weather but in cases where the target Imd not been well
marked by the operational Groups, they Imd made no substantial
contribution. A particular example of this v/as the raid on

ORS/BC
' s. 70

Essen on 3-8/lOths cloud on 16/17 September, 1942.
operational aircraft reached the target area and probably
of the O.T.U. aircraft. Similarly in the attacks on Bremen
(25/26 June) and Dusseldorf (iC/ll September) there was little
evidence that the O.T.Us. had added materially to the success
of the operations,

that O.T.Us. had contributed largely to the considerable scatter
Apart from being uneconomical,

such failures were extremely bad for the morale of the O.T.U.
crews and it Vi/as concluded that they sliould only be enployed
when there 7/as a firm forecast of good v/eather. It was found,
also, that the additional effectiveness of an attack due to the

inclusion of O.T.Us. tended to increase considerably as the total
number of aircraft taking part increased and at the same time
there was an appreciable diminution in losses,
facts it was considered advisable that the O.T.Us. should only
operate when a large force (approximately 5OO aircraft) could
be found from the operational squadrons.

Very few
none

lU’ the latter, night photographs showed

found to the V/zest of the target.

Pro mi these two

ATH/Despateh
Part V

The heavy and mediumi aircraft available with crev/s daily
averaged only 326 in Adgust and in September fell to 287.
raise a force of 6OO aircraft necessary for saturation involved
the use of betv/een 2OO/3OO O.T.U. aircraft and even this did
not permit the launching of attacks on the thousand scale or

confer the ability to make the naximum use of the few fine

To

cs. 10488
Enel. 29A

/nights

(1) See Section (iv) of this Cloapter.

(2)
See Appendix 8
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nights available in a month.

Yearned the Air Mnistry that a force of 8OO/9OO aircraft
necessary to inflict serious damage on the major German
industrial to?/ns could not be raised v/ithout interfering

seriously Yvith the training organisation,
if persisted in, vould postpone indefinitely all prospects
of expansion.

In August, the C-in-C had

Such interference.

2 UU
BC/S^
Yol. I

Elicl. 36A

After discussing the position verbally mth the G.A.S.
at the end of September, the C-in-C decided against any
further use of the O.T.TJs. on operations until he could

dispose sufficient strength to ensirre the saturation of the

enemy's defences and enable them proportionately to increase
the effectiveness of the attacks to an extent sufficient to

balance the wastage and loss in training outpiit incurred.
He estimated that an effort of the order of 6OO sorties was

the minimuim total justifying the employment of O.T.Us.
was confirmed in this decision by the inauguration of the

"50-squadron" i3lan in September, which materially altered the

The plan to augment the operational effort of
the Command by the inclusion of O.T.U. crews had been based

on the assumption t'hat no new squadrons Yvould be formed

until existing squadrons, O.T.Us. and Conversion Units had

been brought up to full strength,
on the training organisation by the new expansion scheme
left little or no margin for operational effort and on

27 November,. 1942, the C-in-C advised Air Mnistry that-.apart
from sudden emergencies or exceptional opportunities he did

not intend to make any operational use of O.T.Us. and
Conversion Units until squadrons in the accelerated expansion
scheme as well as 0

authorised had been brought up to full strength,
had been accomplished it night be advantageous to re-employ
training aircraft to augment the hitting pov/er of the Command

against Garnany.
not again employed on operations during this Period after

the attack on Essen on 16/17 September, 1942.

(iv) The Increased Scale of Effort

He

situation.

The added burden thrown

Us. .and Conversion Units as thenm

• -i- t

Once ttiat

In point of fact, training aircraft were

Ibid.

End. 38A

Enel. 38A

thousand" plan had proved toIt has been seen that the

the satisfaction of both the Air Staff and the C-in-C,
Bomber Command that attacks on a very heavy scale could and

did achieve the min aim of inflicting Yvidespread
destruction on major industrial targets while keeping losses

dovm in proportion to the increased number of sorties
operated,
previously achieved by Bomber Command against single targets
(200/300 aircraft) had been insufficient to achieve either of
those objectives.

It was equally clear that the scale of effort

hc/uT jzyAoA
Enel. 12A

On 12 July, 1942, the C-in-C advised Air Ivhnistry that

he proposed to standardise a system of using the largest
possible force against suitable targets in Germny on fine

Based on the existing resources of the Command the
number of sorties for those operations would vary betv/een
700 and 1,000 and vrould entail euployment of aircraft and
creY/s from Conversion Units and PligVits and from O.T.Us.

On the other hand, the scale of bombing effort that could

be mintained v/as necessarily dependant on the number of crev/

and aircraft replacements available each month.

nights.

AlloYving for

/the
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the operational use of training aircraft, the maximum number of

crews available v/as estims.ted at approximately 200 per month.
The average number of crews missing on operations during the

previous four months (liarch-June, 194-2) bad been 1+fo and
alloYdng a further for sickness, postings etc
estimated that a monthly crev/ replacement of 200 vrould enable

4,000 bombing sorties to be undertaken per month,
that an average of 800 aircraft could bo found for every fine
night, he estimted that the monthly limit of 4>000 sorties

would enable five such operations to be undertaken,
remaining nights would be devoted to small scale diversionary
attacks and routine mining,
imatoly 1,000 mines per month, ¥;/hich would require a further

350 sorties from the operational Groups,
new operational effort would bo distributed as follows

32 Operational Sqmdrons, total I.E. 512 a/c

2560 sorties per month.

Conversion Units and Flights, current I.E. 142 a/c

355 sorties per month.

the C-in-C• >

Assuming

The

He also proposed to lay approx-

On tViis basis, the

10C% of I.E. by 5 ops:

5C^o of I.E. by 5 ops.

Ibid.

O.T.Us. , current I.E. (less Yhiitleys) 573 a-/c

5C^ of I.E. by 4 ops. 1,144 sorties per month.

Ibid.

End. 16b
Allomng for a further 350 sorties per month from operational
squadrons for minelaying, the distribution of effort between

operational and training aircraft per month vrorked out at

approximately:-

5.7 sorties per I.E. aircraft in operational squadrons.
2.0 sorties per I.E. aircraft in O.T.Us.
2.5 sorties per I.E. aircraft in Conversion Units, and

Flights.

Ibid,
Enel. 16b

Planning for the new scale of effort had been based on the

conclusions drawn from the "thousand"-raids that operations on
such a scale in any but good v/eather were uneconomical rmd

that attacks in moonlight were roore successful than those
undertaken in the dark. Since the number of fine nights in a
month varied between tlriree and seven, it v/as obvious that only

Theyoccasionally vrould those occur’ during the moon period,
v/ould be scattered throughout the month and the main problem,
therefore, was to evolve a scheme whereby the maximum
advantage could be taken of those occasions without involving
a long "standby",
assembly and preparation of the force had been issued some

days in advance with the result that the entire force had been

kept standing by for several nights in succession waiting for
suitable v/eather.

On the previous raids, orders for the

This was clearly uneconomical, particularly
from the O.T.U. standpoint, and the G-in-C no\T proposed a new

system v/hereby at any given time, one of three "states of .

readiness" yrould be in existence, as follows

In force v/hen good weather v/as not expected
Operations would
and snB.ll

v/ithin the next 24 hours.

be limited to mine-laying,

BLACK.

diversionary raids.
1

AdilTE
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Coming into force at I8CO/19OO hours on a
forecast of fine weather the following night.
All Groups would stand by for a mjor
operation (apxjrbxiraately 775 aircraft in a
non-moon period, 875 in a moon period. ) This
would normlly be confirmed at O9OO hours the
following morning but if Y/eather deteriorated
the contingent of training aircraft would be
cancelled.

WHITE.

This would only come into force y/hen some
sudden emergency (probably Naval) required the
v/hole or a substantial part of the yrhole force
to take part at slriort notice in special
operations.

EiiERG-ENCY.

Wastage (missing, Cat. B and Cat. e) rates for the nevf
scale of effort were calculated on.the basis of average
wastage incurred over the first three "thousand” raids i.e, :~

Ibid.
Enel. 16b

Heavies:
Mediums:
O.T.Us. :

4.1 per hundred sorties
2.9 per hundred sorties
6.3 per hundred sorties.

On that basis, monthly, wastage for the neyv scale of effort
could be estinB.ted as folloY/s:-

Operational Squadrons.

2,560 sorties at 4.1 per 100 105 aircraft

Conversion Plights.

15 aircraft355 sorties at 4.1 per 100

O.T.Us.

1,1 Ml- sorties at 6.3 per 100 72 aircraft

192 aircraftTOTAL P.B. wastage

Coiipared with the old Y/astage rates this Y/as a definite
saving of aircraft.
tYv^elve mo.nths tiad averaged 6.75 heavies and 5.0 mediums.
It Y/as calculated that the number of sorties nov/ envisaged if
spread over a Y/holo month at the rato of effort and wastage of
the past year instead of compressed into four or five heavy
attacks would result in a monthly wastage of 189 heavy and 60
medium aircraft; i.e. a total P.B. Y/astage of 249 aircraft.
The new plan v/ould therefore drop the same load of bombs for a
loss of 192 aircraft as opposed to 249.

Prom the above fityires it v/ill have been noted that
wastage rates Y/ere calculated on the assunTt)tion that of
the operational training and conversion aircraft and ^OCP/i, of
the operational squadrons would be employed on big raids five
times in a month.
Air Ministry on 12 July, 1942, the G-in-G requested that the
establishment of squadrons and O.T.Us. and Conversion Units
and Plights be.amended to meet the nev/ requirements so that
all units Y/ould be in a jjosition to put forvYard the maximum •

Wastage per 100 sorties over the past

In forwarding his proposals to the

Ibid,
aid. 12A

/effort
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effort at short notice without undue interference wdth training.
Finally he strongly recommended that no new squadrons he formed
until existing squadrons and the O.T.Us.and Conversion Plights
as then authorised had been brought up to full strength - a
state which, he claimed, had never been achieved since the
outbreak of war,

(v) Criticism of the Bomber Offensive

In spite of specific viarnings by the Prime IvILnister to
Parliament and the public that "tliousand" raids could not be
regarded as the normal effort until our forces had become much
larger, by July, 1942, there v/as already a grovd.ng tendency both

official circles and outside to regard anything smaller
mere chicken feed. Bomber Command's inability to maintain
attacks on that scale with existing resources Y/as once again
leading to criticism that the bombing offensive vra.s "tailing off.

0nj8 July, 1942, the C-in-C Vvrote to the Ihrime Mnister
protesting against this tendency to regard "thousand
alone as vrorthy of attention and to disregard the
dangerous bread and butter vrork" carried out by the Command in
the bad weather periods. Outlining the new scheme for an
intensified effort v/hich he Md already submitted to the
Air Mnistry, the C-in-C pointed out that the allotted sortie
ration of 4,000 - 5,000 per month (depending on casualties)
would enable Bomber Conanand to "keep the pot boiling" '
attacks as those on Danzig, Wilhelhamshaven and the Lubeck
submarine yards; mine at appfoximately 1,000 minus per month:
meet ad hoc calls and, in the best y/eather each month, to put
in three to five imijor attacks consisting of from 600 -
sorties depending bn moon and crev/ leave factors. c.,
basis he estimated that the monthly lay-out of sorties
approximately as folloy/s:-

in
as

raids

Iriard and

with such

1,000
On this

i  Tfould be

ath/do
Polder I

klining"

Day and small night
raids

350 sorties.

1,750 sorties.
250 sorties.Ad hoc calls

2,350

This would leave between 1,650 and 2,680 sorties per nranth
Cdepending on casualties) to exploit on' "thousand plan" attacks.
Inaddition, a system had been instituted of using passing out

.  . crev/s on their final tests on anti-submrine svreeps in
the Bay of Biscay.
O.T.U.

The C-in-C pointed out that already (i.e. by 18 July)
despite the poor weather encoimtered, the Comrm^nd liad achieved
nearly 2,000 sorties ttet month and broken the back of the
mining target with 800 mines. It was now necessary to await
the fine vreather_patch to put on the big attacks. During the
existing short night period, the Coirnmnd.v/as limited to the Ruhr,
bremen and Hamburg for the thousand raids and further limitations

bety/een those targets was enforced by v/eather which was seldom
fine in more tiian one area. He anticipated that, by the end of
August, the longer nights vrould widen the selection,
constant effort y/as required to build up the bomber force
the continuous depredations in crows and aircraft to other
Commands at home and overseas.

as

Meany/hile

against

Ibid. Appealing for the Prime ivliniater' s support against the
frequent criticism levelled at Bomber Command the C-in-C pointed
out that: - . .

The Arriy fights half a dozen battles
half a dozen a ymr.

The Navy
Every

night that the weather gives us a breather, even tliough

a year.

But poor Bomber Corimand.

G. 169O87AY/11 /50/3O
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our monthly sortie ration is always attained, every
night that for such reasons we fail to stage and mn
a imjor battle, the critics rise in their wrath and
accuse us of doing nothing yet again."

(vi) Relation between Planned and Actual Effort and Wastage,
July - September, 1942.

In considering these plans for an intensified effort, it
must be remembered tPiat they were only intended to
operations during the summer and early autumn of 1912; the
primry aim being to overcome, to some extent, the deficiency
in front line aircraft and enable attacks of "saturation"
weight to be mde on najor Gernan industrial centres,
relation between the planned and actual effort and wastage
during the three months July - September when the plan was
in existence is clearly shov/n in the Table at Appendix 9
From this it Vvill be' seen that the actual effort was spread
out over a larger number of attacks than the planned figure
of 5 per month and averaged some 12 major bombing operations
per month,

per month as against the planned figure of 2915 but O.T.Us.
averaged only 217 sorties as against the planned 1,111 per
month,

and the heaviest attack against any single target  b etween
July and September v®.s on the night of 31 July/1 August vifhen
630 aircraft attacked Dusseldorf.

cover

The

Sorties by operational squadrons averaged 2126

In fact O.T.Us. only operated on four more occasions

Ends. 27A
and 38A

ors/bc
s. 70

ors/bc
s. 70

Wastage during this period, too, was much higher than
estimated, operational squadrons and Conversion Units and
Flights averaging 6,7 and O.T.Us. 10.2 per 100 sorties per
month,

averaged I85 aircraft per month for 2,672 sorties flown
opposed to the planned figure of 192 for 1,059 sorties flora.

This failure to maintain the intensified effort planned
was largely accounted for by the poor weather conditions
prevailing which remained consistently bad throughout the
three months under review. More than half the nights on
which the Command operated in each month were only fit for
minor attacks of less than 100 aircraft, minelaying and
leaflet dropping. Although every effort was made to put the
"good" nights to the best use, conditions in the iiain
continued unsuitable for attacks on the thousand scale.

Moreover, the number of heavy and medium aircraft available
with crews during this period averaged only 323 per month and
in September actually dropped to 287. Thus attacks with even
the 600 aircraft required for saturation could not be mounted
without heavy inroads on the O.T.Us. and Conversion Flights,
which were themselves suffering from a high casualty rate.
The combination of these and other factors imde an intensified

effort on the scale originally planned quite impracticable.
Although the monthly ration was expended in July v/ith 4,265
sorties, only one heavy attack v/as made (Dusseldorf
31 July/1 August) and in August the nimber of sorties flown
dropped to 2,820 (2,455 by night), the lowest figure since
March.

Altogether, between July and September, losses
as

/During
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Fe/g 27604 During this jjeriod, too, No. 4 Group ms virtually at a

Ends. 28a, 30A. discount 07/ing to the difficulties it was experiencing in
Mins. 22/29A mintaining a sufficient number of crews trained to a

satisfactory level,
including the following

This was the result of a number of factors

(a) High casualty rate of Y/hitleys earlier in the year.

The Y^ithdrawal of squadrons to Army Co-operation
Coiimand at full strength (a requirement involving
three'squadrons to mke tvro).

Withdrawal of tv/o squadrons to the Ivliddle lAst at
full strength in experienced crows (virtually
draining four squadrons).

(t)

(c)

(d) An unusually high casualty rate.

Ibid. For some time No. 4 Croup had been operating at a restricted
rate and between 25 June and 31 July, bad taken no part in
"thousand plan" raids. Notwithstanding this respire, on

12 August, operational crews in the Group were dovvn to less than

30fo of establishment and vdth only 31 experienced operational
crews it was becoming consequently difficult to bring on the new

crews Y/hile the source of Conversion Flight Instructors had

almost dried up. On 16 August, 1942, the C-in-C advised
Air Mnistry that No. 4 Croup squadrons could be brought up to
strength by the end of October only if the Crouj) v/ere withdra™

from operations until the end of the month, the Y/'hole of the

output from the Conversion Units and Flights reserved for its

own squadrons and Y/astage kept dcwn to 30 crews in each of the

next tvv'o ncnths. ilfter the attack on Mainz on 1l/l2 August,
the Croup enjoyed a long period of ojjerational inactivity until

28/^9thwhen it took part in the attack on Saarbrucken. In all
it completed only I56 sorties during August.

Y/ith the inauguration of the 50-squadron expansion scheme
in September, 1942, all attempts to operate the force on a

"Grand National" scale (i.e. a .maximum effort including
training aircraft) v/ere discontinued for the time being,

(vii) Weather and the Operational Effort

As has been seen, weather was largelj'- responsible for the
failure to achieve the intensified effort planned for July,
August and September,
when excellent conditions enabled the Command to reach a new

record with 3,752. sorties by night, weather tlrroughout the
whole of the year Y/as almost consistently poor particularly at
home bases and no relief was afforded by the sumor months.

In fact, with the exception of April,

Nevertheless, the frequent criticism of the bombing
offensive and the urgent need to intensify the operational
effort led the C-in-C to press attacks vfhencver conditions
shoY/ed signs of lifting,
bases inproved and, despite indifferent weather over Germany,
the Command achieved a peak effort; for this period with 4,99'/
sorties (4,788 by night), 6,474 tons of bombs (9.6^ of total
tonnage) being dropped on Germany alone,
conditions progressively deteriorated and it Y/as evident from
recent experience that since weather had such a profound effect
on the success of operations it was uneconomical and largely
ineffective to undertake bombing operations in poor or doubtful
conditions - the more so since Gee v/as soon to be rendered

ineffective over most of Germany.

Thus, in June, conditions at home

Prom July onY/ards,

I/Ioreover, in the absence

/of
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of a reliable blind-bombing device, clear weather over the

target area was particularly essential to the success of large
scale attacks. From July onwards operations were planned in
accordance with these principles and by September, the

inauguration of the 50-squadron expansion plan and the
setting in of winter weather led to the abandoning of all

attempts to operate on the intensified scale. The only
alleviation to the generally poor conditions now experienced
occurred in November when, despite typical fog, rain and
drizzle at home bases, crews found clear weather and good
visibility over all their Italian targets.

The following Table will provide an indication of the
nights inextent of the operational' effort during the 337

this Period("i )

No, of Nights

Operations entirely prevented.
Ivlining and/or leaflets only.
Bombing Operations.
Total No. of nights operated.
No. of nights involving

100

81

156
237

780 - 49 sorties
6950 - 149

150 - 299

300 - 499

500 and over

73

/ 13

4

BC/S.- 23742/1 Although weather vas to remain the greatest single

factor limiting the operational effort of Bomber Command
throughout the war, the introduction of Gee, the formation of

the pathfinder Force, improved Flying Control and landing
facilities and, last but not least, the introduction of

Oboe and H2S represented great strides made during this Period

towards limiting its, effect,
appreciated when it is realised that in February, 1943j
despite usual winter conditions, the Command operated a total

of 5,150 sorties; an achievement which the C-in-C attributed
directly to the nev^ navigational aids which had made operations
possible over a wide range of v/eather conditions in the target
area.

This will be more readily

(2)(viii) Problems of Flying Cont.rol

The increased effort and greater concentrations planned
during 1942 brought in their train the problem of control and

safe landing of the growing numbers of bomber aircraft
thronging the night sky over home bases after an operation.
Reference has already been made to the rising loss rate in
1942 and the introduction of Radio Countermeasures to minimise

the lethal effect of the enemy defences,
another aspect of the problem,
it will be seen that roughly 13^o of the operational losses

and 22% of the total operational wastage resulted from causes

But there was

From the Tables at Appendix 20

/other

0) For monthly details see Appendix I8.

(2) For full details see the "History of Flying Control in
Bomber Command."

SECRET
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It was early realised that much ofother than enemy action,
this high casualty rate could he reduced by the proper organisation
of Plying Control and landing facilities at home bases and in
March, 1942, two important decisions were taken which were to have
a far reaching effect on the skill, efficiency and safety with
which the ever increasing volume of night traffic in Bomber
Command could 'be handled.

Immediately prior to 1942, Plying Control■Officers, although
established at the mjority of E.A.P. stations, were still
officially only "distress" specialists, responsible for the
safety of aircraft in difficulties but having nothing to do with
the routine control of normal air traffic. This Y/as the

•  responsibility of various' officers selected by Station Commanders
but untrained in the task assigned to them. Following the
sv/itch-over from day to night bombing, many Commanding Officers,
faced -with the problem of landing' an increasing number of night
bombers in semi-dark conditions and with no proper organisation

.  to cope T/ith the situation, adopted the irregular procedure of
lianding over the local control of air traffic to the Plying
Control Officers at their Stations. By the end of 1941 this
"inisemployraent" v/as almost universal, but had not yet received
official recognition.

rrr^-

The growing numberThe situation was now really serious,
of bombers being operated, the smtch-over to heavy bomber types
and the tactical requirement for heavy concentrations of
aircraft over the target brought in their train a two-fold
problem,
around the bases far in excess of anything previously experienced,
but the need to. divert large numbers of those aircraft to other
airfields where weather conditions were more propitious and land
them safely ms in itself a problem of the first magnitude.

Not only was the density of traffic in the night sky

In the early years of the war it had been the practice not
to despatch aircraft on operations unless there Y/as a reasonable
certainty of their being able to land at their oyai bases on
return. . Such diversions as occurred Yvere last-minute

arrangements made locally by each airfield for such of its OYm
By' 1 941,airoraft as could not possibly be landed there,

however, it v/as. beginning to be realised t'nat diversions, from
being a state of "distress" only, 'must be considered as an
essential .part of operational procedui’e if Y/eather Yra.s not to
prove an entirely prohibitive factor in the full use of the
bomber force. An the absence of any co-ordinated control of
air traffic or effective organisation, this resulted in aircraft
mnned by Y/eary crews being kept hanging about in the vicinity
of aerodromes Y^aiting permission to land or being passed from
one airfield to another in search of safe YTeather conditions

Y\dth increasing danger to aircraft and creYVs.

By the autumn of 1941, the Air IvUnistry had aYra.kened to the
danger of the situation and in November of that yea.r a Central
Plying Control Organisation yyus set up at Headquarters Bomber
Command to form an inter-Coranand nerve centre exercising a co
ordinating control over all diversions; to assist Groups in
arranging internal diversions; and to arrange for the use of
alternative aerodromes in an emergency or at.short notice,
V/hile individual Groups remained responsible for the diversion of
aircraft betY/een their OYvn Stations, from that time onYvards, the
diversions of aircraft betY/een one Group and another or to
aerodromes outside the Command became the responsibility of
Central Plying Control acting in consultation Ydth the
Meteorological Serviced A.

/Co-ordinalion

(l ) See Section (ix) of this Chapter.
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Co-ordination had at last heen achieved hut the prohlem
was only half solved,

stations bad evolved their own local control systems and
although mny Groups, realising the danger, had produced a
standard procedure for use hy their own airfields, these
varied Y/idely.

strange aircraft diverted from one Group to another and
manned hy crev/s unfamiliar with local landing procedure
reimined.

Left to themselves, individual

The prohlem of handling large numbers of

In Jiarch, 1942, the Air Mnistry, again roused to action
hy the increasing number of flying, accidents not the result
'of enemy action, called a Conference to investigate the
situation.

T/hich Y/ere subsequently approved at a Conference of all
Conmands Vv^ith the Director-General of Aircraft Safety on
17 April, 1942, viz:

(a) That a staff of trained Flying Control Officers
should he established at every airfield in the
country who would he entirely responsible to
the Station Commander for the local control and

safety of aircraft using the airfield,

(h) that a standard form of local control should he
instituted at all airfields, in the country in order to

eliminate the large number of crashes occurring daily under

the heading "aerodrome accidents".

Two very important recommendations resulted

Based on the common denominator of the best points already
in use hy individual Groups, the new Stand£,rd Procedure yyus

evolved and issued on 24 June, 1942, for trial.
February, 1943, the various kinks had been ironed out and

comments and suggestions reviewed,
for the local control of Aircraft" were issued hy
Air Ministry on 9 April, 1943, and, although subsequently
subjected to frequent deviations to meet local requirements,
these provided, a broad v/orking basis'for handling the

steadily increasing volume of air traffic with a degree of

safety and efficiency v/hich Y/ould otherwise not have been

possible.

By

The rinal "Regulations

Two other important developments also occurred in this
With the introduction of concrete runways, it had

become possible, to replace the old paraffin flares and

portable lamps Yvith permnent lighting fixtures operated by
a Master Switch from the Control Tov/er.

Period.

In 1941, these

installations had followed the Drem system originated by
Fighter Command but experience had shoYvn that Y/hile this

was a great improvement, it Y/as not entirely suitable to the

teclanique of landing bomber aircraft, in particular heavy
types. Vfork YYas begun on a JVkrk II Airfield Lighting system
more in line with Bomber Command’s requirements, and by
July, 1942, the first installations Y/ere being fitted at

Oakington.

newly constructed bomber aerodrome ydiile, very slowly, those

Y/ith the old Mark lA system were converted to the new type.

The system Yfas subsequently installed at each

A further innovation Y/as the use of searchlights to

assist returning aircraft in locating their airfields,
or three searchlights were used to form a cone over the

centre of the aerodrome illuminating the cloud base. T

Ty/o

his

/not
SECRET
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not only shed a glow of light through the cloud but also over
the airfield and the cone itself could be seen from many miles

Operated by R.A.P. personnel under the code-name Sandraaway,

this renained a most valuable part of the Plying Control
teghnique until the end of the war.

Despite imny internal difficulties and disputes, the nevv

Plying Control.Organization had begun to find its feet and was

making a really important contribution to the work of the
Command,

decrease in the damage rate.(not attributable to enemy action)
which fell from 44 pe^ 10,000 flying hours in 1942 to 23 in
1943 and 15 in 1944.

(ix) The Meteorological Service

Finally a mention must be made here of the Meteorological
Service in Bomber Command,

organisation and functions' from which the following has been

taken is included at Appendix J o.f the G-in-Q's despatch.

It is of interest to note the marked and steady

A general description of its

The Y/hole meteorological system in the R.A.P. ■was centred
at the Central Forecast Stations at Dunstable Y/here all data was

received, sorted and broadcast, over the teleprinter network to
Commands, Groups and Stations,
this country and Western Europe most often come from the
Atlantic, it was iiTperative to l<now Yvhat v/as happening over the
sea to the vest of the country when j)lanning bomber operations.
In addition to routine met. flights over that area, ships
especially equipped for naking and transmitting weather
observations were stationed in the Atlantic so far as Y/as

Since weather systems affecting

Observations were also made at the majority of
Within Bomber Comnand the

possible.
R.A.P. stations in this country,
meteorological netv/ork extended from Command do'm to Group and
Station level and va.s co-ordinated at Routine Conferences at

which the Command Headquarters and all Groups v/ere linked
together simultaneously by telephone,
omvards a representative of the staff at Dunstable was also .
included in. these Conf.erences so that the. Corrmand should have the
benefit of their advice and any data received at Dunstable too
late for broadcasting to Groups,

Prom February, 1942,

These Routine telephone conferences were held daily in the
afternoon in the summer and both at mid-day and in the afternoon
in wdnter. Additional Conferences y/ere held as necessary.
After the "Chairman of the Day" had summarised the results of
the discussion and obtained agreement on it, this suratiwiry formed
the basis of the advice given to. the Air Staff at Command and
Groups.

Initial planning of a night operation w/as norna.lly made on
meteorological advice given to the G-in-C in the Operations Room
at 0900 hours.
Air Staff at Command and,Groups following each Met. conference
and plans altered as necessary.
Stations v/ere advised by their Senior. Group Met, Officer for
every operation,
synoptic charts prepared at stations, the crews yfere briefed on
weather conditions to be expected en route and at bases.

The met. , situation w/as again reviewed by the

Meteorological Officers at

Within this framewrork and in the light of

One of the major difficulties in preparing accurate forecasts .
was the obtaining of weather information from enemy territory.
All aircrews had been trained to make and record obseiwations in

flight and interrogation by Meteorological Officers at Stations

/became
G.169O87/VY/11 /5O/3O
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became an established part of the interrogation of returning
crews,

the scope and intensity of the offensive increased, the need
for finrther and more detailed observation became  a matter of

This proved a valuable source of information but as

Under pressure from Bomber Command,extreme urgency.

Air iiinistry approval was eventually given to the formation

in January, 1943, of No. 1409 Met. Plight, at Bircham Newton.

KnoTvn as the "Pampa" Plight, it was used in two ways:
(i) prior to the selection of targets to obtain a broad
survey of conditions over enemy territory in terms of cloud

distribution, and (ii) to survey conditions over those areas
v/hich vrould assist the Meteorologist in forecasting cloud

en route and at targets after their selection had been made,

A compromise had of course to be reached betv/een the best

reconnaissance route meteorologically and Y/hat was desirable

to avoid defended areas and to ensure that the proposed 
■

These Plights,target vas not mde obvious to the enemy.
Tvhich reached a very high standard of accuracy, were made

in every kind of weather when a take-off was at all possible
and proved invaluable to the preparation of more accurate
forecasts.

Among the many responsibilities of the Meteorological
Officers in Bomber Command, diversion of aircraft was a mjor

Prequently .unforeseen variations in v/eather at homeitem,

bases occurred after the start of an operation and v/here

this necessitated the diversion of aircraft between stations

in one Group, arrangements v/ere mde by the Group Plying
Control Officer acting in close consultation 'witVi. the

Group Meteorological Officer who had expert Icnowledge of
On the other hand, diversions of aircraft

to Groups other than their ovra v/ere the responsibility of

Central Plying Control at Command Headquarters. To this
and a close liaison Yvas maintained between Plying Control

and the Meteorological Office where hourly charts of
observations made over a close network of stations throughout
the British Isles were maintained for this purpose,

these charts and an examination of the general synoptic
situation and in consultation y/ith Group Meteorological
Officers as necessary, the Meteorological Staff at Command

Headquarters were able to maintain an accurate hour to hour

picture of conditions at all airfields in the country
throughout the period of the operation and until the last
aircraft had been safely landed.

local conditions.

Prom
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CHAPTER 15

SUI^ORY AND CONCLUSIONS TO P.ART II

At this point and before examining the actual course of

the bombing offensive against Germany and Occupied Europe
during this period, it may be helped to review very briefly
the main tactical and technical advances described above.

Probably the most in^ortant of these in its far reaching
effect on bombing tactics and technique was the introduction
of Gee, the first of the radar aids to navigation, which was
to have a profound influence on bombing operations in 1942#
Although Gee was fully effective for only six months, this
.influence was to be apparent long after it had ceased to be of

any practical use further afield than the enemy coast line.

Analysis had shown that the bombing offensive against
Germany in 194-1 had failed for two reasons; . inaccurate
navigation and misidentification of the target,. It was fully
appreciated that one of the many difficulties experienced by

i  the bomber force at that time was in seeing and correctly
identifying its objectives in the bad weather and poor visibility
frequently pertaining over Western Germany, particularly in the
Ruhr area while compass, sextant and astro-navigation were

wholly inadequate under prevailing conditions to get aircraft

accurately and on time to their destination in Germany. In
such circumstances it was virtually impossible for the force

to attain the concentration en route or over the target which,
it was beginning to be realised, ivas essential both as a

protection against the increasing efficiency of the enemy
defends system and to inflict really decisive damage on an

objective. Moreover, prior to 194-2, there was little or no

attempt at co-ordinated planning or routeing of bombing operations
and the force virtually operated as a collection of individual
aircraft.

Thus,, at the beginning of 1942, three things were urgently
needed if a policy of area bombing of large industrial cities

in Gennany was to be successful: in the first place concentration
of efforts in time and space, in order to saturate the enemy*s
defences and to inflict decisive damage on the target;
second, a system of co-ordinated planning and routeing at a high
level to enable the required concentration to be achieved, to

route aircraft as: far as possible to avoid the heavily defended
zones and to weld the force into a single coherent weapon

capable of being used with deadly effect against any and every
objective as required by current, strategic considerations.
Finally, if the first two objects; were to be attained, the force

must be provided with suitable aids to enable it to overcome its
difficulties and navigate to and bomb its objectives accurately
irrespective of weather.

Gee, the first of the nevf aids to come into active service,
had been conceived as a navigational device although it was

predicted, over-confidently as it turned out, that it would be
sufficiently accurate to be used as a bombing aid. .  In order to
make the best use of the limited number of aircraft equipped
with the device in the early stages of its introduction, it was

decided to place them in the van of the force to lead non-

equipped aircraft to the target area,
serious attempts at co-ordinated planning of operations at

/Command

in the

This led to the first
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Coramand Headquarters •Vi^iich •was subsequently to become a feature
of all major attacks. Once over the target^ it was necessary
for the leading bombers to illuminate and mark the target for
the main force* This in turn led to the development of the flare
and incendiary techniques either or a combination of both of which
formed the basis of all subsequent marking methods throughout 1942.
Flares ■were used to find and illuminate the area after which
incendiary b^bs were drqpped in order to start an unmistakeable
conflagration which could be clearly recognised by follo'wing
aircraft. In this connection it is important to distinguish
bet'ween the use of incendiaries as a "b'cmbing beacon” by the fire-
raising force and their use as major •weapons of destruction

. against suitable targets when carried by main force aircraft#

. The improvement in navigational accuracy and timing which,
resulted ffcm Gee led to a marked increase in concentration both
en route to and over the target, the latter rising before the end
of the year to a rate of ■we'il over 4-00 aircraft an hour.

But G-ee had failed as a blind-bombing device and, once in the
target area, crews were dependant on visual recognition of their
objective. Night precision bombing'^was still a-thing of the
future and was not to become a resll^ practical proposition until
the introduction of .Oboe atthe end of -t:he year. Other Imitations
frc^ ■which Gee suffered in common •with all rSdar aids' dependant on

^  air to ground communication ■was range which averaged about 350
.  /miles from Daventry and liability to enemy Janahing. -  These

problems were at least partly overcome by H2S •which'became
operational in January, 194-3, but‘^both'Oboe arid H2S ■were intro
duced into service too late for an assessment of their value to
be 'made in this Volume.

Nevertheless, by the time that i|he effectiveness of Gee
reduced by the initiation’of enemy Jamming in August, advances
had been made in.the evolution of‘bombing tactics-and technique
which •were to stand the force in good''stead during the remainder
of the year and until the new ai<^ -Werie available; '  Moreover,
experience with Gee-equipped aifcraf-t operating in the van of the
force had firirilly won the C-in-C over to the Air Ministry view
that since, in the absence of a reliable bombing-device, the
success of ^n operation depended, in the last resort on the

leading cre-ws to find and mark the target accurately
,  by means,.of visual identification it followed that -improved results

r  ■wouid.be obtained by banding those above-average cre-ws together
into a single specialised unit. Thus in August, 194-2 and
coincidental -with the initiation of enemy Januning, the Pathfinder
Force. c^ into be ing. Although handicapped by ‘ lack of
naviga-^ional aids and suitable target marker bombs which inevit
ably restricted its efficiency in poor ■weather, nevertheless under
moderate or good conditions a steady improvement in Pathfinder
technique had an immediate and marked effect on the accuracy and
concentration of main force bombing during the remainder of the
year. ■ , ■ ’ ‘ r .

was

r^

Side by side with these advances in bombing- technique,
tactics were being developed. Not only were the majority of
operations being planned at a Command instead of Group
squadron level, .but the navigational accuracy afforded by Gee had

.  led ,to a system of co-ordinated rou-telrg o'f the force as a -whole
in an attempt to avoid the more heavily defended
last tactical planning -was enabling the bomber force to achieve
that cohesion -which had been -wanting in the .earlier years of the
war.

new

or even

At longzones.

/Nor
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It was quickly realised that to
inflict serious damage on a large industrial area required a

much greater weight and concentration of effort than had been

attempted in the past or had been possible with the limited
resources then available,

ment in tactical planning,
system was adopted of despatching on any one night the whole

available effort of the Command against a single objective
instead of dispersing it over a number of targets as hitherto.

Even so, it v\©s soon apparent that the 2/3OO aircraft normally
eivailable for operations in 1%2 was insufficient to achieve

really decisive results and this, coupled with the new

flexibility of the force following the introduction of Gee,
led to the great thousand bomber experiments in IVlay and June.

The success of these operations was sufficiently marked to prove
the C-in-C's point that, given the aircraft. Bomber Command

could do the job but operations on that scale were possible
on only a very few occasions and then only by using all suit

able training and conversion aircraft,
revolutionary step but one which the C-in-C in common with the

Air Staff considered justified on the grounds of the morale of

the pupil crev/s and the increased damage effect,
the very fact that operations on such a scale could be con

ceived and carried out successfully was itself the criterion

of the rapid advances in the administrative and flying control

organisation of the Command as well as in operational and

tactical planning which had been made since the beginning of

the year.

Nor was this all.

This brought about a new develrp-
Frorn March, 1942 onwards, a

This in itself was a

In any event.

Finally mention must be made of the introduction of the

first radio countermeasures to the enemy's early warning
system and EOF control of his night fighters. Despite the

increase in concentrations in 1942, the loss rate had shown

a slow but steady rise tliroughout the year and from available

evidence it appeared that this was mainly due to the enemy's
use of radar control of his defences. Countermeasures were

introduced in the autumn of 1942 and although never wholly
conclusive, their application did appear to coincide with a

drop in the loss rate from time to time until the enemy
developed an antidote. Indeed, this "war in the ether" was

to assume .major proportions before the eventual cessation of
hostilities.

To sum up, the most outstanding developments in 1942
were the introduction of the first radar aids to navigation

and bombing; the adoption of a system of joint planning and

rcruteing of bomber operations; a marked increase in concentration

in time and space; the development of nev/ target .marking
techniques; the formation of a Pathfinder Force; and the

introduction of radio countermeasures to the enemy's radar
controlled defences. The remainder of this Volume will be

devoted to an examination of the changes which occurred in

global strategy and bombing policy at this time together with
an account of the actual course of bombing operations in which

these tactical and technical developments were to play such a

significant part.

G.169O87/MBP/I0/50/30.
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PitflT III

THE STRATEGIC BOIVIBING OFITNSI'l®

CHAPTER 14

STMTEGY IN 1942 ( 1)

(i) Introduction

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour which finally brought
the United States of America into the war in December, 1941,

led to a profound change in the whole vrar situation,
of the Par East had passed under the control of a new
Those resources covered many of Gennany's deficiencies

The

resources

enemy,

and, conversely, Germany herself could supply many of Japan’s
Each would be greatly strengthened by contact with the

The importance of preventing that contact being
established either by the opening of regular sea or land

communications or by blockade running vras self-evident,
same time, Vichy Prance had also assumed greater significance-
because Metropolitan Prance and Vichy Colonial possessions such
as Prench North and West Africa and Madagascar formed a link

Moreover, the strain imposed on

needs,

other.

At th

between the two enemy worlds,

e

the .Allied Navies by the entry of Japan into the war which was

now virtually world-wide v/ould be greatly increased by any
hostile action on the part of the French fleet.

On the other hand, Britain was no longer fighting alone;
first Russia and then .America had been forced into the war

against the Axis by the pressure of external events and. what

was more important, the vast resources of the United States in
.manpov/er and materials had been irrevocably harnessed to the

The campaign in Russia had greatly reduced the
German military threat to adjacent neutrals and had placed a

In consequence, the

Occupied Countries had taken on an added significance in the

German econdmic system and their possible defection was a great
source of potential danger.to it.

The problem before the Allies in their strategic planning
was therefore threefold:-

How best to exploit by air or ground attack the
increased strain on the enemy's economy.

How best to give Russia every assistance in with
standing the German Invader .

Allied cause.

heavy strain on the resources of the Reich.

(a)

(b)

(c) be devoted

to events in the Pacific and to maintaining the
main sea-lines of communication the threat to

which was virtually v^crld mdo.

V/hat 'Proportion of the tr ':'’’.! effort mu

/The

A full account of Allied discussions on and planning for

a Second Front in 1942 and 1943, together with the
Administrative preparations, will be found in A.H.B.
Narrative "The Liberation of North West Europe."
Vol. II.

G.169087/MBP/I0/50/50.
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Tue claims of the -war at sea and the threat to the stategic bomber

offensive v.hich they entailed will be discussed in a later Chapter.^)
The story of Allied strategy in 1942 is mainly that of a search

for a suitable offensive and planning and preparations for a Second
Front,

desire to see American troops in action against Germany in 1942,
the British conviction of the impracticability of such a step
and their mutual anxiety to help the hard-pressed Russians by
containing German resources away from her eastern front,
steps \'4iich led via proposals for an Allied invasion of the

Continent in 1943 (Operation Round-up) and a possible emergency
landing in 1942 (Operation Sledgehaimner) to the adoption cf a plan
for a joint carapaign in French North ¥est Africa (Operation Torch)
and, finally, to the momentous decisions at the Casablanca Con

ference in January 1943» will--be discussed as briefly as possible
in this Chapter,
proper understanding of the Strategic-Bomber Offensive in 1942.

(ii) The Vfashington Conf^ence ,

The issue was considerably confused by the President's

The

They form an essential background to the

As from December 1941 the vast resources of the United States

Thereafter, global strategyR.A.F. Narr.

The Liberation

of N.Yf. Europe"
Vol.II.P.20/21.

were pledged to the Allied cause,
was decided at periodic meetings between the Prime Minister and

President Roosevelt and their respective political and military
advisers. In January 1942, a Combined Chiefs of Staff Committee
was set up in Washington vdiose function it was to control major
strategy and the related questions, of broad ^■var requirements and
the allocation of resources as between theatres. They in turn
were served by Combined Staffs.responsible for planning and
advising on specific-aspects of the -war machinery.
C.C. S. in Yfashington, the British and American Chiefs of Staff
on their respective sides,of the Atlantic, put up problems and
proposals on the conduct of the war for consideration.

To the

This, very broadly, was the machinery for planning and co-
At the Washington Conferenceordinating Allied Strategy in 1942.

in December' 194l/January 1942, it had been agreed between the
Prime Minister, the President and their' respective staffs that,
notwithstanding the situation irr the Pacific, Geraiany remained the
prime enemy and only the niniraijm force necessary for safeguarding
vital interests in other theatres should be diverted from
operations designed to undermine German resistance in 1942. '
that was broken, it vras argued, the defeat of Italy and Japan
would follow,

the general agreements reached at the Conference on Anglo/
American strategy, it was stated that this general aim would be
achieved by:-

Once

In a short but extremely important paper defining

(a) An ever increasing air bombardment of Germany.

(b)_ Giving all possible assistance to Russia,

(c) Tightening- the blockade,

(d) Organising subversive movements and fostering the
spirit of revolt in the Occupied Countries.

At the same time it 'wa.s agreed that essential communications must
be jnaintained,and the main sea routes safeguarded at all costs.

/This

(l) Chapter 20.
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This uuch was clear. ‘The exact line which‘shoixld he taken

TTith regard to military action was less easily determined. Already
in' America a's' in Britian pop'ular opinion was clamouring for a

Second Front while the-'uiidduhtedly critical' situation in

Russia a.nd the kiijjerative need to prevent a breakdown on the
eastern front was a matter of vital concern to both the"'¥ar'

Leaders.

Channel invasion with the object of forcing the enemy to divert
his main effort from the Eastern to the Western.

To this end,-proposals centred round a cross'

Both the

American and British Staffs 'were in favour of a large-scale
invasio'n of the Continent in' 19A3 under the-' code-name Roundup.
The President - on the other hand, concerned about' German
pro.gi’ess in the east, pressed'for a smaller diversionary
landing-in 1942 (Sledgeharnrner) should the Russians show signs
of collapse or, on the other hand, German resistance begin to
crurabie as a result of reverses''in Russia, ■ '■

(iii) Round-upand Sledgehammer

British planning for Round-up had actually begun in' '  '■

November,' 1941^ before the Americans entered'the War.
task 'was entrusted to the O.-in-G. Home Forces who reported that
shortage of landing craft and trained troops would hold up any

The Joint Planning

The

such large'scale operation for some time.J.P.(42) 124
Staff after'considering his report replied that Britain should
be prepared to undertake such'an operation by'Spring, 1943?
ViTith the object of establishing a permanent foothold on the ■ '* ''
Continent. Should Germany show sighs' of crui'nbling, it’mi^ht

11.2.42. ■

he necessary to make a, hasty return to the''Continent in 1942.
'  "There were' therefore two distinct and separate' operations to be

'  plam-ied, ‘

Discussions on the smaller of the two operations began in
America'at the highest level when the G.C.S. in. consultation
with the President, considered a proposal that" a joint land and
air operation to establish a bridgehead on the Continent would
produce an air battle Ydiich would waste the G.A.F. and relieve
the Russians. This proposition was made kno-wn to the Air
Ministry oh 3 March, 1942. It yvas examined at some I'fength but *
it was finally,agreed that any attempt to'maintain a permhhent
foothold Y/ith existing resources and prior to a decisive break
in German mora-le' vrould be uns-Clccessful, wasteful and prejudicial
to"the' success of Round-up. The possibility of a diversionary
operation in the Psis de Calais area Yirith the' object of making
Germany continuously employ her air forces in active bperations,-
ahd to cause protracted air fighting in ah area advantageous
to our own forces was then examined but by April, 1942, no
conclusions had been reached. By thht time the Russians were

already falling back before the fury of the German Spring
Offensive and the question of 'immediate assistance became of
paramount import.ance.

-

R.A.'F. Narr:
"The Liberation

of N.3T.Europe"
Vol. II

P. 25-30.

J.S.M. 104
3.3.42.'

 ■ c

( iv) The Iv'Iarshall Plan

In that month General Marshall and Mr. Harry Hopkins c'ame
to London with the Memorandum on Offensive Operations in 'R.A.F. Narr:

"The Liberation V/estern Europe Yvhich subsequently became .known as the Mlarshall
Apar't fi-oiii its intrinsic value as a Plan, thisof N.Yd. Europe Plan.

Vol.II, P.33. Memorandum 'vvas particularly v/elconie to the. British Government
as it clearly indi,cate.d . 'that the American Government (despite
opposition from A'dui'ral King and General'McArthur) had

/accepted
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accepted the British' view already approved in principle at the

■Washington Conference that the main effort against the Axis,
should, in the first instance, ’’oe directed against Germany
rather than in the Pacific.

The Marshall Plan was "based on the American conviction
that it was essential to invade Prance at an early date in order
to relieve Russia and prevent all Europe from 'becoming a part
of the Axis system. The Outline Plan required that all pre
parations- for a major Allied Offensive be completed by
1 April, 1943* At the. same time the Americans advocated
immediate preparations for a more limited operation in 1942,
should the situation in Russia become desperate or should Germany
become critically weakened in the interim.

Ibid.P.33-34

British reactions to the plan for a major offensive were
most favourable, with one important reservation: namely, that
concentration of joint forces in this country must not be to the
neglect of the Indian Ocean. Nothing must be done which might
so weaken us in that area as to enable Japan and Germany to effect
a junction. The G.I.G.S. was in doubt, however, as to the
proposed operations in 1942 on the grounds that, should Russia
weaken, Germany could easily deal with any force the Allies
could land at that stage and its loss would be highly dangerous

This was indeed the general view which emerged
Still,

and prejudicial,
from subsequent G.O.S. and Defence Gommittee discussions.

Ibid.P.36-40
and

D.0.(42) 10th
meeting on

12f.A.42.

G.O.S.(42)97(0) all were agreed that it was vital to keep Russia in the field
10.4.42. ' and that Western Europe was the most suitable theatre for a major

offensive.

Sledgehammer must depend on the situation in Russia,
v/as being beaten the Allies migjit be compelled to make the
attempt to draw off German Forces from the Eastern Front. If.
she succeeded in holding the enemy,they should try a limited
operation possibly before September, 1942,
detach German Air Forces from the East.(1)

Plans for Round-up were to be concerted at once but
If she

in an attempt to -

("v) Sledgehammer Abandoned

Planning for both operations now went ahead but by the., end
of April the Ghiefs of Staff and the Gombined Gommanders were

agreed that Sledgehammer was not "a sound proposition of war."
Three Y/eeks later M. Molotov visited London to press for a
Second Front. In the interview on 22 May, Mr, Ghurchill out

R.A.F. Narr.
"The Liberation
of N.W, Europe"
Vol.II. P.74-

75.
lined Anglo-American strategy and emphasised the British view
that before attenuating a landing it vas essential first to bring
on air battles and destroy the German Air Power,
then crossed to America v/here he found opinion rather more
sympathetic,
were forced to re-examine their views at some length to convince
the United States that any such invasion in 1942, would be an
unjustified sacrifice.

M. Molotov

Once again the Pi'ime Minister and Ghiefs of Staff

W,P.(42) 219.

/ On

(l) The Ghiefs of Staff also agreed that, in furtherance of the
general aim, a series of raiding operations should be .
carried out during the sumraer of 1942 against enemy occupied
territory in order to contain German forces in the west.
This policy was to be coupled with an active air offensive
over North West Europe, the 0-in-G Fighter Gommand in
consultation with the G-in-C Bomber Gommand being charged
with the task of inflicting the greates possible wastage on
the German Air Force in the West.

(X) and Ghapter 22 Section (ii)
(See also Gh.16 Section

G.O.S. (42)103(0)
(Pinal)

18. 4.42.

G. 16908 7/mbf/i 0/50/30.
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W.M.(i^2)73rd
Meeting
11.6.42.

On 11 June, 1942, the War Cabinet endorsed recommendations
made by*- the Prime Minister that, while preparations should go
forward. Sledgehammer mus‘t depend, not on a Russian failure but

on Russian successes and consequent German demoralisation. They
laid down the principles that there should be no landing on the

Continent in 1942 unless the Allies were prepared to stay there
and that there should be no substantial landings in France

unless the Germans vvere demoralised by failure in Russia,

In JuneThe Americans were far from convinced, however.
Mr. Churchill again visited Washington and at a Meeting at theCCS. 27 &

28th Meetings White House on 21 June, he and the President agreed that could a
on 19 & 20

June 19Zf2 &

sound plan be devised and the difficulties be overcome neither

country would hesitate to put it into operation.

003.(42)189(0) .every effort success seemed problematical, landings should be
made in French North Africa (Gymnast/Torch)as an alternative.! )

If despite

29.6.42.

Further discussions in this country only confirmed the

original view and on 8 July, 1942, the Prime Minister was con>-*

strained to telegraph the President that "No responsible British

' General, Adniral or Air Marshal is prepared to recommend Sledge-
hanimer - Gymnast is by far the best chance of effecting relief to

the Russian Front in 19-42 - here is the true' Second Front in 1942

P.M.Personal

Telegram
T, 967/2
8. 7. 42

(vi) Operation Torch

The British decision created consternation in the United

States and General'Marshall, Mr. Harry Hopkins and Admiral King
came to London to consult. After a serie's of Meetings

culminating in -a Conference at No. 10 Downing Street on 22 July,
they finally agreed to abandon Sledgehammer in favour of

operations in North Africa. This was confirmed by the President

on 31 st July, 1942, who railed that Torch was to be accepted as
the main objective for 1942, and was to be mounted v/ithout delay.

C.C.S. 23rd

Meeting
22.7.42. and

C.C.S. 94

24. 7. 42.

JSM.326 and
W.M.(42)‘
101 Torch

Annex. 329
31. 7. 42.

'All effort was, now concentrated on planning for Torch with

Round-up on second priority. Operations in North West Africa

finally launched on 8 November. 1942, and although pdanning
for Round-up. continued intermittently, it soon, became clear that
no real direction could be given to the Planners until the

implications of Torch had been a,pijreciated "and  a new review made
As a result

were

of a possible threat of invasion in this country,
of operations in North Africa a serious postponement to the

Bolero!2) build-up had to be accepted and it was obvious that the

/Allies

(1) The importance of acquiring alternative Naval and Air bases in
North Vest Africa had long been recognised by the British.
Since November,194D, several attempts had been made to enlist

the support of General Weygand (French Delegate General in
North Africa) who remained conciliatory but non-corrimittal.
A force (Code-name Gymnast) was actually standing by for such
a landing in 1941, but the political situation in France grew
uneasy and finally, with the removal of the General from the

position of Delegate General, the matter was temporarily

4.H.B. Narrative on Operation Torch).

(2) Bolero was the code-name of the build-up of United States
Forces in the United“Kingdom in preparation for Operation
■Round-up. I

dropped.
(For further details see A
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Allies would not be alle to maintain two major combined operations
simultaneously. As one was already under way, further discussions
on Round-up seemed pointless. No further decision as to the
future direction of Allied strategy was made therefore until the
Casablanca Conference in January, 1943«

(vii) Effect on the Bomber Offensive

It was against this somevifhat indefinite background that the
Bomber Offensive in 1942 was being waged. It has been seen that,
in the British view, a successful landing on the Continent was
dependent on a break in German morale,

policy, the bomber offensive in 1942 had as its primary aim the '
weakening, by continuous attacks on a heavy scale, of the Crerman
will and ability to continue the war,

by striking at the Gemian v/ar machine throu^ the civilian
population and particularly the industrial workers.

In pxirsuance of this

This was to be achieved

As the Russians began to fall back before the fury of the
_ German spring offensive this overall aim gained added and i
immediate importance, throui^ the need to give all. possible assist
ance tc our hard-pressed Allies. It was. hoped that in the face
of a., continuous and increasing scale of attack the enemy would be '
forced to divert men and materials to the defence of Germany which
would otherwise have been available for the campaign against
Russia. At the' same time, by giving priority to the attack of
aircraft industries and by Circus and other operation designed to
induce the enemy fighter’s to combat, everything possible was done
to reduce the strength of the G.A.P. and relieve the pressure on
Russia.

«  ,

By the autumn of 19iR, tbe prospects of an invasion of the ' ' '
' Continent on the grand scale in 1943 began to receed and attention
turned once again to the possibility of crushing German resistance
by a great combined bomber offensive from the United Kingdom,
The changes in Allied strategy at that time and their effect on the
conduct.of the bomber offensive from the United Kingdom will be
discussed in a later Chapter. U; In the meantime an examination

.  . must be made of strategic bombing policy at the beginning of this
period and the various reasons which led to the decision to' adopt
enemy civilian morale as a primary objective for offensive
operations.

(1) See Chapters 21 and 22.

G.1d9087/MBF/1 0/50/30.
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CHAPTER 15

STRA'IEGIC BOIvjBING POLICY

(i) _Introduction.

One of the most important outcomes of the Washington
Conference (December, 1941/January, 1942) was the acceptarpe
by the American Chiefs of Staff of the British view that

desjjite the situation in the Pacific, Gemany was the
prime enemy and that only the minimum effort required to

safeguard vital interests in other spheres should be
diverted from operations designed to undermine German
resistance in 1942. At the same time it was acknowledged-
that the vital sea lines of communication must be safe

guarded at all costs and this was to prove a very large
thorn in .the side of the strategic bomber offensive.
More will be said about this later.

At the beginning of 1942, ever increasing air

bombardment-' of Germany was accepted by the Allies as an
essential preliminary to the contemplated re-entry into

the Continent of Europe and also as the only immediately
offensive weapon ?/hich could be brought to bear on
Germany:in support of Russia,

main aims of the bombing offensive and the problem
immediately facing the Air Staff was hov^ best to implement
that policy having regard to the limited capabilities of
the bomber force at that time and the necessity for making
the fullest use of Gee which was just about to come into

an

These then were the t^vo

service.

Nevertheless, area bombing and morale are the keynotes
of this loeriod and before examining the terns of the new
strategic bombing Directive, It will be advisable to trace
the main stages by which enemy civilian morale became
accepted as a primary objective for offensive bombing,

(ii) Emphasis on Moral
(1)

As early as July, 19Zj.1 , the British Chiefs of Staff
had already accepted that the direct attack of enemy ^

civilian morale w-ould prove a profitable offensive ^  ,
strategy once 'Bomber Command had d,eveloped the weight and...
concentration necessary to make such attacks decisive.
This view had been included in a state'ment of fu'bure strategy
submitted to the Prime Minister before the Atlantic

C0S(41 )l55(o)
31.7.41

Conference in August, 1 941 v/hich was used by the British
representatives as a brief for their discussions with the
United States Chiefs of Staff. In this statement, the
British Chiefs of Staff had. declared, their conviction

that it was in bombing on a scale hitherto undreamed of that

the new weapon was to-be found on which would principally
depend the destruction of German economic life and morale.

They had allotted first priority to the heavy bomber
in production programmes because;-

/"Our

(l) For further details of die early controversy over
morale bombing see Volume III Part II Chapters 1  - 4.
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"Our policy at present is to concentrate upon targets
which affect both the German transportation system
and civilian morale,

intend to pass to a planned attack on German civilian
morale with the intensity and continuity which are
essential if a final break is to be produced.

It was evident at the time that this statement of policy

came as an unwelcome surprise to the American Chiefs of Staff

who, in their official reply in October, 191-1, expressed their

misgivings at the "undue importance" which the British were

attaching to the probability of success solely through the

employment of a bombing offensive. Nor v/ere they able to

accept that bombing offensives should be directed against
general civilian morale as opposed to specific and concrete

objectives having a direct relation to German military power.

Even the Prime Minister was concerned at the "unbounded

confidence" which was being shown in that form of attack.
While himself in favour of continued intensification of the

air effort- against Germany he was realistic enough to accept
that:

As cur forces iiicrease, we

C0S(;+1 )231 (o)
Annex 1

16 Oct; 1941.

P.M.

M. 970/1
7 Oct. 1941

"he is an unwise man who thinks there is any certain
method of winning the war."

Nevertheless, the British Chiefs of Staff remained
convinced of the potential value of the bomber force as a war

winning weapon and, in November, 1941: neaffirmed their policy.
They expressed grave concern at the failure of the ibnerican

Chiefs of Staff to appreciate the importance of the bomber

offensive vdiich, in their opinion, could not be over-emphasised,
bliile they appreciated that German civilian morale could not

be broken with the existing strength of Bomber Command, they
plarcied such a vast increase in the size of the force as

would, v/hen all the new developments in prospect had matured,
enable it to achieve decisive results.

C0S(41 )905

Although "ever increasing air bombardment
accepted by both parties at the Washington Conference as one

of the methods designed to break German resistance, the
controversy over morale was by no means over and it might be
helpful to examine very briefly the main steps which had led
to its adoption by the Air Staff as a suitable objective for a
major bombing offensive,

to 1941 it had, been generall^^ accepted that, quite
apart from humanitarian motives, the attack of purely military
objectives was .the right v/ar-winning policy, Althou^ the

subsequentwas ly

y

Brirr" OJJIW.
IffijrdeT' Bomber

Eeiiey aed
£lanDr-Yol. -9'

Pape.c_i3Ku
"~Bqi±.i,s.h

/impor tance

(■^ ) This vievif may well have been coloured by the pre-war
anxiety to avoid provoking the Gemansinto delivering
"knock-out blow" at a time v/hen the British could not
strike back immediately owing to their failure to achieve
air parity,
pre-war years which had culminated in the British doctrine
of legal and illegal bombing.
Volume 1 of this series must be borne in mind therefore
when considering the arguments subsequently put forward
in favoT-Ur of morale bombing,

methods against Great Britain in 1940/41 had
clearly released His Majesty's Governnient from any
obligation to adhere to the various declarations they had
made condemning such methods as contrary to the principles
of Interimtional Law and notably the Hague Rules,
the Air Staff had held themselves as technically freed from
their obligations in this respect as early as 1p Octobei-, 1939
"owing to Gorman action in Poland",
admitted that expediency should be the sole cons,ideration.

a

This had been a counsel of necessity in the

The relevant Chapters of

The German adoption of
blit a

Indeed

Thereafter, theyEncl.14A.

G.I69O87/IS/11/30/30
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importance of a declin
was believed that direct attack on ihe civilian population was

likely to strengthen rather than weaken the determination of

a people made angry by bombing.

in .morale was not underestimated, it

This was borne out by the

reactions in ■'chis country to the Battle of Britain.

The Germans, on the other hand, while publicly
proclaiming their adherence to the principle of attacking
nothing but military objectives,
"blits" bombing for moral effect

undoubtedly undertake

Ibid

n
As a result, the

Air Staff inf'erred that they had in the past been too
prone to measui’e the stamina of the German people by that
of our own and in doing so had failed to recognise that by
deliberately adopting a "policy of frightfulness" the
German High Command had made an exactly similar mistake about
British morale, at the same time disclosing their own
par ticular we akne s s.
reports f’rom ground sources and F.O.W. interrogations which,
although undoubtedly unreliable and possibly stemming from
German projjaganda designed, to induce over-confidence in

A Paper

This view was further supported by

this country, could not be entirely disregarded,
on Morale Bombing produced by the Inter-Services Research
Bureau in April 1942 analysed, the sources of those reports
and concluded that while their veracity was certainly open to
question, the G-erman people after going through  a period of
strain had many reasons for depression but were probably
relieved by the assurance of German propaganda that the
Voorst was over and . that the Spring Offensive would see a
successful conclusion to the war Yirith Russia. On those

aeb/eet/906
2.4.42

ground.s alone, it 'v/as ipresumed that a sudden resumption of
bombing on a severe scale ’would be particularly opportune and;

'by b.ringing home to the maximum number of German
civilians the utmost horrors of war it would, provide
a. thorough and complete solution to the problem of
countering the strengthening and unifying influence
exerted upon the Home Front by the Gerraan
preoccupation with the horrors which vYould follo’w
defeat and accompanying; vengeance".

Clee.rly, from a post-war standpoint much of this Yvras
Yirishful thinking but there seems no doubt that fx-om the .
middle of 1941 onwards there Yvas considerable preoccupation
at all levels v»ith the policy of the defeat of Germany by an
all-out attack on the morale of the civilian population.
This had been embodied in the Chiefs of Staff statement
that:

./II
/  as

..sbcbet
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155 (0)
31.7.41

'as our forces increase, we intend to pass to a planned
attack on civilian morale ?/ith the intensity and

continuity which are essential if a final breakdown is

to be produced".

Such a deal statement of policy at a high level was
undoubtedly timely from the tactical point of viev/, coming as
,it did when analyses of the results of British bombing of

German military targets in 1941 had shown it to be almost

completely i:iaffective. It has already been seen (wthat,
side by side vvith those analyses, an examination was in

progress of the effects of German bombing on this country.
This had shown that the indirect or incidental damage

resulting from bombs falling in a large industrial area

such as Coventry or Birmingham (tlirough the general
dislocation of industrial life arising from damage to

dwelling houses, shops, utility services and transportation,
from resultant absenteeism and, in fact, from interference
with all that went to make up the general activity of the

canmunity) had resulted in far more dislocation to industry
and reduction in output than the direct damage to the
plants themselves. As a result of those combined findings,
the Air Staff concluded that, in view of the knovra
limitations of the bomber force, and its inability at that

time to find and, hit precise targets,' it might well be more

economical and effective to attack the enemy war effort and,
simultaneously, his will or ability to continue the v/ar by
focusing on the workers themselves rather than on the
factories or plant where they worked.

AHB/II/70/7
149(E) ^

It is necessary, however, to draw attention to the fact

that at that time there appeared to be a certain looseness in

the interpretation of the term "morale".(2
it denoted the attack on a wide and heavy scale of the

civilian population of Germany regardless of, or at least

with only secondary considex’ation to, the intrinsic economic

value of objectives; on the other, the more limited but

economically effective attack of the heavily built-up areas

of major industrial towns with the aim of dislocating the

lives of the industrial Y/orkers and thereby reducing their

output to a level v/hich vrould seriously affect and ultimately
bring about the collapse of the German Yvar economy as a whole.

On the one hand

JP (41) 4'iA
14.6.41
para. 7

In an earlier "aide memoire" on Future Strategy produced
in June 1941 , enpYhasis Y'fas laid on the YTar of economy and
morale as a Yvar on 'tivo fronts, each equally important and in

some Yvajrs interdependent in that economio distress Yvould

produce lo'wered morale Y’/hile lo

economic strain; irdependent in that men might lose the Yvill

to fight Yvhile the means still existed or, conversely, that

the resources might come to an end Yvliile courage remained high.
It is not so clear from the re-statement of future strategy
produced by the Chiefs of Staff for the Atlantic Conference

in July 1941j on Y'iiich side the emjYhasis Yvould lie.

true that they stated their intention of passing, Yvhen the

forces were available, to a planned attack on civilian morale

on such a scale as to bring about a complete collapse,
they also stated their belief that if those methods Ywere

of snirit YYould increaseQ Q
oo

It is

But

C.O.S. (41)
155 (0)
31.7.41

/applied

(1 ) Chapter 6

(2) In this connection it is Y/orth noting that Yvhen
preparing their post-Yvar reports the B.B.S.U. found it

necessary to state their OYvn definition of the term "morale".

Refereixje G.D. 1034.

9/5
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applied on a vast scale, the German \ia.r economy and the will
of the people to resist would be so destroyed and the
fighting value and mobility of the armed forces so reduced
that a direct attack v.’ould once more becom.e possible,
is quite clear, hov/ever, that the Chiefs of Staff had accepted
that such a policy could not be fully implemented until,
either through American assistance or American intervention,
the scale of the bombing offensive could be very greatly in -
creased.

It

In any event, there is no doubt that, towards the end
of 19'^t.1 and in the early months of 1942, the emphasis in the
Air Staff at least, was definitely on the anticipated
results from a war on Geman economy and morale jointly rather
than on civilian morale pure and simple.

Dui-ing the latter end of 1941 and early 1942, everything
was concentrated on assessing the extent of the bombing
effort required to produce the necessary degree of
dislocation in the German industrial economy,
definitive method by which tJriat could be determined was by
an examination of the results of attacks on tov/ns in this

country comparable with those believed to be of the same

decisive importance to the war effort in'Germany.
Index of Activity was accordingly prepared embracing the
general industrial and psychological aspects of the effect
of air raids since it was assumed that nervous strain, loss
of working hours throujfh fatigue and lack of food, warmth

and comfort would all ho^ve their repercussions on the level
of industrial activity.

The only

An

^//^/n/70/168
Paper on

"Development
and Employ
ment of the

Heavy Bomber
Force"

22.9.41

Ibid. Taking the attack on Coventry on 14/15 November, 1940
as a yardstick, and after sifting and correlating all the
available evidence from that and other attacks on this

country, it was accepted as a basis for calcxilation that the
tonnage dropped on that raid was on the scale of one ton
per 800 of the population,
"activity" of the city was down to of normal and
recovery took about 35 days,

had a second, attack been delivered within 30 days of tiie first,
the to'wn's "Index of Activity
90": of normal.

would become prog.ressively lower, with each attack provided
insufficient time was allowed, to elapse betv/een each to
enable complete recovery to normal,
assumed that after a series of attacks on a similar scale

over a period of six months, the activity of the town
v/ould ha.ve been so reduced as to be beyond all hope of
recevery,

reduction of any given town to impotence could best be
achieved, by six attacks on the Coventry scale on
successive nights,

which could be so tx'eated v/ould be strictly limited while
the remainder would be free to work at full pressure.
The reduction of a large nimiber of tov/ns to the same level

of activity during one month miglit therefore be calculated
to have a more :.'idespread effect as each w’ould be facing the
same stiaiggle to regain normal activity- and they would,
therefoi’e, be un3.ble to assist each other,
of those courses was likely to be tactically possible, a

compromise was suggested whereby attacks 'would be made at as

frequent inte.rvals as possible, in one month, on  a group
of towns suitably situated to help each other and dealing
in the same way with other similar groups in subsequent
months.

The following morning the

From that it was estimated that

would have revived to only
Tlae obvious inference was that activity

Accordingly, it was

At the same time it-was uncuestioned that the

Against that, the number of towns

Since neither

/At
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Ibid At the request of the G.A.S. a Pajper \/as prepared by the
Director of Bomber Operations in October 1941, outlining the
above theories and assessing, on that basis, the size of the
force required, the tonnage to be dropped and the nuniber of
towns to be so attached to achieve the required dislocation
of the enemy economy.
Minister on 25 October, 1941.

The Paper was passed, to the PrimeIbid

25.9.41

ahbI 11/70/149 /
/  (E) /

This T/as the background of opinion against which planning
for a new offensive was taking place towards the end of 1941.
As D.B.Ops. had pointed out in a minute to V.C.A.S., the above
Paper could only be regarded as tentative and indicative of
the general aim. Everything depended on the rate of
expansion in Bomber Obmmand during 1942 and 1945, the
availability of heavy bombers and the e.ffectiveness of the
nev/ radar devices shortly due to come into service.

In particular, much hinged on the range and accuracy of
G-ee, and the suitability of the tov/ns within that range for
the large scale incendiary attacks which, as has been seen,
were already being planned for the full exploitation of that
device. It is of interest, however, that nearly six months
later, in March 1942, Lord Cherwell in a minute to the

.  Prime Minister put forvi^ard quite independently what he
called "a simple method of estimating what we could do by
bombing Germany", Assessing what could be done with a give

j(/ll 70/1
'30.5.42

68

n
weigiit of effort against the built-up areas of 58 German
towns he wrote:

Investigation seem-s to shovv' that having one's house
demolished is most damaging to morale,
to mind it more than having their friends or even
relatives killed.

People se

At Hull sigi:is of strain were

em

evident thoupb only one-tenth of the houses were
demolished On the above figures we could do ten
times as much harm to each of the 58 principal German

There seems little doubt that this wouldtoT/ns.

break the spirit of the people".

He adds (and this is important in its implication that the idea
of area attack for moral effect only had not yet been
abandoned ) that his assessment did not take into account the
indirect effects on industrial output arising from interference
with normal life.

Ibid

51.3.i^2
This minute v/as passed to the S. of S. for Air and the

G.A.S. by the Prime Minister with the terse comment;

'What do jf-ou say to this?

There is no doubt that in principle Lord Gherwell's estimates
of what could be done by bombing built-up areas were on very
much the same lines as the conclusions reached in the earlier
D.E. Ops. Paper, although his statistical estimates were less

detailed and varied in certain instances. After consultation,
the S. of S. replied to Ur. Ghurchill that both he and the

G.A.S. found Lord Gherwell's calculations simj^le, clear and
convincing;

on the Ruhr, Cologne and Lubeck was promising and that they
saw no reason to doubt that within eigliteen months and with
American help, the deg;ree of destruction which Lord Cherwell
had suggested as possible could in fact be achieved.

that the start which had been made in recent attack

Ibid

6.4.42

s

/S. of S.
G.1 6 9O87/IS/11/50/30
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S, of S. .seized the ojoportunity to emphasise, however, that
to do so it was necessary not only to get the bonibers, employ
them to the full, keep down wastage and improve navigational
accuracy, but to resist any unavoidable diversion of effort
from Germany.

But all this was still in the future and, as will be
seen later, the controversy over Bombing Policy and the
attack on morale continued to rage during 19/+.2.
immediate problem facing the Air Staff at the beginning
of the year was to evolve a bombing policy which would
enable Gee■te be exploited to the full during the
limited life expected for it.

The

It has been seen that the numerical expansion of the
bomber force in 19^2 was severely curtailed by the
Arnold/Towers/Portal Agreement and the need to divert
large proportion of the available effort to other Goimiands
and other theatres.

a

Nevertheless, at the end of 19h1>
the future looked extremely promising. Heavy bombers
were at last beglnixLng to come off the production line;
aerodromes virere being developed and facilities at
existing aerodromes improved; the aircrew training programme
was under .revision and heavier bombs w'ere in production.

, Above

new

all, the new radar aids to navigation .and target finding
were on their wa.j and a start had been made towa.rds
evolving suitable bombing tactics and technique, for the
e.jqjloitation of Gee. Taking everything into consideration,
the Air Staff were convinced that in 19A2, the direct
attack on the morale of the civilian population of Germany and
particularly' the industrial workers would become  a realisable
aim.

(iii) Arguments for a Renewed Offensive against Germany.
WM (A1 )
111 th
conclusions

11 Kov. 19A1 .

Meanvthile during, the winter of 1941/1-2 the Bomber
Offensive v/as seriously curtailed by the policy of
"conservation" imposed by the Tfar Cabinet*in an attempt to
reduce Bomber Command's heavy losses and build up the force
for a Spring Offensive. As a result, operations were not
being attempted in doubtful weather and even on the
occasional fine nij^ts only comparatively small forces v/ere
despatched,
that limited effort was being diverted from Germany in an
attempt to hit the extremely small and difficult targets
presented by the battleships Scharnhorst and Gneisenau at
■Brest, ~

Moreover, a considerable proportion of even

By February, 1942, the Air Staff were becoming
increasingly uneasy at this enforced restriction of the
Dombing effort. They were convinced that both tactically
and strategically the time was ripe for a resumption of a
full scale offensive against Gennany itself,
discussion by the Chiefs of Staff the main Air Staff
arguments were set out in a memorandum by the Secretary
of State for Air and circulated to the Defence Committee
on 9 I’bbruary, 1942-

Af ter

This, in effect, did, no more than ur
DO (42) 14
9 Feb. 19Z{2 ge,

for the following reasons, a lifting of the conservation ban
imposed on a bombing policy already anproved by the Chiefs
■Of Staff:

(a), the ■ time of■-year with its severe weather and
sharp frosts v/ould present the Germans with the
most difficult conditions in which to fij^t the
concentrated incendiary attacks which it was
planned to launch v/ith the aid. of Gee.

SECRET /(D)
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(t) Heavy air attacks on important industrial areas in
Germany would loth hearten our Allies the Russians
and further depress the morale of the German people
which, there v/as good reason to believe, was already
weakened by reverses on the Eastern Front.

(c) Gee, the first of the long awaited radar aids, was
about to come into service and it v/as imperative to

put it to the fullest use during the conparatively
short time in which it vms expected to enjoy
operational freedom,
an antidote.)

(i.e, before the enemy evolved

Gee iTas undoubtedly the deciding factor and the turning
The S, of S, pointed out that since

Ibid

point of the argument,
its estimated range was such that it could not be employed to

the best advantage more than 350 miles from England and as it

was not yet operative further west than Havre, it follovfed that
the areas in which it would be most effective Y/ere North VTest

Germany .and particularly the Ruhr and Rhineland,
careful analysis of the vital targets Y*ithin raiage, the Air Staff
had concluded that the best method of exploiting Gee to the

full Y/ould be first by launching concentrated incendiary attacks

X^rincipal industrial areas in the Ruhr and Rhineland;
secondly, v/hen really favourable conditions existed, by attack-

elected precise objectives of the most decisive economic
Above all, it v/as considered essential that the

After

andon

xng s

character,

full fox-ce of the bomber effort should be directed on this

offensive if the maximum value vvas to be obtained from the nevY

techniquej the attack of selected targets being maintained over

period of several nights vYhen weather and other conditions
permitted.

a

In effect, the adoption of this policy meant the curtail-
S. of S. explained that, VYhile

Ibid

meat of the attacks on Brest,

the Air Staff fully realised the extreme iinportance of those

attacks, expei’ience held shovYn that there VYas little value in
continuing to divert a large effort against that objective
since the target area ivas invariably obscured by snxike in a

very short time after the arrival of the first aircraft.
Nor YYere daylight attacks considered justifiable since the

chance of securing direct hits on one of the battleships tyrs
remote and the casualties certain to be very heavy.

He reconmended that the heavy bomber force should there
fore be employed without restriction until further notice on
the attack of industrijil a.rea.s and selected xxrecise targets in

Germany while operations against the YYarships .at Brest should
take the for.ni of a light but sustained scale of attack VYith

relatively fevY heaory bombei’s,

(i'''") Counter-claims of Defence.

It was not to be expected that prop.osals to throTY the whole

-weight of the bomber force into an offensive TYar against Germany
YYoudd go entirely unchallenged. During the past months, an

ever increasing pier’centage of effort had been devoted to defensive

operations, notable against the German vYarships at Brest, which
had absorbed almost 1+0/0 of the total Command effort. Although

the escape of the Naval Units in February, 1 3h-2, released

Bomber Command from this heavy comrnitiri.ent, the claims of Defence

were to remain a pei’sistent threat to the successful attack of

Germany itself tliroughout 1 9A-2.

/The
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The war at sea T/as approaching a critical stage.
Both the President and the Prime Minister were seriously
concerned at the threat to Allied shipping and the vital

iinportance of keeping open the sea communications had formed

one of the articles of the Paper on Grand Strategy produced
by the Combined Chiefs of Staff at the Washington
Conference.

W.W. -1

(Pinal)

COS (lf2)88(0)
5th April, 1 942

Up to the end of 194'! , the main threat to sea communica
tions had been in the Atlantic where, consequent upon the

entry of the United States into the Yfar, the Axis powers
had redoubled their efforts,

war as an Axis partner and the consequent need for increasing
vigilance in the East had extended the threat vdaich was now

virtually Vrorld wide,
vital needs were for extended day mad night patrols in the

Bay of Biscay and increased reconnaissance in the Indian
Ocean,

The entry of Japan into the

The Admiralty's immediate and

B.0.(42) 15
14 Feb. 1 942.

Coiranenting on the Secretary of State for Air's plea
for lifting of the "conservation" ban, the' First Sea Lord
observed that he raised no objection to the proposed
bombing policy provided that certain iinmediate Naval
requirements for long-rmage G.R, aircraft v/e're met,
was careful to emphasise that these requirements were
purely short-term and constituted only a part of the
Admiralty's final air requirements for the war at sea.

He

In effect the First Sea Lord's demands involved the

withdrawal of six Wellington squadrons from Bomber
Command (tvro for reconnaissance duties in the Indian Ocean
and four to Coastal Command for daylight patrols in the

Bay of Biscay) plus a further two and a half Wellington
squadrons equipped v/ith A.S.V. to be formed in Coastal
Command at the expense of Bomber Command for night patrols
in the Bay of Biscay.

G.A.S. Folder

1746

Apart from the five Wellington III squadrons equipped
with Gee, Bomber Coiiiraand at that time had only 14^
Wellington squadrons at 16 I.E. The Naval proposals, if

accepted, vrould divert roughly half the available
"backers-up" for the Gee force. This v/as clearly
unaccej^table to the Air Staff,

Ibid

The Battle of Defence versus Offence Y/as about to

be joined at a hig'h level,
v/as findaiaentally a clear-cut strategic issue; either the

resources of Bomber Coninand were to be dispersed in an

attempt to contribute defensively to sea communications
over vast areas or thej^ were to be concentrated tactically
in order to bring the gi-eatest possible weight to bear in an

offensive against selected targets, so that v/hile making
the necessary minimum provision for security, the
principles of concentration and economy of forces vrould
be maintained by attacking enemy resources at their origin.

In the eyes of the Air Stai’f it
Ibid

The Air Staff naturally took the latter viev/, maintain
ing that the diversion of bomber aircraft to tasks for Y/hich

they T/ere not primarily designed (i.e, the attack over
iiivnense areas of targets uncertain, fleeting and difficult

to hit) was not only uneconomical but represented  a very
serious menace to offensive strategy.

Ibid

/Nevertheless
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Nevertheless, the situation was undoubtedly a difficult
Japanese successes in the South-west Pacific made it

imperative to increase immediately the general reconnaissance
resources in the- Indian Ocean.

one.

As the Secretary of State
for Air made clear, this could not be done from Bomber Command
as non-A.S.V. aircraft■ were of little or no use for the job, _
Par East requirements could thus only be met at the expense of
Coastal Ooinmand while at the same time, the eneny submarine
threat in the Atlantic va.s such that any withdrawals from
Coastal CorAmand must simultaneously be made good by one means
or another, and with the least possible delay.

DO (42) 24
8.5.42

This was the subject of much anxious discussion-between
the Air-'and Naval Staffs during February and March. The
Prime Minister, to whom the opposing clairiis were constantly
referred, found himself in a dilemma. Yifhile only too well
aware of the consequences if the minimum needs of defence
could not be met, Mr. Churchill was equally anxious for an
iiTiraediate intensification of the bombing offensive against
G-ennany, The loss of six squadrons from Bomber CoiTanand just
as that offensive was about to be launched vrould be a heavy
blow.

P.M.
Personal

Telegram
T.495/2
29.5.42

There was one possible solution. On 29 March, '
Mr, Churchill telegraphed the President urguig him to expedite
the despatch of the first U.S. Bomber Groups schedules to
arrive in this coimtry in July. He frankly stated his
unwillingness to withdraw six squadrons from Bomber Conmand at
a time v/hen:-

the weather is improving when the Genaans are drawing a?/ay
flak from their cities for their offensive against
Russia when you (the President) are keen about our
bombing U-boat nests v/hen oil targets are specially
attractive."

Even 100 U.S, aircraft'working from the United Kingdom before
the end of May would list the air offensive to the proper scale,
urged the PriiAe Minister, and enable the six squadrons to be
spared to Biscay Patrols,
good W’-ork to be done and so few to do it".

Never" he added "was there so much

Unhappily, the Americans had their own delays and difficult-
Afteries and this inpassioned appeal couild not be met.

further discussions the Chiefs of Staff agreed to meet the
Admiralty demands for four Yfellington squadrons for day patrols
in the Bay of Biscay by the transfer of tv7o Whitley (1 ) and
two YYellington (2) Ic squadrons from Bomber Command,
to be regarded as a terporary loan until Coastal Command's

The tvro squadrons required

This was

depleted strength could be built up.

S.6457
95A
15.4.42

dH6jlJ>3lnU>
GAS Polder

18.4.42
for night patrols in the B.gy were to be fo'und by raising the
oxitput of u'ellingtons Mark III (Coastal) at the expense of
YYellingtons Mark Ic (Bomber),

In the meantime arrangements had been made to corpensate
Coastal Command at least in part for the -withdrawal of
squadrons overseas by the transfer of No, 58 Whitley squadrons
(re-equipped v/ith A.S.V.) and Nos. Wi- and 455 Harpden
squadrons.

S.6457
86a
1 .4.41 and
95A
12.4.42

Thus by the end of April, no fev/er thaii seven bomber
squadrons had been or were being withdrawn from Bomber Ooiiimand (3)
for duty in Coastal Oommaiid and, on paper at least, the iinmediate
requirements set out by the First Sea Lord had been more or less

/satisfied
Nos: 51 and 57 squadrons.

(2) Nos; 504 and 511 squadrons,
(5) See Appendix 4.

1
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satisfied,

ion with the Arny and Navy together with plans made to

combat the growing menace of eneii-y submarine warfare will '

be discussed in later Chapters.(1)

(v) Planning for the Nejf Dl^ectiye.

The Yfider issues at stalce, namely air co-operat

while discussions on general bombing strategy were in

progress, planning for the nev/ Directive to Bomber Oonmiand

had already begun. On 1 January, 1 942, the Director of
Bomber Operations had ydnuted his Deputy that "our primary
task now is to produce a plan,for the employment of Gee,"
Suiffliiarising the opera.tional aspect he stated tha.t, until

evidence v/as forthcoming of the accuracy of Gee, it was

necessary to plan for area targets and have in reserve
specific targets of great importance. In view of the
reported low state of morale in Germany at that time and the

uncertainty as to how long Gee would be available before
jaiuning began, he believed it advisable to concentrate solely
on morale bombing from the moment Gee was introduced. The

choice of targets should therefore be governed by the
follow'ing G onditions: -

70/272 (b)

(a) They should offer the maximum chances of
disorgajiising life in the most important
industrial areas.

Cb) They should be as far as possible YTithin Gee cover

(c) They should involve the smallest possible
penetration into enemy territory.

(b.) They should offer good prospects for incendiary
attack.

(e) They should be, large enough to embrace inaccurate
bombs.

The main aim should be the coinplete destruction of towns
carefully selected so that their production when stopped
would have the greatest effect on the GeriTian war effort

as a whole quite apart from the v/idespread moral effects
Tdiich destruction on that scale would produce,

inclined towards the attack of such targets as Cologne,
Essen, Dusseldorf or Duisberg. vri.th Hamburg, Bremen,
W'ilhelmshaven and Eirden in that' order as diversionary

targets to spread the defences” aiid talce advantage of weather
variations. •

He

It is of considerable interest to note hov/, in that
Minute, the Director of Bomber Operations completely
foreshadowed the actual form v/nich the February Directive
was eventually to take.

/In

(1 ) Chapters 20 and 21. See also Annex 1.
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In those tentative proposals, no accomt had as yet been

taken of the economic values of the targets concerned,
week later, a Paper was produced by M.E.Vif. on priorities for

bombing attacks aiix>ng economic targets in Geman Europe, (1)
It was stated that the main aim of bombing attacks at that

time shoLild be the maximum interference, directly or indirectly,
with the maintenance and re-equipment of the German armed
forces.

A

If direct attack on specific industrial targets was

M.E.W.

Z.336
8.1 .If 2

practicable, the biggest results on German war production
would be obtained by attacking electric power targets or .. .

objectives' from one or more of" the following industrial groups;

(a) Synthetic rubber plants (and, as alternative targets,
tyre factories).

(■b) Factories manufacturing specialised components for
the armaments and engineering industry.

(c) Oil and substitute fuel targets.

(^) Alumina plants.

(e) Soda Ash plants.

It was appreciated, however, that the choice between those .
objectives could only be made in the light of tactical and
operational considerations which M.E.¥. were not qualified to
assess.

Apart from direct attack on industrial targets, it was
stated that industrial output could be reduced by attacking
selected built-up areas, in which event it would probably not
be possible to deal effectively Tvith areas including more than
a very limited proportion of the total German population.
The choice would therefore lie between concentrating attack
on a nuunber of small tov/ns, or a very few cities or urban areas.
Y/hichever v/ere adopted, objectives should, from the economic
point of vievj', be chosen to include the maximum number of
industrial targets of high priority.

Ibid

In a subsequent analysis furnished by Mr, Lawrence of M.E.W
it was stated that, on economic grounds, there was no target
to, cornpare v/ith the Ruhr for area attack,
parallel as a heavy industry centre and v/as of absolutely vital
importance to the German v/ar effort despite atteiipts to develop

In addition, the Ruhr and

It was v/ithout

alternative capacity elsewhere.

D.B.Ops.
Polder

Operational
Policy
(Area
Attack)
7.2.42

•}

Rhineland area i^rovided targets greatly superior to those
afforded by other industrial centres owing to the continuous
urban development,
random in the Ruhr had "tin even chance' of hitting some work
of man",

He calculated that a bomb dropped at

VYithin those considerations, area targets in the
Ruhr and Rhineland were placed in the following priority;

4. Dortmund 7. ’Yuppertal
5. Dusseldorf
6. Cologne

1 , Essen
2, Duisberg
3. Bochuia or Gelsenkirchera

That the selection of targets for inclusion in the new
Bombing Directive was based primarily on the principles already
indicated in D.B.Ops. Minute quoted above is clear from subsequent

/Air
(1) At a Target Conmittee Meeting on 15 January,  1 942,

D.B.Ops, referred to this "most valuable paper" and
stated that the targets were now being graded from •
an operational point of view so that a more definite
list could be sent to Bomber Conunand

A.H.B./
IIG/86/6A
End: 54
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Air Staff Papers and from a later Minute from D.B, Ops. to
the Personal St.aff Officer to the V.C.A.S. in which he

reiterated that within the aim of attacking the morale of the

enemy civiliati population in generail and the industrial
vrorkers in particular and having regard to their relative
economic inportance, the industrial areas selected for

attack were chosen from among the principal towns and cities

in vTestern Germany Y/here the primary industries were
concentrated v/ith large built-up areas aromd them,
addition, targets selected heud to be viev/ed from the

standpoint of their suitability for attack with Gee and, as
a result, the list of additional precise targets was
limited to a very small niimber chosen not only for
their priimary economic value but for their favoiurable
geographic location,
the soda ash plants recomraended by M.E.W. on 3fh priority
Yv’ere ezcluded from the Directive in favour of the

principal synthetic rubber plants, power stations, oil

plants and component- factories of the aircraft industry, the

liiajority of v/hich cane high in the M.E.'W, list on the

grouiids of their intrinsic economic value and all of v/hich

were comparatively favourable, on tactical grounds, for
attack.

In

For those reasons, as will be seen.

A.H.B./
11/70/272 (B)
10.5.42

s.46568/111
Mins. 5 & 6

.There is one further point which must be mentioned here,
namely the place of oil in strategic priorities,
question of bombing oil targets had already been raised by
the Director of Pltms in a Minute to D.C.A,S. on

4 February in which he drew attention to the Secretary of

State's views in favour of oil as a primary objective for

the bombing offensive: The matter was referred to G.A.S. who,
in view of the fact that the total synthetic output from the

ten plants within Gtee range was. equivalent to only ~J,

of the total Axis oil supply, did not consider that their

attack as uiajor objectives would be profitable at that time.

This vlev/ was supported by a M.E.W. statement that the

economic value of attacking synthetic■oil plants in
Germany v/ould be'greatly reduced unless and until attacks
could be made on the Roumanian output in the neighbourhood

It would appear, therefore, that the

The

Or

of Ploesti.

Ibid
Min 6 and '
D.B.Ops. Polder
Operational
Policy (Area
Attack) 7.2.42 inclusion of the synthetic oil plants in Germaiiy as precise

targets in the nev/ Directive was mainly for operational
reasons as cxperinentai targets for Gee rather than, on
economic grounds. In any event, the argument in favour
of oil T/as to be raised again in the autuim and vri-ll be
further examined in a later Chapter. (1)

(vi) The Februai-y Directive

ivieanv/hile, the relaration of the "conservation" ban
urged by the Secretary of State for Air in his Memorandum
(0.0.(42)14) had been approved. On 14 February, 1 942,
the Prime Minister minuted S. of-S. and C.A.S. as
follows

/"The

(1) Chapter 21 Section (zi)
1  ‘
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fff-
//I.D.V376

47A

14 Feb. 1942

'The Brest question has settled itself. (1)
entirely in favour of the resuiirption of full bombing of
Germany subject to oi.ir not incurring heavy losses
owing to bad weather and enen^y resistajice combined,"

I am

s.46368/111 The same day (I4 February) a new strategic Directive was
Bomber Commajid (2)

conservation" imposed in November, 1 941 was to

11A sent to the G.-in-C

the policy of

be relaxed and the maximum effort possible (having regard to
weather and other hazards) ''employed against Germany during the
six'months in which Gee was expected to enjoy uninterrupted
operatiohal freedom - and particularly during the first few
weeks of its use".

This stated that• }

14 Feb.1942

The C.-in-C, Y/as to regard as his primary objective (3)
the morale of the enemy civilian population and particularly
the industrial workers.

Ibid •

Ibid" Within this aim and having regard to the anticipated range
of Gee, targets chosen for attack fell into four categories.
Four heavily congested industrial towns in the Ruhr and
Rhineland« Essen,,Duisberg, Dusseldorf and Cologne-Tare selected
as prirnar'y targets and the important naval towns of Bremen,
Wilhelmshaven and Emden in the Northern Coastal area as

alternative targets within Gee range. Apart from their
character as industrial and "laorale" targets, all were key
points in the German rail/water transportation system the
disruption of v/hich could 'be calculated to have  a widespread
effect on the German wai- machine.

Ibid A further list of importsnt alternative area targets beyond
Gee range was included for attack w'nen conditions vrere particxlLarly
favourable or when experience had shovm the accuracy and powers
of concentration obtainable Tri.th Gee. The towns chosen were

Kamburg (naval and general shipbuilding), Kiel (naval dock
yards) , Lubeck (Baltic port j,ind industrial .and general armament
centre) and Rostock (lieinkel factories) in Northern Germany;
Berlin (gener.al industries), Kassel (locomotive industries)
atrd Hanover (ru'bber uuiufacture) in Central Germany;
the South, Frankfort (chemical and general engineering),
Mamheim/transport,ation, chemical and general engineering),
Sohvreinfurt ('ball-'bearings) and Stuttgart (general, electrical
and precision engineering).

and in

Ibid Finally, viien experience with Gee had shoT/n that under

favourable conditions such attacks v/ere possible, operations
were to be carried out against important precision targets ■
within and beyond Gee range,
targets and four iniportant power stations in Germany.

These included a nuriber of oil

Ibid In every instance, the cardinal principle governing the
use of Gee was to be:-

the conplete concentration on one target until the effort
estimated to be required for its destruction had been
achieved".

Apart from the priiaary offensive on the above lines.
Bomber Coiiimand already had several other commitments (4)
iviust be met from time to time, namely

/

Ibid which

(i)

(1 ) On 11/12 February, 1 942, the German Battleships Schamhort
and Gneisenau left their moorings at Brest and, despite
every precaution, escaped. (See Bomber Noa-rative,
Vol: III, Pages I56-I63)

(2) Appendix 10

(3) Narrators underling.
(4) These will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
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(i) Attacks on factories in Prance as a-lready directed;
but these were no'w to be made only v/hen conditions
were particularly favourable in that area and at
the same time unsuitable for concentrated bombing
of Geriiian' targets within the current Directive,

(ii) No, 2 Group operations in accordance with the
Directive issued in November, 1 94-1 .

Periodical support for Combined Operations,(iii)

As before,Ibid the Air Ministry eirphasised that ever^''
effort vvould be made to confine bombing operations to the
primary offensive against morale but that certain diversionary
attacks might be called for from time to time on objectives
of iiiiiAediate strategic importrmce.
natui-e envisaged by the Air Ministi-y included naval units

and submarine building yards .and bases, particularly when

they could be attacked without missing good opport-unities
for bombing primary targets.

Objectives of th,at

In view of later controversy over the C-in-G's
"interpretation” of his Directive, the following Minute fromi
the Chief of the Air Staff the D.G.A.S. on 15 February, 194-2,

.  is hig'hly significant

"I suppose it is quite cle.ar (i,e, to the C,-in-C. that
a,iming points are to- be the built-up areas, NOT for
instance the docky.ards or .aircraft factories v/here
these are mentioned,"

ID4/376
End; if9B

15 Feb. 1 942

To this the D.C.A.S. replied thait he had confirnied with

Bomber Coamiand by telephone that the aiming points selected

in the- area-targets listed were to be the most congested
and heavily built-up districts (1) and NOT dockyards or
factories.

Ibid

End: Zj-9A
16 Feb. 1942

(vii) Su-mtary of Strategic Intentions.

Thus during the gre.ater part of 1 942, the two main aims

of.the strategic bomber offensive were:-

(a) to destroy Germaiiy' s will ajad capacity to mde
T/ar as an essential prelianinary to an Allied
Second Front.

(b) to relieve the pressure of the German An;iy and
Air Force on the Russi.ans.

Both these objects v/ere in accordfmce v/ith Anglo/
Ai.'ierican agreed strategy but the way in which they could be

achieved and the selection of targets for attack was
dictated by the limited r^nge of Gee and the kno'vrn
cap.abilities of the bomber, force at that time.

To achieve the long teriii aim, th.at is the destruction of

German power to resist an Allied l,and invasion in the

future, it was planned to malce a concerted attack on the

larger centres of German population,
bombing T/-as adopted in place of the older idea of attacking
precise targets v/hich experience had shovm could not be done

/effectively

Thus a policy of area

(1) Narrator's underling
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effectively under existing circurnstances. The main hombing
effort was therefore to be directed initially against the

larger cities in 'festem Genaany which were reasonably easy
to find and involved small penetration; but it was clearly
intended that the precise attack of targets of particiolar
economic importance should be resumed as soon as advances in

technique and experience justified them.

The second and more ih’imediate aim of assisting the
Russians would, it v/as calculated, be adv.anced indirectly by
the plans for ai'ea attack for laoral effect,
heavy, concentrated attacks on the Western Front would force

the G.A.F. into defensive action thus increasing their wastage,
.  casualties and fuel consumption while every German fighter
pinned dovm in the vrest meant one less to harass our Allies,

At the same time, the eneiq^'' would be forced to "freeze

It Vifas hoped that

men

ajid materials and to expend fuel and ajimiunition in the defence

of Genmany itself which would otherv/-ise be available for use

Apart from these nx)re generalon the eastern front,

considerations, ij;; v/as hoped that the offensive would have an

adverse effect on German armaments production and communications
which would be of direct assistance to the Russians.

Within these general strategic aims, the targets selected
for attack in the February Directive T/ere governed by a mmaber
of more detailed considerations:

(a) Their general and specific economic importance as
assessed by the l.i.E.W.,

(b) Their morale value (i.e, the degree of congestion
of the built-up areas within those towns)•

(c) Their accessibility having regard to the liiiiited
range of Gee.

(d) The degree of vulnerability of the targets within
range to heayy incendiary attack,

(e) The degree of penetration required and the ease
with which they could be located by average creyfs,

(f) Their value as diversionary targets in spreading
the enemy's defences and enabling advantage to be
talcen of the variations in weather conditions over

Western and Northern Germany.

G.1 69O87/IS/11/30/30
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CHARTER 16

EARLY ATTACKS ON GERMAN INEUSTRI AMD MORALE (iVIARCH ~ MAY 1942)

(i) Introductory

The February Directive left no doubt as to the aim of

the bomber offensive,

weight of Bomber Command was to be directed in a deliberate
assault not on military objectives but against the civilian

population of Germany; against the most heavily built-up
and densely poiDulated areas in the country; against the

homes of industrial workers; against their shops and water

and electricity supplies: against anything and everything
v/hich could be expected to disrupt the lives of the ordinary
men and women of Germany, thereby lowering their morale and

reducing their working capacity to the point where the

economic basis of German military pov/er would be fatally
weakened.

For the first time on record the full

To be effective, attacks on area targets of that nature
called for a much greater degree of concentration than had

so far been achieved by Bomber Command. Much depended on

the effectiveness of the new radar aid and great expectations
vrere held of the impirovement in navigation and target finding
which would result from its use. ' The new Directive in fact

sprang from and Y^as to a large extent dependent for its

implementation on the introduction of Gee. Also, it has

been seen, the initial selection of targets for attack was

largely governed by (a) the range of Gee and (b) the extent
of congestion of important industrial areas Y/ithin that

range.

It will be remembered that Gee >vas officialy released

on 15 February 1942 for operational use as soon as there

was a reasonable certainty of at least a short spell of good
VYeather(l).
restricted operations during February continued and it Y/as

not until the first vveek in March that it showed signs of

lifting.

Unfortunately, the bad Y/eather v/hich had

At that time (i.e, March/l942) Bomber Command had, on
the average, 68 heavy and 301 medium aircrai’t available v/ith

During the next three months, the medium strength
declined steadily ov/ing to the transfer of seven squadrons
to Coastal Command and the re-equipment of many others to

heayj'- types,
bombers with creYvs was only l8l aircraft,
hand, the heavy bombers had shoY/n a corresponding increase

and the Command then had approximately 141 effective.
Period was to see also the disappearance of the \Vhitley from

the operational scene, leaving a front line of Lancasters,
Halifaxes, Stirlings, Manchesters (due to complete their
last operation on 25/26 June) and Wellingtons,
of aircraft equipped Yvith Gee also shoY/ed a steady increase

on the (approximately) 150 available at the beginning of
March, Finally, the Period saYV the introduction and first

operational use of the new 8,000 lb bomb.(2)

crews.

By June 1942 average availability of medium
On the other

The

The number

/ The

(l) See Chapter 8, Section (i).

(2) This bomb could only be carried by Lancasters Yvith
specially modified bomb doors. Only 28 Yvere dropped
in the whole of 1942 but thereafter numbers increased

considerably, 19 being dropped in January 1943 alone.

G.169087/JMB/11/50/
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The effects of those changes and developments were
thnt the bomb- lift of the force slowly increased as more and

more heavy aircraft came fon/?ard from the production line while,
at the same time, the Command entered on a new era in the

method and technique of bombing,

(ii) March - The Offensive Opens

The offensive against morale proper oi^ened on the night
of 8/9 March 1942 with the first of a long series of heavy
attacks on Essen. Wot only was. Essen the great armament
centre of the Reich and an important link in the German

transportation system but, situated in the heart of the heavily
built-up industrial centre of the Ruhr,' it was also an ideal
morale target,

first objective for attack with Gee and, thereafter, to
continue to attack it until it was to all intents and purposes
completely destroyed,
March to June, 1942 no less than 15 major attacks were
directed against the topn of Essen - 10 more than any other

target.

Bomber Command's orders v»'ere to make it the

Thus it v/as that in the four months

Attacks on Essen started v/ith three raids in quick
succession on the 8/9, 9/l0 and lO/ll March respectively.
Shaker technique used on those and subsequent operations has

been described in detail elsewhere.(l) , ' The target was to be
illuminated by flares dropped "blind" on Gee fixes,
following incendiary force T/ere then to identify the target
positively in the light of the flsires before dropping their
incendiary bombs with a view to starting
would act as a beacon for the main force

T

The

^a^ge fires which

he

The aiming point chosen for the first attack was the main

square in the centre of the old tovm - in other words, the most
congested area of Essen, I68 of the 211 aircraft despatched
claimed to have attacked the target area in good weather apart
from the inevitable industrial haze. Chews reported large
fires in p>arts of the town. One j)articularly large one was
believed to be in the Krupps Works and another in the
Ifershalling Yards;
the 43 successful photographs returned none showed the

actual target although 12 were plotted within five miles of

the aiming point. It was evident that the main weight of the
attack had fallen on the southern outskirts of Essen and that

others were reported to the south but of

Night Raid
Renort

Wo'l 22 V

a number of bombs were droppied in built-up areas near Hamborn,
Duisberg and Oberhausen. This-was in general accounted for
by the fact that while the initial flares had been released

over the target, many of the incendiaries were dropped after
the flares were extinguished and were dispersed over a wide
area causing scattered fires v/hich misled the main force.

The German communique for the night stated that no damage had
occured to military objectives but that the civilian population
suffered greatly. German Police records reported 3000
incendiaries and 127 H.E.s in the Essen area. They also

reported appreciable damage to machines and buildings in an
engineering v/orks, railway-lines destroyed and considerable
damage to houses, 415 people being rendered homeless as a
result of the attack.

/

BC/ORB
App. A.319

A.H. B/6
Translations

 The

(1) See Chapter 8, Section (ii).

(2) Variations of the teclmique were used on all attacks on
Essen, Cologne and Lubeck during March and, as a result
of experience thus gained, the Command was able to issue

^  revised instructions on Shaker technique at the beginning
'  of April, G.I69O67/JMB/II/50/
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ors/bc The following night Essen iteself again escaped any
serious damage. Of the 43 successful photographs obtained
none showed ground detail within five miles of the target.
On the other hand photographs plotted fell into two
distinct groups centred on Harabom and Duisberg and it was
evident that the,main weight of the attack had been drawn

off against those two targets v/here considerable damage had
resulted; particulaidy to the important Thyssen Steel
Works at Hambom in mistake for Krupps. This second
misdirection of effort Y/as probably due to the fact that a
Stirling aircraft hit by flak early in the raid jettisoned
its incendiaries over Hambom, Following aircraft unable
to see the target through haze and smoke bombed the resultant

fires and a major attack developed in that area.

The third attack of this series on lO/ll March was
carried out iix conditions of 7-lO/lOths cloud and thick
ground haze making p)inpointing impossible. Of the 22

photographs taken, only one v/as plotted at Essen but as that
crew reported considerable activity in the vicinity it v/as
thought probable that other aircraft had attacked near the

primary target. This is supported by German Police Records
which reported considerable damage to buildings in Essen.
But the attack could scarcely be considered a success and was

mainly notable as the first bombing operation by Lancasters,
tv/o taking, part from No. 5 Group v/ith unobserved results.

Night Raid
Rejport No,23

Ibid

No.24 •

AHB/6
Translations

BC/ORB
App. A.321

The Command v/as novf entering on the non-moon period and

it is worth recording that both of the last two attacks
mentioned were undertaken in dark conditions,

introduction of Gee it had never been thought v/orth v/hile to

attack the Ruhr in anything but bright moonlight but it T/as
hoped that v/ith the aid of the nev/ device conditions for

visual identification of a target would no longer be
necessary.

Prior to the

. Weather virhich had shovm signs of deterioration on

lO/ll now began to close in but advantage was taken of an
improvement on the 12/13 to launch an attack on Kiel which,
by virtue of its situation on water, was suitable for attack
on a mo6n3.ess night. Not only was Kiel the principal base
of the German Fleet with a large naval dockyard, armament
and fuel stores, shipbuilding yards and equipment factories
but it Y/as also an imrportant transportation target. The Kiel
canal formed a link between the Baltic and the North Sea

for ships of all sizes and an appreciable proportion of
Germany* s imports of iron ore from Sweden were shipped to
the Ruhr Via that route.

ahb/
IIG01/42

One of the two main industrial areas in Kiel included

(three great shipbuilding yards of w'hich the Deutsche Works
was chosen as the target for the night's operation.
Conditions at bases were unsuitable for landing large numbers
of aircraft but 33 of the 68 Wellingtons of Nos.  1 and 3
Groups despatched claimed to have attacked the target in

good visibility and despite intense flak and searchlight
activity a raid developed under dark conditions Yvhich was

estimated as being at least as successful as any hitherto
carried out in bright moonlight* Altogether 23 photographs
vrere taken all but one of which were plotted within three

miles of the shipyards. Although I4 crews reported seeing

/ their

ors/bc
Night Raid
Recort.

No^. 25

SECRET
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their hombs burst in the docks, the photographs did not confirm
this but there was no doubt that the nearby built-up area had
been successfully attacked. German records for that 'night are
rather more illuminating. Apart from 280 houses damaged, it

was stated that 21 H.Es fell- on the Deutsche Works, a hit being
made on the central administrative building, and others on a
transformer plant, a foundry and the accommodation ship Hamburg.
Other minor damage in the dock districts was also reported.

This Y/as the first operation by Bomber Command on one csf the

adternative area targets in Germany outside.the range of Gee.
On this occasion the Shaker technique was not used but Gee was

employed as a navigational aid and the success of the operation
showed that as such it was extremely effective, much greater
concentrations being developed over the target as  a result of
more accurate navigation and timing.

By comparison, an attack on Emden (vYithin Gee range) on the
same night was less encouraging. The task had been given to
No,4- Group as being suitable for its shorter range and number of

inexperienced crews. 8-lO/lOths cloud and some haze Yvas
experienced which made identification difficult and although a
number of crews claimed to have seen it throng brealos in the

cloud and one fire was reported, no photographs vrere plotted
within five miles of the target. Police records confirm the

apparent failure of the operation, reporting that all incendiaries
fell in open country, 10 H.Es only landing in the toYm where some

damage was done to houses. A comparison of this atta.ck with the

one on Kiel in clear conditions plainly indicated that Gee wa.s

proving less successful as a blind bombing device than had been
expected and that where the target could not be identified

^isually, attacks tended to be dispersed.
The following ni^t (l3/l4), the weather forecast for

Tfestern Germany was favourable and the Command again turned its

attention to the primary target area. Since there was still no

period of moonlight which could be used, it was decided to

attack Cologne YYhich was not only a high priority target but,
being comparatively isolated and situated on the Rhine, was more
suitable for bombing under dark conditions than the heavily
congested and haze covered Ruhr. Night photographs taken on

this operation showed a large fire raging in the northern half’

of the city, tYro others in built-up areas in the S.E. and N.¥.
and a fourth in the Deutz Marshalling Yards and its surrounding
buildings on the east banlc of the Riiine. Subsequent dayli^t
reconnaissance disclosed areas of very considerable damage
including the Franz Clouth Rubber Paitory, Chemical Works and the
Nippe Marshalling Yards. ■ Police records reported I69I cases of
damage to houses and Churches and 237 fires. A report from a

"reliable source" subsequently added four serious incidents of

railway damage causing suspension of trafficj a textile factory
destrdyed and the Deutz Motor Works hit. The same report stated

that the next morning fires vrere still burning and were not under

control until the afternoon. Another source reported that

Labour Corps personnel from Kassel and Frankfurt had had,, to- be

brought into Cologne to assist in cl’earing the debris caused, by
this attaclc. Although the latter reports must be treated with

reserve, they serve to indicate some of the effects of what was

undoubtedly the most successful raid on Cologne to date.

Weather now closed in completely and for the next eleven
nights conditions at home bases or over target areas were such

/ that

AHB/6
Translations

OR

Night Raid /
Report
No.25 ^

AHB/6
'Translations-

ors/bc
Night Raid
Report
No. 26 /

AHB/6
Translatio

mm

Ops—

Lons

TTH{^4
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that operations were either entirely prohibited or restricted
to the smallest scale. It was not until the end of the

month that weather improved sufficiently to allow  a choice
of areas in the Ruhr and Rhineland. Once again Essen, the
highest priority target, was chosen for attack on 25/26 and
26/27 March and once again very little was achieved despite
reasonably good conditions. Night photographs of 25/26th
showed that the raid was largely diverted by a hitherto
unsuspected decoy in the Eheinberg district. Claims to

have identified either the Krupps works or the town of Essen

were unsubstantiated by night photographs although some

damage was knovra to have been inflicted on the built-up areas

at Oberhausen, Duisberg and Hamborn. The failure of this

operation was mainly accounted for by the wide scatter of the

initial flares and the consequent failure of the incendiary
force to identify the target and fire it as a beacon for the
main force.

ors/bc
Night Raid
Reports
No. 30

Ibid

No. 31
Nor was the attaclo on the following night any more

Although many crews claimed to have seen and
bombed the target and reported fires burning all over the

tovm, the limited photographic evidence did not substantiate
those claims and gave no indication as to where the main .

weight of the attack had fallen.

successful.

Ibid

No. 30
The method of attack on both nights was similar to that

used on the earlier raids. The flare force were to release

their flares on Gee fixes v/-hile picked crews were instructed

to drop red flares over the target Virhen and if it was

unmistalceably identified. The Gee-equipped inoeridd.ary force

were then to approach along a given lattice line, identifying
the target visually by means of the flares and starting fires

wliich would be bombed on by the main striking force. Prom

creviT reports it is. clear that on the first night flares .were

scattered over a wide area instead of being concentrated
over the target and there were complaints that some had been

dropped too high, their reflection on the haze obscuring the

ground and.malcing pinpointing impossible,
culties occurred on the. following night when crews reported
that too many flares were used which tended to a blinding
effect on a bright moonlight night and, taken in conjunction
v/ith searchli^t activity, made visual identification of the

target difficult. These technical problems subsequently led

to much continuous experiment in flare dropping technique and

the eventual production of the hooded flares.which have been

described in another Chapter of this Volume,

Similar diffi-

The month's operations against German targets were
brought to a close Vkdth the highly successful incendiary .

attack on Lubeck on 28/29 March 1942. This was undoubtedly

one of the most outstanding raids of the whole year and, in
the face of grovdng criticism of the bomber offensive, was

frequently quoted, together with subsequent attacks on

Rostock and Kiel, as sn example of what had already been

achieved and what the Germans miglit expect from the R.A.P.
in the future,

some account must be given of the growth of large-scale
incendiaorism in 1942.

Before examining this attack in detail.

/(iii)

(1) Chapter 9> Section (v)

SECRET
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(iii) Revival of the Inoend-i a-pv plan

(1)It has been seen that there was, in the latter half of
1^41, a grovd-ng belief among members of the Air Staff in the
efficacy of the incendiary bomb as a major weapon of attack
against area targets in Germany; particularly if used in
conjunction with Gee.. Ttie whole essence of the plan as then'
envisaged was the concentration of the maximum number of incen
diaries on the target area in the shortest possible time in ■
order to saturate the fire-fighting organisations in the initial
stages of the attack and to start a conflagration which v/ould
develop to such proportions that'it -would act as  a beacon to the
main force and be almost impossible to simulate with decoys,
was estimated that saturation could be achieved by an initial
fire-raising force dropping a minimum of 30,000 incendiary
bombs on the target within the first twenty minutes of the
attack; where tactically possible, having regard to weather and
other considerations, a gap of 45 minutes should then ensue
before the arrival of the main force to enable the initial fires
to reach^unmistakeable proportions. All aircraft would carry
maximum incendiary loads, any spare stowage space being given to
5001b ̂ and 2501b bombs iii'order to discourage the fire- ■
fighting and relief organisations and increase the spread of
fires by draught from blasted Viralls and windows.

It

cs.46368/11
123A

BC/S.25828
Min, 4 and

Enel. 7A

On 27 October 1941, Bomber Command had been instructed to
institute a full scale trial of the planned technique in the next
moon period. The Air Ministry plan of attade was accordingly
embodied in an Operational Instruction to Groups (2) Q^e
important amendment. In the view of the Command, the proposed
pp between the fire-raising party and the main force might well
hpe the opposite effect to that required, by giving the enemy
fire-fighting organisations time to get the initial fires under
control or even to put them out altogether. To overcome this
difficolty it was decided to insert an "intermediate" force
pllowing hard on the ta;'1 of the fire-raisers and dropping H.E.
pmbs for the purpose of discouraging ARP activities in the
interval before the arrival of the main force.

Ibid

Enel. 23A
and

Mins. 16 & 17

At that stage the plan "froze". A number of factors
including the policy of "conservation" of the bomber force
weather and the diversion of ■ ~ ^ ^

,  poor

^  a. large part of the effort against
pest pi combined to delay the operational try-out and by March
1942, it looked like being shelved indefinitely
the issue of the new Bombing Directive.

as a result of

Meanwhile the Planners had continued to amass evidence of
the ̂ effect of incendiary raids on this Country ar.d when this
period opens there was already a very strong feeling that, to
obtain the best possible results from incendiarism, immediate

pq ) C'.^Cfi/rTr taken of the severe we.ather on the Continent
pp6368/III which afforded the enemy the worst conditions for fighting major
I5A , conflagrations. : On PI March 1942, the O-in-0, Bomber Command

was again ordered to employ the plaumed technique on the first
favourable■opportunity in the course of attacks against primary
obpetives in the Ruhr as laid down in the current Directive,
This brought the earlier instructions within the framework of
existing bombing'policy as governed by the use of Gee.

/(iv)
(l) Chapter 6. Note; It is important to distinguish between

the use of incendi-aries by the fire-raising force as part
of the/'Shaker" marking technique and their carriage by
the main force as destructive weapon

(2) Oodename "Unison",
O 9
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(iy) Incendiary Yfeapons

In addition to the 41h. incendiary bomb, 301b and 2501b.
bombs were now becoming available in quantity. The Air
Ministry were anxious for operational tests to determine •
whether the lesser numbers of the latter v/hich could be

CcUrried in maximum loads would be outweighed by their better
ballistics, greater spread of incendiary material and the
fact that it v/as anticipated that the fires raised by them
in the initial stages of an attack would not be able to be
dealt with other than by professional fire-fighters,
2501b bomb was subsequently withdrawn from service at the
end of April when it vfas found that, on impact, it tended
to break up in such a way that only partial ignition was
obtained. Both the 301b and 2501b bomb produced volumes of
black fumes which provided an effective smoke screen against
following aircraft and on 15.July Groups were instructed'
that aircraft loaded.v/ith the 30 lb I.B. were to be timed to
attack after those carrying 41b. I.Bs.

Throughout 194-2 the ordinary ,41b. incendiary bomb when
dropped in sufficient quantities proved the- most effective
incendiary vreapon available, particularly when coupled with
the. new 4-lb. X.I.B.,- v/hich was introduced into the service
in May 1942. This bomb combined incendiary properties with
a lethd explosion after either a two or four minute delay.
It was expected that, when introduced into a normal incen

diary load, it would deter any but the most courageous man
or waman from taking immediate action with the result that

the effect of saturation would be achieved much more quickly
and with a much smeller expenditure of normal incendiary
bombs than hitherto. On 12 May the Air Ministry advised ■

Bomber Command that long term provisioning of the new bomb
had been based on an output of 6 per cent of the overall
requirements in 4-lb. I.Bs and that from 24- May they would
be delivered at the rate of approximately 4000 per week,

'Owing to the limited supplies it was suggested that the
maximvim use should be made of them by the fire raising
parties and, in order to impress on the German population
the lethal properties of the bomb, a high proportion of the
order of 15-20 per cent should be used in the initial phase
of the first attack on each city. This percentage could be
reduced when knowledge and fear of the bomb became more
general.

The

Ibid

flf/5111/70/164
'24.4.42
and

BO/S.22240/2
57A

111/70/164
27.4.1942
and

BC/S.22240/2
68A

58A

ifflB(ll/70/272(B) But all this.was still in the future,

the O.-in-C,, was still far from convinced of the value of
large scale incendiarism and held firnnly to his belief in

the moral and destructive value of H.Es. Nevertheless, on
28/29' March 1942, advantage was taken of unexpectedly good
weather conditions to launch a heavy incendiary raid on
Lubeok. . The repercussions from this attack were to be so

widespread that it is worth examining in some detail,

(v) Incendiary Attack on Lubeck

In March 1942,

The choice of Lubeclc, a town of commercial, industrial
and naval importance and one of the alternative priority
targets outside Gee range, as the objective for this
experimental attack was dictated by two considerations.
In the first place, it v/as liighly inflammable being, as the

C.-in-0,, later described it, "more-lUce a fire-lighter than

a human habitation"; in the second, lying roughly beyond

/and

^11/70/272 (B)AHB
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ftH/sJiTa and between the two important targets of Kiel and Hamburg, it
Yi.a,d. never been attacked by more than an occasional odd aircraft
and its defences were accordingly very light in comparison mth
the more usual German targets. ■ It was expected that the absence
of serious opposition would enable the bomber force to achieve
a heavy concentration over the target area-. ■ Quite apart from
tactical considerations, ,the" attack of Lubeck at that time
formed an integral part ofthe planned bomber offensive which
aimed at destroying the capacity of Germany to make war and
relieving the pressure of the German Air Force and Armies, on
the Russians. With the Baltic ice beginning to break up,
Lubeok was a port vital to the enemy for the supply of its
armies in North Russia, Finland and Norway and for the Swedish
iron ore traffic. It was also a training centre for submarine
crews,, an industrial city and a warehousing centre for military
stores.

Enc. lA

iljll/lO/l&Q\J
S. of S/DO
23.5.42.

BC. ORB

App. B1866
The general plan ot attack v/as very similar to that

described above. Phase One (z - Z plus 15) consisted of the
normal Gee-equipped flare-carrying aircraft closely followed in
Phase Two by 40 Gee aircraft of the fire-raising force (z plus
2 to Z plus 15) and an "intermediate" force of 20 Wellingtons
carrying H.Es (z plus 10 - Z plus 20). Owing to the unusual
freedom in time resulting from excellent weather at bases, it
was possible to allow an interval of 40 minutes before the

arrival of Phase Three aircraft’ of the main force (z plus 6C -
Z plus 140), 85 of which were detailed to carry H.Es., including
as many 40001b. bombs as possible and the remainder maximum
incendiary loads.

191 of the 234 aircraft despatched claimed to have attacked
the target which consisted of the mediaeval island town and

large machine-tool works situated. 500 yards to the north of*it.
In bright moonlight v/ith no cloud and excellent visibility the
attadc \7as pressed home from a comparatively low level and night
photographs fully supported crews' claims of successes, showing
the town completely ablaze. Over 303 tons of bombs including
12f4 tons of incendiaries vrere. dropped in tMs, the heaviest
incendiary raid to date. Main Force aircraft were guided to
the target by the glare of the fires which in some cs.ses vvas
seen from-100 miles away. Dayliglat reconnaissance on 12 April
disclosed that Lubeck had been damaged on a scale comparable
v/ith the most heavily blitzed areas in this coiontry. It was
estimated that approximately 200 acres or 40 per cent of the
built-up area of the inner town had been devastated (chiefly
by fire) while further large areas of heavy damage v/ere seen in
the suburbs to the west and south. Incidents included the

Gentral, 0.ectric Power Station which was destroyed, four
factories either destroyed or very-heavily damaged and between
five and ten more damaged. Damage also occurred to the main
railway station workshops and a number of warehouses which were
either destroyed or damaged. The Cathedral, Reichsbank and
Market Hell were destroyed and other buildings of interest
damaged, while the most severe 40001b. incident yet witnessed
occurred in the suburbs of Marli where total destruction

covered one acre and severe damage extended over roughly
5-| acres, German-Records of this attack state that 1,918
buildings vrere completely destroyed, 5,928 damaged and 15,707
people rendered homeless. Independent reports of the effects
of the attack were numerous. It was subsequently learnt from
trade sources that a-complete embargo had been imposed on the
despatch of goodn via Lubeck for 21 days after the raid.
Other sources stated that'lhe array had had to be called in to
supply food, clothing and-'medicines.

a-

ORS

Night Raid
Report
No. 33 ’

AMWR Manhalpf
.©ombef Cquimand
Operatibns
1942^ •

/As
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ORS Night
Raid Report
No. 33 /

As expected, opposition at Lubeck was comparatively
light but flaik was reported as intense en route, particularly
near Hamburg and Kiel. Prom independent observations by
returning crews it was estimated that at least half of the

13 missing aircraft had fallen victim to flak ~ principally
en route to and from the target. Enemy night fighters were
also unusually active in bright moonlight and no less than
15 attacks vrere reported. It was believed that at least
three of our bombers were destroyed as a result.

While the proportion of incendiary and H.E. bombs
(47*5^ to 52,5^) used in this attack was nothing like as
high as that envisaged in the 100 per cent Unison plan, it
was a marked advance on any previous effort by Bomber Command

and represented an important milestone in the development of

bombing tactics. Although the indisputable success of the
operation dispelled any lingering doubts there may have
been in the minds of the Air Staff as to the destructive value

of heavy incendiary attaclcs, it was to be some weeks before
the C.-in-C. was finally convinced. Nevertheless, as will
be.seen,' the proportion of incendiary to H.E. in bomb loads

showed a slow but steady increase from that date until it

reached a peak of 64.2 per cent in June 1942. More will be
said about this later in the Chapter,

(vi) Operations in April

The full inoon at the beginning of April made it undesir
able to concentrate on targets Virhich had to be approached
through the heavily defended zones while high winds put the
more distant target areas out, of..range. The opportunity
was talcen to attack the important Ford Matford Works in

occupied Prance on the first two nights of the month but
although raids were twice laid on for Stuttgart they had to
be cancelled and it was not until 5/6 April that operations
against major German, towns were resumed with a raid on

Cologne.

BC/ORB The method of attack adopted was similar to previous
App. B1877 / . , Gee operations except that 40 per cent of the fire~raising

consisted of non-Gee aircraft of the main force carrying
ORS/BG ^manimurn incendiary loads while- the remainder of the main
Night Raid force attacked approxima.tely 30 minutes later with H.Es,
Report . / In addition, 40 selected Wellingtons of -No. 1 G-roup were
No. 39 * given the Humbold Deutz Works as a special aiming point for

a precision attadc v/ith H.Es in the first wave.(l)

and

Although
it was expected that skies would be almost clear over Cologne,
much cloud with very few gaps was encountered and this
appears to have been responsible for the comparative
ineffectiveness of the raid. 211 of the 263 aircraft
despatched claimed to have reached and attacked the target
area but the fev/ photographs obtained did not indicate much

Although Police Records reported three railway
lines out and damage to many houses, most of the latter was
only slight.

success.

AHB/6
Translations

/S iriiilar

(1) It should be noted that precision bombing is already
coming to the fore again,
practice on the majority of such area raids to direct
a small nunber of selected crews to the precise attack
of particular objectives.

In future it was to be the

SECRET
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Similar teclinique was adopted for an attack the following
night on Essen which had been selected as a target because it
was expected that the direction of a very high wind which
limited the range of operations would also keep the target area
moderately free from smoke. Once again v/eather forecasts

Night Eaid
Report

No”. 40

broke dovm and gave no indication of the very severe icing and
storms encountered .en route to the.target. Only 4i^of the
157 aircraft despatched reached Essen where they found 8/lOths
cloud. No results were observed and the photographs taken
with bombing did not indicate much success.

Ibid

No.41 and
BC/ORB
App. B 1881

Two nights later, all the available effort was sent to
Hai-riburg which had not been attacked since the middle of January
Once again the force was- divided. The Blohm and Vess ship
yards were chosen as a special target for 50 picked aircraft
attacking with H.E. while the remainder v/ere- given the centre
of the old tovm of Hamburg as the aiming point for an attack
^^th a bomb load composed of 2/3rd incendiary to l/3rd H.E.
including the maximum number of 4,000 lb. bombs.

The heavy attack planned was frustrated by severe icing and
electrical storms en route and inferior , weather over the target.
Although 188 of the 272 aircraft despatched reported reaching
the presumed Hamourg area,.fey/ crews could see their target
and the majority were forced to drop tkeir bombs through
dense cloud.

Night Raid,
Report
No’i 42

On the lO/llth a forecast of good weather again tempted
tne choice of Essen as a target for all available aircraft but
once more the promise of very good conditions in the target
area, was not fulfilled. While some aircraft claiming to have
attacked found little cloud and identified the river and Krupps
Vforks, many were unable to see any ground detail and bombed

Gee fixes or the position of fires and green
Many fires v/ere seen but owing to the lack of

photographic evidence it was itrpossible to estimate the results
achieved.

either on E.T.A
flajres.

• J

. Te.chnically, at least, the third and last .attack of the
month on Essen on the 12/l3th was much.more successful,
general plan of attack v/as similar to the two

Th
Ibid

No. 42
e

previous opera

tions with a proportion.of the main force carrying maximum
incendiary loads and attacking with the Gee-equipped fire
raising party in the first v/ave,

increased from 30 to 45 minutes and by specifying in advance
the lattice co-ordinates of the point of release  a much
greater concentration of flares was obtained over the target
than on any previous raid on Essen. Most of the incendiary ,
aircraft reported that flares^were very useful both
guide and illuminant and that, during the 35 minutes while
they lasted, ground detail could be clearly
Unfortunately the incendiary bombs caused only scattered fires
none of v/hicli wa.s large enough to act as an uhmistakeable
guide for later arrivals. Although a few aircraft claimed
hits at the South end of Krupps Works, photographs
indicated that the attack v/as; scattered over the Ruhr area
much of it falling on Schvirelm 20 miles to the south east.
This was the last atta.ck on Essen until the thousand raid '

1/2 June which will be discussed in the next Chapter.

The flare period was

as a

seen.

on

It will have been observed that, apart from technical
errors, the lack of success achieved on many of these early
operations T/as directly due to the poor v/eather conditions
encountered en route to or over the target areas which, in the

case/
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case of the Ruhr, were intensified by persistent industrial
haze. Two raids on Dortmund on the lk/l5 and I5/16 April
were no exception to the rule. Although not included in

the existing Directive, tliis important centre of war indus
tries and communications had been chosen for attack because,
owing to the px-evailing wind, it was the town in the Ruhr

least likely to be obscured by smoke. Although I30 air

craft claimed to have attacked the target area and many fires
were reported, from the considerable amount of photographic
evidence obtained it appeared that the attack was scattered
and at least a proportion of it had fallen in open country.
Nor was the second raid any more successful. Severe icing
was encountered en route and dense cloud over the target.
The majority of the 27 aircraft claiming to have reached the

area saw nothing and bombed blind. Daylight reconnaissance
on 16 April showed that damage was confined to a few inci
dents. A group of factories on the east side of the town

was seen to be extensively damaged while some damage had

occurred to-warehouses and the dodos area but as no previous
photographic cover had been obtained since June, 1941, this
could not be definitely attributed to the recent attacks.

Ibid

No. 45

Ibid

No. 46

Ibid

No. 48
An attack on Hamburg hvo nights later appears to have

met with no better success des;gite good conditions,
loads for this operation were 7^ incendiary to ̂  H.E
although 107 aircraft claimed to have identified and attacked

the tovm, subsequent dayli^t reconnaissance provided no
evidence of fresh damage. A repeat attack the following
night had to be cancelled owing to bad weather.

Bomb

but• >
and

App. B.1891

Two more attacks were made on Cologne in this month.
Details of the blind bombing raid on 22/23 have been given
elsewhere (l) but on the night of the 27/28 April  a compara
tively small force of 92 aircraft succeeded in carrying out
one of the most effective raids to date. Owing to the bright
moonlight, flares v/ere not used on this ShaJcer operation but

47 Gee aircraft and 20 Stirlings of the main force attacked
in the first wave with maximum loads of 4 lb. incendiary
bombs, closely followed by the remainder of the force carrying
H.Es. Daylight reconnaissance the following day confirmed
reports of huge fires in the centre of the town where four

large areas consisting mainly of commercial and residential
buildings and including a large block of government buildings

fflifiand had been devastated. Subsequent cover revealed that two

large shops in the south west of the Citroen Motor works had

been gutted and a corner of a large shop in the Humbold
Deutz Motor Works and domestic property in the vicinity
either destroyed by fire or damaged. Intelligence sources
reported that the administrative buildings of the German
railways, knovm from photographs to have been seriously
damaged, had been rendered completely useless. It was stated
that the destruction of records had caused more serious

dislocation of trEcffic than if an important railway junction
had been similarly affected.

ors/bc
Night Raid
Report
No. 55

The success of this operation and the four attacks on

Rostock between 23 and 27 April virhich v/-ill be discussed in

the next Section, went a long way towards compensating for

/ the

(1) Chapter 8. Section (iv).
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the comparative failure of earlier raids in April. The month's
offensive against German targets was rounded off on 28/29thty an
attack on Kiel with a comparatively small force of 88 aircraft.

Once again the bomb load was 2/3rd incendiary to l/3rd H.E. and
in bright moonlight ond good visibility 56 aircraft ola.imed to
have attacked the target where the numerous fires started were

reported to be well concentrated. Night photographs confirmed
that a number of aircraft had reached Kiel and identified the

dockyards and fires were seen burning in the Kleiner Kiel,
Although subsequent dayli^t reconnaissance revealed only a few
new points of damage, those were considered significant. Two
bays of the angle and plate shaping sheds in the Germania Yards

were destroyed 'by a direct hit and the two main shops of a
wire cable factory completely gutted by fire.

( v±L) Incendiary Attacks on Rostock

Night Raid
Report
No. 56

The choice of Rostock as the target for the night of
23/24 April was, as usual, partly dictated by weather which,
with bright moonlight and good visibility, afforded excellent
conditions for target identification on that and the three

following nights. Not only was Rostock one of the greater
German Baltic Ports with important submarine building yards but
it also housed the large Heinkel aircraft assembly plant at
Marienehe which was given as a special target to selected crews
of No. 5 Group on each of the four operations.

All four main force attacks were heavy incendiary raids,
aircraft carrying 2/3rd incendiary to l/3rd H.E. on each
occasion ?/ith the exception of 25/26th when incendiary loads
were reduced slightly to 50 per cent. Although large fires
and iiaportant incidents occurred on each night there seems
little doubt that the major part of the very considerable damage
done to the town in this series of operations occurred on
25/26th and 26/27th.
more concentrated than on the previous raids and, as the attack
progressed, four of them assumed major proportions. 110 air
craft reached and bombed the town and night photographs indi
cated that the raid had been very successful and far better
concentrated than before. This ¥^as confirmed by daylight
reconnaissance.

The undoubted success of this attack was repeated the
following (and last) night, a particularly determined effort
being made against the Heinkel factory by 55 aircraft of
No. 5 Group, 46 of which claimed to have bombed their target.
Although the main force was smaller than on previous ni^ts,
only 52 aircra.ft of Nos. 1 and 4 Groups being involved, there
was little doubt as to the efficacy of the operation,
one of the 52 night photographs taken i/vlth bombing was of the
target, including 13 of the Heinkel factory. Daylight
reconnaissance on 27 April fully confirmed that the four raids,
taken as a whole, had caused complete devastation of a large
part of the residential tovm and its public buildings and
substantial damage to the Heinlcel Eactory and other military
objectives. Damage in the centre of the town viras seen to be
particularly heavy and over "JO per cent of the old town had
been deva.stated. There were three other fairly large areas
of devastation and many smaller areas and points of damage.
Important buildings destroyed included the Law Oourts and the
Head Post mid Telegraph Offices. Y/hile only slight damage had
been inflicted on the Neptune shipbuilding yard, two other
houses and the large storage depot near the Town Quay were
destroyed together with practicadly the whole of the extensive
storage facilities to the east of the town which were gutted
by fire. Eire had also extensively damaged the central

/railway

On 25/26th fires were reported as much

Every

ware-

BC/ORB
App. B.I898-
1901 and

ORS/BG
Night Raid \
Reports ^ }
Nos. 51 - 54

Ibid
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railv/ay station and the Friedrich Franz passenger and goods

station, and a number of single points of damage occurred
to tracks and roads. At the Heinkel Works, a stick of heavy-
bombs had fallen diagonally across the main assembly hangar
while other damage included the assembly shop for prototypes,
part of the., machine shor> and the store for chemical products,
hwo sub-factories near the Neptune Yards and the gas "’works

v/ere also damaged.

Intelligence Eeiports from "reliable sources" also gave
the following overall picture of the. effects of the raids;-

(a) Complete stoppage of war supplies to, Denmark via
Hostock-Warnemunde and the train ferry thence

to Gjedser.

(b.) About one third of the Heinkel Yforks destroyed or

suffering varying degrees of damage.

(c) Over 45 large bombers completed, or nearly so,
destroyed or damaged beyond repair.

(d) For 18 days after the attacks, no gas,, water or
electricity in the town.

(e) Total casualties killed or severely wounded

roughly 6,000 including 400 persons killed in
a single shelter which collapsed.

(f) Morale very bad and police forced to interfere to
prevent panic spreading.

Although these reports had to be accepted with reserve,
they served to confirm the general evidence of night
photographs and daylight reconnaissances that ’the attacks

had been completely successful in achieving their object.
Nor was there any longer any doubt in the minds of the Air
Staff as to the effectiveness of incendiary attacks if

This latter point.carried out on a heavy enough scale,

however, was still controversial and must be examined in
more detail in the next Section.

(viii) Further Argument over Incendiarism

The success of the Rostock raids finally brought the

argument over incendiai'ism to a head. Since llarch, the Air

Staff had been unremitting in their efforts to enthuse the

C.-in-C. with their policy for hea-vy incendiary attacks on

German cities, Qn 21 March, D.B. Ops. had written
personnally to the C„-in-C,, reminding him of a Meeting he
had held when D.C.A.S. at Air Ministry on 6 December 1941
at which reference had been made to the devastation caused

by a recent incendiary raid on Southampton.
liLnutes it v/as recorded that:-

"before the Meeting dispersed (it.) agreed that in
any operations of a similar type which, we undertook
in Geimiany, (e.g. the Ruhr) we should also use
incendiaries extensively".

In the

AHB/ll/70/
272(b)

hadD.B. Ops. stated his belief that the C.-in-G
misinterpreted the Papers which had since been sent to him

• >

/ ̂
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ixi support of the Air Ministry policy as applying only to
specially selected targets on the experimental Unison
princi|)le. He explained that since the December Meeting,
every factor and feature of the scheme had been carefully
studied after sifting and correlating all the available
evidence. The Air Ministry had now reached the unqualified
conclusion that,incendiarism was by far the most effective form

of attack against any German tcvn or city provided only that
the attack was so concentrated in time, weight and space in
the initial stages as to saturate and overv/helm the defences.

fll/70/l6A 'Z
ATH/DO/16
11 April 42

ath/do to
V.C.A.S.

AHBf 11/70/ .
272{B)
10.5.42

ml
. 11/70/164 j
'>26.4.2<^

Yfliile the C.-in-C, agreed in general with the need to

increase the proportion of incendiaries in bomb loads, he

remained finely opposed to the 100^ scale envisaged by the Air
llinistry,
Boche" and he was convinced of the vast moral and destructive

povrer of H.E.(l)
single attack on Lubeck the Command had just about achieved

the 50,000 lbs. of incendiaries believed by the Air Ministry
to be the minimum for oomplete saturation, in the four attacks

on Rostock in April the total weight of incendiaries dropped
on any one night nowhere approached that figure,
informed the V.C.A.S. that he was convinced that had the

-Command carried the, same number of incendiaries to Rostock on

the first attack as they had to Lubeck, there would have been

no need for reiDeat attacks except possible on a small scale
for moral effect.

Kill and terrify theHis stated intention was to

Thus, although in the highly successful

D.B.Ops.

ill/70/
2721B)
10.5.42

AHB Once again the question was referred to the C.-in-C
replied that Lubeck, built more like a firelighter than a

human habitation, v/as entirely exceptional and could not be

compared v/ith any other German tov/n.
"long been aware" that to "Lubeck" Rostock or any other tovm

would mean returning tvro, three or even four consecutive
nights,
comparative sizes into account, the four attacks on Rostock

had actually out "Lubecked",Lubeck.
"feared all. along that the incendiary proioerties of Lubeck

v/ould tend to disappointed reaction by the .blo.odthirsty on

subsequent occasions on other tovms",

wh
• >

He claimed that he ha

Hiotographs had, in fact,; shown that taking

He added that he had

o

d

This view was so much at variance v/ith Air Ministry
Following their

Ibid

opinion that A.I.3(c) were again consulted.
Report, D.B. Ops, vrho had earlier expressed his dissatisfaction
Y/ith a system of "groping our way piecemeal to higher numbers"
and so dissipating the effort, informed 7.G.A.S, that he and
his Staff were still convinced that there remained a very

strong case for trying out large-scale incendiary attacks on

bigger and more important industrial town.s such as Cologne.

Y/hile re-iterating his disagreement with the Air
Ministry 100 per cent, policy, the O.-in-C., had put
forv/ard the view that, where bigger tovms or toYms less
vulnerable to fire v/ere concerned the answer Yvas to increase

the Y/eight of atta.ck and not to change the proportions of
the bomb loads. Since the limited size of the boiriber

force made that impossible he v/as forced to return night
after night, until the required effect had been secured. He

added', hov/ever, - and this was an .important concession 
-

that the ideal bomb load Y/ould probably be 2/3rd I.B. to
l/3rd H.,E. (mainly big blast). With this latter iDoint

■  ' -. . / D.B.Ops.

Ibid

(1) As Y/ill be seen, he v/as later to modify this vie?/.
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D.B. Ops. stated his entire agreement in principle but

argued that since, in practice, the number of aircraft
available on any one night was strictly limited, the full

effect of an incendiary attack could only be achieved by

dropping the maximum number of potential "points of fire"
after the defences had been saturated. For example,

greater destruction would be obtained on a city such as

Cologne by dropiDing 100,000 incendiary bombs in one night
thatn 25,000 on four consecutive nights. In the latter

it might talce 20,000 to saturate the defences leaving
only a small proportion to develop into major fires.
case

In effect, the moral value of H.E. was never questioned.
The only real point at issue was the Air Ministry's contention

that' so long a's the size of the bomber force v/as limited, an
incendiary attack when jjrojected should be on the maximum

scale using in the region of 200,000 I.B.'s and employing
Vflien the target ;Was unsuitableH.E.s -only as a deterrent,

Ibid

for incendiary attack or the force available T/as considerably
belo-vT the'maximum effort the limited incendiary resources

should be conserved and B:.E.'s employed instead.

(ix) Increase in Incendiary Loads

Despite the C.-in-C.s outspoken objections to 100 per
cent, incendiarism, the gradual increase in the percentage
of I.B.'s in bombloads which had begun in April. 1942,-showed
a -marked rise from May onv/ards, reaching a peak of 64.2 per
cent, of the total night bomb expenditure in June.(l)

The high proportion-of incendiaries to H.E. which is
noticeable in Executive Orders for the majority of^major
attacks on German targets in May reached a climax in the

Thousand Plan'' raids on Cologne Bremen and Essen;three

in each case all aircraft being order to carry maximum
economic incendiary loads made up v/ith hea,vy blast,
examination of a zone map of Cologne marking the areas of

major dEonage after the raid on 30./31 May shovred that most
of the damage had been caused by fire and, as expected, the

City Centre (Zone l), had- suffered mo-re severely in
On 16 June Sqn.Ldr. Dewdney of

An

XDroportion to its -area,

/Mi^,j 11/70/164'
A.1.3(c) wote -to D.P. Op'S, as-follov/s;-

It is now clear however (and this is of the greatest
importance) .that the inner residential zone (Zone 2a)
where most of the population lives can oe very
vulnerable to a sufficiently heavy I.B..attack,

result we now kno¥/ that it is T/ithin our power to
unhouse the population of the Germcxn cities T/ithin
O'Ur reach to a -much greater extent than they have
ever achieved over here".

As

a

The outstanding success of the attack on Cologne in,
marked a-turning point in the controversy over

Prom June oroTards, bomb loads ordered for
BC/ORB
Appendices 'B'

fact

incendiar i srn,

attacks on Germany vrere almost invariably in the proportion
2/3rd I.B. to 1/3 H.E., of -which the latter were mostly big
blast. That those orders were not alT/ays carried out is

clear from a demi-official letter from the C.-in-G
his Group Commanders in Se-ptember in T/hich he expressed his

displeasure that instructions repeatedly issued from
/ Command

to
• >

ATH/DO/34a
21.9.42

(1) Monthly details are given at Appendix 14.
S E _C, RET
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Command Headquarters as to the proportions to he carried were

being deliberately and frequently ignored. He explained that,
as a.' result of the "vast amount of irrefutable evidence" that

the major proportion of raid damage was done by 4-lb and 301b

I.Bs, it had been decided that even at the expense of carrying
slightly uneconomical loads, bomb loads should be made up in the
proportions 2/3rd I.B. to l/3rd big blast or as near that
proportion as could be obtained with reasonable economy. In

future those proportions were not to be departed from without

specific orders or'a temporary shortage of the requisite bombs.
He added that blast bombs were intended solely for the purpose
of creating alarm and despondency, the incendiaries being relied
upon to do the devastation, (l)

Although the policy was now firmly established, in practice
the Command was forced to fall back to a 50~50 proportion owing
to the uneconomical stowage of incendiary bombs in certain types
of aircraft, particularly the Lancaster and Halifax,
all types to carry economical loads, it v/as decided in September
tq introduce the term."maximum economical incendiary loads".

This would vary-for different types of aircraft, viz:-

To enable

77A

25.9.42

(2)ITellington
Stirling
Halifax

Lancaster

^  . 9 S.B.C. of I.B's

21+ S.B'.C. of I.B's

12 S.B.C. of I.B's plus 3 X 1000 lb CP.
12 S.B.C. of I.B's plus 1 X 4000 lb HC.

y/here the loads had to be reduced on account of range, the

reduction when applicable was to be at the expense of the H.E.
ra-ther than the qncendiary load. Yifhen full "incendiary loads"
were required for a specific reason, the term "100 per cent
incendiary load" vrould be used. In that event, the Y/ellington
and Stirling would remain the same but Lancasters and Halifaxes

would carry It and 15 S.B.C. of incendiary bombs respectively.

lin immediate result ■ of^ the. greatly increased use of

incendiary bombs in June v/as an unexpected shortage of 1+ lb
bombs end on 15 July, Groups yrere instructed that when incendiary
loads were ordered they were to be. made' up. of 50 per cent maximum
economic 4 lb I.B's and-50 per cent maximum economic 30 lb I.B's
the latter to be used in the later stages of the attack. It

was not until Novem'ber that, owing partly to ari improvement in

supplies and partly to economies effected by the inclusion of

the 1+ lb.lethal incendiary, the restrictions,were removed and

Groups were instructed to concentrate on 1+ lb I.B's using the
30 lb bomb' only v/hen ordered or when required by the nature of

the ts.rget. The 4 lb X.I.B. was also becoming more plentiful
at that time and, since 12 August, had been included at the

rate of 6 per cent of the normal 4 lb incendiary load.

Despite the many difficulties and divergences of opinion
which had to be hanmered out, the policy of heavy incendiary
attack was steadily followed during the latter half of 1942
and on 17 October, D.D.B.Ops., was able to minute the C.A.S.

that the principle of.creating the maximum number of "points
of fire" was. being exploited to the full v/hile the number of

bombs required for saturation was being- greatly reduoed by the
use of the lethal incendiary.

•)

/

Ibid

68A

Ibid

83A

Ibid

72A

A 11/70/164
17.10.42

It

(1) Since his letter to the V.C.A.S. on 10 February 1942
stating his intention to "lOill and terrify the Boche"
and his belief in the vast moral and destructive power
of H.E. bombs, the C.-in-O. a]ppeared to have modified
his views,

(2) Standard Bomb Container.
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f}f/6 llDh-/^52
15.9.43

It is -of interest that, nearly a year later, the C.A.S.
inf ormed the Prine Minister that experience had shown that

■ fire damage to German tovms was not only■three times as
widespread per ton (popped as damage caused hy mixed loads

• of H.E. but was also of a more lasting and destructive
character. A minute from Lord Cherwell to the Pi-ime
Minister about the same time (referring to a recent
exhaustive investigation into photographs of bomb damage)
quoted the following relative figures of acres of damage
per ton caused by different types of bombs then in use:-

Ibid -
16.9.43

Acres pei- ton
4 lb incendiary

30 lb "
8000 lb H.C.
4000 lb H.G.
2000 lb H.G.
1000 lb M.G.

■  500 lb M.C.
1000 lb G.P.

1
41-2

4-

3ust ovei-

Although- it has been thought advisable in this Section
to follow the development of incendiary policy right throu^^
to the end of the period, it is now,necessary to go back and
examine the course of bombing operations in May 1942, and
the steps leading up to the issue of an amendment to the
Bombing Directive laying particular emphasis on the reduc
tion of the German Air Force. . »■

(^) Reduction of the G.A.F. Amendment to February
Directive

(1) that, throughout 1942 and particu- "
larly in the early months, great stress-was laid both by
Anglo/ATierican Strategic Planners and at lower levels on the
vital imiDortance of giving every possible assistance to the
Russians in their stand against the German Invader,
was generally accepted that, having regard to the limited
resources available, the best method of helping Russia vfould
be to weaJcen the German Fightex’ Force and so reduce ihe ,
adequacy of the, air supp.ort available to the German Armies.
It would-also; serve the double purpose of paving the vra.y
for a possible invasion of the Gontinent from this Gountry
in 1942. • ■

It has been seen

It

f ■ -

(2)AHE ri/70/l49(E)
25.1.42

had put forvTard the
suggestion that the bomber offensive should be directed
against the German aircraft industry,
by D.D.B.Ops,, pn. the grounds that, the majority of such
targets were beyond the range of Gee and' that v>rhile the
bomber force v/as s,till suffering from the effects of months
of vfinter conditions and dilution to other'theatres, it
was in no position to deal, v/ith such targets, in sufficient
force and concentration to produce worthwhile results for
the effort involved and the losses which might be expe.cted
from deep penetration, adverse weather and inexixerienced

In January 1942, D.D,I.3

This was rejected

crews.

(l) See Ghap)ters 6 and 7. , .
(2) Deputy Director of Intelligence.
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crews. He recomnended that resources he conserved and concen

trated until the time v/as ripe for a heavy hlow against the

population of the vital industrial centres; and that the attack

on the aircraft industry should he reconsidered vfhen the

capabilities of Gee could he determined from operational
experience, A subsequent proposal from D.D.1.3. for a change'

■ over from night to day bombing vfith a -view to inaugurating what
■amounted to a. 'Var of attrition” between the G.A.P. and E.A.P.
was also rejected on the obvious grounds of the im]praoticability..
of: such a major step at a time -lyhen the .bomber force was already
in the process of building up for an intensified night offensive.

^  «Ibid
28.2.A2

AHB There is no doubt that, as D.B.Ops.; later admitted, the
increasingly critical position of the German Fighter Force was
not, at that time, fully appreciated,
that, when the nevT bombing Directive was issued in February 19h2,
no particular emphasis was placed on the reduction of the G.A.F.
Although several targets were included which were directly
associated with the aircraft industry, the general policy of the
Directive aimed at the reduction of the German war effort as a
whole rather than any specific.aspect of it.

It was not until March that the- attack of the German Air
Force became a major issue,
tioh strongly suggested that, as a result of the heavy strain

■imposed by the fighting on the Russian Front, the G.A.F. and
particularly the fighter force 'was vfeaker than it had been at

, any time during the war",
that the enemy were:-making'great efforts to reduce wastage and
consolidate in order to .build-up their'resources for a spring
offensive and it was believed that some recuperation had a^lready
taken place.

.  clearly pointed to a, strengthening of. -the enemy's defences in
the west.

It was on that account

By that time Intelligence informa-

There were also strong indications

Finally, the latest G.A.P. Order of Battle (No. 81

272(B)
Enel. 28A
Min. 5
2.5.42

s. 46368/111
lU

AHBj11/70/
li^9(E)
4.3.42 V )

S.46368/III An .immediate putcome of 'those developments v^as the issue of
a new Directive to Fi.ghter Command (copy to Bomber Cominand)
calling for intensified Circus operations over occupied France;
the general policy being' to send escorted' li,^it bombers against

,  important objectives' in order to' induce German fighters to
accept combat v/ith our oYm escorting fighters and so increase
their wastage.

14A.

COS(42)21st
Mtg'.

(o)
8.4.42

The whole question now.began to assume greater importance.
On- .8 April 1942, the Chiefs of Staff invited the A.O.G.-in-C
Fighter Command, in consultation'with the A.O.O.-in-O,, Bomber
Command to make an appreciation of;

• f

how best to inflict by air action the greatest possible
wastage on the German Air Force in the west immediately
before the launching of the German Spring Offensive; to
assess the wastage involved and to estimate the air
situation arising from it”.

Much of the A,O's C.-in-C's findings related to and will be
discussed in the Cha.pter dealing with Circus operations but
their general conclusions are of inberest here.

COS(42) 106 . ;
(

; , ’.lt was estimated that,- at that time, .the enemy were
finding it difficult to increase or even to maintain the strength
of the G.A.P. in the face of operations on several fronts at

Losses sustained on the western front, coupled with aonce,

o)
19.4.42

continuous threat of invasion from this Country, had forced the
enemy to build up his yrestern defences, thereby causing a

/wealcening
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weakening of his fighter forces on the Russian Front
.1.

Ibid '  ■ Consideration of how further to embarrass the already-
strained resources of the G.A.P. had led to a number of

conclusions and recommendations of which the following are
immediately relevant;

(a) that a number of carefi^ly planned daylight
attacks by. heavy bombers be carried out against
objectives in Germany.

(b) that continued heavy night bombing of German
targets should be carried out to compel the
enemy to reinforce his night fighter strength

fighters (thereby■ at the expense of his day
■  increasing their wastage^ and to help to contain
German fighters in the west to relieve the
.straijl pn the Russians.

There, is no doubt that the need for drastic action was

by this time fully accepted by the Chiefs of Staff and the '

Air Ministry but although various proposals were circulating
as to the best ivay of harnessing the main 'bomber offensive
to the new strategic aim, it was not until May that they
achieved concrete form. In general, there was some doubt
among members of the Air Staff;as to the ability of the

bomber force to achieve sufficient vreight and concentration
in area attacks or, in view of the- short comings of Gee,
sufficient accuracy in precision attacks to make a
diversion of effort against Hie German aircraft industry worth
"■while.

AHB/ii/70/272(b)
Kncl. 28A
Min. 1

On the other hand, the question of aid to Russia was
becoming daily more urgent. On 1 May, the Director of
Intelligence (o) in a Minute to A,C,A.S.(P) pressed in the
strongest possible terms for the issue of a new Directive
to Bomber Command -which would lay particular stress on the
attack'bf certain important aircraft industrial targets in
Germany. AsA.C.A.S.(P) pointed out when referring the

'  'matter to A.C.A.S.(o), the list of targets-in the existing
Directive included only three which had any direct connection
Y/ith the aircraft industry and no particular priority had
been given to their attack.

Ibid

Min. 3

Ibid

Mins. 6,; 7
8 and 9

After considerable discussion . .among the Air Staff, the
C.A.S. finally agreed to a suggestion by D.Q.A.S. that,
in place of a fi’esh Directive, an amendment be issued to the
existing Directive modifying the list of. objectives so as to
place certain aircraft factories and special industrial
targets higher in the list of priorities.

s.46368/111 The amendment v/as sent to Bomber Command on 5 May 1942.
After emphasising the iirroortance of reducing the strength of

■'■ 'the G.A.P. at that time, it stated that, when choosing
alternative taxgets for .attack within the existing directive.,
special- consideration 'should be’ given to Bremen, Kasseu,
Pranlifurt and. Stuttgart, Similarly, when considering the
attack of precise targets, first priority was to be given
to the leading' Germ.an . airsorew factory at Frankfurt and the
Robert Bosch injection pumj) and dynamo factory at Stuttgart,
Finally the C.-in-C,, was requested to examine the
possibility of attacking the folloYving precise targets, t/hich,
together v/ith factories at Kassel and Bremen were believed to
be responsible for nearly all the output of fighter aircraft
in the the Reich;-

24A.

/ Messerschmitt
SECRET
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Augsburg (Wvaria)
Regensburg (Bavaria)
Leipzig

.  Tfeiner-Neustadt

(Austria)
Wamemunde

MesserSchmitt Factory
Messerschmitt Factory
Erla Factory
Wiener-Neustradter Works

Arado Factory

(xi) Daylight attack on Augsburg

Before proceeding to an. account of the effect of the above

amendment to the main Directive on bombing operations in May
and subsequently, it would be suitable at this point to
consider the attack on the M.A.N. Submarine Diesel Engine
Factory at Augsburg on 17 April 1942 which, although unfortunate
‘in soiiie respects made "history" as the first daylight attack on
a German target by the heavy bomber force. It is clear fromBc. o.r.bAs

App. B 1910 an examination of the appropriate Operational Instruction and of
the'C.-inlC*s"subsequent definition of the intentions of the
raid that it Was; closely connected with the current proposals
to intensify the war on the G.A.P. and, more specifically, with

2.41 ^ fXl the joint Paper on that subject by the C.-in-C's Bomber and
BC/S»2'57b7* Fighter Commands already mentioned above.

Paper stated that;-

Para, 22 of that

25A

"in addition (to Circus operations) a number of carefully
worked out attacks by heavy bombers on objectives in
Germany using Circuses as diversions, will be carried
out from .time to time as circumstances permit".

The first of- those operations took place on 17 April 1942

when 12 Lancasters of No. 5 Group were despatched to attack the

M.A,.N. Factory at Augsburg. The Ministerial repercussions of

the experiment, which was undertaken vathout prior reference to

either the Air Staff or M.E.W., v/ill be discussed in the next

Section. .

The PlTan '6f Attack was as follows,

.ordered,to. fly in sections-of three in company -until forced to

separate by darkness.

Aircraft were

They were routed via. Selsey Bill,

Ibid

Dives sur Mer, Sens, Liidwigshaven and Ammer See, the latter half

of the route being designed‘to.'indicate to the enemy that the

On tKe‘ 'fetufh journey aircraft were toobjective T/as Munich.

:  ' ; -'set - course direct from target to base unless the remaining period
of daylight was such as to require a withdrawal further south
until there was sufficient cover from darkness. Crews were

On the outwardwarned to avoid-to-wps and defended areas.

journey, aircraft were to fly at 500 feet after leaving the
English coast until south of Paris in order to -avoid detection

The remainder of the journey they vrere to flyby enemy RDF,

at heights suitable to prevailing tactical conditions but
again crews were reminded thad f lying at ground level would give

The attack itself wasgreatef protection from enemy fighters,
to be made,at low level with maximum loads of 1,000 G.B.-\bombs
filled RDX'and fuse T.D. 11 seconds.

in order to draw off and:divert enemy fighters over the

North Coast of Prance, Circus operations were undertaken by
"30 Bostons of ,No, 2 Group,, with Fighter cover, against targets
near- Calais;, Cherbourg and Rouen ,and additional' diversionary
activities were carri’ed 'out by Fighter Command alone in the
Cherbourg dnd Pas de Calais areas.

/ In
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In spite of those precautions., the first wave of
Lancasters flying in two sections of three were intercepted
by a large force of enemy fighters shortly after crossing the
French coast and four bombers were shot down. The

remaining eight continued on their course and apart from flak
over the Bemay aerodrome, no further opposition was
encountered until they reached the target where light flak
defences were found to be intensive and accurate. Although
all eight Lancasters succe.eded in bombing their objective,
three were subsequently shot down and the remaining five
suffered damage in varying degrees. One Boston
participating in the diversionary operations was also shot
down by fighters over ;Cherbourg and Fighter Command lost
two aircraft iri the Pas de Calais area. The failure of the

diversions to effect their purpose was probably due to three
things, namely; (a) Although eneny fighters were maintained
ij.1 a state of constant activity throughout the day, losses
on both sides were small and there were comparatively few

engagements. The enemy were thus kept in a state of alert

without being exhausted. .(b) The last diversion (Rouen)
was leaving the target half an hour before the Lancasters
crossed the French coast and the field was consequently
left completely clear for the enemy fighters, at least some

of which would have had time to land and refuel, (c) The
front covered by the,diversions embraced the route taken by
the Lancasters, It \?as hoped that the enemy reporting
system would be saturated by that move but such was not the

case and far from assisting it wras estimated that the

diversions actually brought about reinforcements in the
Le Havre area.

Day Raid

Report No. 21

Ibid Cwing to the poor light and low altitude at which the
attack was made, photographs taken with bombing lacked all
essential details and were therefore inconclusive. They did

indicate, however, that at least one and probably all the

Lancasters passed directly over their target. Subsequent
' reconnaissance revealed severe damage, mainly to the south

end of the v/orks and also to the Main Assembly Shop.
Detailed results of the raid were as follows. The main

Diesel Engine shops of 1 - 3 stories and covering an area

of 20,000 square yards were severely .damaged by direct hits

and there was also roof damage to two small buildings and a

workshop, A large building believed to be connected with

the Power Station v/as demolished and others badly damaged
by blast. Out of four buildings believed to be stores for

machine parts, two were demolished and tv/o damaged. In

addition, several v/orkshops and weaving sheds outside the

main target area were damaged.

That the attack, although light, was at least partially
effective is confinTied by. the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey
Report No which states that, in all, seventeen 1,000 lb,
bombs felT~on the target of v/hich eleven hit structures and

one fell near a bridge, damaging it. The remaining five

did not explode. Of the 2,700 machine tools and 558 cranes

and elevators in use in the plant prior to the first attack,
2.85 per cent, of the former and 2 pel' cent of the latter

were damaged to varying extents. One Machine Tool Shop
suffered complete structural damage and another v/as

extensively damaged,by direct hits. In addition,  a Forging
Shop received direct hits which caused extensive damage to

/ equipment
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equipment such as forging furnaces and drop forges although the
structural damage was not as great as might have been expected.
For further details of damage caused during the raid reference

should be made to the above Report which concluded that in the

opinion of the survey team the shop type structural steel

buildings v/ere not particularly vulnerable to 1,000 lb. and

lighter bombs except locally in roof members easily replaced.
Nor v/ere machine tools and heavy equipment any more so except
in cases of "soft" equipment such as furnaces.;

(xii) Ministerial Reactions

The repercussions from the Augsberg raid were immediate and

at a high level. On 27 April 1942 Lord Selbome, Minister of

Economic V/arfare, wrote to the Prime Minister protesting
strongly that such a target should have been chosen in

preference to all the other targets which had been strongly
recommended by the M.E.W. and which had been accepted by the Air
Staff as being of the highest priority. He pointed out that

in the recent detailed comparison of economic objectives in

Germany, six classes had been placed 6n high priority on grounds
of vulnerability, accessibility, concentration of output and

economic value. Submarine diesel engine manufacturers were

not among them and had been given lov/er priority on the grounds
that the plant was not of vulnerable type and that the total
capacity from Germany.and occupied countries Was such that it

could have met all the requirements of the submarine building
programme even if the largest plant, the M.A.N. Works at
Augsburg, had been completely wiped out. He estimated that

the most that an attack on that plant could do would be to

hold up the v/ork on the twenty-odd sets of engines which might
have been in an advanced state of construction at the time,
thereby delaying for two or three months the construction of

approximately ten submarines or two weeks planned submarine
production. He queried the C.-in-C*s failure to select

‘either the Bosch injection pump and electrical accessory factory
at Stuttgart Fuerback or the group of ball bearing factories at

Schweinfurt, either of which vrere on high priority, not far from

Augsburg and damage to which would have had a far more
disastrous effect on a much wider range of v/ar productions as

well‘as being more vulnerable to an equal weight of attack,

Finally he deplored the fact that the proposal to attack
Augsburg had not been discussed either with'M.E.W. or the inter- '
service Bomb Targets Infomation Committee, and expressed grave
doubts as to whether the operation had been planned, in the

light of the best intelligence available, to hit the enemy
v/here it would "hurt him most".

Mew File

"Policy/
Germany"
27.4.AR

Ibid

29.4.42

TheSuch a strong indictment could not go unchallenged,
matter was referred by the Prime Minister to the Chief of the

Air Staff who replied that the value of the target to the

enemy was by no means the only consideration in its selection

in that particular instance,
an experiment the C.-in-C
important tactical conditions.

In planning what v/as largely
had to take into account

• >

First, he wanted to
penetrate as far south as possible, secondly, since the raid

was to be flown at ground level, he had to select  a target with
good landmarks leading to it and thirdly, T/ith the small number

of aircraft involved and the need for a quick getav/ay, the

target itself had to be conq)act and unmistakeable,
of the alternatives suggested by Lord Selborne fulfilled the

last two conditions. He was convinced that, in his search for

a target suitable for such an experiment, the C,-in-C,, had

Neither

/ been
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been guided by his desire to assist as much as possible in the

Battle of the Atlantic. Erom his examination of U/boat
Diesel factories he had found a target not only ideally
suited to tactical requirements but also appearing from

Intelligence information to be one of the most important
in that category. The C.A.S, added that, while the C.-in-C,

might had consulted the Air Staff, he was quite justified
on security grounds in not doing so, but, in the light of the

Minister of Economic Warfare's letter, he was being asked in
future to seek a confidential check of the economic importance
of any target against which he wished to carry out a special
operation. Finally the C.A.S, pointed out that from reports
so far received, it appeared that the attack had inflicted
important damage on the plant.

Question had been put and. answer given and it is evident
■ from further correspondence^ on the subject that the affair

was rapidly developing into one of principle with M.E.W. on
In athe p>oint of liaison between the tv/o departments,

letter to the Prime Minister on 2 May the C.-in-C. had made

it quite clear that the initial intention of the attack ¥/as,
in pursuance of the common directive to the C.-in-G,
Fighter Command and himself, to subscribe to the intention
of forcing the enemy to retain and exercise in Northern
France a major proportion of his Fighter Force, to the relief
of the Russian and other Fronts. Such an aim, said the

km/m/5
2.5.AR

necessitated an attack deep into France to disabuseC.-in-G

the enemy of the idea that a more defensive crust on the

coast was enough,
policy of forcing the enemy to spread his anti-aircraft
defences all over the Continent to the' extreme south, into

France and all over the interior of Germany in order
partially to relieve the bomber force of the heavy
concentrations they were then faoing over the main targets,
in the Ruhr in particular and North West Germany in general.
A further consideration was the need to find an entry for

the bombers in daylight at a point where the operations of

Fighter Command could protect the bombers vdiile they broke

through the crust of the enemy defences, on the assumption
that further inland they were unlikely to meet serious fighter
opposition,
while target in southern Germany which v/as v/ithin range of
the bombers proceeding through B’rance, which would enable

them to reach their objective in daylight and at the same

time to give them cover of darkness shortly after the
attack and before penetrating any heavily defended area of

Germany on their return,
have approaches unmistakeably marked by first class landmarks
and such as would also deceive the enemy as to the precise
target up to the last moment of the outward flight.

•}

Secondly, he was pursuing his constant

It T/as accordingly necessary to find a worth-

Finally, such an objective had to

Such considerations, in the C,-in-C's view, led
inevitably to a chcice between Munich, Nurnberg or Augsburg,
Eyrouteing the aircraft betvreen Lake Geneva and the Ammer

See he believed it possible to deceive the enemy into
thinking that Munich was the intended target because it was

straight ahead rather than Augsburg v/hich involved a last
minute burn of about 90° from the course flown.

On those main principles the decision to attack Augsburg
Apart, from the hoped for effect on the enemyBC/0,R.B/42

App. B 1910

was based,

defences system, however, and the possibility of making a

/ realSECRET
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real contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic by inflicting
serious damage on the M.A.N. Works, there were two other

aspects of the operation which must be mentioned here,
first place, a daylight attack on an important industry in a

town hitherto unmolested by bombing might be calculated to have

a serious effect on the morale of the local population who had

probably thought themselves secure. ' In the second, such an

experiment provided opportunity-of testing the ability of the

heavy bomber, with its greater range, speed and defensive
armament-, to stand up to or out-fly the enemy defences while,
at the same time, ihdicating its suitability for daylight
operations in general.

In the

M.156/2 ■
3.5.^2

The C,-in-G*s letter was passed to Lord Selbome by
Mr, Churchill on 3 May v/ith the comment

Please see this excellent reply by Air Marshal Harris to

your paper,

luncheon one day and have a talk v/ith him,
knit up afresh the close relations between the two
Department s,"

I v/ould s\iggest that you ask him to
This would

There,the matter ended as far as this Narrative is

It is questionable whether the experiment was
In any event,

it v/as to be almost two years before any further daylight
operations against German targets were undertaken by heavy
bombers with the exception of Moling operations in 1942 which

will be described under a separate heading.' .Meanv/hile, in

the next Section attention must once again be turned to the

normal course of bombing operations against Germany which, in
'  Itey 1942 T/ere greatly restricted by bad weather on the
Continent.

concerned

worth its cost in valuable' aircraft and lives.

(xiii) Operations in May

Even more than usual, the choice of targets for attack
during Ifeiy was strictly limited by the extremely poor weather
which persisted throughout the month. • . At no time were

conditions suitable for operations against first priority
targets -in the Ruhr and Rhineland, ■ On the other hand,
weather restrictions over Western Germany left the Command

free to attack aircraft industrial toT/ns such as Stuttgart and

Wamemunde as required by the amended Directive,
part, operations were on a fairly moderate scale and for ten

days in the middle of the. month v/ere either entirely

prohibited or limited to sea 'mining and one small raid on

Boulogne,

For the most

ORS/BC

Night Raid
Report
No. 59

The month opened v/ith an attack on Hamburg on 3/4 May.
■ North West Germany offered good conditions for bombing v/ith

a short period of moonlight and a strong force was
originally detailed for Kiel,
-favourable,■however, and the force was reduced by half and
the target changed to Hamburg. 'The hope that the target area
would have cleared by the time the aircraft arrived wras
unfortunately not fulfilled and most crews reported lO/lOths
cloud. In spite of this, 56 of the 81 aircraft despatched
claimed to have bombed their objective, mainly on E.T.A.
With the exception of 12 aircraft of No, 3 Group

Later forecasts were less

/ detailed

(1) It is worth noting that at a Meeting on 20 April, the
War Cabinet expressed its aximiration of the courage and
determination with v/hich this "daring attack" had been
pressed home (WM(42)50th Concl:)
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detailed for a low attack on the submarine slips with 1,000

G.P. bombs, this was-an incendiary raid,
was seen.against the cloud and one aircraft reported a large
fire in the built up area in the northern part of the town.

This was confirmed by a "reliable intelligence source"
which reported very severe damage to.property in the northern

parts of the city,
5 May stated that, almost without exception, bombs fell in

populated residential districts.

The glow of fires

The "Hamburger Premdenblatt" on

ors/bc
Night Raid

Report

.  The following night weather again necessitated  a change
of ta^-get and an attack on Cologne v/’as cancelled in favour

of Stuttgart, Seventy aircraft carrying incendiary bombs
were given ̂  aiming point in the built up area of the
town and 51 were detailed to attack the Robert Bosch Works

Tdth.H.E, .'Once again w.eather was less favourable than
had been expected with y/lO/lOths cloud and considerable
haze. Only one aircraft claimed to have seen and bombed

LO

the Factory but 73 stated that their bombs had fallen on or
close to the town,

the attack was very scattered but a "reliable informant"
present during the, raid stated that two districts to the

South of . Stuttgart ¥/ere, on fire all night and it is

probable that the main, w.eight of the attack fell in that

area. Confirmation of damage to the Robert.Bosch Works
was subsequently received from an intelligence source
who stated that as a result, 6Q0 vrorkers were unemployed
for two weeks.

Photographic evidence suggested that

BC/S.,30770/lnt;
Enel, 2A , .

ors/bc' '
Night Raid/
Report.
No, 6l .

A repeat attack the following night with the force
again split betwreen the tovn and the Factory, appears to

Although there was nohave been scarcely, more successful,
cloud over the target, ground haze combined with darkness
made pinpointing.very difficult, and of the 24 night
photographs .returned, only one was within five miles ofBC/S.30770/lnt!

End, 2jdy . j the target. It T/as "reliably reported", however, that
Hirth Ifotoren (Heinkel) Factory had been damaged and

ORS/BC ^ .that output would be affected for a month.
Night Raid
Report No,62 - . On 6/7 May., the third and las1;' attack of that series on

Stuttgart was made by .,97., ■ait'craf t. Once again haze made
identification difficult and photographs suggested that, on
the .whole, crews had failed to.find the target and the
brunt of the attack had fallen on Heilbropn where it was
believed, that, fires were started in built-up areas, and
some useful damage wa.s probably .done, .. The Shaker
technique wad used on this raid, aircraft of the third
wave carrying, maximum H.G.- or heavy G,P, bombs,
aircraft v/ere ordered to bomb, on visi/a.1 identification where
possible or else on homing fixes promulgated by Command
Headquarters,

All Gee

BC/ORB
App, B/1933

Two nights later advantage was taken of good forecast
weather to launch a heavy attack on the Heinkel Aircraft
Factory at Warnemunde, This was one of the special
G,A,F, targets proposed for the C,-in-C*s consideration in
the Air Ministry letter on 5 May. For this operation
(8/9 May), the to’tal force of 193 aircraft despatched was
split into three sections, 147 aircraft of Nos, 3, 4
and 5 Groups vrere detailed to attack the Heinkel Works with ,
H.E. while 34 aircraft of No. 1 Group made an incendiary
attack on the town area. A further three aircraft from
each Group were sent to. attack searchlights in and around
Warnemimde which were kn.0Tm to be very active.

BC/ORB
App. B/1937

/ The
SECRET
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Ibid The raid on the Heinkel Works was planned in three Phases

of which the main weight was concentrated in Phase 2.
3 constituted a low level attack by six aircraft from each of

Nos, 3, h- and 5 Groups,
was timed to overlap Phases 2 and 3 from Z plus 20 to Z plus

Phase

The incendiary attack on the town area

60,

Unfortunately only eight out of the twelve aircraft
allotted to the attack of searchlight positions in Phase 2

completed their task and those were unable to cope with the

large number of lights in operation which were used to dazzle

crews with great effect. As a result many were unable to

pinpoint their aiming points. Only A1 aircraft claimed to have

identified the Factory successfully but a further 68 stated that

they had bombed its estimated, posit ion or the neighbourhood.
Although 32 of the 34 aircraft of the incendiary force claimed

to have attacked the town area, fires v/ere* scattered and none
of them appeared to have been very large.

Altogether 48 sucoessfiil photographs were taken with
bombing of which, 10 showed the target and a further 25 points
within five miles. Those of the. target, however, indicated
that many bombs had scored only near misses and this was

confirmed, by daylight reconnaissance v/hicH showed only slight '
damage inflicted on one building in the Heinkel Works, Poiir

buildings in the neighbourhood of the harbour basin were seen

to be destroyed or damaged and there was considerable damage
to the railv/ay station and trucks. Other incidents included

damage to residential property and roadways but it was estimated

that the bulk of the attack had fallen in open country and at
least 140 craters were- visible around the town.

Night Raid I
Report No. 64

V
Ibid

Ibid \/ The failure of this operation appears to have be.en
partly due. to the very effective use of searchlights by the
enemy and partly to the.fact that the target, was an extremely
difficult one since the town and fa.ctory formed  a narrov/ strip
about a quarter of a mile wide along the waterfront,
other hand, conceiitratipn over the target area was fairly good,
137 of the 149 air craft w hich attacked Wamemunde dropping
their bombs in the first hour.

On the

Altogether 19 aircraft were
lost on the raid .including eight from among those carrying out
loT/ level attacks on the factory and a further three from those

T/hieh came dovra. lovf to extinguish searchlights,
were believed to have, fallen victims to light flak which was

veiy intense oyer the target. area, . .

The majority

For the next nine nights.weather at.home bases or over the

Continent v/as consistently bad. On five nights operations
were entirely iDrecluded and on the. remainder Were reduced to

seamining with the exception of the 17/I8th when  a very small
force was sent to Boulogne, Although raids were twice laid

on against Bremen and once against Ham1?urg, all three had to

be cancelled owing to weather and it 'vvas not until 19/20 May
that the. Command again operated over Germany,

BC/ORB
App. B ■

On that night advantage was taken of a forecast of
favourable conditions in South-West Germany to despatch 197'

aircraft to attack Mannheim, an important centre of
communications and industry. Apart from important general
and electro engineering works and a marshalling yard estimated

to handle roughly 7^000 wagons in 24 hours, Mannheim was the

, chief transhiiDment port on the Upper Rhine and the second

largest inland port in Europe.
/

ahd/iig/

 On
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BC/OEB
App. 1556

On this operation each Group was ordered to employ its

target"-finding force" to -attack Mannheim in the first
Hie remaining aircraft were

o-wn

five minutes of the raid,

instructed to carry 100 per cent incendiary loads with the

exception of Lancasters and Halifaxes which were to carry
one 4,000 lb. bomb and Manche'sters which were to carry
2 X 1,000 lb. bombs made up maximum incendiaries.

OES/BC .
Night Raid
Report
No. 69 ■

Although there was little cloud, ground haze augmented
by smoke in the later stages made pinpointing difficult,
A considerable proportion of the 155 aircraft claiming to

have attacked the target were unable to distinguish ground
detail and bombed on fires on green flares. Huge fires
v/ere reported but photographs shov/ed those to be in forests

and open country between 15 and 20 miles to the v/est. In

practice very fevf aircraft appeared to have reached the

target Y/here only slight damage v/as inflicted.  • In the

absence of any 'knoYm decoy, it was estimated that the failure
of this attack was due to misidentification of the target

by early arrivals v/hose incendiaries led the remainder of

the force astray.

This v/as the last night attack on Germany in May until
the "thousand raid" on 29/30th which will be discussed in

detail in the next Chapter. Although a repeat attack was

planned on Mannheim and others on Hamburg, Essen and Kiel, they
were all called off ov/ing to poor vreather while from 26/27 th
efforts v/ere made to conserve the force for the big

operation -which was due to take place on the night of

27/28th or the first suitable night up to 3l/l June,

(xiv) Reviev/ of First Three Months

BC/ORB
App. B

At a first glance, operations in the three months under
review in this Chapter appear somewhat disappointing,
regards actual damage, it is doubtful whether, with the

exception of those on Lubeck and Rostock, any of the
attacks jp^^oduced really lasting results,
some very useful "nuisance
by raids on Cologne and Kiel and even over the Ruhr where

every bomb dropijed in that congested area may be presumed
to have contributed its quota to the accumlative effect on

the morale of the German people of the increasingly hea-vy
and concentrated attacks.

As

On the other hand,
effects were created, particularly

The main reasons for the lack of success of many of the

raids was imdoubtedly the very poor weather encountered on

the majority of operations, the inexperience of crews in the
new

expectations as a blind bombing device,
the considerable improvement in navigation and timing
resulting from its use enabled the bomber to reach
concentrations in time over target areas of upwards of 100-

150 aircraft v/ithin and frequently well under the hour, '
This in itself was a major step in the required direction.

bombing techniques and the failure of Gee to come up to
On the other hand,

Taking an overall view, this was inevitably a period
of trial and error from v/hich, in addition to realisation of

the need for much teclinical improvement as regards flares,
target indicators and the like, three very important points
emerged, namely:-

/ (a)
SECRET
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(a) The C,—in—C's conversion to the use of incendiary
bombs not only as tactical aids to accuracy but
for damage effect,

(b) The acknowledgement by the C.-in-C. of. the Air Staff
view that f in the absence of a proven blind

.  bombing device, "it was absolutely essential to
have thoroughly experienced crews in the van of
the force,. . '

(c) The knoT/lecage that, to do any really lasting damage
to major industrial areas in Germany, particularly
in the Ruhr, a very.much greater weight of effort
was required than had hitherto been attempted
was normally, possible with the limited
available at that time.

This latter point led directly to the period of intensified
effort which will be described in the next Chapter,
rest, the back of the initial problems of method and technique
had been broken and, thence forr^ard, tactical development
was to be. comparatively rapid.

or

resources

For the

? •
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CHAPTER 17

THE THOUSAND RAIDS AITD OTHER ATTACKS IN JUKE, (l)

(i) Conception of the "Thousand Flan",

The Thousand Bomber Raid on Cologne which took place on

30/31 May 1942 was in many ways an anachronism. It was to
give the German people an unv/elcorae taste of what was in

store for them in the future at a time \ihen, under the

existing circumstances, Bomber Cemmand could not hope to

mainta.in or even repeat at more than very infrequent intervals

operations on that scale. Moreover, the mobilisation and

operation of a force of such size at a time when the average

ava.ilability of medium and heavy bomber aircraft vath crews

was only 346 aircraft, v/hen the largest force hitherto
despatched against a single target numbered only 228
aircraft and when the organisation for controlling large
numbers of bombers in the air and landing them on return

\?as still in its infancy, w^as a conception of groat daring.

That the C,-in-C., when putting forward the suggestion
to the Prime Minister, was fully aware of the risks entailed

particularly in the use of large nuunbers of training
aircraft is abundantly evident from his book "The Bomber
Offensive",(2) The following excerpt clearly shows his
appreciation of the dangers as well hs the advantage of

' such an undertaking:- ■ /

"The Bomber

Offensive"

Pages 108-109

If there v/erc great risks involved in a high
concentration of aircraft, then these risks would be
increased by sending out large numbers of nev/ crev/s
but if, on the other hand, this high concentration
was a definite protection against fighters and flak,’
then I should not be calling on new cro.TS to run so
grave a risk as the front line squadrons had
habitually taken. The dangers were many and obvious.
If anything went v/rong ; then I should be
committing not only the whole of my front line
strength but absolutely all my reserves in a single
battle,

expansion might conceivably be v/reckod and in any
case I had very seriously to consider the inevitable
interference with normal training which would occur

■ while the force \7as being organised

Our whole programme of training and

/nt ■

(1) This Chapter should be road in conjunction vidth
Chapter 12. Section (ii)

It is realised that Sir Arthur Harris' was book "The
On theBomber Offensive" is not a Primary Source,

(2)

other hand, the thousand raid-on Cologne was, in the
fullest sense, his ov/n "brain-child" and his account
of its "conception" is of considerable interest.

SECRET
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If vre succeeded v/e should have before us a

definite and attainable goal^ a measure of what could be
achieved as soon as our expansion really began,
result of using an adequate bomber force against Germany

.  vrould be there for all to see and I should be able to

press for aircraft, crews and equipment wo needed with
.far more effect than by putting fortvard theoretical
arguments,

convincing those in povrer that bombing could be a
decisive weapon; from such an operation we should also
learn a number of tactical lessons of the greatest
possible value, lessons which could not be. learned in any
other Y/ay and YYithout v/hich we could not prepare for the
main offensive

The

...But it Y/as not only a question of

As to the harm such an attack might do to the enemy, this
YYOuld no doubt be considerable even though it v/as
obvious that Germany, Y/ith the industries of the Reich
undamaged and the resources of all Europe at her disposal
Yrould be able to restore any lost production in a
comparatively short space of time,' ■ Not one or tvro such
strokes but the cumulative effect of hundreds of them

YYOuld be needed before the enemy felt the pinch. Dn
the other hand there Y7as a good chance that morale Yrould
be affected by the first really heavy bloY/ to get
through the main defences' of Germany"

The above extract leaves little doubt as to the G,-in-G's
intentions. He also states that he got Mr. Churchill to agree
to the plan late one Sunday -evening at Chequers. In any event,
on 1B May he discussed it Y.ith the G„A„S, who Y?rote on

19 May that the Prime Minister "warmly eq-jproved" and advised
him to go ahead YYith' the necessary arrangement

The first and foremost problem v/as of course to raise the
required force. By mobilising all O.T.U,, Conversion Plight
and similar aircraft capable of carrying a useful load of
incediaries and/or H.E-, Y/hich could be manned either by
Instructors or O.T.U, creYYs nearing the end of thear trainin
the C.-in-C, hoped to increase his opors-tional strength to
approximately 700 aircraft. The balance he hoped to obtain
from other Commands, MeanYYhile the inclusion of tra.ining
aircraft, non-operational and inexperienced crews and the
tremendous congestion of air traffic which would result from
force of the size proposed limited the choice of  a target to
one YYhich was large and easy to find and necessitated the
attack being carried out in full moonlight. Hamburg Y/as
chosen as a possible target with Cologne as an alternative
should weather preclude operations in the first area. The
attack YYas tentatively fixed for 28/29 May or the first
suitable night thereafter v/ithin the full moon period.

ba

e?

a

BC/S.£-72te-’
End, 2. A,
20.5.42

ibid.

3A,
20.5.42

ibid,

23A
and

3A

^c|s
BC/trgfgie-

20.5.42

3A
On receipt of the C.A.S’ letter, the C.-in-C's first

act Y/as to YYrite personally to all his Group Commanders and
,to A,0s.C,-in-G Coastal, Plying Training and Army
Co-operation Commands outlining his plsn. and calling for the
maximum contributions in aircraft and creYra from all
concerned. He explained that the idea of the operation w&s
to saturate the A.E.P, arrangements at the objective and to

a complete and uncontrollable conflagration throughout
the target area.

cause

To that end, the maximum number of

/incendiary
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incendiary ,bombs vrould be carried, H.Es only being included
v/hen essential da a mako-Y/eight towards an economical load,
(it will be-noted, that this was. in accordance v/ith the
original d00%'Unison Plan.) The follov;ing day, Bomber
Group Commanders were warned that no crews capable of
taking, part ijhould be allowed leave of absence from
, 2S-May uiitil the operation had taken place.

ibid. The response from all sides was immediate and
enthusiastic Coastal Command alone offered roughly
250 aircraft, including the two Wellington and Tw'o Y/hitley
squadrons on loan to. them from Bomber Command, four torpedo
Hampden squadrons, two Beaufort squadrons and "an assortment
of Hudsons and 0,T,U, Eiircraft,"

9A

2t.5,42

Air Marshal Sir Philip Joubert added that Coastal Command
would use their own East Coast aerodromes. Prom Plying
Training Command came a tentative offer of 30 aircraft

comprising Tv'ellingtons, Whitleys and Hampdens,
no record of the. original offer from Amy Co-operation
Command but in the event they operated I6 Intruder sorties
in conjunction with aircraft of No.2 Group,

There is

5A

21.5.42

Prom the Operatipnal., and O.T.U, Groups the response
exceeded even the CL-in-C s expectations.
appa.rent that well ovpr a thousand aircraft vrould be

,  _ „ ^ available from Bomber Command alone^^idr-tha-t" the-larg»
'GeastaX iJommsJnd-oontingont-Tfe-ai.d not be required, (i)-
30/31 May the combined effort from Nos: 91 and 92 Groups

367 sorties of y/hich the astonishing total of 259 was

-LtU 91 Group'alone. ,

It y/as soon

On

(ii) Organisation of the Thousand Porce,

Air Marshal, Joubert had .asked that Coastal Command

aircraft taking part in the Thousand Raid might operate
from their .oym'Stations, but, for satisfactory co-ordination
of suph a vast undertaking, it appeared more practical to
have all aircraft located on and under iheicontrol of

Bomber Command Stations, therefori*^utA.rrangement
in hand for the accomodation of Units from Coastal, Plying
Training and Army Co-operation Commands y/ithin operational
Groups,

No,26 O.T.U, (92 Group) and a limited number of aircraft
from pertain Units of No, 91 Group which vrere to operate
from advanced bases.(2)

In addition accomodation hs-d to be found for

SS3.

All this. .obviously entaqled a vast amount of detailed
administrative organisation both at Command and Group 

'

^ Headquarters and on the St8.tions concerned. Briefly, the
plan was as folloyEs:-

22A

23.5.42

/(a)

(4-^—This otatoment 'waa-oMained'Verbally ft
Officer at Headquarters Bomber C^miaaiiir
been possible to check 1"3

<kA. o» Ctll Op' ToVJIU ux

nas not

■ufacy or to discover
rsoh for Coastal' Command's non-

Olv»

partioipatibn- An the-firat "thotteand" raid.

(2) Details of the Units and Squadrons involved in the
move vd.ll be found at Appendix 11,

■  S K C R E T
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All aircraft of No,1, 3, 4, 5.. and 92 Groups (excepting
No. 26 O.T.U) and certain Units of No,91 Group to
operate from their ovm Stations,

Aircraft from Plying Training, Coastal and Amy
Co-operation Commands, No,26 0,T,U, and certain
Units of No.91 Group to operate from advanced bases
in Bomber Command,

(a)

(b)

North Luffenham to come under the operational control
of No,3 Group,

Station Coimanders to assume full operational control
of visiting aircraft.

(c)

(e) All Units moving to advanced bases to take sufficient
maintenance personnel to maintain their aircraft
during their stay.

(f) As many aircraft as possible moving to advanced bases
to carry bomb loads as laid dovm in B,C, Operation
Order No,148,

notify receiving Station which Trould arrange to
bomb them up,
for sufficient available bombs for repeat operation
if required.

Any Unit unable to comply to

All receiving Stations to arrange

(g) In order to make full use of limited number of

Standard Bomb Containers available the following

arrangements to be observed:

(i) No,91 Group deficiencies to be met by transfer on
loan from No,92 Group,

(ii) Coastal Command deficiencies to be met by transfer
on loan from No,2 Group,

(iii) Plying Training Command deficiencies to be met
as far as possible by Bomber Stations at Tfhich
located.

The above gives some idea of the many problems and
Plying Training

Command aircraft were scheduled to move on 25 May 1942, and

all other aircraft were to- complete their move by 1800 hours

the following day,
own, caused a considerable amount of additional yrork at the .
operational Stations at which they were located,

numbers involved had been cut from the original force of

30 to 14 but even so, despite strenuous maintenance work,
the seven Hampdens and three of the Whitleys were,unable to

take part in the operation although places vrere found for
several of the crews in Bomber Command aircraft,

the expenditure of many man hours in fitting the necessary
"gadgets" which were not part of the normal equipment of

training aircraft, the four P,T.C, Yfellingtons at Peltwell
were able to operate.

difficulties which were met and overcome.

The former, through no fault of their

The

After

ird|24l

40A & B

and 42A

Ibid.

43A

14.7.42

/(iii)
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(iii) The Operational Elan

IrTHjTA-ij^j^trsAH6

An Operational Order giving alternative plans of attack
for Hamburg and Cologne respectively, the target to depend
weather conditions in either area, had originally been issued
on 23 May. This v/as subsequently cancelled and Bomber .  -
Command Operation Order N0.148 issued on 26th in its place. (^')

If, as subsequently happened, the choice fell on Cologne
as-the targ_et for the night’s operation, the attack was
planned to last an hour and a half from Z to Z plus one hour'
thirty minutes. All available Gee-equipped aircraft of

N0S.I and 3 Groups were to attack during the first 15 minutes
and all available heavies of Nos,4 and 5 Groups in the last’
15 minutes of the raid. The remaining aircraft were to be

evenly distributed ̂ over the intervening period. In addition,
Nos.J, 3, 4 and 5 Groups vrere each instructed to detail two
■experienced crews to bomb the target just before the end of
the raid and to take night photographs and make a visual
report of the results of the attack.

on

H

21A

ibid.
23A

 -

ibid. i^ll aircraft vrere ordered to carrj'' the maximum econo
mical loads of■ 4 lb rand 30.1b incendiaries made up, where
necessary, v/ith large H.C. and Q-.P. bombs. In particular as :
many 4 lb X.I.Bs as possible were to be dropped by aircraft of
Nos,3, 4 and 5 Groups,^ the 'greater proportion being carried
by aircraft in the first wave. As the atta.ck VYas to be
carried out in bright moonlight flares and msirkers vrere not
to be used.

Three sepe^rate aiming points vrere allotted, Nos.1 and
ORS/BC 3 Groups and aircraft operating vvith them-were given one in
Night Raid the centre of the town; No,4 Group and No.92 Group one about
Report. one mile to the north of it and Nos.5 and.91 Groups about one
No.74 mile to the south of it. All crews were instructed to bomb
and betTfeen rather than on existing fires,' .Finally, so that

th ere should be no waste of effort, aircraft unable to

^  , , /£>-■» identify Cologne VYere ordered to set course direct for Essen
Yfith any built-up area seen in the Ruhr as a last resort
target.

93/\

Aircraft were to

leave the area immediately after dropping their bombs (mini-
mum height 8000 ft.), increase speed and lose height,
were then to proceed approximately S.S’4. for about 20 miles
before setting course for home j)arsdlel to their outward
tracks

The route to the target vres direct.

They

ibid.

I B0/0.2?gi0 OYiTing to the large numbers of aircraft operating and the very
limited hours of darkness., the importance of adhering strictly
to the pre-arranged timing was strongly emphasised.
cula.r, .in order to avoid aircraft which vrere late owing to
delays at take off or through faulty navigation being intercep
ted in daylight on the ret'um journey, all aircraft were
ordered to turn for home not later then Z plus one hour 45
minutes wherever they might be and whether they had dropped
their bombs or'not.

In parti
Encl.23A

-

/It

(1) See Appendix 11
SECRET
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It has "been seen that the C-in-C ims fully alive to the

danger to the whole future of the bomher offensive in the event

of the operation proving a fiasco,' It v/as expected that the

high concentrations over the ta.rget would saturate the enemy
defences and provide the maximum protection against flak.

Meanwhile everything possible was done to protect the force from

fighter interception and particularly on the return journey,
on 23 May the D/c-in-C wrote persoruolly to Air Vice Marshal '
Henderson at Fighter Command asking for co-operation vn.th

No, 2 Group and Army Co-operation Command in Intruder v/ork to

keep down the German night fighters. He also asked for night
fighter sweeps over the North Sea to cover the returning bombers.

At a Meeting at Bomber Command on 25 May to discuss the

co-ordination of Intruder a.ctivity it was agreed that, in the

event of the target being Cologne, as early in the night as
possible all Blenheims of No,2 Group and Army Co-operation
Command would attack the aerodromes of Venlo, St, Trond, Juvin-

court, Bonn, Vechta and Twente Enschade and that Bostons and

Havocs of No, 11 Group Fighter Command v/ould attack Schipol,
Eindhoven, Gilze-Rijen, Leeuwarden and Soesterburg, Long range
Hurricanes-would operate at the discretion of the A.O.C. No,11

Group during the latter half of the night, A Fighter Command

Operation Order had already been Issued on 24 May instructing
the A.O's.C Nos.11 and 12 Groups to co-operate with ;oll possible
fighter protection for the x-’eturning 'force as well as with

maximum Intruder activity,

(iv) The Attack -on Cologne.

ibid,

13A

ibid,

17A

f. ■

ibid.

31A

Yifeather

The initial date foi’ the operation, tentatively fixed for

28/29thhad been put back to 27/28 May and on 26 May the great
bomber Arraada was standing by at its allotted bases av/aiting the
signal to attack. Then, as always, the critical factor and one

which could not be controlled by any amount of pre-pla.nning was

the weather. Throughout the month this had been bad and on

27/28 May thundery conditions and much cloud over 'bhe Continent
forced a postponement to 29/30th. On that night similar con
ditions persisted and once again the task v/as postponed. The

position was nov/ becoming tense. Advantage had been talcen of

fair T/eather over France on 29/301^ to send a small force to
attack -the Gnome and. Rhone Works at Gennevilliers and a fev/'

aircraft had undertaken minelaying missions but for the past
three nights the major proportion of the bomber force had been

standing idle. Clearly, this could not go on indefinitely.
On 30 May good conditions v/ere promised at home bases but over

Germany thunder;,'' cloud still persisted. ‘ It was for decision

by the G-in-C whether to take advantage of good conditions over

a large number of aerodromes in this country which was essential

for the landing of a force of that size and to risk the poss-i-
bility of the target being cloud covered, the operation proving
fiasco and the plan being disclosed to the enemy or to wait for

better breather over Germany and chance the possible deterioration

of Gondit-ions ■ in this country. To moke the latter choice might
well mexin keeping the force idle for several more nights and
possibly, if conditions did not impi’cve before 'the full moon waned,
disbanding it Tfith the task not done.

a

The Eiiineland v/as the only area offering reasonable chances

for a successful attack emd by 1200 hours on 30 May it had been

decided to mount the operation against Cologne the same night.
The Executive Order wels despatched at 1223 hours and all aircraft

were warned to avoid flying in cloud as far as possible,

,/lnG. 169O87/MSO/I V50/
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In practice the force encountered 8-10/10ths cloud over the
North Sea and No,4 Group in particular experienced severe
icino; conditions. Over Holland the cloud began to break

Night Raid
Report No,-74

up, decreasing to nil in the target area V/ith the exception
of small ,'amounts of cirrus. The majority of home bases
remained serviceable throughout the night and visibility was
generally moderate olthough towards da\vn it reduced to
2000-4000 yards in Nos.4 and 5 Group areas.

The Force

A total of’ 1046 aircraft v/ere actually despatched for
Cologne of - which all but four Plying Training Command
Wellingtons were raised from Bomber Command's o-^m resources.

Pull details of the forces taking part are at Appendix d-1

but briefly, they comprised:

338 aircraft
7O8 "

' Heavies

Mediums

Of those totals,,36
s  ('>)Training Group

/ medium aircraft v/ere put up by the

and the remainder (less four P.T.C.,
aircraft) v/ore supplied by Operational Groups and their
Conversion Units, No,3 Group alone put up 221 and No,91
Group '259 aircraft v/hich, at that time, were regarded as

strong forces in themselveO •

The Attack

^  Timing of the attack closely follovfed that laid down,
the raid opening at 0038 hours (17 minutes early) and
finishing at O3IO hours (45 minutes late). But only 38
(including a nufaber of training aircraft) claiming to have
attacked Cologne bombed outside the allotted period. There

TiTas, hovrever, a certain amoi.mt of overlapping of the three

waves and in particular, a considerable x3roporticn of the

third wave was early, some cre¥ra being as much as 20 minutes
ahead of schedule.

ORS

Night Raid
Report No,74

Ibid, Apa.rt from that, everything went according to plan.
First wave aircraft reported that Gee was of :.great assis

tance in navigating to the target,area but, once there,
they v/ere able to identify it visually in the full moon.

Likewise, second and third wave aircraft had no difficulty
in recognising the target in the light of fires started by
first .arrivals. Aircraft bombing after 0115 hours reported
l^arge .and growing fires and some crews savf those from as much

as 150 miles away on the return journey.
Group ¥/ho personally accompanied his crews
reported fires within half a mile of the aiming point before
his heavies attacked.

The A'.O.C. No,3

in a StirlingBC/ORB
App. A.372

Tonnage I^opped

Altogether 898 aircraft (86^) claimed to have reached
.and attaclced the target, dropping a total of 1455 tons of

bombs (540 tons of H.E. and 915 tons of incendiaries).
In ofder to reduce the possibility‘of one aircraft taking a
photograph with another aircr.aft's flash bomb, only 246
cameras were carried and 45 photographs (representing 3%

/of

ORS,

Night Raid Report
No, 74

to be manned by instructional staffs al-(1) These
though crews could be made up with \i/t. personnel at the
discretion of A.O's.G.

were

3 E G R E T
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of the attacking force) v/ere tcien showing ground detail. From
their distribution it Y/as estimated that at least 60^1 of the
total tonnage was dropped more .-or less evenly over an area of

three miles radius 'from the Neiiarkt. This gave an average
density of 31 tons per square mile but it vj-as thought that this

might'have been somewhat’greater since it v/as likely that the

limited number of photographs gave a pessimistic view of the

raid's accuracy.

Enemy Defences

In spite of,Intruder operations, enemy fighters were much more

active than usual, particularly on the return journey when the

intruder effort was appreciably les German night fighters v

Ibid

/ere
concentrated mainly in the coastal areas a.nd in the neighbour-

Although the main setirchlight belt v/as

o f

hood of the target,
it

reported as absent, 'searchlights were very active in the Rotter
dam Ovcr-Pl.akee area and along the Shine and in the target area

activity v/as' intense, poirticularly in the earlier stages of the
attack, '■

Flak’ defences which were working in close conjunction with
cones of searchlights .and night fighters in the target area,
Y/ere moderate, 'in intensity but crews claimed. that after the first
three quarters of an hour they;seemed to become v/eak and con
fused, ;On'the other hand, it was thought that this impression
may have been given^by the enemy's decision (on realising the
magnitude of the raid) to concentrate on single aircraft.
Orews also reported th.at the majority of the aircraft falling
victim to fl'Ok were held in serrchlights and from available
evidence it appeared that one airci’aft was shot dovm by flak

'. every seven or: eight minutes throughout the v/hole attack. This
suggested that the large concentrations over the target #d not
prevent tti.e enemy location devices from selecting and following
single targets. On. the other hand, aircraft may have been
picked out by seiirclilights quite fortuitously and then followed

' visutilly,

Dcm.age_ an^ Losses

Altogether ifO (3.8fo) of the aircraft despatched against
Cologne were missing and a further 116 suffered in .greater or
lesser degree, 12 having to be v/ritten off and 33 receiving serious
damage. Prom' crev/s reports it v/as estimated that 22 a.ircraft
were lost over the target area from the. following causes;

Pltlc ■ ■
Enemy Fighters'

;  Collision

16;
4
2

Ibid

Ibid

The losses in collision were probably due to the fact that a
number of aircraft did not. follovr instructions to leave the
area after unloading their bombs but circled the target for
some time observing results,
to flaic and fighters were estim.ated in the ratio . of 1.2,
Tv/o aircr.aft were knov/n to have been destroyed in collision
ovci- this country/,
tained' by both Grouxjs
beloT/ the A.Ojg lost by oxaern.tional Groups,

Outside the target a.rea losse

.a regards O.T.U. aircraft, lo
were 3.5/0 ('!) which

ds sus-

was appreci/i.bly
A ss

/

s

On

A further kd aircraft v/ere dama.ged from various
causes.

(1)
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On the other hand^'O.T.U’s had been ordered to man their
•  aircraft as far as possible from the Instructional Staffs'

although cre\Ts could be made up v/ith u/t personnel at the
discretion of A.O's.C,
proportion of pilots lost on the Cologne raid Y/ere Instructors
(including seven from No.91 Group alone^ who could ill be
spared from the Training Organisation(l.),

In practice, the greater

23A

ORS In general, although the missing rate (3.8$^) on this
operation w'as slightly above the average missing rate_ for,
attacks on Cologne between August I94I and April 1942* (3.5ji^-)
the average missing rate for attacks on Y/estem Germany in „
conditions of full moon and no cloud between June 1941 and
March 1942 s 4.6;4 so that the 3.8;vo lost over Cologne on

Night Raid
Report No,74

3C/31 Hay I942 v^as considerably belov; normal.
cl

■Results of Attack

Ibid. Early on 31 May four Mosquito aircraft of No,2 Group
operated for the first time in a harassing attack against^ ; ,
Cologne, The pilot of one of the aircraft reported t’hat -
there vfere numerous fires in the.centre of the City and
surrounding residential areas on the \Host bank of the ’
Rhine and several large fires in industrial and residential
areas on the east bank. Smoke from the fires covered the

and

BC/CRB
App,A,373

city and rose to a height of 15,CCG feet, effectively
preventing photographs from 'being taken.

Later reconnaissance, however, obtained photographs
which clearly indicated the extent of the heavy damage
achieved and' the very evident success of the operation,
6CC acres T.-ere seen to have been completely destroyed of
T/hich about half vrere in the centre of the towm and there

was no app'reciable' area free from incidents, Cver 25C
factory buildings nere esbimated to have been either destroyed
or seriously dnmaged. They included metal works, rubber Y/'ari<^
bl,nst furnaces, chemical works, a large oil storage plant,
railv/ay -^Yorkshops and manufacturers of submarine engines,
accumulators and batteries for submarines, undercarriages,
rolling stock, machine tool:%. steel ro]pe, dyes and glassYvare,
Public buildings destroyed included Police Headquarters, a
‘Post and Telegraph Office and a nunber of Churches,

Night Rp,id
Report No,74

AHB/6 Gennan records shovf that, altOigether 12,840 houses were
damaged'(about 1 ,200 by fire) and.45,132 people rendered
homeless,
people had to be evacuated, the major!tj^ to Munich or
Stuttgart and that emergency feeding, first aid and other
measures broke dOMm altogether, some people having to walk
as much as 30 miles to find lodgings.

intelligence sources reported that 140,000
Translations

^H;blTTHjS4
A.

/German
(1) Actual figures of.aircrer/s lost in Staff and Pupils

are as follov/s:

Staff Pupils

Pilots
Others

710 Pilots
Others 4230

G.169087/DC/11/50/
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AHB/6 German Records al-so mention 1505 vrorks and 328 factorjt air-

Translations raid shelters damaged v/ith the following results:

36 factories had 100'ji decrease in production
50-80^1 " ” " ■70

than 5O/6 decrease in production
II

242 less

In addition, the tramway service in the centre of the tov/n v/as

interrupted for a.T/eek and railv/ay traffic from the cential

stations v/as discontinued for some days.

Intelligence sources reported that by 6 Juno only one instead
of six passenger trains was running betvreen Cologne and Basle

and travel on that vfas subject to strict control.

In this connection
f

Mi

-s,,

1942

Finally, German Police Records reported 458 people killed

In addition to damage to houses andAHB/6
Translations

and 5,027 injured,
factories, 17 virater mains 32 electricity cables, 12 telephone
cables and 5 gas mains were stated to have been completely
destroyed.

Although reports from Intelligence SoLirccs have to bo

accepted Td-th some reserve, the follawing items are of interest

as "background" material:- — ' :

(a) Extract from diary of German soldier killed in Russia:

■  "Last mail made an overv^helming impression. On

everybody's lips are the words "Koln" and^"Essen",
Relatives v/rite terrible things, Friedrich was
informed that "life come off the ra.ils" and

people simply cannot recover after this dreadful
disaster".

(b) Account from reliable informant who visited the City:

'The devastation is absolutely indescribable,
my oviTQ knowledge 16 factories and
large number of banks and.insurance buildings
have disappeared, 140,000 people v/ere officially
evacuated but the exact number .of dead I was unable

To

a

i... to ascertain, ■ They are buried in communal graves
and the number is stated as 10,000,
population is very bitter against the Party v/horn
it -accuses of not paying sui'ficicnt attention to

. the protection of the team, for shortly before
the attack, a largo proportion of the Flak had been
moved from Cologne to the Eastern Front,

The

Today

„ in Cologne the Party uniform has the same effect
on the population as a red rag to a bull,

, resentment of the inhabitants was still further'

increased by the fact that neither Hitler,
Goebbels nor Goering came to the funeral of the
victims

The

Ac)
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(c) Another account states that evacuees vfere

"reminded forcibly" that their sufferings were
personal . and not tj^ical of general events
upon which subject they must keep quiet,
future representatives of the Ministry of the
Interior with emergency powers would be sent
to towns vyhich had been heavily bombed.

In

(d) The following report on Germany A.R.P, was
received from a wellplaced source;

'Since the attack on Cologne the whole German
A.R.P, system has had to be re-organised.
Up till that time the A.R.P, services
including fire-brigades went into action as
soon as a raid started but the losses in

A.R.P. personnel in the Cologne attack were
so great that
instructions T/ill shortly be given that in
the case of raids on a large scale the A.R.P,
organisations should not go into action until
after the raid has ceased even should this

result in a considerable extension of fires

Ey the time the raid was over so many A.R.P,
personnel had been killed or injured and so
much fighting equipment badly damaged that it
was as a result impossible to deal vri.th the
fires,"

it is expected that

(e) In connection mth the breakdown of the A.R.P,

it was also reported that early in the attack
•  the Police Headquarters and the Central
Telephone Exchange for the fire alarm system
Mere hit .and the consequent confusion was
believed to be largely responsible for the
failure of the A.R.P. services to co-ordinate.

(f) Other reports state:

(i) That the raid caused serious dislocation in

the supplies of Ruhr coal and coke for
German industry and railv/ay puiq)oses

(ii) Frequent appeals were made, even as late as
10 August for accommodation for the
thousands of skilled and unskilled workers

drafted to Cologne to assist in repair
and clearance work.

(iii) Nine days after the attack Cologne wa.s still
cut off from conniunication by telephone
or telegraph with the rest of Germany,
No mail v/as to be allowed to go out from
the City for two ?yee.ks and even then v/ould
be censored.

(iv) An Army depot containing spare engines for
lorries was hit and over 1000 destroyed
or seriously damaged.

/Fighter

,T,
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/ /Fighter Support and Intruder Activity

ORbyBC^ * ^
Night Raid
Report
No. 74 v/

In addition to the 1046 aircraft despatched against Cologne,
16 aircraft of Army Co-operation Command co-operated TTith 34. aircraff
of .No.2 Groi^) inhonibing enemy aerodromes between 2355 and 0315
hours,

their allotted tasks, bombing the runways at all aerodromes as

■well as aerodrome buildings at Venlo, Twente and Bonn,(1)
Only one out of nine aircraft succeeded in reaching Vachta,
hovrever, the remainder being prevented from fulfilling their
mission by T/eathcr, much low cloud and fog over the East
Frisians being encountered en route.

Thirty-five of those aircraft successfully accomplishoi

i

Ibid, As well as providing fighter cover for aircraft over part
of the return route, Fighter Command aircraft also undertook
Intruder operations against the follo\Ting enemy aerodromes
which were so timed as to dovetail in Avith and sujpport Bomber
Command's Intruder sorties:(l)

Soesterburg
Schipol
Twente

Leeuv/ardern
St, Trend
Gilze-Rijen

Eindhoven
Venlo
Deelan

Fighter Command claims included one enemy aircraft destroyed
and four damaged,
Juvincourt claimed to have dropped its bombs on an aircraft
which was landing.

One aircraft of Bomber Command attacking

From all those opera.tions. Bomber Command, Fighter Command
and Army Co-operation Command each lost one aircraft,

(■'^) Thousand Attack on Essen_

In the event of the attack on Cologne proving successful,
it ¥fas planned to take advantage of the full moon and the large
force already assembled to launch a second thousand raid the
folloAving night. All Groups had been Airamed to standby but
a forecast of cloudy vreather over Germany necessitated a
postponement until l/2 June, Although conditions on that
night T/ere none -too promising, the large'concentrations of
aircraft could not be kept immobilised indefinitely. It 'was
accordingly decided to take advantage of the prospect of at
least reasonable weather in the Ruhr to attack Essen. Not
only v/as Essen a top priority target and ¥.dthin Gee range but
it also offered the most likelihood of freedom from the lo-w

cloud v/hich threatened in other areas. Moreover, it ■was in
a latitude v/here there ¥/as a longer period of darkness to
enable the attack to develop than was available over N.W.
Germany.

/The

(1) See appendix 11
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The normal shaker technique was used on this operation,
the force being divided into three sections
flare force, an incendiary and a main force.

comprising a

The following

Right Raid ■
Report No,76
and BC/ORB
App.B, 1922

detailed'instructions were issued for the attack vfhich
timed to-.open at OO5O hours

was

Section 1; Between Z and Z plus 23, 20 selected Gee-
equipped Wellingtons of No,3 Group to
drop 12 bundles of three flares at eight
second intervals, giving a stick about
four miles long. The flare force vrere to

approach the target along the B latticeline,
dropping their flares at a given release
point calculated to place the centres of
the stick over the -target.

.Section 2; From Z plus 2 to Z plus 15 minutes, 60
specially selected aircraft of No.3 Group,
10 Gee aircraft of No,1 Group,
30 Halifaxes and 25 Lancasters carrying
maximum loads of 4 lb, I, Bs made up where

■ necessarj^ with 30 lb. I, Bs to navigate
to the target along the same lattice line
but dropping their bombs on visual
identification confirmed by Gee fixes.
Crews attacking in the first three minutes
of this Tfave to be specially selected for
their navigational ability,

Septipn 3; All remaining aircraft carrying loads made
up of incendiary bombs and large H,E, to
spread their attack evenly over the period
Z plus 15 to Z plus 90 minutes.

All crews vrere specially warned against dummy fires which •
were numerous in the area and aircraft unable to identify
the target were ordered to attack any built-up area in the
Ruhr,

As on the Cologne raid. Intruder activities were
Night Raid , undertaken by 34 Blenheims, of No,2 Group and 14 Blenheims of
Report No,76 Army Co-operation Command in an attempt to reduce the enemy^s

night fighter activity. Twenty-seven were successful
in accomplishing their task and a further seven bombed other

aerodromes than those detailed owing to inability to reach
or find their tanget. Fighter Command again undertook
Intruder sorties to supplement the-bomber effort and also

provided cover for the returning force over as much as the
route as possible.

Altogether 956 aircraft took off for Essen, including
244 aircraft of;No,91 Group, 103 of No,92 Group, and two

Of the force

despatched, 767 (80^) claimed to have dropped their bombs in
or near Essen,

identify the target v/ith any certainty owing to weather
conditions; most crews reporting 5“10/l0ths thin cloud at
8000 ft. and a few found a second thin layer at between
2000-5000ft.

Wellingtons of Flying Training Command,

Unfortunately very few were able to

ibid.

/On
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ibid. On balance, this attack does not appear to have been any
thing like as successful as the Cologne raid,
reports it appeared that there was a tendency to release flares
early, while some stated that all flares were west of the target
area.

llrom crew

These' observations vrere confirmed by photographs taken

vri-th bombing during the flare period which, in the main, fell
into two groups - one about three miles west of Essen and the
other around Hambom. In any event, flares were not very '
effective in lighting the ground oidng to haze and the fact

that many of them appeared to have been dropped too high,
the other hand, a number of crev/s reported that they were very
useful as guides to the target area and those jettisoned by
one aircraft near G-eldern did not seem to have misled the rest

On

of the force-.

ibid. A number of aircraft, seeing built-up areas, fires or flares
on E.T.A, Essen bombed on those, while other bombed on Gee fixes
or E.T.A, from pinpoints oh the Rhine, Altogether 73 photo
graphs were taken with bom'bing .and those suggested that the
attack was very scattered, None shbT/ed the target and only
eight were -within five milbp but a ninber vrere plotted in the
Duisburg-Hambom area.

y.

Ibid *  The evidence of night photographs Vfas later confirmed by
daylight reconnaissance on 2, 3^ 5 and 6 of Jme. No damage
appeared to have been inflicted on Krupps Works, Abou,t 30 or
40 houses, mostly in the south and south-east of Essen were seen
to be destroyed or severely dama.ged and a few coaches were burnt
out west of the railway station. On the other hand, severe
damage was inflicted on Oberhausen where the main station was

extensively damaged and its'chief buildings gutted. A boiler
works, a zinc rolling mills, a tar vrorks, the tramway depot,
a bank and ah unidentified factory building all suffered
severely. In addition about 70 other commercial and resi

dential buildings were destroyed or damaged, A direct hit
*  was- also scored oh one carriageviay of the autobahn where it

crossed the Ehine-Herne Canal,

v/

Ibid Considerable damage also occurred at Mulheim where a group
of factory buildings were burnt out and 14 houses destroyed.
In the Duisberg area there vra.s damage to failway property in
three places, notably to the locomotive repair shops in the
Wildau district, : In addition, ntmierous craters were seen in
open country and damage to residential property near decoys
-was also visible, 'j.

\/
Altogether 31 aircraft (3.2^) v/ere missing from the op>er-

ation including 1 i from the O.T.Us, A further 99 were damaged
from various causes, 23 seriously and five. others having to be
written off. In the target area, flalc defences vrere less

intense than usual and after 0110 hours, their effectiveness
decreased, but outside the tahget area -bhere did not appear to
be any lessening in efficiency. Once again the,main search-

■  light belt v/as absent, lights being very active at the target'
while a belt of searchlights' operating in cones of five -was
reported in the area Hague-Rotterdam-Overflakkee. The enemy
night fighter effort was considerably larger than usual being
concentrated mainly around the target and over the coast on

the return journey. In general, losses were again belovr
• noimal but a much higher leroportion occurred outside the

target area than on the previous thousand raid. A large
number of aircraft wrere shot dovm near the coast on the return

Ibid

In addition to main force losses, two aircraft ofjourney.

Bomber and one of Army Co-operation Command were missing from

Intruder operations.
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(vi) Other Operations in June.
Night Raid Report
No,77 and

BC/OHE
App. B.I925

On 2/3 June 1942 195 aircraft were sent to Essen as a
Thefollow up to the thousand raid the previous night,

attack was planned to last for half an hour, starting at
0130 hours.

No,3 Group were detailed to illuminate the target during the

first 18 minutes of the raid, releasing their flares on
Gee fixes.

Fifteen specially selected Wellingtons of

The remainder of the force carrying maximum
economic incendiary loads v/ere to spread their attack as

evenly as possible between 0132 and 0200 hours, the best

crews in each squadron being detailed to lead.

ORS/
Night Raid Report
N0.77

Unfortunately, despite reasonably good weather apart
from moderate smoke and haze, night photographs shovved the
attack to be widely scattered, with no evidence of
concentrations any\7here. This lack of success was ascribed

partly to the fact that the flare force was late arriving
and the majority of flares v/ere scattered and in some
cases at a considerable distance from the target.

Nevertheless, many of the 147 aircraft claiming to have

bombed their target stated that flares were very useful for

the identification of built up.areas. As a fev/ photographs
showed built-up areas in Duisberg, Oberhausen and Mulheim,
it was thought possible that some of the damage in those

districts which had previously been ascribed to the thousand

raid on Essen may have occurred in this attack.

One outstanding feature of the raid was the very high
casualty rate, v/ith I3 (6,6fh) aircraft missing and a further
24 (12,3^) damaged. The percentage missing v/as double
that of the thousand raid, probably due to the enemy
defences being "keyed up" after the previous very heavy
attacks on Cologne and Essen,

To avoid a further concentration of defences in that

area, advantage was taken of good forecast weather the

following night to launch an attack on the important naval

tovm of Bremen, The same method of attack was used and on

that occasion the plan for illuminating the target appears

to have worked well, many crews reporting that the flares
were extremely helpful in identifying the built-up area.

Prom night photographs it v/as estimated that about
65 aircraft bombed within five miles of the aiming point but
there was no evidence of any very high concentrations over

the target, probably due to the prevalence of haze.
Daylight reconnaissance confirmed that some useful if

scattered damage had been inflicted. Three lajrge buildings
and three tanks all belonging to oil refineries and a large
warehouse on the quays were destroyed and three other large
industrial buildings partially destroyed. There were also

a number of scattered points of damage to residential and

commercial buildings, mainly in the suburbs. The above
assessment of the effects of the attack are confirmed by

/German

Ibid,

OR

Night Raid Report
No, 78

S E C R E T
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translations oil tanks and a diesel oil tank belonging to a Mineral Works,
five wharves belonging to different firms were completely burnt
out.

German Police Records which state that in addition to t’^o crude

A pier and two wharves of a grain installation were
destroyed and several vessels received slight damage,
aircraft were missing from the attack and 18 damaged, the greater
number being heavies,
accounted for by enemy fighters.

Ten

It was believed that the majority were

,Losses were again high two nights later on 5/6 June when
.180 aircraft were detailed for a shaker attack on Essen, The

choice of this highly defended and difficult target v/as mainly
dictated by v/eather, A front with much cloud lying across the

North Coast of Germany and for some distan.ce inland prohibited
attacks in that area. More to the south there was  a choice

of targets and Essen had been selected as the most important
one within convenient range. Altogether 100 of the 118

aircraft claiming to have reached and bombed their target attacked
vri-thin the planned half hour but once again flares vrere very
scattered and the attack was spread over the western Ruhr,

There was no evidence of any good concentrations being achieved

in time or space and to this was attributed, the fact that the

loss rate of both heavy and medium bombers was again vrell above

average. _ There was much heavy and accurate flak reported and

searchlights were very active over the whole Ruhr. Altogether

12 (^6.6fo) aircraft were missing from the operation and a further
35 v9»kfo) damaged. While there was no evidence of any damage
to Essen, night photographs suggested that a part of the attack

had fallen on Duisberg, Oberhausen and Sterkrade,

ORS

Night Raid

Report y
No.80 y

There were to be only t\TO more major attacks on Essen in
On allJune and indeed only three, more in the whole of 1942,

three, the missing and damaged rate was again very high, mainly
due to- the scattered nature of the raids and the consequent lack

giuj(h7hal concentration in time and space of the forces employed.
ff Klthon^ 126 of the 170 aircraft despa.tched on 8/9 June claimed

ORS/BC yto have bombed the target, very few were able to identify it
y positively owing to the presence of much ploud and poor

visibility. All but one aircraft dropx^ed their flares blindly,
on Gee and none appeared to have fallen on Essen, Night
photographs, confimed by daylight reconnaissance, showed that

the raid was very scattered, many bombs falling in open country''
and in Essen itself only a few cases of minor roof damage
resulted from the attack,

17 (10^) airci-aft were missing and a further 10^ damaged.

Night Raid
Report No, 83

From this very unsuccessful attempt

Ibid,

No. 866  l/ - The fifth and last raid on Essen in this month took place on
16/17 June, Owing to very cloudy conditions over the target
areas, IO6 aircraft were despatched on a blind bombing attack
•with instructions that if the cloud broke on reaching Bonn they
were to bomb that or any other .'built-up area outside the Ruhr,

As a result, only I6 aircraft actually reached and claimed to
have attacked the primary target. Forty-five aircraft, finding
cloud beginning to 'break up over the PJiine, attacked Bonn,

Others attacked Aachen, Cologne and built-up areas in Western

Germany, Owing to poor visibility very few aircraft v/ere able

to see ground detail and little success was achieved. The

spreading of the force over a vri.de area led to very lovf

concentrations against the enemy defences w'hich were easily able
to pick off individual borribers. As a result, 7,5‘/ of the force

were missing from the operation.

/other
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Ibid.

No. 81
Other operations during June, however, vrere rather

more successful. On 6/7th finev/eather gave a T/ide choice
of target areas within range during the short hours of
darkness. Emden v/as selected, as being of a suitable
size to be heavily damaged by a medium’sized force,
233 aircraft were despatched and a very successful
incendiary attack; developed,
again used on this raid which was planned to last
40 minutes.

The Siaker technique wa

Altogether I98 aircraft claimed to have

s

reached and bombed their objective and these reported
that the majority of the flares were vrell placed and very
helpful in identifying the target,
incendiaries dropped in the first few minutes of the attack

appear to have been somev;hat scattered, later arrivals
reported considerable fires.in the docks.and tovm area

which gvevr to such proportions that they vere seen by
returning crews from as much as 100 miles av/ay,
reconnaissance fully confirmed the success of the attack.

Ten acres of the ship building and ship repairing yards
of the Nordseewerke were seen to be devastated; five
large sheds and eight smaller ones being completely
destroyed.

Bruns, builders of small sea craft, twelve sheds belonging
to the Herings Fischerei A.G., the Harbour Offices,
Customs House and* a number of other workshops and sheds

in the docks area were all destroyed,
to railwray buildings and the gas works and 45 acres of the
town, mainly comprising commercial and residential
property, yrere devastated.

Although sticks of

Daylight

Nearly all the buildings of Schulte and

Damage Y/as done

In that area alone at least

150 houses T;ere believed to have been destroyed or
seriously damaged and a further 100 in other parts of the
town. Most of this damage wras by fire.

Ibid, The undoubted success of this attack was mainly
due to good weather, close adherence to instructions by
the flare carrying aircraft, and the very high
concentration reached over the target,
bombed in the first 35 minutes of the raid, thus achieving
the equivalent of a concentration of 326 aircraft per hour.
Although the missing rate {3,9%) was slightly above normal,
this V;as attributed to the very large proportion of the
force w'hich antually reached the target.

190 aircraft

Following this operation, poor weather conditions ■
set in and, apart from the t\vo attac.ks on Essen already
described, ho other operations viere possible against
Gemany targets until I9/2O June T/hen the first of three
more fairly heavy raids ’vas made on Emden, On that
night there was some doubt as to Y/hether the clear skies

expected v/ould extend as far vrcst as Smden by the time the

attack was delivered, 194 aircraft were despatched Yv-ith

instructions to go on to Osnabruck should they find
10/l0ths cloud over their primary target. As a result,
the force split up, 131 claiming to have attacked Emden
while 29 went on and bombed their alternative target.

Night Raid Report
No, 89

/Over

SECRET
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Over Emden 7-10/l0th cloud was encountered and few aircraft

were able to identify it visually,
illumintation of the target by the flare force did not go as

The 15 aircraft detailed for the task had been

Unfortunately the

planned,

Ibid.^

carefully timed to provide the maximum illumination over the
first 24 minutes of the half-hour attack,
five went, on to Osnabruck, two returned early and one \ms

The remainder adhered fairly closely to their

Of those fifteen

missing,

,

pre-arranged timing and a considerable number of the main force
bombed on their flares. None of the three photographs taken

Tri,th bombing and showing ground detail could be i^lotted however

and as there v/as no daylight reconnaissance before the repeat
operation the next night, the result of the attack is not kno^m.

Aircraft bombing Osnabruck found little cloud and good
visibility and there T/as every indication that the attack,
although small, was very successful. Daylight reconnaissance
showed an area of approximately nine acres around the Grosse

Strasse devastated by fires v/hich were still burning next day.
There was not much industrial damage but ten small buildings in
an iron and steel works, a cotton weaving factory and a soap
factory were damaged in addition to the destruction of about
25 to 30 houses scattered throughout the town. Losses on this

operation were again high (4,1^0 bul.k being due to enemy
fighters which wbre very active.

Ibid*

Slightly better results were obtained the folloTfing night
when 159 of the 185 aircraft despatched claimed to have
identified and bombed Emden,

accurate but later ones vrere mainly to the south over the coast.

From night photographs it appeared that only a moderate
proportion of the force actually identified and attacked the

target and this was confirmed by daylight reconnai
Only a small amount of damage resulted from this operation.
In the town a large industrial building and two smaller ones .

gutted and another building, possibly a warehouse, was

Near' the Appelmart, an area of commercial and

Early flares Mere reported as

ssance, .

were

burnt out,

Ibid, /

No.90 ^

residential property, more than an acre v;as devastated and

20-25 buildings in other parts of the tovm destroyed.
Although night fighters were very active, losses at 3»2/« Trere
about average..

The third and last of this series of operations on Emden

took place on 22/23 June when 22? aircraft were ordered to
Although lO/lOths cloudattack using the shaker technique,

Ibid,

No. 9 2

was encountered in places over the North Sea, the target area

was quite clear enabling crev/s to make visual
196 aircraft claimed to have attacked the target and of the

90 photographs taken v^ith bombing showing'ground detail,
50 were plotted within five miles of the aiming point and eleven

Some of the former, however, were of

identification.

showed the target,
open country and 15 v/ere close to the Larrelt and Wybelsum

Flares were on the v/hole well placed and from

subsequent daylight reconnaissance it was evident that
considerable damage had been inflicted in the docks and town.
The most important incident was the destruction by fire of

a group of industrial buildings thought to be the main

decoys.

/portion
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portion of the Gassens shipyard,
occurred at the Emden-Pev/sum railway station where the main
office building, four large goods sheds and a group of small
buildings were burnt out and at the Outer Harbour Station
where the main buildings and a warehouse were severely
damaged. About seven other small industrial buildings and
the main building of the Hamburg-Amerika line v/ere destroyed
or severely damaged and about 30"4-0 residentiail, commercial
or public buildings in the tovm as well as 40-50 workmen's
dv/ellings wre destroyed, mainly by fire. Losses on that
night {2.5fo) were considerably beloY/ normal probably
a result of the high concentrations achieved,

(vii)

Other important incidents

as

The Thousand Raid on Bremen

While the bomber force was continuing its normal
offensive in June, preparations were already underway for
the third of the thousand raids in the next moon period.
As always, choice of a suitable target was dictated by
strategic and tactical considera.tions. Apart from being
sufficiently congested and inflaimiable to prove vulnerable
to a heavy incendiniy attack, it was essential for the
operation of so large a force that the target area should be
fairly large, easy to find and, as far as possible, not too
heavily defended.

After due consideration of the important targets within
range of the bombers during the limited hours of darkness
at that time of year, Bremen was selected as the most
practicable and plans were made for an attack on 25/26 June
or the first suitable night thereafter within the full
It will be remembered that Bremen was a high priority
target -vvithin Gee range in the February Directive,
was it a vital submarine building centre, the second
largest port in Germany and an important transportation
target having direct rail communication with Berlin,
Hamburg, Hanover, the Ruhr and other parts of Germany but
it also housed, among other industrial concerns, the Focke
Wulf Works which had assumed special importance, in view of
the amended Directive in May, 1942,

.  #

Against this vital target on 25/26 June was despatched
Night^id ROTort a force of 904- aircraft, including l66 from No.91 Group,

106 from No,92 Group, 15 Blemheims from No,2 Group and a
B7360 /, / further 5 Blenheims from Army Co-operation Cornraand, In

lljUfi/f [oj /V addition. Coastal Command co-operated with a force of
102 Wellingtons and Hudsons which operated from their
ovm East Coast aerodromes. On the same night 44 aircraft
of No,2 Group and 15 from Army Co-operation Command carried
out Intruder operations .in conjunction with Fighter Command,
the latter aJ.so providing cover for the bombers by carrying
out sweeps as far out to sea as possible from the East Coast
particularly'at dusk and dawn.

moon,

Not only

0H6

^d. C>- o-

■

^ahb/
I G1/42

/Administrative
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Administrative preparations for this operation were similar

to those for the attack on Cologne, Arrangements were made for

a maximum of 45 aircraft(l) of Wo,91 Group to be accommodated
at advanced bases in No,1 Group and for two squadrons of Army
Co-operation Command in No,2 Group,
of Nos, 91 and .92 Groups operated from their o-vvn aerodromes.

The remaining aircraft

The plan of attack was slightly more involved than on the

tvro previous thousand raids and required very careful timing,
particularly as Coastal Command vrere operating from their o¥m

aerodromes. Apart from the Pocke-V/ulf Y/orks and the Deohiraag

Ibid,

Submarine Building Yards which were given as special targets to
No,5 Group and Coastal Command respectively, the force v/as

allotted three separate aiming points; namely, the tovm centre,
tha south end of Bremen and the south east end of the docks.

If the primaiy target could not be identified, aircraft v/ere

ordered to turn to port and bomb the built-up areas of

YYilhelmshaven, Emden or Bremerhaven,

The attack which was planned to last 65 minutes from 0120
to 0225 hours was to be carried out in three v/aves consisting

of an advance force of Gee aircraft, a main force and a rear

force of heavies. Minimum bombing height \Yas 8000 ft. and, as

Ibid,

before, in order to aviod stragglers, returning in daylight and
proving easy targets for the enemy defences, all aircraft v/ere

ordered to turn for home wherever they might be at 0230 hours,
Orew were also warned to avoid ..flying in cloud as far as possible
and to exercise the greatest care not to bo misled by the many
decoys kncfVvn to.be operating in the area, ■

Timing of the Force was a follows:-Ibid and

ORS/BO^
Night Raid
Report No, 95

50 Stirlings and 50 Halifaxes to attack the
centre of the to\m betyreen Z and Z plus

10 minutes, follov/ed by all Gee Y/ellingtons
of W0S.I and 3 C-roups between Z plus
10 and Z plus 20 minutes.

First Wave:

Main Force: aircraft to bomb between Z plus 20 and Z plus
55 minutes as below:

South end of doc.ks

ToTm. Centre

S.E, end of docks
South end of docks

Pocke-YYulf Works,

No,1 Group
No,3 Group Wellingtons
Wo,91 Group

^  No,92 Group
No,5 Group

In addition, aircraft of Coastal Command
attacking with,the main force were to bomb

• their special target bctvreen Z plus 30 and Z
plus 50 minutes.

All Stirlings and Halifaxes not included in the
first v/ave to attack between Z plus 45 and Z

■  plus 65 minutes', Stirlings to bonib tovm
centre and Halifaxes to divide their attack

equally between the south end of the docks
and the south east end of the town.

/On

(l) In practice only 11 aircraft of No,91 Group operated from
advances bases.
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On this occasion the maximum number of night
photographs were to be taken and tvro experienced crews of

each of Nos:3, 4 and 5 Groups vrere detailed to make a visual
report on the attack.

Ibid, As the raid was to be made in bright moonlight no flares
or markers were to be used,

to carry maximum economic incendiary loads made up va.th big
blast with the exception of No,5 Group which were to carry
50^ of each and Coastal Command whose Wellingtons were to
carry maximum 500 lb, G,P, bombs and Hudsons maximum 100 lb.
,3, bombs.

All aircraft, were instructed

Night Raid
Report No,95

Prior to the attack aircraft had been sent on special
Tireather reconnaissance missions and from their reports it
was anticipated that v/hile the target area was not free from

cloud at the time of the reconnaissance, there v/as every
likelihood of a clearance by the time the raid began.
Unfortunately, the wind changed direction with the result
that the target was covered by thin layer cloud with only
occasional small breaks throughout the operation and
similar conditions were experienced en route.

Although 661 of the 904 aircraft despatched by Bomber
Command and 71 of the 102 despatched by Coastal Command
claimed to have attacked their targets, only a few were able
to see any ground’detail and those'Tirhich did merely caught
glimpses, of built-up area or rivers. The majority of the
first wave aircraft relied on Gee fixes and 117 bombed
completely blind. Under the circumstances, it is notable
that the fires started by early arrivals quickly grew to

considerable size and their glov/ on the cloud formed the

chief means of, identification for the remainder, although
34 of the heavy, bombers of the rear force also attacked on

Gee fixes. Only tvfo aircraft of No,5 Group claimed to

have located the Pocke-Wulf Works v/ith any certainty, the
remainder having bombed the town area, 58 'them blindly
on Gee, As a result of adverse weather conditions, only
two night photographs were returned but daylight
reconnaissance confirmed, that at least a proportion of the

force has been successful in overcoming weather difficulties
and attacking their'target. It was estimated that about
731 had bombed in a,period of 80 minutes.

Ibid,

While the attack was nothing like as successful as
might have been expected from the size of the force
involved, taking into consideration the poor weather
experienced and the usual inefficacy of’Gee as- a blind
bombing aid, some very useful results were obtained. The

most important item v/as probably the serious damage
inflicted on the Pocke-Wulf Y/orks, a large block believed
to be the machine or Press shop having received a direct

' hit and being completely demolished, A nearby building
was also damaged and four others suffered in varying degrees.
No serious incident occurred in the docks area but about

40 industrial or commercial buildings in different parts

Ibid,

/of
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of the town were destroyed and a further 30 damaged. Damage to
"business and residential property^was more extensive, in all
a"bout 27 acres having "been ̂ completely destroyed, mainly by fire.
The largest of those areas was ten acres and probably the most
serious destruction occurred in the Ostertors district, A

number of aircraft unable to identify the primary target bombed
other tofms in North West Germany, mostly on Gee fixes or ETA
and large fires were reported in the Wilhelmshaven and Emden
areas.

1/ Intruder operations on 25/26 June were'also only moderately
successful. Bostons flying in fomation made low^level attacks

Ib'id,

on seven aerodromes at dusk but only at. "Valkenburge and Ardorf

did the whole formation succeed in finding their target: in 3.11
other attacks one aircraft at least, was unable to bomb for

Tvto Mosquitoes v/ere sent to Stade and two tovarious reasons,

Schlesv/ig aerodromes; one attacked Schleswig but the others
failed to locate their primaries qv/ing to darknes
31 Blenheims despatched on night Intruder operations, 18 claimed
to have bombed their targets, one or more attacking each of the
six aerodromes involved,

attacked by aircraft of Fighter Command:

Of thes.

The following aerodromes were also

Gilze Eijen,
Soesterburg,

Eindhoven,
Deelan,

Schipol,

44 (4.9^) aircraft vrere lost by Bomber Command from the
attack on Bremen and 65 (7»2fo) \mre damaged, 22 seriously.
Coastal Command also lost five aircraft and two Blenheims vrer

Ibid,

e

missing from Intruder operations. It was concluded that the

above average losses experiencedwere mainly due to inaccurate
navigation on the part of inexperienced pupil crev/s flying in
'difficult, weather and v/ithout the aid of Gee, In particular
heavy casualties ?/ere. .suffered by Whitleys and Wellington Ics
of No,91 Group which lost.a total of 22 aircraft, 21 of which
were manned by 100^^ pupil crews. Heavy bomber losses at 5«2^
were also high but these in turn were swollen by the high
casualty rate of the Hailifaxes,. Apart from the specific
instances given, heavy and medium bomber losses vrould have been

comparatively Dpw, averaging 2,6^ and 2,5$^ respectively.

(viii) Further attacks on Bremen,

It will be noted that previous experience with Gee had
strongly suggested that Y/hile it v/as invaluable as a navigational
aid, as a blind bombing device it was too inaccurate to be of

much use. The success achieved by the large number of aircraft
which attacked Bremen on Gee fixes on 25/26 June vras therefore :
all the more unexpected. As vreather during the remaining nights
iiY June was quite unsuitable for normal bombing operations, it
was decided to take advantage of good conditions at home bases

to exploit Gee in the capacity of target finder.

mm
On 27/28 June 144 aircraft equipped, with Gee vrere ordered

Night Raid\/ to attack Bremen, dropping their bombs on Gee fixes laid down
Report No,97
and BC/ORB
App,1966

0]

by Command Headquarters, unless conditions over the target
T/ere found to be clear, ' No flares were to be used and attacks

were to be made along the B lattice line from 0130 to 0215 hours,
Crev/s were specifically ordered to bonib individually on their
o\m fixes regardless of other aircraft or fires unless they
could clearly see and identify the target.

/II9
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ORS/Bu ' ' 119 of the sorties despatched claimed to have attacked
Right Raid the target axea and with the exception pf five v/ho were early
Report No.97)SV all bombed within the time laid down. ,  This gave an average

concentration of 216 aircraft per hour. All crews bombed
blind although one or tv/o claimed to haye recognised built-

up areas shortly after bombing. Ro night photographs were

obtained but a successful daylight reconnaissance on
29 June revealed considerable new. damage; to the target.
Seven acres were seen to have been destroyed by fire near

the.Neustadt Guter Bahnhof, where about 11 sheds, probably
railv/ay. buildings, were destroyed),
industrial buildings in other parts of the town were also

either destroyed or seriously damaged while the largest
concentration of residential damage was at Suder Vorstadt
where about 40-50 houses were destroyed in an area of 15 acres
gutted.

Roughly 15-Small

It had,been expected that the considerable, ploud
experience would serve to, embarrass the defences.but wastage
on that night was well above the average with 9^(6.2^)
bombers missing and 22 (l6^ damaged). Elak was., reported as
much more severe than on previous raids and the enemy's

Greatest sufferers T/erenight fighters were very active.

Ibid

No. 3 Group who sustained 70^ of the total damage from flak
and fighters,^ All those aircraft bombed consistently high
where visibility, would undoubtedly be good at that time of

yean and it was co-ncluded that; this; accounted for the large
number of interceptions reported and the damage sustained.

Two nights later .a large force of 253 aircraft was again

detailed for a_blind bombing attack on Bremen. '^.Instructions
laid down were similar to those for the raid. on. 27/28th \vith
the exception that the period of the attack-was extended to

one hour. ,, Altogether 208 aircraft claimed: to have reached

and bombed, their primary target and although a few
scattered aircraft extended the time over the target by

thirteen .minutes, actually 184. dropped their bombs %vithin

2.y minutes giving the very ihigh:rate, of 48O.per hour.
Daylight reconnaissance on. 1. July revealed several new items

. of damage. Slieds at the Neustadt .Guter Bahnhof had again
.'suffered severely and there were about: five incidents of

, destruction to small industrial .buildings. , Damage to

residential buildings was scattered,.about 30 houses being
affected. On the same day reconnaissance was . also made

. over Delmenhorst. which showed that that town had also been

heavily attacked, Damag.e was mainly confined to industrial
buildings such as the Linoleum Factories, Jute and Woollen

•  Spinning Mills and Wool Processing Works, About five
separate factories had all suffered severely, . Three
quarters of a jute facto2ry had been completely burnt out,
two large areas, of a woollen spinning; mill together
covering 10,0.00 sq.yards had been gutted and about 8 buildings
or groups of buildings in other factories either gutted or

severely damaged. Losses on the operation were.about average
with 9 (3.5^) aircraft missing and 41 (16.2^) sustaining
varying degrees of damage,

(ix) Conclusions

Ibid

No. 99

In despatching no less than three forces on the thousand
scale, in.less than four weeks, Bomber Command had achieved
the seemingly impossible. The effects of the attack on

/ Cologne
SECRET
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Cologne were most encouraging; the attack on Bremen, although
less striking, achieved a high degree of damage while the raid
on Essen, although missing the primary target, inflicted severe
damage on the nearby districts of Oberhausen, Duisberg and
Mulheim, In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it may
be assumed that the effects on-the morale, of the civilian
population in the affected areas,
been considerable.

adthough localised, must have

, In this country, the. precedent set by those peak efforts had
a somewhat unfortunate effect. Despite, specific warnings by
the Prime Minister to Parliament and the .general public that
"thousand" raids mus.t not be regarded as the general rule until
the., size of the bomber force had been considerably increased,
there was already a growing tendency in both official and
^official circles to regard.the 200—30G sorties which
Bomber Command's normal.effort :at .that time as mere chicken

In Prance, the attack on Cologne had been received T/ith
evident satisfaction.

v/as

feed.

On 1 June, the American Charges

/

^ 11/70/168
d*Affaires at Vichy had cabled .Washington that the French public
had reacted enthusiastically and there was a general feeling of

_ satisfaction that at last Germany was . beginning to know what
war meant. The hope T^ras being . expressed that raids on the
thousand. scale would become a nightly event.

Apart from the thousand raids, there are several other
points Worth noting in connecting with ..operations in June,
n^ely: the greatly increased concentrations of aircraft in
time over the t arget areas, ri.sing in one instance to the very
high average of 4-80 per hour; the consistant use of maximum

incendiary loads on all major operations and the high casualty
rate incurred on the majority of operations, particularly by
training aircraft and heavy bombers, ■ , In that connection, it

'. was already becoming apparent that tlie use of inexperienced
pupil-crews on operations in ..any but the best v/eather
conditions was of. little value in comparison with the high
wastage and loss in training time incurred.

In general, the. month.marked yet another, milestone in the
development of Bomber Command, in'194P, The "thousand plan" had
proved a success and the problem of handling- large numbers of
aircraft on operations had been faced and overcome; increased
experience in the use of Gee was leading to. heavier concentra
tions than ever before and, in, spite of bad weather on many
occasions, a considerable amount of veiy useful damage had been
inflicted on a number of Germany's vital industrial areasC"!).
The direct result of those improvements was the Air Staff's
decision to sanction a policy of using the O.T.U's to augment
the main bomber effort for a time and the O.-in-C's proposals
to stand,ardise a system of using the largest possible force
against suitable targets in Germany on the three or four fine
nights available in a month and to devote the remainder of the

■  month to small scale diversionary raids and a greatly increased
minelaying effort. This in turn marked the opening of a new
phase in. tactical planning the results of T/diich will be
examined in the next. Chapter.

(l.) Unfortunately, at the present time very few German Records
of the results, of bombing attacks in 1^1+2 have come to
light and assessments of their.success or otherwise have
been based almost entirely on night photographs taken
with bombing and daylight reconnaissance,
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CHA.PTER 18

(1)FURTHER ATTACKS ON GERMAN INDUSTRY AKD MORALE.

(i) Flans to increase the Operational Effort

It has "been seen that for many months past both the Air

Ministry and Bomber Command had been aware that a very much

greater weight of effort than was normally available at that

time (i,e. ^^k^/k■2) must be found if the bombing offensive
was to succeed in its object of inflicting really serious
and lasting dama,ge in area attacks on the major German
industrial cities.' Although consistent efforts were being
made to expand the bomber force to-a size commensurate with
the tasks required of it, for the reasons shown in Part I
of this Narrative, so fai* comparatively little progress v/as
being made. The only other answer to the immediate problem
was the continued use of O.T.U's and other non-operational
aircraft to augment the normal effort. This had been done
more or less successfully in the thousand raids and despite
the inevitable interference v/ith the training programmes
which such a OOurse involved, both the C,-in-C. and his
O.T.U. Group Commanders were anxious to continue the
experiment for a time not only for the purpose of enlarging
the operational effort but on the grounds of morale among
pupil crews and the experience they would gain from partici
pation in operations against targets which were large and
comparatively easy to find.

After detailed discussion of the pros and cons of such
a step, it had been generally agreed at a Meeting at Air
Ministry on 30 June 1942, that the policy of making limited
use of O.T,U's on operations should cohtihue'for  a time until
its effect on expansion could be assessed.

DGO Folder

30/6/42

This decision meant that in theory the C.-in-C, could,
on suitable occasions, raise upwards of 600 sorties from his
ovm resources. His next step was to evolve a plan which
v/ould make the best possible use of the increased effort
available. Details of that plan have already been
discussed,(2) ’Briefly, he proposed to operate anything
from 700 to 1000 aircraft (depending bn the resources of the
Command at the time) on the three or four really fine nights
which might occur in a month,
devoted to small scale raids and routine minela.ying,
the success of the plan, much depended on weather, v«rastage,
the effect on the training output and the rate at which
replacements v/ere forthcoming. In practice, a combination
of all those factors made it inpossible to inplement the
plan on anything like the scale originally conceived although
O.'T.U's did take part in four more raids before the end of
September 1942 v/hen the scheme v/as dropped.

The remaining nights would be
For

♦

(ii) Operations in July

Operations in July opened with a comparatively
unsuccessful raid on Bremen on 2/3rd* Owing to the
possibility of unsatisfactory conditions' at bases, plans for
a full scale effort using all the resource of the Command were

Night Raid
Report
No, 101

/abandoned

(l) This Chapter should be read in conjunction with
Chapter 12 Sections (iii) - (vi),

(2) Chapter 12 Sections (iv) and (v).
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abandoned in favour of an attack by 325 aircraft of the
Operational Groups, As the operation was to be carried out in
moonlight, flares were not used but all airci^ft carried
maximum economic incendiary loads and the best crews in each
Group were ordered to lead the attack. Unfortunately, despite
reasonably good weather over the target, night photographs

.  indicated that bombing was scattered over a considerable area to
the west and south-west of the target with evidence of a small

. concentration in the neighboLirhood of Delmenhorst, Daylight
, reconnaissance confirmed t^t the raid had failed to inflict any
serious damage in Bremen!^/ but in Delmenhorst new damage was
revealed to the Nordd Wollkammerei und Kammgarn. Spinnerei and
residential area.

OES/BC
Night Raid
Report X
No,106

During the next five nights bad weather restricted the
effort to minelaying but. advantage was taken of an improvement

.  on 8/9, July to stage,a heavy attack on Wilhelmshaven, Although
it was included in the current Directive as one of the

alternative priority targets within Gee range, Wilhelmshaven
had not been attacked in any strength since January 19^2,
Recent reports had indicated, however, that the port was again
very active and had recovered to a large extent from damage
inflicted in previous raids.

Although 2A5 of the 285 aircraft despatched to attack the
submarine building yards claimed to have bombed their objective
it seemed likely from crew reports and the.evidence of night
photographs that not more than 100 actually reached the target,
the remainder of the attack having fallen in open country to

, the west of V/ilhelmshaven,. The raid was not without its effect^
.  .. however, a certain amount of useful damage being revealed by .
/daylight reconnaissance. On the north.side of the Tizpitz
Hefen two large sheds, the engineering workshop and smithery of
Deutsche Works, had been severely damaged and in the naval

dockyard west of the Bauhafen the Armour Plate shop was

completely gutted, the Poundiy half gutted and several other
sheds damaged. Fire damage was also caused east of Uie

Bauhafen where at least 10 small 'warehouses and ships stores
were burnt out and there was considerable damage to residential

property in other parts of the town. Losses were unusually low

at 1,4^, probably due to the high concentrations achieved in
the target area (387 aircraft per hour) and the small amount of
enemy night fighter effort in comparison with the size of the
raid.

Ibid

Wea,ther again prevented bombing, operations during the

following four nights but opportunity was taken to press ahead
with the intensive minelaying effort undertaken by the C.-in-C,
On the .13/14 July, it was decided to take advantage of an
eapected improyement to send a. force to Duisberg, Although
some daraa.ge had already been inflicted, during previous mids

on EssenJ this v/as the first direct attack of the year against
a target which figured high in the current list of priorities.

>  •

'Apart,.from its general yalue as a morale target, Duisberg
was .notable as ;the grv^atest inland waterway harbour in Europe, '
as an extremely yita.1 .railway .centre .and f.or numerous iron and

steel, , heavy'engineering and other industries including the
Thyssen Steel Works at Hambom,

n/The

(1) German Police Records mention only seven cases of slight
material damage but state that the Finnish Steamer'
Marieborg was hit and later sunlc and six other vessels

suffered slightly.

a, 169087/to/ii/50/
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ors/bg '
Night Raid
Report

Nos. 110,114,

The attack on 13/l4th was the first of four mde during
July which, although individually somewhat scattered as a

result of poor weather conditions, collectively achieved
considerable success. Daylight cover was not obtained until

after the last attack on 25/26 th and it is not iDOSsible
therefore to ascribe particular results to any one night. In ■

general, v/hile there were no large areas of devastation,
P.R.II, photograjjhs showed a considerable number of small

points or areas of damage over the v/hole of the Duisberg/
B'ambora/Homberg area. The most important incident was a
direct hit on the rolling mills of the Thyssen Steel Vforks

which caused severe structural damage and roof damage over

150,000 square feet. Fresh damage was also inflicted on

other buildings in the works and it was observed that repairs
had not yet been made to damage inflicted in previous raids.

Seventeen other industrial plants and small factories were

affected in varying degrees, including five steel works,
chemica.1 factories and a colliery where nearly all the pit-
head buildings and equipment Yrere destroyed, rendering the

mine unserviceable. Considerable damage was also inflicted
on the docks and nearly 4-50 houses or house blocks in urban

and residential districts v/ere either destroyed or seriously

damaged. Although German Police Records are not available,
reports from intelligence sources stated that the four raids

had upset the coal traffic from Germany to Italy for a week

and the Niederheinische Hutte, Erupps and Thyssen Steel
Works suffered considerably. The large French tug Nantes v/as

also said to have been sunk during the raid.

,, ̂  After the first attack on Duisberg on 13/14 July very
^ weather set in and apart from one sea-mining operation no
ORS/BC further night raids took place until I9/2O July when 99 heavy
Night Raid bombers were despatched' to make a tv/enty-minute attack on the

Report Bremer Vulkan Submarine'Yards a.t Vegesack. Ov/ing to a change
N0.II2 in the weather that target had been chosen to replace two

planned dusk attacks on Warnemunde and Stettin,. A,1though 81
aircra.ft claimed to have reached and bombed their objective,

the majority on Gee fixes, subsequent daylight reconnaissance
revealed no damage to the target. In vie?/ of the poor
conditions and the Imovm inaccuracy of Gee as a blind
bombing device, the result v/as in no way surprising.

115,116.

1942

This abortive effort was followed by three more raids on

On 26/27 JulyDuisberg in persistently indifferent weather,
however, good conditions were predicted in the Hamburg area
and since it v/as the first night for several weeks that that

target had been within range under cover of darkness, a

heavy attack was planned. Operational Groups were ordered
out a.t full strength but a.lthough the use of O.T.U'^s was

oonsidereel, it was decided that the high wind expected and

poor weather at home bases made their inclusion undesirable.

Ibid

N0.II7

403 aircraft of the other Groups were despatched of v/hich

315 claimed to have rea,chcd and bombed their target, the

majority having little difficulty in recognising it visually
The method of

attack followed the by no-w normal three-wave routine;
opening with picked crev/s carrying 41b. incendiaries,
followed by a second incendiary force and closing with the

remaining aircraft carrying H.E's. Night photographs were

satisfactory, 70 of the 135 returned being plotted within
five miles of the centre of Ha/riburg and '22 showing the actual

target.

in the excellent conditions prevailing.

/D

Ibid 0^

aylight
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Daylight reconnaissance confirmed the success of the attack
and revealed substantial damage, mainly to the residential
where between 300 and 400 buildings were completely destroyed.
Some damage was also inflicted on business premises and in the
docks.

area

Ibid

No.118 ' ■
Two nights later on 28/29 July a follow-up to this

successful attack was planned utilising the whole resources of
the Command. Unfortunately, deterioration of base conditions
caused the effort from Nos.1 and 5 Groups to be cancelled and
those aircraft of the O.T.U's v/hich' had already taken off had
to be recalled when it became apparent that the main effort
would not be sufficiently concentrated to give them adequate
protection.

Eventually 256 aircraft were despatched from the remaining
operational Groups but owing to the extremely bad weather
encountered 83 aircraft had to be recalled,

only 69 succeeded in reaching Hamburg where they found 10/l0ths
cloud. Night photographs suggested that some aircraft at least
ha.d succeeded in penetrating the defences which were very active
and bombing their target but-although subsequent daylight
reconnaissance was made the photographs obtained were of areas
not previously covered and it is uncertain whether the 20
points of damage revealed occurred on the first or second
attack. German Police Pi.ecords are not available but
Intelligence sources reported tha.t the two raids caused very
great damage to the Blohm and Voss and Deutsche Uerft Yards.
At both, a number of workshops and storesheds wore said to have
been burnt out while the Management building at the Deutsche
Werft, including the drawing office, was almost completely
destroyed by a direct hit. The report also stated that one
shift-of T/orkers and the entire

hit on an air-raid shelter,

attack on Hamburg, however, was the loss rate which at 11,3/
was very high - presumably owing to the bad weather and lack*of
concentration achieved by the bombers over defended areas.

On 29/30 July, weather conditions required the choice of
a target as far south as possible and it was decided to send a

large force of 291 aircraft to Saarb^cken. Although not
included in the current Directive, (’I)
vdthout importance as the largest town in the Saar,
industrial and coal mining centre and a railway junction.
Normally considered a difficult target to locate, it was hoped
that there would be sufficient moon to enable crev/s to find it
while the attack of a target hitherto almost untouched by
bombing would help to spread the enemy defences in direct line
vdth the G.-in-C's stated policy.

■  A very satisfactory attack developed. Most aircraft,
carrying maximum incendiary loads, bombed visually and
concentrated fires, many of them very large, were reported in
the target area after the first ten minutes of the raid as
well as other fires scattered all round Saarbrucken.
Subsequent reconnaissance confirmed the success of the

operation. Most of the damage was seen to be on the north

/ side

Of the remainder

new

QQ

oS guard was killed by a direct
The main feature of the second

Saarbrucken -was not
an

Ibid

Night Raid

Report /
N0.II9

Ibid

(1) At a meeting on 23 April the Target Committee was informed
that the Russians had suggested that Saarbrucken was a, good
target. D.B.Ops. said that there was no reason why it
should not be regarded as an alternative objective for
nights when Bomber Command might not wish to attack the
more heavily defended areas,
pointed out that it was no more imj^ortant than other
similar targets in Germany,

In this connection M;E.W.

A.H.B/
IIG/86/6A
Enel;63
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side of the river in the central city area and the western

suburbs. The two chief factories in the town, the Eich
IXidelinger Irorovorks and the Erliardt and Schiner Engineering
Works were both severly damaged, approximately a quarter of
the latter being destroyed. In the Iron works the laboratory
and three sheds were gutted and at least 20 other buildings
suffered roof damage. In addition, about half the buildings
of the main goods-station were destroyed, together with

,several railway sheds and many other unidentified industrial
buildings suffered in varying degrees. There was also
considerable damage inflicted on residential and business
property, including three large areas in which a total of
24-5 buildings were, gutted or' completely destroyed. German
Police Records state tha.t 403 -buildings were destroyed in all
and a further 5,729 damaged.

As was expected, since this' v;as the first operation
planned against Saarbrucken, enemy defences were light over

the tovm but night fighters, benefiting from the bright
moonlight, were very active. Nevertheless, the bombers ¥/ere
able to 'bake advantage of plentiful cloud cover thus preventing
the fighters from pressing home their atta.cks and losses from
all causes were, lov/ at 2.7%,

(iii) Heavy Attack on Dusseldorf ■ . ^ -b

■,i<.

AHB/6
Translations

So fa.r the C.-in-C's plan for ah intensified effort
• utilising all the resources of his Command on three or four

fine nights in a month had not been fulfilled owing to the
unsuitability of prevailing -v/eather conditions. But on

31 Jul5’- forecasts wefe extremely promising and despite the
possibility of bad visibility at bases on return, it was
decided to seize the opportunity to make'a heavy atta.ck on

Dusseldorf which was not only a high priority target but was
also within convenient range for the less experienced crev/s.

The attack, timed to last 50 minutes, was planned in
three waves, the first manned by picked crews vdio were to act

fire-raisers. All but a few aircraft of the first two

^waves were ordered to carry maximum incendiary loads while
aircraft of the third ■wave y/ere to complete the attack with
H.E's.

BC/ORB
App.B/2010
and 4^.
ORS/BC
Night -Raid
Report
No. 121 iX

Altogether ,630 sorties were despatched, including 106
from No.91 and 105 from No.92 Group. In addition, six
aircraft of No.2 Group,co-operated with Intruder sorties
against the aerodromes of St. Trond, Venlo and Twente.

Ibid

Ibid As expected, weather proved excellent y/ith no cloud and
only slight ha.ze in the target area, but in'the later sta.ges
of the attack the presence of much smoke hindered identifica
tion of ground detail. A total of 484 aircraft claimed to
have bombed Dusseldorf and towards the end of the raid the
town was slated to be a mass of flames and smoke. I9I
photographs were returned shov/ing ground detail and although
a large number isere of open country ■which suggested that a
proportion of the effort was scattered, X ■'"■'ere of one or the
other of the ■two aiming points in- the' town and a, further 58
yyere plotted within five miles of the tovm centre. In that
connection it must be noted here that Lancasters alone were

successful in obtaining 23 of the former and 20 of the latter.

/It
SECRET
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It appears from crew reports that most of the scattered bombing
was to the west of the town while Krefeld and Munchen/Gladbaoh
were both attacked by a number of aircraft. Photographs also
indicated that some aircraft, apparently mistaking the IVlaas for
the Rhine, bombed Venlo.

Nevertheless daylight reconnaissance showed that
Dusseldorf had suffered severe damage from the raid particularly
to its factories more than 20 of which were affected in varying
degrees. Those which suffered most.severely included a machine

steel castings factory, two engineering works,
a rolling mills, a chemical works, a. paper factory, a
petroleum company's factory, a petroletun receiving depot and a
number of warehouses and sheds in the docks and customs.

Some of the above items and ma.ny other lesser incidents
occurred in an area of 25 acres near the docks which was
completely devastated and there was also substantial damage to
public buildings and railway communications. It V/as estimated
that ifOO business and residential buildings had been destroyed
more .than half being in the main business and shopping centre
of the town where great havoc was caused. A further 60 to 70
of the houses seen to be destroyed v/ere in industrial districts
and were probably workmen's dwellings.

Unfortunately German Records are not available but further
amplification of the results was obtained from ground sources
which stated that a machinery factory and an iron and steel
works had been badly damaged, several sections of the lattep
being out of action. It was also reported that the rolling
mills had been so badly affected that .they had been compelled
to cancel an order for 250 tons of gas and v/ater pipes for
■delivery to Turkey.

Moonlight and lack of cloud fa.youred the, . .enemy defences.
There were mmierous interceptions and heavy flak v;as intense
over the target and accurately predicted in co-operation with,
searchlights. Losses were not.unduly high under the ,  :
circumstances, however, averaging only 4.,6/?' of which the ma.jor
part (7.1/^ of the, sorties despatched) were bom by the O.T.U.
Groups as a,gainst 3.35% of sorties despatched by the
operational Groups.

tool factory, a

Ibid
and

Ibid

Ibid

Ibid ■'

Ibid The intruder effort was less successful. The two aircraft
sent to Tv/ente reached and bombed their target but neither of
the two despatched to St. Tr.pnd were able to identify it. One
bombed Brussels aerodrome instead and the other attacked an
aerodrome believed to be Lille, Of the rema,ining two
despatched to'Venlo, ’ one experienced engine trouble and
attacked Haamstede as an alternative, and the other failed to
return.

(iv) Operations in August , „

The month of August, otherwise comparatively uneventful,
was marked by three significant Incidents which together
formed yet another landma,rk in the story of the tactical and
strategic development of the bomber offensive and which,
curiously enough, all took place within a fen days of each
other; namely, the first indications that the enemy had
■evolved an a.ntidote to Gee, the .formation of the Pathfinder
Force and the first independent operation by aircraft of the
U.S. VIII Bomber Command.

/On
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On 9/10 August crews returning from a raid on Osnabruck
reported that their Gee sets were ineffective east of the

Zuider Zee. Considerable interference had already been
experienced on earlier operations that month and on the

available evidence there no longer seemed to be any doubt

that jamming of the Gee service had begun and that the six

months uninterrupted operational "life” predicted for it

with such remarkable accuracy, was nearing its close. This
severe tactical blow v/as alleviated to some extent by the
existence of the nev/ly formed■ Pathfinder Force which, nine
days later I8/T9 August made its operational debut in an
attack on Plensburg. It will be remembered tha.t one of the
arguments put forward for the formation of such a force was
that it would provide a. spearhead for the bomber effort when
Gee failed. By the middle of August it looked as if that
claim would be put to the'test.

Coincidental with those tactical developments, strategic
history' was also being made. On 17 August the United

States VIII Bomber Command flew its first independent bombing
mission when 1 2 Plying Fortresses attacked the railway
Marshalling'Yards'at Sotteville. Small as it was, that raid
was the.first plank in the structure of the combined Anglo/
American bombing Offensive against Germany which wa,s to
assume definite sha.pe under the Casa,blanca and Pointblank
Directives of January and June 1943 respectively.

I

Apart from the highlights mentioned above, operations
/ . ^ , in August follov/ed their normal course. During the first

very poor v/eather was experienced and there was no large
scale effort. On 4/S August 38 sorties were despatched to
make a blind bombing attack on Essen under cover of cloud.
Unfortunately severe'.doing conditions compelled nearly a
quarter of the attacking force to turn back and only 18

. actually claimed to have reached and bombed the target.
Results of the attack could not be observed owing to the
prevailing conditions but it is of interest in the light of
subsequent events that a. number of reports Were received
from crews .of Gee fading either over the Dutch coast or some
miles from the target. If, as was suspected, the fading was
due to enemy interference, those reports constituted the
first indication that Gee was a.pproaching the end of its
useful life as• a navigational a,id over enemy territory.

A similar operation the following night was again marred
by weather and suspected enemy interference with Gee. A
small forbe of 25 aircraft was split between Essen and Bochum
but only four succeeded in reaching their targets. One
atta.cked Essen and three dropped their bombs on  a steel works
at Bochum. Of the rema.inder, seven turned back owing to
absence of'cloud cover over the Ruhr.and others were unable
to locate the target owing to the failure of Gee, The
resulting lack of concentration T/as probably responsible
for the high loss rate of 20/.

(1)ORS ■Night Raid
Report
No. 123

Ibid

No. 124

On 6/7 August weather showed signs of improving and
forecasts a.ppeared to be sufficiently good to justify a.n
all-out effort by the operational Groups.. Duisberg, being

high priority Ruhr target suita.bly situated for attack on
a dark night and providing a compa.ratively ea.sy run for
less experienced crews, was selected as the target for

a

/215

Ibid

No.l 25

.  (1) See Section (v) on Moling operations,
■ SECRET
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215 aircraft using the normal Shaker technique. As a result of
ground haze which made identification difficult and the

unreliability of Gee fixes due to enemy interference, the
attack was widely scattered and a large proportion of it fell in
open country to the west of Duisberg where dummies succeeded in

attracting'some attention. In the'later stages, however,
several fires were reported in the target area including two
large ones at the aiming point. The exact effects of the raid

cannot be -assessed. Daylight reconnaissance only covered three
districts and that incompletely but it revealed one important
new point of damage, an engineering works and foundry having
received at least one direct hit.

During August two attacks v/ere also made on Osnabmck,
chosen as a primary, target for the first time that year.
Although not included in the current Directive, Osnabruck was a
vitally important railway junction situated where the main line
from Berlin through Hanover to Holland was.crossed by a main
line leading north eastwards from the Ruhr to Bremen and

Haniburg. Apart from its value as a transportation target, it
was of some industrial significance containing iron and steel

rolling mills, a non ferrous metal plant, blast furnaces and
a coking plant as well as several less important engineering
works, large cotton spinning and weaving mills, a pa.per factory
and an inla.nd harbour connecting with the Mittelland Cana.l.

ffH6/nl39lik(4
i/BCORS, The first attack was ma.de on 9/10 August by 193 a.ircraft

using the Shaker technique, but although crews found good
visibility and little or no cloud and 168 aircraft claimed to

have found and bombed the target, it was clear from crew reports
and■the evidence of night photographs that on the whole the
flares had been dropped over too w-ide an area- and fires tended
to be widespread rather than concentrated. Once again, the poor .
results seemed to be due to interference with Gee. Indeed it
was on that raid that crews first reported that their sets
were imserviceable over enemy territory and it was subsequently
firmly established that the device had been effectively jammed
between the Zuider Zee and the target.

The second attack on ■ Osnabimick was made on 17/18 August.
Although effects of the previous raid had.so far not been
confirmed by reconna,issance, it was decided to take advantage of
suitable weather in that a.rea to make a repeat attack with 129
aircraft. For that operation the force was divided into two
sections, the first being ordered to attack during the first
five minutes of the raid with incendiaries and'4000 lb.'bombs
■and the second to arrive thirty minutes alter the end of the
first wave when the fires had had time to obtain  a good hold.

Night Raid
Report
No.127

T

Ibid
No.154

T"

■  In all, one hundred and eleven aircraft claimed to have
reached and bombed their target. Most of Section One aircraft
arrived late but Section Two were well on time and after the

first ten minutes of their attack large and fairly concentrated
fires were seen burning in the target a.rea. Owing to ground
haze, flares proved of little use and as interference with Gee
was experienced on exactly similar lines to the previous raid,
the majority of crews v/ere compelled to bomb oh ETA or
existing fires.

In spite of those handica,ps, a good attack developed and
from daylight reconnaissance it was evident that the total
damage inflicted by the two raids on Osnabruck was considerable
although there were no large areas of deva.sta.tion. Round the

/Kanal
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Ka.nal Hafen destruction extended over about 25 acres, at
least 30 warehouses being destroyed and three neighbouring
factories suffering moderate damage. Important da.mage was
inflicted on the Goods and Shunting Stations while damage to
residential property and public buildings was scattered all

over the town and suburbs, over 200 buildings including two

barrack buildings being destroyed and the Hea,d Post Office

damaged by a direct hit. Enemy flak and searchlights were

severely hampered'by weather conditions en route and over

the target and cloud provided cover against night fighters
which probably accounted for the relatively low loss rate.

Ibid

No. 129 <
and

No. 130

Two moderately successful attacks were also made by
mediuim sized forces on Mainz on 11/12 and 12/13 August
respectively. Once again the target selected was not
included in the list of priority objectives in the current

Directive but its choice was, as freciuently happened,
dictated by weather considerations and the C.-in-C's desire

to seize every opportunity to spread the enemy defences
away from the heavily defended priority areas. Nevertheless,
Mainz was, in its o\vn right, an important railv/ay centre and,
with its inland harbour, one of the largest transhipment
centres on the Upper Rhine. The success of both raids v/as

confirmed by daylight reconnaissance on 15 August which
revealed extensive devastation amounting in all to about

135 acres. By far the most serious da.mage was inj'licted on

public and municipal buildings and business and residential
property in the heart of the city. It was estimated that

between 6OO and 8OO buildings had been destroyed. In the

north and north-east of the tovm a chemical v/orks, a

shipyard and a sa^'/mill had all suffered severely while in

the city area three warehouses and about 10 industrial
buildings in addition to several other smaller factory
buildings were completely destroyed. There T/as also
considerable damage to railway property, barrack blocks and

military buildings,
that AOO people had been killed and many more injured and of

the 4.0,000 I'v'ho had been evacuated, 30,000 were homeless. It
was also' reported that two oil transport trains had been

burnt out and that twenty-four barges laden y/ith coal had

been sunk. There is nothing to account for the high losses

(9.1%) suffered by aircraft during the first attack, which
were almost exclusively incurred by Wellington Ill's and
Halifaxes,

from the briefed route

defended areas.

eports from reliable sources stated■p
XL

It must be presuijaed that single aircraft strayed
and fell victim to the heavily

Two nights later, 131 sorties vrere despatched to
Du.sseldorf. Although that important target was norma.lly
v/ithin Gee range, recent experience of enemy jamming
suggested that the device was unlikely to be of much use
and the operation was planned as a normal bombing attack.
Unfortunately, visibility was very poor and, in the absence
of Gee, most crews had great difficulty in locating their
target. 100 aircraft claimed to have done so but night
photogra,phs indicated that the attack was very scattered 

-
and that probably no more than a very small proportion of ■
the force actually bombed their objective.

(v) Earl.y Operations of the Pathfinder Eorce.

ORS

Night Raid
Report /
No. 132

'  (

There was no doubt that enemy jamming of Gee was having
its effect on the ability of crews to find their objectives
in the poor weather encountered in the middle of August.

/Grea.t
SECRET
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Great hopes were pinned on the ability of the newly formed
Pathfinder Force to overcome some of the difficulties of

target finding but in considering their first operations
described below, it must be remembered that the force was as
yet in its infancy, that it was deprived from the start of the
asistance of Gee and was also without suitable instruments or

weapons to assist them in finding and marking the target. Less
e.-5qperienced crews had still to be weeded out and the force knit

together into ain integrated and specialised unit. It was not

to be expected, therefore, that the ea.rly attacks in which
Pathfinders took part would shov/ a sudden and miraculous
increase in efficiency. True, the supposedly best crews were

now automatically in the lead, but, on the other hand, the
C.-in-C. had for some time past made a practice of

employing the best crews from each Group to lead operations.
The difference at this stage v/as not, therefore, great. It.
was only as their experience increased, new techniques were
evolved and the required aids became ava.ilable that the real

value of a picked band of specialist crews operating in the van
of the bomber force made itself felt.

The Pathfinder Force operated for the first time on
18/19 August 1942 in an attack on Flensburg. Apart from two
small daylight raids in July this w?is the first time these

important submarine construction yards had been a.ttacked in

1942. The choice of Flensburg as the objective for the night's
operations was dictated itjdirectly by the G.-in-C's constant

preoccupation v/ith the urgent need to give all possible
assistance to anti-U-boat Warfare and,' more directly, because

its position on water made it a compara.tively easy objective
under dark conditions. The plan of attack was to provide a

pattern for many subsequent. Pathfinder-led operations and is

therefore worthy of note here.

The EPF were ordered to atta.ck during the first five
minutes of the raid, first illuminating the ta.rget by flares
and then relea.sing incendiary bombs in salvo to form 'blobs' of

fire around the aiming point. Once the target ha,d been

correctly marked, the Main Force were to attack in three waves;
the first carrying a. mixture of incendi^xries and H. E's, the
second carrying mainly incendiaries and the third bringing up
the reiir v/ith H.E's only.

As experience grew, the use of coloured flares for target
marking as v/ell as illuminating gradually achieved precedent
and the 'blob' fires were relegated to the position of

secondary markers. Many EPF aircraft also carried H.E's in

the initial stages of an attack to act as deterrents to the

enemy fire-watchers and fire-fighting organisations.

Night Raid

Report
No.135 ̂

Unfortunately, on I8/19 August very, poor visibility v/as
encountered and the flare-carrying Pathfinders, deprived of

the assistance of Gee, v/ere unable'to locate their target,
scattered attack resulted and it is doubtful whether any

A

very

bombs fell in the primary area.

A spell of bad weather then set in and there were no
further night bombing operations until 24/25 August when
conditions required the choice of a target as far south as

possible. It vra.s decided to send a comparatively large force
of 226 sorties to Frankfurt which was at a convenient range.

The general plan of attack followed that used on the previous
'  raid but on this occasion '190 aircraft carried Gee sets

modified to counteract the effect of enemy jamming. Although

from reports received it -was certain that enemy jammers were

operative, very much better results v/ere obtained on the

/modified

Ibid ,

No.138
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modified sets. Fixes, believed to be due to freak conditions,
were received as far as 1+23 miles from Daventry. Notwith--
standing the (temporary) reinstatement of Gee, the attack
v/as not a success. Heavy haze and much cloud hindered the

majority of crev/s from seeing the Pathfinder markers and

from night photographs it appeared that bombing was very
scattered. Daylight reconnaissance revealed only  a small

amount of damage in the town. Casualties on the other hand

were very heavy, 16 bombers (7.05^o) being lost mainly, it
was believed, to flak en route although night fighters v/ere

also very active. Under cover of the main attack, three
Lancasters of No.5 Group were also despatched to drop one

4000 lb, on each of the following targets in the BYankfurt
area; Uestem Army Headquarters at Bad Kreuznach, Bingen and

Mayen. Photographs taken with bombing indicated that at

Mayen the target had been hit, but at Bingen the bomb fell

one mile v/ide and Kreuznach remained unplotted.

Very much better results were obtained on 27/^8thwhen a  ■
force consisting of all available aircraft of the operational
Groups (with the exception of nine Lancasters of No.5‘Group
v/hich were reserved for an operation against the Graf
Zeppelin at Gdynia.) were despatched to make a heavy attack

on Kassel, v/hich v/as within convenient range for a return
before fog rendered home bases unfit. The method of attack

v/as very sindlar to previous operations, except that the

four flare-carrying aircraft of the EFP also dropped
"deterrent" H.E’s, 1/eather over the ta.rget was good, apart
from some slight haze v/hich does.not appear to have
interfered seriously v/ith target identification. Bombing
tended to be scattered, hov/ever, possibly ov/ing to bad

timing on the part of :EFP aircraft, all but one of which

was late. Nevertheless, the target v/as v/ell illuminated by
the flares dropped by the single aircraft at zero hour and

crews reported that the 'blob' fire marking (although late)
■ was accurate a.nd helpful. Casualties v/ere very high with
30 aircraft missing and 58 damaged as a result of enemy
action. Night fighters v/ere particularly in evidence,
presumably assisted by the excellent weather and bright
moonlight v/hile intense flak was encountered a.t various
points en route.

Ibid

No.139

In sj/ite of the scattered bombing, daylight
reconnaissance showed that some useful results had been

achieved. Incidents included damage to Henschel and Sohn,
locomotive manufacturers, one building having been
seriously damaged by-a direct hit and severa.l others by
blast. A number of unidentified factory buildings were
also destroyed as well as a railway goods yard apparently
connected with bulk freight and a barrack block which were

both gutted. German Police Records state that fires v/ere

started throughout the whole town- of Kassel, the old tov/n

being particularly badly hit. The report also confirms and

amplifies the evidence of the reconnaissance that the
.Henschel Works, the Crede railv/ay wagon firm and the

important Fieseler Works, makers of aero-engines, had all

been da,ma.ged by fire.

The last operation of the month was split between two
important targets,
industrial centre requiring deep penetration, v/as given to
the more experienced crev/s ca.pable of operating at that

range v/hile the remainder v/ere sent to Saarbrucken.

Nurnberg, a transportation and general

AHB/6
Translations

/101
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101 of the 159 aircraft despatched to Nurnberg claimed to
have reached their target and a very successful attack developed.
In addition to the ordinary reconnaissance flares and
incendiaries, coloured marker flares (red with green stars)
were carried by the, Bathfinders for the first time and dropped
when the aiming point had been, positively identified to enstire

following aircraft that the fires started there were geniune.

Night Raid
Report /
No. 140 'J-

Under conditions of bright moonlight and no cloud all
aircraft v/ere able to bomb visually and, from crew reports it
appeared that , the ma,rker flares and blob fires were very
effective. Daylight reconnaissance revealed severe damage to
industrial and residential buildings, the most concentrated
area lying to the east of the main railway station and

including an area of approximately 10 acres of burnt out houses.

There were also .three other large areas of devastation
including three H.E. incidents, the biggest of which devastated

over 3-g- acres. The. M.iV.N. a.nd.Siemens-Schukert Works were not
vitally affected but elsev/here a,bout 45 industrial a.nd factory
buildings were severely damaged.' G-erman Police Records placed
the number of cases of damage at 3,895 sind the dead a.t 136
persons. It v/as also reported by a reliable intelligence
source that a. locomotive shed had received a direct hit during

the raid and that since the beginning of the year, 16
locomotives, 51 trucks and 20 pa,ssenger coaches had been

destroyed., A Nurnberg Paper, of 5 September published an

official announcement by the ivlayof that, until further notice

the Sunday holiday would be, abolished for all building and

transport v/orkers. Casualties were very hea,-vy (13.2^) and in
viev; of the high proportion-of aircraft atta.cked (7.5/^) a.nd
damaged (3.8%) by enemy night fighters, it was probably that
the fighters, benefitting from the bright moonlight and absence

of cloud,, y/ere responsible for a large number of the losses

experienced. . .

Losses v/ere also hea.vy (8,9?Q on the Sa.arbrucken raid

that night v/hich was comparatively ineffective. Ibthfinders did
not take pa.rt but the best crev/s v/ere jplaced in the lea,d.

There v/as no daylight reconnaissance of the target but from

night photogra,phs obtained and crew reports it appeared that
the attack v/as scattered over a v/ide'area a,nd it is doubtful

v/hether any serious dama.ge was inflicted. ('^)

(vi) Moling and Scuttle Operations

A.H.B/6
Translations

Hm

of

Considering the uncertainties of Gee, the inexperience
of the Pathfinder Force in its new task and the very

disappointing weather encountered some useful results were

achieved during August. But operations v/ere by no means on

the scale originally intended, mainly due to the unsuitability
of prevailing conditions for large scale efforts. Indeed,
the. limiting effect of v/eathcr- on night operations not only
during August but throughout the early years of the -war has

^been self-evident. It v/as in ah. atterrpt to overcome those
'limitations and to maintain the, pressure on German morale

during the periods when v/eather was iinfit for major attacks
that Moling and Scuttle activities were introduced,
intention was to exploit (by day and night 'nuisance
over a. v/ide a.rea making use of cloud cover) the current
German A.R.P. regulations wliich decreed tliat, on the sounding
of the Air Raid Alarm, everyone must take cover and remain in
shelters until the All Clear. It v/as assumed that:

The

ra.ids

/"The

(1) Monthly Police Returns mention damage to only 455
buildings.

AHB/6
Translations
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The German mentality is not well constituted to with
stand this sort of trea.tment. A crov/d of Germans

herded together in a. communal shelter la,cks the
collective sense of humour v/hich sustains a British
crowd under similar circumstances of discomfort and

there is no doubt that enforced confinement

particularly in virinter, has a p>rofoundly depressing
effect on them."

mkliJHjyH/ilm
Encl.iA

The above excerpt lias been taken from a. Bomber Command
Instruction on Scuttle operations issued in November, 1 94-1,
Miile the reasoning is open to a_uestion in the light of

post-v/ar Icnowledge, it is an interesting exangple of the

general feeling in regard to Gerimin morale' at that time.

" Groups were warned that, on nights T/hen weather precluded
more precise attacks, selected crev/s would be given roving
commissions to patrol, specified zones of Germany under cover

of cloud, bombing and built-up area seen through breaks and,
if no such breaks were found, jproceeding by D.R. na.vigation
to a pre-selected key-point and bombing its estimated
position on E.T.A.

On 20 March 1 942 cloud cover operations were extended
to include daylight attacks by Nos. 3, 4 and 5 Groups v/ho

were authorised to employ up to 10^-o of their Gee-equipped
aircraft in daylight blind bombing raids on Essen or any
a,lternative target in Germany. Although such operations
were to be initia,ted at the discretion of Group Commanders,
the fina,l decision was to be taken in consultation with

Command Headq'aarters to enable the necessary Gee facilities
to be jjrovided.

End. 3A

Encl..2A

85^ By August 1942 an increasing number of cloud cover
operations of one sort or another were being carried out by
small numbers of aircraft both by day and by night. Group
Commanders issued their own instructions on methods to be

adopted and, in consequence, a large number of new cods

names were spriiiging into existence denoting operations
which were really very similar in character. Clearly the
time had come for a further co-ordination of this subsidiary
effort of the Command and on 10 August 1942 a new instruction
was issued, dividing the various types of cloud-cover raids

into three broad categories;

Moling

Operations by day or night against specific targets
when there was 8-10/l0th cloud, bombs being released
on a Gee fix. That type of operation v/as only to be
undertaken v/hen there was sufficient cloud cover en

route to enable aircraft to avoid searchlights or
Aircra.ft could alv/ayseva.de enemy fighter attacks,

attack alternative targets in Germany if there was
insufficient cloud cover to enable them to reach

their primary objectives.

Scuttle

Roving commissions by individual aircraft over a Y/ide
area, bombs being released on built-up areas
through gaps in the cloud, or, as a last resort,
E.T.A. of a Geo fix over a pre-selected aiming point.

/Deep

seen

on

SECRET
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Deep Penetration

Use ̂ of cloud cover to obtain greater penetration areas
clear of cloud outside the normal range during hours of
darlcness. Such operations required special instructions
from Command Headquarters.

It was intended that Moling and Scuttle operations by day
should be planned and e^xecutcd on the initiative of Group
Commander when weather conditions seemed suitable for that type
of operation. They could, however, be ordered either by day or
by night by Command Headquarters when conditions were
unfavourable for other forms of attaok. I'Vhen operations had to

be cancelled on any one night ovd.ng to weather, it was the

C.-in-C’s intention that a Moling operation would take its

place at a strength of about ten sorties. In order to ta.ke

advantage of bases v^ith the most favourable weather, Groups
were warned that as soon as the night's opera.tion had been

cancelled they were to inform Headquarters Bomber Comma,nd of

the number of sorties they could offer for Moling, those Groups
able to home their own aircraft offering ten and the others

three sorties. They would then, be informed of the number of

sorties required from them to make up the Command total.

Be/
Encl.57A

Betvreen March and the end of September 1942 roughly 204

sorties("') were flown on daylight Moling or Scuttle operations
by heavy and medixom bomber Groups but, as.far as can be

determined, very few were ordered by night. Moling atta.cks by
38 aircraft on Essen on 4/5 August and by 25 aircraft on Essen

and Bochum on 5/6 August have already been described in the
previous Section of this cha,pter. As regards the daylight
raids, the ma jority v/ere on a., very small scale involving only
one or two aircraft but it is notable that, on many occasions,
the targets selected were German coasta.1 ports and submarine

building yards. In particular. Wo fairly large scale daylight
raids were made' on the building yards at-Danzig and Lubeck'on

11 July and 1 6 July respectively. Tlie attack on Danzig by 44
La.ncasters of No.5 Group is mainly notable as the heaviest

daylight raid so far attempted by heavy bombers against a

target which, situated approximately 750 miles from base, was
the most distant ever attacked by home ba.sed aircraft. These

and other operations of a similar nature, although inconclusive,
may be regarded as comprising at least a sma.ll part of Boniber
Command's overall contribution to the w^ar a,t sea.

•

Tfith the approach of winter, the importance of Moling and

Scuttle operations redoubled. It will be seen from the next

Section that, in September one last effort was made to increase
the weight of a,ttack by the inclusion of O.T.U's in bombing
operations. In the middle of October, hov^ever, the offensive

almost wholly diverted against Italian targets in support
of Operation Torch and the number of mrijor raids on Germa,ny
was verynconsiderably reduced.. Meanwhile, the general anxiety
to find Y/a,ys and means of keeping up the pressure on Germany

|3 folo under conditions wliich made heavy night attacks inpracticable
is reflected in a demi-official letter from the C.-in-G. to

Encl.60A his Group Commanders on 26 September. Urging them to prepare
to undertake Moling operations on their own initiative and
estimation of suitable conditions he asserted his personal
belief in the possibility of using cloud cover to attack the

was

/smaller

(l) These figures do not include sorties by Mosquitoes of
No. 2 Group wrhich v/ill be considered separately in
later chapter on No. 2 Group opera.tions as a whole.

a
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smaTler less defended targets in the extreme south, extreme
east and in the north of Germany Vidthout undue risk. For

such attacks he suggested, cloud cover could he used in three
ways: either (a) on both the outward and homeward journey
0^) on the outward journey only, returning by night or .
(c) on the homeward trip after a davm attack. Depending on
weather and opportunities of evasion, anything from 2 to 50
aircraft could be so employed. They should work as nearly
a,s possible to an E.T.A. in order to anhieve concentration

over the objective but should proceed in twos and threes or

even, if conditions warranted it, singly, eventually making
rendezvous over the Baltic or some undefended area of

Germany well jaast the heavily defended zones. Such attacks,
he urged, quite apart from the actual damage they inflicted,
would have an "enormous" moral effect as well as helping to

spread the defences which had become mainly concentrated
around the well knovm targets.

I

(vii) September - An Increase in Sorties

The bad weather v/hich was largely responsible for the

failure of Bomber Command to c-arry out any large scale
attacks on Gorman industry and moral in August, abated
somewhat the following month and a. further effort was made

to increase the weight of attank by the inclusion of O.T.U,

in operations. But Autumn was fa,st approaching v/ith its

herald of winter and September y/as to see y/hat was virtually
the end of the period of intensified effort yvhich had opened
with the thousand raids in May and June. A fey/ moderately
heavy attacks were made in the first half of October but,
thereafter, the main effort of the Command y/as directed
against Italian targets in support of the camp)aign in.North .
Vfest Africa. - ■ ■

ORS/BG.
Night Ra.id
Report
N0.1A2

The month opened, with a raid on Sa.arbrucken by 231
aircraft. Weather had required the choice of a target as far

south and. y/est as possible and it y/as thought that as

Saarbrucken had already .been been heavily damaged by the raid
in July, a further successful atta.ck might ha.ve cumulative
results. It had the added, tacticfil a.dvantage that, since

the flak defences y/ere believed to be moderately light,
aircraft might be able to get underneath to bomb if the

prevailing cloud vras not y/ell broken.

From the evidence of night photographs, it appeared
that a very heavy and concentrated attack developed on

Sa,arlautern('') in rrdstake for the primary target,
considerable dama.ge being inflicted on that toym. Crews

reported that the area y/as a mass of flames with  a high
column of bla.c]: smoke. Several violent explosions were

observed, and an 8000 lb. bomb dropped during the attack yvas

seen to burst yvith a terrific yellov/ flash between tvvo fires

in the centre of the tov/n. Crews also reported that, 
'

Pathfinder marking contributed greatly to the concentration
As T/as expjccted, flak and searchlight opposition

practically nil over the target and only four aircraft
one or possibly two of them to night

achieved.

y/a,s

(1.7';?) y/cre lost,
fighters wViich v/ere active.

/In

(1) Although comparatively unimportant industrially,
Saarla.utem v/as thC' centre of the administration of

the Province of the Sa.ar,

EGRET
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Ibid

No. 143
In accordance vdth the C.-in-C*s policy of spreading the

enemy defences, 200 aircraft were despatched the following
night to Karlsinahe, which target also offered the most
promising weather conditions. It was hoped that an attack on a

,  hitherto rather neglected spot(l) might prevent the transfer of
the defences to other more important area.s. In that connection,

^ a report was subsequently received from an intelligence source
which stated that the inhabitants of Karlsruhe had attributed

the success of,,the operation to the fact that a good proportion
of the heavy flak .defences had actually been removed from the
town on 1 September.

v/

f)»-e>iunlu
A. IVLJj41?rj'^ual
of<§C^'0^/
1

Night photographs showed that about half of the 170
,aircraft which claimed to have attacked their priimxry target
had bombed within three miles of the aiming point. Pathfinder
marking vra.s accurate and fires were seen v/hich increased in

size and intensity as the attack developed.(2) About 20 other
photographs were plotted west of Iferlsruhe outside the three

mile circle, many of them covering the docks area where fires
were also burning. Daylight reconnaissance confirmed the

success of the operation, revealing very heavy damage to
industrial property at Grunv/inkel and to the east end of the

harbours where 60 acres of industrial buildings and yards had
been devastated. In all, about 27 factories v.-ere affected in
varying degrees and about 30 other sheds or verehouses were

destroyed. Industrial premises which suffered partial or

conplete destruction included a, fire-fighting equipment
factory, two food factories and a factory making small electric

motors, A long shed in the railvray repair shops was also
severely damaged and at least one'direct hit obtained on a

platform at the main station causing damage to tracks and
rolling stock.

al Ground soxorces reported that as many as 200 fires ¥/ere
burning during the atta,ck while the Goods Station was still on

fire the next afternoon. Five days later the torn was still
without electric light. It ms also reported that 500 trucks
of coal on the harbour sidings were destroyed as v/ell as 12
locomotives and, on 4 and. 5 September coal traffic through the
to-vvn had fallen by 30^. As .a. resul b .of large fires started in
the 'coke storage, depots which took several days to put out,
900 tons T/ere destroyed and eventually the burning coal and coke
was thrown into the Rhine. 800 houses v/ere said to have been

severely damaged and 48 hours after the attack, several
thousand people were eva.cuated. This v/ould seem very probably
correct in the light of German Police Records which state that

5,785 people were rendered homeless. There is no doubt that
the operation achieved considerable success for the loss of

only eight (4.0^ aircraft, three or possibly four of v/hich
were believed to have been destroyed by enemy fighters.

AHB/6
Translations

The folloT/ing night weather was unfit for anything but

Moling and a small force of 11 bombers raided Emden without

any notable results.,. On 4/5 September however, it v/as decided
to take a,dvantage of the fine weather predicted for North

West Germany to attack aga.in the heavily defended port of

/Bremen

Night Raid
Report No. 145

tIIGl/42 (1) This was the first attack on Ka.rlsruhe since October 1941.

Although conparatively insignificant industrially, the

target was of considerable inporta.nce as a tra.nsport
centre by virtue of its position on the main route for the

bulk of the coal supplies to and from the Ruhr, Despite
the many a.ltemative routes ava.ilable, attacks might also
be expected to result in incidental damge and dis
location to the vital coal traffic between Geimmny and

Italy.
AHB/6
Translations

G.I69O87/MKL/II/5O/
(2) Police Records mention 2045 fires in the toTO.
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Bremen which had "been unmolested (except for small daylight
Moling raids) since the beginning of July. 251 aircraft
were despatched to attack the town, 25 Laucasters of
No,5 Group being given the Pocke-Julf Factory as their
specia.l aiming point.

Prom crev/ rex3orts it appeared that the target was well

and accurately ,ma.rked by the majority of the P.P.P. who

were using flares as their primary and incendiaries as a

secondary method and the attack which developed was
concentrated and intense. This view v/as supported by P.R,U.
photographs v/hich revealed considerable damage to factories,
warehouses, railv/ays and residential property. At the

Weser aircraft works the machine shop v^as completely
destroyed and other buildings suffered minor damage, A

large building containing workshops wa,s also gutted at the

Atlas Nerke shipyard while elsewhere about 25 industrial
buildings, including railv/ay a,nd dockside warehouses v/ere

either completely destroyed or very severely damaged.
Severe damage 'f/as also caused by a direct hit on a. hangax-
type building at the Pocke-Wulf Pactory, Police Records
for the night confirmed the damage to the Atlas Works where

the Rigging Loft and Shipbuilding shed v/ere completely burnt

out. Other damage reported included the Headquarters of

No.5 Plak-Batterie 2/265 in the Europa Harbour which was
gutted. As T/as to be expiected, enemy defences were very
active and 11 bombers were missing from the operation.

AHB/6
Translations

Pollowdng those two very concentrated attacks on

^^Kanlsruhe and Bremen respectively, attention once again
turned to the Ruhr, always on high priority. On 6/7
September 207 sorties were despatched against Duisberg,
Cloudy weather over Germany and a high wind automatically ■

limited the range but it ivas anticipated that over the

target a north-easterly y/ind v/ould give coiiqjaratively clear

conditions. This proved correct but the good visibility
v/as marred by patches of thick ground haze which may have

been partly responsible for the fact that the raid was less
concentrated than usual. Nevertheless a useful attack

developed and although subsequent reconnaissance revealed
no larger a.rea.s of devastation, there were a considerable
number of fire and H.E. incidents. Five buildings in the

United Steel Company Works at Mcderich and elsewhere about

20 other industrial buildings yvere destroyed and as many
more again dama.ged. There was a,lso some damage to railway
tranks and installations and it was estimated that between

130 and 150 houses had been either destroyed or damaged.(l)
It v/as reported by ground sources that 90 barges had been

sunk, rendering the harbour .unserviceable. Information was

also received that' 2,000 workers of the Demag Company,
ma,kers of equipment for heavy industry, v/ere unemployed due

to stoppages caused by recent heavj'- air-raid damage to the

Works.(2)
/

ORS/BC.
Night Raid
Report
No,.1A6

r)

A. Jianual

of^.Ojrs/19^2

On

(1)AHB/6
Translations

German Police Records place the number of houses
destroyed at 60 with a further 1,8'0 damaged.

(2) IThile this may have been an exaggeration, it is
supported to some extent by Police documents which
recorded a 20% decrease in production for two days as

a result of damage caused by the attack on
6/7 September, t

Ibid

SECRET
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ORS/Bc/ ' ' On 7/8 September 16 aircraft including two P.P.P. Halifaoces
were briefed for an attack on the Heinkel %rks at Warnemunde
but a last minute study of the weather forecasts resulted in the
cancellation of the operation and the aircraft were recalled.
The following night it was necessary to go south to find a target
clear of frontal conditions and as threatened bad vreather at
bases limited the possible range of attack Prankfurt was chosen
as the objective most suiting those requirements,
v/ere

249 aircraft

despatched and from night photographs it was evident that

Night Raid

Report /
No. 147

Ibid No. 148

the Russelsheim district bore the main weight of the attack
intended for Prankfurt.

burning in the area, of the Opel Yforks (i^roducers of a,rmoured
vehicles and coirponents) which evidently led some aircraft
astray and a very scattered attack developed over the
neighbourhood v/ith local concentrations near Plorsheim,
Opelbahn and east of Russelsheim. Prom crew reports is
appeared that there was considerable doubt as to the correct

identification of the primary target and there were complaints
that the target marking was not as good as usual. Reports
stated variously that flares were T/idely scattered, too high,
and late while the absence of coloured marker flares, which were
not used, made identification difficult. The P.P.P. on the

other ha.nd v/ere severely hampered, by the presence of 8/l0th
cloud and considerable ground haze at the beginning of the
attack v/hich affected the planned concentration of flares and

blob fires. Nevertheless, subsequent reconnaissance of
Russelsheim covering part of the Opel Works showed some useful
damage to the latter while hits on the, Bischofsheim Ma.rshalling
Yards damaged at least four tracks.

Parly in the raid incendiaries were

(viii) Last Operations by O.T.U's

It was now six weeks since O.T.U's ha.d been able to

participate in a major operation, over Germany and on 10/11
September it was decided to make a heavy attack on .Dusseldorf

which promised fair weather, presented no serious navigra.tional
problems for O.T.U, crews and v/as within suita,ble range to
enable aircraft to return before the onset of predicted fog at
bases. Of the 476 sorties despatched, 174 were from the Training
Groups, the newly formed No.93 Group participating for the first
time with 33 aircra.ft. The attack was planned in four Sections
as follows, very specia.1 emphasis being laid on the importance
of adhering to the pre-arranged timing for each Group

(a) 24 PPP a/c

All a/c of No.5 Group - Zero plus 3 to zero plus
15 minutes.

Zero to sero plus 5 minutes.

(b)

Ibid No.150

(g) All a/c of Nos.1, 4,
91 , 92 a.nd 93 Groups

All a,/c of No.'3 Group
plus 13 a/c of jlPP

- Zero ijIus 15 to zero plus
50 minutes.

(a) - Zero plus 45 to zero plus
55 minutes.

The ,Pa.thfinders were to illuminate the target by strings of
flares. On definite identification of the target, steady
red flares were to be dropped at the west end of the tovm and

steady green a.t the east end. As auxiliary markers, 'blob'
fires were to be used at the beginning of the attack. In

a.ddition, tv/o of the nev/ experimental 4,000 Tb. incendiaries
T/hich on impact burst with a pale yellov; flame were to be

dropped during the marking period while a number of aircraft

also ca.rried H.E's to discourage fire-fighters.

/Altogether

G. 1 69087/]ViKL/l 1 /50/
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Altogether 3^5 (76.7^ of the sorties despatched on
this operation claimed to have ‘bombed their primary target
and from night photographic evidence it seemed certain that

a very concentraled attack developed with at least 50?S of
the attacking aircraft "bombing v/ithin three miles of the

aiming point in the centre of Dusseldorf. A further
boiiibed the docks, marshalling yards and "built-up area,s of

Neuss. There wa.s only a relatively small amount of mis

directed "bombing throughout the entire operation. Prom all

reports, including 'statements by crews specially detailed to

make reconnaissance during the attack, it was evident that

Pathfinder narking was accuralely placed and timed despite
the presence of haze and the target was well illuminated as

a result. The red and green flares formed the chief means

of target identifies.tion by many of the main force and the

apparent sca,tter of some of them which was reported by crei/vs
wa.s attributed to enemy Simula,tion flares. There were fev/
references to the ’blob' fires but several crev/s commented

on the striking and gigantic yellowr flame produced by the
new 4000 lb. incendiary bombs.

Enemy defences were found to have greatly strengthened
since the previous attack at the end of July, fla.k and

searchlights being particularly intense over the target. As

a result losses were fairly high at 30 (6.3/*^).

The success of the attack as a whole,-v;as strongly

confirmed by subsequent reconnaissance which revealed hea.-vy
dama.ge throughout the tovms of Dusseldorf and Neuss. In

Dusseldorf the greatest damage occurred in the centre of the

town where business and private property suffered
extensively. ■ Over 100 acres be'tween the Rhi'ne and the main

railway line v/ere devastated and many public buildings,
shops aiUd blocks of flats were destroyed, in addition to
numerous warehouses and industrial premises,
of devastation amounted to about 120 acres. Nineteen

industrial premises were heavily dama.ged or destroyed
including an iron foundry, a chemical factory, a. steel tube

T/orks (the grea,ter part being destroyed) and a fa.ctory
ma.king insulating materials which was completely destroyed.
In addition, some of the -warehouses in the inland ha.rbo’ur

were burnt out; the main railv/ay station received a direct
hit which wrecked ha.lf the ma.in block of buildings; rolling

stock in Derendorf Marshalling "lards y/as damaged by fire;
the Post Office and postal administrative buildings and the

telegraph office were seriously damaged and also  a Savings
Bank, the ma,in tramway depot a,nd the State Observatory.

In Neuss, five large factories including a. chemica.1
factory v/ere seriously damaged as well as many industrial

Ra,il-wa,y . buildings near the
Roundhouse were damaged a,nd the . track in several places.
Three schools were seriously affected a.nd 13 acres of the
residential and business district in the centre of the town

were deva.stated.

The total area

premises and ̂ rehouses.

This was undoubtedly one of Bomber Comma,nd’s more
successful operations in 1942.
by the training aircraft is problematical,
effect of the greater numbers deployed over the target is

diffierdt to assess, an O.R.S. analysis put the percentage
increase in material dama,ge as a result of their
employment at only l^fo.

The exact assistance given
While the mora

/N

l

evertheless.
SECRET
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Nevertheless, on 15/14- September 139 O.T.U. aircraft were
again employed to swell the numbers in a heavy attack hy 446
bombers on Bremen, It was one of the very rare occasions when

weather set no time limit on operations and it v/as decided to

plan the attack in two Sections, the second'time to open
exactly one hour after the first had finished. This was the

longest gap so far attempted by the Command. The first Section

consisted of the Pathfinder Force and aircraft of No.5 Group
which, between them, were to start fires which v/ould be well

established by the time the second Section arrived. Pathfinders

were allotted two functions. Once the target had been well

illuminated a,nd marked with flares and ’blob' fires, aircraft
of No. 35 Sciuadron equipped with Mark XIV, bomb sights were to

drop their incendiaries (including two 4,000 lb. I.B's) on the
exact centre of the concentration as early in the attack as

possible in order to provide a. foca.1’point. Lancasters of No.5
Group were ordered to attack as soon as the target had been

adequately illuminabed. One hour later, the second Section led
by No.4 Group were detailed to bomb with incendiaries a,nd H.E’s,
aircraft of No.3 Group (and any EPF aircraft not detailed for
target marking) bringing up the rear with incendiaries.

Despite the careful planning, this attack was much less
concentrated than the previous raid on Dusseldorf and there was

a, large amount of indiscriminate bombing. Pathfinders
encountered very thick haze in the target area and had great
difficulty in finding their objective. Nevertheless, fires
started in the first half of the attack were still burning
T/hen the Second Section arrived and the last crews to bomb

reported very large iPires in the built-up area, of Bremen,
Although daylight reconna.lssa.nce revealed a certain amount of

useful da.ma.ge to residential and Industria.l buildings including
the Lloyd Dynamo llorks and the Borgward Engineering ¥orks,
Germa,n Police Records include only 10 cases of slight material
damage to buildings and no casualties. Five vessels were also

reported to have received slight damage a.nd an intelligence
source stated that, largely as a result of recent attacks, the

1942 ' . . output of the Lloyd D3mamo Works had fallen by 33/.

ORS/bG./ * *- Three nights later on 16/1? September O.T.U's again took
part in what wa.s to prove their la,st operation over Germany
during this period, Ra.nge v/as limited by the very high wind
forecast but that condition, together ^vith the sma.ll amount of

cloud expected, promised better visibility than usual in the
Ruhr area and it weis decided to send a force of 368 aircraft

(including 126 from O.T.U’s) to Essen which had not been
atta.cked in any strength since the middle of June, Pathfinder

technique underwent a further modification on that occasion.

The target area v/as first to be illuminated by long strings
of flares, follo’wed by shorter sticks across the actual
aiming points. Once it was well lit up, the four best
Lancaster crews were detailed to mark the aiming points with
blob fires.

AHB/6
Tra.nslations.

A.M.t^-RT. Manual
ojf BC^ps/

Night Raid
Report
No.154

In pra.ctice, only six of the Pa.thfinders carrying fla.res

claimed to have reached Essen and owing to the cloud and

darkness had extreme difficulty in pinpointing their objective.
Fla.res were undoubtedly very scattered although  a few were

sufficiently v/ell placed to enable following aircraft to bomb

the target. In general it seemed tha.t the attack improved in

the later sta.ges, probably due to the decreasing amount of

cloud and better visibility. Flak a.nd sea.rchlight
opposition was intense and probably a.ccounted for a high
proportion of the 39 missing aircraft. It is doubtful, in

/ the
G.I69O87/MIGL/II/50/
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the absence of daylight reconnaissance, whether any very
serious results were achieved in Essen by this attack
although the plot of night photographs which were
ceonroaratively few in number, represented the best concentra

tion so far achieved, on that target,

(ix) Other Attacks in September and.October

The raid on Essen described a,bove marked what was

virtually the end of a. pha.se. The attempt to increase the

weight of attack on Germany by the use of O.T.U’s had been

only pa.rtially successful ov/ing to adverse weather and the

internal difficulties of the Comma,nd mainly connected with

the training organisation. After discussion with the C.A.S.
the C.-ln-C. decided for reasons already enumerated in an

earlier Chapter,('I) against any further use of O.T.U's on
opera.tions until both operational and training units had

been brought up to full strength.

Although never entirely abandoned, the intensive effort
against German industry and morale in 1942 was rapidly
coming to an end. In the middle of October, a major part
of the bombing offensive v^as deflected to the attack of

Italian targets in order to give all possible air assistance
the the Campaign in North West Africa. Such targets had

the added advantage that they offered-better bombing weather

than was normally to be found in Germany under v/inter
conditions. The Vfinter Campaign, of v/hich the Ita.lian
offensive formed a major part, is the subject of another
Chapter. In the meantime, the C.-in-C. continued tc
launch heavy attacks against Germany whenever and wherever
prevailing v/eather allowed. '

A raid by 202 aircraft on Wilhelmshaven on 14/15
September achieved a:t least, moderate success. In spite of
thick haze and Iot/ cloud, the pathfinders were on the whole
successful in marking the target and'an unusually high
proportion (90??) of the attacking force claimed to have
reached and bombed their objective./.' Night photographs
showed sticks of incendiaries burning, in the docks area, in
the town and in the suburbs to the North and West as the

attack developed. Several crews reported seeing 4,000 lb.
bomb bursts in the to/m and near the docks and there were

a. number of references to a, particularly large explosion in
the dock area towards the end of the attack. Although there

T/as no daylight reconna,issa,nce of the target,  a reliable
reported tha,t the na.val yards had suffered further

dajnage a,nd casualties among the popuia.tion were very heavy.
The proportion of aircraft missing from the operation was

unusually low (1.0??) probably due to the absence of moon

light and the thick haze over the target.

source

Night Raid
Repor t
No.152

Manjiai

194£

ORS/^G.
Night Raid
Report

No. 157. U

*' ■ Moderately successful attacks were also made on Munich

(for the first time that yea.r) and Saarbrucken on 19/20
September the latter being chosen as a suitable target for
shorter ranged aircraft and conveniently situated on the
route to Munich to enable the tv/o forces to achieve

sonable concentration over the known defended zones.rea._ _

Pathfinders were in the -van of each force but in spite of

/accurate

(1) Chapter 12, Section (iii).
SECRET
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accurate marking at Munich, the weight of the attack fell mainly
on the southern part of the city inflicting a moderate amount of

damage, mainly by H.E, A large number of incendiaries also fell
on .the target but fires a.pparently failed to gain a hold, from
T/hich it was deduced that Munich was comparatively invulnerable

to incendiary attack. Ma,in items of industrial damage revealed

by daylight reconnaissance included the total destruction by a
4,000 lb. bomb of a small engineering works extending over

2'2- acres in the centre of town. ('’ ) At Saarbrucken, poor
visibility which resulted in a scattered raid also restricted
observation of results but a number of small fires dispersed
over a wide area and three large Ones in the town itself were

reported by returning crews.

By September, emphasis on the vital in^ortance of an
increased offensive against the U-boat industry ms reaching a
nev/ peak. (2) It w/ill have been noted that throughout
the summer and early a.utumn an increasing number of
attacks were■levelled at German ports and submarine building
yards. On 23/24 September advantage was taken of the fair
conditions expected over North ¥est Germany to strike yet
another blow at those vital targets. Small ntimbers of lowr
flying heavy bombers were despatched to attack the submarine
building yards at Vegesa'ck, Wismar and Plensburg, each target
being allotted to one Group. Unfortunately bad weather marred
the'raid on Vegesack. Only five of the 26 sorties despatched by
No.3 Group reached the prima.ry area where they found the target
completely obscured by cloud. Considerable success was achieved
at Wismar, hovrever. Fifty of the 83 Lancasters from No.5 Group
claimed to have■reached and bombed their target and the crew of
the last aircraft to attack reported that there was no evidence
of bombs having fallen outside the primary area. Large fires
were reported in the toAm and, in the area of the Domier Vforks
which had been given as a special target to 20 selected crews,
a big building thought to be pa,rt of the factory AA'as left-
blazing fiercely. A second building in tha.t area with numerous
chimneys and sheds was also seen to be well alight and one
pilot claimed to ha,ve scored a direct hit on the factory from
roof top height.' Incendiaries were also bui-ning on the aerodrome
and a fire-in the. fjord 2^ miles a.way was'presumed to be a ship
a.blaze.

Ibid No. 159

An accurate attack Avas also made on Flensburg by  1 6 of the
28 aircraft from No.4 Group. One of the first aircraft over
the target reported that its bombs had caused a big explosion
follov/ed by "a vast red fountain 500 feet high and 100 feet
across" which was also seen by other crews. A large explosion-
7/as reported in the shipyards as well as fires in the tOA-ra
itself.

A second attack on Flensburg on 26/27 September was
cancelled at the last minute after a final study of the weather
forecast but the ta.rget received further attention on l/2
October in common Avith Lubeck and Wismar.

/Twenty-five

(1) Germa.n Police documents record that 49 houses Avere totally
destroyed, 746 partly destroyed and a further 700 slightly •
damaged. As a result, 3,242 people v/ere homeless.
Industrial and commercial incidents v/ere estimated at 34
buildings totally and 214 partly destroyed. 3 military
buildings AA^ere also destroyed and 32 da.ma,ged. They a,Iso
record damage to streets, gas and Avater mains and power
cables and 31 A7orks shelters.

ANB/6
Translations

(2) Chapter 20,
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Twenty-five Stirlings of No.3 Group were despatched to

attack the Submarine Building Yards at Lubeck and  a much
larger force of 78 Ia.nca.sters to attack the tovm and Dornier

Factory at YiTismar. .From crew reports it a.ppeared tha.t the'

attack on Wismar was diverted by a decoy in the area, and that

part of .the attack may have fallen on Rostock and Warnemunde.

In both cases bad weather prevented accurate pinpointing and

although one aircraft claimed a direct hit on the submarine
slipway at Lubeck, in the absence of daylight reconnaissance,
the results of the attacks are doubtful.

Night Raid
Report
No. 165

Rather better success was achieved by 1 2 of the 27
Halifaxes despatched to Flensburg by No.4 Group. Considering
the small w/eight of atta.ck considerable damage seems to have

been inflicted on the town and shipyards. Three fires, one

of major importance, were reported in the built-up area and

several in the shipyards. Defences at Flensburg were

pa,ricula,rly active, hov/ever, a,nd of the 17 aircraft missing
from the entire night’s operations, 12 were lost on that

ORS/BC.
Night Raid
Report
No.173

One final attack on Wisma.r.was made by 59 Lanca,sters of

No.5 Group on 12/13 October. Under conditions of extreme
darkness and lowr cloud, 49 aircra.ft claimed to have reached

-and bombed their target but from night photographs it

a.ppeared that the main effort. Yn.s directed about 15 to 20
miles west of the a.iming point w'here tw^o or three la.rge fires
were visible. On the other' hand, one pilot who was on his

third visit to Wismar reported a huge fire in the target area

in the light of which the Domier Factory was clearly visible.

Other reports tended to confirm his statement but v/ithout the

evidence of da3?-light reconnaissance it cannot be rega,rded as
conclusive.

Meanv/hile two comparatively ineffectual attacks had been

made on Krefeld and Aachen on 2/3 and 5/6 October respectively.
The attack on Krefeld was the first operation of any size fer
almost a fortnight. Unfortunately thick haze in the target
area prevented the Pathfinders from identifying the aiming
point \vith the result that flares were widely scattered and

the attack by the main force too dispersed to achieve
decisive results, German Police recorded the destruction of

171 and damage to 6,663 houses. Other incidents included
the destruction of four public buildings and 12 farms and

hits on 36 industrial buildings.

The attack on Aachen was even less satisfactory,

target had been chosen as the most suitable under prevailing
conditions but, owing to a series of minor mishaps, the

Pathfinder plan was disorganised which, together with the bad

weather experienced, resulted in very scattered bombing.
Some damage was inflicted on the toTm and Police Records
mention the destruction of five factory buildings and damage

to a further 845 buildings of various types.

The

Ibid

No. 166

Ibid

No. 167

Following these abortive efforts, a much moi’e
satisfa.ctory attack v,'a.s made the folloA^ing night on

Osnabruck which ha,d not been visited since 17/'18 Ai:igust.
visibility, the target was well illuminatedIn spite of ba,d

roid

N0.I68

by P.F.F. flares and nearly 90;^^ of the attacking force
claimed to have reached and bombed their primary. Although
there Ti/ere no large areas of devastation, daylight

/re connais sance
SECRET
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reconnaissance revealed considera,ble damage to a number of

industrial and railway works, chiefly by fire. Major items

included a Cotton and Tfeaving Mills, metal works and a copper
and wire works (said to be producing submarine hull parts and
armour plating). It Y/as staled by a. reliable source that the
latter v/hich had received serious damage in previous a.ttacks

causing a Ii-OtS loss in production for some 2|- months had only
just resumed full capacity. Other reports mentioned wide scale

dama.ge to railv/ay lines and rolling stock, and also to four

factories said to be engaged, in armaiTient production. One of two

main petrol depots was also stated to ha.ve been destroyed. The

success of the attack wa.s confirmed by Police Records Y/hich

reported damage to eight industrial buildings including the

Copper and Wire works, the administrative buildings, pattern-
shop and la.boratory of the Hammersen-in.ockner Works, and a

vehicle y/orks. The railvray. line from Osnabruck to Hanover y/as

also stated to have been cut.

A. Manual

s/.C.o:

1942

AHB/6
Translations

ORS/BG.
Night Raid
Report
No. 174-

On 13/14 October, a slight improvement in the poor ’leather
y/hich ha,d been effectively prohibiting large , scale operations
for several nights led to the despatch of 288 sorties to attack
the tOYTO a.nd harbour of Kiel. Conditions at home bases

necessitated an early return a,nd, apart from its intrinsic
value, Kiel had been selected as promising to be clear of cloud

shortly after dusk that night. The 237 a,ircraft claiming to

have bombed their objective .experienced good, visibility despite
a slight ground haze and an effective smoke screen over the

docks. .Prom night photographs it a,ppea.red that the main weight
of the attack fell on the shipyards a.nd. the adjacent built-up
a.rea to the east. Nevertheless, despite pronpt and accurate

marking by the Pathfinders, the heavy concentration intended lyas
not achieved. There was some, scatter and about half the bombs

dropped fell in open country. Both P.R.U. cover and German

Police Records confirm that impression, the extent of the

destruction inflicted being sma.ll in conparison vith the size
of the attack. The former revealed a certain amount of damge
to industrial and residential property, mainly by fire, and tivo

reports received subsequently stated that the lockgate at the

entrance to the Kiel canal had.been badly dama,ged and was not

fully repaired until 3 November. Police Records mention d.ama.ge
to 10 industrial buildings but state that there Yva.s no fall in

output. Other daiimge included 63I houses, 31, of which were
destroyed, 12 piublic and one military .building.

Finally, on I5/16 October 289 sorties were despatched to
Cologne w'hich ha.d received no attention other than sporadic
daylight raids since the thousand bomber operation in IVlay. A
very high v/ind put long distance targets out of reach on that

night. Cologne was chosen partly for tactical reasons, partly
in the hope of preventing the possible removal of some of the
defences after such a long time lag and partly with the object

of nullifying the progress reported in the repair of public
buildings and utility services damaged in the previous attack.

Unfortunately, the attack v/hich y/as to be made in .tyro

Sections consisting of Pa.thfinde.rs and Ma.in Force aircraft,
T/ent badly astray, the main concentration occurring between

7 a.nd 13 miles south-west of Cologne. (I) The main reason for
the diversion vros the failure of the Pathfinders to mark the

target correctly. They in turn were probably deflected by

/decoys

AHB/6
Translations

Night Raid
Report
No. 176

(1) Police Documents report only three medium and six smaller

fires in Cologne where 226 houses YV'er-e slighly damaged.
AHB/6
Translations
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decoys strongly defended ty heavy A.A. artillery to the

south-west of the city as v/ell as being hindered in their

identification of the target h3r heavy cloud en route and the

successful jarnming of Gee. In view of the lack of
concentration achieved, the above average loss rate of 6,Zfo

.  was only to be expected but an outstanding feature v/as the

large ntimber of interceptions experienced in comparison v/ith

the "thousand" raid in May.

(x) Review

The main events described in the preceding Chapter may
be summarised as.follcws:-

(a.) The C.-in-C's decision to initiate a period of
intensified effort during which one or more
attacks on the 'thousand' scale T/ould be made

on German targets each month,

(b) The Air Staff's approval of the proposal to
utilise O.T.U's to augment the opera,tional
effort and enable attacks on the new scale to be
carried out.

(c) First stages of the elimination of Gee as a target
finding device by enemy jamming.

The establishment and early operations of the
Pathfinder Force.

(d)

(e) Attempts to mainta,in the moral effect of heavy
night raids on the German population by increased
Moling and Scuttle sorties by day and night when
vreather prohibited attacks on a large scale.

The C.-in-C's bold plan to undertake one or more
'Colognes' each month with the help of the O.T.U's v/as

doomed almost from the start by a nmber of unavoidable
circumstances which included the highly unsa.tisfactory
weather conditions experienced, tactical problems,
difficulties within the training organisation and his
inability to raise a sufficiently large operational effort
to make the inclusion of the O.T.U's worth while.

One such attack was made on Dusseldorf at the end of
In August bad
moreover, the

July, during which the O.T.U's lost heavily,
v/eather restricted opeivations to the minimum;
Command v/as then facing the tactical problems engendered by
first indications that Gee was being subjected to jamming b3/'

It is true that the Pathfinder Force becamethe enem^/.

operational at almost the same time, but it too was suffering
the inevitable difficulties of a new force which had not as

yet had time to reap the benefit of specialisation a.nd, was
without scientific aids and suitable ?/eapons for target

By the middle of October Pathfinderfinding and marking,
led operations were beginning to fall into more definite
pattern and it was found that on occasions v/hen weather
conditions v/ere moderate or good, they contributed
effectively to the success of the attack,
conditions, however, the absence of rada,r aids and suitable
ma.rking devices was reflected in inaccurate and scattered
marking v/hich was either of no a,ssiatance to or definitely
misled the main force.

Under poor

/An
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An in^)rovement in weather and other circumstances in
September resulted in the use of O.T.U's on three more operations
in quick succession. The total numbers of aircraft involved in

each attack were considerably below the 600/1000 sorties
originally intended and it tos extremely doubtful v/hether the
O.T.U. contribution to‘the success of the raids was sufficient

to balance the hea,vy casualties they had suffered. For those

and other rea.sons which have been enumerated, the scheme was
abandoned at the end of September.

Although the three and a half months under review were
generally rather disappointing, several very successful attacks
were made on vital German targets and considerable advances
occurred in the tactical field. It will have been noted that in

the later stages bombing operations tended increasingly to be

directed against a y/ide range of targets, many of which were not
included in the current priority-lists. The reason for this was

three-fold. Y/eather, as usual, frequently limited operations to
one area or even, on occasion, to a single objective. A second

factor was the C.-in-C's intention, consistently pursued, to
force the enemy to spread his fighter and anti-aircraft defences

as widely as possible, thereby relieving the grov/ing concentra
tions facing the bomber force over first priority targets in the

Ruhr and elsewhere. Finally, by creating a popular as well as
tactical demand for greater concentrations over the less well

defended targets, he hoped to force the enemy to retain both

equipment and personnel for the defence of Germany which would
othervd.se be deployed on the Russian Front.

During the summer and early autumn, operations were also
directed v/ith increasing frequency against Gennan Ports and
Submarine Building Yards. Together with an intensive minelaying
cajipaign, they formed a major part of Bomber Command's
contribution to the war at sea in general and the Battle of the

Atlantic in particular. The threat to Allied Shipping,
particularly by enemy U-boats, was giving rise to increasing
concern both to the Americans and British. The effect of that

. threat on bombing policy and the course of the strategic
offensive against Germany will be reviewed in a' subsequent
chapter.

In the meantime, before examining the course of the winter

canpaign against German and Italian targets, an account must
first be given of the attack of industrial targets in occupied

'territory in 1942; Although subsidiary to the main offensive,
such operations were, in a sense, complementary to it and the

targets were welcompd by the C.-in-C. as providing useful

alternatives on occasions when weather, short nights and other

tactical considerations imposed unavoidable restrictions on the

attack of Germany itself.

G.I69O87/MKL/II/5O/
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CHi^TER 19

lEDUSTRIAL TARGETS IN OCGUPTEE TERRITORY

(i) The Night Attack of Factories in France

Until February 1942 the attack of factories in Occupied
Prance heid been confined to daylight operations, mainly by
No,2 Group, with .or v/ithout Fighter escort. For some time
past, however, the Political Warfare Executive had been

conducting a "go slow" cejnpaign among the French Workers,
The possibility of lending support to that campaign by
extending the existing bombaxdment policy to include heavy
night attacks on factories knovm to be making ̂lunitions for
the enemy with the object of restricting Germany's use of
French resoLirces and discouraging French Nationals from

Y/orking for the enemy had formed the subject of  a Memorandum

to the War Cabinet by the Secretary of State for Air in

November 1941, In it he emphasised that, quite apart from
the economic effect of actual ph3’'sical damage to factories

concerned in the manufacture and assembly of aircraft, aer-
engines, tanlcs and lorries for the Germans, such attacks covild
be expected to have a considerable moral effect on v/orkers in

other factories which vrould resuilt in a general loss of
output,

whole, particularly as they had repeatedly asked the British
to bomb plants knovm to be vrorking for the Germans, Finally,
since the targets we.re at present lightly defended, their
attack might possibly resvilt in a diversion of A.A. guns from
Germany to Prance,

They woiILd also encourage the French Nation as a

W.p.(41)26o
6,11,41,

Ibid The political implications of night attacks were great,
hov/ever, and the Secretary of State warned the Cabinet that,
in order to avoid undue casualties caused by stray bombs
falling among French civilians, the operations v/ould have to
be undertaken in good v/eather which v/ould involve a diversion

of effort from Germany and the Battle of the Atlantic on the

rare occasions v/hen conditions were reallj^ favourable.
Urging them to accept his proposals, he suggested that an
attack should be carried out on the heaviest scale at the

first opportunity. If successful it should be given the
widest publicity to secure the maximum effect on morale.
Other attacks v/ould then be made at suitable intervals so

as to interfere as little a,s possible vri.th the main offensive
agsinst Germany.

¥.M(42)3rd
Conclusions

8.1.42

Discussion on the Memorandum was deferred until

8 January, 1942 when the War Cabinet signified their general
ooncurrence in the vievYs set out subject to the agreement

of the prime Minister, then in Washington, 'Chat they vmre
consistent vd.th plmis being considered for Super Gymnast,
Pending a final decision, the Secretary of State for Aii-
was invited to consult v/ith the Foreign Secretary as to the
exact form of the radio and leaflet warning to be given to
the Rrench that it v/as proposed to bomb their factories and
urging them to absent themselves from work.

There followed some delay occasioned by an exchange of
telegrams vrith Washington,
of the opinion that there was no necessity for an immediate
decision since in any event the operation could not take

place until the next moon period,
should be very carefully considered in the light of its
repercussion on Gymnast,

SECRET

The Chiefs of Staff there vrere

In the meantime it

/ The
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The Air Staff, on the other hand, were arucious for
Polder Attack authority to carry out such operations in the near future and

before the introduction of Gee,

short range targets in less heavily defended areas would provide
a welcome opportionity to test out the tactical methods which it

was proposed to use in conjunction with Gee,

D.B,Ops,

They considered that attacks oon French

Industry ̂
25.1.42,

n

On 27 January the Secretary of State for Air wrote to the

Prime Minister (then returned to this Country) supporting that
view and pointing out that Gjnnast was becoming more remote

vifhile weather conditions virhich at that time of year were
frequently so unsuitable for long range operations might well be
more favourable for attacks on Occupied Prance,

discussion, final approval v/as given at a War Cabinet Meeting on
2 February 1942 and the Prime Minister ruled that operations
sho'uld begin immediately.

After further

Ibid

S, of S.
Minute to

P.M,

27.1.42.

W.M(42)14th
Conclusions

2.2,42.

(ii) The Selection of TargetsD.B.Ops,
Polder "Attack

on French The targets approved by the V/ar Cabinet for night attacks

had been selected by the Air Intelligence Branch in consultationIndustry
MEW, to with M.E.W. on the assumption that the aim of such attacks would

(l) 14.1.42. be to cause, directly or indirectly, the maximum interference
with French industrial collaboration at the minimum cost in

S,.46548/VdL.III diversion of the bombing effort from Germany itself,
Enel, 5IA
30.1.42

Under

those circumstances, it was considered that the targets should
be few in number and should satisfy the following conditions

(a) They should be large and easily identifiable to
allow concentrated and accurate bombing.

(1^) There shoilLd be incontrovertible evidence that they
were working for the enemy.

(°) So far as possible there should be no built-up areas
in the immediate vicinity in order to minimise
the danger to civilians.

(<i) They should be in sufficiently close proximity to
big centres of popula,tion to ensure that news of
the damage inflicted could not be repressed by the
Germans,

■Within those general principles it was considered that the best
results Yrould be obtained from the attack of objectives-, near Paris
and the follovidng targets vrere selected as most nearly fulfilling
all the requirements:

Renault 'Vforks at Billanoourt. manufact\oring tanks, tank
engines and aero-engines and also engaged in a
substantial amount of repair and overhaul work.

Ibid

Ford Matford Works at Poisey. engaged exclusively in the
manufacture of lorries or lorrjr parts.

Gnome and Rhone \Torks at Gentievilliers. making main
castings and forgings for Gnome and Rhone aero-engines
and containing what was believed to be the largest
drop-forging plant in Euroj^e,

Aircraft ?forks at Villa.coublav. engaged to some extent
in the manufacture of components but mainly concerned
in the assembly of parts supplied by other firms,

Gjen. tank rejoair depot.

/ A v/ord
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a.h.bJiig/
86/6A, End,
4-5A, 48a and

A word must be said here about Gien which v/as to be a
of much controversy in following months,

September 1941 photographic reconnaissance had revealed the
presence of some 2000 vehicles at the depot. In December,
it was confirmed that they were Arrooured Fighting Vehicles
but it was considered that repeated heavy attacks v/ould be
required to do decisive damage. The question of night
attack was left in abeyance pending an examination, in the
light of the Tdder issues at stake, of the relative value of
other possible objectives in France, in the end, as has
been seen, Gien was accorded only fifth place in the new
target list for the follovdng

Attacks on tank factories were likely to be more
effective than attacks on a depot where the
number of vehicles present would be liable to
fluctuate,

source
In

reasons:

(a)

52A,

/11/70/272(0)
•1 23.10.42.

(^) The psychological effect wodd be greater if attacks
Y/ere directed against factories in more thickly
populated au’ea.s.T/here the results could be

observed by a larger number of people,

Gien was only a small target, extremely difficult
to find and it v/as considered that an effective
attack could only be made by a small number of
highly skilled crews in exceptional weather.

Nevertheless, the concentration of so many A.F.Vs in such a
small space appears to have fired the imaginations of a
number of people in high places and during the new few months
the Air Staff were constantly being called upon to support
their decision and answer criticisms in Government and

Parliamentary circles regarding the non-attack of that
target.

(°)

In the meantime. Cabinet sanction having been obtained,
the first four targets v/ere embodied in a Directive to
Bomber Command on 4 February, 1942, first priority being
accorded to the Renault Works,
was unsuitable for incendiary attack, the C,-in-C,
instructed to combine the operation with a f’ull scale trial
of the new flare technique,
be attacked as soon as possible afterwards and before the
enemy could reinforce the defences,■ Once Gee had been
cleared for operational use, targets in France vrere only to
be attacked when conditions Y/ere particilarly suitable and at
the same time less suitable for operations against priority'
objectives in Germany. Finally, the G.-in-C., yr&s to
consider as the primary object of those operations the total
destruction of the industrial plants as an indication of the
fate awaiting other industries in occupied territory which
continued to work for the Germans,
among French Yrarkers would be unavoidable, he was warned of
the vital importance of carefil planning, timing and
co-ordination of the attacks since indiscriminate bombing
would result in loss of British prestige and of the good Yri.ll
of the French people as a YYhole particularly if  a large number
of casualties v^as inflicted and the target not decisively
damaged.

Although its construction
was

The remaining targets vrere to

While some loss of life

107A
5.2.42

Plans for the attack on the Renault T/orks v/ere put in
hand at once but after a carefill study of the available data,
the G.-in-C concluded tha.t the chances of destroying the•f

/ targetSECRET
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Ibid 118A

14.2.42.
target at Villacoutlay, v/hich consisted of a thin fringe of
buildings round the aerodrome, were remote and its attack v/ould
be a waste of effort,

at Poissy was, economically, of undeniable importance, the

.overall area was very small and he recommended that it sho^ild

either be attacked by a small force of not more than 12

Lancasters manned by picked, crews or that the operation should

be postponed until it could be undertaken by Mosquitoes at a

later date.

Similarly, while the Ford Matford Yforks

On 17 February the Air Miiaistry approved the deletion of
Villacoublay from the current list but left it to the C.-in-C's
discretion in.the light of experience gained on the Renault works

to attack the remaining tvro targets in whichever order' he*

preferred,

(iii) The Renaiilt works at Billancourt

Ibid 124A

17.2.4R,

There is no doubt that the attack on the Renault V/orks at

(5 C ■ Billancourt by 235 bombers on 3/4 March 1942 was one of the
iIl*^Ai/-54 outstanding successes of the year. Only 1'1 aircraft failed
B.1835 to reach their primary area where, with-good weather and

excellent visibility, the.target was clearly identifiable. The

attack was planned in three waves; the first consisting of an

advance force of all heavy aircraft for vliich reliable crews

were available; the second or main force coirprising medium

bombers and the third or rear force made up of all available

Manchesters, Halifaxes and Wellingtons fitted to carry 4000 lb,
.  bombs. All aircraft were instructed to carry the maximum

number of flares compatible virith their allotted bomb loads.
Leading aircraft of the Advance Force were to release

.  sufficient flares to enable them to locate the target and,
after bombing, to drop their remaining flares to v/indward.
Following aircraft were instructed to repeat the procedure with

the object of keeping the target illuminated tiiroughout the

attack. Two aiming points were allotted, aircraft of No, 3

Group being instructed to bomb that part of the works situated
on the island in the middle of the Seine and the remainder of the

force to bomb the main target on the river bank.

Practically all the night photographs returned showed the *•'.

target area and daylight reconnaissance confirmed that great
destruction was caused, A point of general interest in

Qonnection vlth this early raid was the high concentration
achieved which, at the rate of 121 aircraft per hour was the
greatest so far reached not only in time and space but in

height also. Roughly 461 tons of bombs vrere dropped on the

target by the 223 aircraft attacking which compares very
■ favourably with the heaviest raid on this country recorded by

Folder "Attack the Bomb Census organisation v/hen over. 505 Gorman aircraft
on French , . dropped only 446 tons (excluding I.Bs.) on London on 16/17
Targets" , April 1941. ..
5.3.42,

Night Raid
Report^ag
No,20,

D.B.Ops,

I

First interpretations of the photographs suggested that

it would be impossible to use the plant again on anjrthing
like the previous scale and, in any event, .much repair and

reconstruction vrould be required to render it serviceable at
all,

which stated that the Works would not be in a position to

start production again on any appreciable scale for at least

four months.

This was later confirmed by Secret Intelligence sources

A.,H.B./6,
Translation

No, VIl/75

G,169087/JDG/1 1/50

Post-war translations of French documents in no way
detract from those first impressions. It appears that
almost complete s-urprise was effected as no "red" warnings

/ v/ere
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were sounded and A,A. fire was negligible,
were therefore immediately under bombardment and the night
shift of workers and factory guards had to run considerable
risks to reach shelter. Normal defence precautions,
including black-out, had been observed but were stated to
have been rendered negligible by reason of the flares
dropped by attacking aircraft which gave a bright but not
blinding light and, together with the moonlight, produced
almost "daylight" conditions in which the bombers were said
to have, been clearly visible.

The factories

Ibid The same sources state that the effects of the attack
Doors were tornwere very severe, particularly from-blast,

away several hundred metres from the point of the iispaot and.
walls were reduced to ruins,
workshops withstood the blast.

Only the iron walls of certain

■ A large number of |)rivate
houses in the vicinity were also hit, causing severe
damage and loss of life. In particular, the’ motor works
of Salmson were attacked just at the time when the night
shift vrere taking over and about 200 workers were actually
in the factory v;hen the raid began.

Ibid Ten bombs were reported to have been dropped on the
factory, where the magneto shop v/as reduced to ruins and all
the magnetos inside completely destroyed by the intense heat.
Electric motors also suffered considerable damage and only
a few were repairable,
betv/een 30 and 40 million francs.

The total damage v/as valued at

Although secret, intelligence souirce reports must be
treated with reserve, a -number were received which are worth
quoting as interesting sidelights on the effects of the’raid, ■
One "reliable informant" claiming to have contact with high ’
Nazi authorities and the liilitary Governor, stated that those
Officials were impotent with rage against the German High
Command v/ho, in direct violation of their advice, had denuded
.Paris and the greater part.^of the occupied zones of

defensive equipment. The public, on the other hand, v/ere
said to be "overjoyed" at the raid particularly as the
Renault Works wer^e considered symbolic of collaboration.

Another informant reported that one 'third of the factory
was definitely out of action, one third so damaged that it

would 'Be four months before it could be used again, one

sixth undamaged and the remaining sixth so damaged by shock
that it would be tvra or three months before it could be used

again. It v/as claimed that at the Lorraine Districh works

200 engines <for fast motor -boats and 52 aeroplane engines
were completely destroyed. Finally an indication of the
moral effects of the attack on the suburbs was received

in another report which stated that- the Berliot autombile
v/orks thereafter stopped v/ork at 2200 hours, the night shift
having been cancelled and the A.R.P, strengthened.

Ibid

In June 1942 the Air Staff received a translation of the

text of the official report made by M, Louis Renault to the
This statedGerman authorities after the attack in March,

D.B, Ops,
Folder "Attack

on French

Industry".
28,6.42 and

S.2017/ p
A.I.5(c)(L) .

that the chief damage had been destrubtion of buildings
although every shop had a certain amount of materials
unusable,

be accomplished after the necessary repair and rebuilding 
'

of buildings and cleaning and adjustment of machines.

The v/ork of re-starting production could only .

/ M, Renault
SECRET

G.169087/JDG/1 1/50
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M. Renault estiinated that, with the exception of one or tvro
shops which might he operating again in approximately 15 days,
more than three months v/ould be needed to get production going and
even then it Y/ould be well belov/ the speed of output attained
before the raid. He also stated that although 5XX10v/orkmen were
on duty at the time, only five were''killed. On the morning
after tiie attack, the works gave the impression of total
destruction, with smashed roofs, crumbled wa.lls and framework
overthrown, . The only parts .left intact v/ere': the shop used for
tyres, cartons,, paper,felt, rubber .-and metal framevrork, and the
so-called artillery, shop for the construction of machine-tools.
On the other hand only the machines situated at points of impact
were rendered unusable. The others co\ild be made ser-viceable
after repair.

This report was, received from a Polish Intelligence source
who stated that, on the day after the raid, the German
authorities announced their intention of' removing the usable
machinery to Germany, Jd, Renault objected as he felt that to
retain the repair wrark in his. ovm hands vrould be the best v/ay
not only of safeguarding his interests but of delaying the
utilisation of the machinery and.making it possible to continue
the *go slow' policy previously adopted. On the basis of his
report, (v/hich may: well have been 'coloured' to that end) the
Germans agreed to reverse their previous., decisions in the matter.

It is . interesting to note how this information lines up
with that already received, and also with the post-war damage
assessment made, by the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey Unit,
This estimated that 11,^.of the total area of the plant had been
either destroyed or damaged; Goft of which v/as either total . . ,
destruction or.serious structural damage and light damage,'
Out of a total of 14,746 maphine tools, 721 'were destroyed,
578 seriously damaged and 1809 lightly damaged. Rain and snow
which, persisted throughout March resulted in rapid deterioration
of machines left roofless or moved into the open to permit debris

.clearance, precision machines being most seriously affected.
In addition, office buildings containing designs, blueprints,
technical docimients and'machine to.ol records ■were destroyed by
fire and 722 vehicles ready for.delivery were either des'fcroyed
or damaged,.: On the other hand^ while estimates of production
losses by current Intelligence v/ere far in excess of actuality
and recuperation had been assessed in terms of years, in fact
pre-attack production was exceeded in a matter of four months.
Finally, the effect on morale v/as most noticeable, Ov/ing to
the supposed greater danger from bombing at pight, Renualt workers
had shov/ed a distinct reluctance to work the. nigh't shifts upon
which, . .maintenance and the operation of forges, foundries and
po'wer.plants depended, . As a result, betv/een March 1942 and the

. first American daylight attack in April 19.43 the evening shift
. .. shrank from;1072 -fco 550 workers and the night shift from 127

to 79 workers,

(iv) ■ The Ford Matford Works. Poissv

Even, at the time, there was quite s-ufficient evidence
from a variety of sources to justify the assunq^tion that .
f'UT'ther attacks on the Renat.fLt V/orks would not be necessary

■for some , months. . With that Plant more or less out of antion,
,^.the Ford Matford V/orks at Poissy ass'urned added importance*

Ibid

U.S.S.B.S,
NoiSO. ^

t 4(a r\
On 8 March, 12 Bostons Ills of No.2 Group had been

despatched tp carry out a daylight attack from low level
with Fighter escort. Eight a.ircraft bombed their targe

./O.R.S.
Day Raid
Reports
No. 5

t
/ and

G,169087/JDG/1 1/50 i’ \- '
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and a P,R,U, mosaic on 9 March showed that seven hits had
been scored on the main buildings, one on a subsidiary building
ant at leat four among a long line of lorries, A report
subsequently received from what was believed to be a reliable
source stated that considerable damage had been done to
buildings but a large part of the actual machinery had
escaped serious damage. The fovir large machines from the
United States used for hiring cylinder holes in engine blocks
which were one of the principal bits of machinery in the
factory were untouched,' Another report stated that
result of the two recent attacks on 'French factories flaic
and fighcer protection of Paris had been reinforced and

12 March Goering had arrived in Paris personally to assist
in the re-organisation of. the defences.

as a

on

D.B.Ops,
Folder "Attack
on French

Industry"
19.3.42.

Ibid

Considering the small scale of the attack and the weight
of bombs dropped (7,2 tons) results \?ere satisfactory but it
was evident that to do r eally serious damage a larger forpe
dropping heavier hombs would be The Air Staff

extremely anxious that' such an important objective should
.  destroyed and the C.-in-G. decided'to make it a special
M •' target for all available T/hitleys of No, 4 Group, assisted by
■^V3A those Wellingtons of both Nos, 4‘and 1 Groups capable of
B.I9I6, carrying the 4000 lb. bomb.

necessary.

BC/O.R.S.
Might Raid
Report
No,37

The attack was planned for the next moon period and 1/2
April 41 aircraft from the two Groups set out in excellent
conditions v/ith good visibility and bright moonlight.
Plan of Attack was similar to that used.on the Renault Works,
V/ellington aircraft bringing up the rear'with 4000 lb, bombs.

Unfortunately only tv/o phonographs v/ere taken v/ith
bombing, neither of which showed the target and, despite
claims of direct hits on the v;orks, there \?as no definite
proof that the main plant had been■seriously damaged.

The

Under the circ'umstances it v/as decided to take advantage
of the last night when the April moon was at its best to'm'ake
a repeat attack v/ith 50 aircraft on 2/3 April,
there v/as no d-oubt that the raid was most successful.
Several

This time

aircraft spent some time oveh the target observing

Ibid
No. 38

and nine took photographs independent of bombing. These
shov/ed fires burning and a lau-ge, column of smoke coming
from the Matford Works and the adjacent Foundry buildings.
Daylight reconnaissance confirmed that the main factory
buili^ngs and other plants to the south and south-y/est had
received direct hits and it appeared that severe destruction
had been caused in the machine tool workshops at the eastern
end and other workshops at the ?/estern end of the main
building's,
the transformer station which it was expected would hold up
production for some time. There'was .rio evidence of hits by
4000 lb., bombs, however, though night photographs showed foinr
bursting, in the open near enough to have caused blast damage
to the works.

A direct hit v/as scored on the north v/all of

D.B.Ops,
Folder "Attack
on French

Targets"
17.4.42.

■  ̂ Further confirmation of the success of the raid was
received in a telbgham from the American representative at
Vichy T/hich stated that a reliable source had reported that
the Ford Factory at Poiasy had sustained such damage that it
was forced to'cancel orders for parts v/hichwere to have been
fvirnished by the Renault Factory at Le Mans and
suspending all operations,

S E C R E T

Y/as

/in ^ite
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In ̂ ite of the report of increased defences in the Paris
area, only two aircraft were missing from both operations althoiagh
21 suffered flak damage, ' ’

(v) The Gnome and Rhone Works^ Gtennevilliers

With the factories at Billancourt and Poissy at least
temporarily but of action, onlj?- one target remained from the
original directive,

was attacked three times, on
The tinome and Rhone ?1orks at Gennevilliers

5/6 April, 28/30 April and 29/3O
May, but altho-ugh other factories in the are a. suffered very
considerably the primary target escaped decisive damage on
each occasion.

O.R,S./BC.
Night Raid
Report No,39

The first attack was made by,‘'lii/hitleys of No,4 Group as a
subsidiary’'effort to a large scale raid the same night on
Cologne, Despite moonlight and good visibility there v/as no
evidence that the works Yrcre hit but a column of smoke was

observed from a rubber reclaiming factory 200 yards syraj.

On-29/30 April, a much larger force of 92 aircraft was
despatched from Nos, 1, 3 arid 4 Groups but, once again, daylight
reconnaissance revealed that no damage had been inflicted'on
the primary target although other plants in the vicinity had
suffered severel3% ■ In particular a tY^p-bay building in the
Thomson Houston Factory v^wS'gutted and' a large building on
the east side of the Goodrich Tyre Works received direct hits,
A five-bay wood-v/ork Factory and a large building believed .to _
be part of the Construction Aoronautiques Fa,ctory were completely,
gutted v/hile a part of a. metal vrorks Was damaged.

The third and last raid was made on the night immediately
proceeding the Thousand raid on Cologne when the majority of
crews v/ere resting.

Ibid No,57

Ibid No.73 It was decided to take advantage of favourable weather,
hoYvever, to despatch a comparatively small force of 77 aircraft
from the operational Groups, From night photographs v/ith

bombing and daylight reconnaissance it appeargd that a large
amount of damage was done on this attack to important industrial

works in the vicinity but although 12 buildings at the Gnome

and Rhone Works were affected only tvro YTcre seriously damaged.
Unfortunately, available French reports of the results of the
three attacks acre very brief but one such states that the smel.1

-amount of damage inflicted in April had been almost completely
repaired by the time of the third raid at the end of Majr, On

■ that occasion about 50 bombs fell on the works. Fires were

limited by prompt action of the fire service, but there was
considerable blast effect. From an O.R.S, Post-ywo? Ground

S’urvey Report, hov/ever, it appears that damage was confined, to
broken ?d.ndows and the stripping of a limited area of roof

covering v/hich had no effect on production,

(vi) Special Attacks on Pilsen Skoda Works .

A.H.B./6.
Trenslations

No. VIl/75

o.r.s./b.c.
S.228

The close relation between bombing policy in-Occupied
France and the Political T/arfare Executive*s campaign has

In the .next Section it vd.ll be shownbeen demonstrated,

how that policy was extended for tactical.reasons, and in ...
response'to pressure from the P.W.E., to include other
countries in Gccui)ied Europe, r.

These were not the only occasions, hov/evor, when Bomber'
Command was called upon to give support- to particulan campr>.ign's
outside the scope of their normal strategic offensive. At

/ a
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IIG/8676A Target Conmittee Meeting on 26 March reference was made
to requests from the Czechoslovaks for bomhing attacks
the Skoda Vforks at Pilsen which, next to Krupps, was the
most important general armament works in Europe, D.B.Ops,
stated that there was little or no prospect, for tactical
reasons, of such an attack being made and, in any event,
the target would very shortly be cut out of range during
the.hours of darkness.

a

on
60A

The question was subsequently reconsidered, however, in
connection with Subversive Operations Executive plans for
extensive sabotage of the Geiman lines of communication with
the Russian Front, Owing to the widespread nature of the
proposed campaign it vras represented by the S,0.E. authorities
that a bombing attack, apart from the economic irrqjortance of
the target, would be the best way of synchronising the
action of the widely dispersed sabotage groups which would
standby to destroy key objectives under cover of the raid.

The Gestapo had boasted
that it Visas beyond the power of the R.A.P. to drop bombs in
the Protectorate,

There was also another aspect.

The success of such an operation would
not only discredit their contention but would provide definite
evidence of outside sympathy and intervention which it
hoped would have an immediate effect on the morale and

confidence of the Czech Resistance Organisation, v/ould
stimulate their recruiting and might be expected to result
in a general increase in sabotage and resistance to the enemy.

was

This plan was presented to Bomber Command on 18 April
1942 with the request'that an attack be made on the Skoda
Works on or after the night of 23/24 April provided that
C,-in~C, considered that conditions offered a 50/50 chance
or better of success. He was informed that the S.O.E,
authorities had offered th arrange for beacons to be lighted
in .the vicinity of the target to guide the aircraft in and
that the attack would be the signal for action by  a highly
organised sabotage group in the Ad.cinity, At least five
days notice v/as required to make the preliminary arrangements
and S.O.E. had already initiated action in that connection
on 18 April, Apart" from that, they required to be in a
position to despatch an executive signal at 1225 hours on
the day in question.

60/4.2^46/
VePrW.SOA

Preparations were immediately put in hand and close
/liaison y/as maintained between Bomber Command and the

j— j S.O.E. authorities. The target yvas given to six
3/^)^ Stir lings of No, 3 Group v/ho y/ere to be routed via South

3.G./Si26588 Foreland and south of the Ruhr in order to by-pass the
Encl,4A heavily defended zones.

The operation had tyvice to be cancelled owing to
adverse conditions but on 25/26 April weather promised
•a fair chance of being suitable in the target area and the

10/10th cloud was encountered on
the approach to the target, however, and persisted over
the area.

attack was laid on.

Five of the six Stirlings despatched claimed

OR

Night Raid

Report No,53. to have dropped their bombs on the objective, foin?
bombing on E.T.A. and the fifth coming down beloyy cloud
and identifying the target visually,
aircraft was shot down by flak near Mannheim,

The remaining

/ On
S E C R E T
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/l'^/St23^-6/Vo.I-V On 1 May a repeat attack was requested and the operation
was canried out by five Stirlings of No,3 Group on 4/5 May,
^hree of the five aircraft claimed to have found and bombed
heir target from belov/ cloud at 7000 to 9000 feet, S.O.E.

reported that neither of the attacks had actually succeeded

•^in hitting the primary objective but- in the first, five hits
'  Virere scored on the local marshalling yards. As a result of

4  the second operation considerable damage was inflicted on

Ziegleruv Dul, a subsidiarji" of the Skoda Works specialising
in filling artillery shells, and a.t Holysov, on an ammunition

factory also working for Skoda, The exact division of damage
between air bombardment and sabotage by the Czech organisation,
however, Was uncertain.

23A andyjj
0.R,S,/Nn
Raid Report
No.60.

11A and 13A ■

m

(y^) Extension of bombardment policy to other cp-untries in
Occupied Eirrone

S.46368/
Vol.III

Min.25.

It has been seen that for some,time past the Political
Warfare Executive had been pressing for the attack of industrial

plants in occupied territory in order to give substance to

their propaganda,which aimed at discoixraging nationals from

working in German controlled factories. The outstanding
results of the raid on the Renault Factory in March had lent

colour to their argimients in favour'of similar operations
against other occupied countries. The C.-in-C., also for

tactical reasons, had requested a f-urther list of targets
in occupied territory v/hich did not require penetration of the

more heavily defended zones.

The matter was discussed at a number of Target Committee
Meetings in March and April and, as a,result. Air Intelligence
in consultation with M.E.W. listed the following eight
objectives in Norway, Holland, Belgium and Denmark,as ,suitable
for attack subject to Cabinet approval;

Norway, Norsk Hydro Aluminium and
magnesium plant.

Heroya,

Denmark, Copenhagen Burrneister and Yfain Diesel
engine vrorks.

Holland Rotterdam

Eindhoven
Portvarea and shipyards.
Phillips Valve and Radio works.

Belgium Liege
Tertre

Gand-

Terneuzen

Canal.

Antwerp

Heavy engineering v/orks.
Coke ovens and chemical plant.

Canal and paths alongside.

Ford and general motor works.

S.46368/V0I.
Ill Min,25.

The selection of the targets was based on their economic
iiiportence, case of identification and situation to built-
up areas so as to achieve the maximum moral effect with

It was pointed out, however, that
some loss of life would have to be accepted,
other" hand, the two Dutch targets were equal in importance
to first priority targets in Germany and Prince Bemlitirdt of

the Netherlands had himself pressed for their attack most
strongly,
indicated their preference for daylight attacks but agreed
tq accept the risk involved by night with the proviso
that radio and leallet warnings shomld be issued first.

On the

Approach was made to the Dutch authorities who

.  ■ rninimuia casualties.

Ibid

Min,26

/ The
G.169087/JDG/11/50
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' Ibid

Mins. 27/28/29
The nev/ proposals were then referred to the C.A.S. and

the Secretary of State for-Air who gave their full consent
to the plan on the strict understanding that the objectives
should not be used as freshmen targets and that they should
only be attacked in favourable weather by
experienced crews who were to be instructed to bring their
bombs back unless the targets could be identified with

The Secretary of State added
nevT list would not prejudice the

attack of the remaining French targets. Many of his
colleagues in the Government and the House of Comn
persuaded of the djnportancb of Gien and v^rhile he would not
allow this to weigh with him against the opinion of the
Air Staff he noted that they, too, had included it in the
original list approved by the Cabinet,
stances he hoped that Gien v/ofld be attacked at the earliest
opportunity. In point of fact, the Air Staff view on Gien
had not changed since its exclusion from the original Directive
but, as will -be seen from the next Section, it was already
receiving further consideration in a. new review of other
suitable objectives in France,

a

reasonable degree of accuracy,
that he hoped that the

ions were

Under the circum-

I/Hn. 29

Ibid

Enel,33A.
Meanwhile, the above principles were embodied in a

Directive to Bomber Command on.25 May \7ith the instruction
that the new targets of which all but those in Norvfdy find
Denmark .were Mthin Gee range, were to .be considered as
supplementary to the list of targets in France already issued.
One target in each country was to be attacked in the first
■instance, special priority being given to Eindhoven.

Ibid.
End. 4OA On 9^June, "the Foreign Secretary queried the proposed ,

attacks \ri.th che Secretary of State for Air pointing out that
when the question of extending bombing to other occupied
countries had first arisen he had emphasised the ingjortance
•of obtaining the approval of the Governments concerned.
Ho sought assurance that that had been done particularly with
regard to the Netherlands, Sir Archibald Sinclair replied
that all the targets .had been cleared by their resp'ectiVe
Governments with exception of Denmark which had no"longer
any^official connection vdth this country since the Danish
Minister in London had been dismissed from his post.

In view of the political irrplioations, hovrever, it v/as
decided to postpone attack on the,Dutch targets while the
Secretary of‘State sought the approval of the Prime Minister,
then in Washington, pointing out at the same time that, during
the light nights in June and July, attacks on closer, more
lightly defended targets might well do more to hasten the
decline of German war production than targets in the Reich
itself.

Enel. 41A

Ibid

Enel. 42A

Ibid

End, 48A
and 50A

The Prime Minister's official sanction was received on
21 June and. the Dutch targets finally cleared with Bomber
Command on 25 Jme 1942,

In point of fact, despite these elaborate precautions,
the new targets received no serious attention from Bomber
Command until 6 December 1942, when a large scale low level
attack v/as made on the Phillips Radio Works at Eindhoven by
aircraft of No.2 Group,
been included in a revised list of Circus targets in June 1942,
and the Ghent - Terneusen Canal Installations receivexi

/ considerable

A number of objectives had also

SECRET
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considerable attention in that connection from small forces of

one and tv;o aircraft. Low level attacks were also made by
Mosquitoes in daylight against Liege on 2 October and Copenhagen
on 27 January l 943iT'0 ' • '

(viii) An£d.Qr-M&rican Co-ordination. (^)

.In the, meantime, American bombers based in this country had
begun operations against short range fringe targets in August,
This, was in accordance with Phase I of their planned offensive. ‘
which was designed ’to cover the initial period before the oxrival
.of American long range fighters enabled the bombers to undertal<:e

operations'against deeper penetration targets and ultimately
against Germ.any itself,. ■ .

/{ ID4/385 At the first Meeting of the Committee forthe Co-ordination
of Current Air Operations, it had been-agreed that the current
list of objectives for Circus operations would be suitable for
Phases! and 2 of the development of .^aerican operations,
list included among other targets selected;for. the special,
operations in occupied countries, the Port ar^a end Shipyards at
Rotterdam which were attacked by the. Eighth Bomber Command on
27 August and 7 September 1942,

At a further Meeting of the Cpmmittee on 25 September,
D.B.Ops, suggested that a number of targets included in the lj.st
of priority objectives in occupied territory might be suitable

for the Americans, The suggestion v?as welcomed by General Spa.ata
who said that he was already considering undertalcing deeper
penetration as far as Paris but asked that the new t.argets should
be carefully reviev/ed from, a strategic standpoint*

That

Ibid 6th

Meeting
25.9.42,

C.S.I6536 A revised list pf objectives was sent to the Americans on

19 October, giving, first priority to the submarine bases in the
Bay of Biscay in accordance with the current emphasis on anti-U-
boat warfare. It \Tas the intention that all suitable targets

11A

allotted either to R.A.P, Bomber Command or the U.S, Bomber Command

aijpuld be attacked by either force by agreement between the two

•Commanders in accordance with the system of co-ordination already
well-established between Sir Arthur Harris and General Baker,
This intention was officially, confirmed on 9 November,

Ibid 20A,

Ibid 14A In the meantime. General ^aatz had ordered that everj?-
effort of the VIII Bomber Command should be directed to obtaining
the, maximum destruction of the French submarine bases and the

industrial targets wPre consequently not attacked during the
period covered by this Narrative., .

(ix) Further Targets in Occupied France. ,

I l7'5> During April and May 1942, preparations were being made at
Bomber Command to stage a heavy attack on the important
Schneider Armament Works at Le Creusot,

regarded as the French equivalent of Krupps at Essen and
consequently warranted attack on the heaviest .soale.

These Works were

It was ,the
G.-in-C's intention to carry out a daylight operation with the

object of destroyiiig the main power station and putting down

marker bombs to assist identification of the target in a
subsequent night attack.

/ Although

(1) See Chajjter 22 which ̂ described these and other
operations by No.2 Group during 1942.

This Section should be read in conjunction with Annex II,

G.169087/JDG/1 1/50 ■
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S.463S9/V0I.III,
23A. 18.4.42. Although permission had been given for a daylight attack

on Le Greusot on 18 April, owing to its close x^^ximity to
built-up ar-eas and the consequent danger of inflicting
severe casualties on the French pox^ulation, it had not yet
been cleared for attack by night. The matter vras referred
to the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary by the Secretary
of State for Air in May, but after discussion it was
decided that, in view of the existing delicate political
situation vis a vis Vichy and the importance of not
jeopardising the strategical situation in the Mediterranean
at that time, the question of,-night attacks should be
deferred for -a' few weeks .until the position had eased,

when informed of this decision, replied
. that he did not propose to proceed with liis project until

the required Aanctdon had been given. The' maximum force
he could launch in daylight was about '12 Lancasters which
was not-heavy enough to inflict reasonable damage on a
target of that size. The only effect of such a raid would
be to strengthen the. defences against further operations,

'In July , the Air Staff in conjimction v/ith M.E.W. and
Intelligence again turned their attention to a review of
priorities in occupied Pr-ance, M.E.W, and the Intelligence
Branch were of the opinion that repair and re-establishment
of the Plants already attacked at Billancom-t, Poissy and
Gennevilliers was not sufficiently far advanced to warrant
further attention.for the time being, - They recommended
however, that operations should continue to be directed against
factories associated with the French A.F.V, and Motor Transport
Industry. Excluding Le Creusot which was sufficiently
important to \7arfant special consideration_^ there v.'cre. only
two targets'of intrinsic importance-left in that category
which also met the political and tactical principles already
laid down. These were the Citroen Plant at Quai de Javal,
_Paris, and the Tank Depot at Gien. The former, although
closely surrounded by a built-up area xoresented  a very
favourable target under good conditions wiiich allowed precise
aiming. It also included one of the principal thermal power
stations in the Paris area, the importance of v/hich had been
accentuated by the destruction of the only other important
power,station during attacks on Gennevilliers,

^  The C.-in-G•)

Ibid Min. 31.

Ibid.

Ibid.
Min. 50

Ibid ■  Gien had already been cleared for night attack in
February 1942, but special authority wouild be required for
the Citroen Plant. It was accordingly decided to seise
the opportuinity tp press at the same time for permission to
carry out a night attack on the Schneider Works at Le Creusot,
-Urging the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary to sanction
the operations during the coming m.oon period, the Secretary
of State for Air pointed out that the importance o-f Le Creusot
required an attack on the heaviest scale v/hich could only be
made at night, Al.though some casiialties among the French
would have to be accepted, he .maintained that in good weather
these could 'be kexDt to the minimum.

Enel, 54A

Ibid 55A
and 56A

The ne^v targets vrere axDproved on I7 J'Lily. on condition
that only experienced orews vrere'employed, that the targets
\7ere attacked only in really favo'urable vreather and that'
crews were ordered to bring back their bombs if they could
not identify the target with a reasonable degree of accuracy,

/ These
SEC RET
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These conditions were embodied in a Directive to Bomber

Command on 20 July, listing French targets in the following
revised order of priority;

(a) Le Oreusot . . . ■

(b) The Citroen Works

'(o) The Q-ien Ordnance Depot

The C.-in«C., was urged,to combine operations against either of
the last two plants with an attack .on the Ford and General Motor
Works at Antwerp which had been cleared for night bombing in May.

It will be noted that, once again, Gien came at the bottom
of the list. On 29 July, the C.-in-C., advised the Air Ministry
that recent photographic cover of that target had shown only a
very small number of tanks pre.spnt. , In view of the tactical

difficulties involved, he did not consider the Depot worth

attacking.
Staff and it %ms agreed that, pending further investigation,
attacks on Gien should be held in abeyance.

In the meantime, hovrever, the C.-in^C., had sought and

obtained authority for aircraft of Nos. 138 and 161 Special Duty
squadrons to carry out normal bombing ;operations on ni|^ts when
they 7/ere not required to pursue their Special tasks and on
occasions when the_ two could be combined. . The Air Ministry
ruled that objectives v/ere' to be selected from, any of the

existing targets lists and, in view of their special training and
the fact that such attacks v;-ould be normally made by isolated

aircraft frpm lov/ altitude, the special industrial targets in
occupied territory coxild be considered in that category.

This view was very.similar to that held by the Air

Ibid 61A

Ibid 62A

63A

Ibid 37B'

/

11/70/272(0) As a result, Gien had been attacked by small numbers of
' ' S. of S. to ’.Yhitleys on 28/29 and Whitleys and Halifaxes on 29/30 July with

P.M. . marked success. Photographic reconnaissance confirmed that

23.10.42. very considerable damage had been inflicted on the buildings
which were considered by the Secretary,cf State for Air to be

a more profitable target than the tanlcs themselves,
less, these attacks aroused a storm of criticism implying that,
in the first instance, the Air Staff had been tardy in

authorising the attack of such an importapt target and, in the
second, that when it was finally cleared, the attacks were not

There

Neverthe-

made until most of the tanlcs had been dispersed,
followed an exchange of Minutes- between the Secretary of State
for Air and the Prime Minister v/ho himself supported this view

but the Secretary of State firmly stated his "complete accords
with the assessment of its value as a target (in comparison
with other selected objectives), and the difficulties of

attacking it on which the G.-in-G
Target Gommittee agree". '
received no further attention' from Bomber Gommand during. 1-942.

the Air Staff and the

There the matter dropped and Gien
• >

(x) Daylight Attack on Le Greusot

In point of fact, the only one of the three nevf targets
to receive serious attention v/as the Schneider Works at

Le Greusot. .Elaborate plans had already been made for a

daylight followed by a ni^t attack but during the summer
,, - ..months, increasing experience in daylight operations by

aircraft decided the G.-in-G. -to give the target to

hV-B5/JA Lancasters of No.5 Group. -This was the largest daylight
A,47 operation so far attempted by Bomber Gommand and since many of

the crews had had comparatively little experience in

/formation
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formation flying, very caref-ul preparations were made including
training exercises by No,5 Group in order to determine the
simplest formation which vrould give the required concentration
over the target and afford the greatest protection to the
bombers against the enemy defences.

Ibid and Eventually the following plan was evolved. In order to

avoid entering known enemy fighter areas on retiurn in daylight
it was decided to attack at dusk. A strong force of

A49

94 Lancasters, led by No, 49 squadron, flying in pairs for
mutual support was ordered to make strict rendezvous at Lands

The force v/as then to cross the sea in pairs in company
f’dying below 500 feet in order to avoid detection by enemy
R.D.P. until within 25 miles of the target. At that point,
seven specially detailed aircraft ¥/ere to leave the main
formation and carvy out a lov/ level attack on the Transformer
and Switching Station at Montchanin which formed  a complete
bottleneck in the electrical supply to the Schneider Works,.
At the same time, to prevent over congestion in the main
target area, the remainder of the force was ordered to climb
and open out on separate courses, ultimately converging on the
target from various directions. Bombing was to be carried
out from not less than 6,000 feet, which was above the effective
range of light flak,

pairs and remain in company until dark when they were to return
independently.

End.

After bombing, aircraft were to rejoin

The route follovred, v/hich involved a round trip of some
1700 miles, was carefully chosen to avoid by roughly 100 miles
any known. German fighter stations,
if any opposition would be encountered from French fighters,
particularly as it was doubtful if any reliable reporting
system existed between them and the Germans, Finally, in
order to provide the maximum protection for the bombers, tTro
diversions by Bostons were ordered in the Le Havre areaj
a dummy and the other a fighter escorted attack on the Neumark
raider.

It was assumed that littl

one

Unfortunately, the fighters failed to make rendezvou

Ibid e

s
and the Bostons were recalled but the dummy raid was successfully
completed and no enemy aircraft were seen.

Ibid The Schneider Works at Le Creusot fell naturally into two
targets, the Processing and Fabrication ?/orks and the Breuil
Steel Works, The Le Creusot Steel Works were not included as

an objective as reports had shown that they were not operative.
The attack by the main force opened at I809 hours on 17 October,
dead on time and in conditions which were almost unique in the

Weather was

ostion negligible and no enemy aircraft
)  Navigation by the leading squadron was

stated by other crev/s to be excellent and all
enthusiastic in their accounts of the success of the raid.
At Montchanin, several direct hits from low level were claimed
on the Station and subsequent reconnaissance confirmed that at
least one and probably four or more were in fact scored, A
report from a ground source afterwards stated that the

Transformer and Switching Station had been put out of action
causing complete immobilisation of the entire Schneider \7orks,

/ At

opport-unities they offered for precise bombing,
excellent, flak c
wrere enco-untered.

crews were

Day Raid
Report
No,102

(1) One of six Lancasters forced to turn back before reaching
the target was attacked by three fighters, two of which
were shot down while the Lancaster returned safely to base
but not undamaged,

SECR E T
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At Le Creusot, the results of the raid were less remarkable,
P.R.U. disclosed that a considerable proportion of the bombs
destined for the Processing and Fabrication 7/orks overshot and fell
on a lightly built-up surburban area on the eastern side while many
of those destined for the Breuil Steel Works fell in woods to the

south of the target. In both cases there appeared to have been a
tendency to overshoot. This inaccuracy was afterwards ascribed

to a number of factors, particuilarly the bombing tactics employed,
probable misuse of bombsights and the failing light. One of
the features of the tactics laid down was that before attacking

r^^crews shouild disperse and climb to bombing height which varied
from squadron to squadron and ranged from 6000 to 8000 feet.
In practice, the majority of the aircraft went over the target
in close company and while there was some dispersion in height,
this was haphaizard and in generail was lower than that ordered.

It was assumed that this miscarriage of plan led to mutual

interference manifesting itself in a general lovrering of the

standard of bomb aiming. Similarly, the failuire to bomb from

the correct height would upset the pre-set A.B.S.,(^)
although last minute adjustments may have been made, these were

probably inaccurate. Finally, the light was not as good as it
might have been and the exact aiming points may possibly have
been obscured until too late to enable crews to make a really
good run up.

and

BO/#, ' '
kSk

Despite the disappointing natuire of the operation, some

serious damage was revealed by reconnaissance, particularly
to a large locomotive machine shop, bar stores aaid warehouses.

Many other budldings had had their roofs stripped over large
areas and repair work was seen to be already in progress on many
of them,

destruction caused but from photographs it was clear that a

large part of the works v/as still standing and the target had
by no means been "Tnritten off",
since from every other point of view, including navigation to

the target and freedom from losses, the raid was an outstanding
Only one aircraft was missing from the entire

All ground reports told of the severe damage and

This was very disappointing

success,

Night Raid'
Report
No.102

effort.

(xi) Consolidated Bombardment Instructions and Revised List of
Objectives

During 1942 considerable extension had been made in outr

bombing policy in relation both to Germany and German Occupied
Countries, In October, 1942, qll existing instructions on

the principles goveming aerial warfare were revised and
consolidated into one Directive!(2) As far as Occupied
Territory was concerned this did no more than reiterate the

principles already enumerated in previous Sections of this
Chapter and elsewhere. Bombing v/as to be confined to

military objectj.ves subject to specific conditions but might
be extended to include other objectives the destruction of

which had become an Immediate military necessity. The
exception to those ruGes v/ere the Channel Isles which were
not to be attacked unless such action was necessitated by

operational considerations of real importance. Consequent
upon the enemy's adoption of unrestricted aerial warfare,
howe\?er, and the Cabinet's authorisation or morale bombing,

/ rules

(1) Automatic bomb-sight,

(2) Appendix 12

G.169087/JDG/11/50
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rules goveriiing the attack of occupied territory vrere not
to be applied to the conduct of air -warfare against
German, Japanese and Italian territory except in so. far as
the provisions of the Red Cross Conventions required.

So far as Prance was concerned, authority had only
been given for the day and night attack of targets in the
Occupied Zone, On 11 November 1942, the .Germans marched
in Vichy Prance and the position had to be reviewed.
On 1 January,1943, the Bombing Targets Committee
informed that existing bombardment rules had been extended
to include the whole of Prance and M.E.'w. in consultation
with A.I.3(c) were revievri.ng existing priorities in the
light of the new developments, taking into account those
targets which had already been bombed but were
sufficiently recovered to warrant fiorther attack,
due consideration it v/as decided that there were no

factories and Plants in former Vichy France of sufficient
importance to be included in the revised list on the
same level of priority as the others which had been selected..

The new Directive of targets in Occupied Europe which
was issued to Bomber Coimmand and Eighth Air Force on
16 January 1942, included three new targets in France and
also asked for repeat atta.cks on the Renault Triorks at
Billancourt, the Schneider V/orks at Le Creusot and the
Gnome and Rhone Works at Gennevilliers all of which had

recovered sufficinelty to require further attention,

(xii). Conclusion

was

After

now

A.H.b/iIG/86/6A
80th Mtg.
1.1.43.

S.46368/V0I.III
86a

No firther attacks occurred during the x^eriod of this
Narrative, In considering those .already ma-de, it vrould be
an exaggeration to assume that they represented a major
diversion of the Bomber effort from the main offensive
against German Industry and Morale, It ¥/as never the
intention that such attacks should take place except on
occasions when weather and other tactical considerations

made it desirable to operate in areas outside Germany
proper. As the main offensive gathered momenttim such
operations ceased entirely as far as heavy and medium
bombers were concerned with the exception of the daylight
raid on Le Creusot in October, By that time, the U.S. VIII
Bomber Command had entered the operational ring and
responsibility for tangets in occupied territory was shared
by them. In any event, other and more pressing
comm.itments had arisen in connection with anti-submanine

Warfare and the offensive against Northern Italy and
far as industrial targets were concerned "the rest was
silence”, ,

as

There is another aspect of these attacks which must be
Operations against targets in Occupied Europe

which were designed to deny the use of major industrial plants
to the Germans, to discourage the Nptionals from working
for the enemy and to raise the morale of peoples overrun by
the foreign invader, were in a very real sense
complementary, although subsidiary, to the main offensive
against economy and morale in Germany itself. Although
never allowed to interfere with the offensive proper,
they served to increase Resistence generally and lend

/ weight

mentioned.
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weight to the "go sIoy/"..movement already being fostered in

factories; q-uite apart from the crippling damage inflicted on

industrial plants v/hich formed key points in the. German

subsidiary economic system in occupied co’untries* Thus the
'' groTd.ng menace of the bomber offensive, .v/as slowly but surely

casting its shadow across the'whole of Europe \Yherover and

*  whenever the enemy sought to turn the resouirces of our Allies

to their ovm use or relajced their defensive vigilance -under the

mistaken ing>ressioh that either tactically or politically or

both they would, be safe from hea-vy air bombardment.

G.169087/jnV'l 1/50
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CHAPTER 2 0

THE MPLOIIvIENT OF AIR. POWffi: PERIOD OP.. CONTROVT^Sf

(i) Introduction

While Bomber Command were battling against considerable
odds to Justify the faith of the Air Staff in the heavy air

bombardment of German industry and morale as a profitable
offensive policy, the whole future of the bomber offensive
and the employment of air power in general was in danger of
vital readjustment as a result of certain discussions being
held during the spring and summer of 1942 at a high level#

In February 1942 the Secretary of State for Air had
placed before the Cabinet a series of arguments in favour of
a lifting of the conservation ban and a renewal of the strate

gic bomber offensive against Germany. Replying to that
Paper, the First Lord of the Admiralty had expressed his

agreement in principle with the aims set forth subject to

certain immediate requirements of the Admiralty for the

provision of aircraft for the w'ar at sea. The extent to

which those claims were met has been discussed in  a previous
Chapter,(l) He also, however, struck a solemn note of
warning when he onpbasised that those requirements were purely
short-term and constituted only a part of the Admiralty's
final requirements for air allocations to meet the ever

increasing threat to the security of the vital sea lines of
communication.

That wrarning v^as fully Justified, In the next two or

three months a series of demands for air support were put
forvTard by both the Navy and the Arny which, if met in toto,
irould have materially affected the whole course of the

strategic offensive and undermined the principle of an

independent air force. At the same time, there was doubt

in many quarters as to the ability of the existing bombing
policy to achieve the ends laid down for it. These two

factors taken together led to an extensive enquiry into the

possible effects of the bombing offensive and the extent to

which the needs of the Amy and Navy Justified the diversion
of a large proportion of that effort to other theatres and
other offensives.

This in turn led to detailed discussions of future

strategy as a whole, which gathered inpetus with the decision
in the late summer to mount an offensive in North West Africa

and the doubts wtiich this threw upon the ultimate build up of
British and United States Forces in the United Kingdom for a

re-entry into the Continent in 1943*

Agreement on future strategy was not reached until the

Casablanca Conference in Jesnuary 1943 V;>hich is properly the
subject of the next volume,

to examine as briefly as possible the claims of the Amy and
Navy for air support, and since these claims were  a factor

contributing to the prolonged enquiry into the possible
effects of the bomber offensive against German industry and

morale an examination of this controversy logically follows.

Finally, the whole position will be set in the perspective of
global strategy discussions which culminated in the decisions

In this Chapter it is proposed

/taken _
(1) Chapter 15 Section (iv)
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taken by the Prime Minister, the President and their
respective staffs at their momentous meeting in January 1943*

(ii) Claims of Jbhe__Nayy

Commenting on the Secretary of State for Air's Paper on
Bombing Policy in 1942, the Chief of the Naval Staff,
Sir Dudley Pound had given solemn warning that the require
ments he was then setting out on behalf of the Admiralty for
long range G.R. aircraft vrere not final and constituted only
their immediate needs to deal with the increasing U-boat
attack and the extension of the war to the Indian Ocean, ■

Less than a month later on 6 March that xvarning was made
good in a Paper by the First Sea Lord setting cut the long
term requirements of the Navy to enable it to meet the
increasing threat to those sea communications which were the
life-lines of the British and American war effort. Working
from the basic assimption that "If we lose the war at sea we
lose the v/ar. We lose the war at sea when we can no longer
maintain those sea communications which are essential to us,"
the First Sea Lord pointed out that such a situation could
be created by one or more of the following;-

The enemy obtaining control by means of surface
ships.

The reduction of British and American Merchant

tonnage to the extent that it could no longer
maintain the minimum essential supplies, and

The reduction of tanker tonnage to a degree wrhich
v/ould seriously immobilise the armed forces.

As far as the threat at (a) was concerned, the First Sea
Lord maintained that, since it was on the main fleets lAdth
adequate air support that control would ultimately depend and
since both the present and prospective strengths of the
British and American Capital ships and carriers in comparison
with Germany, Italy and Japan shovred only a barely adequate
margin to deal with the situation, the position v/as very
dangerous and made more so by the follov/ing considerations;-

The ever increasing number of German U-boats was
now augmented by Japanese as well as Italian
U-boats while the fact that our major Units
more frequently at sea than those of the enemy
made them more liable to be sunk or daxnaged.

There was evidence that the Axis powers had wrell-
trained air forces which could locate ships at
sea, accurately direct bombers, dive bombers and
torpedo aircraft onto ships located by reconnais
sance aircraft and finally, could make successful
attacks on ships because their aircraft were

trained in effective methods of attacking moving
targets.

The Italian fleet under German control would become
more and more a factor to be reckoned with.

The possibility of the French fleet joining the Axis
cotild not be ignored.

The \Thole of the enemy capital ships which might
be ranged against the Allies were either of
modern constiruction or had been re—constructed

(a)

(B)

(c)

(a)

were

(B)

(c)

(^)

(e)

D0(42)14

L0(42)15
14.2,42

D0(42)23
6,3.42

/ and
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and v»ere accordingly leas likely to be destroyed by
U-boats or air attack, than their British
equivalents.

7ihile the Admiralty v/ere doing all in their power to cope

with this situation, the meas’-ires were insufficient in them
selves to redress the dangerous position which v/ould arise

should the enemy make greater efforts to reduce Allied Naval
strength by attrition. It wras accordingly necessary to subject
the enemy to similar treatment vThich could only be done by
increasing the strength of the land-based airforces vrorking
over the sea.

As regards the threat to merchant shipping generally and

tanker tonnage in partic’dlar, the U-boat war against British
and American shipping must inevitably create a most dangerous
situation in view of the increase in the German U-boat fleet

by some 20 U-boats a month which far outbalanced the rate of

sinkings; the "irruption" of Japanese U-boats into the Indian
Ocean and Australasian waters; and the ever increasing areas

in which Axis U-boats as a whole were operating.

The First Sea Lord maintained that this danger could only
be mitigated by the provision of the necessary shore-based
aircraft for the adequate protection of convoys and shipping
and for attacking U-boats and by intensive bombing of U-boat

building yards. It was particularly vital that the Torpedo-
bomber striking force be built up as quickly as possible.
This would inevitably take time which could not be afforded and

he proposed that, in the interim, the deficiencies should be

made good by the allocation of the requisite squadrons from
Bomber Command,

Finally, and the sting of this Paper was undoubtedly in

the tail, he stated his conviction that "If we are not to
conduct the v/ar at sea at a disadvantage we must have Naval

operational control of all aircraft employed on sea operations
on lines similar to those now in force with the Coastal Command

in Home Yfaters."

(iii) of the /jmiy

The Air Staff had scarcely had time to digest the threat
to the independent air forces in general and the strategic
bombing force in particular which was implicit in the First

Sea Lord's Paper than they \?ere faced, only four days later,
by a second threat in the shape of a Paper by the Chief of the

Imperial General Staff setting out the Army's dissatisfaction
with the /dr Ministry's failure to make good their alleged
earlier promises of allocations of aircraft to /rmy /dr
Support and urging that iumaediate steps be taken to rectify
the position.

The basis of the C,I.U.S.'s argument was that one of the

outstanding lessons of the war had been that land forces
inadequately supported from the air were doomed to failure when

opposed by a modern enemy equip/oed vri-th suitable types of
aircraft and adequate air forces trained for close co-opera
tion v/ith land forces,

been reinforced most strikingly by events in the Par East,

Fighting in that theatre had shovm clearly that the land
forces had had insufficient air support.
Ministry's contention that No, 2 Group would be available for

army support, he maintained that this had now been

He claimed that this argument had

As for the Air

C0S(A2)16A
10.3.A2

/disapproved
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disapproved in that the Group, at the time of va*iting, had
practically disintegrated and the training of pilots during
the past year in an army support role had "apparently been
v/asted."

The General Staff considered it essential to ens’ure

that in future no land forces he employed Yfithout adequate
air support and that such support was dependent on the
provision of suitable aircraft designed solely for close
co-operation with the land forces and not, as v/as then the
case, on types originally intended for other purposes or v/hich

had proved unsuitable for other roles. Furthermore, the
organisation and training of air forces intended for co-opera
tion v/ith the i\rmy must be based on the requirements of the
land forces they were to suiaport.

It was recognised that any attempt to provide for the
full requirements of land forces through the medium of air
forces permanently allotted to the army would be uneconomi
cal and, in putting forward their requirements, the General
Staff had limited them to the minimum necessary to ensure an
adequate proportion of close and intimate co-operation with
the /irmy while relying for any additional support on allot
ments from indei3endent air forces. It was claimed that, so
far the irreducible minimimi had not been met in any theatre
and the lack of air support had had a serious effect on the
morale of the troops and had lowered their fighting efficiency.

Finally, the C.I.G. S. again emphasised the General
Staff's view that it v/as a basic principle that all squadrons
allotted for Army supxoort should form an integral part of the
Army; that the types of aircraft supplied must meet /umiy
requirements; and that the squadrons must be organised and
trained in their role of /irmy support. He added, in an
evident attempt to sugar the pill, that these requirements
in no way prevented the squadrons, once they had been equipped
and trained, from being employed on tasks with R.A.F. indepen
dent forces when not required for their nomal role,

(iv) The_ Air _ataff__ reply tp . Hayal, .and Ai;®r._claim3,,

■ >•'

DOS(42)80th Mtg
11.3.42

The various proposals by the A<3miralty and ¥ar Office to
meet their immediate and long term requirements for air
support were considered by the Chiefs of Staff Committee
11 March.

on

After a brief discussion on the strategical
implications of the Papers before them, the Committee agreed
to advise the Prime Minister that the Chiefs of Staff proposed
to review the present agreed strategy for the conduct of the
war to see v/hat changes if any vrere required by events during
the past three months and that since strategical considera
tions must govern the decisions arrived at on the Naval and

Irmy proposals, they suggested that they should not bo taken
up by the Defence Committee until that review was complete.
Implicit in this decision v/as a recognition of the need for
an examination of the results v/hich ¥/o^lld be expected from
major bombing offensive in relation to strategic planning and
the rival claims of naval and military requirements,
will emerge in due co’urse.

a

This

Having thus gained more time in \7hich to examine the

implications of the A<amiralty and ?/ar Office long tem
requirements, the C.A.S. set to work to prepare a considered
reply to those demands from the Air Ministry viev/ point.
\7orking from the basic assumption that "the first principle
of air warfare is to concentrate the maximum air strength
on vdiatever task may be of decisive importance at the time,"

D0(42)34
1.4.42

/he
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he pointed out that the recent extension of the \7ar areas

clearly called for "the utmost flexibility in the development
of air power" if air superiority were to he achieved over the

IiX±s powers and a situation created in which other forms of

offensive effort would he effective. The proposals to segre
gate some 6000 aircraft in the form of specialised components,
the greater port of which would he transferred to Naval and

jVrmy control, virtually called for the division of the air
force into three parts to the "fatal prejudice of our oapaoity
to concentrate and with disastrous consequeroos to the develop
ment of our offensive strategy,"

With regard to the particular demands of the Admiralty,
the Air Staff irere fully in agreement with their statement
that the recent changes in the war situation called for on
increase in the numbers of aircraft v/orking over the sea.

Indeed, the demands for immediate additions to Coastal Command
wore alixjady being dealt with while the full proposals set out
did not differ materially from those already put forward by
the Air Ministry and the O.A.S. (somewhat optimistically)
anticipated little difficulty in disposing of outstanding
differences.

The Army demands, on the other hand, particularly the 90
squadrons proposed by the C,I.G.S, for Army Support were, in
the Air Ministry view, clearly excessive by any standard for

permanent allocation to Army control. As C.A. 3. pointed out,
the delays in the proposed expansion of the /irmy Co-operation
Command were due not to lack of goodwill but to disappointment
in American supplies, the need to reinforce the Middle East and
Par East and tho larovision of fighters and bombers for Russia,
He added that when the time came that the array were seeking a

decision on land, then they v/ere entitled to and wrould receive
full support from all available air forces. In the meantime
and for home based operations he proposed that Army Support
(other than that afforded by the Metropolitan Air Force as a

whole) should be given by 20 squadrons of fighter and bomber
reconnaissance aircraft from Axra.y Co-operation Command, 20

sq’oadrons of light bombers from No, 2 Group and 15 squadrons
of day fighters from Fighter Command, Of those, the first
would be allotted to Army formations and the rest would remain
under their own Cemmonds but vrould be fully trained in their

Army Support role.

In conclusion, the O.A. 3. emphasised that, as far as the
Air Staff v/ere concerned, the need for full scale air-co-opera
tion with the /rmy and Navy was not in dispute but he reitera

ted their view that only a flexible force under Commanders
whoso profession v/as air warfare could offer the full
assistance required.

This attitude was substantially confirmed by the Prime
Minister in a Minute to the Chiefs of Staff on 8th April in
which he declared that "the requirements of the General Staff

for the liXmy appear to be out of all proportion to existing or
prospective resources and, if satisfied, would be destructive
of the principle of an independent Air Force,
justification for their observations regarding the inadequacy
of the air support in the Far East or the situation in No, 2
Group "None of us need to bo taught these truisms" which

although painful and obvious had arisen from the need to choose
bet\veen various theat]res in a "woeful shortage of supplies."
The prime Minister added that there would be enormous dangers

There was no

C03(l42)208
8.A.42

/in
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in tethering immense proportions of the Air Force to /irmy
Units, most of which would he waiting about for months and
perhaps years without being engaged \7ith the enemy.

It seemed that the General Staff were fighting a losing
battle. Their case w'as rendered somewhat leas plausible by
the lack of any firm decision regarding land operations on

the Continent of Europe in the immediately foreseeable future.

Sledgehammer w'as still only a remote possibility in the minds

of the ijiglo/ljnerican Planners while all were agreed that the
success of Roundup in the Spring of 1943 was dependent on a

break in German morale. Everything hinged on the results
of the German Spring offensive in Russia and the strategic
air offensive over Western Europe. As the C.A.S. pointed
out in the course of a further exchange of Papers with the

G.I. G. S. a new situation vro\iLd be created by  a firm decision

to mo’unt Sledgehammer or similar operation involving air
support of land forces on the Continent as opposed to

diversionary bombing of enemy aerodranes and towns in conjuno-
tion vifith small scale raids. In that event he would

certainly recommend the wlthdrav/al of No. 2 Group from active

operations and arrange for it to be employed entirely in
training for jirmy supjiort. Despite further urgent represen
tations from the Gleneral Staff, he could not agree to the
squadrons forming part of Amy Co-operation Command because
"No, 2 Group is playing an indispensable part in the air
operations which afford us the only means at present
available for reducing German pressure on the Russian front."

By 20 May 1942, agreement had been reached by the C,A.S,
and C, I.G. S, on the following points:-

(a) Army Co-operation Command to be built-up to 20
squadrons,

(b) No. 2 Group to be b^uilt up to 20 squadrons
(depending on jimerican supplies) which would be
available for iimiy /dr Support and vrould train
regularly with the Amy,

003(42)246
2.5.42 and

003(42)263
14.5.^

003(42)271
Draft

20.5.42

A final decision as to v/hether No. 2 Group should be
under the control of Bomber or /rmy Co-operation Command '

still outstanding at that juncture but in practice it was not
until twelve months later on 1 June 1943> that it was trans
ferred to Fighter Command in anticipation of its ultimate
inclusion in the Second Tactical Air Force which was to be
fomed in preparation for Overlord.

was

Air/Sea Controversy - U. S. Pressinre

J 31^239
20.5.42

The claims of the /jemy had been comparatively easily
disposed of partly because, in the absence of any firm
decision regarding the mounting of land operations at that
time, they v/ere of less immediate importance to the conduct
of the T7ar, Those of the Navy, however, presented a much
more intricate problem. There is no doubt that the dangerous
situation which had arisen at sea was of vital concern both to
the Americans and the British. The /onericans in particular,
faced \vith the problem of moving large quantities of men and
materials to Britain through the dangerous waters of the
Atlantic, v/ere pressing continuously for an extension of the
anti-U-boat campaign. On 19 May 1942, Admiral King, the
Chief of the U, S. Navail Staff tabled a memorandum at the
Combined Chiefs of Staff Meeting in Washington in which he
stated that the contemplated large-scale movement of
/merican troops to the United Kingdom would impose heavy

/responsibilities
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responsibilities for the protection of the convoys. Pointing
out that at that time Gerinan submarines were sinking shipping
faster than it could be replaced and, what was more important,
German submarines were being built faster than they could be
destroyed, he urged that the R.A.P. and the U.S.A.A.P. Y/hen
they were established in Britain should institute  a concentra
ted and unremitting offensive against enemy submarine bases
and building yards and against heavy ships both in port and
within range of shore-based aircraft.

This Memorandum was examined by the British Chiefs of
Staff who replied on 26 May that, while they fully agreed Tmth
Admiral King's appreciation of the situation in the Atlantic
and shared his vievYs on the vital importance of effective air
action against enemy U-boats in opera.tion and building and
surface forces in harbour, there were a number of qualifying
considerations vYhich must be taken into account,

Por one thing, day bombing vra.s rarely practicable and
night bombing could not be relied upon to affect, seriously,
the operation of U-boats which "were small targets in v/ell-

Nevertheless, attacks on U-boat bases
TYere being carried out whenever there seemed a reasonable

change of success. Attacks on building yards, on the other
hand, vero already considerable and were being increased.
Once again only night bombing Yms practicable and v/hile the
effect on morale might be great, the available effort
unlikely to inflict decisive material damage,
other factors limited the choice of targets from day to day
with the result that not more than 30 per cent of the total
bombing effort was likely to apply directly to U-boat construc
tion even if such targets were granted overriding priority.

protected shelters.

wa.3

Weather and

003(42)156
26.5.42

The Chiefs of Staff pointed out that attacks at
disposed not only of submarines but also of trained Ic

sea

rews.

Even if they were only forced to dive, such action would
restrict their operations and affect the morale of crews.
They believed, therefore, that the extension of the zone in
Y/hich aircraft operated at sea would greatly increase the
protection afforded to shipping and the chances of a powerful
offensive against U-boats, The focal point was the Bay of
Biscay and steps were being taken to intensify attacks in that

This T/vas a practical operation but it vfas essential to

extend the area by the use of long range aircraft, of which
there Yfas a serious shortage in the United Kingdom, so that
submarines would be forced to surface ̂ vithin the zone of Allied
air action. While the Chiefs of Staff agreed that the offen
sive against building yards was very inportant, in their vievY
the air action required to meet the immediate menace was
sustained and intensive attack on U-boats near their objectives
and on leaving and returning to base. Finally, they declared
that no reasonable opportunity of attacking suirface forces
being neglected.

area.

was

J. S,M./247
27.5.42

This slightly ambiguous statement of British policy
accepted by^Admiral King as adeqxxately meeting the points
raised by him in his Memorandum,

(vi) The Problem Examined

In their reply to Admiral King, the Chiefs of Staff had
said, in effect, that v/hile they fully agreed wd-th his
®-PP^®®t®-tion of the situation and advocated in principle a

/definite

was
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definite course of action to mtigate the danger, in praotico
there was very little they could do about it,
from the British point of view, was indeed tv7o-fold.
Taking into accoimt the general all-round shortage of air
craft, could a balance be struck boti7oen the strategy already
agreed between the British and American Chiefs of Staff for

a steadily increasing bombing offensive against Germany and

the allocation of only the minimum forces for maintaining
the safety of the main sea routes; or v/as the danger to the
latter so great as to warrant a reversal of Allied strategy
and the employment of the air forces in a purely defensive
role?

The problem.

It w'as this problem v/hich the British Chiefs of Staff
now set themselves to resolve. The Admiralty had taken the

vlevir that, viiile the bombing offensive against Germany must
take a prominent place in the allocation of available
forces, the situation at sea was so dangerous as to require
immediate and drastic steps to deal with it. The Air Staff,
on the other hand, while appreciating the gravity of the
position, were still not convinced that it was so immediately
critical as to necessitate a reversal of agreed strategy.

Assuming for the moment that the Air Staff view %vas
correct, the vital element in resolving the problem v/as
clearly an assessment of what results could be expected from
an intensification of the recently inaugurated bombing
offensive against Germany, For this reason, the Chiefs of
Staff instructed the Joint Intelligence Committee on
25 March to prepare a report estimating the probable effect
on the German war effort of air attack on Germany and German
occupied territory vfith particular reference to assisting
Russia in the summer of 1 942,

Unfortunately, the J.I.C. were in much the same position
as the Chiefs of Staff, The possible success of the
offensive could only be judged after first taking into
account a number of imponderables. The chief of tiiese were

the weight of attack which could ultimately be brought to
bear on German targets: the accuracy ?/hich could be achieved
when, if ever, suitable bombing defices became available;
the effect of weather and the casualty rate on the sontinuity
of effort:

mi^it have to be diverted to other purposes,
report the J,I.C. stated that, given conditions of success
over a period of six months, air bombing was capable of

reducing Germany's war effort by an appreciable and
increasing percentage but they could not translate this into
more precise terms. They pointed out that they could not
forecast whether the prerequisites of success would be
realised and, in any case, 00 long as visual bombing remained
an essential of night attack, weather conditions must
inevitably introduce an entirely unpredictable element. In
view of the vast amount of infornation available regarding
the scale and effectiveness of Geraan attacks on this

country, however, tliey recommended that an independent
enquiry be undertaken to relate the lessons learned from past
attacks on Britain to future operations and their estimated

scale.

and, the extent to v/hich the available effort
In their

^G0S(42)95th Mtg
25,3.42

JIG(42)117(0)
Final

6,4.42

Under the circumstances, the inoonolusiveness of the
J.I.C, report was only to be e^qaected.
area bombing of Germany had only just begun. Gee and the new
tactical methods recently evolved for its use vrere still in
their infancy and while. rapid progress v/as being made in the

/field

In March 1942 the
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xield of technical devices, the bombing aids under development
had still to be tried out under operational conditions. It
was not surprising, therefore, that the J.I.C. found it
itiqpossible to provide a firm forecast of the results which
could bo eixpected.

Their recommendations regarding an independent enquiry
were adopted by the Prime Minister and Chiefs of Staff and
Mr, Justice Singleton T^as requested to undertake this
formidable task,

cons of the situation from every angle and at some considerable
length, is yet another example of the general lack of clarity
at that time as to the ultimate outoorao of the nev/ bombing
policy. The main theme was that everything depended on the
accuracy wiiioh could be achieved with bombing. This had not

been encouraging in recent months despite a certain amount of
optimism in some circles but, if it could be improved to the
necessary extent, the desired effect on German morale might
be attained, Suniming up, Mr, Justice Singleton stated that
he found it impossible to say what the results of current
bombing policy v/ould be in twelve or eighteen months time,
without reference to the course of events in Russia, In any
event, having regard to all the factors involved, he did not
think that great results could be hoped for within the next
six months. This period, he suggested, should be looked
upon as leading up to and forming part of a longer and more
sustained effort than as one e3q>eoted to produce results
within such a limited time. The effects on Germany of a
reverse or of failure on the Russian front would be greatly
increased by an intensified bombing programme in the autumn
and winter and if that were coupled wdth the knowledge in
Germany that the bombing would be on an increasing scale and

that the G.A.F. could not again achieve equality, this might
Y/ell prove the turning point. But he was again forced to
emphasize that success of that kind v/as dependent on a
great increase in bombing accuracy which could not at that

time be forecast with any degree of certainty.

It is evident from both the J.I.G. and the Singleton
reports that it vra.B as yet much too early in tine bombing
programme to roacii any firm decision on its ultimate effects#

Despite exhaustive analysis, the problem of offensive versus
defensive bombing was no nearer solution and the ball v/as, to
all intents and purposes, back in the Chiefs of Staff court*
Indeed, the soaroel3r avoidable ambiguity of the Singleton
report is only too clear from tlie ease with v/hich both the

Chief of the Air Staff and the First Lord of the Admiralty
vrore subsequently able to use it to support their respective
and very divergent viov/s.

The First Lord took the line that the report held out no
immediate hope tliat continuous air attacks at the greatest
possible strength v/ould seriously underaine during the
ensuing months the power of Germany to wage v/ar at maximunf
intensity. To sijpport this contention he quoted extracts tb
show that althovgh in the more distant future, provided that
Germany failed in Russia and provided that greater accuracy
were attained than hitherto, intensive bombing would have a
greater effect, the report gave no grounds for optimism that
that accuracy would bo achieved. On the other hand the
gravity of the position at sea and the threat to the sea lines

His report, which examines the pros and

D0(if2)A7
20,5,42

003(42)171 (O)
16.6.42,

/of
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of communication on which depended the very existence of the
British as well as ultimate victory was increasing daily and
he called for an immediate increase in, the land-based air

forces working v/ith the Navy as "a matter of urgency,"

COS(42)183(0)
23.6.42

The C. A.S. on the other hand maintained that the First

Sea Lord had cited extracts from the Singleton report Y/hich,
to put it mildly, v/ere "highly unrepresentative,
extracts, of which he listed a number, could be quoted to

prove quite different conclusions,
not dispute that the submarine position was grave, the

First Sea Lord's paper was not conclusive and the 0. A. S.

considered that "unassailable arguments" should be produced
before a severe curtailment of the bombing offensive could

be accepted,

(vii)

Other

While the Air Staff did

Recommendations_by_the,,Qhiefs __of Staff

The situation had nov/ reached an impasse,
the latent possibilities of current bombing policy were

apparent to all, it VYas obviously still too early to attempt
any firm forecast of the effects of that policy on the German
war effort,

reach a conclusion on Y/hich to base their recommendations to

the Defence Committee regarding the allocations of aircraft
essential for the maintenance of the vital sea lines of

communication.

Although

Mear&Yhile, the Chiefs of Staff had still to

C0S(42)188th

24.6.42
Mtg

On 24 June 1942, they appointed a small Naval Staff -

Air Staff Committee, comprising the Assistant Chief of the

Naval Staff (Home) and the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff
(policy), to revievY and advise them on the general policy
for the employment of the Air Force on the basis of the

strategy contained in the Memorandum W. Yf./1 prepared during
the Washington Conference in Janiiary 1942.
interpreted as requiring commitments to be met in the
following order of priority:-

Minimum necessary fighter defence of the U. K,
Minimum necessary allocation for securing vital
communications and interrupting those of the enemy.

Maxira\jm possible provision for the offensive both
direct and in support of land operations.

Since the enquiry vYas primarily concerned v/ith the anxiety
felt by the Admiralty regarding the shipping situation, the
Committee was not to concern itself with provisions for the
offensive.

This TYas to be

C0S(42)332
2.7.42

In their subsequent recommendations to the Chiefs of
Staff the A. C. N. S. (h) and A. C. A. S. (p) stated that they
in complete agreement on the vital importance of sea
communications and vYere convinced that ships alone were
longer able to maintain command of the seas, a responsibi
lity YYhich must in future be shared by both naval and air
forces.

we

n

Having examined the requirements of the Admiral

re

o

ty
in detail they had agreed on the forces necessary to meet
them and, in fact, the Air Ministry's expansion programme
actually provided for overall numbers of aircraft in excess
of the Admiralty's minimun requirements,
doubt that those requirements YYould ultimately be met but the
point for decision was vYhether that programme, even if
accelerated, vYould provide the essential minimum in time.
If not then it could only be met by drawing on Bomber Command
which in turn raised the question of VYhether the sit\iation at
sea was sufficiently dangerous to warrant a further

They were in no

/retardation
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retardation of the ‘bomber offensive,

convinced that drastic steps should be taken at once; the
Air Staff v/hile admitting the gravity of the situation did

not feel that it was so inmediately critical,
"the plain fact is that the submarine oair^aign against our
shipping has reached a point beyond our capacity to control;
this is not only having a very damaging effect upon our
economy but is a serious handicap to our strategy,
lack of air support is restricting the offensive action of the
Fleet and the proper exercise of the blockade."

Under the circumstances, both A. C. N. S. and A.C. A.S. were

agreed on certain specially urgent requirements for v/hioh a
minimum essential provision should be made v/ithout waiting for
the accelerated programme: viz:-

The Admiralty v/ere

Nevertheless,

Moreover,

Long-range anti-submarine and blockade work

in the Bay of Biscay,
Home Fleet Reconnaissance.

The provision of an "air-controlled zone"
in Ceylon.

To meat these essential needs they made a number of recommen
dations of which those immediately affecting Bomber Command
v/ere the temporary transfer of two Lancaster squadrons to
Coastal Command to meet the needs of the Home Fleet, IVestern
Approaches and the Bay and, in order to reduce the rate at

which the enemy submarine fleet could be increased, the

placing of the most important building yards s\ich as Hamburg,
Kiel and Bremen, where over 60 per cent of the submarines
were b-uilt, on a high order of priority for the bomber
offensive.

Command, it had beep agreed that two of the V/ellington and
Yi^hitley squadrons on loan to Coastal Command should be

returned to Bomber Command as soon as possible.

These recommendations were submitted to the Chiefs of

Staff on 2 July 1942 and examined by them in preparation for
the submission of their views to the ‘War Cabinet.

14 July, C.A.S. sought the agreement of the Admiralty to drop
the proposal for the transfer of two Lancaster squadrons to
Coastal Command,

between Bomber and Coastal Commands for aircrews in Whitley
O.T.U. s about to pass out to operational squadrons to carry
out long range flights on anti-submarine patrols as part of
their passing-out tests. ' The C-in-C Bomber Command had
also agreed to arrange for a certain number of Lancasters to
be taken off normal duties every month and to be used for
long-range anti-submarine patrols,
at the expense of the minelaying effort,
were accepted in general by the First Lord of the Admiralty
and v/ere subsequently ratified by the Chiefs of Staff in
their recommendations to the Cabinet,

Also, after consultation with C-in-C Coastal

On

Instead, arrangements had already been made

This would normally be
These proposals

C0S(42)341
14. 7,42

C0S(42)342
14.7,42

\7P(42)302
18.7.42

After full consideration of the various proposals T/hich
had been made, the Chiefs of Staff submitted their agreed
views to the War Cabinet on 18 July 1942. After making it
clear that the enquiry had originated entirely in the concern
felt by the Admiralty about the shipping situation they stated
that, in reaching their conclusions regarding the provision
of aircraft for the war at sea, they had taken into account
the following factors. The Navy was already stretched to

/the
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the utmost: shipping losses were dangerously high; those
losses not only menaced the import situation in the United
Kingdom hut also absorbed a high proportion of the productive
capacity of the united Nations: they most seriously restric
ted ability to nourish and reinforce the forces overseas;
and, finally, they hampered dangerously future strategy,
had been agreed that the H.A. F. shared with the Navy the
responsibility for securing sea lines of communication within

the range of shore-based aircraft and the only points at
issue T/ere in virhat numbers and hov/ and v/hen should the neces

sary forces be provided.

Having regard to all the factors, the Chiefs of Staff
informed the Uar Cabinet of the various steps which they
proposed to take.

Bomber Command have already been mentioned,
v/as intended to supplement the resources of Coastal Command
to meet the requirements of long-range reconnaissance for the
Home Fleet by the emplo3nment of Bomber Command aircraft iTith
General Reconnaissance Observers whenever the situation
warranted,(1)

It

Of these the ones most directly affecting
In addition it

i?ivi(42)lll Conol,
12,8.42 and

42)326
31.7.42

These viev/s and recommendations were considered by the
Cabinet on 12 Aiagust in conjunction vd.th a Memorandum by
Mr. Bruce, the accredited Representative of the Australian
Government, who maintained that the Chiefs cf Staff had not

follovred the priorities which they laxd laid down for them
selves but had made additional action for the defence of sea

commiinioations subsidiary to the requirements of Bomber
Command. He suggested that the Cabinet should formally
adopt those priorities and call for a further detailed report
to be submitted,

before them it would be impossible to arrive at any proper
decision.

Until they had the facts and figures

Uith the facts before them they could decide on
the relative claims of security and the offensive against
Germany and determine their policy so as to achieve the best
results. Mr, Bruce added that, once the position had been
clarified, the United States should be approached with a view
to laying doTm a common policy for maintaining the security of
the sea routes which should be implemented by a common effort.

vM(42)III
Concl,

12.8.

As a result, the Cabinet called upon the Secretary of
State for Air for a fuller statement of the facts, his terms
of reference taking the form of four questions:-

The target figures and present strength of the
R. A. P, and their Allies on a functional and

geographical basis.

The present policy for the allocation of
resources as they became available.

To what extent the aircraft at present devoted to
"the offensive both direct and in support of land
operations" were capable of being diverted to the
fighter defence of the U. K. or to securing vital
lines of communication and interrupting those of
the enemy.

(a)

(t)

(°)

/(d) Vifhat

(1) A Table showing the Admiralty requirements as  a xfhole and
an estimate of the rate of provision of aircraft for the

areas was attached as an Appendix to UP(42) 302.various
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(d) ¥hat steps had been talcen to ensure that aircraft
in production were being equipped \7ith the
necessary fittings to enable them to operate as
effectively as possible over the sea and in
tropical climates*

\/P(42)388
2.9.42

The Secretary of State's reply to,the first question was in
the form of statistical tables. He v/as careful to

emphasize, hovrever, that the figures given for f\iture
strengths represented only a Target Erograrame for planning
and provisioning and there could be no definite guarantee
that they would be met in full.

As regards existing policy for the allocation of
resources, he stated that this was in accordance with the

strategic policy of the United Nations -which was that the

defeat of Germany was the key to victory and that only the
minimxitn force necessary to safeguard vital interests in other

theatres should be diverted from operations against the Reich.
As far as the application of that policy to the effort of the
British Armed forces was concerned, this was best summarised
in the terms of reference already quoted by the Chiefs of

Staff as having been given to the A.C.N. S. and /i.C.A. S. for

their Report.
Combined Chiefs of Staff in a report dealing with operations
in 1942/43 had placed in the forefront of their recommen
dations "that Allied Air strength continue to be built up
in the United Kingdom to provide a constantly increasing
intensity of air attack on Germany.

He added that, barely a month before, the

As to -what could be done by the bomber force in the
defence of the United Kingdom and of sea lines of ooramuni-
cation, the Secretary of State for Air reminded the Cabinet
that the light bomber squadrons in Bomber Command were used
for intruder operations against enemy aerodromes and could bo
so used on an extensive scale in the event of really serious
air attack on Great Britain,

could be, and in the past had been, used to take heavy toll
of energy shipping in Home Waters and the Mediterranean.
Quite apart from the recently instituted system referred to

by the Chiefs of Staff whereby first line and 0. T.U, aircraft
of Bomber Command v/ere used for anti-submarine patrol, oonv

escort and attack on enemy surface vessels, eight squadrons
had been transferred or loaned from Bomber to Coastal Command

since the beginning of the year and a further two formed in

Coastal Command at the expense of Bomber Command,
this took account of the indirect contribution of Bomber

Command to the war at sea by the attack of naval bases and

building yards on the Gennan Baltic and North Sea coasts and

the factories elsewhere in Germany engaged in the manufacture
of submarine components,
laid many thousands of mines since the inception of the

scheme in 1940 and in the past three months alone had laid
over 3000,(4)

As an alternative role they

None of

He added that Bomber Command had

/(viii) Views

(1) See Annex A to YiTP(42)388

(2) CCS 94

(3) See Appendix 4

(4) The Secretary of State's detailed reply to the fourth
question in his terras of reference has no bearing on this
Narrative and has therefore been omitted,

SECRETG. I69O87/UFU/II/5O
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(viii) Vie¥/a on Bombing Policy

After eight months of argument and counter-argimient, a
compromise had at last been reached on the provision of air
craft for the v¥ar at sea. The Admiralty requirements had
been at least partially satisfied and a somewhat shaly
balance maintained between the needs of offensive and
defensive operations. But in the process, Bomber Command
had been denuded of eight squadrons and its expansion
delayed.

iVP(42)374
28,6.42

The diversion of striking power to other purposes had
been strongly opposed by the C.-in-C. in a Paper on the Role
and Work of Bomber Command prepared in June at the request
of the Prime Minister. Much of the Paper vfas devoted to a
review of the successes that the Command had already
achieved and was still achieving in its offensive against
Germany and the large part which it was also playing in the
v/ar at sea. The main theme, however, was that Bomber
Command provided the only offensive action so far pressed
home directly against Germany,
every other effort v/as defensive in its nature and defensive
action could never do more than enable the Allies to exist
in the face of the enemy. The bombing offensive provided
the only means of bringing assistance to Russia in time and
of physically and nervously exhausting Germany to  a point
where subsequent invasion v/ould become a practical proposi
tion, If the heavy and medium bomber force were distribu
ted between the many claimants for favour, none of those
claimants ¥/ould receive more than a morsel towards their
alleged requirements ¥/hile the only offensive "weapon to hand
would be destroyed.

The C.-in-C. claimed that

WP(42)399
28,8.42

This view was strongly supported by Lord Trenchard in a
note on War Policy prepared in August, Upholding the
C'»~iri“C's statement that the aircraft of Bomber Command "was
the only force "which could carry war operations into German
territory, he maintained that the Allies had in their
possession the oppor-tunity of producing decisive effects if
they realised immediately that air poyrer had already been
proved to be the "dominant deciding and final power in the
warfare of to-day and in the future,
groTi/"ing daily stronger in the air and Lord Trenchard claimed
that there were

achieved.

The Allies were

no realisable limits" to what could be

But, the iinericans and British were already in
the course of organising huge armies which would tax their
reso"urces to the full. The policy of victory by land forces
entailed stupendous drains on material and manpovrer. Air,
the new dimension and the nevf power in military science, had
provided the great alternative,

determination and concentration, not only would millions of
lives be saved but the

If it were used \rith

war shortened by months and perhaps
Aix was the "weapon which the Germans had banked

They had allov/ed their
air power to become enmeshed in their land campaigns and, in
Lord Trenchard's view, the Allies were in danger of falling
into the same error,

once, there was the risk that air power vrould be inextri
cably entangled in the large schemes and protracted
operations of iwo-dimensional warfare,
available Bomber Command had already achieved outstanding
successes but.

years,

but failed to
on

in the right w"ay.use

By trying to go dovm "two roads at

With the force

far, the Command comprised only a very
small proportion of the total air strength and was regarded
as "a pool for all other operational Commands and for side
shows, minor raids and experiments.

so

/Both
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T'/P( 42)405
9.9.42

Both the above Papers v/ere circulated to the War Cabinet
In hisby the Prime Minister at the beginning of September,

covering note, Mr, Churchill emphasised that while he himself
did not adopt or endorse the views expressed which fell into
the error of spoiling a good case by overstatement, the
Papers were written with force and vigour and served as a
"considerable answer" to those v/ho attacked the usefulness

of current bombing policy.

It appears, however, that the Prime Minister was himself
strongly predisposed towards the intensification of the
bombing offensive against CermaiTy either as an independent
offensive or as an essential preliminary to land operations
on the Continent,

review of the war position in July 1942, in which he attempted
to place its salient features in their true proportion,
first of these was the immense power of the German military
machine and he gave a solemn warning against the danger of

underestimating its strength in 1943 and 1944 or of counting
upon the collapse of German military poiver on the European
Continent,

Although the current year could only be got through by
running down stocks heavily, there was no reason to suppose
that the year could not be got through or that there would

not be a steady improvement in 1943 as a result of the

"prodigious" American shipbuilding,
position must not be allowed to deteriorate to an un
manageable degree before reaching an understanding with the

Americans and coming to a solemn compact as to the share of

their new building which the British vrould get the following
Existing stocks in the country should not be reduced

This comes out very strongly in his

The

The second main feature wras seaborne tonnage.

On the other hand the

year,

VfP(42)311
21.7.42

to a dangerous level without knowing what the position would

be in 1943, nor should the British start with the assumption
that they should make a greater sacrifice of their pre-war
standard of living than the /imerican people.

The Prime Mnister added that it might be true to say
that the issues of the war depended on whether Hitler's
U-boat attack on Allied tonnage or the increase and applica
tion of Allied Air Power reached their full fruition first.

The groTi/th and spread of U-boat warfare was to be expected to
a formidable degree but against that could be set the increase

in Allied anti-submarine craft and an improvement in methods.
This, said )/ir. Churchill, v/as a struggle in itself.

On the other hand, the Allies had the Air pov/er. In the

days when Britain was fighting alone she had ansvrered the

question as to how she was going to van the war by saying
"V/e will shatter Germany by bombing," Since then, Russian
successes and the accession of the manpo\/er and munitions of

the United States had opened up other possibilities,
particularly a mass invasion of the Continent by liberating
armies and the general revolt of the populations against the
Hitler tyranny. But hie, Churchill pointed out that it would
be a mistake to oast aside the original thought which was also
strong in America that "the severe, luthless bombing of

Germany on an ever increasing scale" v/ould not only cripple
her war effort, including U-boat and aircraft production, but
would also create conditions intolerable to the mass of the

German population.

It was at this point that the Prime Minister observed
"with sorrow and alarm the woeful shrinkage of our plans for

/Bomber
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Bomber expansion." He pointed out that Bomber Command had

borne exclusively the brunt of the needs of the Navy and of
the Middle East and India, Shortfalls in the British

production programme and the natural wish of the Americans to

fly their own bombers coupled with the inevitable delay in
their machines coming into action had all prevented the
fruition of hopes for the svimmer and autumn.

"¥e must," said Mr. Churchill, "regard the bomber
offensive against Germany at least as a feature in breaking
her war-will second only to the largest military operations
v/hich can be conducted on the Continent until that war-v/ill is

broken." To that end, therefore, renewed, and intensive
efforts must be made by the Allies to develop during the
winter and orarards ever-growing, more accurate and more far-
reaching attacks on Germany. In this way alone could the
conditions be prepared which would be favourable to the major
military operations on v/hich they were resolved. Provision
must be made to ensure that the bombing of Germany Y/as not
interrupted except perhaps temporarily by the need to support
military operations,

(ix) Proposed Bpmbing_ Policy f or Round-up

The Prime Minister's insistence on an ininterrupted and
intensified bombing effort during the v/inter of 1942/43 was
the logical outcome of the basic strategy agreed at the
Washington Conference in December 1941 and January 1942 and
thrashed out in subsequent exchanges between the representa
tives of the t\To Nations, An "ever increasing bomber
offensive" v/as indeed alread;^'' mutually accepted
essential preliminary to the joint military operations on the
Continent planned for 1943.

So far (i.e. August 1942) no particular policy had been
inaugurated in direct preparation for military operations and
the bombing offensive against Germany was being conducted
the general lines laid down in the February Directive,
14th August 1942, however, the Combined Commanders (O,-in-C.
Home Forces, A, 0. C,-in-C. Fighter Command and the Commanding
General E. T. 0. U, S. A.) in accordance v/ith instructions from
the Chiefs of Staff produced their recommendations for the
particular bombing policy to be adopted at an early date in
preparation for Roundup, In their view the main requirements
were for:-

as an

on

On:0S(42)229
(Final)
14.8,42

(a) Allied Air Forces to be overwhelmingly superior to
the G. A.F.

The reduction of the effectiveness of the transpor
tation system in ITestem Europe,

The reduction of the threat of TJ-boat attack
lines of communication.

To meet those requirements they recommended that the bombing
policy adopted should aim at the maximum devastation of German
centres of industrial population, the reduction of their
potential and the undemining of their morale. Aiming points
selected should be key points in the Geman submarine and air
craft building industries and the transportation system, the
latter taking precedence as the date for the mounting of the
land campaign approached. Finally, if and virhen precision
bombing by day became a practicable and economical operation,
targets selected should be points of particular importance

/within

(t)

(o) on sea
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within the systems already mentioned hut unsuitable for night
attack and centres of population, the latter being chosen vdth

a view to magnifjdng the morale and disruptive effects of night
bombing.

Meanwhile, American proposals for a smaller operation on

the Continent in 1942 (Sledgehammer) \vhich had been stoutly
opposed by the BirLtish Chiefs of Staff on the grounds that it

was not "a sound proposition of war," had been abruptly
abandoned in July in favour of a can5)aign in North West Africa,

This meant that a large proportion of the resources of both

Nations were diverted from the United Kingdom and although
planning for Roundup continued on a reduced scale, the mounting
of such a major undertaking avould obviously be conditioned by
events in North Africa and the rate at which the joint forces

in the British Isles could be built-up to the necessary
strength,
discussions on future strategy on a long terra basis in v/hich

the part to be played by the bombing offensive from the

United Kingdom became a major consideration,
of this Chapter \vlll be devoted to setting out the various

vievra expressed by the American and British Planners and the
ultimate resolution of the problem at the Casablanca Conference

in January, 1943*

(x) The Place of the Bombing Offensive in Future Strategy

This particular problem inevitably led to lengthy

The remainder

By October, 1942, preparations for Torch were well under

vra,y and, inevitably, had overshadovred planning for Roundup
and Bolero, Although the Allies were still in mutual agree
ment about the necessity of defeating Germany before Japan and
were agreed that, ultimately, this would have to be achieved
by the occupation of Germany once her resistance had been

broken, the steps by which that final stage v/ould be reached
were becoming obscure. As v/ill be seen, the Prime Minister

and the American C.O.S. vrere still, at that time, thinking in
terras of a Roundup in the summer of 1943. The Combined
Commanders in this country on the other hand had announced on

3rd October that, provided operations v/ere mounted in North

West Africa, any major offensive on the Continent in 1943
vrould be impossible.

On 30 September, the C.A.S. circulated a note to the
Chiefs of Staff urging that the time had come for them to agree
among themselves on the general lines of strategy to be pursued
in order to persuade the Americans to accept a definite policy
for winning the war against Germany, There were already, he
suggested, certain basic strategic considerations vdiich vrare

common ground ■’with the Americans and therefore non-contro-
versial. Chief among these vrere the need to secure Britain
and the United States against aggression; the securing of
sea lines of communication; the necessity for keeping Russia
as an active participant in the war: the safeguarding of oil
at Abadan and preventing Germany and Japan from effecting a
link-up across the Indian Ocean; the securing of British
Pacific Dominions; and finally, the noaintenance of sufficient
land and air forces to enable Germany to be occupied once her
resistance was broken.

CC(i*2)82
3.10.AR

cos(42)288(0)
30.9.42.

Against that background there were three possible policies
vdiich might be adopted:

(a) to build-up sufficient land and supporting air forces
to enable a decision to be gained by invasion and

/the
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the defeat of the Gtennan Army before German
industry and economic poiver had been broken.

(t) .to build-up a bomber force in the United Kingdom
strong enough to shatter German resistance.

(c) a compromise whereby an attempt could be mn.de to
build up simultaneously strong land and air
forces on a scale unrelated to any specific task
or without any clear intention of attaining a
definite object within a definite time.

The C.A.S. was in favour of the second of the three

courses of action. He believed that a force of heavy bombers
rising to a peak of 4/6000 could by 1944 achieve the object of
shattering the industrial and economic structure of Germany to
a point \7here an Anglo-American force of reasonable strength
could effect an entry into the Continent from the West and,
coupled with the Russian Armies advancing from the 'East, could
enter Germany and enforce capitulation.
Allies were really determined to provide the means and to
afford necessary priorities, he believed that a bomber force
of that size could be achieved vri.thout prejudice to capacity
to build the shipping and landing craft necesiary to put the
Army onto the Continent or to provide the necessary aircraft
for participation in the war at sea.

Provided that the

C^i(42)l37th
Mtg,
5.10.42

C^(42)379(o)
3.11.42

This Paper v/as circulated to the Chiefs of Staff who, on
5 October, asked the C.A.S. to prepare a full statem.ent setting
out the facts and arguments supporting the Air Staff viev/s.

He replied that, for an appreciation of that kind, it
was necessary to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the

results likely to be achieved by a given weight of bombs.
Although it T/as possible to form a very good idea of the
effects of the bombing effort on Germany, the information
was necessarily far from complete and the only really
satisfactory and comprehensive analysis of the results of
bombing was derived from the German attacks on this country
in the twelve months ending 30 June, 1941.

In that time the Luftvraffe dropped 55,000 tons of bombs
of which 36,000 tons were directed at industrial areas and
about one quarter of that figure actually fell within built-up
zones. As a result, 350,000 houses 'were rendered uninhabit
able for the duration of the war and one million, people
displaced from their homes,

and a half million incidents to houses all requiring repairs
and the majority causing temporary displacement of the
occupants.
45,000 serious injuries,
to factories, po\TOr plant, harbour facilities and public
utilities had a direct reaction on the war effort but was not
susceptible of exact numerical assessment.

Air Staff claimed that, in comparison r/ith contemporary bombing
standards, the Luftwaffe attacks v/ere inferior and the results

in terms of damage in ratio to effort were far less satisfactory
than the contemporary concentrated R.A.P. raids employing the

Any estimates of the damage
which could be effected by a great iinglo/American bomber force
of the size proposed made on the basis of German attacks on

this country vrould therefore be likely to fall far short of
what in reality could be achieved,
the Chief of Staff that "responsible authorities" during the
Battle of Britain had viewed the bombing with grave concern
and many, in close touch ’.7ith events then, vrould now support
the viev/ that had even that small scale of attack been more

In addition there were some tvro

In all, the attacks caused 4I,000 deaths and
Beyond this, the destruction caused

Nevertheless the

latest incendiary technique.

The O.A.S. also rerai.nded

/concentrated
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concentrated and persistent, the effect on the British v;ar

effort and on civilian morale mi^t have assumed a most
serious character.

Assuming that the Anglo/Anerican bomber force based in
Britain expanded to a first-line strength of 5000 by June and
a peak of 6000 by the end of 1944> the C.A.S. estimated that
such a force could deliver a monthly scale of attack
amounting to 50,000 tons of bombs by the end of 1943 and
reaching a peak of 90,000 tons by December, 1944* In other
words, one,and a half million tons of bombs vrould be dropped
on Germany during 1943 and 1944. On the basis of results
achieved by the German bombing in England, the Air Staff had

estimated that, quite apart from the destiruction of industries
and public utilities, an attack on that scale v;ould destroy
8 laillion German houses or, having regard to the decreasing
proportion of houses left undamaged, six million Vvould be
rendered permanently uninhabitable and a further 60 million
damaged. Civilian casualities could be estimated at about

900,000 killed and 1,000,000 seriously injured, Altogether,
some 25 million Germans vrould be rendered homeless and many
millions more temporarily evacuated.

The O.A.S. then turned to the effect of such raids on

German industry. Taking the thousand raid on Cologne at the
end of May 1942, as a unit of measurement, he claimed that,
during 1943 and 1944, every industrial toi;vn in Germany with
a population of over 50,000 taduIE receive, in proportion to
its size, ten attacks of Cologne intensity, Ejcpressed in
other terms, such a scale of attack would render homeless
three-quarters of the inhabitatnts of all German toxms \7ith

a population of over 50,000. In practice, attacks vrauld
be more concentrated and the C.A.S. presented a list of fifty-
eight to';ms which, he said, comprised be Ween one quarter
and one third of the total urban population of Germany. He
assumed that it v/as safe to conclude that they also contained
more than one-third of the total German industry and the
method of selection had been such as to ensure that this vms

the most important third. If the proposed attacks were
directed against those selected tovms each in turn vrould

receive in proportion to its size, 17 raids to Cologne
intensity during the period.

The Air Staff considered that Germany was in no
condition to vd.thstand such an onslaught. The heavy strain
of the campaign in Libya, of the Russian \var and the existing
offensive and blockade were all contributing to a progressive
attrition,

the limit and could not be further reduced,

one-third of her industry rrauld involve either the sacrifice
of almost the entire war potential in an effort to maintain
her internal economy or else the collapse of the latter.
Finally, while it was difficult to assess the morale
effect of a scale of bombardment which would far transcend
anything v/ithin human experience, there was little doubt
that against a background of gvovring casualties, increasing
privations and dying hopes it vrauld be "profound indeed,"

The German economic structure was stretched to

The loss of

C0r(z^)478.(o)
26,12.42

The reactions of the General Staff to the ambitious
labile not questioning

the important role which a bomber offensive could and should
play in wearing down German resistance, the C.I.G.S.
expressed conoem on a number of points,

programme vrere on the whole dubious.

In the first place

/he
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he pointed out that such an offensive should he fitted into

its proper place in long term strategy and since it was

intended to pave the way for the iirmy, the resources devoted
to it should not he so great as to prejudice the availability
of the necessary land forces or, in particular, of their
minimum requirements in air support,
added that the Air Staff appeared to he assuming that the whole
of the li/6000 homher force would he available for bombing
Germany and had not taken into account the necessary diversions
which v/ould he required to meet the claims for air action
against Italy and Occupied Europe or of sea -warfare and Army
Support,

In this connection he

More specifically, the C.I.G. S. pointed out that if each

of the 58 tOTms postulated by the Air Staff was to receive
17 attacks on the Cologne scale, approximately 1000 such
attacks would have to he made in the next two years. Not all
of those could he carried out in good weather which through the
onus for success on improved blind navigation and target
finding devices* He doubted whether those devices would prove
as effective as was hoped. Nor did he agree with the Air
Staff's"optimistic assertion" that the German defence system
wrould he more than counteracted by the developments in weight
and method of air attack. Moreover, the Americans had still
to prove their ability to bomb by day and time would be lost
if they were forced to change over to night bombing. Finally,
he suggested that administrative and other repercussions might
make the creation of such a force by 1944 quite in5)racticable.

Despite the grave doubts expressed by the C.I.G.S. it is
evident that the Air Staff proposal for a vastly increased
■Anglo/American bomber force operating from the United Kingdom
was generally acceptable to the Chiefs of Staff and it was, in
fact substantially confImed by them on 30 October, 1942 in the
first of a series of Papers setting out their views on the
strategy to be adopted for the future conduct of the war. On
the basic assumption that Germany ^7as the prime enemy, they
concluded that the destruction of the foundation of her
military power should have absolute priority of Anglo/iimerican
production subject only to meeting the minimum requirements for
security and holding Japan. All resources left over from
those alms should be devoted to the build-up of forces in the
European Theatre for a re-entry on the Continent vAien German
morale and pov/er of resistance had been sxxff icicntly shalcan.
To this end, priorities in the spheres of manpower, material
and production should be adjusted accordingly.

C^^(42)345(0)
Pinal
50.10.42

More specifically, the Chiefs of Staff proposed that the
Allied bomber forces should be expanded to a target figure
of 4000 - 6000 heavy bombers by April, 1944*
offensive should be backed up by a tightening of the blockade,
arrangements for sabotage in Europe on a steadily increasing
scale and main amphibious operations in the Mediterranean
conducted with the object of stretching the enemy forces to
the greatest possible extent,
that small raids on the North Vest Coast of Europe should be
undertaken vri.th increasing frequency together with large
raids to destroy one or more U-boat bases and provoke air
battles.

The air

In addition, it v/as proposed

Finally, in so far as they did not conflict v/ith
any of these primary aims, plans and preparations should be
made for re-entering the Continent v/ith all available forces
in the United Kingdom in the event of a break in German
morale and powers of resistance.

This document leaves no doubt that, by the end of
October, the Chiefs of Staff had virtually adandoned the idea

/of
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of a major land offensive in 1943 in favour of striking at

the under-belly of the Axis in the Mediterranean and leaving
the main offensive against Germany to be carried out by a
vastly expanded Anglo/American bomber force operating from
the United Kingdcm. In fact, the steadily increasing
bomber offensive for so long advocated by the Air Staff
was at last beginning to come into its own in the realms
of strategic planning. Although the policy advocated by
the Chiefs of Staff at the end of October vas subsequently
amplified and altered as to detail, the main principles
for the conduct of the war remained unchanged throughout
the later discussions until ultimately ratified at the

Casablanca Conference in 1943.

It appears that the proposals to abandon Roundup came
as a shock to the Prime Minister v/ho was still thinking in

terms of a major offensive the foUovALng year. In his view,
Torch v/as no substitute and there v/as also in the forefront

of his mind the fact that the Allies had already given
Stalin to understand that the great attack on the Continent
would take place in 1943. In view of the strategic
importance of keeping Russia in the war, he was not unnaturally
concerned at what Russia’s reactions would be when she was

told of the proposals to abandon a land offensive on whidi

she had been counting and to concentrate on an increased
air offensive instead. On 18 November he drev/ the attention

of the Chiefs of Staff to this dilemma and firmly stated

that as far as he was concerned, he was still planning on

a Roundup retarded until August 1943. This he was not
prepared to give up without a "massive presentation of facts

and figures which prove physical impossibility". Nor
was he prepared to commit hiiiiself to a target of k/6000
British and American heavy bombers v/ithout knowing in

advance just what that -would mean in terms of shipping.

Only the day before, 17 November, the Prime Minister had
circulated his views on futxire operations in the Mediterranean,
Middle and Near East as a result of the swift successes

gained in French North Africa. The gist of his argument
is summed up as follov/s:

"to conquer the African shores of the Mediterranean and

set up there the necessary installations to open it
effectively for military traffic; and secondly to
\ise the bases on the xifrican shores to strike at the

under-belly of the Axis in effective strength and in
the shortest time".

06^(42)399(0)
18.11.42.

C0S(42)397(0)
17.11.42.

On this matter both he and the President v/ere clearly in

accord as may be seen from the following extract from a

Presidential telegram to Mr. Churchill:

"It is hoped that you with your Chiefs of Staff in
London and I vri.th the Combined Chiefs here may make

a sur-vey of the possibilities including forward
movement directed against Sardinia, Sicily, Italy,
Greece and other Balkan areas and including the
possibility of obtaining Turkish support for an
attack through the Black Sea against Germany's flank" •

Concern oyer7^19rican_Daylight Bombing Policy(xi)

C^( 42)412(0)
24.11.42.

A week later, the Chiefs of Staff issued a shorter
version of their Paper on Future Strategy re-iterating their

belief that, apart from the minimura diversions for security
at sea ("The defeat of the every increasing U-boat fleet
should be a first charge on our resources") the necessary

/priorities
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priorities in shipping, manpower and munitions production
should be accorded to the build-up of the Anglo/American
bomber force and, in particular, the /unerican Air Forces
should have priority of traiisportation over the /unerican
Array,

C6g(A2)2^2l(0)
29.11.42.

Once again the Priiae Minister's reaction was immediate:
"Are we really going to give supreme priority to the arrival
in this country of masses of American Air groundsmen while
the United States Air Forces have not shown themselves

possessed of any machines capable of bombing Germany either
by night or day ?
all our best airfields,

to bring over half a dozen extra divisions
encourage the American Air effort to develop mainly in North
Africa ?."

It is the greatest pity to choke up
Surely it vrould be much better

and to

• » •

• • •

ces(42)423(0)
30.11.42.

To this the Chiefs of Staff replied that to encourage
the American Air effort to develop in North Africa and bring
divisions to Britain instead would not solve the shipping
problem and also had the disadvantage of playing into the
hands of that section of responsible American opinion which
advocated the diversion of their effort to the Pacific.
They pointed out that the failure of the Americans to bomb
Germany either by day or by night v/as due in the main to
lack of training and nwnbers. It was expected that v/hen
those limitations were remedied, they would achieve their
"fixed determination" to bomb Germany by day.
time the Chiefs of Staff remained convinced that better

value would be got from the limited shipping resources by
using them for U.S. Air Forces in the first instance as they
had already siiggested. Finally, they added that while
there vms no intention to abandon any effort to form a
Second Front in 1943# they were bound to point out that
resources would be totally inadequate to mount Roundup and
at the same time to meet the needs of Torch, to re-open the
Mediterranean for military traffic and to carry out the
operations in that area contemplated for 1943.

It is clear hov/ever that the Prime Minister was still
in very grave doubts as to the ability of the Americans to
carry their daylight bomber offensive successfully into
Germany and that these doubts were seriously affecting his
attitude to the proposed build-up of the Anglo/;unerican
bomber force. On I6 December 1942, he v/amed the Chiefs
of Staff that it vrould be \?holly disastrous to proceed with
the gigantic commitment such a course involved without being
absolutely certain that the Americans were capable of
sustained attack on Germany Virithout incurring dispropor
tionate losses. Nor must they allow their purely technical
and military judgement to be clouded by fear of v/hat might
happen if the /onericans were told v/hat the British believed
to be the truth.

In the mean-

TO(42)580
16.12.42.

Mr. Churchill reminded the Chiefs of Staff that

far the United States bombers had rarely gone beyond the
limits of strong British fighter escorts and had not dropped
a single bomb on Germany. Even after a year of v/ar, the
effect of the Ylmerican bombing effort in Europe and Africa,
if Judged by the very large quantities of men and material
involved, was very small indeed. On the other hand, it
should not be overlooked that their bombing force in Britain
liad been depleted for Torch; that v/hen they had operated

/without
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without escort they had given a very good account of themselves
against enemy fighters;(l) and, finally, that the accuracy
of their high level bomhing T/as remarkable,

Nevertheless, the Prime Minister, after listening to all
he could hear from every source during the past tv7o months,
had become extremely doubtful of the daylight bombing cf
Germany by the American method. He expressed grave concern
at the consequences should the ilmerioan plan prove a failure.
In the first place it would be a serious shook to public
opinion in the United States. In the second, /American
industry was already largely and v/as becoming increasingly
committed to the production of bombers which were hmsuitable
for night attack,

have been brought to this country and maintained on the best
airfields thus adding to the length of British bombing
sorties without the R.A.P, being able to count on any
corresponding return from their assistance in the air
offensive against Germany,

\7hile Mr. Churchill agreed that the Americans should be
given every encouragement and help in the experiment "which
they ardently and obstinately wish to make" they oi;ight also
to be persuaded to give as much aid as possible to sea work
and to night bombing and to revise their production and
training for the sake of those objects.

Thirdly, large numbers of personnel v/otild

Finally, he reminded the Chiefs of Staff that "the
bombing offensive against Germiany and Italy must be regarded
as our prime effort in the Air",

importance that it should not fall away during the winter

months when the strain of the Russian and Anglo/American
offensives v/ould be heavy on the German and Italian peoples.
To maintain a steady crescendo was am offensive measure of

the highest consequence and to facilitate this, arrangements
had already been put in hand for raising Bomber Command to
50 sqmdrons by the end of 1942,

It was of the utmost

Although the ijnerioans appreciated and even sympathised
v/ith the cautiously expressed British doubts of their day
light bombing experiment, they were undeterred in their
original conception of a combined bomber offensive in which

they would play the day and the British the night role.
It is true that the poor weather so far experienced by
their bombers in the ifest European theatre had come as
something of a shock and for a short time they had themselves,
contemplated the advisability of shifting the base of their
operations against Germany from Britain to North Yfest Africa

during the winter months. This idea was soon abandoned,
however, and indeed during the months preceding the Casbalanca
Conference, the /imerican Planners were faced with far more
controversial problems.

(xii) /imerican views on Strategy in 1943

As in Britain, so in America the decision at the end of
July to mount operations in North V7est Africa had left the

Planners with no very decided views on the best war-winning
policy to be adopted for 1943. During the spring and early
summer opinion had been tuned to the Bolero build-up in
preparation for Roundup in 1943. The decision to mount

/Torch
(1) Already by the end of November, 1942, the /unericans

had decided to abandon their policy of fighter
escorted bombing operations and in the- future to make
their bombers responsible for their own defence on
deep penetration raids.

Be/s4^8±50
Encl.7A
28.11.A2,
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Torch, although not intended to do more than temporarily
postpone a continental invasion, in fact raised a v/hole nevif
set of strategic problems,
autmn the American Naval Staff had taken advantage of the
general uncertainty to press strongly for a transfer of

the main strategic emphasis to the Pacific theatre,
controversy raged for vreeks until ultimately settled by
Presidential intervention,

the claims of the Pacific to impinge so closely on the

basic strategic concept of Germany as the prime enemy,(l)

During the late summer and earl

This

Thereafter, never again were

y

Meanv'/hile, the success of the Torch campaign had
opened up ne\T possibilities, Imy e:cploitation of those
successes would mean committing the Allied forces to further

efforts in the Mediterranean theatre. This had already
been urged by the Prime Minister and British Chiefs of Staff
but was viewed by the Americans with profound misgivings.
Apart from the Pacific controversy, it had remained a
cardinal principle of American strategic doctrines that
Germany was the prime enemy, that her defeat necessitated
a cross-channel invasion and that the bomber offensive

from the United Kingdom was an essential preliminary to
the success of that undertaking. Roundup had been post
poned once already and ¥irith operations subsequent to Torch
under consideration it looked as if it would again have to
be postponed in favour of a campaign v/hich, although tempting,
by not striking directly at Germany herself must be
indecisive as regards the primary aim.

cai(i<2)475(0) These views v;ere expressed in a J.G.S, Paper on
Strategy in 1943 v/hich v/as circulated as a C.O.S, Paper on
25 December, Prom a study of this Paper it is evident
that, while the /onericans were in full agreement with the

British Chiefs of Staff on fundamental principles, they
differed in one iiiportant respect, ¥hile the British had

been advocating the vigorous exploitation of Torch
accompanied by as large a Bolero build-up in the United
Kingdom as was consistent v/ith that aim, the Americans
wished the main European effort to bo Roundup while limiting
the exploitation of Torch to air action against Germany and
Italy frOTi bases in North T/est Africa, Any forces in
excess of those required to secure that area were to be

brought back to Britain for employment there as part of

the build-x;qc) for the invasion of Western Europe in 1943,

C6S(ii2)452(0)
31.12.42,

(xiii) The Strategic Problem Resolved

caS(A2)466(0).
Pinal

31.12,42,

Although on 3I December, the British Chiefs of Staff
re-affirmed their views in a further Paper on future
strategy it was evident that a deadlock had been reached
which could only be resolved by a joint examination of the

basic problems involved.

cas(43)33(0)
28.1.43-

In the latter half of January, 1943> the Prime Minister,
President Roosevelt and their principal advisers met at

Casablanca, where they undertook a comprehensive survey of
global strategy and successfully eliminated the differences
of opinion which had been manifested in the preceding
months.

It is not proposed to set out in this Volume their
detailed conclusions which have alree.dy been incorporated
in other Narratives. (2) It is sufficient to say that
they achieved complete accord on matters of global warfare

/and
(1) Por further details on the Pacific controversy and

American discussions on future strategy, reference
should be jiiade to "The A,A«P. in World War II"
Vol. 2,

(2) See Vol.V and "The Liberation rf North Yfest Europe
Vol. 2,

*1
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and restated as their primary aiin the defeat of Germany in
the shortest possible time,

v/hioh v/as to remain a first charge on the resources of the
United Nations, this aim was to be achieved by two main
offensivea;

Apart from the U-boat menace

(a) In the Mediterranean by the occupation of
Sicily with the object of making the
Mediterranean line of communication more

secure; of diverting German pressure
from the Russian front: and of intensifying
the pressure on Italy.

(^) Prom the United Kingdom by the heaviest possible
ijiglo/American bomber offensive against the
German v/ar effort: by such limited araphibioias
operations as v/as practicable with the resources
available: and by the assembly of the strongest
force possible after meeting the needs of the
Mediterranean theatre in constant readiness to

re-enter the continent vfhen German resistance

had been v/eakened to the required extent.

The British Chiefs of Staff had, in fact, won the day and
it now only remained to state the primary aims of the Bomber

Offensive in 194-3 in Directive form and to set up the

necessary organisation in the United Kingdom in preparation
for a re-entry into the Continent v/hen German resistance
had been s-ufficiently reduced. This is the subject of the
next Volume,

(xiv) Conclusions

Prom a post-war standpoint, the meeting of the tvro
great Leaders and their advisors in Jamiary, 1943# miost be
regarded as one of the most important Conference of the

vfar years,

threads of world strategy were unravelled and the United
Nations set firmly on the course from v/hich they were never

again to deviate until victory over Germany had been v/on

and they were free to turn their v;hole attention to the

Pacific and the defeat of Japan.

At Casablanca, too, the great Anglo/Zunerican bomber
offensive finally and irrevocably oaiae into its ovm and

on it \7as placed the responsibility for beating fierraany
to her knees and enabli;ag the Allied armies to free the

oppressed peoples of Europe and to march triumphantly
into the heart of the Germa.n Reich with the minimum cost

in bloodshed.

In the course of its disciassions, the tangled

Nor, after January 1945# was the principle of an
independent air force or the development of the strategic
bomber force ever again to be so closely threatened as in

the suiTimer of 1942, Prom the foregoing it will have
been apparent that the rights of the Navy and Array
claimants to air support vrare never disputed in principle.
Indeed the Chiefs of Staff themselves contended, and it

was re-affirmed at Casablanca, that the needs of anti-U-
boat warfare mtist be a first charge on available resources.
It v/as the extent of those demands and the threat implicit

in them tp the fundaiaantal conception of the flexibility
of Air Power and the "ever increasing bomber offensive"
that was so bitterly opposed by the Air Staff,

/There

G. 169087/DEW/1V50. S E C R E T
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There was, too, another aspect of the controversy
which raged in the summer of 1942,
elsevfhere that the bomber offensive had been subjected
to much criticism in both official and unofficial circles.
It v/as as much in answer to that criticism and to justify
current bombing policy that the attempt v/as mads to fore
cast the effects which that policy v/ould liave on the
G-erman war effort during the remainder of 1942 and in

As has been seen, the attempt failed for the simple
reason that, with tactical and technical developments still
in their infancy and the ultimate application of air povrer
an lancertain quantity, it was as yet much too early to
forecast with any degree of accuracy what might be done
when the still young force had gained further experience
and if and when it was provided with the means to overcome
the limiting effects of weather and other tactical
considerations.

It has been stated

1943.

Nevertheless, in spite of criticism from many
quarters, the original conception of the bomber offensive
as an essential preliminary to a re-entry into the
Continent and the ultimate defeat of Germany was never

This comes out very clearly inat any time abandoned,

the later statements of future strategic policy and v/aa
finally and irrevocably confirmed at Casablanca,

Meanwhile, the decision to mount Torch which had
necessitated a comprehensive reviev/ of global strategy in
January, 1943» had also had a more immediate effect on
the course of the bombing campaign in the remaining
months of 1942.

targets, and attempts to maintain the bombing offensive
against Germany together with policy discussions regarding
the bombing of U-boat bases and an all-out attach on
German oil supplies will form the subject of the next
Chapter,

The initiation of attacks on Italian
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CHAPTSE 21

THE WINTER OEPENSIVE

(i) Introduction

British Bombing Policy between October, 1942 and the
issue of the Combined Bomber Offensive Directive in Januaiy
1943^ was governed by three main considerations:

(a) Iviaintaining the pressiire on Germany,

(b) Operations, in North West Africa

(c) The U-boat menace.

It has been seen that, by the autumn of 1942, the bombing
offensive against Germai^y was already accepted as an essential
factor in strategic planning for 1943* It was, therefore, as
the Prime Minister had emphasised, particularly important to
maintain the pressure on Germaiy during the intervening months
in order to deny her any time for recuperation either indus
trially or morally, to keep her defences spread and to contain
her resources in men and munitions away from the campaigns in
Russia and North West Africa. This much was agreed.

It had also been mutually accepted by Bid tain and the
United States, and v/as later to be officially confirmed at
Casablanca that the secindty of sea communications and the
defeat of the increasing U-boat menace to shipping must be a
first charge on Allied resources. In this Chapter it v/ill
be shovvn that, as 1942 drew to a close, the possibility of
intensifying the anti-U-boat campaign not only by increased
patrols but also by area bombing of submarine operating bases
and construction yards became a major consideration in
offensive planning.

During this period, too, the perennial problem of Axis
oil was again to achieve pre-eminence and although a decision
regarding an all-out offensive against the eneny's oil
supplies was eventually deferred until the Spring of 1943,
some accotmt must be given here of the discussions which
took place at this time.

In October, 1942 however, the most pressing need was the
provision of air support for the Allied campaign in North
West Africa. As far as Bomber Command was concerned, this
commitment v/as chiefly limited to mine laying, daylight Circus
and harassing attacks on Occupied Territory and the initiation
of night attacks on targets in Northern Italy,
latter were originally intended as a temporary measure to
support the opening phases of Torch, the possibility of an
all-out air offensive against Italian targets in exploitation
of the successes so sv/iftly gained in North West Africa and
with the object of knocking Italy out of the war once and for
all, subsequently figured very largely in considerations of
British bombing policy for 1943,

Although the

It is proposed, therefore, to examine in this Chapter the
policy regulating the bombing offensive against Italy,
together with the competing claims of Germany, anti-U-boat
warfare and oil and to describe, as briefly as possible, the
actual coxirse of operations from the United Kingdom between
October 1942, and Januaiy 1943.

(ii) The

G,16908 7/lWP/l 1/50 S_E C EE T
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(ii) yhe Bombing Offensive Against Italy; Polloy,

With the decision to moxmt a major offensive in North
West Africa the strategic emphasis, temporarily at least,
shifted away from Germary and during the autumn of 1942
planning for Roundijgp and Bolero inevitably faded into the
background. Althoiigh the importance of maintaining the

pressure on Germary was not lost sight of, attention during
October and November, 19.42 was naturally focussed on Torch
and the air action which could be taken by forces based in
Britain to ensure the success of that undertaking.

Early in October, the Prime Minister had ruled that,
during the opening period of the Campaign, large scale air
diversions should be carried out with the object of
containing the G-erman Air 'Forces away from the Torch area.

The U.S. Bomber and Fighter Commands agreed to co-operate
fully and on l6 October, the R.A.F. Bomber and Fighter
CoDinands were ordered to initiate such operations on the

largest scale possible as from 1 November. In the absence
of more specific instructions as to the exact form these
operations were to take, the O-in-C Bomber Command ruled

that No. 2 Group should continue its daylight Circus and

harassing raids over Occupied Territoiy, mine laying on the
West Coast of France would be increased and, if opportiaiity
offered, that the mainforce would attack Italian and South
German targets by day, 0) Orders to increase the No. 2
Group effort were received subsequently and their ̂ tion in
this respect will be discussed in a later Chapter,'^'

cs 16536
End 9A 10A
and B and
15A

BO/S.27899
Mins, 4, 3
and 6

On 22 October, the first convoy left British shores for

North Africa and on the same night. Bomber Command began the
series of attacks on Northern Italy which were to constitute
a major feature of the bombing offensive during the
remainder of the year.

Operations by home-based and Middle East air forces in

support of Torch had already been requested by the Allied
pommander-in*-Chief in general terms which were amplified by
the Naval Oommander-in-Chief in a Memorandum to the Chiefs

of Staff on 19 October, 1942, As far as home-based bombers
v/ere concerned. Admiral Cunningham asked that they should

carry out minelaying in the ports of Genoa and Spezia from
D minus 5 and bombing attacks on targets in Northern Italy
from D minus 10. The object of the latter was to distract
the Italian air forces, lessen the existing Axis concentra
tion of fighters in South Italy and lend colour to the

proposed false diversion against Sardinia, Since  D Day had
been designated 8 November, this meant that bombing would
start on 29 October and raining on 3 November 1942,

The CAS promised to examine these proposals and, on
29 October, he reported that minelaying would be possible in
good weather and although it would necessarily be at the

expense of the bombing effort, he would arrange for this to

be done if the Chiefs of Staff approved. Operations against
targets in North Italy would also be practicable provided that

I54th00

Annex II

20.10.42

s?>
COS

346
29.10.42

/good

(1) In support of Torch, Bomber Command were also required
to undertake special leaflet dropping operations over France
on top priority. 17^000,000 were dropped by No. ‘3 G^roup on
8/9 and 9/10 November and a further 4,000,000 by aircraft of
No, 4 Group and No. 91 Group on I6/I7 and 17/18 November,

(2) Chaptsp 22*
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good weather were available over the whole route and he was
arranging for such attacks to be made if conditions proved
suitable.

The Chiefs of Staff accepted these proposals and
Bomber Command viras advised by signal on 2 November that,
during the next seven days, minelaying of the ports of
Genoa and Spezia and bombing attacks on Genoa, Mian and
Turin up to the scale of their recent effort against those
targets, were to take priority over their normal offensive
commitments.

The first landing in North West Africa took place
according to schedule on 8 November 194-2, and thereafter,
successesJollov-/ed STd-ftly. As a result, strategic
planning for I94.3 v/as immediately concentrated on the best
means of exploiting

17 November, the Prime Minister had proposed the lase of
bases in North jkfrica to strike at the under belly of the
Axis and to that end had urged that the bombing weight of
British night attack should be brought to bear on Italy
whenever weather was more favourable in that area than, over
Germany. He had recommended that everything possible should
be done to make Italy feel the weight of the Yfar and, in
particular, that all her industrial centres should be intensi
vely bombed in order to render them uninhabitable and to
"terrorise and paralyse" the populati

In fact the possibility of knocking Italy out of the war
either literally by the conclunion of a separate armistice or
vontmlly by so undermining her morale as to make her a
liability rather than an asset to the Axis was a matter of
prime concern to the Planners at this time. Taking into
consideration Allied successes in North Africa, Axis defeats
in the desert and the moral effects of heavy air bombardment,
there seemed every liklihood that one or other of those aims
might be achieved.

Hied victories in that area. On

on.

GOS( 42)167th
Mtg (0)
31.10.42 and

BC/S 27899
End, 7A

003(42)397(0)
17.11.42

003(42)545
20.11.42 On 20 November, however, the 3ecretary of 3tate for

Foreign Affairs reported that as a separate armistice pre
supposed the overthrow of the fascist party it was unlikely
that they would allow anyone to treat for it, nor would the .
Germans be likely to permit an internal collapse to engender
peace but v/ould inevitably occupy Italy. This latter
possibility was of great importance. If an internal collapse
could be brought about, it would force the Germans to divert
men and resources to maintaining control not only in Italy but
also in the Balkans in order to prevent serious disaffection
among the Italian troops following news of a collapse at home.
Occupation v/ould impose a heavy burden on the Germans and
would be intensely unpopular among the Italians,
recommended that such

available means.

He therefore

situation should be promoted by every

WP( 42)585
15.12.42

This view was later supported by the JIO Sub-committee
^Mo reported on 15 December that although Italian morale had
sunk vepr low as a result of Allied military successes and
heavy air bombardment, so long as their fear of repression
was greater than their fear of the E.A.E. or the extension
of military operations in Italy, it was unlikely that they
would bo ripe for seditious movements. On the other hand, a

/ gene ral
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general collapse of the internal administration of the
country was a practical proposition if military reverses and
heavy bombing v/ere continued.

These re^rts serve to indicate the general trend of
official opinion in this country at the end of 1942,
Already on 9 November, the Prime Minister had called for an
estimate from the CAS of the action which could be taken by
Bomber Command against important objectives in Italy in the
event of that country becoming a No*1. target for attack.
The offensive was to be considered in three stages:

Immediately - i.e. from home bases.

Later, when Malta had been relieved and refuelling
and re-arndng facilities became available to
aircraft of Bomber Command and the Middle East,

Ultimately, from bases in Malta and the Middle
East.

(a)

(1=)

(°)

V/M( 42)151 st
Concl. 9.11.42

These proposals were considered independently by the Air
Staff and C-in-C Bomber Command vfho differed in their

basic conclusions in only one respect, namely, the possible
detachment of teo or more squadrons to North V/est Africa as
advocated by the Air Ministry.

The Air Staff recommendations were summed up by the
Secretary of State for Air in a Note to the War Cabinet

17 December, 1942, In this he pointed out that, in uj.n
to maintain the flexibility of the bomber forces so that
they could at any time be sv/itched to German targets, it
Was necessazy that as much as possible of the offensive
against Italy should be carried out from home bases,
home-based bombers v/ould only be able to cover Northern
Italy, their effort would have to be supplemented by air
craft based in North Africa.

Prime Minister had been prepared on those assumptions but
he warned the Cabinet that it would depend for full
implementation on the seizure of the enemy bridgehead in
Tunisia.

on

As

The plan called for by the

ViTP( 42)598
17.12.42

Ibid Bearing these considerations in mind, the Air Staff
proposed that the heavy bomber squadrons based in the United
Kingdom should normally operate against objectives in

Northern Italy when weather pernltted, at the same tme

neglecting no opportunity of striking at important German
targets under favourable conditions,
supplemented by the heavy and medium squadrons in the Middle

East v/hich would concentrate on targets in South Italy,
using Malta as an advanced base as far as possible.
Eventually, the effort of the American bomber groups in
North Africa which would be available for the attack on

Italy might be supplemented by two or later possibly four
Wellington squadrons detached periodically from Bomber
Command to the extent that airfields and maintenance

facilities in North Africa allowed.

This effort would be

By these dispositions it was expected that all important
Italian tovms v/ould be brought v/ithin effective range and it

was estimated that a total of 4000 tons of bombs per month
could be dropped on Italy of \Aiich approximately 2000 tons
would be delivered by Bomber Command,
State reminded the Cabinet, however, that operations in
winter were severely limited by wreather both at bases and

/over

The Secretary of

Ibid
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over th.G target and it woxrLd be iinprovidont to count
than four or five nights in a month as suitable for largo
scale raids,

over Italy than over Germany, it followed that the greater
vimjority of good nights wo-uld be taken -up with attacks on the
former leaving only a few for bombing Germany,
grounds it had been estimated that the effort against Gomany
would bo x-educod to some 500/1 000 tons a month as opposed to
the 2000 tons vrhich would be dropped on Italy, but an improvo-
raont co\jld be oxpooted in the spring as a resutlt of bettor
weather and increased strength.

on more

Since weather was more lilcely to bo suitable

On those

IIJII/15
M. 580/2
5.12.42

The Priimc Hinistcr had already approved these proposals
on 5 December, stating that "the heat should be turned on
Italy

In the latter connection he added that ho was looking forv/ard
to a major raid on Berlin in December if conditions proved
stiitablc.

but Germany should not bo entirely neglected.

To this suggestion the Secretary of State forIbid

S.of 3, to

P.M. 15.12.42
Air replied that the G-in-G Bomber Ooriimand considered that

a minimum of 3OO sorties v/ouild be necessary if such an attack
were not to result in disproportionate losses and he thought
it unlilccly that ho vrouild be able to raise the required effort
before the end of the year.

while these decisions were being taken, Bomber Coimiiand
had continued during November and December the attacks on

North Italian targets initiated in support of Torch,
not clear from the documents studied \/hy the original period
of seven days laid do'vm for these operations was extended
over a matter of tv/o months,

27 November, AGAS(Ops) referred to this discrepancy and
assumed that it v/as the result of direct instructions from

the GAS,

Germany was probably a contributing factor coupled 'with the

policy, as yet in embryo, which has been discussed above.

In any event, it v/as not until M January, 1945, and then at
the suggestion of the Secretary of State for Air, that,
Italian targets wore given a definite priority and the Prime

Minister's instructions to "t\am the heat o'n Italy",
f, crystallised in Directive Pori'a,

v;as advised that, -while the Directive issued in February 1942
should continue -to guide his offensive against Germany, the

Prii-flc Hinistcr had ruled that, for the time being, first
priority of the strategic bombing offensive v/as to be given
to the attack of the industrial centres of Northern Italy
v/hen weather permitted,
proviso that no o'pportunity of attacking iniportant Gorman

targets in good conditions was to bo missed,
words, attacks on Italy v/ore not to prejudice any raid \-/hich
might be planned against Berlin or any attack of 200 or

more sorties which could bo made on important Gcrmaji tar.gots
in suita.blo weather.

It is

In a Minute to the VCAS on

l/oather, too, 'which v/as consistently poor over

On that date the C-in-C

This v/as to be subject to the

In other

0H^/iIJ(£)11/14
27.11.42.

CMS,550
Min,37 and

S.46568/V0I.III
Min.85

Vol.-PV Enel,
117A

W'ithin those li’mits, attacks on Italy were to bo
concentrated on the industrial centres of Milan, Turin and

Genoa v/hich v/orc of primary importanco and accessibility.
At the sarac time the 0-in-C v/as to examine the feasibility

of extending opera.tions to inol-ude Spezia provided that this
could be done v/dtliout violating Swiss neutrality,

latter point the C-in-C replied that s-uch an operation
would be possible and authority to incl-udo Spezia in the
list of Italian targets was given on 29 January, 1945,

To this

Ibid

/(iii) Operations

G.l69087/D\ff/ll/50 S E 0 R ij T
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(iii) Operations Against Italian Targets

The hombing offensive against Northern Italy started
on 22/23 October with an attack on Genoa by 112 aircraft.
Apart ftroin a small and comparatively ineffectual raid
against the same target by 1b T.liitleys of No, 4 Group in
April, this was the first time that the.t country had been
visited by home-based bombers since 28/29 September, '1941.
Between October and December 1942, approximateiy 2786 tons
of bombs were to be dropped on towns in Northern Italy

during the coxxrse of 15 attacks involving some 18O9 sorties.

, ! Genoa, Vi/hich as well as being the centre of the Ansaldo
industries was also of particular importance in relation to
Torch, was attacked six times during this period. On the

night of 22/23 October, 105 Lancasters of No. 5 Group, led
by eight Pathfinders, opened the offensive under exceptionally
good conditions. The now Southern Gee Chain v/as used

operationally for the first time with excellent results and

with no cloud and the moon almost full, all but 12 aircraft
succeeded in locating and bombing their tcorget. Opposition
was very slight and the whole force returned safely to base,

PR cover was not obtained until after a repeat attack the

following night but as the presence of 9/l0ths cloud made
positive identification of the target very difficult on that

occasion, the majority of the force attacking Savona in

mistake for their primary objective, it may be assumed that

most of the damage shovm was the result of the first attack.

Altogether 77 acres in the target o.roo. were seen to hove been

dovasta.ted, aJLmost entirely by fire, and although the Ansaldo
Norks and the western part of the docks were untouched., the
oastcm docks suffered very severely and many important
industrial buildings were destroyed. Those included the

nsaldo fitting yards, four very laxge dock houses and the

Gfistern railways station. It appears from Ita,lian dociments

that fires started in the port on 22/23 rd, were still persisting
the following night.

Genoa was not attacked again until 6/7 November, but on
October eighty-eight Lancasters of No. 5 Group carried out

a moderately successful daylight ra.id on Milan. Apart from

being a main industrial and commercial city a.nd the political
centre of Northern Italy, this target wa.s also or important
railway Junction, The exact results of the daylight attack
cannot bo estimated owing to its being followed by a night
a,ttack on 24/25 October but subsequent reconnaissance showed
that oj-though there wore no large areas of deva.station,
points of damage were scattered throughout the town,
most significant of the buildings affected was the Stazione

Genoa (railway station) which suffered considerable dajna.ge
vi/hile a number of small sheds of factory type were destroyed,
Grotjnd sources reported serious rail dislocation at Lambrate
affecting the tro.ffic to Bologna, Genoa and Venice. A

su27prising feature of the attack was the comparative immunity
enjoyed by residential property in the town. Despite the

large number of 301b end other incendiaries dropped during
the afternoon raid, fires apparently failed to take hold,
presumably duo to the fact that the chief building material
in Milan is stone. Unfortunately no details of damage ore

given in Italian documents but reference is made to the

to¥/n being encircled by a "ring of fires" after the daylight
raid during vihich 135 people were killed and more than 300
injured. They also state that, during the night attack,

most of the bombs fell on the outskirts of the city.

PolloTiMng the signal to Bomber Command on 2 Noveiiiber
giving temporary priority to Italian targets, four more

/attacks

J.2.

The
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GrArB/B. G
Night Raid

Report No,
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nttnoks were made on Genoa in the first half of the month,
bombing in each case being combined with leaflet dropping
on the tovm. Yifeather on all occassions was good Md further

very heavy dr.mage was inflicted on the town and docks(l).
Italiojn documents confirm the evidence of night photographs
and daylight reconnaissance that Genoa suffered very scverly
during the course of the six attacks made on the town although
no details of damage are given. In addition, ground sources
reported that after the first raid on 22/23 October, there wa,s
a very definite wave of panic aiaong the population which spread
to Milrjn and as a result, many of the inhabitants of that city
had already moved away before the daylight raid on 2k- October.
It was also reported that the Genoa authorities had begged
the King of Italy to visit the city to calm the people, a
request which was acceeded to.

)
On 18/19 November, Bomber Command turned its attention

to Turin and thereafter, the full weight of the bombing
offensive against Italy was directed against that city.
The first attack was made by a comparatively small force of
77 aircraft of which 25 Lencasters of 5 Group wore given
the Fiat Works as their primary objective. Daylight
reconnaissance revealed tha.t most of the dfimage inflicted
was industrial. In the Fiat T/orks a large block of work

shops, the factory railway station and three small buildings
connected i.jith the transformer and switching sta.tion were

seen to ha.vo been seriously damaged.

Following this ca.utious beginning, tivo very heavy
attacks were made on Turin on 20/21 and 28/29 November,
respectively. On 20/21 Noveniber 232 sorties were
despatched and a concentrated and well-tdmed atta.ck was

delivered on the town. PR cover reveaJLed extensive

damage, mainly to the south and west and 25 factories were

seen to have boon wholly or partially destroyed. Serious
damage was inflicted on the State Railway TJorlcs and the

Fiat \7orks •i^hich suffered more severely than on the previous
raid while public buildings sustaining major damage included
the College of Music and the History Museum, Italian
documents confirm that the centre of Turin was badly hit but

state that military buildings wore not seriously affected.

•Manual

■^-eSps/
19.

ORS

Night Raid
Report, No.
199.

Ibid No,201

i\HB/6
Translations

ORS/BC Niglit
Raid Report
No; 208 and

A further heavy and concentrated attack Was made on
Turin on 28/29 November when 228 sorties were despatched.
On this occasion, No, 3 Group were detcailed to bomb the Fiat
Forks immediately prior to the stort of the main raid on
the town. The Fiat Norte wore also the primary tenget for

attack by 36 aircraft the following night, but severe
icing was encountered on route and only 18 aircraft reached
the target area where they experienced great difficulty in
locating their aiming point owing to thick haze. This was
one of the very rare occa.sions when poor conditions obtained
over Italy and it may be presumed that most of the d.image

led by subsequent reconnaissance was inflicted the
previous night. This showed very heavy damage to five of
the Fiat Plants and two of the Lancia plants producing
military vehicles, A.F.Vs and tanks as well as to other
industrial plant devoted to aircraft components and

The State Railway Forte again suffered

an

revoa

typewriters.

209.

/severely
6c

(1) For details of these raids see ORS/^i^ Night Raid
Reports Nos;- 189, 190, 195 end 196,
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severely and public buildings hit included the Gas Works,
Municipal Water Works, Traravay Offices and the railway
station. In addition about 25 acres of the residential

districts were devastated. Italian documents confirm

hits on industrial targets and also mention damage to
Ministry of War and Finance buildings, military stores,
barracks and the military hospital. Only one aircraft
was missing from this operation but two more crashed on

return including one piloted by F/Sgt. Middleton who was
posthumously awarded the V. G.

^  P.E. cover of tvTO subsequent attacks on Turin on 8/9
and 3/\0 December, respectively, revealed further extensive
damage to the target. Altogether 40 acres of residential
property were devastated, six more of the Fiat plants were
severely damaged, the State Arsenal was seen to have been

partially gutted and hits were also obtained on military
barracks in various parts of the town. Italian documents
confirm that heavy damage was inflicted on military industrial
and residential buildings.

A final raid on Turin on il/l2 December was compara
tively unsuccessful ov/ing to poor weather. This was the last

operation over Italy by home based bombers during the period
under review, but there is no doubt that during the course of

the 15 raids described, widespread and heavy damage was
inflicted on the industrial built-up areas of Genoa and Turin
and, to a lesser extent, of Milan, Opposition, although
strengthening after the early attacks, was slight in compari
son with that normally encountered over German targets and of
the 1809 sorties despatched only 5'! v/ere missing from the
whole offensive. Apart from the numerous reports received of
the panic created among the Italian population. Intelligence
sources also claimed that the operations had caused "serious
disorganisation" and had affected production. It v/as stated
that, as soon as enemy aircraft crossed the Italian frontier,
air-raid alarms were sounded throughout Piedmont, Lombardy and
Ligiiria, causing almost all activity to come to  a standstill.
That the Air Ministry considered this information sufficiently
reliable to be followed up is evident from a signal sent to
Bomber Command on 2 December suggesting that the situation
might be further exploited by small scale harassing raids on
Italian targets v/hen adverse weather precluded heavier attacks.
This suggestion, however, v/as not adopted by the Gommand.

(iv) Major Attacks on German Targets

AHB/6
Translations

Night Raid
Report Nos,
2l6 - 217.

AHB/6
Translations

BG/Srb^W '
Veiv4 Enel.
102A

Italy undoubtedly bore the brunt of the bombing offensive
between October and December, 1942 although no opportunity was
neglected of striking at Germany when conditions promised to be
reasonably good. The importance, so frequently emphasised by
the Prime Minister, of denying her any period for recuperation
and of containing and spreading her defences was in^ any case a
policy dear to the heart of and persistently follov/ed by the
C“in-C from the moment he took over command of the Bomber

Force. Nevertheless, v/eather which, as had been expected,
v/as normally much better over Italy than over Germany, remained
the overriding factor during the v/inter months. This, coupled
■with the importance attached to the offensive against Italy,
and, in January 1943, the high priority given to the attack of
the German U-boat bases, all combined to reduce very consider
ably the effort expended against Germany be'tv/een October and
January, Indeed, only nine attacks of any size ( i.e, over
100 sorties) v\rere made on German targets during that time
although a persistent harassing effort was maintained by
single or small groups of aircraft operating both by day and
by night over a wide area.

/on the
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On tho other hand, the period is not vdthout interest as

containing the earl3r experimental operations vd.th Oboe and

H2S and, in January, 194-3 first major attack on the
German Capital since November 194-1.

After the attack on Cologne on 15/16 October 194-2, there
were no further large scale raids on Germany until
9/10 November when 212 sorties were despatched to Hamburg,
Unfortunately, the target v/as found to be covered by dense
cloud and under the circumstances aircraft could do no more

than bomb flaJc defences on E.T.A. The bad weather also

hindered enemj'- night fighter operations but the flak
defences, although inaccurate, vere intense,
craft failed to return from this raid of which 10 were

attributed to "causes unknovm",four to flak and one to night
fighters. The Eastern Gee Chain was in use but Jamming was

experienced and the average range obtained was of the order

of 309 miles. The failure of this attack is confirmed b3'-
Gcnman sources which mention onlj'' two houses destroj^ed, four

damaged and three industrial buildings slightl3r affected.

After this inauspicious beginning, there were no further
large scale attacks on Germany until 22/23 November, when
222 sorties were despatched to Stuttgart, Despite haze in

the target area, a considerable proportion of the force
claimed to have bombed their primar3^ and numerous fires v/ere

started in the built-up area of the town. Crews reported a

big explosion in tho east-north-east which was believed to be

the gasworks and man3'- large buildings including the Town Hall
were seen to bo ablaze. Bombing was combined vd.th leaflet

dropping and, in addition, man3'- aircraft shot up trains in

Germany and France on the return Joume3r. Night photographs
suggest tliat a proportion of this attack wras drawn to

the south-west but although P.R. cover of the raid is incom

plete, Gorman documents indicate that it was at least
moderatol3'' successful. One hundred and twelve houses are

stated to have been destro3'‘od and a further 220 severel3''
damaged. The main railwa3i^ station T^as hit and traffic
interrupted for several da3rs. Man3i" hotels and business
houses wore also damaged and a brewery, publishing house,
textile factor3'' and the gasworks at Hetchingen were destro3red.
An interesting feature of this attack (from which 10 aircraft

missing) is that it was the first using the Southern
Geo Chain over Gorman territor3'-, an eve rage range of 34-7
miles being obtained although there was evidence that the

enemy were attempting to Jam,

Fifteen air-

were

ff/y4/c7/sf///3ye)
ors/bc '
Night Raid
Report No. 192

Ibid No. 203

a.h.b.6
Translations

A small force of 32 aircraft detailed for Stettin on
27/28 November was recalled owing to deteriorating weather
and for the same reason a heav3’' attack planned against
Frankfurt on 2/3 December had to be considerably reduced.
One hundred and twelve aircraft evontuall3'- took off for tho

target where bombing was hampered by darkness and very poor
visibilit3'-. As a result, the Pathfinder flares were of^
little use and the attack was scattered, much of it falling

A point of interest is tho task allottedin open country,
to one Pathfinder aircraft of transmitting a running
commentary over the target area to assist main force crews

to locate the position of the aiming point in relation to

fires. This appears to be a ver3'- earl3'- example of what,
in the later stages of tho war, became known as the "master

bomber" technique.

/a heav3r
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Ibid

No. 214
A heavy attack on Mannheim on 6/7 December was hardly

Dense cloud obscured the target andmore successful,

although a high proportion of the attacking force claimed to
have bombed on estimated position, it seems probable that
there was little or no concentration.

Gennan police records which report only 500 incendiaries
dropped on kiannheim in the w-hole month.

This is borne out byAHB/6
Translations

ORS Slightly better results were obtained by t\TO operations
towards the end of December. On 20/21 December, 232 sorties
were despatched to Duisberg vvhere crews found conditions well

above the average for that area. The plots of night photo
graphs indicate that very good concentrations were achieved
round the aiming point and from later P. R. there appears to
be no doubt that the tovm was badly hit. Six acres of the
Kabelwerk Duisberg and 17 acres of industrial property are
shovm as completely devastated, mainly by fire, German
documents record the destruction of 50 houses and damage to
1232 more. They also state that hits were obtained on 17

Night Raid
Report No. 226

AHB/6
Translations

industrial buildings and that 8 hits were made on the railway,
the track being destroyed,
was Reported as hindering A.R,P. activities, thereby allowing
the fires to gain a stronger hold.

A further hit on the water main

ors/bc ' ' » ^
Night Raid
Report No,

The last attack of the month was directed against Munich
on 21/22 December, Unfortunately, despite reasonable fore
cast weather, the target v/as found to be obscured by a thin
layer of cloud and mary crews were forced to bomb on a timed
run which resulted in a somewhat scattered attack. Neverthe
less, one crew which bombed 45 minutes after the close of the
period of the raid reported 17 "really red" fires, including a
large one in a factory and German records also mention damage
to a gasvrorks, two tramiway depots, 17 workshops, 8 air-raid
shelters, a military building and three P. O.W. establishments,

(v) Early Oboe Operations (I)

As expected, weather had severely hampered bombing
operations over Germany during November and December but
already the xiqm devices were on their v/ay which were materially
to assist Bomber Command in overcoming the difficulties of
navigation and target finding in poor conditions.

The first of these to come into operational use was Oboe,
Polloving a calibration raid on the Power Station at Lutterade
on 20/21 December, the six Oboe-equipped Mosquitoes of No. 109
squadron which had been affiliated to the Pathfinder Force in
August 1942, carried out a nuimber of test operations
Germany during the remainder of the month. (2)

over

227

ahb/6
Translations

It had already been decided that, in view of the small
Oboenumber of aircraft initially equipped v/ith the device, cl

should be used in the first instance for Target Finding in
conjunction with the mainforce. By the same token, the latter
was necessarily limited to between 20 and 80 sorties on any
one operation.

/I'feat her

(1) For a full account of the development and introduction
of Oboe see Chapter 10 Sections (i) and (ii),

(2) 22/23 Dec,- Hamborn and Rheinhausen,
23/24 Dec, Essen, Rheinhausen, Hamborn and Meiderich,
24/25 Dec. Ruhrort and Essen,
29/30 Deo. Ruhrort and Essen,
3V"' Jan. Plorennes.
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(^) Weather at the end of Deoemher and during most of
January was unfortunately unsuitable for ground marking but
on Dec/1 Jan, eight Pathfinder lanoasters acting as "main
force" and led by two Oboe-equipped Mosquitoes, carried out a
test of the slcy imrking technique in an attack on Dusseldorf.
Although the operation v/ent according to plan and was,
technically, very successful, P.R. cover failed to disclose

any fresh damage to the target but this may well have been
due to the small numbers of aircra.ft operating.

Night Raid
Report No.
233

In any event, it was decided that Oboe had shown itself

sufficiently accurate to be used as a target marking device
and it was used for the first time in that capacity in
Gonj-unction ¥/ith the main force on 3/1- January, 1943.
During the month, ten such operations Y/ere carried out, of

TheY/hich no less than eight Y'/ere directed against Essen,

Ibid Nos.

235-242

sky marking method used on each occasion Y?as practically
identical. Preliminary and secondary v/aming flares (red
or green steady) YYere dropped by the Oboe IviosqiU-toes at Zero
minus 4 and zero minus 2 respectively and these Yvere follov/ed
by bomb-release-point flares (red v/ith green stars) at zero
hour. Jiain force aircraft YYere instructed to bomb the

marker flares Y?hile flying on a predetermined flight and
heading. Unfortunately, the only occasion on v/hich
SYjfficient night photographic evidence Y/as obtained for
analytical purposes v/as during an attack on Essen on 9/10
January but these clearly indicated tha.t the percentage of
aircraft bombing YYithin three miles of the aiming point v/as
three times greater than the best percentage previously
obtained on that target.

Ibid No.

239

my light coY/er of Essen YYas not provided -until after
the seventh attack on 13/14 January Yvhen damage v/as seen to
be scattered all over the town,

i^orks, believed to be an open-hearth steel working shop v/as
completely destroyed by H. E. while serious dai'nage had-been
inflicted on a saw-mill, a glass Yvorks, a brick works and a
coke-oven.

A large building in Krupp

lilitary and public buildings had escaped fair

s

ly
lightly but about 100 commercial or residential buildings had
been wholly or pcuctly devastated.

Ibid

No. 253
A first atteiirpt at ground-marking with Oboe was made on

27/28 January 1943^ v/hen 162 sorties were despatched to
Dusseldorf. Rod and green marker bombs were dropped by the
Oboe Mosquitoes at freq-uent intervals from zero to zero plus
12 minutes but unfortunately heavy cloud obscured the target
and thej'- soon disappeared into it.
visible for several minutes, hoiYevor, and the majority of
crews Yverc able to bomb on this,

fires T/as seen reflected on -the cloud and crev/s Yvere

unanimous in their reports of a good bombing concentration,
P.R. cover YTas incomplete, including only strips of Dusseldorf
in the North and East Yvhere little fresh dairiage was revealed.
Intelligence sources reported that hits had been obtained
on the main railway station and the line had been completely
blocked.

Their glow remained

Although the glare of

The Opera House Y/as also said to have been gutted.

(vi) Attacks on the German Capital.

Tvto hea-yy raids Yvere imde on Berlin on 16/17 and
17/18 Janiaary, This was the first time since 7/8 November,
1941 that the German Capital had been subjected to a full
scale night bombardment but, unfortunately, both operations
were considerably marred by cloud and poor visibility.

/On 16/17
G.16908 7/DVP/11/50 SECRET
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On 16/17 January, 201 aorties were despatched hut
10/l0ths cloud Was experienced to v/ithin 10 miles of Berlin
and the target itself was partially ohscjred by heavy haze.
The Pathfinders had been briefed for an elaborate system of
"findtog” and "Marld.ng'' but found it aliuost Impossible to
pinpoint owing to sncv/ and cloud in the target area,
of them were unable to identify the town centre and brought
their flares back and tvro aircraft which did drop flares
appear to have been to the S. E. of the tov/n,

attracted a small concentration of bombing, hovTever, which
seems to correspond to the concentration in the TempoIhof
district revealed by subsequent reconnaissance,
expectations, enemy opposition v/as slight and only one air
craft failed to return.

Most

Their marker

Contrary t

Night Raid
Report No, 245

s

o

Ibid

No. 246
Defences v/ere far more active the follov/ing night intense

opposition being encountered, mainly en route, from both flak
and fighters and as a result, 22 aircraft were lost.
Altogether, 187 aircraft were detailed for the operation.
Pathfinders were divided into "finders” and "llluminators"^oth
finders and illuminators being instructed to release single red
flares over Neuv/arp to act as navigational aids to the main
force. Thereafter, three PPP Lancasters acting as "finders"
were to release flares in a long stick across the target area
and were to be followed by marker aircraft dropping red marker
bombs on the aiming point which would cascade to the ground and
burn there as points of fire. To ensure concentration, flight
plans for the ■whole force wore to be based on a common forecast
wind.

Ibid As on the previous night, the bombing force approached
Berlin from the Baltic over snow covered ground and frozen
lakes. Patches of fog near the target landmarks made pin
pointing difficult but the Pathfinders had no difficulty in
locating Berlin itself which was free from cloud,
less, night photographs confirmed by daylight reconnaissance
indicated that the attack was scattered and P, R. cover showed
points of dcomage, mainly by fire, all over the southern part
of the city and the suburbs, extending as far south as
Marienfield, eight miles fx'om the city centre. Pour fairly
laige sheds in the Daimler-Benz aero-engine works were
destroyed and, in all, dcamage v/as caused to 10 factories while
13 buildings in the hutted camp near the Daimler works vrere
seen to have been partly or wholly gutted. Damage to
residential proper'ty 'v/as relatively slight and mainly confined
to urban districts.

Neverthe-

Ibid Reports from Intelligence sources gave additional details
of damage inflicted by the two attacks which seemed to indicate
that they had been, on the whole, rather more successful than
had at first been thought. Hea-vy damage was reported in the
district of Neulceeln and between Nollendorfer Platz and the
Kurfuersten Strasse and damage to domestic property v/as stated
to be extensive in several districts, particularly in the
south where, in many cases, trarav/ays services were said to
have been out of order for three days and debris clearance was
still continuing in February. Hits -were reported on the
Borsig Rheinmetallworke in Mariendorf vifhere the administrative
b-uildings were stated to have been damaged by fire and a large
building completely burnt out. Serious damage was reported
to the Lorenz Radio Factory and the Riedel Chemical Works
the Tempelhof aerodrome and also to the electricity and gas-
v/orks in the western part of Berlin, A point of added
interest, although oinconfirmed, is the statement that repair
work was less efficient than on previous occasions and that
there y/as a notable decline in the speed of rescue work,

/(vii) H23

near
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H2S Operation on Hamburg

The last attack of the month on 30/31 January 1943,
which was also the laist operation carried out d-uring the .

period covered by this.Volurae, is mainly notable as the first
occasion on -which H2S, the latest radar aid to na-vigation^
was used operationally*

The target was Hamburg and altogether 148 sorties were
despatched on this attack which \vas led by 13 H2S-equipped
Stirlings and Halifaoces of the Pathfinder Force, These

aircraft v/ere briefed for both sky and ground-marking^ the
method in each case being straightfonvard. To guide the
main force, each H2S aircraft Tra.s ordered to release a
single bundle of green flares 16 miles short of the target*
Thereafter, if the weather was clear, each was instamcted to
release a salvo of four red marker bombs on the aiming point
and, if cloudy, four bundles of red flares with green stars

placed so that bombs aimed on them by the main force, flying
on a gi-ven heading, woTold fall on the aiming point* The
red flares wore to be followed by green flares dropped by
PPP Lancasters acting as "backers-up"*(^)

Night Raid
Report No*
255

Five of the 13 H2S equipped aircraft and four backers-
up completed their task successfully using both marking
methods and their flares were easily recognised by the main
force*

exactly as expected and claimed positive identifications of

the dock system* In partic-ular, the H2S Stirlings whose
Gee sets had been incorrectly tuned, navigated throughout
by H2S and reported that many landmarks were easily identified*

As this attack wan followed by a second on 3/4 February, its
exact effects cannot be analysed. Intelligence sources

reported that considerable destruction had been caused, mainly
in the harbour area* The Blohm and Vos and Deutsche Y/erft

yards and several oil taiiks -were said to have been damaged but
none of this is confirmed by P*R* cover of both attacks v/hich

revealed little fresh damage in Hamb-urg, apart from a large
factory producing edible oils and fats which had been partly
gutted and a block of flats which was disintegrated by an H,E,
bomb, German reports are -unfortunately not a-vailable*

H2S Navigators stated that the target appeared

(viii) Spreading the Defences

As has been seen, the mniber and effects of heavy raids
on German targets had been severely restricted between
October and January, mainly due to adverse weather but also
in part to the c-urrent emphasis on other target systfans.
An account has already been givBn in on earlier Chapter
of the attempt during 1942 to maintain and increase the

S’S morale effect of heavy bombing by small harassing attacks
by day (Scuttle ) and night (Moling) under co-ver of clotui*
On 18 No-veraber, the instructions already issued vrere
consolidated into a new- Directi-ve to Groups in which they
were reminded of the particular importance of increasing
such operations v/hen opportunity offered, particularly in
view of the res-trictions imposed on large scale raids by
v/inter conditions*

Be/s,
End, 17A,

/in the

(l) For details of the development and early markinj
technique vidth H2S see Chapter 10 Sections (iii)  , (iv
and (v),

Chapter 18 Section (vi).(2)

G,l69087/DTff/ll/50 SECRET
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In the meantime, a nevir series of harassing operations
ijnder the code-name Batter, had been inaugurated in September,

One of the problems facing Bomber Command at that time
Y/as the slow but steady increase in the loss rate during 1942,
The long series of heavy attacks on vital targets in Genmny

<f/2, had inevitably led to considerable strengthening of the enemy
"Batter”

1942.

defensive systems in the important industrial areas,
operations were designed to spread those defences by attacking
a large number of small and hitherto bomb-free tovms over a

wide area which had little or no defence a^inst air attack.

It YYas argued that not only vrould such operations increase the
morale effect among large sections of the German population
resident in or evacuated to such tovYns v/ho had hitherto

End, 4A

believed themselves inmune from bombardment but, in doing so,
they Would create a public demand for heavier defences v/hioh

must inevitably place a great strain on German resources as a
Y/hole.

the enemy's transportation and housing difficulties which

Intelligence had s\oggested v/ere already becoming acute.

In addition, it Yvas hoped by such methods to exploit

Unlike Moling operations, which v/ere the responsibility of

Group Commanders, it v/as intended that Batter attacks v/ould be

laid on by Coimmand Headquarters on nights v/hen large scale

raids v/ere not feasible. Targets Y/ould be passed to individual ,
Groups by name under the code-word Batter and were normally to
be attacked by small forces ranging from 6 to 12 aircraft
flying at low level. Yfhere aircraft had difficulty in finding
the allotted target, they were free to attack any other small
town in Germary as an alternative, and all such operations v/ere

to be combined v/ith machine gun attacks on trains sighted en
route to and from the target in accordance with current bombard
ment instructions.

"Batter" instruction were issued on 24 September, 1942 but

/ /..s-lthough approximately five such operations were ordered
between that date and the end of the year, all but one were

0,R»S«/BC cancelled. On 17/18 December 28 Lancasters of No. 5 Group
were ordered to attack a number of small towns in N, Germany

and 22 aircraft of No. 3 Group to attack the Opel Works at
Pallersleben,

of No, 5 Group claimed to have attacked their primary targets
while a further 15 aircraft from both forces bombed other small

towns in Germany as alternatives,
return from this very costly oper&tlon and an enquiry into the

causes of the heavy loss rate indicated that a number of air

craft had failed to adhere rigidly to instructions regarding
low flying, thereby falling victim to flak and night fighters
in probably equal proportion.

Night Raid
Report No, 224

In all five aircraft of No. 3 Group and nine

Seventeen bombers failed to

The experiment was not tried again although whether due to

In ary event,force of circumstances or design is not clear,
it is doubtful whether this type of operation would have had

ary appreciable effect on the defences,
the crews occupied during the otherwise long periods of inacti

vity due to winter conditions, it is probable that the most
that Would have been achieved would have been a nBasure of

Apart from keeping

additional discomfort inflicted on the German population.

(ix) Area Bombing of U-boat Bases: Policy.

Meanv/hile, the Admiralty's growing concern over the
increase in the enemy's submarine operations had at last

resulted on 11 Jan-uary, 1943> War Cabinet approval of a

policy of area bombing of the importojit U-boat bases on the
Yifest Coast of Prance,

out much soul-searching on the part of all concerned.

This decision was not arrived at with-

/It will
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It v/ill bo remembered that, under the current bombardment
instructions issued in October 1942 (1) the attacks of French
targets was only to be made v/hen conditions favoured precision
bombing,

effect on French morale and the polotical repercuissions both
during and after the war ’«/hich would result from the

apparently useless slaughter of the French civilian population.
It \/as clear that such a policy could only be reversed under
extreme military necessity.

This had been agreed in order to avoid the adverse

Nevertheless, the possibility of hindering enemy U-boat
operations by area bombing of the Biscay ports had been under

close and constant examination throughout 1942.
beginning of April, the C-in-G Boraber COiiTiiiand had himself

sought authority from the GAS to blitz the ports, to which
the CAS had replied that, in viev7 of the current bombardment
instructions, there seemed very little chance of the Cabinet
agreeing to such a proposal until all the other possible
methods of dealing v/ith the situation had been given a fair
trial ,

At theCi'S.330/Pt.1
Min. 50

Less tlian two months later, the question was again
raised, this tiiue by D.B. Ops in a Minute to ACAS(Ops) in
v/hich he pointed out that to "Lubeck" each of the Biscay
bases in turn would not only deny them pov/er, Tijater, light
and transportation facilities but would make the housing of
subfliarine crews and niaintenance parties an iiiimense problem,
A really heavy scale of attack would so disrupt the port
facilities as to make the task of re-establishing them alnost
impossible. He urged that the CAS should be asked to recon
sider his views on this question.

Ibid

Min. 49

Ibid .

End. 51A
and 55A,

Three days later, on 1 June, the cudgels were talcen up
by the C-in-C Coastal Conmiand who, in a letter to the C..'^S
suggested tliat blitzing of the port facilities and tov/ns of
Brest, Lorient, St. Nazairo, La Pallice and Bordeaux
constituted the best method of combatting the sinkings in
the Atlantic, particularly in view of the fact that Coastal
Command vrere unlikely to get sufficient long range aircraft
to deal with submarines in the Bay really effectively.

Ibid Mins.

52 - 60
and Enel. 6lA

After considerable discussion, the proposals were
eventually placed before the Secretary of State for Air on
10 June 1 942.

were really convinced that by bombing the French submarine
bases enemy U-boat activity wodd be reduced, he would feel
compelled to ask the Far Cabinet to consider whether it
would not be worthwhile to incur the political odium of
such operations in order to achieve a military object of
great importance,

convinced that this vital military object could be achieved
by such methods, it would be useless to ask the Cabinet to
embark on a policy of ruthless bombing of French towns.

After further consultations between the CAS, VC^iS and
Bomber Comimnd, it was decided that such attacks vrould not

produce the military effect required and on I9 June, the
C-in-C Coastal Command was advised that it v/as not proposed
to proceed with the matter any further.

During the months iimnediately follovd.ng this decision,

/the shippij^

He replied on 12 June that if the Air Staff

If, however, the Air Staff were not

Ibid Min. 62
and End. 65A

(1) Appendix 12

G. 1 69087/DYff/l 1/50
3.,,. E. C R T
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the shining position continued to deteriorate v/hile the
Biscay ports increased in importance as the date for the
projected operations in North Yfest Africa approached. On
20 October, acting on instructions from General Eisenhovrer,
the Eighth Air Force gave first priority to daylight
precision attacks on U-boat bases in the Bay.

Throughout the remainder of the year, the question of
area bombing of the ports v/as under constant review as a
result of strong pressure from the Admiralty. On  9 December,
the newly formed Anti-U-boat Corxiittce (l) again examined the
problem. Discussion centred round the possibilities of
"blitz" bombing, the Admiralty argudng strongly in favour of
such methods while the Air Staff maintained their eoxlier
vieviT that the political repercussions v/hich would result would
not be balanced by the ends achieved, Eventiaally the Prime
Minister ruled that the matter must be referred to the
Foreign Secretary before any decision could be reached.

03.16536 lU
20,10,42,

A.U.(42) 6th
Mtg.
9,12.42.

C,H,S.330/
Pt.l.
Encl,70A,

On^being appealed to Mr, Eden replied on 18 December
that while he had no objection to precision attacks on the
Biscay ports both by day and night since the French -were
kno\/n to react favourably to the attack of obviously military
objectives, he was very reluctant to agree to their whole
sale devastation unless it could be shovai that such methods

■v/ould materially help to keep dovwi U—boat operations,
apparently unnecessary slaughter of the French civilian
population would have a ba.d effect on the morale of the

■  Fighting French in North Africa as well as adversely affecting
public opinion in France both during and after the war.
As the Air Staff appeared to be opposed to "blitz" bombing,
Mr. Eden hoped that such drastic methods could be avoided.

The

Ibid
Encl.78A

These views v/ere completely endorsed by the Secretary
of State for Air wlio informed the Anti-U-boat Vferfaro
OOTxaittee that he had no proposals to make regru'ding area bombing
of the Submarine bases.

17.P,(43) 11
7.1.43.

The Adi'-iiralty, hov/ever, were still convinced that area
attack was the only measure which would afford inmedinte
relief to the serious situation which had arisen at sea and
on 7 Jani^y 1943 the First Lord circulated a note to the War
Cabinet in which he loressed very strongly for their approval
of such a policy and for a direction that the submarine bases
should be given a definite order of priority during the next
fevi months. He argued that the four bases, at which between
75 and 80 U-boats were already present, formed the backbone
of the German submarine operations against Allied shipping.
All noraal repairs and refits were carried out there and there
was evidence that the servicing facilities were already
tightly stretched. In order to maintain so many submarines
it was essential that the bases be kept running smoothly and

/to capacity

Wp(42)505
3.11.42,

(1) This ConEiittee was formed by the Prime Minister
3 November, 1943, and, mth Mr. Churchill in the Chair,
was attended by :

on

The Lord Privy Seal
The First Lord of the Admiralty
The Secretary of State for Air
The Minister of ViTar Transport
The First Sea Lord
The Chief of the Air Staff

The Coumiittee was to hold weekly Meetings on the lines
of those previously held on the Battle of the Atlantic,
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to capacity and therefore any interference v/ith them vrould

be likely seriously to hinder their turn round v/hich would

inevitably create a bottle neck. Some U-boats at sea would
thus be forced to curtail their patrols in order to return

on the longer route to Nor'/Vay and Germany ̂ vhile dislocation
at one base T/ould result in overcrowding at another thus

rendering the U-boats themselves more vulnerable to attack

since they could not all be housed in shelters.

Although the Admiralty were agreed that the concrete
shelters would probably preclude any serious damage to the

submarines housed in them, they believed that the destruction
of buildings and dockyard facilities v/ould seriously impede
their maintenance while experience had shovm that even light
bombing served to drive away faint-hearted labour from the

docks. As the majority of the dockyard workers were
Frenchmen working for the Germans, it v/as unlikely that they
wrould have much stomach for hea^/y bombing. Spasmodic and

comparatively light raids had already been carried out on

these targets but they had not so far appreciably affected
the operations of U-boatds from the Biscay ports. The
Admiralty were convinced that important results could only
be obtained by sustained attacks over a definite period both

writh precision bombing when opportunity offered and area

bombing viienever weather xraa suitable.

Finally the First Sen Lord aaphnsiccd that although sus

tained and heavy boaibing such ns he proposed would necessarily
divert the effort from Germany over a specified period, the

U*9boat threat brooked no delay if offensive poiTer was not to

be seriously i^eakened by lack of shipping,
year four-fifths of the shipping losses had been due to
U-boats and this was having an adverse effect on the morale
of the merchant seamen,

of submarines at sea was inadequate to check, let alone to

reduce, the U-boat fleet and although it was admitted that

large-scale bombing of the Biscay ports might not result in
v/holesale destruction of the submarines in them, this w/as

the only means, apart from a seaborne raid, by which a far

reaching blow/ could be struck and struck quickly at enemy
U-boat operations. He added that the bombing of construc
tion yards was no alternative since it would not have any
material effect on submarine operations for at least six

months during which time it was expected that the shipping
situation wrould become most acute.

First Lord pointed out that the fact that the bases were

concentrated in four ports vrould enable the Allies to

strike heavily at the whole Atlantic organisation without
any dissipation of the air forces.

In the face of such pressing arguments, the War
Cabinet accepted the Admiralty viev/ and on 11 January, 1943
approved in principle a policy of area bombing of the
Biscay ports on high priority. The C-in-C Bomber Command
was accordingly directed on 14 January that the bases w'ere

to be given first priority of the bombing offensive subject
to the proviso that such operations should not prejudice any
attack which might be planned on Berlin or any concentrated
raid of 200 or more sorties which could be iTiade on important

objectives in Germany and Italy in suitable weather. The

U-boat bases to be attacked were Lorient, La Pallice, Brest

and St, Wazaire in that order, and the C-in-G w'as instructed

/to direct

During the past

Moreover, the rate of destruction

In conclusion the

¥ V43/6th
Concl,

11.1.43
I

B0/Sr237WVDi.4
Enel. 111A

14.1.43

G.1 69087/m'P/l i/50 SECRET
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to direct his operations initially against Lorient until he
satisfied that the desired results had been achieved,
would then he fully analys ed and reviewed in the light of
available evidence before proceeding with the attack of the
other bases.

The

was

y

Ibid

Rncl, 112A

14. 1.43

In order that there should be no doubt as to the extent
of the bombardment, the Secretary of State for Air rule that
the C-in-C vra.s to be at liberty to choose any aiming point
if the resultant bombing caused complete devastation of the
inhabitated areas of the town.

ev

Special warning was in any

en

event to be given to the French population of the proposed
operations.

Bombing of Lorient began on 14/15 January 1943 but it
soon clear that the controversy was not yet over. On
20 January, after further discussion, the Cabinet decided that,
contrary to the original intention, there should be no pause
to assess the effects of the raids on Lorient' before proceeding
vri.th the attack of the remaining ports as opportunity offered*

Bomber Command were informed of this change of policy on
23 January and on 2? January the C-in-C Tnrote officially -to the
Air I'/iinistry protesting at the whole conception of the plan
TJhich he regarded as a complete waste of effort. Pointing
out that although some 4»000 tons of bombs had been dropped on
Brest vixen the Geivnan battleships ScharpjioJ^stf Gneisenau. and
Bugen were in port, the damage inflicted on the dock facilities
had not been serious. The effort expended had served to keep
the ships out of action but there was no evidence that the

attacks had interfered in any way with their essential repairs
or with the operations of U-boats from the port. On these

grounds he declared that he "most earnestly and indeed flatly"
refuted the contention that operations such as were nox?

planned would in anyvra.y contribute to the reduction of enemy
submarine activity.

was

W M(43)l2th
Ooncl.

20,1,43.

u

End. 124A and
127A

Although the Air Staff, were to a large extent, in
sympathy with the 0-in-C's views, they considered that in the

light of the Casablanca Directive issued by the Combined Chiefs
of Staff on 21 January, they were commited to giving the policy
a fair trial. The CCS had quoted the Biscay Bases as object

CCS.166/1/D
21.1.43.

ives of great importance and had laid dovm that the day and
night attacks recently inaugurated should be continued so that

an assessment of their effects on enemy U-boat operations could
be made as soon as possible,
results -were being achieved, the attacks should be continued
for as long as and as often as was necessary.

If it xvas found that the desired

Neverlheless, the Air Staff were convinced that it would
be unjustifiable in an experiment of this nature xvith its

inherent risk to French lives to extend operations to the

remaining Biscay ports until there was sxxfficient evidence to

prove that they were an essential militaiy expedient,
therefore suggested to the Secretary of State for Air that the
Cabinet should be approached with a view to obtaining a

reversal of their ruling on the subject.
State, although agreeing vd.th the Air Staff in principle,
suggested that before making a formal appeal to the Cabinet,
one or tvro more attacks should be carried out on Lorient and

They

The Secretary of

CllS,330/Pt. 1
Mins.94-97

bc/St^37W^

Encl.139A

that an attempt should then be made to produce the assessment

called for by the CCS on the evidence obtained so far.
Bomber Command was accordingly advised on 14 Febxruary that

their operations against U-boat bases in the Bay were to be

confined for the time being to Lorient and that the policy
would be reviewed when further evidence as to the effects of

their attacks was available.
/(x) Operations
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(X) Opera;yL_c^ Against Enemy U-'boat Bases.

The first raid on Lorient vr&s carried out on 14/l 5 January
1943, when 123 aircraft v/ith Pathfinders in the van were

despatched to attack the toTm and docks vd-th H.E. and
incendiaries. Despite severe weather en route, at zero hour

the target was clear and the Pathfinders were ahle to operate
Before it hecame obscured by cloud. On this occasion they
used the flare and fire-raising technique, illuminating the

by releasing long sticks of flares across the town and
when the target could be identified with certainty, marking
the aiming point with 4 IB incendiaries. Despite the cloud
which covered the toT,vn during most of the attack, crews vrere

able, in the clear inteiwals, to pinpoint ground features in
the light of the moon and flares. At first the incendiaries
seemed to be falling mainly to the north but in the later

stages the concentration shifted south and east and 30 minutes
after the attack began at least 10 large fires could be
counted in the tofm and incendiaries were taking hold in the

Wight photographs confirmed that a fair concen
tration had been achieved but daylight reconnaissance v/as not
made until after the tivo attacks on 15/'! 6 and 23/24 January.

On both occasions, a considerable concentration was
achieved on the target and on 23/24 particularly, night
photographic evidence showed that under clear conditions and
in bright moonlight, no less than 93 per cent of the^attacking
force had bombed 'v/ithin tliree miles of the aiming point.
Marking was particularly successful and main force aircraft
found the town brilliantly Illuminated in the moonlight by

On all three operations only very

area

dock area.

cascade marker flares,

/bc
Wight Raid
Report No,243*

Ibid

No, 244 and

251

slight opposition viras met and in all, only 5 aircraft failed
to return, PR cover which also included a daylight raid

by U.S.A.A.P on 23 January, shovred extensive damage, mainly
by fire, throughout the whole town and especially in
industrial works. The largest areas of devastation \Tore in
the old town and on both sides of the Bassin A Plot and the

Port de Commerce ■v'vhich totallecl 58 acres,
10 acres of the Arsenal were shown to have been gutted and
many incidents were noted in the naval workshops, offices
and barracks, The Probault and Bisson barracks vrerc
partially demolished and damage was inflicted on the Povrcr
Station and Gas Tforks, the Labour Exchange, the Tax Office,
the Public 7forks Department the Tovm Hall and the Forests
and Rivers Department, In addition about 250 houses and
small buildings had been partly or wdiolly destroyed.

A further

Tv.'o further attacks wrere made in January on 26/27 and
29/30 respectively. On neither nights were conditions as
good as previously but daylight reconnaissance revealed that,
in addition to damage scattered throughout the town, the
control houses on the west side of the lock gates of the
Bassin A Plot had been completely destroyed by fire.
Photographs,showed that, despite low tide, both lock gates

Altogetheropen and the dock partly en^ty of water,

Ibid

Nos. 252 and
254.

aircraft failed to return from these two operations
and a further three were completely destroyed on landing.

were -

seven

There is no doubt that a vast amount of damage and
destruction was inflicted on Lorient as a result of the
attacks described and, indeed, by the end of March, there

little left of the tovm and docks except thewas very

/submarine

G,1 69087/D?ff/l 1/50 SECRET
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submarine pens which vi/ere con^Jaratively untouched,
issued by the Scientific Bureau of the French Army states that

follovd.ng the raids between 14 January and 16 February 1943,
3,500 of the 4,500 - 5000 houses \7hich constituted the town of
Lorient had been coirpletely destroyed and the majority of the
remainder rendered uninhabitable,

1943, there vras still no evidence that the raids had had any
effect on the number of U-boats operating from the port and it
looked as though the vievra shared by the Air Staff and the
C-in-0 were about to be vindicated,

two months later on 6 April, Bomber Command were relieved of
this doubtful commitment.

A report

Nevertheless, by 3 Februar

Indeed, approximately

Bureau Scienti-

fique de
L'Armee

Ministe're de

la Guerre,
Paris,

y

cri/is,330/Pt,i
Min.1 01

(xi) The Controversy over Oil

It has been seen that, between October and December, 1942,
the bombing offensive from the Uhited Kingdom was divided
between attacks on Northern Italy and Germany and, in January
1943, was extended to include, on hi^ priority, operations
against the U-boat bases on the West Coast of France,
concluding this Chapter something must first be said of the

controversy over oil ■';vhich also reached a peak about this time.

Before

The question of an air offensive against Axis oil supplies
\7as raised in February, 1942, (l) in connection with the new
strategic bombing Directive, Although the position was, even
then, believed to be critical, no action was taken at the time
in view of an M,E.W. recommendation that attacks on the

synthetic plants in Germany would be an uneconomic proposition
until the group of six refineries at Ploesti, vdiich rrere out
side the range of home-based bombers, had been put out of
action.

D0(42)9th
Concl,
26,3.42. and
003(42)102(0)
16.4.42

In April, however, at the request of the Defence Ooramittee,
Colonel Stanley undertook an extensive examination of the
problem of denying oil to the enemy. In considering the
various means available, he took as a standard those vdiich
would result in the loss to the Axis of 500,000 tons in a
period of three months. His conclusions as regards air attack
were that the chances of effecting the requisite damage by
night attack on the synthetic plants was negligible,
attack Tra,s completely out of the question and the only
feasible method v/ould be to ensure the coir5)lete cessation of
production for three months at the refineries near Ploesti,

At the request of the Chiefs of Staff, an examination was
made by the Air Staff of the practicability of attacking
Ploesti with aircraft based in the Middle East, After consul
tation ivLth the C-in-C Middle East, the conclusion was reached
that the provision of the necessary force of heavy bombers to
give a reasonable chance of success was impossible in the
immediately forseeable future, viiile British bombers could not
at that time be operated from bases outside England, These
conclusions were reported to the Defence Committee by the
Chiefs of Staff on 11 Mb-J, 1942,

Daylight

C0S(42)119(0)
1, 5.42

DO (42)46
11.5.42.

/On

(1 ) Chapter 1 5, Section (v)
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On 29 August, ho\7ever, the Joint Intelligence
Sub-Committee on Axis oil(l) reported that the strain on the
enemy oil supplies was increasing and Tiiiile Ploesti \vaa still
the most vital target, the synthetic plant at Poelitz, which
was converting about one million tons of svirplus tars and
fuel oil a year into gasoline and oil urgently required by
the armed forces, was an important as \7ell as being a more
accesible target.

Vff (42)396
29.8.42

S.46368/PtIII
Min, 65
31.8.42.

This suggestion vras taken up by ACAS(Ops) in a Minute
to CAS on 31 August in which he proposed that Poelitz should
be included as a diversionary target in the current bombing
Directive. CAS in turn sought the views of the Secretary
of State for Air who replied that he was "delighted" at the
proposal and recommended that an attack on Poelitz be

folloTOd by raids on the two synthetic plants at
Gelsenkirchen.

Mn. 67
1.9.42.
and Min.68

2.9.42

Ibid

End. 71A
3.9.42

These proposals were forwarded on 3 September to the
C-in-C Bomber Command who replied that he was arranging to
deal with Poelitz as soon as opportunity offered but, with
so many things "crying out to be done", he considered that
an attack on Gelsenkirchenm vdiich was a very small target
and difficult to find in the smoke and haze of the Ruhr.
vrould be a T/aste of effort. This viev/ was accepted by^the
Air Staff.

and

Enel. 73A

10.9.42

Mins.74-77

Meanwhile reports on the increasing stringency of the
iocis oil position continued to flov/ in.
JIC stated that enemy stocks had fallen so low that the

destruction of any one of the synthetic plants vrould give a
valuable dividend vdiile a crippling blow could be struck at
his capacity to continue the war if and \rhen Ploesti could
be put out of action.

On 1 8 December th17P(42)596
1 8.12.42.

e

COS(42)489(0)
and COS(42)490

Finally, on 29 December, the Prime Minister himself
called for a report by the Chiefs of Staff in the light of a
Note by the Chairman of the Oil Control Board which stated

that the opportunity had arisen to deal a smashing blo\T at

/ the

7>P(42)l63
20.4.42

(1 ) On 20 April, 1 94-2 and with the approval of the
Prime Minister, arrangements for dealing with enemy oil
questions were revised. It \vas decided that the JIC would

draw up periodic reports on the enemy oil position for circu
lation to the COS, The technical information on which the

reports v/cre based WTeuld continue to be collated by a special
ist body under Sir Harold Hartley, in future to be knovm as
the "Technical Sub-committee on Axis Oil", The Secretary
for Petroleum would remain responsible for the preparation
of practical measures to deny to the enemy oil suplies in
territories threatened by the enemy i-daile M.E.¥. would be
responsible for advising on questions of policy affecting
the denial of oil to the enemy. Finally, the Secretary
of State for Dominion Affairs, as Deputy Chairman of the

Defence Committee, vrould undertake the co-ordinating duties

hitherto performed by Lord Hankey.

By these arrangements it became possible to discontinue
the Hankey Committee on Preventing Oil from reaching Germany
and the Lloyd Committee on the German Oil Position,

G.1 69087/DYff>/l 1/50 SECRET
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the enemy's fighting strength and urged that a review should

he made of the operational position to see whether it had

altered sufficiently to allow this to be done.

CCS(43)l4(o)
11.1.43

After a detailed examination of the possibilities of
an all-out attack on Axis oil and after taking into account

the recent changes in the tactical and strategical situation

with particular reference to Oboe and H2S which were just
coming into operational use, the Air Staff eventually reached

the conclusion that a decision to undertake any such air

operations should be deferred until:

(a) The land fighting in North Africa had finished and
the v/hole of the Anglo/American heavy bomber
resources there were available for a large scale
attack on Ploesti,

(t) A full measure of experience with H2S and Oboe had
been gained by Bomber Command and the accuracy
obtainable and the technique to be employed with
those devices had been established and proved*

These recommendations were circulated to the Chiefs of

Staff on 11 January, 1943, and for further information on the

oil controversy, reference must be made to Volume  V of this
Narrative,

(xii) Conclusions

As far as the bombing offensive against Gksrmany was
concerned, the four months October 1942 to January 1943> were,
for Bomber Command, a period of marking time after the
strenuous efforts of the summer and autumn of 1942 and the

even more strenuous efforts I'diich were to be made \\’h.en the

Anglo/American bomber force began its combined onslaught on
German industry and morale in 1943.

During this time, muoh of the weight of the British
bombing effort v/as diverted to the attack of Italy and the
submarine bases on the T,vest coast of Prance,

cf the Biscay ports v,as undoubtedly a policy of desperation
and it is doubtful whether even the Admiralty were fully con
vinced that it ■’would achieve the desired results,
tion of such a policy at a time when offensive planning v/as
moving steadily tov/ards an all-out air attack on German
industrial economy and morale is a clear indication of the
serious concern felt at all levels from the War Cabinet dovm-
wards at the rapid increase in enemy submarine vrarfare and the
inability of the Allies to control it.

The offensive against Italy, although constituting a
further diversion of the bombing effort, was less remarkable,
subscribing as it did to the general trends of global strategy
at that time, wioreover, Northern Italy provided useful
alternative targets which could be attacked vd.th  a reasomble
assurance of good v:eather when conditions over Germany 'vrere
consistently unsuitable for large scale raids. Finally the
success of the attacks on Italian targets provided a useful

to any tendency to accuse Bomber Command of "slacking
off" ■when opportunities for bombing Germany in any strength
were few and far betv;een.

Area bombing

The adop-

answer

Nevertheless, as far as the strategic offensive against
Germany ■was concerned, this was not a time of material success
apart from the increased discomfort suffered by the civilian
population as a result of widespread though scattered bombard
ment.

/Y/eather
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leather v/as, of course and as alv/ays, the critical factor
and, indeed, a comparison of the results achieved against
Italy \vith those achieved against Germany \vas in itself a
strong orgunent for the immediate provision of the promised
radar aids to navigation and target finding vdiich would enable
the bomber force to overcome many of the limitations imposed
on its activities by adverse conditions in the vital target
areas»

end of the period marked the beginning of a new phase in

bombing technique the effects of vdiich ivlll be clearly
demonstrated by events to be described in the next Volume.

Thus the operational advent of Oboe and H2S at the

G.169087/D?/P/i1/50 SECRET
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CHAPTER 22

THE ROLE MD HORK OP NO. 2 CROUP

(i) Introduction

There is often a marked tendency to regard No.2 Group
the "Cinderella" of Bomber Command. This is not entirely just.
It is true that the tasks they v/ere called upon to undertake
were many and varied and the very small tonnage Tdaidh could be
dropped on important targets by the light bombers in comparison
v/ith Hellingtcns or heavy aircraft rendered their bombing
attacks less effective than those of the main farce. But
the effort of No, 2 Group during 1942, althou^ subsidiary was,
as will be seen, in many rejects coti5)lementaiy to that of
the main force. As far as 'vTas possible ivithin the limitations
imposed by shortages of aircraft and a permanent commitment
for Army Air Support, operations vrere designed to support the
primary aims of strategic bombing policy at that time* To
recapitulate, these were :

to destroy Germany's ¥/ill and capacitor to make
vfar by area attack on large centres of industry and
population

to assist the Russians by destruction of economic
key-points, by reducing the G*A.P* and by
containing German ground and air defences on
the V/estern Front,

as

(a)

(t>)

■>

The part which No. 2 Group ¥/as to play in these overall aims
v/ill be seen from subsequent Sections of this Chapter,
During the first six months it was mainly confined to daylight
Circus (1) and night Intruder operations, each in their way
contributing to the aim at (b) above. As Mosquitos became
operational they, too, added their contribution to the general
effect of bombing attacks on German morale, With the
elimination of tte Blenheims in August, the Group passed to
a new phase in which Circus operations and hi^a and low level
harassing attacks over the whole of Europe vrere their

predominant activities.

By the Autumn of 1942, the time had at last come for
the issue of new Directives, consolidating the "opportunist"
instructions of the past months and laying down a more definite
policy for the employment of the Group as a Thole, During
the autumn and ’vTinter, too, the part \hioh it was called upon
to play in supporting current strategic policy becomes more
evident.

This Chapter, therefore, falls naturally into two main
The first describing the early opportunist policyparts,

and its ic5)lerae!ntation up to September, 1942; the second
dealing with tlie new Directives for the etigloyment of No,2
Group and its share in ciorrent strategy during the autumn and
winter months,
it is not proposed to describe individual operations in the
detail accorded to those of the main force.

Except in specific cases, v/hich Trill emerge.

/(ii) Policy

(1)
Pigliter escorted raids with the primary intention of
inducing the G,A.P, to combat.

SECRET
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(ii) Poli<^ for the Emplogneni^ of No, 2 Group

Until Novemher, 1941, the primary role of the light homher
force had been the daylight attack of enemy shipping in co

operation with Coastal Command, The main effect of those
attacks had been to force the. enemy to provide strong flak

and fighter defences for his ships -vTith the result that the
slow and unmanoeuvreable Blenheims could no longer sustain

their offensive v/ithout prohibitive losses. In view of their

increasingly heavy casualties and the recent Cabinet ruling on
conservation of the Bomber Eorce, the C-in-C sought Air

Ministry authoritjr on 8 November, 1941> 'to terminate the Group's
daylight anti-shipping offensive and to allow them to revert

to a ni^it offensive role until such time as the squadrons
had re-equipped to a now type of aircraft* If this were

agreed, he proposed that all the available effort of the Group
should be errployed primarily in low level attacks during the
moon period on x^^ccise- targets and, as a secondary role, in
attacks on the enemy defence system in order to promote dis

organisation and lessen the danger to the heavy and medium

bombers of interception and destruction by German night
fighters. In the non-moon periods, activities would be

confined mainly to Circus and Ramrod (l) operations*

BC/S.23746/2
Vol.II

944

Those proposals were accepted by the Air Ministry on
25 November, 1941, T/ith the proviso that the secondary role
should be extended to include occasional operations on the

"intruder" principle against enemy night bomber aerodromes in
Holland and an area east and south-east of Paris outside the

existing range of Pieter Command Intruder operations*
was anticipated that four Blenheim squadrons wrould be re

equipped with Boston Ills in the near futiire*
vrould continue to fulfil the role previously undertalcen by
the Blenheims, the Command was requested to consider the

practicability of their undertaking occasional daylight sorties
against shipping with the object of forcing the enemy to

maintain his existing considerable defences. Once squadrons
had been re-equip od to Mosquitos, they w'ould revert to a full

dayli^t offensive, the prii-aarj'- object of vhich vrould be

harassing attacks on built-up areas in Germany to such depth
of penetration as experience proved feasible,
time as those aircraft became available in increasing numbers,

however, their operations were to bo strictly limited in order
to conserve and build up strength. Finally, it was emphasized
that No,2 Group still retained its responsibility for Army air
support in the event of invasion and all squadrons must be
trained in that role and participate

exercises v/ith the Army,

It

lyhile they

Until such

from time to time in

/Th.§_..aevir

Unlike Circus operations, the primary object of Ramrod
operations was to destroy the target; Air battles
between the figliter escort and the G,A*P, were only
incidental.

(1)

(2) In December 1941, No,2 Group's numerous Army support
commitments included :

Close support operations.
Returning two squadrons to Northein Ireland
on Alert No.l or at the request of the War
Office*

Provision of tvro squadrons to reinforce
Northern Ireland in the event of invasion*

Returning two squadrons each for three vroeks
in every quarter for Army exercises*

Providing over 50/ of the total available
effort for gas spraying,

.t that time. No,2 Group's operational strength was so
depleted that it was obvious that it would be unable to
cariy out the majority of its commitments and on 27
December, the C,I.G.S* was advised demi-offioially that
it would be unlikely to be in a position to meet them
until after the Spring Offensive Season*

(a)
0^)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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The ne\7 policy ti'ets summed up in a Directive to No* 2 Group
on 30 November, 19W-, as follows :

BC/S* 23746/2
Vol*II 107A

Night attacks during the moon period on
precise targets in enemy and enemy
occupied territory*

Night attacks on the enemy defence
system*

Intruder operations against enemy
night bomber aerodromes in areas
outside the range of Filter
Command Intruders#

(t)

Primary Role ;

Secondary Role : (a)

Subsidiary Role; (a) Daylight Circus and Ramrod operations#

Bostons to train for anti~shipping
role by sraadl scale daylight anti
shipping attacks when opportunity
offered#

All except No#105 Squadron (re-equipping
to Mosquitos) to train for and take
part in Amy exercises#

(b)

Army Support :

This policy was re-affirmed in the new Strategic Bombing
Directive in February, 1942* Throughout the year, hov/ever,
the extreme uncertainty surrounding the eventual expansion and

re-equipment of No*2 Group had its inevitable repercussions on

bombing policy which, as iTill be seen, had to be amended as

new types of aircraft became available and experience was

gained in their operational ability#

Already in January, 1942 the Blenheims had gone over
almost entirely to night intruder work against enemy bomber

aerodromes. Hitherto this had been only a secondary role

Tdithin the terms of the November 1941 Directive# By the end

of that year, however, evidence of the enemy's increasing
minelaying activity had suggested the advisability of concen

trating the available Intruder effort against the aerodromes
of Schipol, Soesterburg and Leeuv/arden, then in use as German

rainelaying bases* Intruder operations against those targets
were accordingly assigned to the Blenheims of No,2 Group on
5 January 1942 as their primary task and one vdiioh they yrere
to perform to the exclusion of almost everything else until
the end of May#

By the beginning of March 1942, No#2 Group had three
Boston, one Mosquito and one Blenheim squadron of v/hich the

Mosquito and one Boston squadron was still non-operational#
The ultimate role of the Mosquitos had already been broadly
defined but the future of the Bostons was still undecided.

The C-in-G envisaged their employment in daylight attacks
on fringe targets, night Intruder operations and ocoanional
raids on enemy reiaorting or supply vessels at sea# At the
beginning of March, however, their activities were considerably
restricted by lack of long range tanks and exhaust flame

danpers which, respectively, reduced their range from 750 to
500 miles and made their employment at night nothing short of
suicidal#

BC/S, 23746/2
Vol*II 121A

Ibid

13OA

24* 2.42,

/This
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This was the situation, then, v/hen on 13 March 1942 a ncv/-

Air Ministry Directive was issued to Pieter Coomand (copy to
Bomber Command) authorising the immediate resumption of Circus
operations which, owing to the approach of vri.nter and the

Cabinet ruling on conservation, had been in abeyance since the

aUtumn of the previous year. Even now Fighter Command v/as

Teamed that, ov/ing to the drain on fighter reserves, particu
larly overseas, there was still a great need to avoid heavy
T/astage as a result of operations such as were proposed in

the Directive* They v/ere to be conducted therefore so as

to avoid high losses which should not normally be in excess of

casualties inflicted on the enemy*

Much he.s already been said of the importance attached by
the British and American Planners to assisting Eussia by
every means at their disposal, particularly in the crucial

period after the launching of the German Spring Offensive in

1942, and of the part which the attack on the Gorman 7i.ir Force

\7as to play in that aim* By Ha.rch, the reduction of the

G^i'i^P* and particularly its fighter force vras becoming a

major issue, the more so as recent intelligence had indicated

that German activity on sevoraA fronts simultaneously was

placing a great strain on its resources a.lroady reduced by
the British offensive in 1941«

The immediate outcome of this intelligence v/as the

decision to resume Circus operations, the general policy being
to send fighter escorted bombers to attack important objectives
in enemy occupied territory with the double intention of

causing damage to the target and of inducing the enemy fighters
to accept combat vdth the British fighter escort*
hoped that, in that v/ay, not only v/ould the Germans be forced
to maintain their western air defences but that air badtles

v/ould be precipite.ted under conditions favourable to Fighter
Command and, at the sane time, additional flying vfould be

forced on the enemy thus increasing his normal vfastage and

fuel consumption* (l)

The decision to resume Circus operations undoubtedly
solved the problem of the eu-^loyment of the Bostons in No, 2

Indeed they were the only suitable aircraft available

/for

It was

Group.

(1) In theory, fighter escorted raids over enemy occupied
territory were divided into several categories, each
v/ith its o'vTn code name thus

Operations designed to destroy the target
and bring on an air battle*

Operations designed to destroy the target;
air battles only incidental*

Bombing attacks on enemy shipping ’vvith
fighter escort*

In practice, these fine distinctions tended to merge,
as obviousljr in Circus operations it was necessary
to attack and destroy important objectives in order
to induce enemy filters to accept combat while in
Ramrod and Roadstead operations the importance of
the target itself would force the enemy defences
into action*

often very difficult to distinguish between them,
all such fighter escorted operations have been
included imder the general heading Circus*

Circus

Ramrod

Roadstead

For these reasons and because it is
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BC/S* 23746/2 for the task and on 1? March 1942, the C-in-C ruled that, thence-
Vol.3 6A for\7ard. Circus operations were to be regaarded as their primary

role and their training should be directed to that end*

addition they v/ould from time to time bo called upon to carry
out daylight attacks
radius of actioxv

In

on important enemy shipping within their

Thus by the end of March, practically the entire effort of
No, 2 Group was divided bet\7oen night Intruder and daylight Circus
operations. Indeed, v;ith the Blenliciras already obsolescent and

nearing the end of their operational life in Bomber Command, the
Group was already more than half ’way to'wards its reversion to the

daylight role envisaged i n the November, 1941 Directive,

MeanwMle, further attention \ras being given by the Chiefs
of Staff to the question of the reduction of the G»x*,F«, as being
the most immediate means at their disposal of assisting Russia

to iTithstand the Gertian offensive. On 8 April they invited the

A.O.C*-in-<! Fighter Command in consultation v/ith the iuO.C.-in-C

Bomber Comiiand fo prepare an appreciation under the following
terms of reference :

C0S(4R)
21st(0)

"how to inflict by air action the greatest possible wastage
of the German ;jbr Force in the West immediately after the

launching of the German Spring Offensive; to assess this

wastage and to estiraato the air situation restilting from it".

Something has already been said (2) of the ccnclusions reached by
the two O's-in-C in their paper, but it is of sufficient importance
as an indication of current opinion to warrant further examination
here.

is’
Both their arguments and ultimate recommendations were based

on the generally accepted view that, already, Germany was find.ing
it difficult to incrcoasc or even to maintain the strength of her
air forces in the face of operations on several different fronts
at once. Losses sustained by German fighters cn the 'Western

COS

106

and Mediterranean Fronts had been made good, it is true, but only
at the expense of the Russian Front while the continued throat

of invasion from this Country had forced tho Gormans to keep
most of their F.l?*190s (tho best of their angle engine day
fighters at that time) in tho west.

At on i'dr Ministry level it had been estimated that 200

Goraan fighter casualties per month on the Western Front from all
causes \7ould result in a decline in strength while a further 50
casualties would necessitate a reinforcement of the West at the

expense of single-engine fighters in Russia,
total fighter wastage of 25O aircraft per month as called for by
the Air Ministry estimate, it ?/'ould be necessary to inflict at
least half of those losses in battle.

To ensure the

/Whether

(1) This extended from Cherbourg to Wilhelmshaven with the

exception of the area Manston-Ostond-Dieppe-Beachy Head
wMch was the responsibility of Fighter Command,
practice. No.2 Group T/ere not called upon by Coastal
Command for anti-shipping sweeps after May 1942, although
they retained this commitment throughout tho year,
(See A,H*B* Narrative "R,ii»F, in Maritime Warfare")

In

(2) Chapter I6 Section (x)
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TTliether this could he done by air action alone depended
enemy reactions, it was assumed that, taking everything
into consideration, those would be as strong in 1942 as they
had been in 1941.

it T/ould be advisable to strike at objectives the destruction
of which would seriously embarrass then. Here a difficiolty
arose. Examination of the areas of enemy occupied territory
witliin the radius of action of British fighters had shown
there to be no targets vital to Germany^ war effort as a
'Whole,

Karch 1942, had shown that oven so he was quick to react to
a throat to those targets.

on

In order to provoke them to the utmost

On the other hand, o:5)oricnce in 1941 aaid durjjig

After a detailed exaiaination of the available British

f’ightor and Bomber effort, and the reserves and repla.cements
which would be required, the Cs-in-C recommended that, among
others, the follovring courses of action should be
adopted:

(a) Continuous intensified Circus and other operations
on the lines of those ce.rried out the previous
year, of v/hich an average of six sorties per day
v/ith a maximum of 30/36 sorties on any given day
should bo allotted to Circus operations.

Sporadic attacks by Mosquitos against targets in
Germany in order to contain enemy fighters and
force them to carry out a certain amouiit of
ineffective flying.

In general it concluded that, if offensive operations
wore carried out on the saale suggested, at least 125
fighter battle casualties would bo inflicted on the Germans

per month, forcing them either to re-inforco the west at the

expense of the Russian Front or else to accept such fighter
inferiority as would enable Bomber Command to press home
their attacks in dayli^t.

These recommendations were discussed by the Chiefs of
Staff on 21st April, The two main viev/s ejpressod -were (a)
that the C-in-G Fighter Command liad been over optimistic in
his assumption tliat enemy reactions to Circus operations
would be a,s strong as in 1941 and that more aggressive
tactics might prove necessary and (b) that the effort being
called for from Bomber Command was rather small and might
have to be increased. In general, the advisability of
keeping the enemy guessing as to British intentions v/as

accepted and it was agreed to continue operations esn their

existing scale until after the German Spring Cffensive had

begun, when they should be increased.

(t)

CCS (42)
126th Concl:

/Thus

(1)
/Although not strictly within the scope of their
Paper, the Cs-in-0 suggested that further wastage
of Gen-ian fighters night be effected by decoys in
the form of assemblies of landing craft and troop
concentrations on the South Coast which, giving
the appearance of impending invasion, might attract
air action on terns favoxrrable to British fighters.
They also recommended that incroased sabotage by
Resistarree Groups in Occupied territories should
be enco\iragod to further the sane end.
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Thus betft'een March and May 191j.2 the No. 2 Group effort
\7as divided heti-veen night Intruder and dayli^it Circus
activities with a bias tov/ards the latter. By the end of
May, however, tliree new factors had emerged v/hich involved
an extension of existing policy.

On 30/31 May, the Command launched its first thousand
bomber attack on Cologne and the Blenheims of No,2 Group to
gether Tirith aircraft of Army Go-operation and Fighter Commmd
were employed in direct support of the main force, carrying
out Intruder operations against enemy night fighter aerodromes
v/ith the intention of holding dorm, night filters throughout
the period of the raid. This procedure v/as repeated on the
tvro subsequent thousand raids in Juno and, at the sane time,
the advisability of directing future Intruder activity of

the Boi±ier and Fighter Commando towards enemy night figlit
as opposed to bomber aerodromes in direct support of main
force operations v/as discussed betr/oon the respective Staffs.
The A,0,C., No, 2 Group, in particular, was anadous to take
advantage of the longer range of the Blenheims to attack
night fighter aerodromes outside the range of Fighter Command
activities, i.grecmont was eventually reached and on 1 Julyj
No, 2 Group was officially informed that, in future, Fighter
and Bomber Intiuder operations 'mould bo 00 -ordinated so as
to maJee full use of the range o'f the Blenheims and that routes
flemoa by the main bombei'* force would be taken into accotant
when selecting targets for Intruder aircraft,
until the Blenheims 'flew their last operational sortie
I7/I8 August, all Intruder activities were planned in accor
dance with that policy.

In the meantime. Mosquitos of No,IO5 Squadron had operated
for the first time on 31 May, when single aircraft carried
out armed reconnaissance o'f Cologne as a follow-up to the
thousand raid the previous niglit.

The ultimate role of Mosquitos in Bomber Command as laid
down by the November 1941 Directive, was to be high level
daylight harassing attacks against major built-up areas in
Germany, Until they becaae available in increasing numbers
and their resources iTcro sufficient to meet a reasonable

scale of wastage, they -wore to be strictly ccaiserved in
order to build up their strength,

Dy May 1942 No, 105 Squadron had only seven aircraft v/ith
cre'ws and had been non-opcrational for six montlis. The
supply situation was then such that there seemed little

prospect of Mosquitos coming for-ward in sufficient numbers to
enable them to operate in any force before the next v/inter.
Under the circimistanccs, the C-in-C decided on 6 May to agree
to a proposal from the A.O.C,, No,2 Groi^p that, once the
existing aircraft had boon suitably modified, they should be
allowed to ixnfljertake hi^ level harassing attacks on large
targets in Germany, profci-ably as followr-iips to main force
raids. In addition, (l) tvro aircraft v/ore to be fitted
with special camera installations to enable them to carry
out damage reconnaissance missions when required by Command
Headquarters, Such sorties 'would be combined ’.vith bombing
whenever possible. He ruled, however, that for the time
being, low/ level attacks should not be made.

cr

From June

on

BC/S. 23746/2
V0I.3,
37A.

Ibid. 55A

BC/3.23746/2
Vol,3
23A and 29A

/During

(1) Two Mosquitos wore also standing by for metoorologiaal
flights.

G,l69087/bEUAV50 SECRET
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During June and the early pa.rt of July, Mosquito activities
v/ere mainly confined to armed reconnaissance missions Txit on

23 June the A*0.C» again raised the question of lov altitude

T,vork on the gromds that

Ihid

1)-6a

(a) There Trould be more chance of completing an-
operation successfully -without being foiled by
weather.

There would be far more chance of hitting a
specific target and doing material damage.

(c) There v/as a negligible risk of damage by enemy
fighters while the danger from flak would not
be veiy serious ov/ing to the hi^ speed of the
aircraft and providing e.ttacks were kept really
lov/.

(a.) Crews were all in favour of low altitude work

as being safer and more exciting.

These proposals wore officially accepted on 1+th July, subject
to attacks being on a small scale and the need for strict
conservation of crews and aircraft borne in mind,

(S’) Meanv;hile, Circus operations v/hich had been in full s-i-rf.ng
BC/S>2376?- since March were beginning to slacken off. By June, Fighter
Yel,-3 Command v/as forced to adniit that, v/hile their day offensive

operations over eneuiy occupied territory had succeeded in

holding dov/n a considerable enemy fighter force on the

Western Front which-sas absorbing the output of the most

modem filter types, the balance of casualties was turning
against the British fighter, /jaalysis had. shown that this

unfavourable position was primarily due to the superiority of

the F,W, 190, a situation v/hich could not be restored until
the Typhoon and Spitfire IX and VIII ha.d proved themselves
and were in use in adequate numbers,

iUa interesting sidelight on this situation is contained
in a revioT/ of /inglo/Araorican Air Operations against the Reich
and Y/estem Europe from 1942 to 1944 prepared by the German

Air Historical Branch and dated 6 October, 1944* It is
evident from this document tlrnt the Germans assisned that the

main object of Allied fighter operations in 1942 was to push
the Gerrnan filter force back deep into Central France and,
by means of operations by strong fighter formations against
Belgium and Northern France, to entice the Gon-ian filters
into battle -.vith the aim of gaining tactical superiority and

then dealing a crushing blow to the forces operating from the

Coastal areas, i^ccording to their historioal review, the

G»A*F, at that time (i, 0, in 1942) had at its disposal in

Belgium, Northern Franco and Brittany, two fighter Geschwader
v/hose ground organisation lay in the coastal areas,
stated that their operations against the nuraerous xllliod

fighter sorties proved "somewhat ineffective" because, ov/ing
to the proximity of their airfields to the coast, the Gertiian

figiiters v/are flying at insufficient altitudes 'v.ben ccoataot

was established and consequently had to fight from an inferior
position. They s\ifforod "heavy losses" and, as a result,
the German High Command decided not to oppose purely fighter
sorties in future but to employ their limited resources only
against Allied bombers. However, if the statements in their

review are to be believed, even this typo of operation resulted

in "great losses" owing to the strong escorts liaich formed an

'umbrella' over the attacking bo'abers and eventually the G,A,F,
was forced to move its forward airfields further inland.

This in turn made effective interception in the coastad. areas

impossible owing to the distanoe between the nev/ bases and
the coastline.

Ibid

57A

3IA

iiHB/6
Translations

NO.VII/VHI

It is
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In view of the C-in-C Pieter Command* s statement above
that, by the middle of 1942, the balance of casualties was

turning against his fighter forces, the foregoing is of
considerable interest,

review as a whole, however, that the German ,lir Historical
Branch was attempting to excuse the failure of the G,A*F»
to maintain air superiority and its comments on the difficul~
ties experienced by their fighters must be accepted with some
reserve,

the British contention that the air offensive over Occupied
Europe would seriously embarrass the German High Command by
inflicting heavy losses and centaining German fighters nn
the T/est,

up to the end of 1942, they had failed in the second half of
their aim which v/as to force the enetqy to withdraw fighters
from the Russian front in order to maintain or augment his
ITostcm Air Defences,

statement in the German Review that in the early part of
1943, the Gorman Fighter Force in the T'est had "not, yet" boon
reinforced but that its operational strength was reduced by

/  3 losses and by the eraployraont of yoxmg and inojporionced crows,

-BO/G* 237^7^ ̂  Moanwhilo, in Juno 1942, Fighter Command, in accordance
with the provisions of the Circus Directive, v/ere preparing
to draw in their horns and adjust operational policy to confom
with the technical superiority enjoyed by the enemy,
weakening the pressure to the point viierc the Germans would
bo able to reduce their defences, it v?as decided to restrict
day offensive operations so as to avoid trmecessary risk and
wastage,

were concerned, those wore in future to be planned to avoid
deep penetration except when the target to bo attacked
justified an adverse balance in casualties among the fighter
forces involved.

It is evident from the tone of the

Nevertheless, the document substantially supports

On the other hand, it is equally evident tlmt.

This latter point emerges from a

Vol,2,

3U
Without

As far as Circus and other bomber escort duties

The immediate result of these discussions y/as that the

Boston squadrons of No,2 Group, for whom Circus operations
vrere a primary commitment, were left only partiadly employed.
During May, these operations had been restricted by bad
vreather and there now' seemed little prospect of any increase
in effort,

21 June 19lj2 the A,0,C

authorise his Boston squadrons to carry out lo\7 level attacks
unescorted, against, in the first instance, ei^t major
poyrer stations in occi:q)iod territory and thereafter against
suitable fringe targets. Although the C-in-C; indicated his
approval verbally to the A,O.C., it was not officially
confirmed until 9 August when authority was given for
Bostons to make low level attacks on ary targets in tire
current Circus lists or contained in the recently approved
list of objectives for Mosquito operations.

Thus by the beginning of August, Bostons and Mosquitos
of No, 2 Group were already fully established in their daylight
roles and although, v/ith the elimination of the Blenheim in

the middle of the month, ni^t Intruder work remained a
secondary commitment, in practice the Group immediately
reverted to a full dayliglit offensive.

As a result crev/s were becoming restive and on
No,2 Group urged the C-in-C to• t

BC/S, 23746/2
Vol,3.

42/i.

Ibid

78a and 84A

Clearly the time v/as now ripe for a nev: Directive
consolidating and bringing up to date the various instructions
issued during the past six months and laying down  a definite

line of action for the whole of No,2 Group as a cogent force,

/Since

G, 169087/iMv Al/50 SECRET
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Since the beginning of the year, the employment of its
squadrons had been dictated more by immediate expediency
than by the provisions of the Air Ministry Directive of

November, 1941* Although not yet officially cancelled,
this was now virtually obsolete* By mid-summer 1942, a

pattern had begun to emerge from the eanlier obscurities
engendered by shortage of aircraft and uncertainties as

to the ultimate equipment of the Group* For a time, at

least, the equipment position v/as to remain fairly stable
with Bostons and Mosquitos already operational and Venturas
and Mitchells due to malce their debuts in November and

January respectively*

New Directives for the employment of Bostons and
Mosquitos, Ventioras and Mitchells v/ere in fact issued by
Bomber Command in September and October respectively and

v/ill bo examined in due course. It is nov/ proposed to

doBcribo briefly the course of No, 2 Group operations and

the implementation of the policy already discussed during
the seven months March to September, 1942*

(iii) Review of Operations (March to Septembo^^942)
The seven months llaroh to September which are about

to be reviewed may, for convenience, be split into two

parts, namely; March to May during vdiich the Group’s main
activities wore divided between night Intruder and day

light Circus operations and June to August when Circus
operations began to decrease and Bostons and Mosquitos
began the unescorted daylight operations over Germany and

Occupied Territory which wore to become the main feature
of the next period.

Bet\7con March and May 19ii-2 practically the entire
effort of No.2 Group was divided between Blenheim night
Intruder operations a.gainst the aerodromes at Soesterburg,
Schipol and Leeuv/arden and daylight Circus operations by
Bostons in co-operation \7ith Fighter Command* Bostons
also fle\7 some 43 sorties on Air Sea Rescue Work and
carried out five shipping sweeps without result. On 8/9
March, Blenheims r.iade a high level attack on the docks at
Ostend, one aircra.ft claiming hits on the submarine-
slipway and three claiming to have bombed the docks, but

Towards thein each instance results v/ere not observed*

ORS

Raid Report
No. 22

end of i'ipril a second Blenheim squadron became operational
and carried out two high level attacks on the docks at

Dunkirk and the Pov/er Station at Langebrugge. '
results were not observed but from crev/ reports and
photographs taioen with bombing it ap;,:ears probable that
in each instance some bombs were dropped fin the targets*
These vrere the only occasions between March and May v/hen

Blenheims departed from their noimal role of Intruder
work.

Once again

Ibid

Nos, 54 iind 56

Hi^ lights of this phase \rore the low level attack
by Bostons on the Ford Matford Works at Poissy on  8 March
and Circus operations against targets near Calais, Rouen

and Cherbourg on 17 i\pril as diversions to the daylight
attack by main force Lancasters on the M*A»N* Itorks at

Augsburg,

The lov; level attack on the Ford \7orks at Poissy
(forerunner of the many low level operations later to bo
carried out by Bostons) vra.s made by 12 Bostons of which
8 reached and bombed their target dropping 7,2 tons of

Hit were scored on the factory and a long line

/of lorries

bombs*

Day Operations
Final Report •
No, 16
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of lorries and it was evident that, for the size of the

operation, it v/as extremely successful* Fighter cover was

to have been given over the return route but did not m.ake

contact with the bombers. Two diversionary Circus raids
were made at the scone time by 12 Bostons on the Marshalling
Yards at iibbovillo and the Comines Power Station. One

aircraft was missing over Poissy.

A new feature was introduced into Intruder operations

by the thousand bonber raids on jjO/31 May^ and 1/2
and 25/26 Juno. On each occasion Blenheims oo-oporating
v/ith Fighter Command carried out Intruder sorties against
enemy night fighter aerodromes in direct support of the main

force. On the 25/26 June and twice subsequently, the
Blenheim effort v/as supplemented by Bostons, Thereafter,
operations in support of the main force raids became a

normal feature of Blenheim Intruder attacks until they fle\7

their last sortie on IJ/ld August, Thereafter, although
Intruder operations remained a commitment of No,2 Group,
actually Intruders of Fighter Command assumed sole
responsibility for this type of operation.

In the meantime, Mosquitos of No,105 Squadron had
carried out their first tentative operational sorties on
51 May, when five aircraft operating singly made  a high
level armed reconnaissance of Cologne after the thousand
raid on that target. During Juno they continued to fulfil
the same itinction over major German targets until, on 4 July,
they received authority to cany out occasional low level
attacks on precise objectives. The approved list of targets
included, on first priority, the major Gorman Submarine
Building Yards and their associated industries and on

second priority, other industrial objectives including oil
targets, ball bearing factories, aero engine and armament
works and a number of railviray yards. Subsequently (30
August) it was decided that, in order not to compromise
possible future operations against certain classes of
targets and until the objectives allotted to the Americans
had been olarii'ied. Mosquitos should not attack Power
Stations or aircraft factories in Germany* Their primary
aim should be harassing attacks at hi^ level against
German industrial morale. This of course was in complote
accordance \rith the Air Ministry ruling on the ultimate
employment of Mosquitos, The intention vras throe-fold.
Apart from the effect of such sporadic raids over  a wide

area on German morale as a whole, they v/ould further reduce
industrial output by exploiting the current German A.E.P,
regulations and, if carried out after a main force

BC/S. 23746/2
V0I.3.

Ibid.

9OA.

attack the previous night, v/ould impede the work of German
fire-fighting and other services. In the meantime, all
Groips laad been authorised to undortoJeo daylight harassing
attacks under cover of cloud, Betvireen July and September,
therefore, Mosquitos of No,2 Group vrore engaged on four types
of operation ;

(a) High level attacks on German industrial morale,

(b) Cloud cover operations,

(0) Low level attacks on precise objectives

(d) leather reconnaissance FlightB,
/Betvifeon

(1) See Chapter 18 Section (vi),
SECRET
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BetYreen July and September, the majority of their oiDerationo
Yz-ere high level or cloud cover sorties by single aircraft

over the major German industrial areas. Of these, an attack

by three out of six Mosquitos in the neighbourhood of Berlin
on 19 September is notable as the first attempt to bomb that

target since 7/8 November 1941*

Mosquitos also carried out a number of low level attacks
during this period, tho more spectacular being on  2 July
against the submarine building yards at Plensburg and on

25 September against the Gestapo Headquarters at Oslo*

Tho Plonsburg raid v/as carried out by five Mosquitos
flying in formation at sea level of v/hich four attacked
from 3O/LOO ft, Although incendiaries and hi[^ e:qplosives
fell in tho target area, it is doubtful if tho primaiy target
suffered much damage but tho tovm gasworks was badly daiiiaged.
Two aircraft were lost on this the first low level attack

from which many useful lessons vrore leamt, A repeat
raid was made on this target nine days later as a diversion
to tho attack on Danzig by 44 Lancasters of No,5 Group,

ORS

Day operations
final Report
No, 90,

Ibid

No, 52,

Tho raid on Oslo on 25 September Y/as much more spectacular.
Intelligence had been received that a rally of quislings and

Hirdnen (Fascists) Y/ould take place on that and the tv/o
folloY/ing days in celebration of the second anniversary of

Quisling's succession to power. Strong representations
YiTore made to the Secretary of State by tho Ministry of

Economic Warfare that a daylight attack directed at the

Gestapo or Hirdnan Headquarters on any one of those three

days but preferably the first vrould make a strong iiTprossion
greatly encourage all loyal NonYegians in their struggle

A Directive to this effect Y/as received
and

against Hitlerism",
from Air Ministry on 15 September v/ith strict instructions
that no bombs v/ero to be dropped on tho Royal Pala.ee a

quarter of a mile to the north of the target.

78a

Four Mosquitos v/ere detailed for the task and, although
tliroo succeeded

ORS,
Day Operations
Pinal Report
No, 92,

harassed by enemy fighters in the target area,
in bombing the Gestapo Headquarters from between 50 and/00 ft.
The fourth airora.ft came down in the Fjord Y“/ith its engine

Althour^ P.R.U. photographs indicated thaton fire,

buildings on the opposite side of tho road had suffered
severely than the actual target, this attack Y/as re

markable as evidence of v/hat could bo done by Ioy/ level
Ground sources reported tho cncourago-

more

precision bombing*
\\\)

.V ̂
Manual of B,G,

Operq^tions
1942.

ment given to the Nor\70ginns by this attack and stated that
it Y/a,s tho main subject of conversation in Stockholm next

day.

Meanwhile, Bostons had also started 1o\y level bombing
Reference has alreadyof targets in Occupied Territory,

been made to their first operation of th/it nature on 19/uly
YThon 20 Bostons flying in pairs attacked ten pov/or stations
in tho Lille area, BetYToen July and September they carried
out a number of other low level or cloud cover raids, mainly

against poY/er stations although their primary
remained Circus operations in co-operation Yvith Fighter

During May those had been severely curtailed by

commitment

Command,

T/eather and after the Figtitor Command "conservation"
decision in Juno, Circuses v/oro strictly limited througliout
tho remainder of tho year although they took on a noY/ lease

of life in January, 1943 as Y'/ill bo soon later.

/iToto
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OES Note must be made of one such very suocessfxil effort
by the Bostons on 15 September, On that date, 12
Bostons virith fighter escort set out to attack the enemy
v/hale oil ship Solglint at Cherbourg, Photographs
taken v/ith bombing and subsequently, showed that the
ship had been very severely damaged. Most of her port
side and part of her starboard side had been demolished
to the waterline and she appeared to have been gutted
by fire and to have settled down on the bottom of the
basin.

Day Operations
Final Report
No. 88

Throughout this period, Bostons still retained their
commitment for Army support of which something \Till be
said in the next Section in particular relation to their
major effort during 1942 in connection v/ith the Combined
Operation on Dieppe in August,

(iv) Combined Operations - Tho Dieppe Raid,(l)

Plans for a combined operation in the Dieppe area
(code name Rutter) had been under discussion since early
ilpril. The two main purposes of the proposed raid were
first to tost the German defences at a point on the
French coast within an area in which fighter cover covild
be provided by tho R,A,F, and so gain practical ejcporienoe
on vhich to base future operations; and second to "lure
as many German aircraft into tho sky as possible". In
other v/ords, Rutter was to be a dress rehearsal for
Sledgehammer and Roundvp while by bringing on air battles
under conditions favourable to British fighters it v/as

hoped to inflict heavy wastage on the Gorman Air Force,
at the same time contributing to tho general aim of
pinning dov/n the enemy's ground and air defences on the
Nestem Front and affording some relief to the hard-
pressed Russians, *

Ijx Outline plan for operation Rutter had been
approved by tho Chiefs of Staff Committee on 13 May as

a basis for detailed planning by tho Force Commanders,
It was to undergo considerable changes before Rutter v/as
subsequently cancelled and the plan reissued under the
code name Jubilee,

required that Dieppe be seized and held for a limited
period by means of a frontal assault supported and
preceded by two flank attacks and airborno landings.
Full air support v?as obviously an essential and the air
plan included a hi^ level bombing attack on tho docks
area and the aerodrome in order to disorganise the
defences, tire the garrison and inflict material damage
on tho aerodrome installations and aircraft,
addition, two squadrons of Blenheims from Bomber Command
(followed by Hurricane bombers) were required to attack
the beach defences from low level immediately prior to
the main assault in order to cause a disturbance and

keep tho enemy's head down during tho approach.

/This

In its Initial form, tho plan

In

G.B. 02^244
Para, 20

Ibid paras,24
and

7^.

(l) For an extremely full account of this raid see
tho official Report contained in C.B, 04244 v/ith
particular referonoo to tho Air Force Commanders
Report at /janex 7 i
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3/56o
This task was ercfcremely unwelcome to Bomber Oommand

\/ho regarded a low level attack on an area defended by
light flak and fighters in daylight without fighter escort
or at night nothing short of suicidal and, under such
conditions, ’unlikely to be effective,
worded protest to the Chief of Combined Operations - a

protest amounting almost to a dii-ect refusal to jeopardise
his aircraft in this v/ay - the G.-in-G, Bomber Command
pointed out that he had only two Blenheim squadrons available
with little or no reseives and that to carry out such a
task ’under those conditions iv'ould mean their virt’ual

elimination at least ’until the a’utumn,
prepared to accept.
\lth no g’uaranteo that the attacks wo’uld be either acc’urate

or effective b’ut only very costly in aircraft, it was
agreed to delete the Blenheims from this part of the plan.

In a very strongly

This he "vvas not

In the face of these arg’uiTiGnts and

4A (Draft)
11.5.42,

Ibid 6a
13.5.42.

Ibid 9A

14.5.42,

Nor was there any real certainty as to the advisability
of carrying out the high level night attack on the docks.
Existing bombardment instr’uction forbade the attack of

targets in Occ’upied France except ’under good conditions
when the military objectives co’uld be iDositively identified
and bombed with a reasonable degreo of acc’uracy,
restriction had ca’used a considerable amo’unt of inconvenience

during the St, Nazairc raid in March 1942.
occasion, altho’ugh the bombers had arrived ovor their
target and aro’used the defences, they v/ere ’unable to carry
out the diversionary attank on the docks area which was
an important part of the plan o\lng to lov/ clo’ud \vhich
prevented them from seeing and bombing their objective.
Similar conditions might occ’ur on the Dieppe raid.

This

On that

C.B.04244
Para, 21.

Altho’jgh the Prime Minister* s authoritj^ for a relaxa
tion of this restriction in regard to coastal raids was
so’ught and obtained, there was still the danger that a
night attack might jeopardise s’urprise on tw'o co’unts; in
the first place the attack wo’uld have to tajeo place some
time before the assault in order to let the bombers get
away before daybreak \/hich might lessen the effects of
the disorganisation ros’ulting from the raid and serve
only to place the defences on the alert; secondly'", to be
effective, the v/eight of attack wo’uld need to be m’uoh

greater than was e’ustomar’’' against s’uch targets from which
the enemy might deduce that it was a prol’udc to invasion.
Moreover, neither the C.-in-C, Baiber Command nor the Air
Force Leader for R’utter were prepared to g;’uarantec any
degreo of aoc’uracy or any prospects of inflicting real
damage on the defences or the rov? of ho’uses on the sea

front from which fire co’uld be directed at the attacking
forces. Indeed, the Military ComiTiandor foresaw that

Ibid Para,21,

para; 359 and

BC/S
Draf 44 a

widespread daiuage ca’used by indiscriminate bombing might
serve only to impede the passage of the tanks tViro’ugh
streets choked with debris. Under these circ’umstances,
it was agreed at a Meeting of the Combined Operations
Exec’utive and the three Force Commanders on 5 J’une 1942,
to accept the recommendation of the Air Force Commander to

delete the high level night attack on Diejjpe from the plan
and instead to have small diversionary raids against
Bo’ulogne, and the aerodromes at Orecy and Abbeville,

C.B.04244

para 27.

AH(iir/4/W3/3'4£>

Min,22.

Bomber Ocamand* s commitments for R’utter v/ere th’us

red’uced to diversionary raids d’jring the night preceding
the assa’ult; small Circ’uses by Bostons in conjunction
¥/ith Fighter Canmand agadnst enemy batteries and other
targets in close s’upport of the army; and p>aratroop

/dropping
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dropping by Nos*12 and 142 Wellington squadrons of 1 Group#(l)

But Rutter v/as destined never to talce place#
been decided that the earliest suitable date for the operation
was 21 June but weather and other considerations necessitated

a postponement and, finally^ on 7 July v/ith no prospect of
an improvement in the weather it was decided to cancel the

operation and disperse the forces which had been assembled
in the Isle of V/ight*

One week later the Combined Operations Planners began
to consider remounting Rutter in a modified form,
time D-Day was to be the first day between 18 and 23 Atigust
inclusive on which weather conditions were suitable*

new plan was issued on 27 July under the code name Jubilee#
The main modifications affecting Bomber Command were the
substitution of oOTnandos for paratroops v/hioh released
Nos, 12 and 142 squadrons from their parachute-dropping
commitment and the inclusion of smokelaying aircraft*

It was intended that the Assault should begin at first
light of dawn and that the whole force shoiiLd be withdra^vn
for re-embarkation about 1000 hovers,

the period of ocevpation inclvided the destruction of local
defences, power stations, dock and aerodrome installations
and the capture of prisoners and enemy secret docuaonts#
It v/as also hoped to capture and remove for British use the
invasion barges and other craft reported to be present in the
harbour.

It had

This

The

Military tasks dvtring

0,B#04244
paras,35 - 37

Ibid

paras,38 - 40

Air svipport for Jubilee under the command of Air
Marshal Sin Trafford Leigh Mallory, O-in-O, Fighter Command,
included a strong fighter ’umbrella' for the whole
expedition together with close support bombing and simoke
laying to neutralise the enemy defences# It was a,greed
betv/eon the Force Commanders that there should bo no

diversionary or preliminary bombing during the night so as
not to jeopardise svtrpriso although a diversionary raid on
the aerodrome at Abbeville - Drucat should be made during
the withdrawal, (2) Bomber Command’s commitment vras there
fore limited to the three Boston squadrons of No,2 Grovp
operating from advance bases under the control of Fighter
Command, Tasks were divided between bombing attacks on

enemy batteries, troop movements and other targets as
required by the ilrray and smoke-laying missions in conjunction
with Blenheims of Army Co-operation Ooraraand# The latter
task was allotted to No#226 squadron supplemented by two
aircraft from each of the other two Boston squadrons#
These aircraft moved to their advance base at Thruxton on

15 August, Nos, 88 and 107 squadrons, detailed for bombing
missions, were moved to R,A,P« Station Ford the following day#

On 17 Augvist, despite somewhat indifferent weather, it
was decided to mount Jubilee two days later on the morning
of 19 Aqgust# At a final meeting between the Force
Cotmiiandors and the Chief of Combined Operations on the same
day the qvestion of night bombing was again raised but the

/i/Iilitary

Ibid and

C.B.042U

para; 963(iv)

359/3.268
and

IBI/B2/2A
Appendix
B,2049

08,04244

paras*44/47*

3Z,o

(1) These squadrons were mthdrawn from operations and
despatched to Army Co-operation Command for training
between 7 June and 8 July 1942#

(2) A very successful attack was made by U,S*A*A#F»
Fortresses to whom this task was given#

BQ

104-UA,
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Military CoiiTaander no.intaincd his vicvv that since inaccuracy
rather than accuracy had been praaised, the destruction
which vi/ould result would mahe the passage of the tanks

through Dieppe very diff icvilt if not impossible,
these circumstances, the decision not to have any preliminaiy
bombardment v/as upheld.

The following night (l8/l9 August) the expedition

Under

Ibid

Passim and sailed from the area of Portsmouth Comand in a series of

eaxly hours of the morning of the 19 ibagust,
and 60B ' ' the first landing craft nosed their way to the beaches.

The main landings vrere timed to begin at 0520 hours and were

preceded by bombing attacks on selected battery positions by
Bostons of No,2 Group, It had been ejq:iocted that the

batteries would have oxeened fire imiTicdiatcly the flank

landings began at 0450 hours and that the Bostons would be

guided to their targets by the gun fla.shes. Unfortunately,
the guns were vovy slow in gottinp; into action and v;hen the

initial attacks \»erc ma.de in the ha.lf-light of dawn by
aircraft of No.88 squadron, the silent ba.ttcries x^roved very
hard to find. At 0509 hours the siaoke laying aircrclt
prepared to screen the mean assaiilt from the two batteries
to the east of the harboun entrance. This was most

effective, the smoke from the bombs covering the eastern
headland from 0510 to 0600 hours during which time the troops
had some respite from those guns.

Ibid

60B

Throughout the morning and early afternoon Bostons of

No,2 GrouxD continued their bombing and smoke-laying missions

in response to repeated requests fron the Ihmy.
they flew 89 sorties, 62 on bombing c?nd 27 on smoke-laying.
The latter task, v/hioh was extremely successful, \/as divided
into four missions; the first providing cover for the
assault, the second and third covering the withdrawal to the
beaches at mid-morning and the fourth T^roviding  a protective
screen as the naval forces cleared the enemy coast line.

In all

Ibid

60B

In his official rex30i’t on the air side of operation
Jubilee, Air Marshal Leigh Mallor}^ stated that the bombing
attacks on the batteries "v/ere virtually useless,
also been intended to emijloy the bombers on small circuses

against enemy reinforcements on the DiexDiae-Rouen road as

and when required by the ;juay but no such movements were

sighted,
on the batteries a task for ̂ l;hich, said the Xiir Force

Oemmander, the Bostons x^roved "quite ineffective" although
in the circumstances it wras the only one for which they
could be used,

remembered that the guns x^resented small targets which, in

the haze in v/hich the battle was being fought, were extremely
difficult to find.

It had

Insistent demands were hoi/ever made for attacks

As against this, ho\?ever, it must be

Ibid

60B

C-
a^.B.0A2Vf Nevertheless from the official Rexoort on Jubilee prepared

by Combined Operations Headquarters it is evident that from

the air point of view the ox^eration was considered to have

been a "striking" succesf^
very much as anticiijated. In the early hours of Jubilee
his effort was confined entirely to fighters x-Jatrolling the

area in small numbers, bet\'reen 25/30 aircraft in each sortie.
As the morning wore on, the strength of his sorties increased

to between 50/100 aircraft but it was not until 1000 hours,
some six hours after the initial assault that British patrols

enco’untered the first German bombers. As the day v/ore on

the numbers increased until eventually all the Gorman
Fighter Force betvvoen Flushing and Bcaunont-le-Rogor and all

the bombers baaed in Holland, Belgium and Franco wore in

action. On the other hand, altho’Jx;h heavy losses vrere

/believed

Enemy air reactions had been
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“believed, to have "been inflicted on the German /lir Force
it was concluded that Jubilee was not of sufficient

duration to deplete it to the point Y/here it could not
make good its losses by dra'viring on its reserves,
occupation of Dieppe continued for a longer period, it
Was thought that the enemy’s air defences would have been
severely strained.

Had the

Prom the post war standpoint, it is apparent that there
was undue optimism as to the extent of the Virastage inflicted

on the G.h.P. during this engagement* It v/as officially
accepted that 91 aircraft had been shot down, 2^ probably
destroyed and a further 131 damaged. Reports subsequently
received from Prance stated that the Germans themselves

adjnitted to losing 170 aircraft. But none of this is
confirmed by German documents so far translated* The
latest available figures from this source are taJcen from

the General Quartermaster* s Department of the German Air
Ministry, These show German losses in the Dieppe raid
as 2f8 (23 fighters, 23 bcanbers) destroyed and 2ii- (8 fighters
and l6 bombers) damaged* As against this the R.A.F. lost
106 aircraft of which 88 v/ere filters. No. 2 Group
casualties included three aircraft missing, and a further
18 damaged. Grew casualties included ten missing
picked up) one air gunner killed and one wounded* A
passenger on one of the Bostons was also killed.

Ibid

para, 318

*

ahb/6
Translations

C.B.0422A para.323

and BG/0.gC06MS
End,37B(Copy) J

Nevertheless, Jubilee had proved that the German Air
Force could be provoked into throvidng all its available
resources into the air by a coastal raid on that scale*
The general satisfaction felt at that time vd.th the air

results of Jubilee led to the preparation in October of

plans for a second operation (code name /iflame) in the
form of a naval and air demonstration off the French coast

north of the Scmme to deceive the enemy into believing
that a second "Dieppe" wras intended and thereby bringing
about an air battle on a large scale. No troops Yrere to
be landed. This time Bomber Ocmmand’s commitment viras to

be extended to include sixty night bombing sorties in

addition to smoke~laying by No,2 Group, The demonstration
T\ras to have taken place on the most suitable date between

A and 9 October but unfortunately v/eather forced a
cancellation* ITeparations for a further atteiipt at a

demonstration early in November, this time in the area
Fecamp to St. Valery-*en-Gaux, failed to pass the Chiefs
of Staff Committee and vrere abandoned.

BQ/3^328
passim

These were only a frw of the many occasions Vvhen
No.2 Group Yrere asked to co-operate in Combined Operations
Y/hich Yifere subsequently cancelled* Mention must be made,
however, of one other occasion on vihich the Group actually
operated in support of such a plan*

passim

Scro
On 27 June, a signal was received from the Air Ministi

requesting bombing attacks on the Norvregian coast on 29/30
jYine in co-operation v/ith the Navy who were staging a
demonstration in the Shetlands area to divert enemy

attention from an important convoy leaving the Scottish
coast for a Russian Port*

Owing to the northern latitudes through which it must
pass, the convoy would be v/ithout cover from darkness and
it was expected that substantial air opposition v/ould be

The Navy vrere accordingly assembling in
a Northern Port a second convoy composed of old merchant
encotin’bered*

Ibid

/ships

G.I69O87/DEW/II/3O SECRET
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ships etc, which was to act as a diversion to the main
convoy and lead the enemy to si5)pose a landing v/as contem

plated on the coast of Norway. This operation yms to taJee

place on 29/30 June under the code-name ES.

Ibid id It v/as planned that Blenheims of No, 2 Group should
co-operate \yith a diversionary raid on the aerodrome of

Herdla from low level and on 29/30 June, 12 aircraft of
No,114 Squadron took off from their advance base at
Lossiemouth, Unfortunately, although the Norwogain coast

was tv/ice crossed in an unsuocessful attempt to locate the

target, lask of suitable cloud cover compelled the force to
abandon task without dropping its bombs,

(v) The Enployment of No.2 Group: Further decisions.

A.H.B,

1M/B2/2
2

104 0

By the autumn of 1942, the earlier uncertainties as to

the eventual equipment of No.2 Group had been, temporarily
at least, resolved and, with Bostons and Mosquitos firmly
established in their daylight roles and Venturas and
Mitchells already on their way, the O-in-0 decided to

simplify the problem of target selection by issuing new

Directives consolidating the various earlier instructions
and laying dovm a definite policy for the employment of the

various types of aircraft in the Group whether already
operational or in prospect.

Under the new Directives Bostons ( and Mitchells \/hen
they arrived) were to continue to regard Circus operations
as their primaiy role. Secondary canmitments would be;
Intruder operations against eneray night fighter aerodromes
in s’jpport of the main force together with attacks on trains
when areas allotted for intruders operations lay within
occupied Prance; and lo\? level daylight attacks on goods
trains or objectives contained in the- current Circus lists.

In addition, in common with Venturas, they would be called

upon from time to time for attacks on enemy shipping and

vrould retain their commitment for iii-my support operations.

The primary role of Mosquito aircraft yiras now finally
determined in accordance with the /jr Ministr3^ Directive

of the previous year. This wa.s to be harassing attacks
on industrial areas in Gerraany which were to be focussed
on the morale of the German population and ]particularly
the industrial workers. For this reason, targets
selected for such high level operations had been chosen for

their geographical position and relation to built-up
rather than for their specific industrial importance. Is

their secondary role, how/ever, Mosquitos were authorised to

carry out attacks against a nuiaber of specially selected
industrial targets which were arranged in three groiips:
those suitable for attack by six or more aircraft, those

suitable for less than six aircraft and, finally,  a number

of transportation targets in Genwany speciall}'' selected as
suitable for low level attacks by small fomations of
Mosquitos. In addition, they w'ere to carter out armed
photographic reconnaissance or meteorological reconnais
sances as and when required by Oommand Headquarters,

areas

BC/S. 23746/2
Vol.4.

lA and 13A

Ibid,

Ibid

The role of the nev/ Vent’uras, described by the
A.O.C, No.2 Group as "slow steady and unmanoeuvrable air
craft" was in one sense much more circumscribed and in

another covered a far wider field than any of the other
Its primary role was to be intrudertypes in the Groiq),

Ibid

operations and a.tto.cks on trains as defined in the directions
for Bostons; its secondary role the night attqck of
selected targets in Nox-th Nest Germany, Prom time to time,
however, it was liable to be called upon for any of the
following tasks;

/(a) ;iTmy
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Ca) Army Air SiJpport

(b) Circus and Ramrod

(c) Lovf level attacks on land targets in enemy occupied
territory under cloud cover*

Enemy shipping.

As a transport aircraft or for carrying paratroops*

This xr&s the situation then when, in October, 1942, the
Oommand began what may be termed its winter campaign,
glance at the above roles v/ill suffice to show hov/ closely
Fo.S Grotp T/as allied to the primary tasks of the main bomber
force in 1942.

and morale was to be maintained and intensified by Mosquito
operations against populated areas and precise industrial
targets; moreover such operations over a wide area would
assist in spreading and containing the enemy’s ground defences
which, in conjunction with Circus operations designed to
reduce the G.A.P,, all contributed to the general aim of
assisting the Russians*

In the following Sections it vdll be seen how, in the
remaining four months described in this Chapter, No,2 Group
operations vere linked even more closely with the specific!^
campaigns in v/hich the main bomber force was engaged.

Support of Operation Torch

Cd)

(e)

A

Its primary offensive against German industry

(vi)

In October, 1942. the /uaerican and British Staffs were
fully employed in last minute preparations for their joint
landing in North Nest Africa in November
them every possible assistance and to leave nothing undone

which would help to secure the success of this, the first
major undertaking by the Allies, the Prinao Minister ruled
that, ax.iong other plans which have already been discussed in
so far as they affected the main bomber force, largo scale
diversions should be undortaleen during the opening period of
Torch v/ith the object of containing German Air Forces away
from the Torch area.

In order to give

To the achievement of this aim the

Cor.imanding General, Eighth Air Force had promised full co
operation.

ju
A Directive fror.i Air Ministry on l6 October, therefore,

instructed the C-in-C to arrange with General Spaatz and the
C-in-C Fighter Command for sxrsh operations on a scale
consistent with Fighter Command’s v/astage ration during the
month of November or longer should the current sitixation
require.

3A
16.10,42,

BC/S,23746/2
Vol.4»
2CA,

On 28 October, No,2 Group was informed that they should
make a direct contribution to this general aim by increasing■
the effort devoted to unescorted daylight attacks by Boston
sqviadrons and by providing Bostons for Circus operations on
an increased scale in consultation with Fighter Comniand,
Unfortunately, very poor weather in November restricted
such operations to a miniraum and only three Girc\is operations
were carried out during the entire month. Other daylight
operations v/ere similarly restricted but the period was not
without significance owing to the highly successful mass
raid by No,2 Group on the Phillips Valve factories at
Eindhoven, This will bo discussed in more detail in the
next Section but note must be made here of one other
operation in direct support of Torch which was mdertaken by
Bostons in co-operation with w'ellingtona of No,l Groi^),

G. 169087/dE'w/13/50, SECRET
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Souothinc; has already been said of the part v^hich the
attack of transportation targets T/as to play not only in
disrupting the transportation systen in G-cman Eijropo and
exploiting the enemy’s existing shortage of rolling stock
and locaaotivcs but also in delaying Gerraan troop movements
shoiiLd the cneny attempt to move into unoccupied Prance or
Spain as a result of the Allied 0ccTJ5)ation of North west
Africa.

/3/
BG/& In particular^ intelligence had reported that a largo

proportion of the locomotives in Belgium vrcre serviced in
the roundhouses between OI3O and 0300 hours. On 10
November, Bomber Command was asked to co-operate vd.th S.O.E,
in a combined effort against certain selected roundhouses
during the November moon period. The S,0,E, plan required
initial action by a nmber of bombers flying over the
specified towns and dropping bombs and flares to ensure that
the air-raid sirens v/ere somded. The saboteurs would then

take advantage of the confusion to place charges in the
locomotives in the roundhouses and running sheds and vd.th-
draw. The operation vrotold be completed by a bombing attack
on the marshalling yards and railway installations at all
the selected targets.

These proposals were accepted by the C-in-0’ Bomber
COTiimand V\rho detailed 30 Bostons of No, 2 Group and 20
'w'ellingtons of No.l G-roup to undertake the first and second

tasks respectively. The operation vra.s finally planned
for 29/30 November but -unfortunately bad weather made it
impossible to operate to the planned scale and the R.A.P,
effort was reduced to six sorties by Mosquitos of No,105
squadron^ Although conditions were considered to bo
totally unsuitable for finding and bombing targets it was
hoped that they might sot off air raid alarms which wouild

be of help to the saboteurs. In all, seven tovns were
attacked, the Mosquiitos completing their sorties without
incident. Visibility was poor and pilots were unable to

observe the results except at Liege v/here it v/as claiiaed

that bombs were dropped parallel to the line and there v/ero

bursts in the Harahalling Yards, Ground reports stated
that, at Monccau, an explosion resulted in the partial
collapse of a building cauising prolonged obstruction of
the line*

IIA

16,11.42. and
Ibid 3A

10.11.42*

Ibid

passira

(vii) Phillips Radio and Valve Factories, Eindhoven

The successful attack on the Phillips Radio and Valvn
Factories at Eindhoven on 6 December v/as undoubtedly one of

the most outstanding operations by No,2 Group during the year,
both in planning and execution* The target had already
been included in the min force list of special objectives
in Occurpied Territory for attack by either the American or

British Bomber Commands. The w'orks, v/hich vierc believed
to be responsible for about one third of Germany’s supply
of radio components, consisted of two groups of fairly
closely packed buildings. The Main Plant covered some 70
acres and a separate group some three quarters of  a mile

to the south-east, was formed by the Lamp- and Valve Factory
which together covered about 15 acres. The surrounding
district was made up of open fields and lightly budlt-up
residential areas*

OS.16536
llA and 2QA.

B.C, O.R.S*

Day Raids
Report
No.135.

Following the instr-uctions mentioned about regarding
intensification of operations in support of Torch, a request
T/as received from No, 2 Group for pemission to lay on a

largo scale operation against this target. It wras explained
that No,12 Group had asked for the Group’s co-operation in

providing bombers for joint operations in their area, which
was mainly Holland, In view of the existing restrictions

/on

BC/S.23746/2
23A

31*10.42..
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on bombing over Dutch territory, worthxvhilc targets were
hard to find but the Phillips Vorks provided a notable
exception which was within easy reach of all No*2 Grovp
aircraft, iloreover, since the target was v/ell concentrated,
it was thought to bo ideal for a largo scale daylight
attack with incendiary and H,E,

Coimnand approval was given on 9 November and No,2
Group immediately embarked on an intensive training
programme. It had been planned to use Bostons, Mosquitos,
Venturas and the newly arrived Mitchells but it became

IIt.']/B2/2A clear that the latter could not be made ready in time and
they had to drop out. Even so, the task of co-ordinating

^(^(5x^3 <0/^0 this motley collection of aircraft to achieve the desired
in time and space over the target was not

" easy. Range, speed and manoeuvrability were at a maximum
in the Mosquito and a minimum in the Ventura, To avoid
the many difficulties in timing which would arise from the
use of too mrry routes and the possibility of an increase
in navigational errors^ all aircraft had to be subject to
the limitations imposed by the Venturas,

A number of plans v/ere produced and exercises carried
out to determine the best method of attack. Initially it
had been decided to let the slovi/er Venturas bomb first to
give them the benefit of the shorter route and the element
of surprise. Here a difficulty arose as it was realised
that the smoko from the fires started by the early incendiary
aircraft would hamper precise bombing by the later H,E,
carriers. On the other hand, to place the Venturas in the
rear would raise new problems of timing and routeing.

^>^^!^^^^(^4^^vcntually it v/as decided that the attack should be
opened by Bostons, followod closely by Mosquitos, The
Venturas, although making landfall at the same place and
approximately the same time, would make good a longer
track calcudatcd to bring them over the target behind the
H,E, aircraft. To avoid their being left behind on the
return Journey and so open to attack by enemy fighters, they
v/erc to take the most direct route from the target to the
Dutch Coast, while the Bostons, being first away, would
follow a longer route which would bring them out over the
coast^only seven minutes in advance of the Venturas,
Mosquitos, being much faster, were to malec their ovmsny
out from the target to the northward.

All this meant very careful and detailed timing and
routeing and aircraft were warned to adhere strictly to the
pre-arranged plan. They were to fly in pairs in company
echelon to starboard, no formation exceeding six aircraft
and, in order to avoid detection by enemy R,b,P, the flio^ht
to the target was to be mad© at low level and not above
50 ft, over the North Sea,

Once in the target area, the force was to divide,
24 Bostons and 17 Venturas bombing the Valve and Lamp
Factory and the remainder attacking the Main Plant,
The first two Bostons on each target were ordered to bomb
from low level, firing their machine guns; the remaining
Bostons, followed closely by Mosquitos, were to climb to
and bomb from 1,000 to 1,500 ft. Finally, at zero plus
6, the Vent\jras were to go in at low level with long-delay
H,E,’s incendiaries and machine gun-fire.

Ibid 31A

19A

Ibid

Ibid and '

O.R.S. (bo)
Day Raid
Report No,
135

libd
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Ibid
Cover for the return journey was to be provided by

fio;hters patrollinn; off the Dutch Coast, while the U,S,A.A,.P,,
escorted by fighters, and Mustangs of Aray Co-operation
Command v«;re to carry out diversionary operations.

The stage was novf set but unfavourable weather intervened
and the operation, originally sohedialed for 3 December,
suffered a day to day postponement until the 6th, On that
day, ̂zero hour was fixed for I23O hours. Of the 93 aircraft
detailed to attack, only two returned early, one due to
technical tro:±)le and the other to a faulty hatch. This
was a noteworthy achievement on the part of the gromd
In all, 78 aircraft completed their bombing missions
Losses sustained included I3 missing aircraft, of which five
were known to have bombed, one Ventura crashed in the sea
and a Boston crashed over this country.

On the whole, the attack v/ent according to plan,
although the approach to the target v/as somewhat ragged due
to Bostons and Mosq^uitos being harried by enemy fighters.

Crews reported many fires, large colimns of smoke and
explosions in the target area including one particularly
large explosion in the North Wing of the Lamp and Valve
Factory, It is of interest that many of these fires
already burning by the time the Venturas, the only incendiary
carrying aircrjift, arrived. Photographs taken iTith bombing
i^d subsequently, confirmed that considerable damage had been
inflicted on both the targets and to other buildings
area. The number of incidents outside the perimeter of
each target, hovrever, suggests that bombing was not as
accurate as might have been expected, probably due to smoke,
ground defences and mutual interference over the target.
On the v/hole, the attack seems to have been remarkably
successful, particularly in viev/ of the many difficulties
which had to be overcome and the fact that it was the first

operation of its kind to bo undertaken by No,2 Group.
Losses at 1^ (missing or Oat; E)although high were not
as heavy as might have been expected in view of the
continuous activity by fighters ajid light flak. Casualties
included, however, 7,^ aircraft seriously and lightly
damaged.

crews.

v/ero

in the

Ibid

Ibid

Ibid

Tthough its attack on Eindhoven, No.2 Group had proved
its ability to plan and execute an operation on a major
scale and there is no doubt that this was primarily
responsible for the decision in January, 1943, to authorise
them to undertalce further attacks on the Eindhoven scale
when opportunitv occurred against all but two (Peugeot
Schneider Works) v/hich vrere beyond range of the spccia:
targets in Occupied Territory contained in the new Air
Ministry Directive of I6 January, 1943,

and

BC/S,23746/2
5QA
22.1,43,

/Transportation
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(viii)

Until July, 1942 Cabinet authority for the attack of
locomotives and rolling stocks in Occupied Prance had been
limited, so far as Bomber Command vra.s concerned, to daylight
attacks on stationary goods trai.ns. In addition. Fighter
Command might attack moving goods trains* Passenger trains
were not to be attacked nor moving trains at night*

Transportation Targets

In the meantime, the locomotive and v/agon situation in
German occupied Europe had become increasingly critical,
much so that the production of locomotives was believed to
have been placed on equal priority with tanlcs and aircraft,
ACAS (Ops) indeed minuted the CAS on 23 Jutly, 1942 that
"all expert opinion, including M,E,W,, a.gree that there
could not noT/ be a better focus for sporadic attack,
particularly over Occupied Prance, than locomotives in
particular and rolling stock in general". He added that
"most encouraging reports" had boon received of the damage
done to locomotives by lovif-flying fighters in daylight and
urged that authority should be extended to include attacks
on moving trains at night both by cannon-fighters and
bombers. Types of aircraft which would normally be
involved would be Intruders of Fighter and Bomber Commands
and Nos,l6l and I38 Special Duty Squadrons which wore under
the control of ACAS(lj, Although they would normally make
their bombing attacks from low level with the object of
dostroyimg locomotives, it would not always be possible to
discriminate between passenger and goods trains,
attacks vrauld, in his view, be Justified nevertheless on
the follovdng grounds :

so

Such

S.3319
Min: 52

(a) They v/cre lilcely to bo very fruitful and -would
increase the scopo of operations for the
disorganisation of the enemy transport system.

Between 8Cj^ and 9C^ of the traffic at night
goods traffic and the number of passenger trains
likely to be attacked vi/ould be small,

(c); The French civilian population was not allowed
to travel by night between the curfew hours of
22000400 without special permits* Those v/ho
did so might therefore be assumed to have
collaborational tendencies.

These proposals were put before the Prime Minister by the
Secretary of State for Air and subsequently received Cabinet
approval at^a Meeting on 27 July* It was suggested that
after the first night attack warning should be given by
radio and leaflet that it was propxjsed to continue suich
opx3rations,'

Bomber Command were accordingly infomed on 30 Juily
that in future attacks might be made

(a) Goods trains, b^r day, T/hether moving or
stationary, by both fighters and bombers
provided they could bo identified as suich*

(b) By night, all trains, whether moving or
stationary, by fighters and bexabers*

(b) was

on;

S.3319
55A

M(42) 96th
Mtg, Concl:

S,3319
59A

It was also emphasized that the importance of the water
transportation system v/ould increase in relation to the
s-ucoess achieved against railway targets*

/Apart
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Min. 69 and 71

BC/S. 23746/2
V0I.3 83A

w

Apart from the special duty squadrons, these instructions
considered by Bomber Command to be mainly the concernere

of Fighter Command and No.2 Group, and the latter was
advised accordingly. Subsequent instructions for operation
Batter (1) (low level attacks on small German toivns) to the
Main force Groups, issued in September 1942 also included
authority to attack trains on the route to and from the
target in Occupied France and Germany.

Just over irwo months later, on 7 October, this authority
extended to the attack of trains and rolling stock in

S.3319
88A and

Mins*82-87

was

Belgian and Holland, Agreement had been reached with the
provisional Belgian Government sxibjent to the attacks being
confined to the 'period between 23OO and O4OO hours. Some
difficulties were raised by the Dutch authorities v/ho,
v/hilc agreeing in 'principle, \'/ere opposed to bombing attacks
at night and stipulated that such attacks should be confined
to cannon-fire. They also pointed out that, although the
main lines to Germany were steam, much of the transport
system in Holland was electrified and specialised to local
suburban traffic.

In the view of the Air Staff, the restriction to
cannon-fire v/ould seriously limit the effectiveness of

attacks against what T/as regarded as an im^rtant military
route through South Holland v^hich lay v/ithin the area of

A further difficulty \'/as that of
having different rules for contiguoios areas (i,e, Holland
and Belgian.)- between v/hich there v/as no clearly defined
dividing line. After further negotiations, it was finally
agreed that attacks by day on goods trains only should be

permitted over the whole of the transportation systems in
Belgim and Holland and by night between 23OO and 0400 hours
on the v/hole of the system in Belgium and that part in

Holland lying to the south of the Rhine, This excluded_the
system north'of the Rhine which v/as in the main electrified,
suburban aand of little military significance. As before,
Warnings by leaflet and broadcast v/ould be made after the
first attack.

intruder activities.

I \

Ibid

!V1 consolidatedThis ruling had boon included in the
bombardment instructions issued in October

has been seen, v/ore i'ncor'porated by Bomber Ooraraand into
the nev/ Directives to No,2 Group in September and October,
Instructions for Batter and operations by the Special Duty
Sq’uadrons were also amended accordingly.

and, as

This T/as the position v/hen, at its 77th Meeting on^
20 November, the Target Committee discussed the advisability
of concentrating the'No.2 Group effort on transportation
targets during the vaonth of December^ particularly in view
of the comparatively poor results which had been achieved by
attacks on Pov/cr Stations.

Agreement on this 'policy v/as reached and on 3 December
No,2 Group v/cre instructed that, in order to exploit the
difficulties knoi/vn to be cxi:)erionced by the enemy
result of shortages of rolling stock, low level attacks
during the month should be directed primarily against such

targets, particularly rail'/ray re-pair shops and running sheds
in Bclgim and Northern Prance, Adthough a noaber of stch
attacks were made during December, mainly by lov/ flying
Mosquitos, v/ith very promising results, the Target
Comniittcc agreed on 1 January, that the effort had not been

sufficiently intensive to give a fair picture of v/hat could
be achieved and voted for a continua^nce of the policy for

the time being.

(1) 0ha.ptcr 21 Section (viii)

(2) Appendix 12,

as a

(i^) January

A.H.BJ

II&/I86/6A
77th Mtg,

BO/S.23746/2
Vol,4.

34A

A.H,Bi

IIG/f86/6A
80th Mtg,
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(ix) Jamxary, an Increase in Sorties

The first month of the nev\r year saw a great improvement
in weather and a noticeable increase in Circus operations
v/hich had suffered a sharp decline since July 1%2. During
January, alone, Bostons and Venturas flew 286 sorties in
co-operation v/ith Fighter Command, mainly against enemy^
occupied aerodromes, docks and transportation targets.

During the month, too, Mitchells operating for the
first time in Bomber Command and escorted by fighters,
made low level attacks on oil installations at Ghent.

This was part of the concerted plan to counter the recent

serious increase in the enemy U-boat offensive from the, .
Yfest Coast of Prance which has been referred to above.

At a Target Committee Meeting on 15 January it v/as suggested
that one of the best ways in ’which this could be done 'would

be by hindering the supply of Diesel fuel to Lorient and

Brest, To this end, both Fighter and Army Co-operation
Commands had been asked to direct their attacks on railway

targets so as to cause the maximum dislocation of traffic
between Ghent and the ports. In addition, the U.S, 8th
Air Force had boon asked to study the possibility of
attacking viadimsts oi the route across the Brest Peninsula,

It was knowTi that a considerable q-uantity of diesel

fuel, in short supply in Axis countries and required for

the submarine bases at Brest and torient, passed through
the marslialling yards at Ghent v/hich v/as the initial trans

shipment from the canal to the railway system. It was^
therefore proposed that No. 2 Group should carry out a bombing
attack on those yards and the oil storage installations
nearby.

/iig/|86/6a
8lst Mtg.

BGt^St£3t^

47A

ORS/BC
Day Operations
Pinal Report
No, 166

The task v;as allotted to the ne’vvly formed Mitchell
squadron in the Group and on 22 JaniJiary 194’3 tv/elve of
those aircraft set off to bomb objectives at Ghent,

■‘^Ithoiagh crews reported much black smoke and debris, and
photographs taken with bombing showed a salvo bursting
very near the oil storage tanks, subsequent P.R.U. revealed
very little damage. Three Mitchells were shot dovm, and
the attack is of more interest as an example of No»2 Group
participation in main strategic aiiiis than for the damage
inflicted.

Several very successful low level attacks were delivered
by Mosquitos during January, however, notably a raid on
Copenhagen on and. Berlin on taonth. The
Burmeister and Wain Diesel Engine Yforks at Copenhagen had
at one time been included in the list of special targets
for attack in Occupied Territory, but at a Target Committee
Meeting on 2). December, it was agreed that they were not of
STofficient importance to warrant a large scale diversion
of effort, particularly since, when weather v/as good in
that area, the same conditions were likely to apply to
German primary targets such as Kiel and Flensburg, In view
of the Danes open hostility to the Germans, however, and
their extreme willingness to stay av/ay from any work
assisting the Geraians on the slightest pretext, it waa
thought that a daylight attack on a harassing scale by
Mosquitos might have the desired effect and give  a fillip
to Danish morale.

^^■61 IIG/Ie86/6a
78th Mtg.

/This

(1) Chapter 21 Section (ix)
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This operation \ms eventiaally carried out on 27 January
when eight of the nine Mosquitos v/hich set out successfully
honbed their target. The ninth aircraft crashed in the

target area, P,R,U, photographs and. intelligence reports
indicated that the Diesel Engine Works were seriously
dar<iaged by direct hits and fire, while two wings of a nearby
sugar factory were also seriously affected by fire*

The favourable impression Virhich this attack made on

the Danes was greatly enhanced by what v/as called the

"considerate" use of delayed action bombs, A report from

what was regarded as an "unimpeachable source" in Denmark
confirmed the groat extent of the destruction caused. It
•was esti;iated that it vrould take at least three months for

repairs to be completed. The same source also mentioned
the general satisfaction among the Danes at the success of

;he raid and their desire for repetition of such attacks.

OR

Day Operations
Pinal Report
No.171

Ibid and ,

Manual'bj IG.

Finally, on 30 January, cane the tvTo very spectacular
raids on Berlin by Mosquitos of Nos. 105 and 139 Squadrons,
which were timed to synchronise and interfere 'with morning
and afternoon broadcasts by Goering and Goebbels respectively
on the occasion of the anniversary of the Nazi rise to povver.

On the morning of the 30th, three Mosquitos of No.105
squadron set out for Berlin, flying low but climbing to bomb

from 20/25000 ft. The attack \ms delivered at 1100 hours,
dead on time. The German populace, including the
Reichmarshal were sent scuttling for the shelters and the

speech was delayed for a considerable period. In the; after

noon Mosquitos of No.139 squadron repeated the process,
arriving over the target at the time Goebbels was due to

speak, but defences were much more active and one aircraft
failed to return.

Day Operations
Pinal Report
No.174 and

2G/0RB/1943
Appendix D.32.

(x) Summary and Conclusions

In this Chapter, an attempt has been ioade to sho\7 that,
although necessarily liirdted by considerations of expansion
and eq-uipment. No. 2 Group Vfas vitally concerned in the

strategic considerations which activated the operations of
Bomber Corimand as a vdiole.

In March 19if2 when this Voluime opens, it v/as still, in
theory at least, governed by the policy decisions contained
in the Air Ministry Directive of November 19^1 and re-

affirraed in the strategic Directive issued in February 1942.
It had been laid dovm that the prir.iary role of No. 2 Group
should be the night attack of precise targets in the moon

period and daylight Circus and Raiarod operations in the non-

noon period.

In practice, the Group was already passing to a new
phase in which its main activities were divided between
intensified daylight Circuses and night Intruder operations.
By Jxme 1942, however, the technical superiority of German .
day fighters and the need to conserve British fighters and
to avoid heavy losses resulted in a considerable reduction
of the effort devoted to Circus operations. This in turn,
released Bostons for other work such as low level daylight
attacks on precise objectives. At the saiae tiae, the
thousand raids had introduced a new element into night
Intruder operations which, froni June until the Blenheims
were taken off operations in August, were devoted to attacks

on enemy night fighter aerodromes in support of main force

operations.

/By June,
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By June, too. Mosquitos had become operational and
v/ere contributing directly to the attack on German industry
and morale by high level harassing raids over \7ide areaa-.

and lov/ level precise attacks on industrial targets.

Thus by the early autumn of 1942, No.2 Group had out—
grov/n the terms of the November 1941 Directive and v/ith

Venturas and Mitchells already in immediate prospect it

became necessary to issue nev/ Directives consolidating its

position as a significant element in the strategic striking
force.

During the v/inter, its activities vrere divided between
continued Circus operations which increased considerably in

the new year; intensified operations over enemy occupied
territory in support of Torch; and an all-out attack on

transportation in occupied Europe in an attempt to increase

the difficulties imder vfhich the Germans were labouring in

the face of their campaign in Russia and the Allied landings
in North Nest Africa,

mass attack on the Phillips Radio and Valve works at
Eindhoven in December, had established its position as a
significant striking force in its own right.

Nevertheless, in considering the foregoing, there is
one question whicia djiimediately presents itself,
from tlie Mosq\jito v/hich was to prove itself a most
valuable adjunct to the strategic bombing force, v;as the

light bomber a really affective and economic part of the

main bomber force or, alternatively, had it an entirely
separate function distinct from but yet as an integral part
of that force?

At the same time, No.2 Group by its

Apart

This is v/ithout doubt a controversial point and to
attempt an answer it is necessary to consider the purpose
for which the Light Bomber Group v;as formed,
it was designed for a purely offensive role in direct
support of the British Expeditionary Force on the Continent,
With the collapse of the British Army and the retreat from

Dunkirk that role ceased to exist but No,2 Group, reverting
to the defensive, continued to train and exercise with the
Army in preparation for a possible German invasion of the

British Isles,

on enemy shipping within the range of shore-based aircraft.
By 1941 the threat of a German invasion was receding and with

no immediate prospect of a return to the Continent, the

Light Bcanber Force v/hile still retaining its primary
conmitment for Army Support, began an all-out attack on
enemy shipping.
shoTO, the enemy defences had been increased to a point
where further attacks by the slov/ and unmanoeuvrable
Blenheim were nothing short of suicidal.

The next stage in the history of No.2 Group comes with
the decision in February, 1942, to undertake a full
bombing offensive against German Industry and Morale.
At that time Bomber Command were struggling to build up

their heavy bomber force and there is little doubt that

the light bombers, as far as the jmin strategic concept
was concerned, were an anachronism.

Originally

At the same time it v/as employed in attacks

This role continued -until, as has been

The Army, on the other hand, vrere pressing hard for
the allocation of more aircraft to Army Support and, in

particular, for the transfer of No.2 Group to military
control. The Air Ministry were therefore faced with the

/follov/ing
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follov/ing alternatives. Either they could hand over the

light bombers to the control of the Army or they could build
up the Group’s depleted strength and use it as the second

arm of the strategic bombing force while allowing it to
maintain its primary commitment for training with the Anny
until such time as a re-entry v;as made into the Continent
when it would automatically revert to its full Array Support
role.

The first alternative cut directly across the accepted
principle of a single integrated Air Force coming directly
under the control of the Air Ministry, The Air Staff v/ere
convinced that the essential flexibility of such  a force
required for the maintenance of air pov/er could only be

achieved by keeping it as an independent entity under a
central control from which position it could be turned to

offensive or defensive operations at will. By handing
over a part to one of the other Ministries, a vital section
of the striking arm vrould be immobilised for long stretches
at a time and the main offensive weapon against Germany at
that time would be critically weakened. There was another
and more immediate reason why such a course v/as unacceptable.
At the beginning of 194-2, Bomber Command v/as in  a very
depleted condition and this at a time when plans were
maturing for an all-out bomber offensive against Germany,
Every aircraft which could be brought into action was,
therefore of considerable value and the Air Ministry were

extremely unwilling to divert any more of the striking
potential of the Command than was strictly unavoidable.

In consequence, the Army proposals were turned down and
every effort was made to expand and re-equip No,2 Group to

enable it to play-a significant part in the strategic
offensive while still retaining its character as  a potential
Army Support Group in escpectation of its ultimate reversion
to that role in the event of a German invasion or an Allied

re-entry into the Continent*

The extent to which the light bombers succeeded in
their temporary function miist be judged from the foregoing
pages, bearing in mind the extraordinary success, from the
physical damage point of view, of their attack on Eindhoven
in December, 1942.
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CHAPTER 23

SWaHARI AMD CONCLUSIONS TO-VOLUT/IE IV

(i) Sunroiary

Strategical bombing policy in I/[arch 1942, was governed
by two major considerations; namely, the pressing need to

give every possible assistance to Russia -who was fighting
what seemed likely to prove a losing battle against the

German armies in the east and the equal necessity of
reducing German resistance in the west to the point where

the contemplated re-entry of the Allies into the Continent of

Europe in the Spring of 1943 could be accomplished with the
minimum cost;in bloodshed. It was proposed to achieve
both these primary aims by the extensive bombardment of

German towns and cities with the dual purpose of containing
as much of her resources as possible avra.y from the Russian

front and of so weakening the morale of the German civilians

and particularly the industrial population as to bring about

a collapse either directly by bombing or ultimately by a
military, invasion of the country.

The policy of area attack of large towns for moral
effect which was first adopted as the primary aim of. the
bomber offensive in Pebrirary 1942, was by no means a new
conception.
Chiefs of Staff since the Battle of Britain and during 1941
was greatly fostered by two lines of research vhrich were

proceeding more or less conciorrently; the one into the
effects of German bombing on Britain’s own war economy and
the other into the results of British bombing in Germany.

It had been stirring in the minds, of the

An analysis of' photographs taken with night bombing
during the summer and aut\mm of 1941 had indicated, that

Virhereas it hadr-been hoped that between ^0% and 80^ of the
bombs dropped on Germany by night had been hitting their
objectives, in practice only about 5% had done so. This '

state.of affairs had long been suspected but nevertheless
it's confirmation came as a considerable shock and it could
no longer be denied that the bomber force as it then existed

was. incapable of the precision essential to the successful
attack of purely military objectives.,
alternative appeared to be area bombing,
was nothing new.

over Germany had' perforce, degenerated into area attack and

the conviction had'gradually developed,, fostered as is now.
known by assidiaus German propaganda, that widespread
bombardment if followed to its logical conclusion would bring
about a collapse of German civilian morale and, as a natural
concomitant, their will to continue the war.

The only practical
This, of course,

Many of the'operations already carried out

This was largely wishful thinking based on spurious
intelligence but by the autumn of 1941 the idea of area

attack for moral effect was being directed into more practical
channels as a result of the second line of research into the

effects of German bombing on Britain,
that t he widespread devastation inflicted on a major
industrial city such as Coventry, even though the factories
themselves were not "badly damaged, had had an immediate and
profomd effect on industrial output as a result of the

general .dislocation of domestic life, loss of sleep and other
factors-. By analogy, it' appeared that similar but in vievir of
the-greater potential effort, more widespread and lasting

/results

Analysis had shown

G. 169087/MBF/I1/50/30.
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results could be achieved in Germany by the attack of large
centres of industrial population. This conclusion, coupled
vdth the limited capabilities of the bomber force at that time

resulted in the policy of area bombing for moral effect as it
finally emerged in February 1942.

In 1941, however, v/hen these decisions were virtually
ta.ken, it v/as realised that to be successful such attacks
required much heavier and more concentrated effort than

available at that time,
morale second place to transportation although such objectives
were carefully selected in heavily built-up areas in order
that stray bombing should contribute to the general
demoralisation of the civilian population.

Yias

It was accordingly decided to give

This policy
formed a kind of half-way house between the attack of purely
military targets in the early part of I94I and the acceptance
of morale as a primary objective j.n 1942.

During the winter of 1941/42 the strategic effort
against Germany was much reduced by the decision to conserve
the-force for a spring offensive and b ̂ the need to divert a
considerable proportion of the available effort to the attack
of the German battleships in harbour at Brest. This delay
had one advantage in that it allovred time for further re

equipment of the - force to heavy bombers, for the first sets ■'
of Gee the new radar air to navigation - to come into
operational use and for the early development of the flare
and incendiary techniques which were to prove so successful
as marking methods in 1942.

By February 1942, however, the time had clearly come to
release Bomber Command from the shackles \?hich had limited
its offensive effort during the vanter.
Russia was critical.

The position in
Gee \'fa.s ready for immediate use

and conditions on the Continent favoured large scale
incendiarism. Taking these factors into account it was
decided to initiate immediately a campaign of area bombing
directed for the first time against the morale of the German
civilian population as a v/hole and of the industrial vrorkers
in particular.

Selection of targets for attack Y/as based on the known
capabilities of the bomber force which required that they
should be large, comparatively easy to find and, in view of
the strong enemy defence system, not involving deep penetration.
First priority -was given to the four largest industrial cities
in the Ruhr and RMneland v/ith particular attention to Essen
and, as alternative targets when'weather,-ever the great enemy
of offensive operations, precluded a'ttacks in the primary .
area, the major ports on the German Baltic and Worth West
coast. Not only vrere these ports large centres of
population and therefore of strategic- importance as morale
targets but they also figtired as vital objectives in the
anti-submarine campaign Yvhich Yvas then being waged with
groYving intensity.

At this point it must be emphasised that the intention
tinderlying this polic37- wxs to reduce the output of the
industrial YYorkers by striking at their morale through the
general disorganisation of their domestic lives rather than
by attempting to bomb the factories where they worked which
experience had shoYm could not be done effectively under
existing circumstances. To’this end the CAS had specifically
stated that attacks should be directed against the most hea-vily

/built-up
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built-up area of a town rather than the docks or factories
imless the two points conincided.
doubt the policy behind the bombing offensive in 1942,
was a policy conceived by the Chiefs of Staff and approved by
the Prime .IVIinister but it is necessary to add that it \vas

never intended to be more than a temporary measure, born of

bitter experience, until such, time as either Gee had proved
itself a satisfactory aid to bombing or the force had been

given other devices to enable it to return to the precision
attack of specific industrial objectives.

This clarified beyond all
It

In March 1942, Bomber Command had a front line of some
300 aircraft the majority of which were m.edium bombers,
magnitude of the task set this small and comparatively
inexperienced force of devastating the great industrial
centres of Germany town by town and city by city argued great
optimism on the part of the Air Ministry and indeed there

v/ere some grounds for it at that time,
the United States had, for better or Yrorse, been flung into the

scales against the Axis; planning for a second front had

already begun and there were good prospects that, in the near

future, a large number of American manned_aircraft would be
operating side by side \.vith the R.A.P,; expansion was still

being.pursued in terms of a front line of 4Q0O heavy and

medium bombers; aircrew training had been re-organised;
heavy bombers were coming off the production line in increasing
numbers; and, last but perhaps most significant. Gee TvUs
ready for immediate operational use.

The

The vast resources of

Great hopes VYere undoubtedly pinned on this device. It

was confidently predicted that not only would it enable the
bomber force to achieve the concentration both en route to and

over the target which experience had shown was essential both

as a defensive measure against enemy fighters and A,A. and as

an offensive measure' to devastate the target areas but that it

would provide an accurate target finding the blind, bombing
device v/hich would obviate the need for visual identification

and'thus enable the bomber force to overcome many of the

difficulties which in previous years had been a hindrance to

successful operations.

In spite of the optimistic outlook at the beginning of the

Experienceyear there were to be many disappointments in 1942,
with'Gee during the six months in #iich it enjoyed operational
freedom more than fulfilled its earlier promise as a navigational
aid but as a bombing device it failed to come up to expectations.
In the last and most important stage of the operation crews

were still dependent on visual methods. ■ This led directly to
the formation of the Pathfinder Force in August, the intention

being to assemble ,a picked body of crews who by  a mutual

exchange of ideas, the evolution of new techniques and the use

of the latest equipment, as and when it was developed, woinLd be

able to find and mark the target acc^irately for the main force.
The formation of the Pathfinder Force coincided with the

jamming of Gee so that during the autumn and winter of 1942 it
was not only vd.thout bombing aids or suitable pyrotechnics for

marking but,it was virtually deprived of any radar aids to

neivigation over Germany,
fiill value. of the new scheme made itself felt by vdiich time

Oboe and H2S had come into service.

Tiius it 1 was not mtil 1943 that the

Nevertheless, the

necessary reliance.on visual aids in 1942 led to considerable
progress being made in the development of new marking methods

and bombing techniques which were to stand the force in good
stead in 1943.

/There
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The Arnold/There v/ere other disappointments in 1942.
Tovrers/Portal agreement in June dealt a crippling blow to

R.A.P, Expansion schemes. The very natural desire on the

part of the Americans to fly their ovm. machines meant that the

supply of aircraft from that source virtually dried up and
'  Britain vra.s thrown back on her own limited production capacity

which was itself in difficulties due to shortage in manpower
and tools. As a result, planned expansion was severly cur
tailed. It is true that there were at least reasonable

prospects that by the spring of 1943 part at any rate of this
deficit vrould be made good by American bomber groups operating
from the United Kingdom but that could not happen yet and in

the meauitime, Bomber Command had to maintain the offensive
against Germany not only alone but with a very much smaller,
force than was envisaged when the morale plan vra.s first

conceived. This situation was not improved by the diversion
of numbers of,American bombers,and crews to the campaign in

North Yfest Africa in the autumn of 1942.

V

This was not the only problem. As a result of the
overall shortage of aircraft at that time there was, between

March and September 1942, a persistent drain on the existing
or potential strength of Bomber Command to other Commands
and other theatres. Nor was this all. The war at sea was

assuming menacing proportions, the gravest threat coming
from the enemy U-boat fleet which was increasingly active

against Allied shipping. Not only had whole squadrons to be

loaned, detached or transferred to Coastal Command for anti
submarine and other duties but time and again pressure was

exerted on the Air Ministry for the diversion of the strategic
effort to other tasks and other targets directly connected
with the mr at sea. This persistent drain on the already
limited effort available for the strategic offensive against
Germany c-ulminated in the War Cabinet decision in January 1945,
to approve a policy of area bombing of the Biscay ports as a

first priority task for the bomber force.

Nevertheless, inspite of the many difficulties and
disappointments, 1942 ?ra.s far from being a fruitless year.
The fifty-squadron plan in September finally called a halt

to the drain on resources enabling the Command to expand
to 52 squadrons of vdiich 35 were equipped with heavy bombers.
I&inchesters, Hampdens, Whitleys and' the older Harks of

Wellington were withdrawn from oiDerations and replaced by
Lancasters, Halifaxes, Stirlings and Tfellington Mark III.
Thus if: expansion was strictly limited so that by the end

of this period,the Command had increased by only seven
squadrons.and a hundred odd aircraft, re-equipment liad

completely,altered the force from one primarily medium to

one primarily heavy in character.

Side, ly side with expansion and re-equipment, re
organisation of the Command was being carried out to meet

planned expansion, changes in the training organisation and the
arrival of American aircraft and personnel in the United
Kingdom. New airfields were being, constructed and grass
runways replaced by concrete.

By the end of the period Bomber Command comprised six
operational Groups and a third training Group had been added

to the two already in existence, while Conversion Plights and

Units had been amalgamated into Heavy Conversion Units on the

basis of three per Group,
operational Group would comprise 21 Stations, each accommodating

/the

It was planned that liLtimately each
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the equivalent of two squadrons with an estahlishmen.t of 16
plus 2 aircraft,
done away with and satellites raised to full Station status.

To relieve the strain on Croup Headquarters of the increased

number of squadrons which v/ould eventually come under their

control, it was planned to introduce the Base organisation,
each Base being responsible for the operational and
administrative control of three Stations.

The old parent and satellite system had been

Thus the way was prepared for the expansion which was
expected to take place in 1943. Nevertheless, 1942 was

essentially a year of experiment and it is in that field that

the greatest advance must be expected. Gee brought an

immediate and marked improvement in navigational accuracy
which enabled the Command to adopt a system of co-ordinated
timing and routeing which soon became a standard of bomber

operations. Together these changes led to .a greatly increased

concentration en route and in the target area, the latter

rising to a rate of well over. 400 aircraft per hour while

changes' in the Plying Control organisation enabled these large
concentrations' of aircraft to be despatched and returned with

comparative ease.

One of the more notable developments at this time ms the

increased use of incendiary bombs which, against suitably
inflammable targets, proved themselves by far the most
devastating weapon for area attack. An outstanding example
of their use was the raid on Lubeck in March v/hen practically
the entire town was gutted in one night. This target was

particularly vulnerable to fire, however, and the resiilts
achieved were the exception rather than the rule.  ' In general,
it was found more practicable to use a mixed bomb load of

incendiaries and H.E. the proportion being adjusted according
to the nature of the objective.

Throughout the year, the success of attacks was dependent
on accurate visual identification of the target and the lack
of radar aids gave added impetus to the development of suitable
methods of target marking for the main force, considerable
progress being made by the Pathfinder Force in this connection.
Nevertheless, weather remained the greatest single obstacle to
accurate bombing at this time and it was not until the advent

of Oboe and H2S in December, 1942 and January 1943, respectively
that the force seemed at last to have been provided with the
means to overcome its difficulties in this respect.

Nor was development confined to the main force. Between
March 1942 and January 1943, the light bombers of No. 2 Group
expanded from five to ten squadrons. Blenheims wiiich had given
good service were withdrawn from operations and replaced by
Bostons, Mosquitos, Venturas and Mitchells. Mosquitos, in
particular, by reason of their high speed and maneouvrability
proved themselves invaluable for high level harassing and low-
level precision attacks on Germany while Bostons contributed
greatly to the overall effort by escorted and ron-escorted
operations against ports, shipping and industrial targets in
Occupied Territory.

It is not proposed to examine in this Volxome the overall
effects of bombing on German morale and industrial economy.
These will be discussed in detail in relation to the other war

years in a separate Narrative. During-the early months of

/the
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the period, the main effort yio.s directed against the primary

targets in the Euhr or North West Germany vdth particular
reference to Essen idiich, despite the many improvements in

method and technique, remained invulnerable to attack by
reason of its peculiar geographical position and the persistent
industrial haze.

Experience during the first three months of this period
early indicated that a force of 2/300 bombers even if con
centrated on one target instead of being divided between a

number of targets asthey had in the past, was insufficient
to inflict really lasting damage on major industrial centres.

This led to the famous experiment of the thousand bomber
Operationsraids which made headline news in J/Iay and June,

on that scale were only made possible by the use of training
aircraft and clearly could not be maintained for- any length of
time,

the C,-in-C. had clearly indicated what might eventually
be achieved in the ¥ra.y of large scale damage onee the forces

.had been expanded to a size commensiarate with its tasks and

had been given the means to find and mark its targets
accurately under all conditions,
the very fact that operations on such a scale could be

conceived and carried out successfully at that time -was in

itself a proof of the advances ivhich had been made in the

field of tactics and techique.

Nevertheless, by attempting the hitherto impossible,

Quite apart from this.

In February 1942, the ban -was lifted from night attacks
on industrial targets in Occupied France and in June the

embargo was also relaxed for Holland .and Belgium.
Comparatively few ma.jor attacks were made on targets in

Occupied Territory during the year but special mention may
be made of the raids on Billancourt and Poissy early in this

period and the raid by aircraft of 2 Group on Eindhoven in
December. These v/ere all key points in the German subsidiary
economic system and the considerable damage inflicted by the
R.A.F. constituted a direct blovr to the German war effort as

. a whole.

As the year progressed, bombing was extended over an ever

Avidening field in an attempt to spread the enemy's defences
which were concentrated in the main industrial areas and to

bring the war home to the mass of the German people,
October, 1942, the effort v»ras switched to Northern Italy in
support of the campaign in North West Africa and during the

remainder of the year every advantage was taken of the many
occasions when vreather was unfit over Germanjr to bring the
full weight of the bombing offensive to bear on Italy in a

bid to lower Italian morale to the point where Italy coiuLd be
knocked out of the war once and for all.

these operations and the very evident effect they were having
on the Italian people led to the North Italian targets being
accorded high priority in the bombing offensive in January 1943»
By that time, too, the anti-U-boat war had reached considerable

proportions and in the same month it was decided to risk the

possible political repercussions and initiate area attacks on

the Biscay Ports on high priority in a,bid to deny the bases to
the enemy submarine fleet.

In

The success of

Finally, something must be said of the operational loss

rate which increased slowly but steadily from March 1942
onwards, reaching a peak of 3.2% of sorties despatched in
August,
attacks on German, French and Italian targets and on minelaying

Scientific analysis of monthly losses sustained in

/ showed
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shoTired that this increase in casualties vra.s almost entirely
Indeeddue to the improved defences inside'Germany itself,

little doubt ms felt but that the increased efficiency of the

enemy's early Vv'arning system and R,D,E, control of his night
fighters vra.s a primary cause of the higher casualties suffered

during this iDeriod.
night bomber offensive and led directly to the development of
the first radio countermeasures 'VThich were introduced into

It constituted a serious menace to the

service in October 1942.

(ii) Conclusions

Thus between Jlarch 1942, and January 1943, the long arm of

Bomber Command had reached out and struck not only at the

majority of the larger and many of the smaller towns and cities

in Germany but also at Italy, the weakest member, of the Axis,
and at those .industrial targets in Occupied Europe which f/ere

known to be contributing to the German war effort. It had

attacked ports and dockyards, submarine bases and shipping both

at sea and in harbour, the minelaying effort alone accounting
for 13.7^ of the total'number of operational sorties flown
dirring the period. Many of the attacks were unsuccessful
owing to wreather and other tactical difficulties, lack of

suitable equipment and shortage of aircraft. But something
had been achieved in terms of material damage and very much more

in tactical and technical development. ’What was even more

important, it had been demonstrated to the enemy that nowhere

or at any time were they secure from air attack.

Since the war ended there have been many attempts to
prove that the decision to initiate a campaign of area bombing
for moral effect was a gross strategic error and one which

contributed little or nothing to ultimate victory.
■ lie within thte limited scope of this Volume to assess the
effects of that historic decision on the^ course of. the

It does not

offensive.against Germany,
to the war as a whole and is a task v/hich must be faced in the

final Volume.

That can only be Judged in relati

Nevertheless, against any consideration of thi

on

s
controversial subject and of the many contrary suggestions which

have been put forward since' hostilities ceased, must be set the

facts as they appeared to the strategists at that time. It is
only too easy to be mse after the event.

Time was' the all important factor at the beginning of 1942.
Russia appeared to be tottering on th.e, verge of  , a debacle and

it v/as essential to give her whatever aid •was immediately to

hand in order to keep her in the field and prevent the full

vreight of the German imr effort being concentrated on the
western front,

on both sides of the Atlantic, were already thinking in terms

of a Second Front in the spring of 1943.
German resistance by heavy air bombardment had been accepted
by both Nations at theWashington Conference as an essential
preliminary, to the success of any such imdertaking.

Moreover the Allies, goaded by .public opinion

The softening up of

The only offensive weapon vdiich could be brought to bear

on Germany in the critical months of 1942 was the strategic
bomber force. Already production a.nd aircrew training not to
speak of scientific development had been geared to a policy of
night bombing,
which, it .'was hoped, -would enable the force to find and hit its
targets under almos-t all conditions.

New equipment and devices 'were on their way

Any changes in offensive

/strategy
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strategy at this time would have involved an undeniable and,
as it seemed, an unacceptable delay vdiile the vast machiaaery
of planning, production, training and scientific research was

.  directed into new channels.

It may be argued that area bombing was a policy of
despair and that once it had been established that the bomber

force was incapable of the accuracy essential to the night
attack of precise military objectives, it should have reverted
to a daylight role or at least conserved its effort until such

time as the new radar aids to blind bombing had been made
available. Once again it must be empha.sised that time was the
important factor and that either of these courses of action
would have necessitated a serious delay in the course of Vi/-hich
the only weapon availtible to come to the aid of Russia or to
prepare the way for a re-entry into the Continent would have

been virtually non-combatant, Nor would public and' political
opinion, on both sides of the Atlantic as well as on the
Continent of Europe, have tolerated.- a period of forced
inactivity of Bomber Command just then v,hen instinct urged in
favour of retaliatory action against the German Reich.
Consequently it was a case of area iDorabing or nothing.

But there ' was- a further and very practica.1 argument against
,  a reversion to'daylight bombing. In the past the R.A.F. had
suffered heavy casualties in this respect and there was no
guarantee that a heavy-bomber force could carry out in daylight
and in the face of the extremely efficient enemy defence
system the deep penetration into Germany required by current
bombing policy without incurring a prohibitive casualty rate.
The adoption of such a policy at that time could only have

.  been in the nature of an experiment which, if it had failed,
^  would have been extremely costly in every respect and might

even have delayed final victory by a number of years.
There \ms another side to this argument. If, .despite
British scepticism, the American daylight bombing policy

.  succeeded, it would be complementary to the R.A.P.'night
offensive and there was strong reason to believe that together
the two offensives would shatter on the one hand the prinoipal
industrial plants in Germany and on the other, the morale of
the German industrial workers and their will to continue the
mr, thereby bringing about a collapse of the German
economy which if not leading directly to immediate
capitulation would enable the Allied armies to effect
entry into the Continent of Europe and, ultimately, into
Germany itself.

war

an easy

Taking all these factors into account and having regard
to the limited capabilities of. the bomber force at the
beginning of 1942, the decision to. strike at the German war

effort throu'-'h the morale of the industrial vrorkers was, in the
light of contemporary knowledge, the only practical solution.
Kie tragedy was that, having taken vdiat seemed on the face of
it to be a practical and certainly a revolutionary step, the
Air'Ministi-y was unable, for reasons beyond its. control,
give Bomber Command the means to carry it to its logical
conclusions. -Quite: apart from the unavoidable shortage of
aircraft and delays in the provision of equipment essential

.  to the purpose, the strategic effort rra.s constantly having to
be diverted to other tasks and targets at .the behest of the
other services.

to

Some of this dispersion of effort could have
been avoided, much of it having regard to the available
resources could not but there is no doubt that it seriously
hampered the primary offensive against Germany in direct contrast
to the policy of intensification agreed at Washington.

/Nevertheless,
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Nevertheless, inspite of the setbacks and disappointments
this was fundamentally a period of experiment in \¥hich much was

achieved in the field of tactical and technical development

and the strategic bomber force prepared for the part it would

be called upon to play in the Combined Bomber Offensive in 1943.

Thus the real significance of the period lies not sc much in

the material damage inflicted although this vra.s by no meauis

negligible, nor in the expansion and re-equipment which took

place although this was sufficient to change the force from one

primarily medium to one primarily heavy in character.
Essentially, this was a period of new ideas, new methods, new

scientific devices and the keynote v/as undoubtedly concentration;
concentration as exemplified by the thousand bomber raids;
concentration not only in time and space but against a single
objective,

bombing, this marked a fundamental change in the ¥/hole
conception of strategic bombing and one which called for

parallel advances in the development of nev; tactics and ne¥/

bombing methods,
countermeasures to the enemy's radar-controlled defence system,
the formation of a Pathfinder Force and the- development of new

target marking methods are among the more obvious advances at
this time.

Together v/ith the adoption of a policy of Area

Radar aids to navigation and target finding,

But perhaps the most marked v/as the conception of
the bomber force not, as in the past, as a collection of

individual aircraft but as a single, cohesive and decisive
vreapon capable of being used with deadly effect against any
target or on any task required by the strategic situation.

Thus as far as the R.A.P. bomber force was concerned the

period described in this Volume niay be -regarded as the

watershed of the later years,

and error, it was also a time of marked achievement in vdiich

the bomber force under the firm guidance of it's nevir
Commander-in-Chief, Air I,Marshal, Sir Arthur Harris passed from
the makeshift period described in the previous Volume to the

full maturity of 1943-

Of necessity a period of trial
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iUMEX I

BOJ/IBER COMvIMD AND THE WAR AT 'SEA

(i) Introduction

Much has already been said in this Volume regarding the

increasing danger to Allied shipping in 1942 from enemy
submarine warfare.

this menace, the Admiralty pressed urgently for additional
allocations of aircraft for long-range reconnaissance and
other duties connected with the war at sea as wrell as for

heavy bombing attacks on German docks, submarine construction
yards and advanced bases on high priority,
eventual decision in January 1943, to approve a policy of

area bombing of the U-boat bases on the V/est Coast of Prance

as targets whose prime military importance justified the

political odium Virhich the destruction of B'’rench civilian life

and property would probably incur, is a measure of the anxiety
felt by all concerned at that time.

It has been seen hov/, in a bid to counter

The War Cabinet's

The full story of the .R.A.P, in Maritime Warfare is the

subject of a separate Nari’ative. In this Annex it is proposed
to summarise the effort expended by Bomber Command in that

connection between March 1942, and January, 1943. This effort
falls roughly into five categories

(a) Attacks on German docks, construction yards and
submarine bases.

(4). Long-range anti-U-boat reconnaissance, convoy escort
etc.

(c) Attacks on German Naval Units.

Attacks on Occupied Ports and Shipping.

(e) Minelaying,

Details of•individual raids are given in the chronology of

operations but the Table at the end of this Annex shov/s the

proportion of effort assigned to the various tasks and targets
throughout this period.

(ii) . Attacks on German Baltic and North Sea Ports

Part of the Admiralty's requirement for assistance in the

Naval war against enemy submarine and surface vessels v/as the

intensive bombing of the important building yards at Bremen,
Kiel and Hamburg which were believed to account for the

construction of over SCfo of the German U-boats fleet,
ports together vdth Emden, Wilhelmshaven, Lubeck and Rostock

had already been included in the strategic bombing Directive

issued in February, 1942, as alternative targets for area

attack whbn weather precluded operations in the Ruhr and

Rhineland and such operations have been described in detail in
Part III of this Volume.

These

. Although attacks on these targets were undoubtedly governed
by both strategic and tactical considerations, an effort cunounting
to over 7,000 sorties and 11,552 tons of bombs against
objectives primarily Naval in character cannot be disregarded

/inSECRET
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in any consideration of the contribution made by Bomber Command
to the v/ar at sea. Moreover it must be noted that, on the
majority of major raids on German ports, the docks, slipways
or construction yards were given as special aiming points to
selected crews. Betv/een March, 1942 and January, 1943
the most heavily bombed ports were Bremen, Hamburg and Kiel
in that order but mention must be made of the now famous

incendiary raids on Lubeck and Rostock during which very
considerable damage was inflicted on the town and dock areas.

Small scale precision attacks were also made on the
submarine yards and slipways at Vegesack, Flensburg and

Danzig while a persistent harassing effort was maintained
over the N.W. German ports by single or small groups of

aircraft operating under cover of cloud-, Mosq,uitoes in

particular from July, 1942 carried out a large n-uinber of

operations directed primarily against German U-boat
construction yards or slipways.

To describe the material results of these operations
would be repetitive while the overall effects of bombing on

enemy submarine production and operations is, in any event,
the subject of a separate Narrative. (l) It must be
remembered, however, that in any consideration of this subject,
account must also be taken of the indirect or incidental

effects on submarine production resulting from the damage or

destruction of component factories during the course of the

strategic bombing campaign against Germany and, in particular,
such special operations as the daylight raid by heavy

■ bombers on the- M.A.N. diesel engine f*actory at Augsberg on
17 April, 1942.

^(i 1 i) /inti U-Boat Reconnaissance etc.

The bombing of submarine construction yards, however,
was at best a long term measure and, in .the meantime, enemy
U-boat activity was steadily increasing.

'  contended that the immediate danger could only be met by an
intensification of Co-nstal Command's anti-U-boat patrols and

This-inturn was dependent on an

The Admiralty

convoy escort v/ork.
increase in the allocations of long-range G.R. aircraft for

reconnaissance in the Bay of Biscay,
aircraft requirements hed been adequa.tely catered for in

the Air Ministry's provisioning programme, this too was

long tern and pending its realisation, Coastal Command ha,d

insufficient long range aircraft to enable it to retain the
After prolonged

ia though the Naval

initiative in the vital area of the Bay.
discussion between the Naval and Air Staff it ¥/as finally

agreed on 2 July, 1942, that the deficit should, as a temporary
, be met by the loan of aircraft from Bomber Command.iTieasure

It mil be remembered that the original proposals
required the detachment of tv/o Lancaster squadrons to Coastal
Command for G.R. and convoy escort work but that, in the

meantime, the two Cs-in-C had reached an agreement whereby
Coastal Coniaand resources would be augmented, by the loan of

V/hitleys and crev/s from Bomber OTU's -wrho were nearing the

completion of their training and would undertake anti-submarine
patrols as part of their pissing out tests.^ Bomber Command
had also agreed to maJee available an unspecified number of
Lancasters each month for similar duties!

/OnI

(1 ) "The R.A.F. in ''-aritime Warfare".
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On 15 July, 1942, Wo. 61 Lancaster sq'uadron was detached
to St. Eval and between 17 July and 21 August, they flew some

80 sorties on anti-submarine and anti-shipping patrols in the

Bay of Biscay plus a further 12 sorties on convoy escort
duties. 4 Lancasters failed to return from these operations
v^hile, on the credit side, one submarine was known to have been

definitely sunk - on I7 July when the maximum s\rr[:)rise was

probably obtained
apparent result,
patrol on 19 August sighted and attacked an enemy tanker,
direct hit being obtained on her bovj-s.

and two more were attacked vri.thout any

In addition, Lancasters on an anti-shipping
one

'  Meanwhile a detachment from No, 10 O.T.U, consisting of

10, 19 and 24 O.T.U's
It had been arranged

20 lifhitleys and 25 crews dravm from Nos.

had moved to 3t. Eval on A August, 1942.
that those crews instead of con^jleting their nomal syllabus
of 80 hours should do only 70 hours, counting the flying done
at St. Eval against the remainder of their training.

The Whitleys carried out their first operation from
St. Eval on 12 August. Thereafter, until they completed
their duties vdth Coastal Command on 19 July, 1943 and were

returned to Bomber Command, they flew over 1,800 sorties in
operations over the Bay during the course of which they lost
45 aircraft (all causes) in return for ,the certain
destruction of one U-boat, knovm dcjnage to fouz' others and

possible damage to a further tvronty. Although the unseen

effects of these operations in curtailing enemy submarine
activity cannot be discounted, this can scarcely be regarded
as a fair retui’n for .the effort expended and the casualties

incurred. On the other hand, the C-in-C Coastal Command,
expressing his appreciation of their work during the tv/elve

months of their detachment, claimed that due to their timely
aid Coastal Command had been enabled to force the enemy onto

the defensive in the Bisc?ay area and, in later months, to

bring to bear a weig;ht of attack which, he hoped, would

develop into final victory against the U-boat,

cc/s. 7010/3/8
C-in-c/742
23.7.43

During the autumn and vdnter of 1942 a fiurther direct
contribution Y/as mfde by Bomber Coimmand to the anti-U-boat
compaign which irwis rapidly growing in intensity,
25 October, 1942 No. 405 Hiilifax squadron was detached to
Beaulieu for convoy escort and anti-submarine duties to

augment Coastal Coimand's already tightly stretched resources

during the initial, period immediately i:irior to Torch.
Initially this v/as to have been for 10 days only but in

response to a request from Coastal Command, the Air Ministry
agreed to extend the period of detachment until two squadrons in
Coastal Command had been re-equipped to lialifaxes,
frequent pi’otests from Bomber Commac.nd, No. 405 squadron v/as

not returned until 1 March, 1943•
it had carried out a toWl of 378 sorties on anti-submarine,
anti-shipping and convoy escort duties in the course of which
three U-boats Yvere attacked and one definitely hit and seven

attacks v/ere made on shipping with no apparent resiilts.
aircraft failed to return from these operations and a number

of others were totally destroyed.

On

Despite

In the interim

One

3A. 24.10.42

Ibid

Enel. 13A

29.12.42

Ibid

27a 27.2.43

( Attacks on German Naval Units

Although the strategic directive issued in February, 1942
had contained the warning that diversionary attacks might be

/calledSECRET
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called for from time to time on objectives of immediate strategic
importance such as naval units or submarine building yards and
bases, operations against the former betv;een March, 1942 and
January, 1943 were confined to three attacks on the Tirpitz
,at Trondheim and one attack on the aircraft carrier Graf

Zeppelin at Gydynia.

The presence of the Tirpitz in the Trondheim Fjord had

been discovered in January, 1942 and, at the urgent request of
the Prime Minister, l6 sorties had been despatched to attack it
on 29/30 January. The aircraft were unable to locate their
target and the operation was abortive.

' Tvro months later, on 30/31 Piarch, a, further attempt was made
by'34 H'alifaxes of No. 4 Group. Once again the attack was
foiled by v/eather and although two of the returning aircraft

clediaed to have bombed on its, estimated position, the ta.rget was
not sighted and from subsequent reconnaissance it was clear that

no damage had been inflicted.

\

0

Night Raid-
Report No. 35

The last tvro attacks on 27/28 and 28/29 April respectively
appeared at first sight to have been rather more successful.
On the first night 16 of the 43 sorties despatched reported
bombing the target on visual identification and a further 15 who
found it obscured by an effective smoke' screen claimed to have

One aircraft att,acked thebombed on its estimated position.

Ibid No. 55

Frinz Eugen and Admiral Scheer also present in the Fjord but no
hits were obtained.

The follomng night, a smaller force comprising 34 heavy
aircraft of Nos. 4 and 5 Groups wore despatched with instructions

to attack the battle-cruisers Tirpitz, Prinz Eugen, Admiral

Scheer and Admiral Nipper all of which were known to be present
in the Fjord at Trondheim. Although a smoke screen was thrown

over the ships, several aircraft were able to see their target
and altogether 27 claimed to have bombed the Tixpitz-either on

Several nearvisual identifica.tion or estima.ted position,

Ibid No. 56

misses were observed but daylight ruconna.issance failed to

reveal damo.ge to any of the ships.

The last attack of this series was made on Z]/2Q August
when nine Lancasters of No. 5 Group were despatched to attack

the aircraft carrier Graf Zeppelin at Gydynia.

visibility made identification of the target difficult and

although six aircrn.ft claimed to have dropped their bombs in

the primary area there was no evidence that any damage was
inflicted on the Carrier.

Cloud and po
Ibid No. -139

or

E'rom these operations, 12 aircraft failed to return.

( Occupied Ports and Shipping

Between March, 1942 and January, 1943, no less than 2,16l
sorties were flown by day and night against the German occupied

ports in the Channel and Bay of Biscay, during which some
2588,5 tons of bombs were dropped inflicting considerable
damage on docks, harbour facilities and shipping in port.
Excluding, Loriont v/hich, as a submarine base, was given high
priority in Ja.nuary, 1943, the most heavily bombed of these

Naval Objectives were Le Havre, St. Nazaire, Dunkirk,
Boulogne and Cherbourg in that order.

/other
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Other considerations apart, the Channel and Biscay
ports provided convenient objectives for the initiation of

inexperienced crev/s vdio, during the first four months of
the period flew some 1035 night sorties against the docks

and harbour facilities, this effort being, supplemented by
the light bombers of No, 2 Group which carried out daylight
attacks vri.th fighter escort on important shipping in the

ports.

C0S(.42)326
30.6.42

On 30 June, 1942, however, the C-in-C Home Forces
drew the attention of the Chiefs of Sta,ff to the considerable

damage being inflicted on the docks and harbour facilities
of the channel ports by such operations which, if continued
on their existing scale would he claimed seriously jeopardise
the success of any attempted land operation on the Continent

that year. The matter was discussed at a Chiefs of Staff

Meeting the follov/ing day and it v/as agreed that, in future,
the Channel ports should not be bombed except for good
military reasons such as the known presence of important
shipping or concentrations of E boats. During the next fe-w

weeks, hov/ever, prospects of a Continental invasion receded

and on 26 August, this ruling was relaxed. Freshmen crews
were then being employed on the recently intensified mine

laying camx^aign and the C-in-C v/as unwilling to withdraw them

from these operations for the more dangerous task of attacking
the Channel ports.

COS(42)194th
Mtg. 1.7.42

C0S(42)248th
■Mtg. 26.8.42

In consequence no further operations of that nature were
carried out after August, 1942 but the light bombers continued
to attack enemy shipping in harbour throughout the year.
It is not possible to enumerate here the results of each
operation but mention must be made of one or two particularly
successful raids such as that on the subimirine yards at Le
Trait by a small force of nine aircraft on 25 March.
On this occasion, photographs showed that at least 20 bombs
had fallen in the yards, six scoring direct hits on buildings,
one striking a small ship in the slips and another exploding
close to a submarine also in the slips. Bostons also
carried out a particularly successful attack on Cherbourg
on 15 September during the course of which the v/hale oil ship
Solglint.vjas virtually destroyed. These and other daylight
operations by small forces from No, 2 Group inflicted very
considerable damage on enemy shipping and harbour installations
during the course of the year.

No, 2 Group also retained its commitment for the attack
of important shipping at sea if called upon by Coastal Command
for assistance, their range of action extending from Cherbourg
to Wilhelmshaven with the exception of the area Manston,
Ostend, Dieppe, Beachy Head v/hich was the responsibility of
Fighter Command. Between March and May 1942, they flew some
22 sorties against enemy shipping at sea, only one sighting
being made but thereafter, they were not called upon for

,  further effort although this remained a commitment of the
light bomber group.

End. 3B

Finally, something must be said of Bomber Command's
participation in the Combined Operation on St. Nazaire on
27/28 March, 1942, v/hich was primarily Naval in character.
It was knovm that the enemy were making great use of
St, Nazaire as a U-boat base and port of shipping at that

/ timeSECRET
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time and the object of the combined raid v/as to destroy the lock
gates and mechanism of the large dock, to destroy the small lock
gates and their installation and also.to destroy or damage other
key points as .well as
accessible.

any U-boats or shipping which might be
It was considered essential to the success of the

plan that the enemy's attention should be distracted during the
approach of the forces from the sea and during the operations on
shore. To this end Bomber Command were asked to attack theIbid End. 8A

seaport immediately before, during and after the operation in
order to keep as many people as possible in shelters and to
disorganise any efforts by the enemy to minimise the damage.

On 27/28 March despite the very bad weather forecasts
Bomber Command v/ere informed that operation Chariot ~was on and

a force of 35 V/hitleys and 27 T/'ellingtons took off for
Cre'ws were warned not to release their bombs,

unless they vre-re certain of their position and as a result of

this order and the very bad conditions found over the target
only foior aircraft actually bombed their objective,
attacked alternatives while all but four of the remainder were.

forced to abandon task owing to the 10/l0ths cloud and severe
icing encountered,

operation, four V/hitleys crashed and were completely destroyed.

St. Nazaire.

Six others

\Wiile no aircraft were lost on this

Night Raid
Report
No. 32

fl„«/rrw/24i/s/
Enel. 11A

^8l

There appears to have been insufficient liaison on the

planning side betv/een the Naval and Air Conmanders and in a

letter varitten subsequently to the C.A.S., the C-in-C Bomber

Command complained not only had no attempt been made by the
Naval authorities to utilise Bomber Command's meteorological
organisation when ordering the operation vAiich, under the

circwnstances might 'vvell have resulted in very much heavier

casualties to aiz'craft to no practical purpose but that no
definite executive order had been received from the C-in-C

Plymouth or any other source and the Command was compelled to

ascertain by telephone on 27 March whether the operation for

that night v/as actually to take place.

(vi) Minelaying

Despite the .considerable effort expended by Bomber Command

against Naval targets and on Naval tasks, there is no doubt that

the intensive minelaying campaign inciugurated in March, 1942
was by far their greatest contribution to sea v/arfare at this ■

time. In the eleven-months under revie\? 4,920 sorties or
13.7/ of the. total operational effort of the Command were
flOYWi on this task alone in the course of which no less than

10491 mines v/ere laid in home waters.

Until March, 1942 the responsibility for minelaying had

devolved on Hampdens, Manchesters and eventuadly Lancasters of

No, 5 Group. In March, however, the C-in-C decided to extend

this commitment to Stirlings, and Yfellingtons of No. 3 Group
in the first instance and, ultimately, to all the aircraft in

his Command as soon as they could be suitably modified and the

necessary stocks and equipment made available. Not only did

such tasks provide excellent training for inexperienced crews

but there were niomerous occasions Yzhen v/eather, although unfit
for normal bombing operations was suitable for mine-laying.
Hitherto, only No, 5 Group had been able to take advantage of
those conditions. When all the heavy bomber Groups had been

adapted, it vrould become possible to lay large numbers of mines

without prejudice to the normal strategic effort. It was

/theG.169O87/DS/I1/50/30.
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the C-in-C's intention that freshman crews should be so

employed at the discretion of A.Os.C. and that on nights when

normal operations, were in^jossible, raining by trained as wel],
as inexperienced Grevirs woixLd be ordered by Command Headquarters,

This plan was officially notified to the Air Ministry on

20 March, 19A2 and wa.s approved by the C.A.S. On the same
day,., the C-in-C Coastal Command had vnritten to the Air Ministry
suggesting that in view of the greater mine-carrying capacity
of the heavy bomber as .opposed to the Torpedo bomber and
the urgent need to maintain the latter at the highest pitch
of efficiency for other 'tasks, they should be released from
their routine minelaying commitment.

. After due consideration, this suggestion was approved by
the DCitS who advised Bomber Command officially on 25 March
that their proposal to extend the minelaying activities to all
aircraft in the Command had been approved subject to the
provisos that it shoi^ild not prejudice the normal bombing
effort and that freshmen crews should only be so eiiployed
when their training could not be completed as effectively
on bombing operations against primary or alternative targets»
It was further stated that, in view of the increased effort
made possible by the inclusion of heavy bombers, it had been
decided to I’elieve Coastal Command of their minelaying
commitment and that- all minelaying in home waters v/ould
henceforward be the responsibility of Bomber Command although
this Trould not prejudice any minelaying by Coastal Command
part of their night flying training or for special operations.
Finally, it was stated that the Admiralty had been informed
of the increased effort which was to be expected and had been
asked to step up production accordingly. In point of fact,
the Admiralty had already stated their intention to increase

, production to meet a laying rate of 300 mines a wee.k
provided that this effort was considered practicable,

/—. y / Bomber Command v/as now responsible for rainelaying in
air'areas from the Baltic to the West Coast of Prance..

BC/0*2332V The commitment had been extended to No. 3 Group on
9 March and No, 1 Group on 24 March and Stirlings had
carried out their first raining operation on 23/24 March
folloT/ed by Vfellingtons on \/2 April.

The new policy had an immediate effect on the monthly
•  laying rate which rose from 300 in February and March to

500 in April,, reaching the thousand mark in May, By June,
Bomber Command v/ere able to inform the Air Ministry that
once the minelaying programme was fully -under way, expenditure
would rise to 3O.O mines per week for which- a supply rate of
600 Y/ould be essential.

S.l636/Pt.II
Encl.106A and

Min: IO7/IO9
Ibid Encl.,111A

Ibid

115A

as

s.l636/Pt.ii
Encl.HIA

13.3.42

V©A"t4 Ends,.
12A, 14A and 2?A

It noV/ became necessary to correlate the enormous
increase in the potential minelaying capacity of the Command
with the production and operational aspects,
called at Air Ministry on 2 July to examine the position.
After discussion, the Admiralty representatives stated that
in view of various production limitations and the irrgent need
to build up stocks against special commitments and the require
ments of development, they felt that a 1000 mines per month
was a reasonable laying rate having regard to output during
the next three months.

A Meeting v/as

Thereafter, the situation would be

S.1 63 6/Pt. II ■-
End, 145A

/reviewedSECRET
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reviewed. This was accepted by the Air Staff who agreed that
Bomber Command should be instructed to restrict their minelaying

effort to 250 per week. At the same time they urged the

Admiralty to examine the desirability of increasing production
to meet the potential capacity of the Command. This latter

suggestion was accepted by the Admiralty who confirmed on

3 September that the necessary action v/as being taken.

S.l636/Pt,II
I7OA

IVIinelaying was restricted to under 1000 per month in July
and August but in September and November it rose again to over■
1,100 and reached a new peak of 1,285 in January, 1943. •

.Halifaxes of No, 4 Group had flovm their first minelaying sortie
on 10/11 October, 1942.
and medium bomber force, vi^as now available for this task.

This meant that the whole of the heavy
During

October and November, particular attention was paid to the Bay
of Biscay in' support of operation Torch, the number of mines laid
in that area increasing to 417 in October and rising to 607 in
November,
Admiralty on 30 November in which they stated that apart from the
material damage inflicted, the dislocation of the U-boat traffic
in the Bay v/as a valuable contribution to the anti-submarine

This feat drew a letter of congratulation from theS.23824/V0I.5
45A

campaign.

It is not proposed to examine the results of Bomber Command's
intensive minelaying campaign in detail as these are dealt with
in a separate Narrati-ve.(1) In general it may be said that,
in comparison 7dth the effort called for by the Admiralty in other
tasks connected vdth the war at sea it was, sortie for sortie,
considerably more effective than any other type of operation.
Nor did it require any diversion of effort from the strategic
bombing, of Germaiyr.
could not only be used, as a final training for inexperienced

-/^revra but, on the many occasions when weather precluded normal
^dombing, it could be carried out by the entire force without

Indeed, in January, /943,

, As the C-in-C had pointed out, minelaying

prejudice to its primary commitments,Bg/&vB^82V
¥oir5 69A
6.1.43

it was decided to extend this effort to counter the occasions ^ • •
when weather at bases was unfit for flying of any sort by
alloYfing Groups, at their ovm discretion, to despatch small forces
in daylight to lay mines in suitable areas at dusk, returning to
base before poor conditions set in over this country.

(vii) Summary and Conclusions

Between March, 1942 and January, 1943, fhe strategic
bombing force flew no less than 8,520 sorties or 23.7^ of the
total operational effort on tasks directly connected with the

These figures do not include the 7,100 sortieswar at sea.

flovm against the German Baltic and North West ports which
accounted for a further 2C^ of the total effort during this
period; nor do they take into account the indirect effects

German submarine production resulting from the damage or
destruction of component factories or the general reduction
of the morale of the industrial workers during the course of the
strategic bombing campaign,
sorties of 43f6 of the total operational effort directed to
tasks or against objec.tives which were primarily Naval in
character at a time v/hen the main aim of the strategic bombing •
offensive was the intensive attack of German industry and
morale, cannot be lightly disregarded.

on

Indirect effects apart, 15,620

/It

(1) "The R.A.N. in Maritime Warfare".
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It -would be incorrect, however, to regard this
effort as wholly diversionary. Minelaying, as has been
seen, could be and, in the main, -was carried out either
by inexperienced crews or by the main force.on occasions
when weather precluded normal bombing operations. Nor
can the high proportion of the offensive effort devoted to

the German Baltic and North West ports be considered in

isolation from strategic bombing policy at this time.
In the terms of the February Directive, this aimed at the

reduction of German civilian morale and particularly that

of the industrial workers by the intensive bombardment of

heavily populated tovms which were comparatively easy to

find and did not require deep penetration. It is true that

the German ports were important Naval targets and their attack

on high priority had frequently been urged by the Admiralty
in connection vdth the anti-submarine campaign. But as

major German cities they had also been included in the former

category as alternative targets for area attack when weather

and other tactical considerations precluded operations in

the primary Ruhr area. On those grounds it is apparent
that as far as German ports are concerned there can be no
clear-cut division between offensive and defensive bombing.

On the other hand, the high priority given to.the attack
of Lorient in January, 1943, v/hen considerable damage ivas

done to the tovm and docks area -without any very noticeable

effect on submarine operations cannot be regarded as anything
but a major diversion of effort which might well have been

put to better use elsev/here. Apart from detachments and.

transfers to Coastal Command in 1942 discussed in Part I of

this Vol-urae, Bomber Command also lost the use of the

equivalent of an entire hea-vy bomber squadron which for ,

over five months was solely engaged on anti-submarine duties.

Finally the numbers of smaller raids on docks and submarine
yards in Germany and the considerable effort put out by

the light bombers against shipping in the Channel ports all
contributed to the diversion of the strategic bombing force

from its primary task; an effort which might more profitably
have been expended against industrial targets in German and

German Occupied Territory which were making a direct
contribution to the enemy's war effort.

/Geman Ports
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Losses ) Total Tonnage
and No. of

Mines Laid

Nuinber of Ops. Number of SortiesTarget or
Purpose

NightNight NightDay Day

German Ports

1852,490 4,131.77 40 315Bremen

Bremer iTaven

Danzig
Emden

Emmerich

Plensburg
Hamburg
ICiel

Lubeck

Ed stock

Vegesack
Y/il helms liaven

1.833

56.3
1,591.4

2441

894 417 44 212

1.82 b-

386.7
2,227.3
745.3

340.2

750.6
273.5

1,045.3

16 201 3 22•4- 4

1,546 407 134
7 217 3 444

234 324 23 1

104 521
61234 12 5

48718 719 2

6,94064 11,551.933537 220 14Total

Naval Units

Gydynia

(”Graf Zeppelin" )
Trondheim

("Tirpitz") etc.

14.51

130.4133 111

144.9120 13Total 4

Occupied Ports

6 5.411Bordeaujc

j Boulogne
Cherbourg

j Den Helder
i Dieppe
I Dunkirk
I Flushing
j Gironde
: Le Havre

Le Trait

Lorient

Nantes

Ostend

Rouen

St. Malo

St. Nazaire

80.2

74.9
10.0

71.7

238.6
51.6
12.4

487.1

84 .48 525 5
1108 31 211 1

26 17
i

66 25 122

60 134 2 57 5
62 57

110 122 2

616 138 292 311

8.091

1,193.8675 176
39.4473
42.626 2121 2

10.8121

26.3302

296.6103371313

2,649.4540 481,710 1758
r~ O

5oTotal

Anti-Submarine,

Anti-Shipping Sz
Convoy Escort

1,328 37

4,867 10,491 mines17053 2Minelaying

(1 ) Aircraft missing and Cat. "E"
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II

THE U.S . A, A .F. HI THE BRITISH ISLES BI 1 9^2

(i) Build-up of the USAAF and VIII Bomber Conimand

It is not the purpose of this Narrative to recount in

detail the history of ̂ teglo/ilmerican relations during
World Y/ar II nor yet the difficulties facing the ^imericans
in their efforts to "build-up the necessary administrative
organisation and operational control for the Tjnerican Army
Air Forces in G-rea,t Britain in 1942. (O It is sufficient

to say that a very close liaison had existed between the

respective Staffs since the early days of the war which had

become even more pronoimced v/ith the initiation of a series

of "conversations" in January, 1941^ betvreen the members of

the British Delegation in ‘Washington and the iimerican Staff

Committee and reached a peak at the Atlantic conference
between the President and Prime Mnister in the summer of the

The conversations between the British andse.me year,

"Army 7\ir Forces
in "World Vfer II"

Vol. 1 P136/137 .American representatives had been called to determine a basis

of general strategy in the event of the United States "being

compelled to go to war", to co-ordinate broad plans for the

employment of the joint forces and to reach agreements for

military co-operation, areas of responsibility, principles
of command and the forces to be involved. jUready it was

mutually accepted that, since Germany was the predominant
member of the Axis, the Atlantic and European area was the

decisive theatre; that the Anglo/American effort would
therefore be exerted in that direction; and that operations
elsewhere would be conducted in such a fashion as to facilitate

that end.

Harbour finally forced a decisive issue, the Allies already
had a bac'kground of broad strategy;* and preparatory
organisation on which to build their future plans.
Y/ashington Conference in effect no more than affirmed the

agreement already reached that the defeat of Germany should

be the first task of the Aillies although a wary eye must of
necessity be kept on events in the Eicific,

Thus, when at the end of 1941j the events at Pe

The

arl

The line which the offensive was to take, however, Imd
still to be determined although it was evident from the start
that the

opinion(2}
esident, no doubt under pressure of strong public
was determined to see his troops in action in 1942

Ibid

Bige 571

.
There is little doubt that the delays and difficulties in the

build-up of the U.S.A.A.F.in Britain were at least partly due
to the fluctuations of grand strategy at that timew) which
ranged from a continuation of earlier proposals for an

offensive in North west Africa (Gymnast) to a lend offensive
on the Continent in 1943 (Roundup) and/or an emergency landing
in 1942 (SlodgG-flanmer) and cule'dnatod in the decision in
July, 1942, to launch a major o^'fensive in North 'Ivost Africa
under the now/ code name Torch.

Page 575

/On

(1) For further information see AHE Narrative 'huriglo/American
Collaboration in the Air Yvar over North ‘Jest Europe" and

the Ajnerican official History of "The Army Air Forces
in Tvorld .war ,11".

Popular demand for a Second Front in Europe, already
strong in Britain was becomAng increasingly vocad in the

United States and it was accepted tlaat for reasons of

national mora.le, offensive action on some front in 1942
was definitely needed.
Y(ar II" Vol. I.

See Chapter 14.

(See "Army Air Forces in W'orld
Page 562).

(2)

(3)
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On 8 January, 1942, l/kjor General Chaney v/as designated
Conimanding General of the United States Army Forces in the

British Isles (USlIBl).
General Faker was designated Bomber’ Commander for USAFBI and

on 22 February the first American Air Headquarters in Europe
(us -Acrry Bomber Corar.iand) was established with its Headquarters
temporarily located at R.A.P. Bomber Conmiand, High Wycombe.
There General Eakcf with a skeleton Staff set up his "shadow

coraraEuad": to study British methods and prepare for the arrival
of the Amorica’n Bomber Forces.

Wycombe Abbey (evacuated by one of the most famous girls'
public schools in England at a fortnight's .notice) and there
set up his now Headquarters a fev/ miles from and in close
collaboration with the R.A.F. Bomber Coraiiand.

On 31 January, 1942, Brigadier

On 15 A-pril, he took over

Ibid

Page 580

Ibid

Page 618

Ibid

Page 620

Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atla.ntic, the build-up
of the Eighth Air Force was forging ahead under the direction

of. Major General Spaatz. From its inception, the Eighth had

been .intended for action in the European Theatre but was

originally designed as a mobile tactical airforce for use in

connection v/ith the projected landings in North best Africa,
whereas the American Bomber Force in Britain v/as Intended to be

primarily strategic. By the end of March, 1942, plans for

Gymnast had been'temporarily shelved and at the suggestion of

General Spaatz, the now'taskless Eighth Air Force vvas used to
form the nucleus of the USAAF'in the Britis.h Isles. The new

assig-nraent .involved a drastic change in. the character of the
.  force from tactical to strategic and yet more.delays but

nevertheless, overseas I'noverncnt of advanced echelons began on

'27 April, On 5 ilay, General Spaat'z formally assumed convnand
of the force ■vvith:which he'had been so long associated, although
he himself did not reach England until June, . In the interim,
General .Eaker had been charged Y/ith preparations for the
reception of all airforce units and from 19 i-idy until the
opening of General Spaatz
the' rleadquarters Detachmen’t at High
A.A.P. Gomimnd in Britain. V"I )

Headquarters at Bushej'- Park in June,
'(ycornbe remained the ranking

Ibid

Pages 614/
615

Ibid

Page 620

Meanwhile, on the level of higher strategy, the offensive
in North West Africa had'been shelved in favour of Roundup and

As a-result, the original conception of a
purely strategic U.S. bomber force.in Britain had to be
modified and a more even balance struck .bctv-/cen strategic and

'From lixy onwards, planning for the

Sledgehammer.

tactical requirements,

Ibid

Page 565

flov/ of American Forces to Britain for the newly piroposed
commitments co.ntimied under the codename Bolero, and earlj''
negotiations between the two Pov/ers culminated in the Tirnold/
Towers/Portal Agreement'which wus signed in London on 21 June,
accepted by the American Joint Chiefs on 25 June and by the
CCS on 2 July, 1942.

stated that it was the policy of the
the Prime Minister, ttiat pov/erful

ID/12/140
21.6.42.

The i'jgreement
'president, concurred'in by
United States Air Forces must be created and maintained and
that everj'' appropriate aircraft built in the States shoula be
manned by Anericans crev/s subject to the follovving conditions

(i) That the combined aim. should be to create and bring
into decisive action as quickly as possible fully
trained British and Ainerican forces, adequate i’or

/the

(1 ) At Appendix 23 is a cl'iart showing the proposed chain of
Co.rajmnd of the United States .army 'Air Forces as at
6 Jame, 1942. A more’ detail.ed Table of the Organisation
of the Eighth Air Force in March, 1943, is at Appendix 24.
For further details of organisation and functions see VL/80.
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the defeat of their enemies and ttiat the combined

resources of both countries should be used to the

best advantage in creating and emplojung those
air forces to that end.

(ii) That the revisidn of previously agreed allocations
of aircraft to Britain should be made so as to

avoid weakening the combined strengths in any
theatre.

In accordance with that policy the United States undertook
to allocate aircraft to Great Britain and to maintain existing

and projected, squadrons of the R.A.P. and Dominions operating
in theatres of British and American responsibility in vdiich
Units of the USAAP could not be substituted,

instances the United States undertook to assign to and
maintain in British and Combined Theatres such American Air

Forces as hid been agreed. In effect, this allovi/ed for a

build-up in Britain by 1 April, 1943 as follov/s :-(l )

In all other

(595
(

Heavy"Bombers
Medium Bombers

Light Bombers

Observation photo
map-ping

Seventeen groups
ten groups
six groups

seven groups

570
342

(399)

(960)
(416)

Pursuit

Transport
tv/elve groups
eight groups

Meanwhile, planning and organisation for the Eighth
Air Force v/as already going ahead on the basis of Bolero.

On 8 June, 1942, a European Theatre of Operations, U.S.A.

(ETOUSA) ti£id been established by Presidential Directive and
General Ctianey (US.'iFBl) vra-s designated Command of all the
forces therein. This was little more than an honorary titl

"Army Air Force
in World War II"

Vol.. 1.

Page 589

e,
hov/ever, as on 20 June he v/as recalled to the States and

succeeded by General Eisenhower who was soon to receive
f-orther responsibility as Allied Command for operation Torch.

In the same month, General Spaatz ai-rived in London to take

over his command of the Eighth Air Force and two months later,
on 21 August, he was also designated Air Officer to ETOUSA.

Tliat step not only assured the active co-operation of an

Air Officer in Theatre planning at its highest level but also

marked the beginning of a close personal relationship between

Generals Eisenliower and Spaatz which contributed greatly to

the successful development and employment of fjnerican air

power in the v/ar against Gerrrany.

Ibid

Page 591

definiteAAtnough planning for Bolero was at last takin
shape, the issue was soon due to be clouded once again by a
reversal of grand strategy,
been definitely accepted as the main offensive in 1942 and

although Roundup and Bolero continued on Paper, it was clear

from the .start that iirecedencc accorded to Torch would

seriously affect the build-up of United States Forces in

Although conciliatory assurances were given to the

ty

£>

By the end of July Torch had

Britain,

contrary, it was-all too evident to the Planners ttiat, since

/there

(l ) At A.ppcndix 25 is a Table prepared for the Prime Minister
on 3 July, 1942, giving the estimated stages of tVie
build-up of tiiose forces up to 1 April, 1943.

SECRET
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there was no other fund on v/liich to dravv', the provision of

forces for North "West Africa must inevitably be at the
expense of Bolero,

were aircraft, equipment and personnel diverted from the States

to Torch but the first arrivals among the bomber squadrons in
this country were singled out for the same task immediately
they had obtained the required operational experience,

(ii) Co-operation with and Direction of VIII Bomber Command

\/hat actually occurred was that not only

As far as the American and K.A.P. Bomber Comr/B-nds v/ere

concerned, a spirit of mutual co-operation and assistance had
early been established.

Americans by the R.A.P. in the early months in all fields of

operational and administrative activity and probably nost of all

in the field of Intelligence, R.A.P. Officers and personnel
having been loaned to work v«ith, advise and train American

Intelligence Staffs until the latter v/ere firmly established.
In addition, when as a result of siiortage of shipping and other
difficulties, A.A.P. Units arrived v/ithout essential equipment
and supplies, the R.A.P. furnished their requirements in

aEimunition , bombs, vehicles, spares, flying clothing and other
necessities of all kinds,

quoting here was paid b,y General Eiiker in his report to
General Spaatz on 19 June on the "Vfork of the Advance Echelon
in T/hich he wrote that the British

Considerable help was given to the

A very warm tribute vliicrh is worth

Ihid

Page 651

'in which theatre we have been understudying and operating
for the past five months, have co-operated one hundred
per cent in every regard,
when we had none and have furnished us clerical and

administrative staffs; they have furnished us liaison
officers for Intelligence Operations and Supply; they have

furnished us vdth transportation, they have housed and fed'

our people and they have ans?/ered promptly and mllingly,
all our requisitions: in addition, they have made
available to us for study their most secret devices and
documents".

They have lent us personnel

He added that he was extremely proud of the relations tliat

had been established and was hopeful that they T/ould be
maintained by incoming Coramcxnders and Staffs.

2S-13®
Enel: 2A

30.7.42.

As far as the two Bomber Command Commanders were concerned,
it is clear that from the start they had "got off on the right
foot". The extent of the mutual regard and co-operation
established between them is best reflected in a letter from

General Eaker to Sir Ai’thur Harris on 30 July, 1 942,'proposing
a metnod of co-ordination between the Commands and ending:
"I shall continue to look upon you as the senior member of our
firm - the elder brother in our bomber team",
that:

He suggested

(i) He himself would continue to attend the C.-in-C's

morning conferences while detailing a senior officer
as liaison y/ith the operations section,
every opposite number in the American Headquarters
v/ould maintain the closest liaison with the R.A.P.
Staff Sections.

In addition

(ii) Prior to the selection of targets by the Americans,
the programmes Y/ould be gone over with Sir Arthur
iiarris and his staff to ensure that there v/as no

conflict and to obtain the benefit of R.A.P.

experience in target selection and operational methods.

/(iii)
G. 169O87/VI/11/50/30
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(iii) Necessary diversions of aircraft as a result of
weather and other difficulties either to /uiiorican
or R.A.F. airfields would "be controlled by the
R.A.F. 'watch Officer and the .bnerican Liaison
Officer at Bomber Gomnmnd.

Those proposals met v/ith the full agreement of the
G-in-G who replied that he v/as supremely confident that so

long as they retained their respective assignments, no

difficulties of an operational or personal nature would
arise.

"I myself and all the members of ny Goiiiiiand who have
been in official or ’unofficial relations with you and

yours by now well appreciate tliat cormiran doctrines
prevail. 'we know full well ttiat a mutual desire to vie

in rendering the rxiximura possible service each to the

other in our progress towards the coi.iuon goal is the

sole matter of likelj'- competition between us. As from

the date of the first operation of your first Unit in

the Bomber Campaign, it is i.y insistence that you
personally siiall stnre as full partner with me in the

conception and ordering of es,ch lay's oxuerations".

Inevitably the differences and difficulties subsequently arose

but they could and did not shako that strong beisis of rautual

regard and co-operation established between the two Corrimanders.

The same attitude existed at a higher level and as a further

step to'vvards co-ordinalion, a series of weekly conferences ̂ i

<l(/-<i/lD4/385 and
AH

betvveen the staffs of the Eighth far Force a.nd the Mr idnistry
was inaug;urated at the end of August to tlirash out problems
of operational and administrative policy and procedure.

3 Narrative

" M glo//\mer i can
Collaboration in ■

the x'lir \,ar over

W.V/. Europe"
paras. 397-401.

Meanwhile, by the end of July, the first funerican ■

Bomber Group with its supporting fighter-Group and ground
echelons had arrived in England and the' question of the

operational employment of the 'VIII Bomber Command became a

matter of inmiedlate importance,
evident that the .'miericci-ns, convinced of the inadequacy of

night bombing, were firrrily wedded to their conception of

their bomber force 'in f.i daylight offensive role against

Germany and equally to their determination to emjploy their

■fighters in direct support of the bombers and not for the air
defence of Great Britain,
strong opposition on this side of the Atlantic,
is accurately stated in their official history of the air vvar,
it Yvas to be many months before the Prime Minister and the
Air StM’f v/ere finally convinced of the possible success of
a daylight offensive against German 'targets,
influenced by the results of operations YYith the Plying
Portress in 1941^ and, more recently, by daylight attacks on
the German battleships at Brest, the Mr Staff mintained
the view/ tliat daylight fighter-escorted raids could not reach
targets sufficiently vital to the German war effort and tliat
the main bomber offensive into Germany must be by night.
Nevertheless'they vv'ere anxious to see aknorican bombers in
action as soon as possible and, in spite of msgivings, by

Bkonl the first it was

On both those counts they faced
Indeed, a.s

Ifo doubt

.AKB Narrative

" .M glo//liner i can
Collaboration
in the Air Vvar

over N.'Vv .Europe'
Paras. 321-328.

/the

(l ) Committee for the Co-ordination of Current Mr Opicrations.

SECRET
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the end of tlarch, British and jhiierican vie\/'s liad 46611 at least

partially reconciled; mainly as a result of General iumold's
statement ttiat he did not propose to attempt daylight Bombing
of Germany until after the Gerimn fighter force had Been
defeated.

Nevertheless, vi^hen General Bisenhover arrived in June to

take over command of the ETOUSA, ho Brought v/ith him a letter

of instruction which clearly constituted the real directive
under which the A.A.P. v/ere to operate,
all air units Based in the United Kingdom ivere to Be integrated

into the Eighth ,'dr Force under General Spaatz. The Basic

role of the A.A.P. fighter units v/as to Be the direct support
of BomBer operations and thej^ were not to Be integrated with

British Fighter Units enployed in the defence of Great Britain.

The strategic control of air operations already vested in the
British Government v"' ) should be construed to mean general
strategic directives as to purpose and Broad objectives But was

not to include designation of targets or tactical control of

operations.

This laid dovm that

w

regards the mission of the ETOUSA, the general aim Y/as

to gain air supremacy over Ytestern Europe in preparation tor and

in support of a comBined sea, land and air movement across the
This was clearly Based on plans for Itoundup and

The initiation of Torch somewhat altered the

As

channel.

Sledgeliammer,

Ibid

conplexion of things although no radical change in the command
The Eighth Air Force Yvas thus enabledstructure Yvas required,

to transfer to the TYYelfth (earmrked for North Y/est Africa)
the responsibility for air/ground co-operation and to revert to
the earlier conception of an extended period oi strategic
Bombardment in co-operation v»lth the R.A.P.
closest liaison BetYveen the iimerican and British BomBer

Comrinnds Ydiich, as has Been seen, had already Been established.

This involved the

Yvith the ctiange-over from Bolero to Torch, General Eaker
Y?as able to describe the mission of VIII BomBer Command as the

targets Yvith the .destruction of carefully'chosen strategic

Ibid

Page 607

subsidiary purpose of determining jhnerican capa,city to destroy
pinpoint targets By daylight precision Bombing and, to Beat off
enemy fighter and flak' opposition.

Although ttie British Staffs Yvere By no means happy or

convinced of the suitability of .American aircraft for attacking

heavily defended targets in daylight, they Yvere prepared to

agree to a trial i-un and By 4 September, 1942, essential
agreement as to immediate policy liad Been reached Between the
Air Staff and General Spaatz. In a "Joint American/British
Directif on Eny Bomber Operations involving
operation" Yvliich v/as issued on 8 Scx-iteniber,
that the aim of the day Bombardment By Allied Air Forces Based
in the British Isles Y/ould Be to achieve continuity in the

Bombing offensive against the Yocis.
BomBer Coimnands v/ould Be the main instruments respectively for

Aight

^ghtcr Go-
it Y'.as stated

The E.-l.F. and Yjnerican

0lm/}85
'5.9.42.

and

11.9.42.

CS.16536
8.9.42.

(1 ) Section I of S.D.348 published in March, 1942 and Based
directly on agreements reaciied at the Yiashington
Conference' stated tlxat: , ,

"The strategic direction of tho US-46P would Be exercised
By the British Government through the CoiTiinandcr of the
USYdBI.

in the theatre of Yvar and the cliain of command would Bo

determined By the Conimanding General, U.S.A.]?.B.I.

The USixAE’ Yvould maintain their national ident

M

as

ity

■

(2) See Appendix 2o.
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night and day air TDOinEardmeiit.

method vvould be as already defined in Air IvUnistry
Directives while the aim of dayliglit operations vrould be

achieved by the destruction and damage of precise targets
vital to the Axis war effort.

The night bombing aim and

Ibid

31.8.42.
\Vithin tlv?.t general conception, the American daylight

offensive v/as planned in tiiree PlTases.
existing shortage of Ancrican Eighters, Hiaso I operations
would be limited to targets within the radius of British
fighter protection, reinforcod where possible by Anerican
fighters.

Bombers w-ould be afforded by their own fighters, British
fighters being used principally for diversionary sweeps and
vri-thdrawal cover,

determined by the longer range of the Aierican fighters which

were to be exploited to increase the depth of pienetration of

the bombers and to widen the frontage of attack,
the oth Bomber Command v/ould. develop its full daylight
offensive against Germany, receiving such support and co

operation as would be required from R.ix.F. fighters.
Finally, during the development of the daylight offensive,
R.A.F. day bombers would be used in the secondary role to

add weight to- R.A.P. diversionary operations and to maintain

attacks during picriods unsuitable for the opei’ation of

iimerican heavy bombers.

Owing to the

In Phase 2, direct protection of the .'\merica.n}

Areas of attack would therefore be

In Phase 3j

The -mission of the U.S.A.A.F. in North w'est Europe had

thus been unequivocally stated. 'whether they could achieve

all that they hoped and -was expected of thorn w'ould depend
very much on the availability of adequate resources and, as
lias been seen, those rosourcos were already' being seriously^
menaced by Operation Torch.

Meanwhile, the principles of liigher co;m;iand had not

"Anglo/Anerican yet been fully resolved in relation to the now strategic
Collaboration in situation and in the light of the directive to General

the Air offensive Eisenhower. In order to bring the relevant section of

over N.Yf.Europe". 'S.D.348 up to date, the staff Officers of J.O.M. (US) liad
Para. 396.

AIB Narrative

been endeavouring to draft a statement which would find mutual

acceptance as a precise definition of the principles involved.

On 5 August, the draft was submitted to .ETOTJSA and v/as agreed
subject to slight modifications 7/iiich were accepted by the
Air Ministry on 21 September.
Section of S.D.348 was issued and is sufficiently^ important
to be quoted in full:

A few days later the revised

(i) The Commanding General Eiiropean Theatre of
Operations prepares and carries on ncLlitary
operations against tlie iixis Powers and their
Lillies under strategical directives of the
Combined United States/British Chiefs of Staff.

(ii) .'ill U.S. ..Iraiy Troops (including the Eighth Air
Force) in the British Isles are under the coniinand
of the Conumnding General, ETOUS'll •

(iii) The teri:i "strategical direction" is understood and
employed to mean the function of prescribing for
a force as a vvhole the general mission which it
is to carry^ out and such modifications of tliat

/general
SECllST
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general mission as may from time to time l3ecome
necessary or desirable without anjr control of details
of tactical operations or adn'dnistrative matters,

(iv) The term "operational control" is understood and
employed to mean the functions of prescrihing
initially and continuously the details of tactical
missions and operations to be carried out by forces
and by all elements of those forces together vvlth
modifications thereof without the responsibility or ..
authority for controlling matters of administration,
discipline or statutor3r authority or responsibility
for such matters as promotion, transfer, relief and
assignment of personnel,

(v) This definition of operational control is operative
whether United States troops are under the operational
control of a British CoLiXiiander or vice versa,

(vi) The Channel of command for the Eighth Air Force
Units allocated to operations in close support of the
U.S, Armj- will be laid down by the Gonmianding G-eneral
Eighth Air Force at that time. ■

(vii) Units of the Eighth Air Force may be placed under the
operatiorta.1 control of R.A.F. Gomnands and similarly
Units of the R.A.F. may be assigned for dutj'- to a
Connand of the Eighth Air Force,

(viii) In such cases operational units and staffs of any
subordinate headquarters controlling these will
maintain their national identity and will be
administered by the Service to which thej'- belong,

(iii) British Concern over imierican tombing Offensive

iJ-though six .’jmerican li^ht bombcx’s had flo'v.n v/ith R.A.F.
light bombers against four aerodromes in Holla.nd on 4 Julj^
and again on 12 July against the Abbeville-Drucat aerodrome(0
it was not until 17 August that the VIII Bomber Comrrand

On that, date 12 Flying Fortresses
escorted by four

operated independently,
attacked the Sotteville Larstmlling Yards,
squadrons of E.A.P, Spitfires, Y/hile five .more provided
withdrawal cover. By the end of October they had undertaken
21 bombing raids over France and two over Holland but had still

not ventured to penetrate beyond Lille ("I ). In almost every
case thei/- had required strong escorts.

By this time, events in North best Africa were making it

evident that Roundup in 1943 might have to be postponed and
as a result the emphasis was once again swinging back towards
a combined strategic bomber offensive on a vast scale,
unavoidable delays incurred by the VIII Bomber Co,ramand in

passing on to .Phase 3 of their 'planned offensive was therefore

a matter of grave concern to the Prime Llinistor and the ̂ ILr

The

/staff

(1 ) Although in November, 1942, the Americans v/ere already
selecting precise targets for initial operations over
Genmny as soon as T/eather perinitted, it was not until
27 January, 1943 in an attack on wilhelmsiiaven tteit
they dropped their first bomb on Geruan soil.

Cr. 1 69087/A'-/1 1 /5O/3O
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Staff of 7vtioin the former at least was increasingly doubtful

of the ability of the iincricans to carry out their intended

daylight offensive against Germany without incurring
This 7vas the subject of much anxious

^ and it is a
measure of the Prime Ivdnister's concern that on 10 January,
1943, he informed the Secretary of State for Air that it was

his intention to discourage the President from sanding over

any more daylight bombers in large quantities until the

question of the daylight offensive had been settled one Y/ay
or the other,

refuted by Sir Archibald Sinclair who pointed out that such

a step would only hamper the development of the Jhnerican
effort, the success of Yvhich would depend largely on the size

of the force at their disposal.

prohibitive losses,
discussion Yvhich lias been examined elsewhere v

This most unYvelcome suggestion was firmly

P.M. Personal

Mnute M. 26/3
10.1.43.

0AfHP^er
94-5
12.1.43.

In spite of the Prime Ldnister's misgivings, the
Bi'itish Air Staff maintained a more sanguinary vieiv,
attributing much of the .American failure to develop their

offensive to the impact of outside circumstance
Yvere their bombers in action on five different fronts other

than the United Kingdom but the States \Var Department had

set itself a vast expansion prograiiime Yvhich ineY'itabli'' imde

heavy inroads on trained personnel and experienced leaders
Yvho Yvould otherYY'ise have been available to leaven the front

line squadrons,
to the British Isles, the majority of the first arrivals had

been inadequately trained and had had to comp>lete their

training over here and in action,
the necessary experience and to work up their efficiency
liad inmediately been conserved for operation Torch and later

arrivals had had to start again from scratch,
those handicaps, they had achieved some very accurate bombing
and had on a number of occasions operated beyond fighter
escort range and had destroyed a substantial number of enemy
fighters vdth little loss to themselves

Not onlyo •

In their anxiety to get their forces over

The first units to get

In spite of

27.12.42.

The problem. Vias not finally resolved until the Prime
Itinister met President Roosevelt at the momentous Casablanca

Conference Yvhen it Yvas confirmed that the American task

should be the daylight bombardment of precise targets in

Germany in complement to the R.A.P. strategic night bombing
offensive,

USAzYP in the British Isles at tliat time (i.e. 2 Pebruarj',
1943):- 0)

The following Table shoYvs the strength of the
A.I.3 (USa)
11.2.43.

/lioavy Bombers

(1) See Cliapter 20.

(2) See Appendix 27 for a Table of VIII Bomber Command
operations betvireen August, 1942, and January, 1943.

(3) On 27th July, 1943, approximately a year after the
arrival of the first heavj'’ bombers in the U.K. the
number of heav3'' bomber squadrons formed or fornlng
totalled 64 Yvith a. total U.E. of 512 aircraft and
874 aircraft on charge (plus 12 heavy escort bombers).

A. 1.3 (USA)
3.8.43.

SECPvET
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Serviceable

A/c on
ctiarge

Sqdns.formed
or fomung

U.E.per
sqdn.

Total
A/c. Cat: Immedia

tely

Within

7 days
U.B.

46' 26Hea.vy bombers
Medium bombers

Light bombers

234 2339 123

14 19 314 111

1614141 1O

165464 98Fighters 9  . .. 225.  25

'  18P.R.U. 13 13 3 91

ilrmy Co-op:
Fighters
Bombers

Obs. &

Liaison a/c.

6  ) 10

14o

84,4 9 72

G. 1 69087/vt/I 1 /50/30
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APEETjDIX 1

_ 1 -

BOPBER COM/MTO ORDEF^ OP BATTLE

As at '1800 hour 6 Ivlarch ^^l+2o

IBiit
Aircraft on

Unit Charge
RemarksLocation I.E. + I.R.!  Operat-

ional
Non-Op- !
erational I

No. 1 Group i Bawtry

Squadron Squadron

(a) 1 03 Elsriam 16 + 2

16 + 2
18 Wellingtons Ic
17 Wellingtons Ic

18 Wellingtons IV

Wolds

SnaitVi

Hemswell

i50
16 + 2300

(Polish)
301

(Polish)
304

(Polish)
305

(Polish)

(a) 142
12

16 + 2 18liemsT/ell IV

16 + 2Lindholme 17 Ic

16+2 18Lindholme II

Binhrook

Grimshy
Breighton

24 + 3
16 + 2

24 II

19 IV

460 16 + 2 20 IV

(RAAB’)

Wo ■ 2 Group Huntingdon

Yfattistiarn

Watton

Bodney
Yfett i s'ham

Horsham St.

Ihith

Gt.l,!lassinghara

West Raynham
Swanton Iforley

Attlebridge

(d)(a) 110 16+4
16 + 4
16+4
16 + 4
16+4

Detachment s

of Nos. I8and

21 squadrons
overseas.

Nos.82 and

110 squadrons
to he with

drawn for

transfer

overseas.

20 Blenheims IV

(a) 21

(a) 18

IV1

(d)(a) 82

(d)(a) 105

IV21

6 IV

7 ivibsquitos

(d)
(a)

(a)l07

(cUa J226
(c)(a) 88

114

16+4
l6 + 4
16 + 4
16 + 4

23 Bostons III
21 Blenheims IV

20 Bostons III

20 Bostons III

No. 3 Group Exning

(a) 16 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

1 9 Wellingtons III57 Peltwell

Bourn

Ivlildenhall

It III101 14
II

419 12 Ic

6(RCAP)
It III

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

19 IIIl/krtiam

Ilonington
Feltv/ell

115

(a
(

It III9 21

a 20 III75

(NZ)
16 + 2
16 + 2

18Stradishall

East Wret'ham

II Ic214

15 Ic311

(Czech)
16156 16 + 2 IcAlconhury

II III4

16 + 2
16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2

13 Stirlings218 liiarham

Oakington

V?yton
ivlildenhall

Stradishall

t!
157
10 It

15
11149

No. 138

Squadron
Special
Duties under

D.of Plans

12 Whitleys V
3 Halifaxes

138

(Special Duties)

/No. 4 Group

SECRET
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r
Unit

Aircraft on

L&iit Charge
Location I.S. + I.E. Remarks

j  Opcrat- : Won-Op-
j  ional I erational

lio. if Group

S^aclron j Squadron

York

Dishforth

Ealton

Enlton

Linton

Leeming
Croft

Croft

Driffield

Rocklington

24 + 3
16 + 2

24 + 3

24 + 3

24 + 3
16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

27 y/iriitleys V
18 Halifax

J  7 7/hitleys V
20 Yfhitleys V

102(i) iNcn-Operaticnal
Ion Halifaxes102(1)

58
77 18 I! Y

78 (i) 8 It V INcn-Operational
ion Halii'axes78(1) 13 Halifaxes

18 TYellingtonsU158
405 14 !! II

(egap)
35 16 + 2

16 + 2

Linton

iiiddleton St.

George

Leeming

20 Halifaxes

18 Halifaxes76

10 1b + 2 19 Halifaxes

No. _5 Group Grantliam

420 Waddington 16 + 2 18 Hampdens
(EC.iP)
144 North Luffenhain

Scampton
Scarnpton

Shellingthorpe
Coningshy
Coning shy
NortVi Luf fenham

24 + 3

24 + 3
16 + 2

24 + 3

24 + 3
16 + 2
24 + 3

26 Hampdens

2b Hampdens
17 IvlancHesters

24 Hampdens
14 Hampdens
9 Iknc he stars

26 Hampdens

49

83

50

106(1) lOperational
ion Hampden 3106(1)

408

(RCAP)
Wig sley 26 Hampdens455 24 + 3

(RAAP)
16 + 2
Ito + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

207 18 Ivlanchesters

12 Lancasters

17 I'/ianchesters

15 Lancasters

Bottesford

Woodhall Spa
Woolfax Lodge
Skellingthorpe

97
61

^+4

(Ehodcsian)

No. 8 Group Brampton Grange

Uppcr-,^Heyford*^
'Myton^
Boscombe Doi.m

109 9 Ansons

19 Wellingtons Ic
1 Lancaster

lOperational
Ion Wellingtons.
lUndcr No.26

I Signals Group.

(Special Duties)

Wo. 7 Group Station

=5'^ No. 3 Group Station

(a)Notes; Squadrons trained in uso of gas spray

(c) Earmarked for reinforcement of Northern Ireland

on Alert No. 1 or at the request of the War Office.

(8) Squadrons concerned in maintaining two Blenheim
. Squadrons on operations in hklta.

/BOhIBER COMMND

G. 1 69O87AT/2/5O/3O



SECRET

iiPPEi-IDIX 1

- 3 -

BOlffiSR COi*L4iro OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNITS

As at 6 iferch 1 %2

Establishment of AircraftUnit Station Satellite Remarks

No. 6 Group -Abingdon

1 6 Ansons10 O.T.U. 34 WhitleysAbingdon Stantpn
Harcourt

Steeple Ivbrden

Gaydon

18 Crews trained

in No. 15 O.T.U.
for Fdddle

East

Rissingbourne

Chipping
Warden

Harv/ell

54 Wellingtons11 tl

4014
M U12

18 II 54
n

15 Hampstead
Norris

Bitteswell

Forres

Elgin

Edgehill

(Polish)18 ZhO
n

Bramcote

Kinloss

Lossiemouth

Moreton-in-

the-Iviarsh

Wellesboume-

Mountford

Pershore

Lichfield

14
1!

16 II
54 WMtleys

54 Ifellingtcns

19

1820 tJ

18 f1
5421

18 ffStratford It 5422

18 i;
23 Lifford

Tatenhill

tt
54

40
II

14 tt
27

No. 7 Group Winslow

13 O.T.U. Bicester 1 6 iinsons Z+8 BlenheimsHinton-in-

the Hedges

Saltby

Croughton

'Warboys

Bircotes

49 Han-pdens13
It

14 CottesiTore

Upper Heyford

Upvroo d

‘Finningley

tt

16 13 49
ItMIt

16 Zf8 Blenheims

136 'Wellingtons
124 ivlancHesters

It
17

II

IIII 1225

26 II

Yving Cheddington
It

12

108 'Whitleys 96 Blenheims
264 Ansons 98 liampdens !

24 Ivlanchesters
Total

480

'^Wellingtons

/BOl'ffiER COMvIAND

SECRET
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BOiffiER COLSlARiD ORDER OP BATTLE

As at 1800 hours, 6 Iviarch 1942
JC

SUIvILLRT OP SQUADRONS

Squadrons Estahlished Squadrons Operational (/ Squadrons Non-Operational
Total

I.E. + I,R.

Total

Strength
I  A/c, on
I Unit Charge

On Type
I.E. + I.R.

Type of Aircraft A/c . on
Unit Charge

On Type
I I.E. + I.R.

No. No. No. j

3 4S + 12
80 + 20

16 + 4

63 Boston III

Blenheim TV

Ivio squito

3 48 + 12

48 + 12
63

695 3 28 2 32+ 8

16 + 4
411 7 None i  1 7•  i

144 + 369 139 Total Light Bombers 6 96 + 24 91 3 43 12 48

6 1^ + 18
16 + 2

72 + 9

112 + 14

48 + 6
24+ 3
80 + 10

64+ 8

104 Hampden 6 14A.+ 16
16 + 2

72+ 9
30 + 10

48+ 6
24 f 3
'80 + 10

Zi.8 + 6

104
181 i 1 18

3 80 VAiitley V

Wellington 1c

Yfellington II

3 80
7 113 5 85 32 - 26a A
3 80 3 50
1 24 II i 1 24

+-103a III 5 93 10 £4 75 ■17 5 '  155 16 + 2 20

560 + 7030 567 Total Medium Bomhers 512 + 6427 509 3 48 6 58
+  6483 61 Iknchester

Stirlir.g
Halifax
Lancaster

48 + 6
64 + 8
32+ 4
32 + 4

3 52 9644 8 49+ 4 49
80 + 10
32+4

5 88 2 39 48 + 6 492 27 2 27

14 224 + 28 225 Total Heavy Bombers 176+22 !  311 167 48 + 6 58JJ-

Excluding Nos. 138 end IO9 iSpecial Duty Squadrons.
Includes t^70 Blenheim Squadrons Overseas (See Note (d)).

1 69087/'/t/2/50/30n
■cr*
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ARPMDIX 1
- 5 -

KI,IBER COMvIAKD MSCELLAMEOUS TRAINING UNITS

As at 6 Mrch 19L2

Ifriit Location

No, 1 G-roup

1520 B.A.T. Flight
1481 T.T. and G. Plight

Holme

Binbrook

No. 2 Group

1508 B.A.T. Plight
1515 B.A.T. Plight
1517 B

1482 T.T. and G. Plight

A
T. Flight

Horshaiii St. Faith

Sv/anton J/brley
Ips-vTich

Yifest Eaynham

No ̂  3 Group
1503 B.A.T. Plight
1504 B.A.T. Plight
1505 B.A.T. Plight
1513 B.A.T. Plight
1519 B.A.T. Plight
1521 B.A.T. Plight
1483 T.T. and G. Plight
1651 Conversion Unit

Plight7 It

Kildenhall

Nyton
Honington

Peltwell
Stradishall

Nevraarket

Naterbeach

Oakington
7?yton
Liilderliall

J/jarham

Tenipsford
East Wretliam

15

149
218 II

1418 Plight
1429 Czech pp.Trg.Plight

No. 4 Group

1502 B.A.T. Flight
1512

1516
1484 T.T. and G. Plight
1 652 Conversion Unit

Plight

II

II

10 It

Driffield

Dishforth

IvL ddl eton St. George
Driffield

Narston ivbor

Leeming
Lint on -on-Ouse

Iviiddleton-St. George
Croft

Dalton

35

76 It

78 II

102

No. 5 Group

1506 B.A.T. Plight
1514

1518
1524

1485 T.T. and G. Plight
44 Conversion Plight

II

II

II It

lYaddington
Coning sby
Scan^ton
Newton

Scampton
Yfaddington
Coningsby
Woolfox Lodge
Scampton
Coningsby
Bottesford

97 II II

61 II

83 II

106 II

207 II

Ao. D GroupSECRET

G. 1 69O87/VY/2/5O/3O



Unit Location

No. 6 Group

1501 B.A.T. Plight
1443 P.T. and D. Plight

ALingdon
Harv/ell

No, 7 Group

1506 B.A.T. Plight
1511

Mil+Z P.T.

1428* Hudson Trg. Plight
144ii*

)i II

II

II IIP.T.

Pimingley
Upwood
Bicester .

Horsham St.Paith

Hors'harn St.Paith

No. 8 Group

1 633 Conversion Unit Polebrook

'i- Lodger Units on a No. 2 Group Station

G. 1 69OS7AP/2/5O/3O



SECRET

BOMBER COMMAND ORDER OF BATTLE APPEiiDIX L.

SOO_ hrs. 18th September.

UNIT I i

1

I.E. + I.R. 1LOCATION AIRCRAFT ON

UNIT CHARGE

REMAR IB
OPERA

TIONAL NON-OP.

No. 1 GROUP BAOTRY

Squadrons

(d) ‘12
Squadrons

16+ 2Blnbrook 8 Wellington III Re-equipping, For

merly established

as 2lt+3 Well, II.
15 H II

103 16 +Elsham Wolds

Grimsby

Halifax

1 Wellington III

2

(d)Uj2 16+ 2 Re-equipping to
Mark III!  15 II IVI

!
(b)l50

300(Pol)
Snai th

Ingham

16 +

16 +

16 II2 III

12 Opera ting on 10+2
Estab.

2 II IV

!

30l(Pol)
305(Pol)

16+ 2Hemswell

Hemswell

12 II IV II! II
I

I
16 + n II IV II9 II II1

! I 1 II

Ii60(RAAF) 16+ 2Brelghton 9 Halifax

2 Wellington IV
Re-equipplng,
raerly established
as 16+2 Well, IV.

For-I

1

t

No.^ 2 GROUP ' HUNTINGDON

West Raynham(a) 18 16 + It 13 Blenheim V Re-squi pplng. For

merly established

as l6+ij Blenlielm IV,
II II II II

25 II IV

(a) 21 16 + Ai  Bodney 16 Ventura

1 Blenheim IV

12 Boston III

9 Mitchell

1? Mosquito

(a)(c) 88 Attlebridge j
West Raynliara !
Horsham St, i

Falth,

Gt.Massingham \
VIest Raynham i

16 + h
93 16 + k

16 + h
Forming.

105

(a) 10' 16 + k
16 + k

16 Boston III

15 Blenlielm V
i

(a)111| Re-equlpplng. For

merly established

as 16+4 Blenheim IV,

!

14 II IV

i

I  Horsham St.
Faith.

West Raynham

Bwanton Morley
Feltwell
Feltwell

\ 139 16 + 4 10 II V
i

180 16.+ 4
16 + 4

16 + 4
16 + 4

- Mitchell

20 Boston III

2 Ventura

2 Ventura

Forming.
(a)(c)226

i
464(RA/iF)
4o7(RNZAF)

No, 3 GROUP EXWING

Oaklngton
Bourn

Gravely
Mlldenhall

Wyton

;  (b) 7 PF'P .. 16 + 2

16 + 2

16+ 2

,  16 + 2
16+ 2

13 Stirling
115 2 II

!  (b) 35 PEE
!  (a) 75 (N.Z,)

83 PEE

17 Halifax

10 Wellington III
I9 Lancaster
2 Manchester

- Stirling
16 Wellington III

I

i

(b)1ol 16+ 2Strad1 shall

On Vlelllngtonc,

Due to re-equip
with Stirlings,

115 I
16 + 2

16+ 2

16 + 2

16+ 2

16+ 2

8 + 1

2+ 1'

lO + 3

Marham

Lalcenlieath

Warboys
Stradisliall

Downliam Market

Wyton

17 II III

149 15 Stirling
I5 Wellington III
I0 Stirling

I

(b) 156 PFF
(b) 214

210 14 II

109 5 Mosquito
3 Wellington IC

Special Duties

tinder No. 26 Signals
Group,

I

(Special)
II IV

I
1 Lancasteri

I

/No. 3 Group (cont,)

SECRET
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UNIT i

LOCATION I.E. + I,R. 1 AIRCRAFT ON

UNIT CHARGE

REMARKS
OPERA

TIONAL

I

NON-OP.

I

No. GROUP (cont)
I

f
j

138

(Special) Tempsi'ord 10 +

5

2 9 Halifax ) i

7 Wnltloy V ) j0

161

(Special) Tempaford 6 Lysander )
V-Wiitley V )
“ Halifax )
“ Hudson

- Havoc

- Albemarle/ ) i
Hudson, ) I

)

)  :

7+ 0

3+ 0 Special Duties

under A.C.A.S, (I)

t

2 + 0

1  + 0

2+ 0

2+ 0

1

I

Noi.,ii GROUP YORK

Melbourne

Linton-on-Ouse
II II

Pocklinuton
East Moor

Topcliffe.

II

I

io" 16 + -2

16+ 2

16 + 2

16 + 2

16+ 2

16+ 2

16+ 2

16+ 2

1  12 Halifax I
r
I 76 i II9

78 I

15 II

102

150

(b)i|05(RCilF)
(b)Ll9 II

16 It

!

;  15 II

II20
II

16 Vfellincton III
it20(RC/a^) Sklpton 10 II III Re-equipping, For

merly established

as 16+2 Hampdens
3 Hampden

1U Vie nine ton HI!  h25

I  (French
;  Canadian)
i

Dlshforth 16+ 2

I

No, 5 GROUP GRi'iNTHilM
I!

(a)- 9 . Vladdinston 16 + ' 2 !  15 Lancaster
1 Manchester

1

■'tU 1
1(Rhodesia) 16 + 2V/addlneton :  20 Lancaster

1 Manchester
16 Lancaster
5 Manchester

18 Lancaster
2 Manchester
6 Lancaster
8 Manchester
2 Wellington III

lii Lancaster
1 Manchester

I

h9 16+ 2Scampton

50 16 + ,. 2S winder by
i

(b) 57 Scamp ton 16 +' 2 Re-equIpplng. For
merly established
as 16+2 Wolllngton III
Detacltnent vli tli
Coastal Command at
St. Eval,

I
61 Syerston/

■St.Eval,
16 + 2

I

16 + 2 I9 Lancaster
1 Mancliester

I5 Lancaster
5 Manchester

20 Lancaster

- Halifax

- Heinpdon

97 Woodhall'Spa.

I06 Conlngsby 16+ 2
1

207 Syerston
Balderton

16+ 2
16+ 2

I
I i(08 Re-oqulpplng with

Hali fa,-;. For

merly established
as 24+3 Hampden, .

(RCAF)

j

(a) Squadrons trained in use of gas spray. )
)  Authority 8,1(392, End, 72A,

(b) Squadrons detailed for training in bombing. )

(c) Earmarked for reinforcement of Norther Ireland on Alert No, 1  or at the request of the War Office.

(d) Squadrons fully trained in parachute dropping.

! SUbMAiRY OF SQU/JRONS

0. IG9087/HC/3/50/30



SECRET
APPENDIX 2.

“'3

SUMMARY OF SQUADRONS

OPERATIONAL SQUADRONS NON-OPERATIONAL SQUADRONS

TYPE 01'' AIRCRAFT

A/C onA/C on ^

Unit Charge

Total

I.E. + I.R. 5

Total

No, I I.E, + I.R. i Unit..'Charge |
I

No

I

LightJSombors
i

! !i

4oIBLENHEIM IV I

I 1

i i

kS + 12 I 38DLEHHEIM V 3
I

3  i 48+12 ! 48BOSTON III

16 + 4 ;MOSQUITO 1 17
!

48 + 12VENTURA 203
I i 1

I !
t

MITCHELL 2  ; 32+ 8 9
i

Medium Bombers

16VJELLINGTON II

26VJELLINGTON III 112 + 14 32 + h7  i 299 I

16 + 2ICLLINGTON IV 1 15 2
I

VELLINGTON IV 30+ 63 33

HAl'IPDEN 3i

1

I
Heavy Bombers

STIRLING 5  ; 80 + 10 64

30! , ., j6  iHALIFAX 96 + 12 64 + 8 •497

MANCHESTER 18 8  ̂ ,

LANCASTER 144 + 18 156 16+ 21 69  :
(

Special Duties

Sa.uadrons I

MOSQUITO ) 8 + 1 5

)

I'ELLIMG'rOh' IC ) 2 + 1 3i

)
WHITLEY V 8+ 0 IO + 314 12  I

i
)HALIFAX 12+ 2 9

I
)
)LANCASTER 1

)

)LYSANDER 67+ 0
I !i-

260 + 51 19137 I 569+80 T6TOTALS 592

/BOMBER COMM/iND TRAINING UNITS

23.9.1962.

SECRET
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BOMBER COm/iND TRAINING UNITS

As at 1800 hrs. 18th September, l9i*2

i

AIRCRAFT
UNIT LOCATION REMARKS

!! ON iniiT

CHARGE
I.E. + I.R. TYPE

No. 1 GROUP

j  1f,20 B.A.T.Flight '
I  1461 T.T. u G, Flight

t
BAVn-RY

Holme

Blnbrook

6 2 Oxfords

VJhl tloys
Lysanders
Deflants

Wellingtons IC
Liberator II

Bloniieim

Oxford

9+

6 0 3+

7 83+

2 0 2I +

3

I  1653 Conversion Unit Snaith (Burn) 16 + 2 5
1

Air Bomber Training
Flight,

No, I03 Conversion
Fllglit,

No, /}6o II II II

6Binbrook 62+

Elshan Wolds 8 6Halifax+  0

Holme 0 Halifax 8+  0
I I

-t
I

No, 2 GROUP

j  No. IjiOO B,A.T.Flt.

HUNTINGDON

IHorsham St,

Fai th.

Sv/anton Morley
V/attisham

West Raynhara

k  + 1 6Oxfords

: No. 1313

No. 1517

No. 1432 T.T. &

Flight,

II

II

6  + 2
6  + 2

3  + 1
4 ■ + 0
6  + 2

If + 2
6  + 3

II
Oxfords

Oxfords

I  Defiants
!  Blenheims
1  Lysanders
I  Blenlieims

i  Mosquito

8
It

9
2

8

6

No, I655 Conversion
Fligjit.

j  Horsham St,
I  Faith.

6

5

No. 3 GROUP EXNING I
I !
!

i
No. 1504 B.A.T.Flt,

I  No. 1504 II II

4 +  1Holme

Konington

Oxfords

Oxfords

Wallington

j  Oxfords
i  Oxfords

Oxfords

j  Oxfords
j  Lysandors
■  Deflants

;  Whltleys

'  Wellingtons
i  Oxfords

!
I

5
Ik  + 1 5

1

4  + 1
6  + 2

6  + 2

6  + 2

7  + 3

2  + 0

a  + 0

No, 1505

No. I3I3

No, 1319
No. I32I
No. 1403 T.T, & G,
Flight,

II II

II II

II II

II II

Mlldenhall

Honington
Feltwell

Stradi shall

Harham

5

8

8

9

6
O
c.

10

6  + 2Air Bomber Training

Flight.

No, I65I Conversion
1  Unit.
I No, 7 Conversion

Flight,

i  No. 15

I

I
II II

I

Marham h

16 + 0 15Waterbeach Stirlings
Oxford

Stirlings

1

h0  + 0Oald ncton

k0  + 0Wyton

(Watorbeach)

Oakington
Mlldeniiall

(Lakenlieatli)
Stradi shall

(Viator beach)
Marham

Tempsford
(Grandson

Lodge)

Tempsford

(Grandson

Lodge)

Stirlings

No. I0I

No. 149

8  + 0

8  + 0

II II
Stirlings

Stirlings

5
6n II

No. 214 II II 8  + 0 kStirlingsI

I

No, 218

I No. 1ii7/t Flight

IIII

I

0  + 0

8  + 1
Stirlings
Wellingtons

I 7

9
I
1

I

I No. 1 B.D.U. 6  + 0

2  + 0

1  + 0

+  0

+  0

1

1

I  Wellingtons

j  Halifax
j  Lancaster
i  Stirling
j  Proctor
!  Albemarles

I

5
I 1

I

1I

3I

I
I

.  /No, 4 group

C.169087/KC/3/50/30



SECRET

APPENDIX 2,

“ 5 “

AIRCRAFT
UNIT LOCATION REMARKS

ON UNIT

CHARGE
I  I.E. + I.R, '

i

TYPE

No. k GROUP YORK
I

i  No, 1502 B. A. T. Fit, 1 ILInton-on-Ouse

(Driffield)

i  Oxfords

i  l*/hi tley
!  Vielllnf'ton
I  Oxfords

5+

1

1

6No, I5I2 II II Topeliffu

(Dishforth)
Mlddleton-

St, George
Driffield

82+

No, 1516 6II 82 Oxfords+

i

I

I!  No. 1/+84 T.T, & C,F1
t

5 + 0

8  + 0
 Whitleys

i  Defiants

i  Lysanders
Battles

i  Oxfords

I

50,

9I
1

7 3 7+

k
6  +Air Bomber Training

Flight.

No, 1652 Conversion
Unit,

No. IO Conversion

Flight,

No.. 35
No, 76

No, 78

No. I02 »

No. 158

II II

II II

II II

II

II II

Driffield 2 7

16Marston Moor 19Halifax+  0

Pocklington ■

(Melbourne)
Marston Moor

Snaith (Riccall)
Snaith (Riccall)
Pocklington
Linton-orKJusG

(East Moor)
Topeliffe

8 80 Halifax+

o
o Hall fax

Halifax

Hall fax .

Halifax

Halifax

8+  0

8 +  0 7
8 60+

8 0+

8 0+

No. k05 II II
8  + 0 Halifax 9

No. 5 CROUP GRANTHAM

No. . I50G B.A.T.Flt,
No. I5lii
No. I5I8

II II

II II

Waddington

Coningsby

Scampton
(Duniiolme

Lodge)

No, U\85 T.T, (!'« G,Flt, i Scamp ton
(Duniiolme
Lodge)

6 Oxfords

Oxfords

Oxfords

8+  2

+  2

+  2

6 8

6 6

6 +  2 Lysanders
Defiants

Manchester's

Whl tleys
Oxfords

7

+  P hO

o  + 0 8  ■

2

Air Bomber Training
Flight.

No, 1654 Conversion
Unit.

No, 9 Conversion

Flight
No, II II

6Scamp ton +  2 10

Svvinderby

(Wigsley)
Wacidlngton

8 8+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

Lancasters

Handle sters I
Lancasters

Manchesters

Lancasters

Manohesters

Lancasters

Manchester s

Lancasters

Manchesters

Lancasters

Manchester

Lancasters

Manchesters

Lancasters

i  Manchesters

9o

h 2

k k
Wadding ton k +  0 3

i  k

I
+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

3
No. h9 II

Scamp ton 3

h k
No. 50 II II

Svh nderby

(Wigsley)
Syerston

(Swl nderby)
Svh nderby
(Wigsley)

Coningsby
(Woodhall

h 3
i
Ik k

No, 61 tII II
k 3

i
h 3 I

No. 83 II II
h +  0 2

k k+  0

+  0

+ 0

IINo. 97 II
h 3

k 3
Spa)

No. I06 " II hConingsby +  O'

+  0

+  0

+  0

+  0

Lancasters

Manchesters

Lancasters

Manchesters

Hali fax

2

h 3
No. 207 II II kBotteSford

(Swl nderby)
Syerston

3

h 3
No. 1(08 II It 8

i

/No. 9I CROUP

SECRET
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AIRCRAFT

REMARISi  LOCATIONUNIT 1

i  ON UNIT

CHARGETYPEI.E. + I.R.
I

1

I
No, 91 group

No, 10 O.T.U.

ABINGDON

1

10i  8 . 2
: 60 +20

+  0'  1

Ansons

Whitleys'
Defiant

Lysanders
Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

Ansons

Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders
Ansons

Will tleys
Defiant

Lysanders

Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysandors

Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders
Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

Wellington
Defiant

Lysanders
Oxfords

Wellingtons
Ansons

Wellingtons

VJhi tleys

Abingdon

(Svvanton

Harcourt)

51
1

I

i  2 2+  0i
i

8 5No. 11 II Basslngbourne

(Steeple
Horden)

O
+

ko +14
+  0

+  0

+ 10

+  0

+  0

+  2

+  4

+ 14
+  0

+  0

32
11

22

42No. 12 II Chipping Warden j 30
1

2I  2

'  8 2

17No, 15 14II Harwell

(Hampstead
Norris)

43:  40
1i  1

I
;  2
I

2

No. 19 i  8 7II Kinloss

(Forres)

+  2

+. 14
+  0

+  0

+  2

+ 14

i  40 52
11

22
I

II ^  8 7No. 20 LossI eraoutli

(Elgin) I  40 47
1 +  0

22 +  0

I  Moreton-in-MarshI 14
i  (Edgehill) 40

15No. 21 +  4It

47+ 14
+  0

i

1;  2 +  0

+  2

+ 16

+  0

I

I  0II Wellesbourne-

Mountford

(Stratford/
Gaydon).

Pershore

No. 22

4150i

'  1

o 2+  0

+ 10

+  0

+  0

II 33Ho, 23 I  30
!  1
I

2!  2

Mo,l50l B.A.T.Flt,
I  No, Hi43 F.T. & D.Flt.

I  4 +  1Abl ngdon
Harwell

5
2I  2 +  0
O
c.

19i  No, 1/ii[6 F,T, Flight,
Special Flight

Mor e ton-1n-Mar sh i 2
Abingdon 26

+  0

+  0 35

WINSLOWMo, 92 GROUP i

148 Ansons

Blenheims

Defiant

Lysanders

VJellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders
Oxfords

tieimpdons
Ansons

Ansuns

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

No. 13 O.T.U. +  2

+ 12

+  0

+  0

+ 14
+ 0

+  0

Bicester

(Flnmero) 36 53
11

2

40No, 14 23II Cottesmoro

(Saltby) 11I

i 2;  2
1

34!

9

;  No, 16 II 8  + 2

40 + 14
+  0

2  + 0

1

3Upper Heyford

(Barford
St, John/
H inton-in-

the Hedges.

39

1
I

2

j

/No. 92 GROUP (cont)

G.I69087/HC/3/50/30
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AIRCRAFT
UNIT LOCATION REMARIB

ON UNIT

CHARGE
I.E. + I.R. I TYPE

!

No, 92 GROUP (oont) WINSLOW

'  k h+  1No, 17 O.T.U. UpwOOd Ansons

Dlenlielms

Defiant

Lysanclors
Ansons

Wl'ii tleys
Defiant

Lysanders

Battles

Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

LysanUers

Vlellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

Ansons

Oxfords

Oxfords

Wellingtons

Oxfords

1 I

18 +  6

1+  0

+  0 3
I
I No. 24 6+  1M Honeybourne

(Long Marston) ; 27
5

36+  9

+  0

+  0

I  1 1

2 nI

1

2I

No, 26 6Wing Little
Harwood

+  15
I

27 27+  9

+  0
(

i  1
i I

!  2 2+  0

42ti North Luffenham | 30
(Woolfax

Lodge)

1

1  2

+ 10

+  0

No. 29

+ 0 2

1
!

No. 1507 D.A.T.Flt,
No. I5II
No. 1429 (Czech Optl.

Training Flight)

II It

Finnlnglcy

Upwood
Litchfield

(Church

Broughton)
Upper Heyford

4 +  2

+  2

+  2

6

IO10

+  12 3

No. 1473 Flight i  4 4Wellingtons
Ansons

Ansons

Masters

Oxfords

+  0

+  2

+  0

66

B, A. Calibration

Flight

4 4Bicester

2 2+  0

4
3503 Servicing Unit Upwood

No, 93 GROUP EGGINTON H,ALL 1

i

No. 18 O.T.U.

(Polish)
34+ 10

+  0

+  0

+ 14
+  0

+  0

Bramoote

(Bitteswell)
Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysander

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders
Ansons

Ansons

Wellingtons
Defiant

Lysanders

Vie 11 ing tons
Defiant

Lysanders

Wellingtons
Defiant

(Lysanders
(Battles

Wellingtons
Defiants

30

1 1

1PI

40No, 25 O.T.U, Flnningley

(Bircotes)

52
1I

2 2
I

48 O
nI + .

No, 27 II 8Litchfield

(Tatenhill/
Church

Broughton)

Vlyraesviold
(Castle

Bonington)

+  2

+ 10

+  0

+  0

+  7

+  0

+  0

+  7

+  0

+  0

30 31I
1

2CL

No. 28 31II 20

1
I2 2
I

II HIxon

(Seighford)
29No. 30 20

1

12

1

No, 81 Wliitchurch Heatii

(Lleap)

II 20 +  7

+  011

/SUMMARY OF TRAINING UNITS

rinjt4-

23.9.1942,

SECRET
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SUl-maT OF TRAINING UNITS.

ARSON

(b) (a) (b)

iLE BLENHEm DSFIARiT HALIFAX HAMPDEN Li'UICi’iSTER LIAERATOR
(a) (b) (a)

\
(a) (b) i (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) ! (a) (b) i (a) (b)

O.T.U«s

T.T. & C, Flights

Conversion Flights
Conversion Units

j Bonbing Developement Units
I F.T. a D. Flights
.No. 1473 Flight
B.A. Calibration Flight

153 120 9k 1 22
e  16

113 72 34
4 4 19

68 i80 36 24 i
6 167 19 I 8 8  j 18 5

3 1  ‘2 1i

I
2

6

4 I
4

Total 1653 132 82 I09 407 9830 88 3h 45 32 1 18 5
!

LYSIJIDER LiAJCi^STER !  ■ M/STER
I OXFORDMOSQUITO STIRLING WELLINGTON WHITLEY PROCTOR

(b) I (a)(a) (b) i (a) . (b)
:

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) i
iO.T.U's

B.A.T. Flights

T.T. & G. Flights

! Air Eoablng Training Flights

j Conversion Flights
I Conversion Units

I Bombing Development Units

I F.T, & D. Flights
i F.T. Flights
Special Flights

j Czech Operational Training Flight
: No. 1473 Flight
B.A. Calibration Flight

i

t

42 38 1 761 593 160 139 i
i-

'132 135 1 1  i
46 36 o c 2113 10

;  32 29
f

36 32 ; 48 30 9 9 I

8 9 J 1 169 5 15
1 6 1  I1

2 2 i

19I 2

26 35

3 12 10

4 4
2 o

c
J
4

!
-

I

Total 49 : 288 74 52 5  ; 167! 2 173 659 45 ; 796 656 185207 1 1

(a) Total Establishment I.E. + I.R.

(b) Aircraft on Unit charge.
i  /

iU

23.9.42.

G.169087/HC/3/50/30
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AEPrEJDIX 3

1

BOlvIBER CCMvIAl® ORDER OP BATTLE

As at 1800 hours 4 February 1943

AircraftUnit

RemarksLocation On Unit

Ctiarge

Won-

Opl.
Opln. TypeI.jL+ i.r.

No.1 Group Bavrbry

v/ickenUy12 15 + 2 Lancaster

Vfellington II
Lancaster

"Wellington III
Lancaster

Halifax

Lancaster

Yfellington IV
Yfellington III
Wellington III

Wellington III
Y/ellington IV
Y/ellington IV

21

1

16 + 2 18101 Holme

1

16 + 2103 El sham Wolds 19
1

460(RiL'iF) 16 + 2Breighton 17
1

166 16 + 2

16+2
16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2

Kirraington
Ingham
Hemswell

Hemsv/ell

Hemsvrell

21

199 20

(The three
(Polish Sqdns,
are operating
(to 10 + 2
(e stallishment

399(Pol.
301(Pol.
305(Pol.

8

12'i
10

16+2100 20Grimshy Lancaster

Huni;ingdo_n

Oulton

Gt. ¥id. ss ing'ham
Sf/anton kbrley
klar'ham

L'iarham

No. 2 Group

88(a)(c)
I07(a‘
22 6 (a

16 + 2 Boston III(A.20
Boston III(A.20
Boston III(A.20
IfosquitO
lbs quit o
Blenheim V

Ventura(B.34
Ventura(B. 34
Ventura(B.34
Mitchell(B.25
Latchell(B.25

15
16 + 2 19
16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

14
18105
10139
13
1616 + 2

15 + 2

1 6 ,+ 2
16 + 2
16 + 2

MethTrold

if'olt\7cll

Peltvroll

Poul sliam

Foul s'hain

21

464(RAAP)
^+87(RNZAP)

20

21'

2098
19180

No.3 Group Exning

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2

16+2
16 + 2

16 + 2

15(h)
75(N.Z. )
90

149(h)
214(h)

20Stirling

Stirling
Stirling

Stirling

Stirling
Stirling
Stirling
Wellington

Bourn

WeiTmarket

Ridgev/ell
Lakenheath

Chedhurgh
Downliam Market

East \7retham

15
15

17

15
16218

To re-equip.
Opl. on
T/ellington.

These Sqdns,
are under

tVie control

of A.C.A,S(l).

115
17

Halifax 1513 + 2138 Tempsford

(Special)

8LySander
Halifax

Hudson

Havoc

Alheraarle/Hudson 2
Hilifax

Y/ellington X

Mosquito
Wellington IC

0

1

2

2

12

3
2

7 + 0

5 + 0
1 + 0

2 + 0

2 + 0

1  + 0

l6l Tempsford

(Special)

Det.on loan

to C.C. at

St,Eval.■ransden Lodgen192 \JT.

(Special) 8+3
3 + 0

/i-To. 4 GroupSECRET

G. 1 69087AT/2/50/30
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AircraftUnit

RemarksOn Unit

Charge

LocationNon-

Opl.
TypeI.E.+ I.R.Opln.

YorkNo.4 Group

16 + 2

24 + 3

31Halifax

Halifax

V/hitley
Halifax

Halifax

Y/hitley
Halifax

Halifax

Halifax

Yfellington II
Wellington X

Y/ellington III
Wellington X

Yfellington X
Wellington X

Melhourne

Snaith
10

25
51

2  .

18Linton-on-Ouse 16 + 2
Elvington 16 + 2

76
19

77
1

18Linton-on-Ouse 16 + 2
Pocklington
Rufforth

16 + 2

24 + 3

78
17

102
27

158
1

2016 + 2

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

Leconfield

East Moor

196
■  16(

429(RCAP)

466(RAAE)

2(
16Leconfield

Bum 19
431

(RCAP)

GranthamNo.5 Group
19Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster,

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

16 + 2

16+2
16+2

Vfaddington
Waddington
Eiskerton

Skellingthorpe 16 + 2
Scampton
Syerston
Yfoodhall Spa
Syerston
Langar
Bottesford

16+2
16+2

16+2

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

9
16

44(Rhod) 16
49

19
50

17
57

19
61

16
97

17
106

22
207

24
467(RAAE)

No.6 Group

R.C.A.F.

Allerton

Temporarily
detached to

Coastal Gmd.

1816 + 2 HalifaxBeaulieu405

1516 + 2 Halifax

Halifax
Leemihg
Middleton St.

George
Middleton St.

George

Topcliffe
Dishforth

Dishforth

Croft

Dalton

4O8
1616 + 2419

1816 + 2 Wellington III420

19YYellington III
Wellington III
Vfellington III
Vfellington III
Wellington III
Yfellington X

16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

16 + 2
16 + 2

424
18

425
18

426
19

427
10

428
5

YfytonNo.8 Group
Lodger unit
on 3- Urp.
Station.

21Stirling24 + 37(PEE) Oaklington

23Halifax

Lancaster

Ifcisquite
Tfellington IC
Lancaster

Yfellington III

24 + 3
16 + 2

16 + 2

Gravely

Yfyton
Yfyton

35
19

83

109
2

Re-equipping1716 + 2156(i156(-^) YfarhoysII

8

Authority S.4392/A.C.A.S.0ps/26,11.42).
Alert N0.I or at the

(a) Squadrons trained in use of. gas sp
(b) Squadrons trained for gas bombing,
(c) Earmarked for reinforcement of Northern Ireland 

on

request of the War Office.
/SIB/IMARY OE SQUADRONS

G.169O87/VI/3/5O/3O
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BOIviBER GOIvlIAl'IE ORDER OP BATTLE

As at 1800 hours 4 FeLruary 19L3.

SUMMARY OP SQUADRONS

T

SQUADRONS ESTABLISSED SQUADRONS OPERATIONAL SQUADRONS NON-OFL.

A/G on Unit
Charge

TYPE OP AIRCPAPTNo. No. No.A/C on Unit
Charge

Total

I.E. + I.R.

Total

Strength

ON TYPE

I.E. + I.R.

ON TYPE

I.E. + I.R.

Blenheim

Boston

ivfos quite

13 13
48 + 6 48 + 648 48i 3 3

6483 47 483 47 CO+ +iCQ
I

ig ■
jg 1
t

96 + 12 6 96 + 12108 TOTAL LIGHT BOMBERS 95 13
he I

2 Yfellington IC

Wellington II
Wellington III

’Wellington X (or III)
Wellington IV
Ventura

Mitchell

2

2 2I

128 + 16
80 + 10

32 +

48 +
32 +

4
6

4

9(h)I 8 18193 1W- 193+

62 64 + 8
32 + 4

48 + 6
32 +■ 4

16 + 25 4 43 1 19
2 23 2 .  22 1
3 57 3 57
2 39 392

16 + 220 320 + 40 378 20TOTAL MEDIUM BOMBERS 320 + 40 354 24

200 + 25
272 + 34
136 + 17

22811 Halifax
Lancaster

Stirling

22811 200 + 25
248 + 31
120 + 15

15i 1V^7 315 20295 24 + 3
8(d) 119 7 119

36 608 + 76 662 33^ 1v568 + 71 642 20TOTAL HEA'/Y BOMBERS 24+ 3 m
62 159^1024 + 128 1148 984 + 123 40 + 5TOTAL ALL CLASSES 1091 57

42 + 6 SPECIAL DUTY SQUADRONS (Various) 33 42 + 652 52

NOTES: (d) 115 Squadron estahlished Stirlin operational on ’Wellington III.CT

/BOMBER COMivLAID TRAINING UNITSG.169O87/VY/3/5O/3O
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BOmm COAftiAl© TRAINING UNITS

As at 4 February 1943

On Unit

ChargeUnit Location RemarksI. S. + I. R» Type

No. 1 Group Bawtry

1520 B.A.T. Plight

1481 (Bomber) G.P.
6 + 2Holme

Lindholrae

Oxford

Tdiitley
LySander
Defiant

Tiger ifoth
kiartinet

Oxford

Lancaster

Manchester

Halifax

Oxford

8

6 + 0 6

8

6 + 0
1  + 0

7+3

4 + 1
12 + 0

4
1

2

1503 B.A.T. Plight
1656 Conversion

Plight

Lindholme 5
II

15
6

20 + 0

6+2
23

Air Bomber Training
Plight

1662 Conversion

Plight

811

Blyton 12 + 0

20 + 0

Lancaster

Halifax/
Manchester

No, 2 Group Huntingdon

I5O8 B.A.T, Plight Horsham St,
Paith

Swanton

Mbrley
Peltv/ell

4 + 1 Oxford 7

6 + 2 81515
It Oxford

6 + 2
2 + 1

1519 " "

1482 (Bomber) G.P.

Oxford

Mitchell

Defiant

Blenheim

LySander
Tiger Moth
Ifertinet

Ventura

Blenheim

Mosquito

9

West

Raynham

4
3
6

1  + 0

6 + 2

3 + 1

4 + 2

1

3

4
61655 Training Unit Marham

6 + 3 9

No._ 3 Group Exning

Detachments

attached to

No.3 Group
Sqdns,

1504 B.A.T. Plight Exning 4 + 1 Oxford 5

6 + 2 8Oxford

Lysander
Defiant

Tiger Moth
Wellington
l^fertinet

Oxford

ti II Stradishall

iviarham

1521

)Lodger1483 (Bomber) G.P. 5
Units on2 + 0

1 + 0

8 + 0

7 + 3
6+2

3
la No. 2

IGroup
IStation

1

11

5

)Air Bomber Training
Plight

1657 Conversion
Plight

1 651 Conversion
Plight

1 B.D.U.

Iiliar'ham 7

2632 + 0Stradishall Stirling

Y/aterbeach 32+0 Stirling 32

66 + 0

4 + 1
1  + 0

1 + 0

1  + 0

Wellington
Halifax

Lancaster

Stirling
Proctor

Gransden

Lodge 4
1

1

1

/Uo. 4 Group
G.I69O87/VY/3/5O/3O
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On Unit

Charge
ReniarksTypeLocation I«E,'+ J..R,Unit

YorkWo. 4 G-roup

5Oxford

Whitley
Defiant

Lysander
Tiger ifcith
Mai’tinet

Oxford

k + 1
5 + 0
8 + 0

Driffield

Driffield
1502 B.A.T. Plight
1484 (Bomber) G.P. 5

12

4
11  + 0

7 + 3
6+2

9

9DriffieldAir Bomber Training
Plight
1652 Conversion Unit 34Halifax32 + 0llarston

Moor

Ricall

Rufforth

29Halifax

Halifax
1658 32 + 0

32 + 0 Forming1663 II

Grantham.Wo. 5 Group

1506 E.A.T. Plight
1514

1518

1485 (Bomber) G.P.

trH

tl

8  ■6 + 2
6 + 2
6 + 2

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Waddington
Coningsby
Dunholme

Lodge
Pulbeck

9
8

4  ■Lysander
Defiant

ife-nchester

Tiger Moth
Jfertinet

Oxford

44 + 0
8+0

1  + 0

6 + 2

6 + 2

8

1

5
8BHlbeckAir Bomber Training

Plight
1654 Conversion Unit 18Lancaster

Ivanchester/ I8
Halifax

Lancaster

I\fe.nche s t er / 18
Halifax

Lancaster 14

l\fe.nchester/ 14
Halifax

14

12 + 0

20 + 0
Wigsley

12 + 0

20 + 0
Swinderby1 660 M

12 + 0

20 + 0
1661 Wint'horpe

«

Wo. 6 Group Allerton

96 + 2
6 + 2

Oxford

Oxford

Dishforth

Middleton

St. George

Leeming

1512 B.A.T..Plight
1535

It

•  21Halifax32 + 01659 Conversion Unit

AbingdonNo. 91 Group

118 + 2

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

20 + 6
1  + 0

Anson

1/Yhitley
Defiant

Lysander
7/hit ley
Leopard
Moth

Wellington.:
Defiant

Lysander
'Whitley
Anson

Defiant

Lysander

Abingdon10 O.T.U.
55
1

3

33AbingdonSpecial Plight
1

4840 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
8 + 2

1  + 0

4 + 1

Harwell15 O.T.U.

3

50Kinloss19 O.T.U.
15
1

2

/No. 20 O.T.U.G. 169O87/VY/3/5O/3O SECRET
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On Unit

Charge
Unit j  RenarksLocation I.E.+ I.R. Type

91 Group (contd. )

20 O.T.U.

No

Lossiemouth 40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1'

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
Anson

Anson

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
i^tiitley
Anson

Defiant

Lysander
Oxford

Oxford

52
1

2 .

4
21 O.T.U, l',!breton-in-

the-lfersh
12+4
40 + 14
1  + 0

17

54
1

4 + 1

Welleshourne- 50 + 16. ■
1 +0

4 + 1 .

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
8+2

1  + 0

4 + 1

4 + 1
6 + 2

Mountford

Pershore

Honeyhourne

Abingdon
Hampstead

5
22 O.T.IJ. 60

1

3
23 O.T.U. 57

1

2

24 O.T.U. 55
11

1

2

1501 B.A.T. Plight
1516 " "

Norris

Harwell

6

8

1Z4f3 II
2 + 0 Y/ellington

Aison

YYellington

1

2

1446 P.T. Plight 2 + 0Ivbreton-in-

the-l\1arsh

12

No. 92 Croup YYinslow Hall

11 O.T.U. YYestcott - 40 + 14
1 +0

4 + 1

Y/ellington
Defiant

Lysander
Anson

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
Blenheim

Defiamt

Lysander
Anson

illbenarle

V/ellington
Defiant .

Lysander
Anson

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
Anson

Blenheim

Anson

Defiant

Lysander
Wellington
Defiant

Lysander
Anson

Y/ellington
Defiant

Lysander
Aison

52
2

2

1

12 O.T.U. Chipping
Y/arden

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

36 + 12
1  + 0

4 + 1
8 + 2

51
1

2

13 O.T.U. 46Bicester

1

9-»

1

14 O.T.U. Cottesmore 40 + 14
1  + 0 .

.4 + 1

52
.  1

2

-  4
16 O.T.U. 40 + '14

1  + 0

4 + i

Upper
Heyford

.57
1

2.

6

18 + 6

4 + 1
1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + '14
1  + 0

4 + 1

17 O.T.U. Upwood 33

5
1

2

26 O.T.U. 58Wing
1

3
6

29 O.T.U. Worth

Luffenham

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

49'■
1
2

3’

/307 P.T.U.G. 169O87/VY/3/5O/3O
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AEPERDIX 3
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On Unit

Charge
LocationUnit Type Remaik sI • E. + I. Rp

No. 92 Group (contd. )

307 P.T.U.

1505 B.A.T. Plight

Bicester

Upper
Heyford

lipwood
Chipping
Tferden

Pinraere

7 + 0 Blenheim

Oxford

7

To be

disbanded

5

6 + 2 81511 Oxford

Oxford6 + 2 815i7 11 II

1473 Plight 1  + 0 Leopard
Ifoth

Wellington
Anson

YAiitley
Anson

Ife-ster

Oxford

Y/ellington;

1

3 + 1
6+2

4
6

1

1551 Plight Bicester 4 + 0
2 + 0

4
2

3
E.C.D.U. Westcott 3 + 0 4

Egg inton Hall-No, 93 Group

18 O.T.U. ‘20 + 7Bramcote Wellington 39 Det. at

Pinningley
.1 + 0

4 + 1

Defiant

Lysander
Wellington

Lysander
Wellington,
Lysander
Defiant

Anson

Albemarle

YYellington
Defiant

Lysander

Wellington
Defiant

Lysander

lYhitley
Defiant

Anson

Lysander
Oxford

Oxford

3

25 O.T.U. Pinningley 1 Disbanded

1

27 O.T.U. Lichfield 40 + 14

4 + 1
1  + 0

49

3
1

2

2

28 O.T.U. 40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1

40 + 14
1  + 0

4 + 1
30 + 10

1  + 0

6 + 2

4 + 1

4 + 1
6 + 2

Y/ymesvrold 55
1

2

6930 O.T.U. Hixon

1

3

81 O.T.U. Y/hit church

Heath

41

8

3

1507 B.A.T. Plight
1513 II II

Pinningley
Bramcote

5
8

/Halifax

SECRET
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Conversion,Units Miscellaneous Units TotalO.T.U.

Type
U.E. On U.E.

(I.E. + I.R.)

On U.E.

(I.E. + I.R.)

On Op
U.E.

(I.E. + I.R.) Charge Charge Charge Charge

168 116 hHalifax

Stirling
Lancaster

5 173, 120

■  5964 6558 1 1

-  49 6248 61 1 1

6 241287280 7235Total

33Albemarle

Anson

Blenheim

Defiant

Leopard Moth

Lysander
Manchester

Martinet

Master

Mitchell

Mosquito

Oxford

Proctor

Tiger Moth
Ventura'

Wallington

Whitley

1148169 1212102

6 856 9579 7 1072

47ij12721 2020

1 2 211 1

7727 105105 50

65688 860 57

244646 24
222 2

33

9 999

166 180166 180

1 .11 1

5 5 55

4 ,: 44 4
' 84138 82025795 803

246239234 1211228

1677. 171535172 31175.  1291 1292Total

1964 1956318307 35735512921291Grand Total

G.169087/VY/3/50/30
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AFPEI^IDIX 4

LOANS, DETAGI-flffiNTS AND TRA^ISFERS FROM BOI\EER COPLAND

^krch 1942 - Januarjr '1943

Sqdn, Loans, Detachments
and Transfers

I Aircraft Ekte Re-formed RemarksNo.

10 Halifax Detached to Middle East 5. 7.42 16. 9.42 Sqdn. estab
lished 24 + 3
on 20.7.42.
Reverted 16 + 2’
on 16.9,42.

12 Y/ellington Detached to Army Co
operation commnd for

Ehrachute Training.

7. 6.42 8. 7.42

Detached to laddle East Until 27. 3.4218 Blenheim

Transferred to N.W.Africa 6.11.42

21 Blenheim Detached to Mddle East Until 27. 3.42

51 Whitley On loan to Coastal Corrmand

Transferred to Coast,'5''CoTT4'7^
Temporarily detached to
Coastal Command

6. 5.42 27.10,42
58 Y/hitley

Lancaster
7. 4.42
15. 7.4R 21. *8742

76 Halifax Detached to Middle East 16. 9.425. 7.42 Established

24 + 3 on

20.7.42. {
Reduced to l6 + 2^
on 16.9.42

77 Y/hitley On loan to Coastal Command 6. 5.42

'^3742'
4.10,42

82 Blenheim Transferred to India
Command

110 Blenheim Transferred to India
Command

6. 3.42

114 Blenheim Transferred to N.YY. Africa 13.11.42

Detached to Arny Co-op,
Comnand on Ehrachute

Training.

7. 6.42 8. 7.42
Established

24 + 3 on

15.12.42.

142 Wellington

12 a/c detached to
N.W. Africa.

11.12.42

144 Hampden Transferred to Coastal

Command
22. 4.42

150 12 a/c detached to
N. Y/. Africa

Wellington 11.12,42 Established

24 + 3 on

15.12.42.

Temporarily transferred
to Coastal Command

7. 5.42

304 Yfellington
Transferred to Coastal
Command

9.12.42

311 Y/ellington Temporarily transferred
to Coastal Command

30. 4.42

405 Halifax On loan to Coastal
Corannnd

25.10.42

455 Hampden Transferred to Coastal
Command

27. 4.42

A-aJTWTR-r-+foftuai~0f-Bember-eoBiBand Operations 19427749. )<7 Hj^4-
Air Ministry Expansion and Re-eciuipment Eblicy
Papers, 1942/43.
Bomber Command Administrative Record Book and Appendices.

Note on Sources:

0.169087AY/2/50/30
SECRET
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AVERAGE AVAILABILITY OF AIRCRAFT ?/ITH CREWS

(Monthly)

HEAVY MEDIUM
Month

(1942)
LIGHT

Lancaster Halifax Stiring Grand

Total

Ivianchester Total Wellington ’vHxLtley Han^jden Total Blenheim Boston Mosqxjito Ventura Mitchell Total

March 7 17 29 6815 191 hO 70 501 16 56 52 421

April 11 51 52 8612 179 21 47 16247 40 56 539

26May 55 41 15614 185 2 25 210 26 A4 41670

June 45 52 45 5 141 159 22 181 26 48 6 80 402

July 61 45 47 155 170 28 198 21 47 8 76 427

82August 46 46 174 155 17 152 15 42 7 62 588

86September 50 42 178 104 5 109 56 8 44 551

October 7699 50 225 152 152 57 10 4 51 408

November 109 4679 254 100 100 56
65 I 597

9 18

December 145 78 59 262 78 78 55 5511 79 419

January 156 106 51 515 107 107 57 16 56 5 94 514

Average 75 57.7 42.2 11 141.6179.1 50.621 165 58.919.7 9.4 22.8 5 66.2 410.2

G.169O87/DS/5/5O/5O. in
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APPENDIX 6

PROPOSED LAYOUT OF OPERATIONAL GROUPS

at 26 January 1%3

G-ROUP BASE STATION 'CLUrai' STATION

No. 1 Group,
Headquarters,
Bawtry.

Binbrook Grimsby
Kelstem

'.'iHckenby
Paldingworth
North Mllingholme
Kirmington
Sandtoft

Blyton
Ingham
Upton

Ludford Jfegna

Elsham Wolds'

Lindholme

Herasv/ell

No. 2 Group,
Headquarters,
Bylaugh Hall,

Ivliarham

Peltwell

Dovmham J,(larket

Lakenheath

Methv/old

Great Massingham
Sculthorpe
Oulton

Swannington
North Creake

Little Snoring

West Raynhara

Svyanton Merley

Foulsham

No, 3 Group,
Headquarters,
Exning,

Stradis'hall West Y/ickham

Chedburgh
Mepal
Witchford

Ne^ymarket

Tuddenham

Gransden Lodge

Waterbeach

Ivlildenhall

Terapsford

No, 4 Group,
Headquarters,
York.

lylarston IVbor Rufforth

Acaster Idalbis

Bum

Snaith

Breighton
Melbourne

Elvington
Pull Sutton

Leconfield

Lissett

Riccall

Holme

Pocklington

Driffield

/No. 5 Group

G,169O67/VY/2/5O/3O
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GROUP BASE STATION •CLUTCH' STATION

No. 5 Group,
Headquarters,
J/foreton Hall.

(Temporarily at
Grantham)

Swlnderby Y/xgsley
Winthorpe
Skellingtborpe
Bardney
Dunholme Lodge
Piskerton

Woodhall Spa
Metheringham
Spilsby
Stouby

Waddington

Scampton

Coningsby

East Kirby

No, 6 (RCAP) Group,
Headquarters,
Allerton Hall.

Middleton St,George
Leeming
Lin ton-on-Ouse

Topcliffe

Croft

Skipton-on-Swale
Tholt'horpe
Dishforth

Dalton

WombletonEast Ifoor

No, 7 Group,
Headquarters,
Grantham.

Syerston Balderton

Pulbeck

Langar
Saltby
Yfoolfax Lodge
North Yvitham

Wakerley
Eolkingham

Bottesford

Cottesmore

North Luffenhara

Barkston Heath

No. 8 (PEP) Group,
Headquarters,
Huntingdon.

(Teirporarily at
Wyton)

lYyton YYarboys
Upwood
Bourn

Graveley

Oakington

Note on Sources: Appendix *A' to L.M. 846/DDOP 10 October 1942
As amended by L.M. 1113/DDOP 14 December 1942

L.M. 1196/DDOP 26 January 1943

G.169087Ay/2/50/30







APPENDIX 8SECRET

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN EFFECTIVENESS OF ATTACKS DUE TO EMHOYMENT OF O.T.Us,

30/31 1/2 25/26
June

31/1 13/lZf
September

10/11

September
Date 16/17

September
May June August

Dussel-

dorf

Dussel-Target Cologne Essen Bremen Bremen Essen
dorf

No cloud

No haze

Bright moon

5/10 cloud

Haze

Bright moon

9-10/10

Cloud

Bright moon

No cloud

Slight haze

Bright, moon

No cloud

Haze

No moon

W/10 cloud

.Some haze

. No moon

No cloud

Much haze

No moon

Weather

Op. Groups 675Sorties

Despatched

607 595 419 308301 242 .

O.T.Us 367 347 304 174211 138 126

Percentage Increase In
effort 5k% 57% 51% 50% 58% 49% 52%

- Sorties

claiming
attack

Op. Croups 569 497 432 336 250 253 173

O.T.Us 326 268 223 148 115 100 71

Op* Groups 27 20 16 14 17 10 22Aircraft

Missing
O.T.Us 13 11 28 15 13 10 17

No. of photo
graphs show
ing ground
detail

Op. Groups 32 58 2 157 148 87 56

O.T.Us 13 15 5 28 11 8

Percentage of
photographs
within 3
miles

Op. Groups 59% 7% 27% 35% 32% 27%none )

plotted )O.T.Us 50% 0% 20% 7% 27% 0%

714 74 215 208 200 111EstImated

weight of

bombs within

3 miles

Op. Groups 0)
tons tons tons tons tons tons

ja

122 0 25 8 25 0
O.T.Us w

Cons tons tons tons tons tons

Estimated percentage

Increase in material

damage due to use of

O.T.Us.

o

■ a

m 0% 11.5% 12.5%4% 0%
o>

51

Estimated No.
of aircraft
bombing within
3 miles

Op. Group 336 35 s 8891 82 47

O.T.Us 163 0 30 8 27 001

0>

Estimated percentage

Increase In effect on

Industrial activity due
to use of O.T.Us.

o

37% 0% 25% 26% 0%

.1^

NOra. Details of operations by Conversion Units cannot be lov.n p-s thr-:; aircraft have been

Included in returns of the operational squadrons to v^lch they were attached and the
Information is not available.

'  Source: ORS/BC/S.70
Appendix A

C.t69087/ES/3/50/30.
SECRET
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APPENDIX 10,

1.

THE STRATEGIC BOMB INC DIRECTIVE.

FEBRUARY 1942.

AIR LIINISTRY,

LONDON, S.W.i,

14 February 1942.
Sir,

I am directed to refer to. Air Ministry letter OS.8337/II/D,B,Ops,
dated 4 February 1942, and to say that, in order to enable you to make-
your offensive fully effective on the introduction of TR.1335.equipment
on operations, it has been decided that the principle of conservation of’
your forces, laid down in Air Ministry letter CS.iQ488/D.C,A.S. dated
13 Noveniber 1941, should be modified. You are accordingly authorised to

employ your effort without restriction, until further notice, in accordance
with the following directions. Clearly this does not warrant pressing your
attacks if weather conditions are unfavourable or if your aircraft are likely
to be exposed to extreme hazards, ■ • '

2', In the opinion of the Air Staff, the introduction of TR.1335 will confer
upon your forces the ability to concentrate their effort to an extent which •

has not hitherto been possible under the operational conditions with which ■

you are faced. It is accordingly considered that the introduction.of this

equipment on: operations should be regained as "a revolutionary advance in

bombing technique which, during the period of its effective ‘life as a
target-finding device, will enable results to be obtained of a much more
effective nature.

3. The period in which this device can be. used as an aid to target location'
and blind boni)ing will be governed by the ability of the enemy to develop '•
counter-measures when the secret of its nature and operation has been

Much will depend on the security measinres observed in itsdisclosed,

employment and the care taken by air crews to ensure the destruction of the- ■

apparatus and to avoid mentioning or di scussing it in the event of their

aircraft being forced dov/n over enemy territory,  . It is imlikely, however, ■
timt under the best possible' conditions this period will exceed six months
from the date of its introduction,

to exploit the advantages!it Confers to the full,
possible having due.regard to weather and other hazards should be exerted'

throughout the period it is thus available, and particularly in the first
few v/eeks of your operations,

It is accordingly, of first inportahoe
The maximum effort

)  .• •

In addition to the. foregoing primary factor, a resumption of your
Offensive at full effort is considered desi.ra'ble for the following reasons

This is the time of year to get the best effect from concentrated
incendiary attacks.

4.

(i)

(ii) It would enhearten and support the Russians if v^e were to resume

our offensive on a heavy scale, while they were maintaining so
effectively their own counter-offensive against the German armies.

The co-incide-nce of our offensive V/ith the R'ussian successes would

further depress- the eneiny iioorale, which is known already to have
been affected by the German armies* reverses on the Eastern Front,-

(iii)

5. In accordance with these principles and conditions, a review has been
made of the directions given to you in Air Ministry letter S,46368/D.C,A,S.
dated 9 July 1941 and it has been decided that the primary object of your ■
operations should now be focussed on the morale of the energy civil population
and in particular, of the industrial vrorkers. V/ith this aim in view, a list

/of
SH3EET

■ ^
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of selected area targets (taking account of the anticipated range of the
TR.1335 equipment) is attached in Annex "A" to this letter,
list of targets beyond this range, which can be attacked v/hen conditions

are particularly favoiarable and when a correct assunption of the accuracy
and powers of concentration obtainable with the equipment has been made, are
also; included in Annex ’’A",

An additional

6. You will note that Berlin has been included amongst the latter targets.
In this case, yovir operations should be of a harassing nature, the object
being to maintain,the fear of attack over the city and to impose A.R.P,
measures, , The scale of effort and tactics eriployed should be designed to
incur the minimum casmlties and for that reason they should be undertaken

at high altitude even if this entails carrying reduced bomb-loads. Apart
from these particular operations against Berlin, the cardinal principle which
should govern'your enployment of TR.1335 from the outset, should be the
coinplete ■ concentration on one, target until the effort estimated to be
required for its destruction has been achieved. Estimates of the scales of

attack required are given in Annex ”C”,

o

7. Essen is the most important of the selected primary targets, and by
attacking it first, the maximum benefit should be derived from the element

of surprise, I am to suggest, therefore, that tiiis should be selected as

your initial target for TR.1335 operations, to be followed by attacks against
the remainirg priority areas listed in Annex "A”,

8. intien experience in the enployment of TR.1335 has proved that, under
favourable conditions, effective attacks on precise targets are possible, I
am to request that you will consider the practicability of attacking first,
the precise targets within TR.1335 range and, later, those beyond this range
listed in Annex *‘B" .

9, During the estimated effective life of TR.1335 as a target-finding and
blind bombing device, it will not be possible to equip more than a relatively
small proportion of your force. It is, therefore, of the first importance
that tactical methods to assist the remainder of the force to achieve

concentration, both when the target is capable of being illuminated and under

blind bombing conditions, should be studied, developed and applied to the
maximum possible extent. In this connection I am to remind you- of the
principles and scales of attack .with incendiary weapons laid down in

Air Ministry letter S.46368/II/D.C.A.S. dated 25 Oct 1941.

10. Apart from your primary offensive on the above lines, I am to say that
the following additional commitments will still have to be met from time to
time:- •

(i) Attacks on.factories in France are to be undertaken as notified

to you in Air Ministry letter S.46368/D.C.A.S. dated 5 February 1942.
If a favo-urable opportunity for the initial attack on the Renault

plant has not occurred before you begin operations. with the

TR.1335 equipment, attacks on the French factories are to be

carried out only when weather conditions are particularly
favourable and at the same time are unsuitable for the

concentrated bomibing of targets in Germany within this Directif,

The operations of No,2 Group are to continue to be governed by the
directions in Air Ministry letter S.46368/II/D.C.A.S, dated
25 November 1941 bearing in mind the commitment for army air
support as stated in para, 7 of that letter.

Periodical support for the operations planned by the Adviser of

Combined Operations will be required in accordance vdth the

directions issued to you in Air Ministry letter 3l64/Plans dated
21.December 1941.

(ii)

(iii)

ns

/ii.

G.169087/DS/2/50/30.
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11. Finally, I am to sfiy that, although every effort will he made to confine

your operations to your primary offensive, you should recognise that it will
on occasions he necessary to call upon you for diversionary attacks on

objectives, the destruction of wrhich is of immediate importance in the light
of the cm-rent strategical situation,
units and the siibmarine building yards and bases may have to be attacked

periodically, especially when this can be done without missing good
opportunities of bombing your primary targets.

In particular, important naval

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Sgd) (N.H. Bottomley)

Air Vice-Marshal,
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff.

S.A6368/Part III. Enclosure 11A,

/ANNHC 'A'

SECRET
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AMTEK A

to Air Ministry letter

S .46368/1)GAS dated 14 February 1942

FRUAiRY IKDUSTRIAL .

('fithin T.R.1335 range - 350 miles from Mildenhall)

Central (Ruhr) area. Essen

(Transportation and heavy industries)

Duisberg

(Transportation and heavy industries)

Dusseldorf

(Transportation and general industries)

Cologne

(Transportation and general industries)

ALTERNATIVE INDUSTRIAL AREAS.

(Y/ithin T.R.1335 range - 350 miles from Mildenhall.

Northern (coastal) area Bremen

(Naval dockyards)

Y/i Ihelmsha ven

(Naval dockyards)

Emden

(Naval dockyards)

ALTERNATIVE INDUSTRIAL /iREAS

(involving deeper penetration beyond T.R.1335 range),

Hamburg
(Naval and general shipbtolding)

Northern

Kiel

(Naval dockyards)

Lubeck (Baltic port)
(industrial and armament centre)

Rostock

(Heinkel factories)

Central Berlin

(General industries)

Kassel

(Locomotive industry)

Hanover

(Rubber manufacture)

Frankfurt

(Chemical and general engineering)

Mannheim

(Transportation, chemical and general
engineei'ing)

Schv;einfurt

(Ball bearings)

Southern

Stuttgart

(General, electrical and precision
engineering)

/ANNEX "B
G.I69O87/DS/2/5O/3O.
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APFEMDIX 10.5.

PRECISE TARGETS AEKEX- "B"

To Air Ministry letter
S.46368/D.C,A.S. dated
14 February 1942.

WmiN T.R.1335 RANGE

OPERATIONAL

NUMBER
DETAIL REMARKS

G S 162 CHEMISCHE V/ERK HULS

SINTEETIC RUBBER

QUADRATE (POETUlvfA)
POWER STATION

Producing approximately 20^ of
Germany's total rubber supply.

Production capacity 250,000 kw.G 0 1236

G 0 1237 GOLDENBERG WERE, KOLN
(Knapsack)
POV/ER STATION

BRAITWEILER (KOLN)
SWITCHING AND

TRANSFORMER STATION,

Largest steam power plant in
Production capacityEurope.

500,000 kw.

G 0 1428 Outdoor Transformer and

switchijag station controlling
1,500,000 kw. of plant output.
Controls the flow of power
from South into Ruhr-Rhineland.

150,000 lew. Steam Station,
Also control flow po7/er from
East in Ruhr-Rhineland,

G 0 1128 GERSTEINjYERK (stockum)
POYfflR AND SWITCHING

STATION.

G Q 1509 GELSENBERG-BENZIN A.G.

GELSENKIRCHEN (NORDSTERN)
Synthetic oil.

Annual output 390,000 tons fuel.

G Q 1537 HTDRIERYfflRKE SCHOLVEN

GELSENKIRCHEN A.G.

(buer) ■

Annual output approximately
300,000 tons fuel.

G.Q 1510 UNION RHEINISClie

BRAUNKOHLN WES3ERLING
Annual output 240,000 tons fuel.

OUTSIDE T.R. 1335 RANGE

G S 153 BUNAV/ERKE SCHOPAU

(MERSEBURG)
Synthetic Rubber

Produces approximately 30^
Germany's total rubber supply

G Z 2805 V.D.M.

FRANKFURT HEDDEPNHEIM
Leading German airscrew
manufacturers and aircraft

comiDonents.

G B 3280 ROBERT BOSCH -

STUTTGART - FUERBACH
Most important factory in
Germany making dynamos,
injection j3un^s and magnetos.

G Q 1515 I.G. FARBEN LEUNAWERKE

(J/JERSEBURG)
Synthetic Oil

Annual output 480,000 tons
fuel ai:id large capacity
fixation of nitrogen.

/annex. "C

SECRET
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AI'II^ISX "C

ESTE'/IATED ^^IG-HT OF ATTACK FCK DECISIVE DAIi'lGE. to Air Ivlinistry letter

S.A-0363/dcAS dated 14 Febri^?^~ry 194-2.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected Area Size of total

area (sq.miles)
Size of built-up
area (sq.miles)

Size of Central

vulnerable area

(sq. miles)

Population of
-  total area

w'eight of attack
required on a

basis of 7 tons,

per sq. miile and

5<>/o efficiency.

Weight of attack
required on a
basis of 1 ton

per 800 pop. and
50^' efficiency.

A. ESSMi 70 25 9 650,000

4!f0,000

1,000 tons 1,600 tons
B. DUISBEEG 55 • 16 3 800 tons 1,100 tons

C. DUSSEED0I?E 62 18 3 500,000 850 tons 1,200 tons cn

D. COLOGNE 100 30 5 750,000 1,400 tons 1,800 tons

G.I69O87/DS/2/5O/3O.
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APPENDIX 11

THE THOUSAND BOI/IBER RAID ON COLOGNE

COPT

BOlvIBER COMMAND OPERATION ORDER NQ. 1A8

(This supersedes B.C.0.0. NQ.1A7
which is to be destroyed).

COPY NO. 45

DATE: 26 May 1942

APPENDIX "A" - SUIviljlARY OP FORCES

INPOamTION

It has Been decided that an attack of exceptional vreight is to be niade on
HAlviBURG.

2, All Bomber aircraft and crevv's that can be provided by Army Co-operation
.  and Plying Training Coimnands will supplement the full resources of the -
Operational, and O.T.U'.; Groups of Bomber Command.

An attack in such force has never remotely been approached in the past
It should strike a severe blow at the

3.

either by ourselves or by the enemy,
morale of the German people in addition to causing unprecedented damage to
the most important single industrial city in Germany.

INTENTION

To destroy the port and city of HAi/iBIIRG.4.

EXECUTION

Code Name

This operation will be knov/n as the THOUSAND PLAN.b.

Date

6. The operation will take place on the night of May 27/28 or on the first ,
suitable night thereafter until the night of May 31/june 1  1942.

Poi-ces Taking Part

7. (a) All available aircraft from Nos, 1, 4 and 5 Groups.
Leave is to be restricted so that every serviceable aircraft can be

Aircraft and crevirs of Conversion Plights are to beernplo^red,
included.

(0) All available suitable aircraft from Nos. 91 and 92 Groups.

Aircraft are to be nmnned by the instructional
though crews may be made up 'vrith u/t personnel at the discretion of
the A. 0. 's C.

staffs of the O.T.U.'s

(o) All available suitable aircraft from Array Go-operation Command,

All available suitable aircraft from Plying Training Command.

A Summary of the foiues talcing part is attached at Appendix "A".

(d.)

Alternative Target

If conditions are unfavourable for an attack on HAIvIBURG, COLOGNE is to

be attacked,

communicated'to all concerned not later than 1200 hours on the day of the
operation.

8.

The decision as to which target is to be attacked will be

SECRET
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ATTAGK ON HAIvBURG

Route

All aircraft vd.ll be routed as follov/s:-9.

BASE

Position "X" (54 degree
TARGET

HOLLENSTEDT (55 degrees 22' N, 09 degrees 43' E)
Position "Y" (54 degrees N, 08 degrees 00'E)
BASE

Thus the RIVER ELBE will be on the right hand, both going in to the target
and coming out again.

30' N, 08 degrees 06' E)s,

Timing

10. ZERO HOUR is to be the time that the attack on the target begins,

attack is to end at Z plus one hour,
be notified to all concerned as early as possible on the day of the operation
and not later than 1700 hours.

The

ZERO HOUR in Double Summer Time vifill

11. Nos. 1 and 3 Groups are to open the attack with all available T.R.
This attack is" to be completed by Z hours plusaircraft at Z hours.

10 minutes.

12. All available heavies from Nos. 4 and 5 Groups are to attack at Z hours

plus 45 minutes.' This attack is to be completed by Z hours plus 1 hour.

13, Gonmands and Groups are to arrange that the i-emaining aircraft are evenly
distributed between Z hours plus 10 minutes and Z hours plus 50 mimtes.

Rule for Tiurning Back

iZj.. In order to avoid aircraft which are late owing to delays in taking off,
or through faulty navigation or any other reason, being intercepted in
daylight during the return journey, the follov/ing rule is to be observed:-

All aircraft are to turn for home not later than  Z plus one hour,

Yilerever they may be and whether they have dropped their bombs or not.

Aiming Points

AIMING POINTFORGE15.

1 and 3 Groups and all aircraft
of other Groups and Gonmiands
operating from their stations. D'

)4 Group and all aircraft of
other Groups and Gommands
operating from its stations.
Army Go-operation Comntind.
92 Group. E'

5 Group and all aircraft of
other Groups and Gommands
operating from its stations.
91 Group. F

7/ithdrawal from the Target Area

l6. After dropping their bombs all aircraft are to increase speed and lose
height, coming down to less than 1,000 feet when over the sea.

/ATTACK
G.169O87/I3/2/50/3O
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ATTACK ON COLOGNE

Route to ;3aT.d from the Tarp;et

17. All aircraft v/-ill be routed as follov/s:-'

BASE

OUDOEP (51° 47' N, 03° 50' E)

N, 06° hi' E
51° 38' N, 03° 36' E

TARGET

EUSKIRCHEN (50°
NOORDL/IND

38'

BASE

Tiini^y);

■  ' 18. ZERO HODR will be the time that the attack on the target begins,
ZERO HOURThe attack is to end at Z plus one hour thirty minutes,

in Douole Sunmier Time will be notified to all concerned as early as
possible on the day of the operation and not later than 1700 hours.

19. Nos. 1 and 3 Groups are to open the attack v»ith all available
T.R. aircraft at Z hours. This attack is to be completed by Z hours
plus 15 minutes.

20. All . 'available heavies from Nos. 4 and 5 Groups are to attacl-c at

This attack is to be canpleted by'Z hours plus 1 hour 15 minutes.
Z hours plus 1, hour 30 minutes.

Commands and Groups are to arrange that the remaining aircr.aft
are evenly distributed betvveen Z hours plus 15 minutes and Z hours
plus 1 hour 15 minutes.

21.

Riiles for Turninp; back.

In order to avoid aircraft which are late ov/'ing to del,ays in
talcing off, or through Faulty navigation or any other reason, being
intercepted in d.aylight during the return journey, the following
rule is to be observed

22.

All aircraft are to turn for home not later than  Z plus one hour
thirty minutes, wherever they' may be and v/hether they have
dropped their bombs or not. ■ ■.

Aiming Points

FORGE23. AIMING POINl' .

1 and 3 Group and all aircraft of
other Groups and Commands ojjerating
fz'om their stations. A'

4 Group aiid all aii-craft of other
Groups and Commands operating from
its stations,
Coimriand.

Anny Co-operation
92 Group. X'

)5 Group and all aircraft of other
Groups and Commands operating from
its stations. 91 Group Y'

A.L.-2, 23A. If crew's are unable to' identify COLOGNE they are to set course

direct for ESSEN wiiere the aiming point is STOAT "B" w/ith any build
up area seen in the RUHR as a.last resort target,
aircraft attacking ESSEN or last resort targets is not to be the route

home given in paragraph 17 above, but is to be direct, avoiding, as
far as possible, heavily defended zones.

Route home for

/V/ithdrawal
SECRETG.169087/IS/^'50/30
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Y/ithdrav/al from Target Area.

24. After dropping their bombs all aircraft are to increase speed and
lose height.

Navigation and Target Mans.

25. Flying Training Command and Army Co-operation Command v/ill provide
their crews iiTith navigation maps. Target maps showing the aiming
points Vi/ill be supplied by this Headquarters.

Height of Attack.

26, At discretion of A.0.'s G, but the minimum height is to be
8,000 feet.

26A.au crews are, as far as is possible, to avoid flying in cloud.

Flares.

27. As the operation is to be carried out in moonlight, no
reconnaissance flares are to be dropped by any crews,
identification flares are to be used.

Bomb Loads.

No

A.L.2.

28. All aircraft are to carry the maximum economical load of 4 lb.
and 30 lb. incendiary bombs, made' up as necessary with H.E. bombs.
vThere H.E. bombs must be used to malce Up loads, large H.C. and G.P.
bombs are to be given preference, and in any event, none smaller
than the 500 lb. should be carried,
dropped in stick with distributor setting of 0,1 seconds.

All incendiaries are to be

As many
as possible incendiaries X.4 lb. are to be dropped by aircraft of 3,
4 and 5 Groups and the greater proportion is to'be carried by
aircraft in the first -wave.

A.L. 2.

Intruders.

29. The maximum "INTRUDER" action is to be carried out against
enemy night fighter aerodromes by aircraft of 2,Group.
Command Till also co-operate in this task.

Fighter Cover

30. Fighter Coninand Till provide cover for the returning bombers
by carrying out sT/eeps in force as far -as possible out to sea from
the East Coast,

Reconnaissance Reports

31. Nos, 1, 3, 4 and 5 Groups are each to detail two eaperienced
crews to bomb the target just before end of period of attack.
They are to take night photographs and to make a visual report of
the result of the attack.

Accuracy of Tn'minp

32, Ovlng to the large numbers of aircraft operating and the
linlted hours of darkness, the importance of adhering- strictly to
the timing detailed in paragraphs 10 and 18 above, cannot be over
stressed.

Fighter

Administrative

33. Separate Administrative Supplement aiid Bomber Command Signals
Instruction No, 11 have been issued separately.
Coastal Command in these instructions is to be DELETED.

34. ACIvNOYYLEDGE BY. TELEPRINTER.

All reference to

R. Saundby

Air Vice Marshal,
Senior Air Staff Officer,

GOinvlANDBOMBER

l§53

/Moves
ISSUED BY D.R.L.S. AT 1800 HOURS

G.I69O87/IS/2/50/30
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Moves of Units and Squadrons taking;
part in the THOUSAND Flan.

OPERATING- FROM.
NO.SQDN.GOlVflvIAND

TYPE OP
OPOROR

A/C a/g STATION (EOUPO.T.U.GROUP

5 Grp.
n

Syerston
Driffield

Peltw-ell

Plying Training Command Kai'flpdens
Ydiitleys
'Wellingtons

7
43
34

2  ’’

2  "
8 Y/attisham

Y7est Raynham
Army Co-op. Command Blenheims

Blenheims 8

II
512 N.Luffenhain1^i4 HampdensCoastal Command

IIM
5ti

12455
W

512 ■figsley415
UM 5n 121^9

3  "E.Wretham
Lindholme

M.St.George
Dishforth

12■fellingtons
Wellingtons
Yfhitlej'-

311
n

12 1304
n6 458
n4H 1251
MI? 4II 1277

i O.T.U.
II

HemsYirell
Snaith
Elsham
Stradishall
Oakington
Bourne

118 "Wellingtons 1091 Group
IIII 11021
IIII 11022
II3II23 5
tl

3n 523
3n 523

tl326 ti Tempsford
Graveley
Mildenhall

1092 Group
3  ”26 It 5

tl26 3tl 5

SECRET
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Enemjr Aerodromes Attacked by Bomber, Fighter
and Arm\y- Co-operation Commands in support of the

Thousand Raid on Cologne, 30/31- May, 1942.

r~\

I
2355 - 0018 hours
0008 - 0032 "

Juvincourt

St. Trond

0015
H

0140 - 0335

(B)
t!Bonn 0034 - 0115

II
Cilze-Rijen 0000 - 0050

0120 - 0145 P

(p)
nEindhoven 2355 - 0040

(B0002 - 0036
0130 - 0140

0200 - 0225

nVenlo

i
P

P

II

II

(P)Deelan 0000 - 0030

(p)
(p)

It
Soesterburg 2355 - 0010

0100 - 0200

(p)Sohipol 2350 - 0005

Si
IITwente 0024 - 0110

0145 -• 0205

(p)Leeuv/arden 2325 - 0035

(B)
IIVechta 0315

(B)
IIArdorf 0058

Legend.

By Bomber or Army Co-op A/Q
By Pighter Command A/G

OES/BC
Night Raid Report No. 74

B.

P.

. ^

SEOHET
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AH-'ENDIX 12

CONSOLIDATED BOMBAEDlViENT INSTRUCTIONS

OCTOBER 1942.

Copy

Air Ivlinistry,ALbey 3411

G.S. 15803/A.S.P.I. LONDON, S.W.1.

SECRET
29 October 1942

Sir,

BOivBAEDMENT POLICY

I am directed to inform you that, as a result of  a recent reviev/ of the
been decided to issue thegeneral policy governing our air warfare, it has

following revised and consolidated instructions.

Bombardment^ Policy^ in Enemy-occupied Countries.

The follomng rules govern our Bombardment Policy in British, Allied
or Neutral territory occupied by the enemy:-

(a) Bombardment is to be confined to military objectives and must be
subject to the follov/ing general principles

(i) The intentional bombardment of civilian populations, as such,
is forbidden,

(ii) It must be possible to identify the objectives,

(iii) The attack must be imde vrith reasonable care to avoid undue
of civilian life in the vicinity of the target and, if any

as to the possibility of acciirate bombing and if
large error would involve the risk of serious damage to a

populated area, no attack is to be made.

1.

loss

doubt exists

a

to be observed.(iv) The provisions of Rod Cross Conventions are

(b) The following military objectives imy be attacked (in these categori
is used in its widest sense to include all armed

e

the term ’military

s

forces of the enemy)

o, including Naval auxiliaries of v/hatever
nd whether or not attendant on the Fleet, troop

(i) iillitary forces
description a:_ .
transports and military supply ships, whether at sea or in port.

Flilitary vorks and fortifications.

Military establishments and depots, including barracks, camps,
billets and Naval dockyards, (but these targets should be

specifically selected for attack only in cases where it has^
been definitely established that they are in use or occupation
by iixis forces); aei'odromes, wliether designated Military or
Civil; .stores and dumps of Ifilitary supplies.

Note: Lighthouses are not to be attacked.

Shipyards, factories and other establislirnents engaged in the
manufacture, asse.mbly or repair of military material,
equipment or supplies; power stations ancillary thereto.
(Note: those piower stations v/hose destruction rrould cause

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

SECRET /extensive
G. 169O87/VI/2/5O/3O
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extensive flooding in Holland Hy putting out of action
electrically driven pumps are not to "be attacked);
oil-producing plants, refineries and storage installations.

Lines of communication and transportation and means of inter

communication serving military purposes, Lut subject to the

folloTiving special provisoes relating to attacks on trains

Occupied France. - by day, only locomotives (but not
"those attached to passenger trains) and goods trains
may be attacked,

and locomotives may be attacked.

fuel and

(i)

- by night, all classes of trains

(v)

Holland and Belgium, - by day, the same rules apply as

for Occupied Prance above;
- by night, all classes of trains and

locomotives nay be attacked, but bet'veen 2300 hours
and O/fOO hours only, and in addition, in Holland, only
in the area south of the River ¥aal-Rhine.

(ii)

C. Provided that the principles set out in paragraph (A) above
observed, other objectives, the destruction of which is an

immediate military necessity, may be attacked for particular
reasons.

In attacks on objectives in the Channel Islands the following
instructions are to be strictly observed

ar

D.

e

not to be made unless such action is necessitated
by operational considerations of real importance;

to be confined to the

(i) Attacks are

(ii) lihen attacks are necessary, they are
inportant objectives against which they have been ordered;

(iii) Owdng to the difficulty of discriminating betv/een troops and
civilians, machine-gun attacks on personnel are not to be
mde.

German, Italian and Japanese Territory.

Consequent upon the enemy’s adoption of a campaign
warfare, the Cabinet have authorised a bonbing policy which includes the
attack of enemy norale. The foregoing rules governing the policy to be
observed in enemy-occupied countries do not, therefore, apply in our conduct
of air 7/arfare against German, Italian and Japanese territory, except that
the provisions of Red Cross Conventions are to continue to be observed.
Bomber operations henceforth are to be conducted in accordance with
directives issued from time to time by the Air Ministry (as approved by the
Cabinet) or overseas by the A.0.C.-in-C. _concerned, special care being taken
to observe any restriction on bombing which they may contain.

I am. Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

2.

of unrestricted air

(Sgd.)

Air Vic e-Mar slial

Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Policy)

G.I69O87/VY/2/5O/3O
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APPEMDICES 13-21

NOTE ON SOURCES.

In preparing the Tables at Appendices 13 - 21 it has "been necessary
to consult four independent sources, namely:

The Air Ministry l¥ar Rooin Manuals of Bomber Command Operations.
Air Ministry State Room Records.
Bomber Command Operational Research Section Reports.
Admiralty iviinelaying Department Records.

Tliis was unavoidable as no one set of figures could be broken down

sufficiently to illustrate the various aspects of the operational effort
and wastage during the period covered bj'- ttiis Volume,
been necessary to use them all either sex^arately or in combination.

Inevitably some discrepancies have arisen, but, as will be seen, these are
not very great and while it is not claimed that the figures quoted in these
Appendices are necessarily final, they are the most accurate which can be

produced under the circumstances,
clearly indicate the sources used but some explanation must be made here of
the reasons for their selection in each case.

It has therefore

Footnotes have been given throughout which

The two most reliable conteirporary records ofSorties and Tonnage.

sorties and tonnage available are the ,7ar Room ivknuals and the O.R.S. Night
and Ihy Raid Reports.
Tables (except where otherwise indicated) as, in contradistinction to the
O.R.S., they include missing aircraft in the totals of aircraft attacking
and tonnage dropped,
either over the target after their bombing run or on the return journey, their
inclusion in the effective effort is considered more accurate.

The War Room fignres have been used tiiroughout these

Since missing aircraft were more usually shot dovm

'War Roohi figures have also been used bo show the minelayingMinelaying:

effort, with the single exception of Appendix 19 which indicates the number of

mines laid by areas during the period.
Admiralty who hold the only available records.
betT/een Appendices 13 and 15 in the numbers laid monthly but the totals in

each case differ by only 8 mines.

This table has been obtained from the

Discrepancies will be noted

Wastage: The figures given in Appendices 13 and 20 have been obtained

from statistics prepared by the Aircraft State Room for a Government post-war
White Paper which, in the event, was never published,
accurate overall figures available, but they cannot be broken doTm any
further and for the purpose of Appendix 15, recourse has been made to the

O.R.S. Reports v/hich are the most reliable contemporary records of aircraft
losses.

Room showing 77 more aii'craft lost (missing and Cate. E) during the whole
period than the O.R.S.

These are the most

The discrepancy in ttiis case is rather greater, the Aircraft State

The use of a number of independent sources in the preparation of

statistical Tables must eventually result in some such discrepancies,
in itself is a clear indication of the danger of placing too much reliance

In the absence of final and authoritative

Th

on any one set of figures,

is

statistics, only a judicious comparison of all the sources available can

produce a fair and reasonable estimate.

SECRET
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DROEPED iJ-O I'lUiuiBER OP ivIENES_LAID (Monthly)LOST,SORTIES DESI-ATCtiaD, AIRCRaF^

ON

'ALL OPERATIONS'Vi)

O
CO

! N’jmber of xTines

_La,id .

Aircraft Lost

(Missing and 'Cfe,t. S)

By ! By
Day Night Total

J
Sor

Tonnage DroppedAircraft Despatched

 of Per

Aircraft

Lost

ro ByByBycZ ByBy \ fo of j
Day i Totali Night

By of I
Total 1 Total

ties

Despatched
Night Total |VJl TotalNight j DayDayMontho

1o

3563032580.1 2674.5 j 25 5394.43  104 107I2394170 i 7.1 I 2224 92.1ivlarch
J.

569567^32.4 254237.5194.9 2
169 4.44016 8 177264 i 6.6 i 3752 93.4April

1023102323.33233.982.4 3151.55.02308 137 13996.1
O

3.9 2699 .... ^109iviay
o

1167116727.66845.16695.0 §150.1248 i 0241a 95.8 4997 747384.2209June V*

H3

8978971-3
'6367.6 32.26126.0241.64.6198 j183426591.8 158.2 I 3914351July I—-

9689684161.9 22.6404b.9i  115.9165 18428202455 87.1 19365 c. o12.9August

1101110124.35511.8 5595.183.36.02303504 j 92.0 I 3810 21020306 8.0September

982 982 I3809.2 24.3457.8 3351.45.61572234 I 79.6 2808 1223520.4;  574October

1156115624.52422.92314.5108.416 83 3.1992ll4i 83.0 254717.0i  433November
•  I I-

987 ; 987 :
t

20.42714.212578.5135.728 5.9103 13121.2 1757 1 78.8 1 22291  472December  i

1267 i 128533.6 i 184344.7216.8; 4127.9 .0108 3.92555 80.6 3171 12315Jan/43 19.46lb
"T

25.9 ! 73 10418 1049146601.41881.3 ! 44720.1168 ; 1625 5.031996 i 89.2 : 35865 1793i 3869 10.8Total
J

—Mnnua-u of
Note on Soiurces: Sorties)

onnage)
Mines )
T

Losses:- Aiircraft State Room.and. - t ions- 19i .s.:I>er -Coin.
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BOSEB HAIDS

c^ SORTIES DESPATCHED MD ATTACmK, TOWS DROPPED
o
03

(c) By Ifey and Night(b) By Night(a) By Day
o

Aircraft Tonnage j

1  i
Incd- I Total j

TonnageAircraftTonnageAircraft
ro

Month
VJl

Attack

ing

Des

patched

2049

Attack-

__ ing

1577 j 2043-2

2735 I 2808.6

h. n.
Des

patched

94.4 1896

Attack

ing

Des

patched

o
H.E.TotalIncd.Incd. ! Total

"t

H.E.

o

535-3 i 2672.91676 2137-62578.5535-394.499 IMarch 151
-I

2546 4430.9 I

3215.4 I
•  !

1+236.0 3588 1427.43003.51427.43345194.9243 211 194.9April

1632.8 1582.61582.3 .  2297 193982.4 2188 1848 1550.7 3133.082.1 -  .3109 91May

4294.0 6838.2 1 g6688.1 2544.23596 4424 3772176 4218 4294.0206 2394.1150.1 150.1June
c;

!  g
1-3

2181.4 6363.3 I31166123.3 3763 4181.93945.3 2178.0236.6187 3^4 240.0 3450 2929313July

4153.9 I1903 ! 2399.4 1754.51762 4044.5 22321744.22300.3141 99.1 10.3 109.4 2039193August
-4

5589.7 I2647- 05508.8; 3162 2942.72862.4 2646.4 2704. 6 3027 I 261180.980.3135 93September

3805.5 i1828 1752.4 2053.1126.4 456.2 1422.6 1926.7306 3349.3 2153329.8400 1753 1522October
!.

1129.81287.3 2417.13-4! 102.6i 1449 1126.41215 1188.1 2314.5 1593 131299.2144 97November

2712.81483.1i4861466,6 2578.5 1259 1229.716.5 I 134.3 1286117.8 1100 1111.9200 159December

2246.0
-7 !

43'441771 2098.7Jan/43 216.8 ^  1887.8 4127.9 23112240.1394 227 210.9 5.9 1917 If. ( i

46544.424226 21334.221167.4 I 44682.4 •29058 25210.2166.8| 1862.0 265701695.22488 1787 22439 123515.0Total
! -I

I

•P-Note on Source:
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.T,0mi.-SGRT_mJ?JSE>^Qr^^_AECEi^_.L051,_ijmJDEQEEED.
^ lillliviEEE OF MIInES LAID.
MARCH 1 9A2 - JAI^iHARY 1 945

(a) By Day

(

Number j

of mines |
laid ■

a/g=.=
Lost

Sorties

Despatched
fo of
Total

Tons

Dropped
Type of Operation

1862.06L.322)^8Bomb Raids

Anti-submarine etc. /)

Minelaying

Leaflets

123

361328 34.3 19.3

7353 1.4 1

3869 10C^ ' 160 1881.3 73Total

(b) By Night

Number

of mines

laid

a/c*
Lost

% of
Total

Sorties

Despatched

Tons

Dropped
Type of Operations

26570 44682.2f83.0Bomb Raids

Anti-submarine etc. /

Minelaying

Leaflets

1402

4867 1041815.3 15.7 37.7

559 1.7 7

1 oa> 156651996 W20.1 10418Total

(c) By Day and Night

Nuriiber

of mines

laid

a/g^fo of
Total

Sorties

Despatched

Tons

Dropped
Type of Operations

Lost

46544.4

19.3
fi

37.7

Bomb Raids

Anti-subiriarine etc. /

Minelaying

Leaflets

29058

1328

4920

81.0 1525

363.7

158 1049113.7

1.6559 7

35865 1726 46601.4lOC^iTotal 10491

^ Includes Anti-submarine, anti-shipping and convoy escort,

E".
It

Mining and Cat,
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SORTIES DESPATCHED. AIRCRAFT LOST. TONS DROPEED NmiBBR OP MIMIS LA3D BY TYPE OF OEERATION (MOTOHJ) (COICT. ̂

(a) By Day (b) By Night (c) By Day and Night

/ *
a/g
Lost

A/O Tons
Lost Dropped

a/gSorties

Despatched

Mines

Laid

Sorties

Despatched

Tons Mines

Dropped Laid

Sorties

Despatched

Tons

Dropped

iflines

Laid

Month Type of Operation
Lost

1286December Bomb Raids 200 18 134.3 82 2378.5 I486 2712.8100

Anti- submarine etc, 272 10 1.4 272 10 1.4

Minelaying

Leaflets

421 98711 987421 11

50 1 50 1

Jan./43 216.818Bomb Raids 394 831917 4127.9 2311 43Vf.7101

Anti-submarine etc. 209 2 209 2

Minelaying 126718 383 59613 19 19 1285

Leaflets 55 1 55 1

* Missing ani Cat, "E"

Sorties ) A.M.Vi[.-R. ^lanual
Tonnage ) BpntSer Goimasc^
Mines ) 431

Note on Sources;

- BC/ORS. Final Night and Day
Raid Reports,

Aircraft Lost
Operations

SECRET
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Q TOM'-IAGE DROFPSD BY CATEGORY OP TABGET (Monthly)’
o^

VD 1
Airfields

and

Aircraft

Factories

o

Troops
and

Defences

Miscell

aneous

Targets

OD
Industrial

Tovms

Trans

portation

Naval

Targets

Oil

Targets
Specific

Industries
Month

Total Tonnage
o

C

I  Liiarch

April
I

1711 298 32 510 12A 2675
O

2667 84770 243 397 209 44-33

2383 11 231 304 211 94 3234

6087June 223 3611 390 98 6845

5246o 896July 11 99 636822 94 o

jil(-3
i"i—

3828 61I August 110 i-a34 114 416215

5256I  September 105 16125 95 5595
I

I!

3124October 394 1831 37 70 3809

1700 662^ November 9 8 9 35 2423

i December 2497 34 24 647 2714

Jan/43 2925 30 1212 66 49 63 4345

61 165Total 37424 5000 12 1491 1060 466031390

R  ■Note on Source:

A.4'/L.W,.R, Bomb-er- €Qngna-rtd-€^emti,i;^a 1-93-9-4S
cr\
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TERRITORIAL DISTaiBUTIOM OF TOMIAG-E (Montlily)
(To nearest Ton)

c\
vn
o
CD
-vj

Comparison with 1941/42Targets3
o of Lot/

Countries

i

Month Germany NojrwayPrance Denmark Italy at Total.i
Totalte

Sea Total Germany
o

1941 1941
1897iiirch 70.9 711 52 13 2 2675 1744 1166o

69.9 1076April 3097 83 161 13 3 ^33 2396 1406

2738 84.7 420 57 2846my- 19 3234 2224

6474 94.6 106June 258( 6845 4310 3473i
o

6208July 97.5 8754 8 636811 4384 3190
1-3

1-3

August 3950 5694.9 145 4162 368911 4242
4-

5486September 98.1 48 44 62 9 28895595 2000

October 78.52992 195 43 574 38095 2984 2223
i — i

i830j  November 34.3 42 27 1512 12- 2423 1907 1374i

-'ff
I

1  ,_._i835 67.6 96December 42 _7^. 2714 I1 1794 799

Jan/43 2968 68.3 1284 84 7 2 4345 9852292

82.6Total i  38475 4275 176735 2839 _ 46603 31788
Pebruarj'"

1942
1011

21 82 22529

§i! 705

A..i.4 W;-R.—I>fa,nual .of Eomb''rr~C-oiifliBrn(i-Qperationo-3—1939~'i5

Note on Source: ->J
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o
MONTHLY AI^ALYSIS 0? OPERA.TIONAL EPPOET

March, 1942 - January, 194-3«<T\
VO
o

(a) By Nightoo
-vj

NO. OP NIGPITS HWOLVING SORTIES OP:-o

(V)

Total number

of nights
operated

Mining or

leaflets

only

Bcmbing

Operations

No operations
undertaken

500 and
over

Month. 0-49o 50-149 150-299 300-499

o

14 14Iferch 3 17 7 2 7 1

I
9 20April 1 21 10 4

6 1812May 13 5 9 3 1

!i Oi

o

6 6 o18I
June 24 5 10 2

Q 22July 11 11 7 5 5 4 1

8 610 13 21August 5 9 1
(

iSeptember 7 9 14 823 4 8 3

8October 10 23 711 5-13

November 7 11 12 23 711 c

8December 9
Z'

14 23 13 11o

Jan/43 9 18 6 622 10

“t — —

Total 100 81 156 78 69237 73 13 4
00



(b) By S&y

VC
O
03

Total Number

of days
operated

--vl
No operations
undertaken

0-49
Sorties

50-149
Sorties

Month
3
o

IV)

Marchvn 14 17 17o

VjJ

Aprilo 14 16 16

kky 19 12 12

June 14 16 16

July 8 22 1 23

August 3 28 28

September 2 28 28
1

October 6 ro

23 2 25
I

November 1 28 1 29

December I0 30 1 31

Jan/43 2 26 3 29

Total 843 246 8 254

Note on Source: IlH

Ariit-J.- B,— of ~Rr=in>n-^i" ri.«»nnmr,.]r|.-1 —1 9^1 S/i*i3

) ) ))
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MOMTHLY TOTALS OF MTIMKr.AYTNa OPERATIONS. BY AREAS. MARCH. 1942 - JAMJAHY. 1 %-5

a
w CO I CO

a EH
B
s

CO
!

CO a Eg Q g
R

CO=> M CO COH-=9

I 3 aCO 9 M

0
H CO H EH CO

a o

o
C2 O

a QE^
a

CO pq
p

Q COo o 0 Cl
i

CO o

a
Mo H

0
s;
H

EH M p: EHW o
0

E-i Q
a§

0

!s EH

a a
0 a

H O
a s g 0

0
0 o

w y0 O O 0 0 0I-3 Ea (3> ro CO EH EH iH EH

19i(2
CO
t m 8 36 1lAMarch 18?d
o

35 355 33 22

16April 8 hi 8 6129 32 38 1631 133 128 012 559 28 25

3k38 1A kh 57 67 113 28 1AMay 23 19 98 36 6A21 79 A89 h137 29 5 25 10 h9 hi1021

h29 130 350June 110 32 5 1160 22 27

ihO 18 56 18July 9 70 1A2 89 520 53 81 898 32 30

2h 60 26 8 5h hhAugust 13 95 24 163 10 317 93 35 5 6 612 120 15 385 96012 62 57

4 418 4  6September 27 2 17 30 73 42917 31 17 5 24 6 6712 10 22 87 30 20 9 1410 13 1612 7 17 1060 109 44

54 16 65 4 447 28 42 20October 13 120 142i 10 830 9 4032 333 9 453 2712 9 441005 51

4 182Novanber 2 130 7 80 47 24122 10 7 429 63 2 52 9 8 3 6 1431 6 1184 63 52

36 34 42 10 4December 12 45612 132 27 7 21 630 10 5 3 20 91 83 21 5 995 159 39

Ml
January 56 6 42 350 12 12230 18 6 64830 18 18 4672 16 3 1286 83 40

VD

577 96 16 604 48 43Total 47 116 1162 21 150 60 267 147 156 48 4327313 158 45 59 129 11593 35 30 59 524 43111 166 4l51 47133 21 22 89 26 10483 691 427
±

Note : The above figures have been obtained from the Admiralty Mining Department.

G.I69O87/IS/4/50/30
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p
OEERATIONAL (''F. B") WASTAGE (Monthly)

(a) By Day
o^
VO
o
05

Lest

(Cat

Enemy
Action

"E
Damaged

(Cat "E")
EBmaged

(Cat "AC")

-sj

)"5!
o % of

sorties

Despatched

Total Lost

(ivlissing and
cat E")

t!

% of
sorties

Despatched

Total

"F.B"

Wastage

Total

Itemaged
Month

1942
Missing Not Enea^r

Action

Not Enemy
Action

Notro

e/a E/A E/A
o

March 2 1.81 3 2o 3 2 11 14 8-2

April 85 2 1 3-0 2 10 1 13 21 8-0

Miy 2 1.82 1 4 6.45 7

5June 1 1 7 3.3 1 11o 12 19 9.1
o

1-3

13(1) 15(1)July 1 1 4.3 29(1)8 14 8.3 H3b

August 13 2 19 64 5.2 5 4 15 34 9.3

5(2) 20(2) 1(1)September 6-5 6 12(1)15 32(3)5 10.5

27(3) 7(2) 35(5)October 6.11 52(5) 8.9

29(3) I 6-7
42(9) 8.9

4 411 19

5(1) I6(l)November 4(1)11 5(1) 13(2)3.7 4

18(3) 8(4) 28(7)December 2 1(1) 7(1) 14(2)5-9 2  . 4

Jan/43 10(1) 3(1) 15(2)2 2,4 4(2) 13(2) 28(4)1 3 5 4.5

120(8) 35(10) 168(18)Total 13 17(3) 72(1)4.3 37(3) 141(7) 507(25) 7.915
i

.4—

Note; Figures in Brackets indicate casualties to 0. T. U. Aircraft already included in totals. o



(b) By Night
CT\

Lost

(Cat "E")
Damaged

(Cat "B")
VD Damaged

(Cat "AC")
o

Month

1942

oo
Total

Damaged
Missing Total Lost

(Missing and
Cat "E")

-vj % of
sorties

Despatched

Total

"P.B"

Wastage

ofEnemy-
Action

Not

e/a
Enemy-
Action

Not Enemy-
Action

NotW
o sorties

Despatched
Va e/a

ro

o March 81 8 15 104 4.7 4 12 39 19 74 178 8.0
o

136April 16911 22 4.5 16 10 54 26819 99 7.1

115(16) 8(2)- 14(2)Iky 137(20) 5(3) 10(4) 42(13) 14(1) 71(21) 208(41)

19(2)" 103(21) 1 344(697
93 00) 276(35)18

5.1 7.7

197(46) 32(2)June 241 (48)12 14(1) 22(3) 48(15)5.0 7.2

163(23) 16(2)July 183(25)4 8(1) 19(2) 48(7)4.7 7.1

Aiigust 142 167 165 6.7 36 20(1) 70(1)

102(21)

48(1)

7 7 235(1) 9.6

170(30) 18(6) 22(2) 210(38)September 6.0 8(2) 8(1) 63(11) 23(7) 312(59)

170(1)

8.9
I

—r"

October 88 6 ro28 122 5-5 13(1)2 I  11 22 7-6
1

November 54 4 25 83 3.9 67 17 18 48 6.2131

73(1) 24(1)December 6 103(2) 6 20(1)5.9 38(1) 141(3)7 5 8.0

Jan/43 92(4) 108(4)3 13 4.2 21(2) 25(1) 56(3) I ia(7)

193(13)! 802(79) 2427(216)

82 6.4

1311(120) 87(8)Total 227(9) 1625(137) 79(7) 120(10) 410(49)5.1 7.6

Note: Figures in brackets indicate casualties to 0-T.U. Aircraft already included in totals.

) )) )
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(c) By Day and Night
o^

Lost

(Cat "E")
Enemy | Not
Action i E/A

Damaged
(Gat "B")

Damaged
(Gat "AC")

Total

Lost

(ivlissing and
Cat "E")

o

^ of Total

P. B"

lla stage

II

00 /& of
sorties

Despatched j

Month

1942
Total I

Damaged j

~vj

ilissing sorties
W
o Enemy

Action

Enemy
Action

Not Not
Despatched

E/A E/Ai\o

Vn

O 82 8 6 16IVkrch 17 107 4.5 42 21 85 8.0192

o

141April 4.4 18 6413 I 23 177 10 20 289112 7.2

117(16) 8(2) 14(2) 139(20) 6(3) 10(4)

22(3)

19(2)

46(13)

59(15)

14(1)

19(2;

76(21)

115(21)

107(10)

215(41)

3GJ(6V)

305(36)

Ivky 5.0 7.7

202(A6) 33(2) 248(48) 15(1)June 13 5.0 7.3

o s

176(24) 17(2) 198(26) 8(1) 56(7)4.6July 24 o7.2
I

t-3
“'1 I 1^

18 6.0 24(1) 85(1)

69(11) 28(7) 114(22)

17(1) I 65

22(1) 22 i 61(2)

240) 12(""0 52(3)

41

33

August 155 184 269(1)

344^62)

11 13 7 9.2

185(30) 18(6) 27(4) 230(40) 8(2) 9(2)6.0September 9.0

115(3) 35(2) 157(5) 5.6October 7 222(6)

160(3)

183(12)

•  i 2 15 7.9

30(1)

32(5)

99(1) 10(1)65 4November 3.1 7 6.3
i

91(4) 131(9) 8(1)8December 5.9 8.2

102(5) 16(1) 123(6)Jan/43 26(2) 29(3)5 69(5)3.9 3 11 192(11) 6.1
It.
h!

1431(128) 110(8) 1262(19) 1793(155)Total 94(7) 137(13) 482(50) 230(16)5.0 941(86) 2734(241) 7.7

Note: 1. The figures in brackets indicate casiaalties to 0. T, U. Aircraft already included in totals.

The above figures have been obtained from Statistics prepared by the Aircraft State Room for a
Government White Paper (not published).

lO

o

2.



APPENDIX 21JECRET,

DIARY OF BOMBER COMMAND OPERATIONS

March 1942 - January 1945

Page 1.

Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses * Aircraft

19^2

Jlacch.

Den Holder (Shipping) h2 Boston

3IU Paris. (Renault) 457.0235 h222 Wellington, Stirling
Whitley, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester

BlenheimSoesterburg/Schlpol
Airfields

4

Emden 4 4 5.8 1 Wellington

Sea-mining 4 4 16 Lancaster

mines

Leaflets 2 2 Whitley

7/0 St Na2aire 17 15 22.5 Whitley, Wellington

Hampden

Seai;ilnlng 817 8 1 Hampden
mines

8 Coraines (Power Stn.) 6 4 3.1 Boston

Abbeville (Marshalling

Yard)

6 6 5.4 Boston

Polssy . 812 7.1 1 Boston

8/9 Essen 294.8211 177 9 V/elllngton, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester

BlenheimOstend 6 4 2.0

Soesterburg/Schipol
Airfields

6 0.92 Blenheim

Le Havre 24.413 13 Wellington, Stirling

Sea mining 812 17 Hampden, Manchester
mines

Leaflets 1 1 Hampden

9 Mazingarbe (Synthetic

Petrol)

6 Boston

9/10 Essen 187 136 6221 .8 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester

Boulogne (Docks) 10.69 5 Wellington, Stirling

Sea-mining 5 2 2 Hampden
mines

410 Zandvoort area Boston

(shipping)

12610/11 E2s_en 85 137.2 7 Wellington, Stirling

Hampden, Manchester,
Lancaster

Wellington, Whitley,
Hampden

Hampden

Boulogne (Doclcs) 24 3.32

Leaflets 3 3

12/13 Emden 40 36.425 Wellington, Whitley

Wellington

Hampden, Manchester

3

Kiel (Deutsche Werke)

Sea-mining

68 «455 5

27 ■ 21 21

mines

Leaflets 1 1 Hampden

Hazebrouck (Rail

centre)

8.913 11 10 Boston

* Losses include Missing and Cat. E.

SECRET
/13/14

0.169087/IS/6/50/30



Page 2

i  Date. Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft

March

13/ Cologne 159.8135 112 3 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster,
Hampden, Manchester

Wellington, Stirling17.4Dunkirk 19 10 2

i Boulogne

I Soesterburg/Schlpol
Airfields

Sea-mining

20 10.5 31 Wellington, Whitley

2 Blenheim

kk5 Hampden

; mines

Leaflets 7 Hampden5

14 Le Havre (Shipping)

Brittany Coast

(Shipping)

6 Boston

15 6 Boston

f

15/16 Soesterburg/Schipol
Airfields

0.43 1 Blenheim

I

!17 Essen 1 Wellington

18 Essen 5 Wellington
1.

I Essen19 1 Wellington
I

i

!20 Essen 2 Wellington

20/21 Sea-mining 19 11 52 Lancaster, Manchester1

i mines
t

Essen21 1 Wellington,

23/24 SeaMiiinIng 1417 29 Stirling,- Manchester,
Hampdenmines

24 Abbeville (Marshalling

yards)

Coralnes (Power Stn.)

6 4.55 Boston

12 12 10.7 Boston

24/25 Sea-mining 35 31 59 2 Stirling, Lancaster,
Manchester, Hampdenmines

25 Le Trait (Shipyards) 9 i  8.09 Boston

25/26 254Essen 290.9190 11 Wellington, Stirling,

Manchester, Lancaster,
Hampden

Wellington, Stirling,
Will t ley

Heunpden, Stirling,
Manchester

Wellington, vmitley,
Hampden

St. Naaalre 26 47.037 1

Sea-mining 30. 26 26 1

mines

Leaflets 30 30

26 Le Havre (Shipping) 24 20 17.9 1 Boston

i 26/;f7
I 1140.6Essen 115 98 11 Wellington, Stirling

Le Havre

Leeuwarden/Soesterburg
Airfields

Sea-mining

11.8 Wellington, Stirling

Blenheim6 2.611 P

I

3.6 28 59 2 Hampden, Manchester
mines

Leaflets 15 15 Whitley, Hampden,
Manchester

Boston

Wellington, Whitley

Blenheim

27 Ostend (Power Stn)

St. Naaaire (Special Op.)

Soesterbuz’g/Schlpol
Airfields

12 10.512

27/28 62 3.4 43

4 2.0 1

Seamlnlng 15 13 3 Hampden
mines

G.169087/IS/6/.50/30 /28/29



APPENDIX 21
SECHET

Page 3

I
Date Target or Purpose AircraftDespatched Attacking Tonnage Losses

19^i2
March

28/29 23h 20i^ Wellington, Stirling

Hampden, Manchester

Blenheim

Lubeck 303.9 12

Schipol/Soesterburg
Airfields

Seannlnlng

1.02 2

6 ■ 67 Hampden

mines

1ii Wellington, Hampden

Hampden, Manchester

Leaflets 13

2629/30 37Sea-mining 23 2

mines

6 Hampden, WhitleyLeaflets 5

13.434 Halifax30/31 Trondheim (Tlrpitz)

N.W,' Geraany (Patrols)

5 1

Hampden0.931 11 1

6 WellingtonEssen

April

4 1.8 Vlelllngton31/1 Essen 1

9.4Boulogne (Anaed M/V) Boston1 12 11
n
c.

34 Wellington, WhitleyP0issy(Matford Works) 41 53.1 11/2

Wellington, Hampden,
Manchester

46 58.1 157Le Havre

Wellington, Haiipdan49 31.8 15N.W. Oennany (Railvrays) 21

BlenheimEindhoven/Leeuwarden

Airfields

3

4l Stirling, Wellington,
Manchester

Hampden, Manchester

11Seaminlng 15

mines

45Leaflets

Wellington, StirlingPoissy (Matford Works) 97.0 12/3 50

Wellington, Hampden,
Manchester

26 26 47.1Le Havre

Wellington, Hampden26 31 2Sea-mining 30
mines

10.7 Boston4 St. Omer (Rail 1212

Junction)

Wellington•3Essen

Wellington... 1Emden

Hampden2 2Sea-mining 21

mines

314.7 7) Wellington, Stirling

Hampden, Manchester
224) 2195/6 Cologne

Cologne (Himboldt
Dentz)

)39)

19.414 Wellington, Stirling,

Whitley

Whitley

18Le Havre

19.414Gennevilliers (Gnome &

Rhone)

20

Blenheim6 3 1.5St. Trend/Venlo/

Leeuwarden/

Soesterburg/Schipol
Airfields .

Hampden, Wellington1011Leaflets

Wellington, Stirling

Hampden, Manchester

74.2 51576/7 50Essen

4 18 BostonDutch Coast (Sweep) 2

Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Haiipdon,
Manchester, Lancaster

6262.9-227) 1758/9 Hamburg

Ihimburg (Biota St Voss) 45 )

SECRET
/Le HavreG.1690G7/IS/6/50/30



Page k

Target or- purposeDate Despatched Attacking AlrcrattTonnage Losses

1242

April

Le Havre 13 7 10.3 Wellington

Leeuwarden/S oesterburg

OllzB iU jen/Schipol/
■Eindhoven

3 1.53 Blenheim, Wellington

Airfields

2k 36Bea-raining 17 Wellington^ Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

Hampden, Manchester

mines

16Leaflets 12

S Essen 7 2.01 WellitlgXon

10/11 25k 14Essen 172 222.3 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester, Lancaster

42.8i Le Havre 2639 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester

1

!

i Soesterburg/3chipol
Airfields

I

3 Blenheim

i 6Sea-rninlng 3 Stirling, Wellington2
I

mines

■■ 4Leaflets 5 Hampden, Manchester

(Hazebi-ouk (Railway
!  Centre)

12 89 7.1 Boston1

1412/13 ; Essen 251 173 279.5 Wellington, Stirling
Halifax, Hampden,
Manclicsteri

I

40.6Le Havre 27 22 Wellington, Stirling

'  Holland (Airfields) 4 3 2.0 Blenheim
1

■  Genoa 18 6 6.7 Whitley

Sea-raining 17 2720 Wellington, Stirling,
Hanipden, Manchestermines

6Leaflets 7 Lancaster, Manchester,
Harapden

13/l4 1 Boulogne 4 1.21 Wellington

47SeaiTiIning 8733 Wellington, Stirling,
Haiipden, Manchester

Wellington

2
mines

Leaflets 3
i

14 i Monde villa (Pov;er
I  Station)

12 12 10.7 Boston

14/15 i Dortmund 208 1439 . 203.0 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester

Wellington, Halifax,
Hampden

Blenheim

!

I  Le -Havre 23 29.320 1

S oe s terburg/Lc euwarden/
Schipol

5 1.02

Airfields

Sea-mining 43 1 Stirling
mines

Leaflets 1 1 StirlingI

15 Cherbourg 9 8.012 Boston

15/16 Dortmund 487152 110.1 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Manchester

WellingtonLe Havre 8 8 13.4

G,}6f'''S77IS/6/‘?0/^ /St. Nazalre



APPENDIX 21SECPvET

Page 5
rz:z
Dat I  Target or Purposee Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft

April.
St Nazalre 18 16 20.8 Whitley

Amsterdam/S oe st erburg/
Leeuwardon

h 1.5 Blenheim2

Airfields

Sea-mining 11 10 25 Stirling, Hampden,
Manchestermines

Leaflets k h Hampden, Manchester

16 Le Havre (Power

Station)

12 12 10.5 Boston

16/17 Le Havre h '1.31 Wellington

Lorient 17 13 19.3 Whitley, Wellington,
Halifax

Sea-inlnlng 21 27 2 Wellington, Stirling,

Hampden, Manchestermines

Leaflets 11 11 Wellington, IWimpden,
Manchester

17 Calais (Parachute

factory)

6 6 5.4 Boston

Cherbourg 12 12 10.7 1 Boston

Rouen (Grandquevllly
Power station

and Docks)

10.812 12 Boston

Augsburg (Naval

Armaments)

8 14.312 7 Lancaster

17/18 Hanbu^g 173 103 172.1 10 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Manchester

4Le Havre 3.62 Wellington, Stirling

St. Nazaire

(Submarine Base)

14 18.522 Whitley

Leeuwarden/Soesterburg/
Airfields

8 n
c 1.0 Blenheim1.

Seamlnlng 8 17 Stirling, Hampden,
Manchestermines

19/20 Sea-mining 51 32 71 3 Stirling, Hampden,
Mar.chester, Wellington
Lancaster

mines

22/23 69 4Cologne 51 85.7 Wellington, Stirling

Le Havre 23 21 37.9 Wellington, Stirling,

Whitley, Halifax

1

63 47 134Sea-mining Wellington, Stirling,

Hampden, Manchester

1

mines

Leaflets 1 1 Hampden

25/24 143)Rostook_
Rostock (Helnkel

Works)

Uih18) 239.2 5 Wellington, Stirling

Whitley, Hampden,

Manchester, Lancaster

24 Flushing Boston12 12 10.5

6Abbeville (Railway

Centre)

Boston

24/25 Rostock
Rostock (Heinckel

Works)

91) Wellington, Stirling,

Whitley, Hampden,

Manchetsre, Lancaster

34) 172.6112 1

G. 169087/IS/6/50/50 /Leeuwarden
SECRET



Page 6

Aircrart[Despatched Attacking] Tonnage LossesTarget or PurposeDate

J,2l|2 k 1.5 BlenheimLeeuv/ardcn 1

AErjl Airfield

Stirling, Manchester

Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden

■  Leaflets 3 3

43 78,2Dunldrk

5.46 6 1 Boston25 Cherbourg■

5.46 6 Boston1Dunkirk

9.8 BostonI  Le Havre 12 11

S 6;  Abbeville (Railway
:  Centre)

■5.3 Boston

1

6i  Morlalx/Ploujean
I  Airfield

Boston
t'

25/26 j Rostock
'  !' Rostock (Heinkel Works)

110) Wellington, Stirling,
Whitley, Hampden,
Manchester, Lancaster

114 193.4 418)

45.9 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden

Dunkirk 32 21

Pilsen' (Skoda Work^) !  Stirling5 13.0 1

1Leeuwarden
Airfield 0.5 ; Blenheim1 1

5 5 Vielllngton, StirlingLOtOf lots

! t

5.426 St. OKer(Rallway Station] 6 6 i  Boston

4.56Haaebruck (Railway Yard) 5 !  Boston

26/27 Rostock (Heinkel Works)
Rostock

55) i  Wellington, Stirling,
Whitley, Hampden,
Halifax, Manchester,
Lancaster

96 137.452) 3

24 26.1Dunkirk 22 Wellington, Blenheim,
Stirling, Whitley,
Halifax

Le euwarden/E1ndhoven
Airfields 3 1.5 1 Blenheim

4Sea-mining 9 Wellington, Hampden,
Ikmchester

0

mines

Leaflets 7 7 Whitley

6 h 4.527 Ostend (Power Station)

Lille (Sequedin Power
Station)

Boston1

10.712 12 1 Boston

27/28 148.382 7Cologne 92 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax

20.0Dunkirk 12 11 2 Wellington, Whitley,
Halifax

Trondheim (Naval Base) h3 58.232 5 Halifax, Lancaster

6Sea-minin 11 29 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

1

mines

Leaflets 5 5' 2 Wellington

5.428 6 6St, Omer Boston

61 6  :28/29 88 88.3Kiel . , Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden.

0.169087/IS/6/50/30 /Langerbrugge
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I
Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking; Tonnage Losses Aircraft

1S42. 6Langerbrugge (Power

Station)

Trondheim (Naval Base)

I  2.6 Blenheim5 1
April

3h }  58.8 Lancaster, Halifax30 2

Soesterburg/Schipol
Airfields

4 Blenheim3 ;  1.5

6 4 ■Wellington, MancliesterSea-tiiining 13!

!  mines

6 6 5.429 Dunkirk Boston

i 150.4 4Gennevilliers (Gncrae
and Rhone)

88 85 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden

29/30

30.8 Wellington, Whitley,
Halifax

Ostend 20 17 2

!

I6  ■ 6 2.9 BlenheimS chipol/Leeuwarden/
Soesterburg

Airfields i

1

5 1 ManchesterSea-mining 12

mines

5.46 6 Boston30 Le Havi-e

5.46 6 BostonFlushing

Morlaix (Airfield) 4.46 6 Boston

5.46 6 BostonAbbeville (Marshalling
Yard)

MAY
5.461 6 BostonCalais (Parachute

Factory)

St. auer (Railway
Station)

5.46 6 Boston

Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Manchester
Lancaster

96 69 2192/3 2Sea-nining
mines

Hampden, Manchester11 10Leaflets

6 1|-.0 Boston53 Dunkirk

6 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden

Wellington, Stirling

3/4 81 •120.3Hamburg 59

11.49 7St. Nazaire

4 BlenheimEindhoven/Gilzerij en
Airfields

Wellington, LancasterSea-mining 2 2

mines

Wellington, Manchester,
Lancaster

7Leaflets

6 6 5.4 Boston4 Le Havre (Power
Station)

Wellington, Stirling,
Halif.ax, Lancaster,
Hampden

Wellington, Stirling

69)4/5 Stuttgart
Stuttgart (R. Bosch

A. G. Factory)
48351) 131.9

4 7.3 19Nantes

Stirling10.74Pilsen (Skoda Works) 15

Hampden, Manchester8 8 23Sea-mining
mines

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Manchester

6 15Leaflets

SECRET
/Zeebrugge0.169087/IS/6/50/30
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AircraftAttacking Tonnage LossesDespatchedTarget or PurposeDate

5.466 BostonZeebrugge (Coke Ovens)5

6 BostonLille (Sequedin Power

Station)

Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Lancaster
41)5/6 Stuttgart

Stuttgart (R.Bosch

A.G. Factory)

1C4.336) 759

6 10.9 Wellington, Halifax19Nantes

4.  4 Blenheim1.2Schipol Airfield

Stirling, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester,
Lancaster

10 10Leaflets

66 Caen (Power Station) 2.7 Boston3

5.46 6 BostonBoulogne

5.46 6Calais (Parachute

Factory)

Boston

99.46/7 63 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

797Stuttgart

Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Manchester

19 21.2Nantes 12

4 1.5 BlenheimS chipol/Leeuwarden/

S oesterburg/Eindhoven
Airfields

3 1

Stirling, Halifax,
Manchester

9Leaflets 9

4.36 6Zeebrugge (Coke Ovens)- Boston7

6Ostend (Power Station) 6 Boston5.1

66 Wellington, Stirling,

Hampden, Manchester,
Lancaster

7/8 81 193Seannining 2

mines

HalifaxLeaflets 11

3.8 Wellington, StirlingSt. Nazaire 5 p

5.46 6 BostonDieppe

34)8/9 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester

Wamemunde

516.4147) 167Wamemunde (H. E.

Airframe Factory)

Warneinunde area

(Searchlights)

20

)

)

12)

BlenheimLeeuwarden Airfield 3 3 1.5

Wellington, Manchester10Sea-iaining 3 3

mines

Hazebmck (Marshalling

Yard)

9

5.46 6 Boston

5.46 6Bruges (Oil Tankerage) Boston

16 Wellington, Hampden,

Manchester, Lancaster

Wellington

9/10 Sea-mining 20

4Essen13

43 86 k15/16 Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

Sea-ill Ini ng 50

mines

14 6016/17 Manchester, LancasterSea-mining 13

'mines

/Boulogne0.169087/13/6/50/30
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SECRET

Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft

i  17 tiouloLyie 12 8.910 Boston

i  17/16 Boulogne 27 9.1 2 Wellington, Stirling

Soa-ralning 61 kQ l4l 7 Wellington, Stirling
mines

Leaflets 1 1 Stirling

19/20 Mannheim 167197 313.9' 11 Wellington, Stirling
Halifax, Hampden
Manchester

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Manchester

Wellington, Hampden

St. Na2Blre 65 h3 78.3 1I

Sea-mining 9 8 15

mines

Leaflets 13 10 1 Viellington, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester,
Lancaster

I

21/22 h8Sea-mining 18 57 Wellington, Stirling
mines

22/23 St, Nasaire 27 6.0 Halifax

Sea-mining 6/^31 15 Wellington, Lancaster
mines

25 Dutch Coast (Shipping) 4 Boston

26/27 Seaialning ^ 4 2 Lancaster

mines

29/30 Gennevllliers (Gnome

and Rhone works)

6077 157.5 5 Wellington, Stirling

Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

Dieppe 4.417 3 Wellington

Cherbourg 31 7 i 19.2 1 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden,

Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

24Sea-mining 8620 1

mi ncs

Leaflets 7.
j 3 Manchester

30/31 1,046Cologne 940 1515.9 Wellington, l/hltley,
Stirling, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester,
Lancaster

52

Airfields 3650 17.3 2 Blenheim

31 Cologne 4c:
j 2.8 1 Mosquito

31/

June 1 Cologne 2 2 Wellington

1 Flushing 12 12 10.7 Boston

Cologne 1.42 2 Mosquito1

1/2 956Essen 797 1535.8 36 Wellington, Whitley,
Stirling, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester,

Lancaster

48Airfields 26 12.0 3 Blenheim

Essen2 1.32 Mosquito

Dieppe ■ 6 6 5.4 Boston

2/3 Essen 324.7195 159 13 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

SECRET
G.169087/IS/6/50/30 /Dieppe
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Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage | Losses Aircraft

I2(i2_
June

6 hDieppe 5.8 Wellington

Wellington, HampdenSea-Bilning 610 12 1

mines

kLeaflets 3 Htampden

Cherbourg (Docks) 6 6 5.43 Boston

6Le Havre (Power

Station)

6 5.1 Boston

3/4 144Bremen 278.4 14170 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester, Lancaster

4Dieppe 3 7.1 Wellington, Stirling

Le euwarden/Ve chta/

Ardorf Stade

Airfields

9 2 1.1 Blenheim

Sea-mining 67 22 Hampden, Lancaster
mines

Leaflets 5 5 Hampden, Manchester

4 6Boulogne 6 4.7 Boston

6Dunkirk 6 5.1 1 Boston

4/5 Schipol Airfield 13 4.510 Blenheim1

Dieppe 20 15,1 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster, Hampden

Manchester, HampdenLeaflets p 1

5 Morlaix Airfield 12 12 Boston

Le Havre (Power

Statl on)

6 6 5.4 Boston

Ostend (Power

Station)

6 4.55 Boston

Photo Reconnaissance 1 1 Mosquito

5/6 Essen 180 258.6129 16 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster,
Hampden

Sea-mining 15 13 37 1 Wellington, Lancaster,
Manchester, Hampdenmines

Leaflets 3 O
c Wellington, Manchester-

6 Fecamp Docks 11 Boston

6/7 Eiaden 206 (ill.O233 20 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Manchester, Lancaster

BlenhelmLeeuwarden/Ardorf

Airfields

6 1.43

7/8 Sea-mining 43 41 133 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster, Hampden

Lancaster, Hampden

mines

Leaflets 3 3

8 Brages 12 10.712 Boston

8/9 Essen 170 264.2132 18 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

Dieppe 19 11 27.9 1

G.169087/IS/6/50/30 /Venlo
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AircraftTonnage LossesDespatched AttackingTarget or PurposeDate

19^2
JUNE

BlenheiE16 0.51Venlo/Twente Airfields

Stirling11Leaflets

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

4854 1199/10 SeaiBlning
mines

188.0 Boston1123Lannion Airfield10

218 k Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

819111/12 Sea-raining
mines

Vlelllngton4Essen12

Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Lancaster
924106 ' 59.016/17 Essen

6 Hampden612Sea-iriining
mines

Wellington, Stirling89Leaflets

Wellington, Stirling126 8 20.317/18 St. Nazaire

Wellington, Uincaster,

Hampden

10646 59Seamlnlng
mines

Stirling2n

Leaflets c.

Mosquito218 Bremen
\

Mosquito1Bremerhaven

Wellington, Stirling,

Hampden, Lancaster
148 165 52Sea-mining18/19

mines

Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

140 280.3 1019419/20 Eraden

LeeuwardenZ/irdorf/

Vechta Airfields
Blenheimh6 2.0

Stirling, Halifax55Leaflets

Mosquito1.312Emden20

Boston10.7Le Havre {Power Statiorj 1212.

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

8346.916518520/21 Einden

Leeuwarden/Ardorf/

Twente Airfields
Blenheim1.52i::

J

Halifax, Hampden2.3Leaflets

Boston9.6121221 Dunkirk

Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

156 48 123Sea-mining21/22
mines

Stirling, Hampden.  22Leaflets

5.4 Boston612Dunkirk22

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster,
Hampden

6399.920022722/23 Eraden

SECRET
/ARDORP/LEEUWARDENG.169087/DS/6/50/30,
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AircraftDespatched, Attacking Tonnage LossesTarget or PurposeDate

Blenheim7 3.510Ardorf/Leeuwarden
Airfields

1942.
Jane

Stirling22Leaflets

Boston10.71212Dunkirk23

6 U.1 Boston6Morlalx Airfield

Wellington, Stirling1i4 5.03St. Na'saire (Submarine

Base)
23/24

Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

88 33952Sea-minlnB
mines

Lancaster11Leaflets

Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

16 37.9 p2124/25 St, Nazaire

Wellington,Whitley,

Stirling, Halifax,
Hampden, Manchester,

Lancaster, Blenheim

739)25/26 Bremen

Bremen (Deutsche Schiff

Works)

Bremen (Focke Wolf
Factory)

St, Trend/Leeuwarden/ )
Gilze - Rljen/Bergon/)
Valkenburg/Twente/ )

'■ Haarastcde/ V enlo/ J ever/
Jagel/Stade/Vechta/ )
Ardorf Airfields )

51,235.120) 705
)

142)

25/26

Blenheim, Boston,
Mosquito

36 21.7 259

Mosquito26 2Essen

9,8 Boston11Le Havre (Power Statlcn) 12

Mosquito2Photo. Reconnaissance 2

Wellington, Hampden36 653926/27 Seanaining
mines

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

28iu8 1012727/28 Bremen

Wellington, Lancaster5015.15Seamining
mines

Halifax6 5Leaflets

Stirling, Wellington,
Lancaster

14 21.7 13-28/29 St. Nazaire

Lancaster4 153Seannining
mines

Stirling11Leaflets

Boston10.01212Hazebruck29

14 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

498,2217 .29/36 253Bremen

Blenheim2.58 5Leeuwarden/Venlo/
Vechta Airfields

BlenheimHerdla Airfield

(Special Operation)
12

14 Wellington77Sea-lining
mines

Wellington, Halifax55Leaflets

/Kiel
C.lG90e7/DS/6/50/30. \
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SECRET

Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage AircraftLosses

JULY

1 Kiel

Attack and Photo.Recce.

1 .7 Mosquito1

1/2 h hSeannlnlng 20 Lancaster

mines

Flensburg (Shipbuilding
Yards)

62 5 3.8 Mosquito2

2/3 Bremen 53k,0325 279 12 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Hanpden,
Lancaster

Ardorf/Leeuwarden/Twenti^

Enschede/St, Trond/

Venlo/Vechta Airfields

2k 15 7.3 1 Blenheim

3/k Seaminlng 6 k 16 2 Lancaster

mines

k De Kooy/Bergen/
Haaii;stede/Valkenburg
Airfields

12 3 2.2 3 Boston

5/6 14Seatnlnlng 2k12 Wellington
mines

6/7 42 26Seamlnlng 58 Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

3
mines

7/8 Sea-<nlnlng 102 91 229 Wellington, Stirling
mines

8/9 Wilhelmshaven (Naval

Dockyard)
285 578.8250 5 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Lancaster,
Hampden

8/9 4Leaflets 5 Halifax

9 V/ilhelmshi'iven 1 1 0.7 Mosquito

9/10 Seamlning ■  59 37 82 1 Wellington, Stirling,
Hampdenmines

Duisburg 410 Wellington

Dusseldorf 4 1 Wellington

11 Bremen (Roving

Patrol)

6  - 0.91 Hampden

Flensburg (Ship

building Yards)

6 4 2.6 1 Mosquito

Danzig (Sutsiiarlne Slips) 44 28 56.3 2 Lancaster

Met. Reconnaissance 1 1 ,Mosquito

11/12 49Sea-mlnlng 18 73 Wellington, Stirling2

mines

Abbevllle/Drucat

Airfield

12 7.612 11 Boston

12/13 43Sea "mining 14355 1 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster, Hampdenmines

Leaflets 1 1 Lancaster

13 B oul ogne "Out reau

(Marshalling Yards)

12 12 10,7 Boston

/Dulsberg
SECRET0.169087/DS/6/50/30,
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AircraftDate Attacking Tonnage | LossesTarget or Purpose Despatched

194 368.113/14 Dulsberg Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

173 11

Twente-Ens chede/Venlo/

Deelen Airfields

5.8 Blenheim1010

6 6 Stirling, HalifaxLeaflets

47 Wellington, Stirling,

Hampden, Lancaster

12014/15 52Sea-mining
mines

4 Halifax, LancasterLeaflets

Wellington16 2Essen

1.6 MosquitoIjmulden {Iron and
Steel Works)

22

0.7 MosquitoWllhelmshaven (Naval

Dockyards)

11 1

MosquitoVegesack (Bremer Vulcan
Naval Shipyards) '

1

26,8 StirlingLubeck (Flenderwerke

Shipyards)

10 221

2.7 Wellington7 217 Essen

Wellington3Wilhelrashaven

6 Wellington2.01Emden

HampdenMet, Reconnaissance 1 1

4 Lancaster1 10Anti-Submarine

Patrol depth

charges

8.0 Lancaster18 10 3Essen

Hampden1Met, Reconnaissance 1

4 LancasterAnti-Submarine

Patrol

Wellington, Lancaster11019 Essen

Chocques/Gosnay/Beuvry/
MazInGarbe/Verdin/

Courrieres/Comines/
Lille Airfields

4.9 Boston5 220

4 LancasterAnti-Submarine

Patrol

Hampden1N.w, Germany (Roving
Patrol)

5

Hampden2Met,Re connaIs san ce 2

Stirling, Halifax,
Lancaster

85 251.3 519/20 Vegesaok (Bremer Vulcan

Shipyards)

99

1 Wellington19 15 30Seainlning
mines

1.8 BostonLille Power Station 2220

BostonPont A Vendin (Power

station)

2

/BremenG.169087/DS/6/50/30.
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AircraftLossesAttacking TonnageDespatchedTarget or PurposeDate

19U2
JULY

Wellington1 2.012Bremen

LancasterhAnti-Submarine

Patrol

Stirling1 120/21 Leaflets

Mosquito1Essen21 .

Mosquito0.711Dulsberg

Mosquito1Dusseldorf

Mosquito0.911Bremen

Mosquito1Emden

Mosquito0.911Osnabruck.

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampdenj
Lancaster

567.3266 1229121/22 Du is berg

Blenheim12.5 ■Venlo/ Vechta/ Twente/
St, Trend Airfields

8 5

Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

361011Sea-raining
mines

Halifax, Lancaster6 5Leaflets

Mosquito1Munster22

Wellington1Essen

Sluiskll (Chemical

Works)
Boston1.322

BostonCaen (Power Station) 2

Boston1.82Langerbrugge (Power
Station)

2

Ghent (Terneuaen Canal
Oil Installations) Boston2

Cologne (Quadrath
Pov/er Station)

23
Mosquito1

Cologne (Knapsack
Power Station) Mosquito1

Brauweller

(Transformer Station) Mosquito1

Ijmulden (Iron and
Steel Works) Mosquito1

Lancaster6AntlHaubmarlne

Patrol

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

8:i+72.319321523/24 Dulsberg

Vechta/Twente/Venlo/

St. Trond Airfields
Blenheim3.08 5

Wellington,Stirling,
Hampden, Lancaster

491213Seamlnlng
mines

Mosquito0.91125 Mannheim

/FrankfurtSECRET

G.169087/DS/6/50/30.
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AircraftAttacking TonnageDate Target or Purpose Despatched Losses

19^2
JULY

0,9 MosquitoFrankfurt 1 1

Comines/Pont A Verdon/

Mazlngarbe/Langerbrugge
Airfields Boston

Slulskll {Chemical Works) 1.3 Boston2 2

Ghent (Terneuzen Canal

Oil Installations) Boston2

Boston12Lunteren

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 6 Lancaster

264 569.3 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

1225/26 313Dulsberg

Twente/Deelan/St. Trend/

Leeuwarden/ V e'nl o/
Rhelne/Yechta Airfields 7.1 Blenheim13 221

5 25 1 Hampden, LancasterSeainlnlng
mines

Leaflets 7 7 Halifax

26 MosquitoEssen 1

MosquitoCologne 1

1.4 Mosquito 'Dulsberg 1 1

4 LancasterAnti-Submarine

Patrol

344 740.840326/27 Hamburg 31 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

Borkum/Jever/Ardorf/

Leeuv/arden/ Stade/

Jagel/Westerland/

Vechta/Gilze-Rij en/
Rhelne Airfields 19 10.0 ■ ■ 1 Blenheim, Boston22

6.0.  827 Bremen 2 Wellingtonj)

28 0.9 MosquitoLubeck 22

1 MosquitoEssen 2 2

0.9 MosquitoCologne 1 1

Dulsberg 1 Mosquito

Lecuv/arden/Soesterburg/

Gllze-RIJcn/SchIpol/

De Kooy/Dergen/Valken-
burg/ Venl o/ Jever/

Borkiim/Ardorf/Jagel/
Stade/Westerland/Vechta/

Rhelne/Twente Airfields

28/29

43 8,8-18 3 Boston, Blenlielni

256 98Hamburg 191 ,0 33 Wellington, Stirling,
Whitley

.7 Mosquito29 Munster 1 1

Dusseldorf Mosquito1

/OBERLAHNBTEIN

G.169087/DS/6/50/30,
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AircraftDespatched Attacking Tonnage LossesDate Target or Purpose

1942
JULY

MosquitoOberlahnstein

(Railway Centre)

1

586.8 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Hampden,
Lancaster

255., 1029/30 Saarbrucken 291

6 BostonAbbe V111e/Drucat

Airfield

30

0,4 MosquitoLubeck (Shlp-buildlng
Yards)

1 1

MosquitoHamborn (Tliyssen
Steel Works)

•1

Mosquito■ 1Frankfurt

Mosquito1Haiiiburg/MIsburg Oil

Refinery

30/31 Twente/Rheine -

Salzbergen Airfields 6 Blenheim0,51

0,4 MosquitoDulsberg 131 1

Abbevllle/Drucat

Airfield 8.4 Boston12 12

Boston12 10.7St, Malo Harbour 12

Wellington, Whitley,
Halifax, Stirling,

Hampden, Lancaster

Duseldorf 630 995.5 3031/1 511

6 BlenheimTwente/Venlo/St, Trond
Airfields

3 1.5 1I

August
0.7 1 Mosquito11 Bremen 1

0.4 Mosquito1 11Frankfurt

Mosquito1Kiel

0.4 Mosquito11Hanover

0.4 Mosquito1Wllhelffishaven 1

6 6 5.4 Boston .2Flushing

MosquitoVegesack (Vulcan

Shipyards)

13

MosquitoHagen (Submarine

Battery Factory)

1

Halifax10Hamburg

4 LancasterAnti-Klubmarine

Patrol

3/4 8 6 29 LancasterSea-mining
mines

Wellington4 Bremen 2

Mosquito1Stuttgart

Mosquito1Ruhr

/Essend.169087/DS/6/50/30. SECRET
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Attacking AircraftDate Target or Pusrpose Despatched Tonnage Losses

1942

August

4/5 1 Wellington, Halifax,
Lancaster

38 18 50.0Essen

45 77 Wellington, Hajnpclen,
Lancaster

Sea-^iilning 35 2

mines

■5 Mosquito,Stuttgart 1

Ijmulden (Iron and
Steel' Worlcs)

Mosquito1

Brauvreiler (Transformer
Station)

Mosquito1

AntiWiubmarine Patrol 5 Lancaster

5/6 10.8Essen 17 3 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

2

21,46 4Bochum (Steel Works) 8 Halifax

58 17853 Lancaster, Wellington,
Hampden, Stirling,
Lancaster

Seanoinlng 1

mines

14 Stirling, Wellington,
Halifax, Hampden

12Leaflets

6 MosquitoKiel 1

Essen 1 Mosquito

Mosquito1Hanover

Anti"^ut3raarine
Patrol 4 Lancaster

184 440.26/7 216 7 VJellington, Halifax,
Stirling, Lancaster,
Hampden

Duisburg

Wellington,^ StirlingLe Havre (Docks) 5

Venlo/Twente/Gilze-
Rljen Airfields 6 0.5 Blenheim1

5Seamining 1 1 Lancaster

mines

Mosquito7 Kiel :i

MosquitoMannheim 1

MosquitoMunster 1

8/9 10 50 LancasterSeaminlng 12

mines

Mosquito9 Cologne 1

0.7 MosquitoFrankfurt 1 1

MosquitoKiel 1

Anti-Submarine
Patrol 4 ■ Lancaster

424.4 69/10 Osbnabruck 192 175 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

1418 29.7 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

Le Havre

G.169087/DS/6/50/30. /LEEUWARDEN
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r

i

Attacking i Tonnage j . Losses1  Date Target' or Purpose Despatched AircraTt
T

i  12^2
Imsm i

i

Leeuwarclen/Twente/Venlo/1
Vechta Airfields !

i
!

13 5 2.6 Blenheim
i

I
I f

Sea-ralnlng 3 3 7i

Hampden, Lancaster ]
}

mines
I

I f

I
)

10 Cologne 1 1 0.7  MosquitoI

Essen 1 MosquitoI

i

Osnabruck 1 Mosquito

Anti-Submarine

Patrol h Lancaster2 12i !

;  depth

j  cterges (

10/11 Sea-iiiining 52 31 130 I

mines j
Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

O

t
Convoy Escort11 3 Lancaster

!

M1/12 V3h l1+0 . I 333.1Mains 17 Wellington, Stirling, |
Halifax, Lancaster 1

I

16 14 I 35.4Le Havre I  Wellington, HaliTax,
I  Hampden, Lancaster

2
i

i

! I

Venlo/St.Trend/OilEO-

ru Jen/Juvlncourt/

Le euwarden/ jlrd or!'/

Jever Airfields

5
Ii

i
f

) 1
!  Blenheim10 3 1.5

:
! II

4Soaiaining 3 I  Hampden

I  mines

!  LancasterLeaflets 3 3i f

I  •.
!  .1

12 I W-iesbaden (Blebrich
Chemical Works)

sII

f

i  Mosquito1 0.71I

(

Convoy Escort 5 i  Lancaster1

I

Antl-Submai'lne

Patrol

I
f

Whitley9

I i
i

j

106 I 234.7 ■ 6Mainz 138 Wellington, Stirling, j
Haiflpden, Lancaster j

12/13

i
{

!i Juvlncourt/Venlo/
i  St.Trend Airfields

i

!

6 1.0 BlenheimO

\

;  Wellington, LancasterSea-mining I 249
I

i  mines

II

Leaflets ;  Lancaster .O 9
I

I
i13 :  Essen -  j Mosquito

I
1

J.

Shipping Sv/eep 1 - 0.7 Boston(

I

Convoy.Escort 3 3 -  ; Lancaster
i

1

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 6  •• !  Whitley, Lancasteri

i

I

13/14 j 36
i

Sea-mining 23 90 Stirling, Lancaster,
Wellington

1
! i

mines !
I

l4 I Mannheim
I

i  Mosquito .1

/MainzSECRE'f
G.169087/ES/6/50/30. .



Pafje 20,

I

Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonage | Losses| Aircraft

13M
august

15 i Mainz 1 1  Mosquito

15/16 i Dussoldorf 103 : 2/*3.9 h131 ■ j  Wellington, Halifax,
'  Stirling, Hampden,

i  Lancaster
I

Sea-raining 9 7 38 1 i Stirling, Lancasterf

minesi I

I 16 i Vegesack (Shipbuilding i
!  yards)

Ii

1 ; Mosquito

Convoy Escort 1 Lancaster

Anti’^ubmarlne

Patrol 9 j Lancaster, VJhitley
i

16/17 I k5Sea>«inlng 56 132 2  ; Wellington, Stirling,
I  Lancaster

i
1

mines

:  17 i Kiel 1 , Mosquito

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

i

i
15 j Lancaster, Whitley

i

17/18 i Osnabruck 129 115 277.1 3  ; Wellington, Halifax,

j  Hampden, Lancaster
I  Stirling

-  ' Blenheim

i

5

Airfields 8 3 1.51

i

Sea-tnlnlng k 7

J 12 “  : Wellington, Hampden,
Lancaster

I
i

i mines

IS

:  18 Hamburg 1 1 0.7 Mosquito
I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

I
jI

i

7 Lancastor, Whitley 1

18/19 i Flensburg 118 99 233.7 k Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster,
HampdenI

I

;  19 ! Brem.en 0.71 Mosquito1
I

I Dieppe (gun Batteries)
1 Dieppe/Rouen (Tanks)
i Dieppe area. (Smoke
:  Screen)

i
56 ) !

6 ) iI
i

85 6l ,6 Boston)
i27 )

AntlWlhlpping
Patrol

i

7 k.53 3  ! LancasterIi

A/S Patroli 6 - Whitley
I

f

; Eerrol CAltmark')
i

20 16 Lancasteri
j

!
!

I

Anti-Shipping
Patrol

j:

!
3i 1 Lancasterj

I

Anti-Sutaarine

Patrol

i
i !
i

6 i Whitley

i 20/21 Seaniinlng 60 U6 130 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancastermines

Leaflets 5 Halifax
I

21 Photo-

Reconnaissance

i

1 1 -  : Mosquito
!

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
17

i Lancaster

/Antl-^hlpping Patrol
G.I69037/ES/6/50/30,
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Pace 21.

;  Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft

:  19^2

I^gust;
I

toti-Sliipplng
Patrol-

i

1 Lancasteri
i

i

i  22
I

Anti“SubKiarine

Patrol 7 i WhitleyO
I

i

1

22/25 Leaflets 3 3i Halifax

!
}

I  22 i Elonsburg 1 I Mosquitot

I
i

i

Bremen 6- ■ :
i

'Wellington I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
i

h \ Whitley

I

i  2b Anti-Sutaarine

Patrol
7 ; Whitleyi

I ! i

2b/25 ■ Frankfurt 226 187 ; 436.2 i Wellington, .Stirling
Halifax, Lancaster

j

17

i

Ii

Bingen
ii

1.41 1 i  Lancaster)

I !

I

Mayen Lancaster1 1 s

t

f
1

Kreuznach (Western

Anny H.Q)
r

Lancaster4 1 1I »

! II
)

I
6Seanaining n Wellington

}

^  mines
1

j

Mosquito25 I  Hanover 1

:  Cologne*<luadrath/
'  Knapsack/

Brauv.'eller Power

Stations

1

I

I
i

I 1.8 Mosquito13 P
i
i

'  26 Anti-Submarine

Patrols
-  • i

7 ■■ ! VfhitleyI !

I {

i  27 '  Vegesack Shipbuilding :
I  Yards i

1
2  ' i 1 0.9 Mosquito1

1

I
i

I i Langerbrugge Power

j  Station 0.7 Mosquito1 1

I
ii

i  Slulskil Chemical

Woi-k.'3i 0.7 Mosquito11!

I
II

■

I

i
Antl-Subi'.iarine

Patrol

f
j

6 Whitley1i
I

t

Air Sea Rescue 1

Abbeville/Drucat

Airfield 9.811 1 Boston12 i5

j I

i !

306 256 i 563.0, 27/28 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster, Halifax,
Hampden

Kassel 33!
I

I I

! ! I

I

Gdynia (Graf

Zeppelin) 14.56 Lancaster9

I
i

i

4I Stirling, LancasterLeaflets 3

I-
■

28 Anti-Submarine

Patrols Whi tley5
1

120 !' 298.7 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster

28/29 •  159 23Nurnberg
I

/SaarbruckenSECRET
G.169087/ES/6/50/30.



Page 22.

AircraftDespatched | Attacking Tonnage Losses
Target or PurposeDate

AUGUST

i

i Wellington, Stirling,
!

132.7 1188113Saarbrucken i

j  Halifax, Hampden
I

I

i Halifax23Leaflets I

i

29 Anti-Submarine
i  Patrol

\

h I Whitley8 1

depth!
t

charges iI

I
Boston9.)1112! OstendI

: Coraines/Pont A Verdin

!  Power Stations
i

Bostonk 23.6

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
30 i

Whitley■  6 1

I «

I
i

I I
' Anti-rSubmarine

Patrol
■  31 i

i Whitleyi
6

I

i5

I

i  31/1 ;
1  Sept, i j Lancaster10 ;

mines i
5 2Sea>fliining

i

!

s I

I
i

:  SEP- I

■TEMBER I
J

i
5

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

1
' Whitley6

I

Anti-Shipping
Patrol ^ BostonI

!r

• Wellington, Halifax,
i  Stirling, Lancaster,
I  Hampden

W+7.92082311/2 ! Saarbrucken
!

i

i

; Sluiskil (Chemical
•  Works)

2 t

I  Mosquito1 !

i (

!  Ijmuiden (Iron and
1  Steel Works)

I

Mosquito1
I

i Ghent-^erneuzen Canal
(Oil Storage)

2 I
0.9 i i Mosquito

I
11

'i I

! Mosquito0.911i Cologne iI
!t [

; Mosquito0.91i 1Essen I

I

I ; Mosquito0.911Osnabruck
1 i
!

Wellington, Halifax,
;  Stirling, Lancaster,
i  Hampden

387.5 i 81772002/3 j Karlsruhe !

,  ?

i

I Wellington, Stirling103-  3Sea-mining
-  mines i

I Wellington, Stirling, ,
Halifax i

8 19.1 23/'If Emden 11

i

k  ; Sluiskil (Chemical
Works)

!

I Mosquito1

Ijmuiden (Iron and
Steel Works) Mosquito1

iOhent-Terneuzen Canal i
(Oil Storage) Mosquito1

Mosquito0.7Cologne (Rail Centre) i 11I

/Essen

G.169087/ES/6/50/30.
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Page 23.

I

IDate Target or Purpose  Despatched | Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft!

19te

SEP-, I
TEMBER

Essen (Krupps Works) | 1 0.71 Mosquito

Munster 1 0.71 Mosquito

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
i

1 WhitleyI

Convoy Escort Whitley3 i

i hl5 Bremen 515.it227i
221 15 Wellington, Halifax,

Stirling, Lancaster
■  I

)]

j  Bremen (Fooko-Wulf
I  Assembly Shop)

)i

)

24 ) I
!

Sea-mining^ 63 Wellington1 J> ■ i

i mines
I

!I

!

!
I 5  Anti-Submarine

;  , Patrol,

I
{

6 : Whitley1
V

!

i

i

; Bremen Mosquito1 s

Ii

; Wllhelmshaveni 1 Mosquitoi

{ I

{
J

i  Ijniulden
i

!  0.31 1 I Mosquito
i1

i

!  Karlsruhe 1 :  0.71 ; Mosquito 1

f
i

i
! I'  Frankfut't 1 i Mosquito1

i ■

i

I Boulogne
I

!  8.712 10 • Boston

i

i

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

I

7 i Whitley!

[

6/7 '  Duisburg 207 i 187 445.7 10 ' Wellington, Stirling, i

1  Halifax, Lancaster, I
I  Hampden i

(i
I

I  ■i

I
It

Sea-raining i  27'
inines

9 9 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

f

I

1
1

i
}

{
Loallots 5 5 Wellington, Halifax,

\  Lancaster
I

I

Ii r

i  Emden
1

i  7 Mosu.uito0.91 1
I

;  Essen 1 0.9 Mosquito1 i
i

!

i t
Cologne! 1 1 0.9 i Mosquito

1

Wlllielmshavenr 1 Mosquitot
\

I I

!  Brcmei’haven 0.91 1 ! Mosquito1

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

I

8 41 Whitley
ii

I
j depth
; charges

i

!
i

i

7/8 Warnemundo (Hoinkel

Works)

i
I

i

-16 Wellington, Stirling,
i  Halifaxj1

43
I

ISea-raining 37 72 1 i Wellington, Stirling,
Hampden,  mines i

i

8 Le Havre (Whale

Oil Vessel) I  5.46 6 Boston
i

/CherbourgSECRET

G.169087/ES/6/50/30.



Page ?Ji

'  Date I Target or Purpose AircraftLossesDespatched Attacking Tonnage

iSkZ .

SEP- i
;teti3er

Cherbourg (Whale Oil

;  Vessel)

i

6 5tk
I

6 Boston

I

Anti-Sutirnarina

Patrol,

i

Whitley
!

9
1

200 j hkZ.9 Wellington, Halifax,
Stirling, Lancaster,
Hampden

8/9 i Prankfurt 249 13

I Mosquito9  iOsnabruck 3 2

2.7 i Mosquito3 3^ Munster !

j

Anti-Submarine

Patrol j  Jihitley5i

!

i I i1

:  WhitleyPishing Patrols 3

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

3k 28 29/10 Sea-mining 111
i

i minesi i
T

i {

f

Anti-Submarine

Patrol.

■  1.0

Whitley5

744.5 38476 Wellington, Stirling,
!  Halifax, Lancaster,
:  Hampden, Whitley

39310/11 : Dusseldorf!

!i

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

11 t

;  Whitley5

i

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

12

! Whitley5

13 Anti-Submarine

Patrol

II

!  Whitley
1

I I

374 i 742.8VjJ^k i Bremen 446 27 ;  Wellington, Stirling, j
j  Halifax, Lancaster,
i  Hampden, Whitley

I  Mosquito

i

1

i

Ii
I

l4 0.9Wilhelmshaven 1I 1

1

^  t Kiel Mosquito0.91 1 i

I

r

I  Mosquito, Hamburg 1
t

J

j

Mosquitoi Bremen 1 I{

i

i

0.9 MosquitoI Emden 1 1•' j
!

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

!

4 1  j Whitley5 1
i I

:  depth

; charges
1

185 j 414.3 Wellington, Stirling,

Halifax, Lancaster,
Hampden

14/15 wilhelmshaven 202 2

i
i !

Cherbourg (Whale Oil ;

Factory Ship)
1
1 12 i 10.5 ;  BosLon12

i

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Ij

8 Whitley
I

i

I  15/16 40 98Sca-tiining ;  Wellington, Stirling,35
I

‘ mines

;  16 !
Don Helder 9 }  Boston

/Wiesbaden

I

0.1 G9087/M3P/7/50/30.
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■  Page 25

AircraftAttacking Tonnage LossesDate DespatchedTarget or Purpose

15k2
SEPr
.TEMBEa

16 Wiesbaden/Bieberich

(Chemical factory) Mosquito6 3.05

vmitley6Anti-Submarine

patrol
VJellington,Stirling,

Halifax, Lancaster,

Hampden, Whitley.

kz53it.136816/17 271Essen

WhitleyAnti-Submarine

Patrol

Leaflets

517

Halifax17/18 3 3

Mosquito18 Breinerhaven 1

MosquitoWilhelmshaven 1

Whitley6Anti'^ubraarlne

Patrol

MosquitoEmden 1

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster,

63409818/19 Sea-mining 115
mines

Halifax1Leaflets 1

Mosquito1.86 219 Berlin

Whitley6Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Saarbrucken Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax.

165.7 59511819/20

Lancaster, Stirling.6186,08489Munich

Whitley4 depth
charges

29 1Anti-Submarine

Patrol

21

Wellington, Stirling,26 mines 3Sea-mining 17 1121/22

Ijulden (Iron and
Steel Works)

22

Mosquito3.646

Lille area (Power

Stations) 7.6 Boston218

Whitley7Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Whitley523

23/24 Vegesack (Ship

building yards) Stirling16.3. 124 5

Halifax63.1 521Flensburg(Shipbuilding
yards)
Wlsmar

28

4 Lancaster54 110,283

Wellington, Stirling.69 22833Sea-mining
mines

Whitley524 Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Sea-mining
Wellington, Stirling,

Lancaster.

12844 15124/25
mines

Mosquito2.2 14 3Oslo25

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
Whitley7

Wellington20101025/26 Sea-SInlng
mines

/26.SECRET
G.169087/MBF/7/50/30.



Page 26.

AircraftTarget or Purpose Attacking Tpnnagu LossesDespatchedDate

19i2,
S«pt.

VihltleyS26 Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Flensburg (Ship ,
building yards)

26/27
6,0 Halifax28 12

Wellington, Stirling.56 75 171Sea-iaining
mines

Anti-Submarines

Patrol

27
WMtley5

Wellington6 128 Lingen

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

29
Whitleyh depth

charges

19

6 1 Lancaster2 'Sea-mining29/30

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

30
Whitleyk depth

charges

8 1

30/1
Wellington, Stirling.57 225 21Sea«miningOCT,

mines

OCTOBER

Mosquito •0.91 1Sluiskil (Chemical

• Works)

1

Ghent-Temeuzen

(Canal Oil Depot) Mosquito0.912

Anti-Subm.arlnos

Patrol Whitley5 I

Stirlinghs.k 325 201/2 Lubeck

Halifax62.1 122327Wiensburg

15ii.1 Lancaster36278Wismar '

i

Liege (Ougree
Araanent '■& Steel

Works) Mosquito4,56 5

I
!

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

!

Whitley •I  8 depth
charges

6 2

Wellington, Stirling
Lancaster, Halifax

155 I 311.21882/3 Krefeld

6  ! ■ Wellington3Sca-fliining .3
I minesI

i

Antl*^ubmarlne
.  Patrol

3
Whitleyb

Mosquito1Pranl-cfurt5

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax, Lancaster.

•  196 ! 484.1 i 172575/6 Aachen
I

Mosquito0.716 1Bremen
I

Mosquito1

MosquitoTrI er 1

/HengeldG.169087/MBF/7/50/30.
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SECRET

Page 27

AircraftjDate j Target or Purpose Despato..ed i Attaching ; Tonnage j Losses
T

19.42 . I
SilL,.

6 Hengelo (Diesel

Engine Worlds) Mosquito4 2.53
i

Antl*^ubmarlne

Patrol

?

jWhitley
!

6216 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster, Halifax.

6/7 Osnabru'ck 237 502.0

Mosquito8 Saarbucken 1

Antl>6ubmarlne

Potrol Whitley110

45 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax.

141;8/9 2Sea-tiiining 57
mines

■9 MosquitoDusseldorf 1

MosquitoGelsenkirchen 1

Mosquito1Duisberg 2

MosquitoSaarlautern 1

Antisubmarine
Patrol Whitley6

26 Wellington149/10 Seamining 13
mines

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax.

47 42 119i  10/11 Sea-mining
mines

MosquitoSaarbrucken 1i  11
I

Mosquitor
o 2.73 2Hanover

Sluiskll (Chemical
Worlcs) Mosquito0.911.

'  (

1Anti-Submarine
Patrol

! Whitleydepth
cliarges

7 1

1

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax

69 161
mines

84 3SeaminingI  11/12

VlhltleyAnti “Submarine
Patrol

512

4o„12/13 Wlsmar
V/lsmar Aircraft

Factory

Seamining

Lancaster103.5 O
CL51

19

Wellington, Stirling8647 339
mines

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

i  13
Whitley19)

14562.4 Halifax, Lancaster,
Wellington, Stirling.

24628813/14 Kiel

4 Wellington5 2Kt/15 Seamining
mines

Boston20,3232315 Le Havre

Hengelo (Diesel
Engine Works) Mosquitoh4 3.6

/Den Helder

SECRET

G.169087/MBF/7/50/30.



Page 28.

bespatclicd Aircraft! Date Attacking Tonnage Lossesi
Target or Purpose

!

^  .QCT ,.

:  15. Mosquito0.71Den Helder 1

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley19

604.5258 Halifax, Lancaster,

Wellington, Stirling.
239 21I  15/16 I Cologne

Boston16 ! Le Havre (Neumark) 6

i  Hengelo (Diesel

!  Engine Worlcs) 6 5.4 Mosquito6

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley5

4 Wellington, Stirling.663416/17 27Sea-raining
mines

4 WellingtonLeaflets 5

17 I Le Havre (Shipping) Boston11

6 BostonLe Havre (Diversion)

i  £e Creusot (Schneider
i  Works) 149.281 Lancaster

Montchanin (Trans

former Station) .  11.66 Lancaster5 1I

I
j Stirling157

(Z
j17/18 Sea-mining

I
mines

Mosquito0.91 1i  Bremen20

Mosquito11Hanover

Mosquitoi  Kassel 1

!

Mosquito1I  Emden

Mosquito1Osnabmck

Mosquito1Munster

6 WhitleyAnti-Submarine

Patrol

Mosquito1Hamburg21

Mosquito1Hanover

i

Mosquito1I Bremen

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley10

!

36 Wellington, Stirling614 121/22 Sea-mining
mines

16.9 Wellington917Essen22

Wellington• 8,9I  Llngen 5 5

MosquitoPhoto Reconnlssance 1 1

179.9- Lancaster100 1112/2322 Genoa

38 Stirling11Seamlning 12

mines

/Essen

G.169087/MBF/7/50/30.
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AircraftDespatched Attacking Tonnage LossesDate ■ Target or Purpose

1942

Qct !

Wellington6 10.923 Essen 11

i

I
Oldenburg (Marshalling

Yard)
!

Mosquito1 1

Hengelo (Diesel

Engine Works)
i

Mosquitok 2.7 13

5.4 Wellington.k15Krefeld
1

Halifax, Stirling,
Wellington.

!  156.1 623/24 92Genoa 122

14 28 Wellington17 1Sea-mining
mines

I

137.5 i 4 Lancaster24 88 77Milan

MosquitoPhoto Reconnslssance 1 1

4 depth j
charges j

Whitley9 1Antl^kiUbmarine

Patrol

Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax.

63.943 724/25 71Milan

1 Wellington361825Sea-mining,
mines

! Wellington11 11Leaflets

I
I Mosquito25 : Bremen 1

! Munster Mosquito1

Mosquitof
Osnabruck 1

t

Boston12Le Havre

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley

Whitley6Anti-Submarine

Patrol

Sea-fliining

26

Wellington, Stirling24 5926/27 21

mines

Flensburg (Ship
building Yards)

27
1.8 Mosquito2J

Schelle (Power

Station) Mosquito2

Ijmuiden (Iron and
Steel Works) Mosquito0.911

Client-^ erneuzen

(Canal Oil

Installation) Mosquito

Mosquito0.9Den Helder 11

Antl-Su'omarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley.113

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

36 903027/28 Sea-mining
mines

Wellington44Leaflets

Halifax, Whitley.1Antl-eubmarine

Patrol

Cl28

/Convoy

0.169087/MBF/7/50/30.
SECRET



Page 30.

AircraftLossesAttacking TonnageDespatchedTarget or PurposeI Date

OCT,
Whitley128 Convoy Escort

Wellington10 15928/29 Sea-mining
mines

IJinuiden (Iron and
Steel Works)

29
Mosquito1

Doi'kum/ Lange oog/

Wangcrooge/Spiekerdog/
Airfields. Mosquitoit 2

Norderney (Seaplane

Base) I Mosquito1

Wellington2.0Ruhr (Roving Patrol) 1 j

i Mosquito11Photo, Recce. ^ t

I

Anti-Bubmarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley29

Leeuwarden/

Woensdrecht/

Gilze-Rijen/
Flushing/Deelcn/
Jevver Airfields.

30

i

Mosquito1.8 27
O

Mosquito.911: Lingen

Anti-6ubmarlne

Patrol Halifax, Whitley.19

i

i Mosquito11 Photo Reconnaissance i

6 I Wellingtonk 3Sea-«lning30/31 :
mines

; Comlnes/Mazlngarbe/

:  Gosnay/Pont Avendln I

'  Pw/er Stations i

31

h 3.6 Boston117

i

3.6 I Wellington6 22i Essen

9.it Wellington7i Eniden

Anti-Bubmarine

Patrols Halifax, Whitley.19

31/1
Wellington, Stirling36 11722Sea-miningNOV.

mines

NOVr

MER !

j St, Omer
;  (Longuenesse)
^  Airfield

1

i 1.6 Boston6 3 1

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

i
S Whitley7

Anti-fiubmarine

Patrol

p

Whitley

Halifax6Convoy Escort(

I

Hengelo (Dlssel

Engine Works)
3

Ventura3

/Lingen

G.169087/MBF/7/50/30.
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Page

Date Target or Purpose Alrci-’artDespatched Attacking Tonnage Losses

19/42
NOV

EMBER

3 i Lingen
I

5.63 Stirling2

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley

hConvoy Escort HalIrax
\

3/h 2h h8 WellingtonSeamining 129

mines

h WhitleyAnti-Submarine

Patrol .

5

HalI raxkConvoy Escort

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

5
Whitley5

6 '6 WellingtonEssen

5-/4k Wellington8Wilhelmshaven

I  Osnabruck Lancaster10.75 2

5M BostonCaen/Carpiquet Alrfielclj 12 12

i' Maasluls (Lubricating
i  Oil Worlts) h Ventura

Rooscndaal (Marshalling

Yard) Ventura2

i VenturaI

Ijmuiden (Iron and '
Steel Works)

2

VenturaDen Helder 2

1Anti-Submarine

Patrol
i

Halifax, Whitley9

h67 116.7 Lancaster6/7 72Genoa

k Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax.

65 123Sea-raining
mines

''4k WellingtonLeaflets

5.4'  6 6 MosquitoBordeaux (Shipping) 17

Wellington5Essen

BostonI  Ghent/Terneuzen (Oil

Installations)
1

2

i

Boston2'Terneuzen i

BostonGhent 2 i

Sweveghen (Power

j  Station)
I

Ventura3

1  Coui'tral (Marshalling
Yard)

1 1.8 Boston13 p

VenturaWillebrouoh (Coke Ovens) 3

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley4

5.4 Halifax6 1Gironde River (Convoy) 6

/ 7/8

SECRET
G.l 69087/VY/8/50/30
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Date Target or Purpose Despatchedj Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft

1942
NOV

EMBER

7/8 Genoa 175 147 251.3 10 Halifax, Stirling,

Wellington, Lancaster,

Sea-mlnlng 36 27 54 1 Wellington
!  mines

8 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 7 Whitley

Gironde River

(Convoy) 4 6,03 1 Halifax

8/9 jBordeaux (Docks)

Sea-nilnlng

3 Halifax

70 55 4132 Lancaster, Halifax,
Wellingtonmines

t

Leaflets 26 24 Stirling

9  !Le Havre 12 12 10.5 Boston

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 11 1 Whitley

9/10 i Hamburg 213 155 369.9 16 Lancaster, Halifax,
Wellington, Stirling.

Leaflets 15 15 Stirling

10 i Le Havre 18 16 12.7 2 Boston

Anti-Submarine
Patrols!

14
Halifax, Whitley

10/11 Sea-^ilning 42 37 167 O

Lancaster, Stirling,
Wellingtonmines

11 i Anti-submarine

Patrols
10 1 9 depth-

charges
Halifax, IVliitley

i

11/12] Sea-mining 31 20 40 Wellington
mines

12 I Anti-Submarine
Patrol 5 Whitley

13 iEmden 6 1 Wellington

I flushing 2 1.82 2 Mosquito

Convoy Escort 1 Halifax

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

1 Halifax, Whitley

13/141 Genoa 76 70 127.7 Stirling, Lancaster

Sea-mining 12 9 18 Wellington
j  mines

14 i Anti-Submarine
Patrol 5

Whitley!

Convoy Escort 3 Halifax

15 i Anti-Submarine

Patrol
4 depth
i charges

1 Halifax, Whitley

15/16|Gonoa 78 68 117.5 .3 Lancaster, Stirling,
Halifax

Sea-mining 22 2412 1 Wellington
j  mines
i

i

/16
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Despatched! Attaching AIrcrarti  Date Target or Purpose Tonnage Losses

lik2
NOV-

mSER I

16 jJullch (Railway
\ Workshops) 1.8 Mosquito2 2

Llngen (Railway
Workshops) Mosquito2 2

Emraerich (Railway
Workshops) 1.8 Mosquito2 2

Anti-Submarine

Patrols Whitley10

Lancaster, Wellington,

Stirling
6516/17 55 150 3Sea-tnlning

mines

h HalifaxLeaflets 5

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

17

Halifax, Whitley10

HalifaxConvoy Escort 1

9k Lancaster, Wellington,
Stirling

k3 3817/18^ Sea-Tiilnlng
mines

Halifax, VJellington,

Whitley

Ik 1Leaflets 13

Anti-Submarine

Patrols

1

Whitley, Halifax9 depth

charges

11 1i
i

I
126.6 Lancaster, Wellington,

Halifax, Stirling

118/19 77 71Turin

k Wellington1Leaflets 5 !

I
1

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

19 i

Whitley, Halifax9
I

i

WellingtonI 18 19 .19/20 11Sea-mining
mines

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

20 (

Whitley, Halifax9 i

MosquitoPhoto Reconnaissance

I

Halifax, Lancaster,

Stirling, Wellington
15k20/21 1 Turin )

3k9.5 6.) 200
78Turl,n (Fiat Works) )

16 Stirling, WellingtontySoa*^nlning 4
I

mines

Wellingtonf 8Leaflets

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

21

Whitley, HalifaxO

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

822721/22 Sea-mining 30
mines

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

22

Whitley, Halifax9- .  1

Wellington, Halifax,

Lancaster, Stirling
368.0 1019122/23 Stuttgart 222

WellingtonLeaflets 1  • 1

/23
SECRET
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AircraftLossesTonnageAttackingDespatchedDate i Target or Purpose

1942 ;
NOV'

EMBER i
! Anti-Submarine

Pati-ol

23
Halifax, Whitley12

Wellingtcn, Halifax,
Lancaster

76■303523/24 I Sea-mining
mines

24 Anti-Submarine
Patrols Halifax, Whitley6 depth

cliarges
111

I
Wellington6 125 Essen

)1,  jYechta Airfield
)1

)Quakonbruck Airfield | 1

)
Lancaster)  2Bad Zwlschenahn 1i

)i

)1Frlesoythe
i |)

)1Haselunne

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley9

Halifax, Wellington11 2225/26 Sea-mining 22
mines

j
26 Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley9 1

Lancaster, Halifax,
Wellington

26/27 I 30 .23Soa-roinlng
i

iTiinesj

Velsen (Ijmulden)
Steel Works

!27
1.8 Boston2 2

BostonMaasluls Oil Works 2

Boston2Bruges

Anti-Submarine
Patrol Halifax, Whitley9 depth

charges
9 1

Stirling, LancasterRecalled27/28 Stettin 32
I
I

VJellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

6 14Sea-mining 10
mines

28 Anti-Submarine
Patrol

I Halifax, Whitley9

Wellington, Lancaster,
Halifax, Stirling.

228 379.9195 328/29 iTurin
!

Wellington, Stirling30 119 15Sea-flilning
mines

Wellington55Leaflets

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

29
6 depth
charges

Halifax, Whitley9 1

t

34.936 Lancaster, Stirling29/30 !Turin (Flat Works) 20

IHalno St.Pierre
;  (Locomotive Works) 0.9 Mosquito11

0.9 Mosquito1' Mont'sen

/Liege
0,1 69087/vy/8/50/30
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Date Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircrat'ti

19^*2i

’  not-

29/30 Liege (Railway Centro) 1 1 0.9 Mosquito

Tamines 1 1 0.9 Mosquito

Mons 1 1 C.9 [Mosquito

30 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 8 1 Whitley
i

Anti-Shipping
Patrol ■  3 Halifax

30/ I
Doc,

Sea-fliining 6 6 12 Wellington
mines

DEC’

EMBER i

1 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 12 6 depth
cliarges

1 Halifax, ’Whitley

2 Antl-Subrnarine

Patrol .10 Halifax, Whitley

2/3 Frankfurt 84112 208.4 6 Lancaster, Halifax,
Stirling, Wellington.

i

Leaflets 4 2 Wellington

3 Anti-Submarine

Patrol

i

10 Halifax, Whitley

4 Anti-Subnarine

Patrol 5 Halifax, Whitley

4/5 ; Sea-inlnlng 29 23 112 Wellington, Stirling,
Lan9astermines!

Leaflets 2 Viellington

5 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 8 6 depth
charges

1 Halifax, Whitley

5/6 Sea-tiilnlng 6 6 12 Wellington
mines

6 Eindhoven (Phillips
j  Radio Works)

93 83 62.4 15 Boston, Mosquito,
Ventura

i
Photo.Reconnaissance 1 Mosquito

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

9 Halifax, vmitley

6/7 jMannlicim 272 580.0229 15 Wellington, Halifax,
Stirling, Lancaster

14Sea-mining 4913 Wellington, Lancaster
I

mines

7 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 10 Halifax, Whitley
I

7/8 Seai-nlning 36 33 122 Lancaster, Wellington,
Stirlingmines

8 iDen Helder . 1 1 MosquitoI

;Ijmulden (Iron and Steel
i  Works) 1 Mosquito

/LeerSECRET

G.169087/VY/8/50/30
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AircraftDespatched Attacking Tonnage | LossesTarget or PurposeDate

1942
d'ec- !
EIliffiR

Mosquito)1Leer

)
Mosquito)

D
1Papenburg

Mosquito1  ) 2.73Llngen

)
Mosquito)1Lathon

)
Mosquito)1Aurich

Anti-Sutaarlne

Patrol Halifax, Whitley10

269.5 Stirling, Halifax,

Wellington, Lancaster

21191338/9 Turin

218

mines

Stirling, Halifax,
Wellington, Lancaster

60 780Sea-mining

I

Hengclo Pov/er
Station

9

Mosquito0.911

Amiens/Glialons area.

Railway targets
I

Lih 3.5 i MosquitoI

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley19

Air Sea Rescue 1

WhitleyConvoy Escort 1

401.4 Stirling, Halifax,
Wellington, Lancaster

,5227 2009/10 I Turin
I

i

I

; Stirling12 ISea-mining 2p

}

Wellington, Whitley1  .Leaflets 12 11
I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

10

Halifax

Anti-Submarine

Patrols

11

Halifax, Whitley1

6.82 59.3 Stirling, Halifax,

Vfollington, Lancaster.

11/12 Turin 31

4226 WellingtonSeairilnlng 21

mines

4 Wellington3Leaflets
I

•  !
Anti-Gubmarlne

Patrol

12

Halifax, Whitley8

14 28 Wellingtoni  12/13 Sea-mining 15
mines

8 Boston, MosquitoGhent/Courtral/

Laon/ Cr i el/ Am i ens/

Tei-ghier.

(Railway Targets)

3 2.513 I

I

}

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whitley5

/

Convoy Escort Halifax2
i

4  I
mines \

I
13/14 6 (WellingtonSea-mining O

\ J..

hk

0,169087/VY/8/50/30
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■ Date ! Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking AircraftTonnage Losses

1*2 !

DEC-
!

EM3ER I

* . i Roosendaal/Ghent/
I  Courtral

Railway Targets

!
k 0.9 Mosquito1

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

t
!

j  Halifax, Vmitley13 1

!

Photo Reconnaissance 1 ; Mosquito

*/15 ' .68 76Seamining Wellington, Lancaster33

mines

15 Anti-Submarine

Patrol i Halifax, Whitley12 1

I15/16 Sea-mining 5 9 Wellington5
mines

16 Anti-Submarine

Patrol k Halifax

h 14.116/17 ,  8Diepholz Aircraft Park Stirling2

Wellington, Lancaster,

Stirling

Sea-rnlning 20

6 Wellington17 Leer

Mosquito1 Courtral 1 0.91

MosquitoGhent 0.91 1

1.3 MosquitoRoosendaal 2O
£-

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley112

17/18 Fallersleben

j Opel Works 8 Wellington, Stirling37.222 13

i

k.6 LancasterNeustadt 5
O
cd. .

fJ

6 6 LancasterNienburg 13.2 2
i

6 LancasterSoltau 3

hS LancasterDamme 12

6.7 LancasterDiepholz 12 2

8.9 LancasterQuakenbrouck 2 2

LancasterCloppenburg 9.0 12 2

j Bersenbrouck
I

Lancaster2

I

X
I

78 Wellington, Halifax,

I  Lancaster,, Stliilng
ISea-talning 50 322

I

mines

Leaflets I Wellington5 5

I18 Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley19

Air Sea Rescue 1

19 Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley9

Wellington30Sea-raining 1519/20 ■  15

mines

k.O MosquitoLeer/Meppon/ Rlielne 11  20 r:
3-11

!

Anti-Submarine

Patrols ! Halifax, WhitleyI

i

SECRET /  20/21r..lfiqn87/VY/8/H0/50
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AircraftTonnage LossesDespatched AttackingTarget or PurposeDate

}
! 1^2

DEC-

IJ®ER i
DO/21 Duisburg

I

Wellington, Halifax,
Lancaster, Stirling

537.1 15205232

6 Mosquito2.03I Lutterade

!  Power Station

h h WellingtonLeaflets

I Den Helder 6 Ventura21

Boston, VenturaGhent/Courtrai/
Valenciennes/

Monceau

(Railway Targets)

9 2.22

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
f

Halifax, Whitley9
I

262./1137 13 Wellington, Lancaster,

Stirling ' '' ' '• ' I *

21/22 Munich 122
1-^/1-.Vi'

6  • 5.kI, WellingtonEmden22

Mosquitoi Buckhols 1

Rotenburg 1 I Mosquito

Mosquito0.9Bremen 1 1

Alost/Malines/

Temonde

(Railway Targets) i Mosquito1.83 1O

Anti-Sutaarlne

Patrol I Halifax, Whitley

22/23 Hamb orn/R he1nhaus en

Steel Works
1

Uhh Mosquito2

h WellingtonLeafletsI

St. Male

(Docks)

23

15.6'18 18 Boston

6 6 6.6Den Helder Ventura

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley

23/2A Essen/Rheinhausen/

Hamb orn/Me1d e rich

(Steel Works)

h'  5 2.7 Mosquito

2(4 Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley12 2

2I+/25 Essen/Melderich

(Steel Works) Uh Mosquito
7 2

25 Antl-Sutmarine

Patrol 5 Whitley

26 Anti-Submarine

Patrol . Halifax2

27 Anti-Submarine

Patrol Halifax, Whitley

28 Anti-Submarine

Patrol

■

Halifax, Whitley1

Convoy Escort Whitley1

'
!

/ 28/29

0.169087/VY/8/50/30
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T

Tonnage LossesDate Target or Purpose Despatched Attacking AIrcraTt

19/+2
DEC-

MBJS.
28/29 6 16Seamining 6 Wellington, Stirling

mines

29 Amlens/Tergnler/Laon

Railv/ay Targets 6 h.Z5 Mosquito

Ant I-Su tori no

Patrol Halifax, Whitley9

29/30 Melderlch/Essen

Railway Targets 3 3 2.0 Mosquito

1/+ 14 56Sea-rnining Lancaster

mines

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

30

Halifax, Whitley15

Mons/Raismes/

Blancmisseron/

Monceau Sur

Sombre

Railway Targets

31

h.56 5 Mosquito

Anti-Submarine

Patrols Halifax, Wliitlcy7

Lancaster, Mosquito931/ 1
Jan,

Dusseldorf 10 27.0 1

MosquitoFlorennes 3 1.32

24 66 Wellington, LancasterSea-tnining 35 1

Mines

6 WellingtonLeaflets

JAN-

uary

Mons (Railway) Mosqul to1

Cherbourg

(Whale Oil Ship) Boston12

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 6 Whitley

6 HalifaxConvoy Escort 2

42 88 Wellington, Lancaster2/3 Soamlnlng 31

mines

WellingtonLeaflets 2 2

Amiens/Targnier

(Marshalling

Yards)

3

Mosquito2.733

Cherbourg (Whale

Oil Ship) Boston11

Antl-Guhaarlne

Patrol Halifax, Whitley7

Mosquito, Lancaster3/4 17 50.7 3Essen 22

Wellington, Lancaster45 38 139 1Sea-tnining
mines

WellingtonLeaflets 2

4 Antimubraarlne

Patrol Halifax, Wliltley4

i.X

/ 4/5SECRET
0.169087/VY/8/50/30
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Mrcral’tLossesDespatched j Attac'idng TonnageTarget or PurposeDate

1943
JAN

UARY i
Mosquito, Lancaster6/4.1 223334/5 Essen

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

5
i Whitley11

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

6
; Whitley15

I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

7 i

j Whitley3

i

i Mosquito, Lancasteri[7.317227/3 Essen

\

Anti-Submarine

Patrol

8
1 Whitley5

Mosquito, Lancaster336 121.741
t

8/9 Duisburg
I

Wellington, Lancaster,
Stirling

■  178
mines

42■79 3Sea-raining

j
Wellington22Leaflets

i

1

i  Ijmuidon (Blast
Furnaces)

9 I

12.7 !  Ventura1212

Abbevllle/Dnacat
!  Airfield Bostoni12

i  Rouen (Marshalling
Yard) ' 1 Mosquito4.5 16 q

Mons (Marslialling
Yard) j Mosquito0.911

- 4 Mosquito, Lancaster38 125.0529/10 Essen i

I

j Wellington, Stirling,
Halifaxi

!

519797120Soa-mining
mines

i
Anti-Submarine
Patrol

10 (
I Whitley4i

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

11
Whitley5

176.8 Mosquito, Lancaster54 17611/12 j Essen

Anti-Submarine
Patrol

12 i

i  Halifax, Whitley!11
I

! Mosquito, Lancaster158.5k962 112/13 Essen
I

I
Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

62i 12332Sea-mining
mines

4 Wellington5Leaflets

i  St.Omer/Fort Rouge
Airfield

13
6.4 Boston12

;  Abbevllle/Drucat
‘  Airfield 14.718 Ventura18

(

i  N.E. France |
;  (Marshalling Yards) \ 5.46 Mosquito6

I

Wellington6 10
mines

5Sea-mining

I

Anti-Submarine [
Patrol ! I Whitley

/  13/14

G.169087/W 8/50/30
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SECRET

Date Target or Purpose Despat(*ed Attacking Tonnage Losses Aircraft I

IJAN'
1

UARY

13/1^1 Essen 69
!

53 6177.2 Mosquito, Lancaster

6Leer 1 1.7 Wellington

Sea-tnlnlng h7 8 1 WellingtonI

! mines

1

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 10 Halifax, Whitley

1/4/15 Lorlent 123 103 231.1 2 Lancaster, Halifax,

I  Wellington, Stirling '

Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

/46Sea-Tiilning 37 99

mines

!
Leaflets jWhitley, Wellington15 13 1

i

15 ! Cherbourg (Whale Oil

Ship) 6 4.910 Boston

I

6I Norclen 1 1.3 Wellington

Anti-Submarine

Patrol 8 Halifax, Whitleyi

15/16 147Lorlent 291.4I  133 2 Wellington, Stirling,
Halifax

Sea-mining 9 9 18 Wellington

minesi
i

Aachen 2 2 1.3 Mosquito

Leaflets 3 3 Wellington

16 /inti-Submarine

Patrol ■

I

10 Halifax, Whitley

16/17 } Berlin ■- 147 i  381.4201 1 Lancaster, Halifax

i Duisburg 12 0.7 Mosquito

17 !Anti-Submarine
Patrol 6 Halifax, Whitley

;  ■

Convoy Escort 3 Halifax
I

I1
J 17/18 ; Berlin 142 i  352.7187 Lancaster, Halifax23i

1 18 ! Caen/Carpiquet
i  Airfield
i

I
18 Ventura

Cherbourg (Shipping) 12 Boston

Anti-Sutaarlne
Patrol Q Halifax, Whitley

18/19 i Sea^Tilnlng 29 27 90 Stirling, Wellington
mines

I
I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
19

14 Halifax, Whitley

Hengelo (Stork Diesel
Engine Works)

20
6 5.48 Mosquito

i

Anti-Submarine
Patrol 10 Halifax, Whitley

I  20/21 8Sea-mlning 15 Wellington
mines!

/21
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AircraftTonnage ; LossesAttachingDespatchedTarget or PurposeDate

JAN- I
uary"

I

Ventura10,3 i1115Caen {Carpiquet

Airfield)
21

Boston3«0 I6Tricqueville Airfield 12

Boston5,46Cherbourg (Docks) 12I

Boston10.012Flushing (Dry Docks) j 12

Anti-Submarine

Patrol
Halifax, Whitley6

Halifax
3Convoy Escort

195.6 i k Mosquito, Lancaster568221/22 Essen

Stirling, Halifax,
Wellington, Lancaster

i
I8it 785 70Sea-mining

mines j1

Ghent (Oil

Installations)

.  i
22

Mitchell319.21112

f

Abbevlllo/Drucat

Airfield
Boston7.0 i1111

St. Omer/Fort P.ouge

Airfield
Boston8.51212 i

Cherbourg/Maupertus I
Airfield j Ventura16 15.9 : 218i

Anti-Submarine j
Patrol Whitley5

Halifax1Convoy Escort

Mosquito1.3 :2222/23 Cologne

Oldenburg/Osnabruck ;
Area |

23
Mosquito1.8 ; 1h 2

Wellington2,7 i6 2Esens

Anti-Submarine

Patrols Whitley

Mosquito, Lancaster20k.660 28323/24 Dusseldorf

Lancaster, Halifax,
Stirling, Wellington

293.5 I 3116 111Lorient

WhitleykhLeaflets
f i

}

2k Anti-Submarine

Patrol

i

Whitley5

Boston8.9 ; 110Flushing (Dry Dock) 1225

Antl-<Iubmarine

Patrol Halifax3

6.7 Ventura6Bruges (Engine Sheds) 1226 !1

i

Morlaix (Railway
Viaduct) Ventura112

i

Abbeville (Engine

1  Sheds) Boston12

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whiitlcy

/ 26/27

G.l 69087/’VY/8/50/30
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Page 1*3

!

i Despatched Attacking AircraftDate Target or Purpose Tonnage Losses

1943
JAN

UARY 1

I

26/27 156 Lancaster, Halifax,

i  Stirling, VJellington
137 ;  2C3.5 5Lorient

I  Gironde River
i  (Shipping) 4.0 !Halifax3

I Wliltley, Wellington17Leaflets

Copenhagen (Diesel
Engine Works)

i  27
7.1 Mosquito9 2

I

!Anti-Bubniarine

Patrol Whitley1

162 442.7138 7 Mosquito, Lancaster,
Halifax

27/28 Dusseldorf

49 161 Wellington, Stirling,
Lancaster

54 2Gea'^ninlng
mines

i

!

28 Anti-Submarine

Patrol 6 l<fhItloy

Morlaix (Railway

Viaduct)

29
Boston10.7 112 12

I VenturaIjmulden (Coke Ovens) 2.112 2
I

Anti-Submarine

Patrol Whi tloy5

1l6 jWellington, Halifax80 155.0 729/30 Lorient i

i4 1 lellington17 7Sea-rnining
mines

1 Wellington5Leaflets 2

j Mosquito6 6 4.0 1Berlin30

Eindhoven, Nljmegan,

Cleve, Emmerich Boston17

6 Wellington3 9.3 2Etaden

Wellington2.7 211 2Oldenburg

Anti-Submarine

Patrol I Whitley3

8 Lancaster, Halifax,
i  Stiz’ling

148 338.99930/31 Hamburg

f

!Mosquito0.71 1Cologne
!

I i
I

I Mosquito0.7 11Essen 1

I

!Mosquito0.7 !1 1Aachen

j Mosquito0.71 1Bochum
i

jWellington, Halifax1117 22Soa“mining
mines

i

Air ■W.ni-'^rcv War 'Room_Manual and Monfnly-fliKgMrloc.-of HoiiijiasJlgaCTlcl

O.R.S. Final Day and Final Night Raid Reports,
Bomber Camnand Operations Record Books.

Note on Sources:-

SECRET
C.169087/VY/8/50/30
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I
I AIR SUPPORT command] I COMPOSITE COMMAND~|

I I I
I? BOM B DIV. 21.1’ BOMB DIV. 3“.“B0MB0IV. 4L“B0MB DIV.

M(H) (K) M

I COMBAT WG.| I COMBAT VC. 11 COMBAT WG. I [COMBAT WG.I I C0MBW~WGn

I
rA.DEF.W^ I I A.D£F.WG. j I A.DEF.WG. j rFICHTPWG.I

I
I I 1

I BOMB CP I roMK » I l~Tc ini T.cIcBlI T.C.CP. I I cJm.I TciWi i cAc. maibmh [ I LaibWi I T»>.l mTi

AOVANCCD A^D. STATKmS

Ll

fI 1 II C.C.B.C.I ICX.Vt.l I FTR.Gej I FTR.GR j | FTR.GR I j C.C.R.C. I [PHOTO, GRI

I
BOMBGP. ifBOMfecP j ["bOMB GP I

I
QitMJ

IbISO) [sfa iski'iin ISi c.d.1

COMPOSITE COMD.HO.STA.TYPICAL PHOTO. RCN. UNIT STA.

I PHOTO. GR (0
I SERV. SO.

IM.R CO. AVN.

I WEA.SQ.DET.

A. SPT. COMP. H.O STA.

I H.aiH.Q.SQ.A.SPT.COHO.

ISIG.BH.A.SPT.COMO.

IA.SPT.COM. 5Q,

I M.P COAVN.

M TYPICAL ADV. A. PER

1 KaBH.Q.SQ.A.DepSP

(B)l OERRCPSQ.
I DEPSUPSQ.

I0.M.PLAT.A.0EP8R

(C)|Q.H.TRK.C0.AVN.
(OIORO.HHAIKT.CO.AVN. (O)

V20RD.MHAIHTCO.

(R)|/2 0ftO.AM.CO.
<0)1/2 CHL.DEP CO.

I/2SI6.C0.MPAVN.
^ME0.SUP PLAT. AVN.
>N.P. COAVN.

JSTA. COMPUHEHT SO.

tWEA.SQ.PEP.

(A) PER 6 TACTICAL GP I OR
MORE PER STATION

(B) DET. TO FORM MOfitlf REP UNITS
' ll OR MORE

'S1X.ATAM.DEP.

BCMaCOMD. H.Q, STA. TYPICAL BOMB. STA.

I BOMB GP.

1/2 H.Q.&H.Q.SQ.SERV. GP
I SERV, SQ.

1/2 Q.K CO. SERV. GR AVH.
1/2 ORD. C0.AVN.SERV.gr
1/2 516. CO. SERV. GP

I/2CML.C0.A.0PNS.
1/2 ORO.MHAIHT.CO,AVN.(Q)
I STA. COMPLEMENT SQ.

I H.R CO. AVN.

1 WEA.SQ. PET

rrR.CQM{>.H.Q, STA TYPICAL FTR. STA.

I FTR.GR

i/2H.Q.BH.0.S0.SEflV.6R
I SERV. GR

I/2Q.M. C0.SERV.gr AVN.
1/2 ORD. CO. AVH.SERV.GP.
1/2 Sia CO. SERV. GP.

I/2 0R0.MMAIMT. CO. AVN.(0)
I STA. COMPLEMENT SQ.

I H.R CO. AVN.

IVEA.SQ. DET.

SERV.COM. H.Q.STA.

I aQ.BH.Q.Sa.SCRV.COMD.

ft SI6.C0. AVN.(LESS RJ.PUT)
IQ.M. CAR. PUT.
I TECH.SUP SO.

+ lfSEW.COMDiH.O.rSATA
SEPARATE LOUTION FROM A/H.Q.

I H.Q.BH.O.SQ. BOMB. COHO.
I SIC. CO. AVH.

I Q.M. CAR. PLAT.

IH.P. CO. AVN.

I H.Q.BH.Q.SQ.COHP COHO.

I SI6.C0.AVN.(LESSR.[.PUt)
I H.P CO.AVN.

tH.Q.BH,Q.SQ.FTR COMD.
( SIG.CO.AVH.

IM.R CO.AVN.

>

I
2

TYPICAL A.DEF WG. H.Q. STA.
TYPICAL BOMB- DIV H.O. STA. TYPJCAL TRP CARR. STA.

o
IH.Q.&HO. SQ. A.DEF. WG

ISIG.CO.WG.

I FTR.CONTROL $a.

I M.P. CO. AVN.

I SIG. A.W, ORG.

XI H.O. BOHB.OIV.

I StC.CO.WG.

I M.R CO. AVH.

1 trp.carr.gr

I/2H.Q.BHO.SQ.SEIIV.CP.
I SERV. SQ.

I/2Q.M.C0. SERV. GR AVH.
1/2 SIG. Ca SERV. GP

l/20RaMMAIHT. CO.AVN.(q)
1/2 ORacO.AVM.SERV. GP

I/2A0RM.SQ.
1 M.P CO.AVN.

I WEA.SQ. DET.

to

o

I COMBAT BOMB. WG.
a
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SECRET

- 1 -

FORECAST,BUI.LP,, IIP_ OF .THE U.S.A.A.F.
iN„.BiiT4M IN 19A2.

PRIME MINISTER.

You asked me through General Ismay to let you have our latest

information about the arrival of American air forces in this country.

I attach a table which gives the latest estimates available.

It is not possible to say what period would elapse between the

arrival of a Group and its readiness for operations,

the Group equipped with Spitfires will have taken  6 weeks before it

is ready to fi^t, but it should be possible to reduce this time a

little for Groups flying the American aircraft to which they are

accustomed.

lie think that

I thinlc it would, be advisable to set back the dates

in the top line one month if you wish to estimate the strength of

aircraft fit for operations at any time.

You will realise that American forecasts have proved optimistic

in the past and that too much reliance should not be placed upon

the information now given to us.

3.7.i42,. C.A.S

j )ID/12/1A1Source

SECRET

G.169087/ES/3/50/30.



STRENGTH OF G.S. AIR FORCES IN U.K, ON THE DATES- SHEWN.

Aircraft Estab«t

per Group

Estimated total

on 31.9.42.

Type of

Unit

In U.K. on

3.7.42.'

Estimated

on 31.7.42.

Estimated total

on 31.8.42.

Total expected

on 1.4.43.

AircraftGroups Groups Aircraft Groups Aircraft Gr*ups Aircraft Groups Aircraft

35 1 4 140 245Heavy Bomber 1 1735 7-

+
I

57 114Medium Bomber 2 3 171 57010

Light Bomber 57 2 Sqds 3422 Sqds 2 Sqds 2 Sqds 6

L

Fighter 80 80 4002 2 160 4805 6 12 560
..I—

Transport 52 4 41 208 208 4161 52I

I-L.-,

M
1  Observation 57 1 57 1 57 7 399 1

80 247 3282Total Aircraft 919 1161
!

1 I I

NOTES 1. The 2 light bomber squadrons were originally Intended to be equipped with Turblnlltes.
has been cancelled and no Information Is available as to the date or type cf aircraft with vAiIch

they will be equipped.

This

2. One of the fighter groups In the U.K. at present Is equipped with Spitfires (60), and Is

expected to be operational early In August.

3. No estimate can be g.iven of when any *ther units are likely to be operational.

3.742.

G.169087/ES/3/50/30,. ’■ill

) )J..3
\
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JOINT AIvERIGAN/BEITISH dikectif on mr bopjbeh
OPERATIONS INVOLViNG FIGHTER CO-OPERATION

KIM

The aim of the day bombardment by Allied Air Forces based in Great

Britain is to achieve continuity in t?ie bombing offensive against the Axis

ALLOJATfON OF Kl^SPONSIBILITY

The pricnary instrument for night air bombardment is the British Bomber

Day bcmbardment will be the primary responsibility of the Eighth
2.

Command.

Air Force.

AiETHODS OP AGHIEYING THE AIM

Night bombardment raethods will renmin as defined in present Air Ministry
The method of achieving the aim

of day bombardment is by tVie destruction and da.raage of precise targets vital
to the Axis war effort.

3.
directifs to the British Bcmber Comirand.

DEVELOPMENT OF DAY OFFENSIVE

The day bomber offensive is to be developed in the following threeA.

X^hases: -

(a) Phase 1.

Ainerican day bomber forces under British fighter protection
reinforced by American fighter forces are to attack suitable

objectives Tfithin the radius of action of British fighter cover,

(b) Phase 2.

Americah d.ay bomber forces under British and American fighter
protection are to attack suitable objectives within the radius of
action of British and Aaerican fighter types,

direct protection of the bomber forces is to be provided by imierican
fighter forces. British fighter forces are to be used principally
for diversionary sweeps and v/ithdrawal cover. During this phase
the range characteristic of the American type fighter aircraft is to

be expdoitod to increase the depth of penetration of the bomber force
It will be the respons-

In this phase, the

and also to widen the frontage of attack,

ibilitj?- of the Eighth Air Force to develop the tactics of deep
penetration of the enemy dsiy fighter defence.

The Eighth Air Force will develop its full day bomber offensive

receiving such support and co-operation as may be required from the
British short-range fighter force.

OBJSGTIVTCS

Objectives suitable for the day bomber offensive under Phase 1 will be

determined periodically, within existing strategy, between the Comraandin
Eighth Air Force and A. C.A. S. (Ops.) as occasion denmnds.

5.
CT
CJ

General,

ROLE OP BRITISH DAY BOlvBER FORCE

During the development of the day offensive, British day bomber forces
are to be used in the secondary role to add Yjeight to British diversionary
operations, and to .maiintain the attack during periods unsuitable for the

operation of the American heavy day bombers.

6.

/mghinery

SEGIffiT

G.I69O87/HG/2/50/3O
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vIAGHIMCaY FOR IIvIPnEl'IENTING THE PLAI'J

During Phase 1, it will be the responsibility of the Gommnding General
of the American Bomber Command to initiate offensive operations, making
preliminary arrangements for fighter co-operation with the Commanding General,
the Ajiierican Fighter Command.

7.

It v>rill be the responsibility of the latter
to ensure full consultation with the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

When the general plan is settled, it will be the respons-E'ighter Command,
ibility of the Air Officer GomJnanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command to nominate
the British Fighter Group Commander, who is to draw up the detailed fighter
plans, reinforcing the Fighter Group as necessary in conjunction mth the
Commanding General, American Fighter CorniTiand in respect of American pursuit

TViereafter, detailed planning and the conduct of the fighterreinforcements,

operation will be the responsibility of the Commanding General, American
Bomber Couuriand, and the British Fighter Group Coiruiander concerned.

8. When Plriase 3 is reached, it v/ill be the responsibility of the Commanding
Generals of the American Bomber and Fighter Commands together to make the
general and detailed plans and to conduct the ox^erations under the direction
of the Commanding General, Eighth Air Force,
of the Commanding General of the American Fighter Command to arrange with
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command for such ground
facilities and fighter co-operation as may be required from the British

Fighter Commoand.

The Air Officers Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber, EUghter and Coastal Conimfinds

and the Goairnanding Generals of the iumerican Bomber and I'ighter Commands will
at all times keep each other informed of operational intentions and together
.make such adjustments to plans as .may be necessary to ensure proper
co-ordination.

It will be the responsibility

9.

At some moment during Phase 2 it vrill be necessary to change from the
The moment

10.

co-ordination machinery for Plriase 1 to tliat agreed for Phase 3*

of change-over will be decided by the Commanding General, Eighth Air Force
and the British Air Ministry (A. C. A. 3. (Ops.)) conjointly, having regard to
the available strength of American pursuit forces available which are armed

with American t5q)e fighters, and the degree of operational experience which
they have acquired.

20.8.42.

Source: CS. 16336

G. 169O87/HC/2/50/3O



Appendix - 27
SECRET

DIARY OF U.S. VIII BOMBER COM/IAIiD OPERATIONS

" January 1943

Des- i Attack- Tonnage ’ Losses I Aircraft
patched ing

Date i Target or Purpose

'august I

19.42 !

56.2Rouen (Sotteville
Marshalling Yards)

Abbeville/Drucat
Airfields

Amiens (Longueau
Marshalling Ye.rds)
Wilton (Shipyards)
Le Trait

Wilton (Shipyards)
Meaulte-Potez

Courtrai

Wevelghem Airfield^
Steen Airfield

iPortress12 1.217

19 \

tt

28.72224
20

19.6
t?

1112 i
II

1221
ii

21.4

11.6
20.0 ,

121224
M

9 727 ■
It

111428

29
II

,26.2i  "IJ 12

SEPTEIviBER

t!

64.3j Rouen (Railway Yards 1
I St.Omer (Longuenesse))
i St.Omer (Rouge

j Meaulte Potez
I Rotterdam
Wilton (Shipyards)

I Utrecht

)
)

)

31375

6 I

II

84.0 24354

 !
7

15.6 i
II

929

26 Mo rl ai x-Pl o u j e an

(Airfields)
I!

46
1

i

i OCTOBER !

i Meaulte-Potez

' St.Omer (Longuenesse
I Lille , Courtrai
, Roubaix

j St.Omer (Longuenesse ))
: Lorient (U-Boat Pens )
j Cherbourg
Maupertus (Airfield)

)
)

2 II

68.33649

9 ti  ■

151.8 4 I  (Po.rtress
'(Liberator i

108 5
79II

I

21
(Portress
(Liberator

333.923107

i

ROIIEMEER i

;(Por tress
(Liberator

Brest (U-Boat Pens) 68 79.9347

I Lille (Locomotive
Works)

' Abbeville-Drueat
Airfield

j St. Nazaire (U-Boat
Pens)
St. Nazaire (U-Boat

;  Pens)
; St. Nazaire (U-Boat
i  Pens)
: Cherbourg
i Maupertus Airfield

i
I

8
t

1 Portress89.94153

(Portress
(Liberator!

|( Portress
' ( Liberator

9
343 101.347

14
50.9 ;34 24i

i

17
(Portress
(Liberator■  84.4 I 1}

69 35I

)  !
) !

!

} I

/18.

SECRET

G. 169O87/MBP/4/50/3O.
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'T ?

Des- fittack- jTonnage iLosses j Aircraft '
patched ■ ing |

!Target or Pui'poseDate

y.

-  NOVEMI^R i
I
!

1

I Lorient (U-Boat Pens)
j  St. Naaaire
La Paluce (U-Boat
Pens)

! Lorient (D-Boat Pens)
i

St. Nazaire

18

65 (Fortress I
(Liberator

(Portress, i
(iiiberator ■
Portress,|
Liberator I

118.551 1
i

)
76 15»2 !1122

3658 . 70.1 523

DECEMBEfi

rf

6 Lille

iibbeville/Drucat
i  Airfield
Ibbeville/Drucat

I  Airfield
;  Rouen (Sotteville
i  Marshalling Yards)
: Romilly-Sur-Seine

I

(Fortress,
(Liberator

85 85.342 2
t

12

^ortre
(Liberator

(Portress, |
((Liberator

I Portress

ss

17 35.9 290

147.820 101 72 7

I  30 j Lorient 77 40 71.4 3
I

, dAhUARY

1943

6885St. Nazaire 152.7 10 '(Portress, ;
((Liberator

■ Portress

3
I
I

64;  Lille
i  Lorient (U-Boat
1  Eases)
i  Kerlin Bastard
1  Brest

I Wilhelmshaven )
Eraden )

142.-8i  13
23

72 3

i I

((Portress, i
/Liberator!118.590 54 5

)
1

i  27 {(Portress
(Liberator I

j

91 122.855 3
!

i

I

m!
Source Reference; . IIH/179.

/)

G. 169087/]ViBP/3/50/30.




